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Motion 15577

Proposed No.2019-0184.1 Sponsors von Reichbauer

1 A MOTION approving a biennial technology projects

2 benefits report on the benefits achieved from technology

3 projects.

4 WHEREAS, K.C.C. 2.16.025.8.8.i. requires that a biennial report about benefits

5 achieved from technology projects and a motion be transmitted by April 30 in odd-

6 numbered years, and

7 WHEREAS, the biennial report includes a compilation of benefit achievement

8 plans for all recently-completed projects with outstanding benefit achievement plans, as

9 well as benefit achievement plans for all projects either in progress or newly approved,

10 and

tI WHEREAS, the biennial report contains a summary section that describes any

tz lessons learned about defining and reporting on benefits for technology projects and

13 provides an analysis of the benefits achieved in20l7-2018 for the overall project

t4 portfolio;

1s NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED by the Council of King County:

7



Motion 15577

16

17

The20I7-2018 Biennial Technology Projects Benefits Report, which is

Attachment A to this motion, is hereby approved.

Motion 15577 was introduced on 5ll5l20l9 and passed by the Metropolitan King
County Council onll28l2020,by the following vote:

Yes: 9 - Mr. von Reichbauer, Ms. Lambert, Mr. Dunn, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Dembowski, Mr. Upthegrove, Ms. Kohl-Welles, Ms.
Balducci and Mr. Zahilay

KING COUNTY COUNCIL
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Chair
ATTEST:

Melani Pedroza, Clerk of the

Attachments : A. 2017 -2018 Biennial Technology Projects Benefits Report
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Motion 15577 Attachment A

Located in the Clerk's Office

rf,
King County

2OL7-2018 BIENNIAL

TECHNOLOGY PROJECT5

BENEFITS REPORT

OFFICE OF PTRFORMANCE, STRATEGY AND BUDGET

APRIL 2019



Background

King County Code (KCC 2.16.025B.8(i)) requires the Office of Performance, Strategy and Budget
(PSB)to submit a biennial report (in the odd-numbered years) on the benefits resultingfrom
information technology (lT) projects.

All technology projects with a total estimated cost of 5250,000, or more, are required to have a
Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP). The BAP outlines the key benefits expected from the
investment and defines how those benefits will be measured, with baselines and targets
specified for each measure. Decision makers use the BAP to weigh the benefits of atechnology
investment before making that investment, to track progress toward the benefits while the
project is in progress, and to evaluate a return on the investment after the project completion.

While the biennialtechnology project benefits report covers all projects, the report'sprimary
focus is completed projects. Completed projects submit "final BAPs" as part of theinvestment
closeout. Completed projects that require more time to measure the outcomesfollowing
completion are required to continue reporting in the subsequent years until a final BAPwith
final results is provided. Ongoing projects may propose revisions to the targets, measures, or
benefits during the biennial BAP update but those changes must be supported with
justifications.

2019 Experience with Benefit Achievement Planning & Reporting

Over the past five years since the BAP requirement was introduced, County departments and

agencies have grown to recognize the value of having a BAP for every technology project and

the importance of updating it biennially for the purposes of documenting the investmentstatus
and assessing the return on the investment upon project completion.

Agencies continue to voice a need for more training on how to better define benefits and

identify proper metrics along with plans to measure those benefits. ln addition, agencies and

PSB continue to face challenges with the current way the BAPs are collected. Every project
updates its BAP a number of times throughout the project's life: with every appropriation
request and as part of biennial benefits reporting. Because BAPs are Word documentsthat
reside in SharePoint under a particular ordinance, there is no easy way to keep track of the
master version of a BAP without keeping track of when a given project last updated its BAP.The

latter is a challenging task on its own, given the number of projects and the fluctuating project
portfolio. ln addition, there is no easy way to aggregate data by portfolio or analyze changesfor
a single project across BAP updates. PSB plans to work toward finding solutions to these
challenges and intends to engage with Council staffto ensure that any proposed solutionsstill
meet the County Council's needs in BAP reporting and facilitate Council staff review of BAPs.

The aggregate time spent by PSB, KCIT, and agency staff collectively on the benefits reportingis
high. ln PSB, all budget analysts are involved in review of BAPs prepared bythe agenciesto
which they are assigned. While this approach requires more PSB staff hours to compilethe
report, this process assures BAP quality and contributes to PSB's budget monitoring efforts.
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Future improvements to the way benefits data are collected and increased countywide
competence in defining target outcomes and measures will help to make thetechnology
benefits reporting easier, thus reducing the time that goes into it.

Summary Statistics

The 2OL7-2018 Biennial lT Benefits Report includes a set of 107 BAPs, an increase of 22 from 85

BAPs two years ago. Thirty seven of the 107 BAPs are for completed projects, of which 31are
final BAPs and 8 need more time to measure the benefits and hence will report again. Twenty
(20) were for new projects that were approved in the 2019-2020 biennial budget cycle and

another 48 are for projects that were still underway as of December 2018. The BAPs for the
active projects provide a brief status update of the project, including key milestones achievedin
the reporting period and updates to the timeline for achieving the benefits in cases of project

delays.

Table A: Breakdown of BAPs byType

The technology projects are distributed across eighteen different departments. Four

departments: King County Metro, King County lnformation Technology Department (KCIT), and

the Department of Executive Services (DES), and the Department of Natural Resources & Parks

(DNRP) account for 65 percent of the lT projects reporting in this cycle. Table B providesthe

breakdown by department.

Table B: BAPs by Department by Project Status

31

8

48

L9Yo ',

29%

7%

4s%Underway Projects - Updated BAPs

New Projects Approved in the 2OI9-2O2O BiennialBudget

L07 L00%TOTAL

% ofTotalCountBAPType

4 20King County Metro
I nformatio n Technology (,KCff ) 8

4 2 10Executive Services (DES)

Natural Resources & Parks (DNRP)

6Public Health T

2 4Community & Human Services (DCHS)

12Other Departments 9

TOTAT

L6.

n

WillReport

Completed Projects Total
Count

Underway
& New
Projects

Final

BAPs
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The BAP template asks agencies to select one out of four benefit categories
(1) lmproved public services
(2) lmproved internal operations
(3) Maintain service levels
(4) Reduced costs

While many projects identify and track benefits from multiple categories, each identifiesthe
primary benefit category. Table C below summarizes the portfolio breakdown by the project's
primary category.

Table C: Project Distribution by Primary Benefit Category Over the Last 5 Years

Lgv

4A%

39%

4A%

38%

19%

1&9o

7s%

5Va

25%

o%

I Cost Savings

I Reduce Risk of Failure/
Mair:tein Service Level

I Operational
Effiriencies

r lmproved Pl.rblic

Services

2014 2015 2{}16 201 7-2018

Consistent with the prior years, the primary drivers for the majority (79 percent) oftechnology
projects in the 2OL7-2018 County portfolio were lmprovement of lnternal Operations and
Maintaining Service Levels. Nineteen (19) percent of the projects were primarily intendedto
improve County services to the public.

The high percentage of projects aiming to maintain service levels or improve internal
operations is reflective of the obsolescent state of the information technology systems used by
departments and agencies to run their day-to-day operations. While the majority of the
applications may.be meeting current needs, they are becoming increasingly expensive to
operate and may pose risks. For example, an aging critical system could break down and
prevent the agency from delivering key services to the public. Old application programs may
continue to be used restricting the agency's ability to have timely, cost-effective datafor
decision making and remain in compliance with changing regulations, industry standards, and
business requirements.

Many projects target benefits from more than one benefit category. The BAP template asksthe
project to identify the primary and distinguish those benefits from the secondary benefit category
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Analysis of the Benefits Achieved Ln201'7 -2018

The below series of four tables provide a summary of each of the 107 BAPs grouped bybenefit
category included in this report:

Table D: Completed Projects Ready to Report Benefits (Final BAPs)

Table E: Completed Projects That Need More Time to Achieve/Measure Full Benefits

Table F: Projects That Are Underway (including Projects On-Hold)

Table G: New Projects Approved in the 2019-2020 BiennialBudget

ln summary, out of 3L final BAPs included in this report (see Table D for projectdetail):

* 15 projects have met or exceeded the target benefits
n 9 projects partially met the benefits
t 5 projects did not meet the target benefits and/or have been cancelled, including

- DHR Applicant Tracking System Replacement
- DPH EMD-CPR Quality lmprovement Application Replacement

- KCSO Roaster Management System

- KCSO Wireless CAD UPgrade
- Transit HASTUS EPM

n 2 projects cancelled; benefits to be achieved through other projects or existing

applications, including:
- E-91L System Security
- PSB Green Building Reporting Module

The County spent 520.S million to implement these 31 projects (out of the approved budget of

5gz,g million).

Table D: Completed Projects Ready to Report Benefits (FinalBAPs)

RALS Archives Collection
Management System
(LrL1.67o)Executive

Services

King County
lnformation
Technology
King County
Metro

This project is complete and generally met itstarget
benefits. The main benefit of the project is 2417 public

access to archival material.
This project was completed at the end of 2018 and

met most targeted benefits.

The project was completed in 2018 and achieved the
benefit of providing a new service to individuals who
m have difficul accessi n the 911 em.

The project closed in early 2018 and a report was

delivered to the Council. The project implemented a

pilot based on which Transit rolled out a mobile
ticketing technology, which allows customers to pay

their transit fares using their smartphones.

I

FBOD Countywide
ePayment lmplementa-
tion Support(IL24170)
Text-to-9L1 (L127689)

Mobile Ticketing Pilot--
Cashless Fare

Technologies (L126580)

2

3
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5

6

7

o

9

10

L1

T2

ult and
Juvenile
Detention
Community
& Human
Services

Executive
Services

Executive
Office

Human
Resources

King County
lnformation
Technology

Roster Management
System Employee
lnterface (1116898

DMHP & Public Safety
(t1.1728t)

Risk Management Risk

Master Replacement
(1,r26s46)

PSB Budget System PIC

2014 Modifications
(Lt2r7s3)

PSB Green Building
Reporting Module
(L1274s7)

Applicant Tracking
System Replacement
(rr24t7e)

KCIT Systems

Management (1122L88)

Project scope was changed to include just two DAJD

divisions (CCD and Admin) and has now been closed
asofM 2018)

This project is completed. While the targets were only
partially met, mobile devices (tablets and laptops)
rolled out by the project resulted in an overall
increase in the amount of time staff spend in the field,
reducing the time they spend going to the office to
look up client information.
This projeet was completed in early 2018 and metor
exceeded all target benefits, resulting in agencies
having better access to data, better data analysis
tools, and Risk Management spending less time on
non-value added work. This is the Final BAP.

The project is completed. One year after project
completion users satisfied with the system increased
from L5%to 79%. User training is also being provided,
tn art from time freed up from system improvement.
The project was cancelled in early 2018 upon
determination that the DNRP PRISIM System can be
used for Green Building data collection and reporting
re uirements
The vendor was unable to deliver as agreed to in the
contract. The contract was cancelled in 201-8. Benefits
were not achieved. The project spent 58 percent of its
budget (S0z+r;.

This project has increased visibility of major incidents.
KCIT has started including targets for incidents and
requests in its service level agreements with
departments and agencies.

The project was cancelled due to prioritization of
other projects requiring competing resources.
Benefits were not achieved.
This project was completed in 2OI7.lt met the target
benefits. Law Enforcement agencies use the new

m and report satisfactions.
The project was cancelled in 2018 as the objectives
could be met through other quality improvement
efforts.

The project closed in late 2OI7; anticipated benefits
achieved. The new system allows for accurate
collection and reporting of employee work and leave
information, freeing up first-level supervisors and
managers from the time consuming tasks of

iPu

King County
Metro

Prosecuting
Attorney's
Office

blic Health

Sheriff's
Office

HASTUS EPM (1116893)

lntegrated Document
Exchange Project (lDX)

1_111938)

EMD-CPR Quality
lmprovement
Application Replacement
1.1238s7)

ATLAS Electronic
Scheduling System
(1111es6)

13

1_4
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1"6Wireless CAD Upgrade
(11.16728)

Behavioral Health
lntegration (IL26543)

BRC Oracle EBSI2.2
U pgrade 11.126544)

800 MHz Trunked Radio

System Sprint/Nextel Re-

banding (IO473I3)

County Telephony
System Replacement
Phase 3e (Unified
Communications)
(1.1.t1.e62)

Enhance Wireless
Connectivity, Phase I

(1.r24s74)

scheduling and resulting in better oversight of
employees in the field.
The project was cancelled in 2018. Wireless CADwas

implemented on all County-owned laptops assigned

to Commissioned personnel. Deputies now have the
ability to run license plates and names remotely
through a laptop computer in their police car, The

Fleet AVL project is expected to accomplish some of
the things previously planned as the Wireless CAD

project. No further benefits are expected from the
Wireless CAD p ro ect

This project was completed when Mental Health and

Substance Use Disorder work was integrated. DCHS

then quickly shifted the project and remaining funds

to lMC, lntegrated Managed Care, which went live on

rl1./201e.
The project was completed in 2017 and met all target
benefits, resulting in improved EBS performance.

This project was successfully completed in 2018. King

County is in compliance with FederalCommunications
Commission's licensing regulation for the 800 MHz

radio band used by King County police, fire and public

works agencies.

The project successfully replaced the County's 20-

year-old phone system, which had been out of vendor
support. The new system provides morefunctionality
at a much lower cost. This project resulted in S2.5M
annual savings (excluding cost avoidance), which was

used to pay back the bond that had been issued to
fund this investment.The 20!7 survey showed a user

satisfaction rating of 78% and a nearly L00% rate of
successful online meetings (5 issues or less) in a 90-

day period. The project fully met the target benefits
and closed in early 2018.

The project was completed early 2018 and all benefit
targets were achieved. King County Courthouse and

six District Court sites (Auburn, Bellevue, Burien,

lssaquah, Redmond, Shoreline) now have enhanced
wireless capability and are able to use applications
and carry out--more effectively--tasks that depend on

a wireless connection.
Completed in October 2OL7, the project partially met
the target benefits (replacing old technology and

reducing the risk of exposing confidential hard copy
documents to unauthorized access). Overall, the
County has converted 345 lines to lP Fax. Currently,

Community
& Human
Services

Executive
Services

King County
lnformation
Technology

17

18

19

20

21

lP Fax Service (1,124575)
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Exchange to Office 365 -
Pilot(L127266)

E-911System Security
1.127690

26

25

27

28

29

31

t1JA

97 POTS lines remained as dedicated fax lines
The pilot project has been completed. The project
partially achieved the target benefits. Overall, users
were satisfied with the migration and with the new
Exchange Online service. The lessons learned fromthe
pilot informed the second phase of the project, which
rs cu rrently u nderwa

This project was cancelled, The scope of the project
has been absorbed in other E-911 projects.

The project closed in late 20L7;the system upgrade
was completed.
This project updated and combined the Vanpool and
Vanshare applications from outdated software that
that could not be efficiently and safely maintained.
The expected benefits have been achieved and the

The project was completed in late 2018 achieving
benefits of having access to historical financialdata

23

24

King County
Metro

Natural
Resources &
Parks

Prosecuting
Attorney

King County
Elections

HASTUS Upgrade to
20L4V (1111783)

Vanpool lnformation
System Modernization
(1123e1.3)

Solid Waste: Paradigm
Upgrade (1t24571)

WTD West Section
Control System
Replacement (1038125;
L114374; LLt4376)

Case Management
lmplementation
(PROMIS Replacement)
(1.11194r)

Tabulation System
Replacement (1129465)

ro ect was closed in earl 2018.
The project is complete and resulted in reduced KCIT

system support needed; no overtime to prepare EBS

files; and no server failures in 2018.
The project was closed in early 201-7. The project
replaced an old control system technology that was
failing and no longer supported by supplier with a

new system that conforms to WTD standards. System
failure, which would have resulted in permit
violations, was prevented. The new system requires
lower levels of maintenance to remain operating.

WTD lBlS Phase 3 - Data
Migration and KCIT

System Retirement
IL22L95

The project was completed in 2017. Benefits of
customer satisfaction (PAO can do justice with more
and better information) were exceeded, as measured
by survey. The juvenile division did not complete
formal surveys, but anecdotal evidence suggests
similar satisfaction as other divisions.

'_ _ '_"' : t

vings (Category 4)
The project has exceeded its primary benefit target by
reducing the use of temporary labor during elections.
Costs savings were incorporated into the 2019-2020
B iennial Budget,

Table E lists eight (8) projects that have been completed but need more time to eitherachieve
or measure full benefits. The sponsoring agencies have plans to conduct surveys and measure
the results in the course of 2OL9. The County spent SZq.Z million across these eight projects
(out of the approved budget of S+0.0 million).
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Table E: Completed Projects That Need More Time to Achieve and/or Measure Full Benefits

lmp ic Servi
LocalServices DPER Permit lntegration While the Permitting lntegration Project is completed,

the external benefits accruing to permitting customers
have not yet been fully obtained. As described in

Section 6, the principal customer benefit of on-line
permit application via MyBuildingPermit.com should

(1028784)

be realized for most permit types by 2020.

I

Public Health

Executive
Services

King County
lnformation
Technology

Executive
O-ffice

King County
lnformation
Technology

Natural
Resources &
Parks

Health lnformation
Technology
lmprovement9T4

lT Cybersecurity
Enha ncement ( 11"3233 1)

Prevent Risk of
Hyperion Upgrade
(rr2e910)
Exchange to Office 3

(Phase tt) (1.132332)

Parks Facilities
Scheduling System
(CLASS) Replacement
(L1241se)

The project faced some delays but was completed in

late 2018. Public Health will report next time on the
outcomes.

plemented; 3

ar-end 2019

2018. The

BAP update
includes revise d targets.
KCIT is still working through the logistics of
operational response teams that would respond to
the compromised system. This is the only target not
achieved to date.

have been
pated in202L-2022
ber 2018. KCITwill

measure results in2OL9, after a fullyear of operation.
The project is expected to fully meet the target
benefits_.

The project was completed in 2017;il has addressed
the risk of failure but is still working out errors in the
accounting before time savings can be assessed.

2

4

5

6

l

8

Table F lists 48 technology projects still underway as of the time of this reporting and providesa
brief summary of the status of each project. ln aggregate, these projects have an approved

budget of $409 million, of which Srtg million has been spent to date.

Table F: Summary of the Projects That Are Underway (including Projects On-Hold)
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Executive
Services

rtment
Health lntegration and the work is now moving into Phase 2.
(1.129637) l

:

King County
Metro

RALS For-Hire License

System (1129863)

RALS Records &
Licensing Software
Application (Anthem)
Replacement (1,L24175

Real-Time

lmprovements
(LL244r3)

Regional Fare

Coordination
Enha ncements
(1.028726)

Safety and Security
Project (1129800)

; This project's implementation was delayed in 2018,
, therefore pushing back project completion toAugust

2019.

Despite some setbacks, the project will meet its
intended objective.

This project will develop and execute a phased plan for
implementing new and/or modifying existing systems
and processes to improve the presentation of realtime
information to customers. This project was funded in
the 2017-18 budget and is "Preliminary Design" phase.

No change in expected benefits ortiming.
This programmatic project is underway and has 6 sub-
projects; 5 of which have achieved benefits and 1is
currently underway.

Project is underway. External and internal benefits
from improved safety monitoring and reporting are

inQ2.2O2!
on hold due to higher than estimated BRC

Q4.2019.
, Parts of the project are currently operating and the

1
J

4

tr
J

6

l

Natural
Resources &
Parks

Public
Defense

WTD Capacity Charge
Escrow and Customer
Add (1,123e31_)

Case Management
System Replacement
(1.133724)

8

costs. WTD is in discussions with KC|Tand
: BRC,

This project was approved in the 2017-2018 3rd
Omnibus and is in its early stages. The department has

new leadership and substantially revised the primary
and secondary benefits. The project remains on-
schedule.

This lT project was approved as a capital project
(11,13977) in the 2009 budget but had to wait for
major CAD/91,1, system upgrades at the dispatch
centers to complete before implementing eCBD. That
dependency could not be avoided because the eCBD
program interfaces with the CAD/911" system. The
capital project was closed in20!2 due to lapsed funds.
DPH now anticipates completing development in 2020.

EH Food Safety Rating This project started in the 2017-2018 biennium and n

9

Public Health

eCBD/CAD lnterface at
Valley Communications

(1.T2e762)

Unified Case

10 l

l
l

l

l

lAdult &
Juvenile
Detention
District
Courts t System rest of the system is expected to go live inMan men

Page 9 of 20
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While some benefits have been modified, the project
is largely expected to achieve the originally expected
benefits.

(1L24r57)

This project is on hold due to Washington State DRS

not confirming a new implementation schedule. The

BRC cannot update the project's timeline without a

new implementation schedule from DRS.

1.4Executive
Services

BRC PERS Retirement
Bolt-On Rewrite
(Operating)

This project is in its final stages. Vehicle data is being
collected in the software. Testing is underway
regarding interface to another Fleet software system

and working with vendor to improve coding for Solid

Waste tractors.

15Fleet Auto Vehicle
Location for Non-
Revenue Vehicles
(Lt2s703)

The project will automate manual processes used by

King County to manage its real estate lines of business
(acquisition, sales, leasing, property management, and

overall inventory). The project is behind schedule and

there has been turnover in the project manager
position. The project is also experiencing a budget risk.

1.6FMD Comprehensive
Facilities Asset
Management System
(tLz4L4B)

17RALS KC RMS Upgrade
(tr2e348)

18E-9L1 Platform
Modernization
(113368s)

This project started in 2017, faced some obstacles in
2018, but is now on track to be completed by late
2019. The project will replace obsolete software (ARM)

with a new solution that meets records management
legal and best practice requirements and willprovide
County employees with an easy to use system that
includes improvements for managing and searching
records.

This project was approved in the 2017-2018 3'd

Omnibus and is in early stages. Phase 1 of the project
will develop an RFP to modernize the current 911
system. The benefits of the full project, after Phase 2,

include more efficient call routing to the public safety
answering points and enhanced accuracy of wireless
calllocation,
The project is underway and will achieve fullbenefits
with a 6-month delay. The delay in the schedule was

due to the scope expansion to include additional
buildings (DAJD facilities). Enhanced wireless inthese
buildings is critical for the implementation of the new
Jail Management System.

19

Executive
Services

King County
lnformation
Technology KCIT Enhanced Wireless,

Phase ll (1132334)

204.9 Network and Mobile
Access Routers
Replaceme nt (1124429)

The project will implement a new data
communications network that supports the transit
fleet, operating bases, and service corridors. The
project is in final design phase and a year behind the
initial schedule. No change in expected benefits.

21"

King County
Metro

Capital Management
and Reporting System

The project will provide a single, Transit-wide
repository of relevant, up-to-date capital project data.
The system will be used by managers and project(1028812
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members to access the latest, relevant project data
from a single, reliable source. The project encountered
delays due to lack of staff resources but is now a high
priority of the Capital Division. Benefits will be delayed
by about one year.

The project was initiated in summe r 20L8.lt had been
on hold waiting for completion of the HASTUS Upgrade
project.

22

The project started in2017 and is in the
implementation phase. The project will significantly
advance Transit's analytical capabilities to include data
mining, data discovery, business intelligence and data
visualization tools, and geo-spatial analysis and
presentation. Full benefits are expected by 08/2020.

23

The project is in the planning phase. The projectwas
reset in May 20L8. Benefits are expectedin2022.

24

Vehicle Telematics for
Transit Coaches
(tr2e7ss)

Re lacement (1124427)
TSP System

HASTUS Planning

Module (1124415)

Transit Bl Resource
Database (TBIRD)

(112sB01)

King County
Metro

The project started in20t7 and is in the
implementation phase. The project will procure and
install a vehicle telematics system that will provide KC

Metro with automated, more accurate mileage and
telematics data, which will allow for more efficient and
effective vehicle maintenance. No change in expected
benefits or timing.

25

WLRD SWM Billing
System Replacement
(rL2e702)

This project is underway. The initial benefit of having
SWM billing discounts included in the system has been
achieved. Modeling benefits are anticipated in

Q2.2020.

26

WLRD SWSS Cityworks
(11.31430)

The project is underway. Updates were made to
include targets in section #7 for the benefits achieved
in this project. The targets for retiring old databases
were missed and new timelines are provided.

27

WLRD LIMS

Replacement (1134076)
The project is underway (in implementation phase).

There were administrative details changed and
additional clarification was added in the project
benefits and timing. The secondary benefit in category
#4 was updated to reflect the uncertainty of expected
cost savings in the project.

28

WTD Document
Management System
(103833s)

The project was approved in 2018 and is currently in
the implementation phase. The project is procuring
and implementing a system that will allow immediate
access to record drawings, eliminating inefficiencies
from having to find or reproduce drawings.

29

Natural
Resources &
Parks

Public Health Jail Health Electronic
Medication
Administration Record
(eMAR) (LLI6742)

The project was on hold for three years waiting for
Epic to stabilize and then be upgraded in May 2Ot7.lt
is underway now and expected to be completed in

Q2.2020.

30
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The project is in preliminary design phase. The

expected completion date was changed from July 2020

to January 2O2I to incorporate the time required to
decommission the legacy systems that will be replaced

This project will begin the implementation phase in

April 2019, once a contract is finalized with the
solution vendor.
Project completion and benefits achievement are

this project.

CX ected ar-end 2019

32

34'

Jail Management
System (1129763)

Property Tax

Administration System

Airport Pl DS (11-29960)

As) (1L23e44)

35

Adult &
Juvenile
Detention

Assessor's

Office

Executive
Services

36

37

33

38

39

41.

40

Name

Judicial
Administra-
tion

King €ounty
lnformation
Technology

King County
Metro

FMD-KCIT ln Building
Radio Coverage
(r"

DJA Systems

Replaceme nt ( 1-1-23900)

E-911 Map
Modernization
(1r_33686)

Puget Sound Emergency
Radio Network (PSERN)

(rt2687s)

Radio lnfrastructure
Risk Reduction
(1133711)

Customer lnformation
Systems (L1,1,L7 Bs)

ORCA Replacement
PI anning (1124456)

Rider lnformation
Systems - TABS

Replacement (1028651

Transit Data

I nfrastructu re

The consultant report was completed on schedule and

cost estimates are under review. The project is likelyto
be completed before PSERN, as planned.

The new system successfully launched in November
2018, but all benefits have not yet been achieved/
measured. Currently double data entry is required due

to the state interface not being ready, which is a risk

for additional cost to the County.

This project was approved in the 2017-2018 3'd

Omnibus and is in early stages. The project willreplace
a system that has been in use since 2002 and is no

longer supported by a vendor. The new application will
automate the process for updating maps leading to
increased pap lefficiencies
The project is in Phase lV (implementation). Final

system design was completed in 2017. Due to delay in
getting the site leases executed, radio site
development has been behind schedule in getting
radio sites ready for system equipment deployment.
PSERN Joint Board added in-building coverage to the
project scope for Downtown Seattle, Downtown
Bellevue, and South Lake Washington Renton. The
project is scheduled to transition all dispatch centers
to new PSERN core in Oct.2019.
The project is on track to achieve its target benefits.
The project started in Q2.2018, no significant
purchases were made in 2018.

The project is underway and on track. Continued
system refreshes in 2019

The project is underway. No change in expected
benefits or timing.
The project is underway and on track. lt is expected to
be completed by year-end 2019.

The project is underway but has encountered delays

The cu rrently estimated

Page t2 of 2O
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Replacemen-t (L TL2OO7)

King County Vehicle Maintenance The project is on hold while additional analysis is
Metro Dispatch Replacement performed. No change to anticipated project benefits,

(1 12s0s4) but achievement of benefits will be delayed
Jail Health Digitizing X- The project started in 2013. The project is evaluating
Rays (1111943) whether to lease or purchase equipment. lt is

r expected to be completed in 2019.Public Health

:

Sheriff's

King County
Metro

King County
Metro

Public Health

(L132329)
KCSO AFIS

i

Replaeement I

i

MEO Case Management The project has faced some delays, driven largely by
System Upgrade the vendor. The new expected completion date isJune

(rr33726
lRlS/TESS Replacement
(11,11808)

TDC On-Board Camera
Management System
(rr2s7eB)

TDC ONLIN E REDUCD

FARE REG (1134101)

EHS Envision Cloud
(113430s)

20L9

The project was approved in the 2Ot7-2OI8 3'd

Omnibus. lt is in early stages (prelim
The project's schedule was re-baselined, pushingthe
end date from December 2O\7 to December 2019. The
project is on track to achieve benefits after conversi Onl

AG

47

of legacy data in late 2019.

Savings {Category 4}
The project is underway; cost savings are expected to
be realized in Q4.2019 or once the system is fully
operationa l.

This project will design and implement a web-based
application that will allow customers to enroll and prove
their reduced fare pass eligibility online, where theycan
choose the type of pass/permit needed (low-income,
youth, senior, or disabled), enter their personal
information, and upload their documentation and photo
online. Once implemented, all reduced fare programs -

including low-income and disabled - will be available
online.
This project will upgrade the work management system
used by the County's Environmental Health Services (EHS),

which is no longer supported by the vendor. An enhanced
platform will enable EHS and the County's Permitting
Division to offer a unified public portal, which will
streamline the permitting process for customers who
currently have to navigate separate systems administered
by Permitting and EHS.

4B

Table G lists 20 newtechnology projects approved in the 2019-2020 biennial budget, alongwith
a brief summary of target benefits. ln aggregate, these projects have an approved budget of
Ssg.z million.

Table G: New Projects Approved in the 2079-2020 Biennial Budget

roved Public (Category 1)

2
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Superior
Courts

Community &
Human
Services

Community &
Human
Services

Executive
Services

King County
Metro

Jury Management
System Replacement
(1.r3404r)

DCHS Client Level

Program
Performance
Reporting Tool-CORE
(1134636)

DCHS Case

Management Tool
Modernization
(1,134637)

FBOD Procurement
Sys Modernization
(113387e)

OEM AV Sys

Modernization
(1133B80)

TDC COMFORTSTAT

MGMT SYS

(1134110)

This is a new project that will be starting in Q2.2019.The
project will improve juror experience and encourage
participation in the judicial system. The improved jury

logy willsupport increased efficiency and data

annrng

This project starts in 2019. The new reporting toolwill
enable operational efficiencies from automating labor-

intensive reporting functions, improving the quality of
DCHS program performance data. DCHS will be able to
meet its legally mandated commitments to provideclient
level outcome data. Client data will be visible across

multiple programs and provider agencies, creating a

comprehensive view of the client experience supported
by DCHS.

This project will begin in Q3.2019. This project willreplace
outdated technologies that are expensive to maintain and

modify with more modern technology that will be fully
supported by the County's central lT department. The

merging of two distinct databases will reduce the number
of "data silos" within DCHS by creating a single system

which will track data from m
This is a new project that starts in 2019. The projectwill
replace and supplement the systems currently used to
support the procure-to-pay value stream, transforming
the way in which participants in this value stream interact.
County departments will gain transparency into the status

of procurement requests. Suppliers will have a single
point of entry for registering to do business with the
County, applying for certification, reporting data for
contract compliance purposes, submitting invoices,

obtaining public procurement records, and signing
contracts.
This is a new project that starts in 2019. The projectwill
upgrade the audio-visual system in the Emergency
Operations Center in Renton. The current system is

inadequate for providing situational awareness to staff
managing incidents, which directly impacts publicsafety.

This project will provide modern, sustainable tools to
support more effective planning, scheduling, and

management of restroom facilities for operators (comfort

stations) along Metro Transit routes. Adding comfort
station data to HASTUS, including GIS location and

comfort station hours of operation, will enable effective
data management and improved restroom access for

i approximately 4,600 transit operators

3

4

5

6

7

8
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King County
lnformation
Technology

Natural
Resources &
Parks

10

WTD Computer
Maintenance
Management System
Upgrade (1134070)

1.1.

The project will develop a plan for the implementation of
network capabilities within the data center in orderto
provide modern network technologies that are dynamic,
manageable, cost-effective, and adaptive. The planned
capabilities will provide network segmentation, which
addresses a 20LB audit finding in both PCI and HIPAA
externalaudits.
This project will allow the Parks Division to more
efficiently and accurately identify and prioritize repairand

The project will replace the existing obsolete software in
use since 1996. A new system will improve the accuracy of
financial data and allow asset management to make more
informed budgeting and asset life-cycle decisions and
allow WTD to comply with the independent audit
recommendations commissioned by a King CountyCouncil
Administrative Order following the West PointTreatment

replacement of parks assets usin data driven decisions

P a F 2 701nt a U bFe rU

(11240ss

KCIT Network
Security Plan

(11_346se)

Parks Asset

Management System

13

1.2

1.4

Project Name

Natural
Resources &
Parks

King County
lnformation
Technology

E-911Call Reporting
Upgrade (11-33687)

KC.Gov Web
Presence (1134308)

TDC EL SIGN IN FOR

oPRTORS (11"34108)

TDC FARE ENFORC

ENHANCMTS

(1134106)

The project will replace the outdated call reportingsystem
used at thirteen 9-1-1- call answering centers. The current
system has been discontinued by the manufacturer, with
support ending in 2019. King County E-911- is legally
required to have a call reporting system that accurately
reports the number of emergency calls received,
answered, and transferred as well as time-to-answer
statistics.
New project approved in the 2OL9-2O20 budget. The
project will upgrade the obsolete version of the SiteCore
platform used by the County for managing content on its
website. The project is set to start in Q2.2OL9
The project will implement hardware and software to
ensure compliance with relevant federal and state
mandates for wage and hour practices, ensure timely and
accurate reporting, and streamline business processes
re uired to track and manage transit operations costs.
This project will replace the portable fare transaction
processors (PFTPs) which have reached end of life, are out
of warranty, and no longer manufactured. ln addition,
they are heavy, bulky and limited in function to the point
that the fare enforcement program cannot modernize
business processes or achieve cost efficiencies while they
are in use.

The project will update a mission critical system, HASTUS,

to the latest version for additional functionality, better
performance, and improved stability. Upgrading this

at a regular cadence will

9

15

King County
Metro

TDC HASTUS UPGR

FROM V20L4
(1r34104)

Page 15 of 20
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an inherently complex system upgrade and increase the
likelihood of success.

T7Local Services Roads lT Systems

Replacement
(11340e4)

This is a new project in the 2Ot9-2020 budget. The project
will evaluate and implement a solution to replace five

obsolete legacy applications currently used by the Roads

Division. These systems are no longer supported by KCIT,

expensive to support, and increase the Roads Division's

business risk.
18WTD Pretreatment

lnfo Management
Sys Replacement
(1134301)

The project will develop a new database system that
supports the day-to-day operations of WTD's lndustrial

Waste unit, with enhanced features, and retire the legacy

system (PIMS).

Natural
Resources &
Parks

I9PAO Data

Modernization
(1133sse)

This is a new project that will be starting in Q2 of 2019.

The project will consolidate 18 disparate data sources

housed on outdated technology into a single data store,

enabling reduction of the risk inherent with outdated
technology and operational efficiencies related to
maintaining and analyzing the information contained in
these data stores.

Prosecuting
Attorney's
Office

This is a new project that will be starting in Q2.20L9.The
project will replace aging hardware, software and audio

equipment that captures the official record of all Superior
Court proceedings. The project will address the risk of
system failure.

20Superior
Courts

Courtroom
Recording
Replacement
(1L34042)

Name Sum

The following section includes a complete set of the 107 BAPs
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List of Benefit Achievement Plans (BAPs) in the 20L7-2018 Technology BenefitsReport

Department
Assessor's Office

Proiect Name

Property Tax Administration System (PTAS)

Project Status I irimirv aenetii catego ry I Page

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention t
Underway (Active) Operational Efficiencies 9

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention 15

2 I DAJD

DAJD

4 DAJD

DAN Phase lll

Jail M anag ement System

Roster Management System Employee lnterface

5

6

7

Behavioral Hea Ith lntegration

Case Mqnageme-nt Toof Modernization

Client Level Program Performance Reporting Tool (CORE)

8 DCHS Physical Be

Completed (Final BAP) Operational Efficiencies 31

mpleted (FinalBAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 38DCHS
.DCHS

DCHS

New Project Operationa I Efficiencies 45

New Project Operational Efficiencies 52

havioral Health lntegration (FIMC Phase 1) Underway (Active) lmproved Public Services 59

DCHS-DPH Data lntegration Underway (Active) lmproved Public Services 65

DMHP & Public Safety Completed {FinalBAP) Operational Efficiencies 72

9

10 1

DCHS

DCHS

r, 
l

12

DES

13 DES

74 DES

16 DES

17 DES

18 DES

20 ' DES

Airport Maximo Upgrade

Airport PIDS

BRC Bl Reporting

BRC Oracle EBS L2.2 Upgrade

OEM AV System Modernization

RALS Archives Collection ManagementSyst

For-Hire License System

Completed

Underway (Active)

Underway (Active)

New Project

Com

Operational Efficiencies 81

Risk of Failure Prevention

BRC PERS Retirement Bolt-On Rewrite

FBOD Countywide ePayment lmplementation Sup port
FBOD Procurement System Modernization
Fleet Auto Vehicle Location for Non-RevenueVehicles

FMD Comprehglgiye Facilities Asset lvl.a1ag9m9

FMD-KCIT ln Building Radio Coverage

Completed

Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 108

Underway (On Hold) Operational Efficiencies 11-5

Completed(FinalBAP) lmproved PublicServices L22

New Project Operationa I Efficiencies 138
i Underway (Active) Operational Efficiencies 149

(Active) Operational Efficiencies 158

Operational Efficiencies

88
g+--

180

ntSystem Underwa

Risk of Failure Prevention 1,67

Operational Efficie ncres L73
22 DES em pleted (Final BAP) lmproved Public Services

Underway (Active) 'lmproved Public Services

Underway (Active) Operationa I Efficiencies

23 ; DES

24 DES

25 DES

26D

189

L97RALS KC RMS Upgrade

RALS Software Application (Anthem) Replacement

Risk Management Risk Master Replacement

Underway (Active) lmproved Public Services 206

215

27 DHR Applicant Tracking System Replacement

Completed (FinalBAP) Operational Efficiencies

Completed (FinalBAP) operationa I Efficiencies 222

28 : District Courts Unified Case Management System

Page17 of20
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# I o"pt rtment Project Name Primary BenefitCategory Page

29 DJA Systems Replacement Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention 250

30 DLS DPER Permit lntegration Completed lmproved Public Services 26L
31 DLS Roads lT Systems neptacement New Project niit of Failure Prevention 267

, 32 DNRP Parks Asset Management System New Project Operationa I Efficie ncies 275
33 DNRP

RP

RP

36 DNR

37 DNRP

38 : lNqp

ParksFacilitiesSchedulingSystem(CLASS)Replacement Completed
Solid Waste: Paradigm Upgrade Com

WLRD SWM Billing System Replacement

Risk of Failure Prevention

pleted (FinalBAP) , Risk of Failure Prevention

Underway (On Hold) Operational Efficiencies

Underway (Active) : Operational Efficiencies

New Project Operationa I Efficiencies

283

290

296

303P WLRD SWSS Cityworks

WLRD LIMS Replacement

, WTD Capacity Charge Escrow and CustomerAdd Underway (On lo19)
WTD Com puter Maintenance Management System Upgrade New Project

WTD Document Management System ; Underway (Active) , Operational Efficiencies 336

WTD lBlS Phase 3: Data Migration & KCIT System Retirement Completed (Final BAP) ' Risk of Failure Prevention 344

3I2 i
ii

39 ]Dt40 D

NRP

NRP

RP

42 DNRP WTD Pretreatme nt lnformation Mgmt Sys Replacement New Project ' Risk of Failure Prevention 354
43 r DNRP WTD West Section Control System Replacement Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 363

44DPDCaseManagementSystemReplacementuno"'*y1a.tiu"1t.p,ou"M
'45

46

Elections Tabulation System Replacement

Executive Office Green Building Reporting Module
Executive Office PSB Budget System PlC201.4 Modifications47

Cancelled(FinalBAP) OperationalEfficiencies 380

Completed (Final BAP) Operational Efficiencies 388

Completed Risk of Failure Prevention 39648 Executive Office i PSB Hyperion Upgrade
:

AO KC Metro
sO KC Metro
51 KC Metro
52 KC Metro
s3 KC Metro
54 KC Metro

:55 KC Metro

Customer lnformation Systems

HASTUS EPM

HASTUS Planning Module
HASTUS Upgrade to2OL4V

, Underway (Active) , Risk of Failure Prevention 419

: Cancelled (FinalBAP) Operational Efficiencies : 427

' Underway (Active) i Operational Efficiencies
, Com pleted (Final BAP) i Risk of Failure Prevention

!3a
, 442

ot--Cash less Fa re Techno logies Completed (FinalBAP) lmproved Public Services 446
56 KC Metro On-Board Camera Management System

5l KC Metro ORCA Replacement Planning

l-Time lmprovements

' Underway (Active) Cost Savi : 455

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention 463

Underway (Active) lmproved Public Services 472

480

58 , KC Metro
:

s9 , KC Metro Regional Fare Coordination Enhancements

Page 18 of 20
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Project Name# Department
60 Metro Rider lnformation Systems - TABS Replacement
tl1 Metro Safety and Security

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention

Underway (Active) lmproved Public Services

Page

490

496

Primary Category

62 KC Metro
, 63 KC Metro

KC Metro

TDC COM FORT STATIONS MANAGEM ENT SYSTEM

TDC EL SIGN IN FOR OPRTORS

. TDC FARE ENFORC ENHANCMTS

C HASTUS UPGR FROM V2O3.4

New Project

New Pro

Operationa I Efficiencies s09

Risk of Failure Prevention 515

Risk of Failu re Prevention 522
'--l

529

69t

ject

New Project64 KC Metro
6s i KC Metro TD

66 KC Metro TDC ONLINE REDUCD FARE REG

Transit Bl Resource Database (TBIRD)

Tra nsit Data lnfrastructure Replacement

TSP System Replacement

Vanpool lnformation System Modernization

New Project Risk of Failure Prevention

New Project proved Public Services 535

Underway (Active) ' Operational Efficiencies 542

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention 551

Underway (Active) Operational Efficiencies 558

Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 56s

6B KC Metro

KC Metro
KC Metro70

7L KC Metro

72 KC Metro
-/3 KC|T

Vehicle Maintenance Dispatch Replacement r Underway (On Hold) . Risk of Failure Prevention 57L
Vehicle Telematics for Transit Coaches Underway (Active) Operationa I Efficiencies 577

800 MHz Trunked Radio System Sprint/Nextel Rebanding Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 586

County Telephony Sys Replacement Phase 3e (UC) Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Preventi on 591

E-911 Call Reporting Upgrade New Project Risk of Failu re Prevention s99

E-911 Map Modernization Underway (Active) Risk of Failu re Prevention 606

E-911 Platform Modernization Underway (Active) Operationa I Efficiencies 612

em Security Cancelled ( 620
, E-911Text-to-91L Completed 625

Enhanced Wireless Connectivity, Phase I Completed (FinalBAP) Risk of Failure P 631

74 KCIT

KCIT

KCIT

KCIT

KCIT

KCIT

KCIT

76

78K
79 iK

crT

ctT

80i
81 

.

6Z

Enhanced Wireless, Phase ll

Exchange to Office 365, Phase l(Pilot)
Exchange to Office 365, Phase ll

lP Fax Service

Underway (Active) Operational Efficiencies 637

Completed (FinalBAP) : Risk of Failure Prevention 645

Completed Risk of Failure Prevention 55sg3'Kctr
84 KCIT Completed (Final BAP) Risk of Failure Prevention 662
85 KCIT

86 KC|T

lT Cybersecurity Enhancement

KC.Gov Web Presence

Network Security Plan

Completed Operationa I Efficiencies

New P roject Risk of Failure Prevention

New Project Operational Efficiencies

Risk of Failure PreventionUnderway (Active)

Underway (Active) Risk of Failure Prevention

668

683

690

676

697KCIT

T Systems Management

rk (PSERN)
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7!8
726

73s

743

750

759

766
772

78L
79L
797

804

810

816

824

830

837

Risk of Failure Prevention

lmproved Public Services

Risk of Failure Prevention

Operationa I Efficiencies

Risk of Failure Prevention

lmproved Public Services

lmproved Public Services

lmproved Public Services

Operational Efficiencies

Operational Efficiencies

lmproved Public Services

Risk of Failure Prevention

Risk of Failure Prevention

Risk of Failure Prevention

Operational Efficiencies

Risk of Failure Prevention

Operational Efficiencies

New Project

Underway (Active)

Underway (Active)

Cancelled (FinalBAP)

Completed

Underway (Active)

Underway (Active)

Underway (Active)

Completed (FinalBAP)

Underway (Active)

Cancelled (FinalBAP)

New Project

New Project

Completed (FinalBAP|

Completed {FinalBAP}
New Project

Underwav (Active)

AFIS Replacement

ATLAS Electronic Scheduling System

I RIS/TESS Replacement Project

Wireless CAD Upgrade

Courtroom Recording Replacement

Jury Management Sys Replacement

Case Management (PROMIS Replacement) lmplementation

lntegrated Document Exchange (lDX)

PAO Data Modernization

eCBD/CAD lnterface at Valley Communications

EH Envision Cloud

EH Food Safety Rating System Enhancement

eMAR

EMD-CPR Quality lmprovement Application Replacement

Health lnfo Technology lmprovement 974

Jail Health Digitizing X-Rays

MEO Case Management System Upgrade

Public Health

Public Health

Sheriff's Office

Sheriff's Office

Sheriff's Office

Sheriff's Office

Superior Courts

Superior Courts

PAO

PAO

PAO

Public Health

Public Health

Public Health

Public Health

Public Health

Public Health99

100

101

t02
103

t04

L05

106

to7

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98
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Department/ Agency Name

Project Title KC lnteragency Property Tax Accounting System (PTAS)

DOA

Jan 1-, 2OI7 - Dec 3L, 2021

Project Number

Project Timeframe

1,L23944

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project app'roval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensu,ring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Al Da ms, Ch ief De p uty Assessor (a l. d a ms @ ki n gco u nty. g ov ; 206-263-2255)

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business o,perations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff mayassist

in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name

Al Dams

Don Saxby

Brendan Camarda

Jonathan Larson

Richard Watson

IT PPM I Project Manager

Budget coordination with PSB

Project Support

Busi ness/P rocu re me nt Su pport

Ken Guy FBOD Director Business Owner

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1, To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptual review,
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Title / Agency

Chief Deputy Assessor

1 
Budget Coordinator

l

I PPM lV

Administrative Services Division Director

Project Role

Business Owner

BAP Report Page 1



Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the docu,ment online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessa,ry and date those
updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this sin,gle document to show
the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in Section 5. lf there are no
changes, type "None."

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to plete this
BAP form once there is a shared understa,nd,ing of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this procefs in the future, please
record the time spent on this the table below at each stage of revision

Stage Revised By Description long did it
take?

Please use conceptual
review, bu dget pro ce ss,

fu nding re leose, a n n,u o I

Budget Process

Budget Process 06/17/16

Budget Process oB/25/L6

Budget Process oe/16/t6

2Ot7 2nd Omnibus 07 /10/17

Date this Wtto did the document
document was

A brief summary of what
changed in the document. lf
this is on initial droft, pleose

indicote new. lf nothing has
chonged, indicate "review

onlY".

long did it
updates?

at this

06/L6/t6
Rich Watson, Al Dams,

Brendan Camarda,

Jonathan Larson

Rich Watson, Brendan
Camarda

Rich Watson, Brendan
Camarda, Al Dams

Rich Watson, Al Dams,

Brendan Camarda,

Jonathan Larson

New, initialdraft 1.5 hrs.

New, initial draft 2.0 hrs.

New, lnitial draft 2.O hr

New, lnitialdraft 1.0 hr.

New, lnitialdraft 2.0 hr

Minor updates (Section 6) L5 min

Revised the entire BAP 4.0 hrs

Revised the entire BAP 4.0 hrs

Review Revised BAP 1.0 hr

Budget Process r0/o3/1,6

20L6 Annual Report 06/16/L7 Andrew Cronholm

Rich Watson, Al Dams,
Brendan Camarda,

Jonathan Larson

Rich Watson, Al Dams,

Brendan Camarda,

Jonathan Larson

2OL7 2"d Omnibus

20t7 2nd Omnibus

2019-2020 Budget
Process

Andrew Cronholm and

Gauhar Serikbayeva

Rich Watson, Brendan
Camarda, lris Hoffner

Al Dams, Andrew
Cronholm, Gloria Allmon,
Victoria Williams

Update BAP for 2019-
2020 full budget request

Reviewed. One

adjustment,

1,5 hrs

5 hrs

s/r/2017

911,/2017

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

1B0/23/27

/ Tarc
Al Darns, .Janielee ltrniria
Osborne

1/73
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Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
r) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secqndarv.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition to
the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the qualityor
quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quant of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produceservices T

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exarnple: ff this project to upg.rode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys instead
of the four doys curren.tly required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check national ond stote
dotobases more efficiently. About one-qudrter of our customers currently comploin obout the deloy in obtaining a
license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints and allow staff resources to be directed to
othe r c usto me r se rvices.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic fields over

the lnternet ond moke poymen.ts by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rather thon the current
limited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The current system is highly cumbersome and inefficient, which results in inordinate customerservice
wait times for taxpayers and jurisdictions needing information and transactions. ln addition, theState
Auditor has cited the County a number of times for lack of precision in levy rate calculation.

The new PTAS will be a Cloud-based system reliant on state of the art computingprogramming
language, architecture, and updated business processes. lt will have features and newfunctionalities
that will allow DOA and Treasury to improve its property tax services to jurisdictions. For example,
DOA and Treasury intend forthe system to calculate with greater accuracythe levy ratefor
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distribution to taxing jurisdictions. DOA and Treasury also anticipate the system willprovide
forecasting and query tools that will enable the County to respond faster to queries fromtaxing
jurisdictions, hence supporting budget development of those jurisdictions.

ln summary, Category 1 Benefits include:
o lmproved accuracy and fairness of the County's distribution of the propertytax revenue totaxing

jurisdictions and to address State Auditor's Office (SAO) audit recommendations.
r Taxing jurisdictions receive a timely response to their budget request prior to tax rollcertification

thanks to seamless operation of the property tax assessment, administration and collection
system.

o Taxing iurisdictions receive levy rate calculations in less time.
o Streamlined application processes offering transparency to taxpayers on application status and

reduced calls to public information staff regarding application status through online tracking
dashboa rds.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
Category 7 Measure 7. Level of precision of levy rate calculations (in decimalpoints)
Cotegory 7 Meosure 2. Number of days for taxing districts to receive a response to their budget

request prior to the tax rollcertification.
Category L Measure 3. Cycle time to provide taxing jurisdictions with levy rate calculation/

property tax budget information.
Category 7 Measure 4. Processing of applications, refunds, et. al is significantlyreduced.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
L) Five (5) decimal places

2) Taxing jurisdictions receive their budget request information approximately 30 - 45 daysprior
to receiving a certified tax roll

3) Levy rate cycle currently takes ten (10) weeks.
4) Applications, refunds et. al typically take 2to 4 months.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The following targets are tentative and will be finalized after the vendor is selected.

1.) Ten (10) decimal places

2) Taxing jurisdictions receive their budget request information approximately 7 - L0 days priorto
receiving a certified tax roll

3) Levy rate cycle completed within two (2) weeks.
4) Applications, refunds et. al processed within 4 to 6 weeks.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The benefits will be achieved at the end of the first tax roll cycle followingthe implementation ofthe
new PTAS system.

to reduce the duration of technotogy outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the woit time for
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customers on hotd with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing position to other
priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overoll effort to promote lT stondardizotion. This

project will moke the current manogement of user accounts, applications, ond devices eosier for IT odministrotors dt
Public Heatth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to opplications such as

SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures ond security models

rother than the multiple thot now

The above examples are summafles. nd to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1) Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The current system is cumbersome, inefficient, and places costly demands on the staff and lTsupport

services to DOA and FBOD. lt relies on paper handoffs and the batch processing of many jobs to
administer property tax accounts. The new PTAS will be a Cloud-based system reliant on state of the

art computing programming language, architecture, and updated business processes. lt willautomate
many of the tax collection management processes and integrate with the County's accountingsystem

The benefits below will be realized after full project implementation:
1) lncreased period for appraisers to capture new construction revenue in the current fiscalyear.

2) Timely production of the tax roll and tax bills bythe Assessor's Office and Treasurythanksto
prevented failures of property tax assessment, administration, and collection system.

2) How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

Category 2 Measure 1. Number of days added to new construction collection period

Cotegory 2 Measure 2. Number of business days between the date the tax roll is certified bythe
Assessor and the Treasury tax bill mail due date

Cotegory 2 Measure 3. Tax bill mailing date

3) Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
o June to August
o Tax roll is certified and sent to Treasury one (1) day prior to Treasury's tax bill mail due date.

o Tax bill mailing date at mailing deadline.

4) What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
. Number of days added to new construction documentation = 30

r Tax roll is certified and sent to Treasury at least five (5) business days prior to Treasury'stax
bill mail due date

r Tax bills mailed at least one {1) day prior to mailing deadline.

5) When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
These benefits will be achieved at the end of the first tax roll cycle following the implementation of
the new PTAS system.

CATE9ORY #3: Projects that maintain seruice at current levels by either replacing or upgrad,ing older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. tf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support for
9.0 will be ending in 2A15 and thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will not
receive tax and regulotory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotoryissues.
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Exomple: This proiect will implement an Advonced Authentication solution which witl altow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of Investigotion, Criminal Justice tnformotion Services (CJIS)
Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in
place in order to access sensitive CJIS information.

1-. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include qge of
existing technology and the overdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Tltis is tlte primary benefit category for this project. The current PTAS is over 40 years old and has
grown from a database and software stored on the County's mainframe. While it has been re-hosted
on virtual machines, it remains a collection of incompatible software components that cannot answer
to new integrated services required by taxpayers. There is no single "system of record" which
contributes to errors and inefficiencies in business processes. Furthermore, it replicates the old
business processes from the mainframe and therefore requires a lot of maintenance and laborto
l.^^.^ ...^ rl-^ l^^-:- ^Kccp up Lne 0d5tu uperaUOnS.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probobitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
By retiring the old system and migrating to new system, the County will prevent failure of its property
tax assessment, administration and collection system. The current system experiences approximately
20-25% downtime. This poses significant risks for Treasury of not meeting the tax bill mail due date.
The target for the new PTAS is <L% downtime.

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This catefbiy is for those projects ihat will reduce"t'ffi;o;* io deliver a couritv ierviie {externat or intbrnat). rhe
information provided here-slrould be consistent with-the lnformation in the iUst:beriefit analysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoid
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instolt occounts poyoble software is opproved, we will
automate three tasks tha.t are currently done mq,nuolly by agency and central purchasing employees. Bosedon
experience of other users of the software, this witl reduce processing time from the cu,rrent overoge of ten days to
less thon one. This will ollow us to take advontage of prompt payment discounts for over $lS mittion of a,nnuol
purchoses. These discounts dverage 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout $300,000. This witl result in so.vings in
department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were requi.red to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cast ovoidance of 5rc0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1". Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
King County's construction boom in the recent years has put significant demands on the County's
property appraisal operation due to increased parcel count, exemptions, and appeals. Grave
inefficiencies of the current PTAS system further challenge DOA's capacity to manage this volume of
appraisal work. While DOA continues incorporating the LEAN principles into its business processes,
upgrading the current system will be the single biggest solution that will allow DOA to absorb the
increased volume of property appraisal without adding new FTEs.

ance

Hence, the Category 4 benefit of this project includes:
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a Avoid increasing the FTE to effectively absorb increased parcel count, exemptions, and

appeals work product volume.
Avoid non-value added system patches and repair costs due to aging infrastructure,a

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)

. Number of new FTE to meet increased demand for appraisal

3. What is the current baseline?
. No new FTEs for parcel count increases

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
. No new FTEs for parcel count increases

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
. Savings will begin after full implementation

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the benefits
you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both quantitative
rTt€?su:t^€s and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures identified

above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 20L4. The anticipated
benefit was to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years. This project is currently

fu,nctioning at 99.999% up-time ond wilt report on'nuolly for the next 5 yea:rs on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOOX - 5l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency radio

system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of not experiencing cotostrophic foilures
due to lack of mo,intenance.

Example: This project to automate occounts poyoble softwore wos implemented ond did improve the processing time

overage. The overage time wos reduced from 10 days to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 day torget. Additionally, only

20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did not meet the

torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt poyment thon originolly estimated.

Exomple:

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current average

of 10 days to >l allowing
us to take advantage of
prompt payment
discounts.

Baseline
r Processing time (in r 10-day processing

days), time
. Yo of purchases c tO% of purchases

receiving prompt are receiving
payrnent discount
discounts, and r $100,000 savings

r Annual savings

Target
. 1-day processing

time
o 3OYoofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $400,000 savings

Actual
c Z-dav processing

time
t 20Yoofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment

discounts
r $200,000 savings

112312019: This is an on going project that will transition to the implerlentatioti phase in March/April
201,9, once the contract is finalized with the solution vendor. 2018 milestones include the cotnpletion of
the proof of concept in Marclr of 2018 arrcl thc successful runtrittg of tlrc RFP 1:rocess throLrgh tlte ctrcJof

2418.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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External service
benefits: I mproving the
quality or quantity of
services provided to the
public. This category is
intended for projects
that directly benefit the
public. This includes
improved quality of
service, such as faster
response times and
better access to services
for the public.

. Level of precision of levy
rate calculations (in

decimal points)
r Number of days for

taxing districts to
receive a response to
their budget request
prior to the tax roll
certification.

o Cycle time to provide
taxing jurisdictions with
levy rate calculation/
property tax budget
information.

o Processing of
applications, refunds,
et. al is significantly
reduced.

. Five (5)decimal
places

o Taxing jurisdictions

receive their
budget request
information
approximately 30 -

45 days prior to
receiving a

certified tax roll
o Levy rate cycle

currently takes ten
(10)weeks,

. Applications,
refunds et. al

typically take 2 to
4 months.

Ten (10)decimal
places

Taxing jurisdictions

receive their budget
request information
approximately 7 -
10 days prior to
receiving a certified
tax roll
Levy rate cycle
completed within
two (2)weeks,

Applications,
refunds et. al
processed within 4
to 6 weeks.

a

a

a

a

r Number of days added
to new construction
collection period

r Number of business

days between the date
the tax roll is certified
by the Assessor and the
Treasury tax bill mail
due date

. Tax bill mailing date

o June to August
. Tax roll is certified

and sent to
Treasury one (1)

day prior to
Treasury's tax bill
mail due date.

. Tax bill mailing
date at mailing
deadline.

lnternal service
benefits: lmproving
internal operations,
including the quality or
quantity of internal
services. Be sure to
explain the value of
such improvements to
your operations.

r Number of days

added to new
construction
documentation = 30

. Tax roll is certified
and sent to Treasury
at least five (5)

business days prior
to Treasury's tax bill
mail due date

. Tax bills mailed at
least one (1)day
prior to mailing
deadline.

. System downtime . 2O-25% downtime . <1To downtimeRisk reduction by
decreasing system
downtime
Avoid increasing FTEs to
effectively absorb
increased parcel count,
exemptions, and
appeals work product
volume.
Avoid non-value added
system patches and
repair costs due to
aging infrastructure.

. Number of new FTE to
meet increased demand
for appraisal

r No new FTEs for
parcel count
increases

. Baseline O&M
costs TBD

r No new FTEs for
parcel count
increases

. Reduced O&M costs
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version2) :

, To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells.
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as i.t moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Depa Agency Name Department of Adult and Juvenile D etention

Project Title
EBS Project Number

Name
Gordon Karlsson

Mike Holland

Ton Minor
John Slomnicki
Scott Peterson
Latasha Battle

Distributed
1,1.29762

Antenna network (DAN) Phase lll

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP) 
:

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

William Ha , Director, Department of Adult & Juvenile Detention

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Title / Agency

Commander, KCCF, DAJD

IT SDM, KCIT-DAJD

Radio Manager, KCIT

lT Sr. LAN Admin, KCIT-DAJD

IT PM

IT PM

Acl nr i nslrir live f.a ptar i n, l(CCll

Role

Business Representative

i KCIT Coordination

; S00 MHz Radio Manager

I 800 MHz Radio Consultant

lT Supporting PM

Supporting PM

Captain N/arrnitrg Br-rsirress 5u

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as information is

refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the business owners of
project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptualreview.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determ,ined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are ach,ieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date those

updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document to show the
history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there are no changes,

type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this BAP

Section 2. Business Owner Accountabil

Section 3. Who is involved in develo

lete the BAP?Section 5. How I will it take to

thE BAP?
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Section 6. of Benefits

form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More complex and
costly projects may require more extensiveanalysis. To improve this process in thefuture, please record the time
spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
did it t

Mike Holland,
Commander Karlsson,

Tony Minor
Mike Holland,
Commander Karlsson

Added ad

benefits t
: Added ad

benefits t

ditionalproject
o Category #2,
ditional project
o Category #3.

How long

How long did
it take-tb

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

2 hours

l- hour

t hour

Pleqse use conceptuol
-"revi ew, b u d get p roce ss,

fu nding re leose, o nnua I

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

Who did the
Updotes?

Dote this
document

wos
updoted

brief surnmary of whot
in the docum:€rit. lf this is on

initiol draft, please indicote new,
lf nothing has changed, indicate

"review anly".

New, initialdraftBudget Process s/2/16

Budget Process

Budget Process

B/2411"6

s/2L/rB Latasha Battle

2019 Biennial Report 7/141r9 Ca tain Mannirrg Anrrual revie w and update t hour

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits y,our project will provide a nd.,i nclude narrative desoiptions of"esti nlated benef its.
The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal servicebenefits:lmprovinginternal operations,includingthequalityorquantityofinternalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology, reducing risk of system failures, or providing

regulatory compliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does not
have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replac!ng or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

n Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

Elcategoty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services

ECategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of
system fa i I u res, or providi ng regu latory co m plia nce

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.
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Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check national and

stote databases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in obtoining a

license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints ond ollow staff resources to be directed to

othe r custo me r s e rv ice s.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields over

the lnternet ond make pa.yments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rather thon the current

timited hours availoble for in-person or pho,ne reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations witl still be avoilabte.

The above examptes are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-hetd devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors wil! be abte

to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the ogency to

hondle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to imptement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt be able

to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the woit time for
customers on hold with the Service Center, These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing position to other
priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overal! effort to promote lT standardization. This

project witt make the current monogement of user occounts, opplicotions, ond devices eosier for lT odministrators ot
Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to applicotions such qs

Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures ond security models

rather thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

i.*#iri/]; why you expect the propose:d IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This project is simplythe continuation of the work already performed from DAN Phase land Phase ll.

ln Phase l, enhanced 800 MHz radio coverage in the King County Correctional Facility (KCCF)was

deployed to floors 1-3. Phase l- went very well and we are already enjoying the benefits of seamless

service and improved safety on these floors.

ln Phase ll, enhanced 800 MHz radio coverage in KCCF was deployed to floors 5-7. Phase llwas

completed in July 2016 as planned and within budget. All anticipated benefits for DAN Phase llwere
realized. Nofe; The hardware vendor that was used in Phase I and ll went out of business in October

2016 and the equipment is no longer supported.

The DAN Phase lll project will complete the 800 MHz communication upgrade on the remaining

floors (4 & B - 1i ) of KCCF. This project will also replace the equipment that is no longersupported

on floors l--3 and 5-7. Once completed, the entire facility will have seamless radio coverage

throughout all floors, including the elevators and emergency stairwells. Complete radio coverage is
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important to DAJD staff because it allows them to be clearly heard on the radio when they are
providing location and incident information to Central Control which then communicates the
information to responding supervisors and other officers.

Also, depending on the extent of the implementation, additional customer groups will be served as
well. Potentially the Seattle Police Department, King County Sherriff's office staff, Seattle
Firefighters, and other King County law enforcement agencies could also leverage the enhanced
coverage due to the Phase lll link into the Seattle Simulcast System (SSS). Today the KCCF 800 MHz
signal originates from the King County Courthouse router. This router only supports eight (8)
channels or talk-groups while the SSS will support a maximum of twenty (20) channels. With the
limitation we have today, Seattle and King County first responders (SFD, Medic L, SPD, & SWAT) are
not able to use their talk group within the KCCF facility. These agencies are unable to communicate
using their radio with themselves or other units while inside the facility. They have to use phonesto
communicate. Once DAN Phase lll is in place, this talk-group limitation issue will no longer be
present.

End Result: This project will significantly improve the safety of our operations. Minor emergencies
occur daily in a correctional setting within DAJD facilities. The DAN Phase I and Phase ll projects have
already improved safety and shortened response times in the courtrooms and booking areas of the
building. Still, the system is not ready for a major emergency. To standardize the 800 MHz
communication capabilities within KCCF, DAN Phase lll must be completed. This project willupgrade
floors 1-11which allows KCCF to be connected to the Seattle Simulcast system that providesthe
capacity to support our broader set of customers including Seattle Police or King County Sheriff/
SWAT, Seattle Firefighters, or other broader emergency services. Depending on budget, a change
request may be submitted during this project to upgrad efloor 12.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know iI the benefit has been achieved?)
We will know if these benefits have been achieved if radio coverage is available in all locationson
floors L-L1 and if we have the capacity to support the additional user groups mentioned above.

At the beginning of DAN Phase l, a comprehensive set of metrics were documented thatreflected
the 800 MHz capabilities and voids within KCCF. At the conclusion of DAN Phase ll, this set of
metrics were again documented. At the conclusion of Dan Phase lll, these metrics will again be
measured to confirm that the 800 MHz goals have been fully realized.

ln addition to having a comprehensive 800 MHz signal, DAN Phase lll will also increase the available
talk-groups from 8 to 20 channels. Bottom line, all law enforcement/emergency responderscoming
into KCCF will be able to communicate on their 800 MHz devices.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
There is currently no reliable radio coverage throughout floors 4 & 8-I2, the equipment on floors L-3
and 5-7 are unsupported, and the user groups mentioned above cannot be supported due to
capacity issues.

Today, the maximum 800 MHz talk-groups/channels available for use is B. Upon connectingtothe
SSS, this will increase to 20 channels.

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
o The benefit will be achieved when radio covera is available on floors 4 & 8-11 as well asthe
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related stairwells and elevators,
e Venclor support will be available for tlre equipnrent on floors 1-11 arrd poterrtially floor12
. Talk groups will increase from B to 20 channels.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Achieveme nt of the benefits is anticipated by Q4 /20L9

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

' wi!! upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2, This upgrode is necessary because vendor support for 9.0

witl be ending in 201.5 ond that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County wil! not receive

tax and regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advanced Authenticotion solution which witl allow King County to comply with
u. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureo,u of lnvestigation, Crim.inal Justice lnformotion Services {CJIS) Security Policy

Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvonced outhenticotion (AA) must be in ptace in order to

access se nsitive CJ tS i nfo rmatio n.

1-. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrdde or reploce existing technology. Plesse include ageof
existing technology snd the avercrge Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.

This projectwill replacethe equipmentthatwas installed in Phase l& ll. The hardwarevendorfor
floors 1- 3 and 5 - 7 filed for bankruptcy and then went out of business in October 2016. The

equipment on these floors is no longer supported and there is no support for the configuration

changes that are required to transition to PSERN in 2020. There is also no support available in the

event that the equipment needs to be repaired or replaced.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savi:ngs will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County wouJd need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this proiect to instoll occounts poyable softwore is approved, we wilt

outomote three tasks thdt ore currently done manually by agency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten days fo less

thon one. This witl allow us to take advontoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5,00A,000 of annual purchoses.

These discounts average 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about $300,000. This will result in savings in deportment
expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscoun'ts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade the

system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to make this upgrade

due to regulotory reosons, so th,is represents d cost avoidance of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
1.. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
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Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa

2

3

4

5

How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has
been achieved)
What is the current baseline?
Whot is the target for this measure? (How much sovings witt this project ochieve)
When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

be completed whe'n benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For,"each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. please

include both quantitative measures and qual:itative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency radia tower, was successfulty completed in April 2014. The onticipated
benefit was to mointain current service levels qt 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project is currently
functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOOX - 5l million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser agencies on the emergency rodio
system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place that witt be assured of not experiencing catastrophic
foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomate occounts poyabte softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing time
overoge. The overoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1- day torget. Additionolly, onty 20% of
purchoses received a prompt poyment discount resulting rn /ess cosf swings than anticipoted. We did not meet the
torget becous,e there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for promp|pdyment thon origino!!y es,,timoted

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ce d p rocess i ng ti m e

from the current overage
of ten doys to less than
one ailowing us to take
advontoge of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
onnual sovings,
ond percentoge
af purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

. 10 doys processing

time
. 10 percent of

purchoses ore
receiving discou,nt

o Savings of $100,000

t 1 day processing

time
t 30 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000 sa.vings

c 2 day processing

time
t 20 % ofpurchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discoun.ts

t $200,0a0 savings
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?Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits as the project moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and post-

project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention (DAJD)

Project Title DAJD Jail Management Syste m

Number 1,129163

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the B,APbelow:

Name Title / Agency
lnterim Director - DAJD

Member/ Leader

Hikari Tamura Assistant Director - DAJD Business Sponsor, Steering Committee
Member/Leader

Steven Larsen Chief Administrative Officer - DAJD Business Sponsor, Steering Committee
Member/Proj ect Leader

Brenda Bauer

Jim Keller
Hugh Furubayashi

Service Delivery Manager - KCIT

Business Own

Steering Committee Member/ KCIT

Business AnalysisProject Program Analyst - DAJD

Allan Browning Senior Business Analyst - DAJD Senior Business Analyst

The BAP is intended to bean iterative, evolving documentthatwillbe updated asthe projectevolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests, lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits a,re achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document onli,ne. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy

Brenda Bauer - lnterim Director, Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention DAJD

department director or higher.

the BAP?Section 3. Who is involved in d
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Section 5. How I will it take to the benefit achievement ?

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (tf there
are no changes, none

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To i:mprove this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

Please use conceptual
review, b ud get p ro cess,

funding re lease, a nn uo I

report, project
i m p I e m e ntotio n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Dqte this
document wss

updoted

Who did the document
updates?

A brief summary of what
changed i.n the document.

If this is on initialdroft,
pleose indicote new. lf
nothing hos chonged,

i nd icote "review on ly".

How long
did it take?

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at th.is stage?

Budget Request June 2016

Budget Request May 2018

20L9 Biennial Report January 2019

Mike Holland,
Steve Larsen, Hugh
Fu ru bayashi

Allan Browning
Steve Larsen

New lnitial Draft 2t

Up dates to categories

dated Project

rsuho

L5 hou rs

I

I

l
l

Allan Browning
Steve Larsen Owner and SDM

Up t hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fo,urcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service l,evel's by replacing o,r upgrad,ing older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits i:n one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for that category
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
p u blic

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCtt.goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.
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1) How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
ln reviewing the potential public benefits of implementing a New Jail Management System (JMS), it
is difficult to identify a singular benefit that would result from such an implementation. There are

however many individual benefits that in totality, would provide manifold benefits to individual
detainees and by extension, the public at large. Potential benefits include:

a) lmproved abilitv to pr uce accurate and reliable reports and metrics across all DAJD Business

Processes.

Currently DAJD does not have integrated data for an individual who has participated in a

combination of Juvenile Detention, Adult Detention, and/or Community Corrections so it is
difficult, if not impossible, for DAJD to follow an individual through all potential services provided

by DAJD. The new JMS will have a single database system that will integrate data across all DAJD

services.

b) Reduction in time for detainee id entification and verification resultine in reduced intake and

release time
The new JMS will provide the ability to generate reports with accurate times these processes

require from start to finish.

c) Enhanced management of detainee propertv providing a reduction in detainee personal propertv

claims,

The new JMS will provide the ability to record detailed description of detainee personal property

as well as take photographs of said property and attach it to the detainee's bookingrecord.

d) and enhanced mana

Current detainee grievances are managed through a paper process requiring longturnaround
times and difficulty with managing thousands of grievances annually. The new JMS will provide

the detainees the ability to submit grievances electronically which will initiate a workflow process

that can be managed by the JMS which will reduce the turnaround time for these items and

enable the generation of accurate reporting to identify frequent grievances enabling DAJD to
provide proactive measures to reduce grievances,

Acceleration and enhanced management of detainee kites/reouests
Current detainee kites/requests are managed through a paper process requiring longturnaround
times and difficulty with managing thousands of kites/requests annually. The new JMS will
provide the detainees the ability to submit kites/requests electronically which will initiate a

y the JMS which will reduce the turnaround time for

e)

workflow p rocess that can be managed b
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these items and enable the generation of accurate reporting to identify frequent kites/requests
enabling DAJD to provide proactive measures to reduce kites/requests.

f) Fnhanaa"l ma rnd nnntinrri+rr nf Drrhlin Health Se Ptrt^6c ih rlatrinaa horl+h nrro

The new iMS will provide the ability for DAJD to work with an individual at any point throughout
all DAJD business processes from Juvenile to Adult and all Community Corrections programs.This
will enable DAJD to provide continuity of its portion of health services for individuals at alltimes
for individuals being provided services by DAJD.

s) ovide holist rou out all divisio
Juvenile to Adult to Co mmunitv Corrections.
The new JMS will provide the ability for DAJD to work with an individual at any pointthroughout
all DAJD business processes from Juvenile to Adult and all Community Corrections programs.This
will enable DAJD to provide continuity of its portion of services such as education, classification,
property, and other services at alltimes for individuals being provided services by DAJD.

2) Whot is the current baseline for this measure
a) lmn roved abil to oroduce accurate and reliable reoorts and metrics across a ll DAJD Business

Processes.

Current data systems do not provide adequate infrastructure to produce this type of reporting.

b) Reduction in time for d etainee identification and verification resultin in reduced intakeand
release time.
DAJD does not have accurate, current numbers for this metric as there is no effective wayto
generate this metric.

c) Enhanced ma ment of detainee orooertv o roviding a reduction in detainee personalpropertv

Year Total Loss # Claims Paid # Claims Unpaid # Claims Average Loss

2015 S g,ogt.st 10 80 90 S 101.02

2016 $ +,06z.og t4 97 tn S go.os

2017 S e7s.48 4 55 s9 S ro.sg

claims.

h) Acceleration and enhanced man asement of detainee erievances.

Year # Grievances Avg. Resp. Days

2015 2815 7

2016 2897 6

2017 2615 5

i) Acceleration and enhanced mana ent of detainee kites/reouests.
DAJD estimates it processes between 80,000 to 100,000 kites per year combined for justthe
KCCF and MRJC facilities. ln 2015, it was taking between 2 to 10 days to process and respond to
kites for those kites requiring an actual response.

trnh anced man rnrl nnntinr ri+rr nf Dr rhlin Health Serv dotrinaa harl+h nr.o

Current data systems do not provide adequate infrastructure to produce this type of reporting.
i)
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k) Abilitv to provide holistic manasement of detainees throuehout all divisions of DAJD from
Juvenile to Adult to Communitv Corrections.

Current data systems do not provide adequate infrastructure to produce this type of reporting

3) What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

a) lmoroved abilitv to o uce accurate and reliable reoorts and metrics across all DAJD Busin ess

Processes.

With a modern JMS, DAJD will be able to provide metrics about individuals at any point they
interact with a DAJD business processes and perhaps more importantly, DAJD will be able to
provide metrics for an individual throughout ALL DAJD business processes. This will enhance the
ability of legislators' and policy makers' ability to have access to accurate data when making

decisions and developing future programs including diversion programs that impact detention.

b) Reduction in time for detai n ee id entification and verification resu lti n in reduced intake and

release time.
Currently DAJD performs manual identification of individuals during intake and release, oncethe
new JMS is in place, identification will be significantly automated using biometric processes

including fingerprints and potentially image recognition which will accelerate both processes.

c) Enhanced management of detainee propertv providing a reduction in detainee personal propertv

claims.
ln the three years of 2015 l2OL6l2OL7 DAJD received a total of 260 property claims. Only 28 of
these claims were determined to have merit for a total of 514,134.67. While the totalclaim
amount paid for those three years was not significant, all 260 claims required many man hours of
research to determine their merit which is a significant cost to DAJD. The man hours needed to
research claims will be significantly reduced with a newJMS because a modern system willallow
DAiD to take photos of incoming property and link it to the detainee using scanning and bar

codes to store the property. This will also reduce the number of claims where a detainee's
property was mistakenly given to another detainee who had a similar name because detainee

identity will be tied directly to scan and bar coded systems.

d) Acceleration and enhanced ma sement of detainee srievances.

ln the three years of 2O75\2OL6\2OI7 DAJD received an approximate total of 8,327 grievances

with an average initial response back to the detainee of 6 days. Much of the time lag in the
process is due to the processes currently being a paper/manual process. lt can take as much as a

full day for a grievance to seen by a corrections officer and then it may take another day forthe
detainee to receive a response in a best-case scenario. Of course most grievances must beseen

by several DAJD staff members and each step can take significant time. A modern JMS would
allow a detainee to enter a grievance using a kiosk or tablet and that grievance would be

instantly routed to the appropriate staff member. The staff member could respond immediately,
or if needed immediately forward the request to another staff member. Also, many grievances

submitted by detainees are not valid. By providing kiosks or tablets, the detainee would receive

an immediate response for items that are not valid saving both the detainee and DAJD significant

time.

e) Acceleration and enhanced manaeement of detainee kites/reo uests

DAJD estimates it processes between 80,000 to 100,000 kites per year combined for justthe
KCCF and MRJC facilities. Most kites/requests are for information that a new JMS would have

immediately available such as a detainee's expected release date, next court date, next medical

a ntm etc. Current these kites/ uests are made usi a er form that must be read
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by a corrections officerwho then must research the kite/request and manually respond tothe
detainee. A new JMS would enable DAJD to provide kiosks andf or tablets that could be used by
the detainee and would enable the detainee with instant access to most of the data requested by
these types of kites/requests. This would virtually eliminate the need for a corrections officerto
manually research and return this information.

f) Enhanced manaseme t and continuitv of Public Health Services and detainee health care
Currently, if an individual receives services from Juvenile Detention, then is moved toAdult
Detention, and eventually is a participant in Community Corrections, DAJD cannotprovide
uninterrupted services related to health care such as medication disbursement becausethe
current systems are not directly integrated,

s) Abilitv to orovide holi c manaqement of detainees throuehout all divisions of DAJD from
Juvenile to Adult to C mmunitv Corrections
Cui'i'eiitiy DAiD is not abie to provicie hoiistic services to inciiviciuais who receive servicesfrom
DAJD. With a modern JMS, utilizing a single database, DAJD will be able to provide servicesto
individuals at any point they interact with a DAJD business processes and perhaps more
importantly, DAJD will be able to maintain continuity of services for an individualthroughout
any/all DAJD business processes.

4) When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Most of the above mentioned benefits would be realized almost immediately upon new JMS
implementation. Statistical reporting would be available quickly since the project expects to be able
to convert and combine current data from DAJD's Juvenile, Adult, and CCD platforms but would
become more accurate over time.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors witl be
able to check on overage of 10 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currentty checked. This wilt oltow tlte
dgency to hondle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30 percent. We olso witl reducethe
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overoll effort to promote lT stondardization. This
proiect will moke the current monagement of user accounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrotors
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-an to appl.icotions
such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of proceduresand
security models rather than the muttiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a sumrnary.

X cutive Summa As discussed in our submitted Conceptual Review and JMS Business Case, DAJD
finds itself with outdated jail management applications and workflow processes that handles short-
term, tactical needs sub-optimally while holding jail operations and Criminal Justice partners from
scaling efficiently over the long term. The group of outdated, loosely connected, silo applications,
inhibits flexibility and reliability, while increasing the cost of maintenance.
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A modern and comprehensive Jail Management System (JMS) would, for the first time, allow DAJD to be

managed and supported in a holistic manner. The JMS would directly support all five DAJD divisions
using one primary system. This holistic approach would also include the Juvenile and Community
Corrections Divisions. Today, DAJD makes use of siloed systems to support their various lines-of-
businesses and divisions. As an example, today 51 unique applications are used to support DAJD

operations. Once our JMS is fully implemented, our new system will fully or partially replace 33 of these

existing applications.

ln summary, a new, modern Jail Management System (JMS) will allow DAJD to redesign current business

work processes with a streamlined, fully integrated business processes thatensures:
A. Process efficiency across jail operations
B. Elimination of disparate standalone systems and risk reduction from legacy system failures

C. lmproved visibility to operational data
D. User Driven process changes

E. Reduction in integration complexity and cost
F. Support the transition from paper to electronic

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
A. Process efficiencv across ia il operations - a com mon trait of old er, legacy jail systems is the

disjointed combination of applications and manual processes. As a result, employees are bogged

down with inefficient processes, increasing the chance of data entry errors and taking time away
from their more important core duties. lmportant processes such as property, booking,
classification, housing, court detail, and releasing, to name a few, can take longer to complete.
For instance, correction officers spend hours entering inmate information in the bookingsystem,
while other employees reenter the same information into pre-trial or classification systems.

Reconciling data changes or correcting data entry errors is time consuming and labor-intensive.

lnmate property tracking is done on paper, making it difficult to sift through in cases of disputes.

New jail management systems automate such processes, with much tighter integration between

core jail operation processes reducing time that would otherwise be required to manage these
processes.

B. Elimination of disparate, standalone svstems - the current DAJD jail management processes

consists of a combination of disparate inventory of application and systems, some using web

services, others ACCESS database. For instance, adult detention core processes including
Booking, Pre-trial Management, Classification, among others, reside on web services migrated
from the mainframe. While Juvenile, Roster Management, and Staff scheduling reside on

separate platforms. Key inventory, lockers, diet management, criminal investigations, to namea
few, are managed in ACCESS databases. Time and cost to maintain any integrity or integration
between them is significant. Failures in these legacy systems could put the department/county
at risk. New jail management systems come with a robust set of integrated jail functions, while
being able to tailor processes and applications for comprehensive jail operations.

C. lmoroved visibilitv o ooerational data - as mentioned above, when processes lack integration,
you have multiple, overlapping database, and cannot easily get a complete view of operational
data. For instance, staff work schedules are managed in one application, adult inmate booking

and charges in another, while juvenile information, in another. The business spendscountless
hours trying to source, extract, analyze and tie together data for business and operational

u ses. New ail management systems with com rehensive set of int ated function allow
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information to be accessed instantly, without wasting time on data extraction and tying data
from different sources together, employees and management are better informed.

D. User Driven P ess Chanses - currently, tailoring processes and applications requiresdatabase
and application changes, and extensive, time-consuming development by KCIT. For example,
adding a new Classification process step require database and application change, extensive
testing and implementation planning. Modern jail management systems have configurable
workflow capabilities, offering a step-by-step path to follow from booking to release that
validates processes based on operational specifications.

E. Reduction in integration complexitv and cost - our current set of loose ly-connected, diverse
group of applications and platforms, utilize outdated messaging software to facilitate exchange
of information between systems, For example, adding new fields to files shared with other
criminaljustice agencies requires time-consuming design, development and testing. Modern jail
management applications utilize the National lnformation Exchange Model (NIEM) whose focus
is to format and disseminate data in a consistent manner. With KCIT no longer havingto
maintain multiple systems as well as various integrations between them, operational costs can
be reduced.

As outlined in the associated Benefit Worksheet in the JMS Cost-Benefit Analysis document,
moving to an integrated JMS will simplify the DAJD maintenance support model that is in place
today. Several of the systems used today by DAJD will no longer be required resulting in a

substantial savings to their KCIT operations & maintenance budget. lt is forecast that 5770,2I8
will be saved in 202L - the first full year that the JMS will be fully operational. This 5770,218
includes the elimination of applications plus the associated infrastructure costs of supporting
these applications at the Sabey Data Center. Detailed information is available in the Cost-Benefit
Analysis document. However, these cost savings are off-set by the cost of supporting the new
JMS.

F. Support the transition from paper to electronic workflow * currently, as offenders are bookingin
jail, various paper forms containing charges, property, medical, offender interviews, mugshots,
etc., someforms requiringsupervisorsignatures, are placed in a "packet". The "packet" offorms
and documents is circulated manually causing delays and limits trace-ability. Paper processes
can also result in loss and mistakes that perpetuate risk to the county. Modern JailManagement
Systems use automated electronic workflow to create electronic folders, eliminate manual
routing, allow digital signatures to documents, and improve trace-ability, reducing delays inthe
process as well as lowering storage costs of paper documents and less exposure to loss/risk.

ln conclusion, due to loosely-connected set of functional systems causing process bottlenecks
and staff productivity issues, jails are using sophisticated jail management applications to meet
internal and external expectations. A modern, integrated JMS will automate and speed up
repeatable processes; readily exchange data with - and learn from - other lawenforcement
communities; provide better accountability while identifying bottlenecks in the process;
enhance fact-driven, real-time decision making with comprehensive set of information; while
driving jail staff to focus on higher-value activities.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hqs been ochieved?)
ln summary, benefit(s) will be achieved when we have the abil ity to:
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a Better utilize jail operations staff through reduction of clerical time spent entering redundant

data, fixing data entry errors, and locating pertinent offender information found on paper

documents or log books.

Reduce the amount of filing, printing and manual routing of paper forms by utilizing automated

workflow, digital document capture and electronic signature saving time by electronicallymoving

documents around (e.g., booking "packets").
Easily modify workflow processes and components to accommodate changing business practices,

especially in areas of booking, classification, inmate movement, housing and release.

Reducing potential losses and risk to the county both in terms of modern process improvements

that align with the acquisition of a modern system.

Reduce time spent manually managing data requiring separate data entry. For example, Jail

operation staff independently manage stand-alone applications for Booking and Referrals,

lnmate Temporary Movement, and Staff Scheduling.

lntegrate stand-alone applications including, but not limited to, key and locker management,

facility access, fixed asset management, diet meal management, incident tracking, etc., into a

single Jail Management System.

Reduce Commitment, Classification and Court Screeners time spent determining accurate inmate
good time calculations, inmate classification assessment, and offender risk assessment,

respectively.

Conform to data sharing technologies and standards that both, facilitate and expedite, sharingof
pertinent information between all our criminal justice agencies including Department of Public

Defense, Sheriff's office, Prosecutor's Office, Courts, as well as vendors such as Keefe

(commissary) and WSP.

Utilize adaptable reporting tools that leads to more timely analysis of routine inmate tracking,

housing and operational issues, staff and resource utilization, as well the extraction and sharing

of information servicing the public.

KCIT Operations & Maintenance budget reductions will be realized once the JMS is fully
implemented and operational. The existing legacy applications will then be sunset and willno
longer require support.

a

a

a

o

o

a

a

a

o

As mentioned in the Conceptual Review and JMS Business Case, in zOtO, DAJD documentedthe
majority of the current business and process workflows that support jail operations. This was a

comprehensive effort and addressed four of the five DAJD divisions (excluded Juvenile)that

culminated with a document that identified 2,849 "opportunities for business improvement" that
could be realized once a comprehensive Jail Management System was in place.

Below is a sampling of core, repeatable functions targeted for improvements:
Pre-Bookin ronertv - The benefit will be achieved through reduction of time spentaccessing

detailed property information when settling disputes. We will measure time spent locating

detailed property information for settling inmate disputes.

Booking - Better utilization of operational staff through reduction of time spent completing, filing

and printing paper forms, reduction in training time as well as time spent fixing errors. We will
measure time spent processing and tracking offender "booking packets" in the system.

Health Sc reentng - This benefit will be achieved with the ability to capture health alerts that are

made easily available to other operational staff including classification, court detail, and kitchen

services increasing accuracy in housing assignments, transport alerts, and inmate food services.

ecial diet orders.We will measure time s ntb food services on id tn medical
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Classification - This benefit will be achieved when we have the ability to assign inmates to housing
based on department defined criteria, and questionnaire based assessment tool that is objective
versus subjective. We will measure the amount of time spent determining inmate placement
using subjective methods.

Pre-Trial Screenine - This benefit will be ach ieved upon comprehensive workflow and tighter
integration between internal functions such as intake and classification as well as external such as
prosecutor's office and court services. We will measure number of missing PR screening
assessments.

court Detail Services - Benefit realization will be achieved when court detail personnelhave
accurate, timely access to data and helping to simplify the scheduling of inmate movements for
events such as court appearances and medicaltreatments. We will measure the number of
medical alerts associated with inmate movements for court appearances. We will also measure
the number of discrepancies between court and facility inmate pick-upschedules.

Commitments -This benefit will be achieved u pon receiving of accurate, timely data from
courts/booking/classification and through the automation of sentence calculations, reducingtime
spent on manual calculations. We will measure time spent locating booking packets. We willalso
measure time spent calculating sentence adjustments.

Temporarv Location - Benefit realization will be achieved with detailed and timely recordings
(e.g., scanning) of all external/internal, scheduled and un-scheduled movements. We willmeasure
transport activity durations by location, method, date and time,

Food Services -This benefit will be achieved u pon receiving of timely jail counts at defined
periods during the day from operational staff and health services. We will measure timespent
obtaining inmate jail location and meal counts.

Facilitv Visitors - Benefit realization will be achieved with detailed and timely records of inmate
visitors and schedules. We will measure the number of inmate visitors as well as visitor
a uthorization, an d date/ti me/d u ration of visit.

Grievances a nd lncidents - This benefit will be achieved with ability to capture and manage
inmate grievance and incident records electronically, and track staff members involved with filed
grievances and incidents. We will measure the time spent responding to grievances and incidents
We will also measure jail areas that receive high levels of incidents.

Releases -This benefit will be achieved with a detailed check list/work flow to manage inmate
releases, reducing time spent entering missing data. We will measure time spent entering release
data into the system (e.g., release charges, booking, etc.).

Flexible Notes/Comments Throughout svstem - This benefit will be achieved with increased
response to incidents, grievances or inmate caution messages. We will measure time spent
making prosecution decision about incidents in the jail.

Alerts. Flass. lndicators - Benefit realization will be achieved with the ability to flag person
records that match defined criteria (e.g., health issues, persistent offender, behavioral problems)
for a user-specified le h of time. We will measure the number of inmate housin
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misplacements due to behavior problems. We will also measure the number of incidents due to
keep separate indicator.

Report Writing - Benefit realization will be achieved by the ability for staff to generate ad-hoc

reports. We will measure time spent generating ad-hoc reports of simple complexity using Report

Writer tool.

Electronic Documents - Better utilization of operational staff through reduction of time spent

entering data, reduction in trainingtime while increasing data accuracy and reducing amountof
time spent fixing errors. We will measure time spent locating and reviewing information in

booking packets. We will also measure time spent locating inmate related documents such as

incidents, grievances, kites, etc.

Data Dashboard - Benefit realization will be achieved by the ability for management to quickly

assess the status and performance of the unit. A data dashboard contains a set of criticalgraphs

and charts designed to assess key jail workloads and performance indicators. We will display data

related to average daily populations and facilitytotals, average length of stay, arrestingagencies,

booking or admissions, charge related information, classification, health/medical related

information, incidents and rule violations, inmate profiles/demographics, jail bed days, jail

recidivism, and release related information.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

At this time, we lack metrics and reports to measure and evaluate process efficiencies due to loosely

connected core system supporting inmate booking, criminal history, classification, housing, temp

location, staff schedules, release management mixed with manual processes for inmate property,

incident tracking, and food services, to name a few.

4. What is the torget for this messure? (How much improvement willthis proiect ochieve?)

It is anticipated that the quality of service, safety, service capacity and efficiency of service will

improve in many of the areas of DAJD Operations, However, until a specific vendor proposed

solution is selected and fully evaluated it is difficult to determine the precise total improvementsthat

would be realized by the department,

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

The actualized benefits of a new Jail Management System will be quantifiable the year afterthe
system is fully deployed into production status. The cumulative benefits will continue to accrueas

the system is utilized in production in an ongoing manner and as our external customersbecome

more aware of the greater quality of service and improved data access/accuracy/completeness

afforded by the new JMS.

Category f3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Exomple: This project wilt upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 201-5 ond that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt

not receive tax ond regulatory updotes ond witt likety resutt in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

m solution which witt atlow King County to comply
lnformotian Serviceswith U. S. Department of lustice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, CriminolJustice
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5.6.

tn

7. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology ond the dverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
DAJD's current Jail Management System (JMS) consists of a variety of applications developed over
the past 40 years, many of which are still fundamentally utilizing software coded in COBOL. These
systems are disjointed, lack functionality, are poorly integrated and have limited functionality
compared to a modern JMS and yet form the core of DAiD's business process automation.

Key functionality that would significantly enhance today's work flows are not present in the current
system forcing many work flows to be a disjointed mix of computer and hand-written steps. Jail
personnel are currently required to hand-key data into the JMS from hand-written formswhich
requires duplicate work, generates errors and reduces data entry. These issues make dataanalytics
difficult and often prevents DAJD from being able to generate integrated metrics across the full
spectrum of DAJD business processes.

The Mainframe Re-host Project which was completed in November 2015 moved DAiD's
applications/systems away from the Mainframe environment and into modern, up-to-date
technologies. However, the Re-host was primarily a hardware upgrade, and the database design and
functionality were not improved. DAJD still operates using the same business functions and work-
flows based on mainframe programming technology. lntegrated data to support reporting and
analysis remains fragmented, impeding business process automation and system analytics.

It is difficult to put an estimate on the average life cycle for DAJD's current JMS because it
encompasses many roles within the organization. Gartner, lnc., a respected research and advisory
firm, identified an approach to reclassify ERP systems and applications based on the role they play in
the organization to help develop a level of abstraction and conceptualize ERP roles. Gartnerclassifies
the roles into three groups with an average life cycle to each:

Systems of Record - These are systems that form the foundation for DAJD and manage the
information necessary to run our business. Portions of SIP/SeaKing fall within this category.
SIP/SeaKing is transaction oriented and are core to financial reporting and regulatorycompliance.
Systems of Record are most frequently delivered on premises as is the case with SIP/SeaKing. The
pace of change for Systems of Record is slow, with a life span that can be measured in one totwo
decades.

Systems of Differentiation - These are systems that help drive process flow throughout the
organization. These systems connect to customers and partners. DAJD uses interfaces with partners
such as the Courts, PAO, LEAs, PHS, etc., developed by KCIT. DAJD has also incorporated in-house
developed systems such as JIMS, Classification, PTM, and CommCor to expand its capability in
developing workflow effectiveness. These systems are more collaborative in nature, and whilethey
leverage data from Systems of Record, they capture and maintain additional information. They're
relatively stable and have a life span of anywhere from three to 10years.

Systems of Transformation - These systems create innovation forthe organization. They'reoften
developed out of ad hoc processes and tied to specific initiatives, so they can have very short life
cycles. They're driven, developed and funded out of business budgets. They're also highly
collaborative and involve both structured and unstructured data. Atthistime, DAJD is not ableto
leverage these types of systems. Life cycle is project dependent,

5
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2. tf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The risk of imminent system failure is a primary catalyst for this project. DAJD estimates thatthe
current SIP/SeaKing systems are reaching a critical stage. These 40 year old systems were developed

using the COBOL programming language and developed for mainframe data systems. Neither of
these technologies are supported by mainstream developers.

Currently KCIT supports these systems internally, however, the key personnel performingthis
support are nearing retirement or have the potential to leave KCIT employment at any time. The loss

of this support would be problematic for DAJD and the agencies integrated with SIP/SeaKing.

COBOL currently ranks 28th on the TIOBE Programming Community index. The TIOBE Programming

Community index is an indicator of the popularity of programming languages. The index is updated

once a month. The ratings are based on the number of skilled engineers world-wide, coursesand

third party vendors. Popular search engines such as Google, Bing, Yahool, Wikipedia, Amazon,

YouTube and Baidu are used to calculate the ratings. lt is important to note that the TIOBE index is

not about the best programming language or the language in which most lines of code have been

written. The index can be used to check whether a developer's programming skills are still up todate
or to assist organizations to make a strategic decision about what programming language should be

adopted when starting to build a new software system.

Rank Language Ratings

1. Java 16.38%

2 c L4.O0%

3 C++ 7.67%

4 Python 5.19%

5 c# 4.40%

6 Visual Basic .NET 4.I2%

7 PHP 332%

8 JavaScript 2s2%
9 SQL 1,.99%

10 Ruby L.r8%

1.1. R r.t8%
12 Delphi/Object Pascal LOI%
13 Assembly language 1-.00%

I4 Go 0s7%
15 Objective-C 0s4%
16 MATLAB 0.93%

17 Visual Basic 0.92%

18 Perl o.9r%

T9 Swift o.91%

20 Scala 0.90%

2L Apex 0.90%

22 PLlSQL 0.90%

23 Transact-SQL 0.88%

24 Ada 0.87%

25 SAS 0.86%

Rank Language Ratings

26 Dart 0.86%

27 Lisp 0.8s%

28 COBOL 0.8s%

29 LabVlEW o.70%

30 Bash o.69%

31 D 0.68%

32 Logo o.58%

33 Scratch 054%
34 Prolog 0.52%

35 Erlang o.51%

36 Awk o.50%

37 Cloiure 0.48%

38 Alice 0.47%

39 Lua 0.42%

40 Fo rtra n 0.42%

4I OpenCL 0.42%

42 ABAP o.4I%
43 REXX 0.38%

44 Scheme 038%
45 ML 038%
46 Julia o34%
47 ActionScript 0.32%

48 Haskell 0.32%

49 Kotlin 0.29%

50 RPG o.28%

It should also be noted that most universities no longer offer COBOL courses which has a

nificant impact on the number available devel ers with COBOL programmingskillss
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Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your orga,nization. This category also includes cost avoidance
Cost avoida,nce is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exdmple: Reduced cost to produee,.service. lf this project ts instoll accounts payobla,sof,twore is approved; we will
outomate three tasks that ore cuy,_e_$ly done mon,ually by agency and central pqfShgS.in,g employees. Bosedon
experience of oi:he:l users of the ,,iJt*or", this wilt reduce processing time from tn:," ,i,rriit or"rig, of tei days to
less than one. This will a,llow us to take advantoge of prompt payment discounts for over 5lS mittion of onnual
purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual savings of about $300,000. Tttis will result in sovings in
departm,ent expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-tife at the enct of next yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

The proposed new Jail Management System (JMS) will reduce lT investment costs by reducingthe
current number of applications and systems currently in use by DAJD that have O&M cost incurred
from KCIT. The critical systems that are scheduled to be replaced are SIP/SeaKing, Classification,Jail
Management Movement (JAMMA), Temp Location, Juvenile lnmate Management (JIMS), Community
Corrections (ComCor), Juvenile lnmate Management System (ilMS) - Detention functionalityonly,
and a portion of the Roster MarragementSystenr that handles lncident Management and lnmate
Sch ed u li n g/Tra nspo rt.

ln addition to the critical systems listed above, the JMS will be used to replace severaladditional
peripheral applications which includes a collection of vendor solutions, custom development and MS
Access databases. These include systems related to inmate data rangingfrom inmateclassification,
location, movements, property, trust fund, and diet.

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithos
been ochieved)
DAJD should realize an actual reduction in costs incurred for O&M by KCIT. The metric for this delta
will be seen in the difference between current KCIT O&M expenditures and the reductions inthose
costs once the systems identified for replacement are no longer being maintained by KCIT.

3. Whot is the current bsseline?

1 800 Mhz $ 2,288.94
2 Access Management (Access DB) s 17,295.68
3 Biztalk Platform $ g,tzs.so
4 Booking and Referral System BARS 5 27,61,3.74
5 Booking and Referral System BARS {Part ofLSJt) 5 2,277.75
6 Classification 5 9,83s.60
7 COMCOMCOR Community Corrections (RFS 2422) $ z8,taa.so
8 COMCOMCOR Community Corrections (RF5 2422) s 17,470.38
9 CRM - DES - Public Records Group 88.68s

10 DAJD Access Databases (Parent) 5 6,272.4I
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S 15,334.0711 eSuperform (Part of LSJI)

1.2 FP DAJD-Adult And Juvenile Detention s 24,673.86

s s33.3113 lngress (Part of LSJI)

I4 iail lnmate Lookup Service 5 2r,634.39

5 779.3215 Jail }nmate Lookup Service {Part of LSJI)

1,6 JAMMA S 58,386.40

5 15,194.9317 JEMS / CRIMES MugShot (RFS 2378)

18 LSJlApplication s 23,018.03

19 LSJ-I Application - DAJD {RFS 3682) 5 22,612.33

S 7,437.8720 PretrialManagement
21 Quiz S ts,3a8.sz

5 3,067.4722 Sea-King Alert - ACCESS

23 SIP/SeaKing s 925,251.61

s 71,553.3524 Temp Location

25 WSP WACIC - State/Federal CriminalJustice repository S i.9s.s7

5 s,gsq.zt26 cRTMES (DAJD)

27 llU Case Management System (Access DB) S 4,099.62

$ tt,ozt.tt28 I ngress

zzDPH Jail lnmate Lookup Serv{JILS) -JHS -DFCOMMISSION $ srs.rg29

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Sum

Current Estimated KCIT Annual Cost $ 1,346,447.96

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings willthis project achieve)

DAJD should realize an estimated saving of 5500,000.00 annually. The logic for this savings is derived
by subtracting the estimated annual new JMS O&M costs from current KCIT cost with a smallamount
retained to cover future KCIT O&M cost needed for working with the newJMS.

5 r,346,447.96

S -sse,soo.oo

5 789,647.96

S -289,647.96

$ 5oo,ooo.oo

*The new JMS will incur residual KCIT costs due to the need to manage integration of JMS with other
agencies such as the Courts, PAO, PHS, and other points of integration,

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
DAJD should realize these saving within the first year of new JMS implementation planned for 4th

Quarter 2020.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
th'e benefits you identified obove, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include
both quantitative medsures ond qualitative descriptions of benefits, including ony monetary benefits.
lJse the meosures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

anticipoted benefit was to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years. This project

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers fdiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neigltborhood
of 5500K - Sl million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencing cqtastrophic failures due to lock of mointenonce.

Current Estimated KCIT Annual Cost

Estimated JMS Vendor Annual Cost

Total Potential Annual Savings

Residual annual KCIT cost for replaced systems*

Total Anticipated Annual Savings
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Metric Description Baseli:ne

Update of 311.812019 - Currently the new Jail Management System has begun initialdevelopment.
During 2018 the project vendor, DXC was on-boarded and initial plans and documentation were
developed and delivered. The project plans to begin initial design during the first half of 2019 with UAT
testing to begin during 4th quarter 2019. During UAT, the project should be able to begin developing
metrics in order to assess future benefit achievements.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

and post-project c
g and achTo establish

benefits a

Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention

RMS Employee lnterface

1116898

are a,chieved. Business Owners are req
BenefitessBusin

arly

William Hayes, DAJD Director

BAP

deve
rela

oflopmentThe

staffn,agement
techthe nology

who will

assist in a,nd documentation. List the staff who

Steve Larsen DAJD Chief
Admin Officer

DAJD Finanee

*qa+age+

Ensure ehanges in payrell and finaneial reperting preeesses are

flew,

Jas€n-King

Pat Pressen

tinnaea-Jeb{enEkl
eyn+n+a+ne+*a++,

DAJD-DS+H/R Ensure ehanges in-leave-rnanagement preeesses and reperting are

iness

eventr in€erpora in

@
DAJDf+RlAdr+in
€ap+air+

Evaluate werlclead impaets en leave; annual preeessing ef staff
assignments, trevl
p+etee+p+eas€+s

Dnvid-\#€+ri€h

*eae+ie*++eVe+ DAJD MRJE

Adtm+nis++a+ive

Se+g€a+

Evaluate-werklead impaets en his ability te manage effieer leave;

FMtA/K€Ft and assignment reperting and reeerd lceeping, trevide

Evaluate werlclead impaets en her ability te manage daily leavei

lrevide feedbael< during develepment and relleut ef prejeet
preds€t+

ea+nVeesse+t DAJreF
Adtqin+s+fit+ive

Spee+a++s+

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB cornpiles"
3. To support funding r-elease requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the busi:nessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previo,us text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Ma,ke sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what va,lue it will bring to the County.
More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revised ByDateStage Description

few hours to completegeCom ofton BAPthe on he shoulit tad akelnplet depends project' complexit

Ta bRevisi

How lgng
did it
take?

Date this
document

wos
updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of what changed in the
document. lf this is an initiol draft,
please indicote new. If nothing has

changed, indicate "review only".

Exomples : co nce ptu a I review,
budget process, funding releose,

annual report, project
i mp le m e ntoti o n, o r p roj e ct

completion.

2014 Budget process L0/2sl13 Don DiJulio

How long
did it toke to
complete or

revise the

form ot this
stoge?

1"0 hours

2014 Ql- Budget Supplem 12104/13 Don DiJulio

Required replacement of 2013
Benefit Realization Report with a

new form

Reviewed only 25 hours

2014 Annual BAP Reporting 3/s/201.4 Don DiJulio Updated to reflect change in
project scope - no IVR phone

option; Re-categorized to internal
service benefit.

75 hours

201-5 Annual BAP Reporting 2/sl20Ls Don DiJulio Reviewed - Sec#3, New DSM-H/R

and updated planned

implementation date, from Oct
20L4 to Q2-2015

25 hours

2016 Annual BAP Reporting 2/ro/16 Don DiJulio

2016 Annual Report-Update
for an ongoing project 2/2l2Or7 Steve Larsen

Reviewed-Sec#6,5 when benefits to
be achieved

Provided comments to Section 6

5 hours

5 hours

Section 4. When should the BAPbe started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Adding details for project close out 5 hoursFinal BAP Reporting 2/7 /rs Steve Larsen
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ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

L) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining seruice levels by replacing or upgrading older tech,nology, reducing risk of system failures, or

provid ing regulatory com plia nce

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

[J Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe

Pu blic

V Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

! Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses wil:l be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check nationol

and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin about the delay in

obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints o,nd allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: If this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occu,r ot any time, rother thon
the current limited hours availoble for in-pe'rson or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations will still
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such irnprovements to your operations.
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Exomple: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors wilt be
able to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the average of 6 currently checked. This wilt allow the
ogency to handle the 2A% increase in workload projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: If this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be
able to reduce the durotion of technolagy outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the wait
time for cust'bmers on hotd with thei,sbrvice Center. These improvements"'wiil ollow us to redirect an existing", "'

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of on overall effort to promote tT standardizotion. This
project will moke the current mdnogement of user occot)nts, applicotions, and devices easier for tT administrators
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Ou,r success witt be meosured by ttaving a single set of proceduresond
security models rather thon the multiple ones thot nowexist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed betow rather than provide
a summary.

Updated 2/V/t9: Project was scheduled to be closed out in 20L7 but due to other prioritieswasn't
closed out until May 29, 2018 with final closeout report from Latasha Battle. Lessons learned include:
. Need for business Operations representation on oversight committee
I Pilot project proved beneficial is reinforcin g"real" business situations versus theoreticalones
o Pilot project proved beneficial in the discoveryof business scenariosthat people still disagree(e.g,,

Automatic Leave approval rules)
. Pilot project proved beneficial in identifyinggaps in roles and responsibilities (e.g., EmpLeave

a dvisory/su p crvision )

. Pilot project proved beneficial in identifying alignment gaps between DAJD HR/Payroll/Finance
r Pilot project proved beneficial in identifying additional improvements to the solution before rollout
o DAJD will explore a new project for submission in 2L-22 budget.

[Jpdater.i: AV-/A?./20!7: No updates to benefits ortargets. The project benefits as outline beloware
accurate and supported by DAJD. The project is striving to move into full production mode later thisyear

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The most significant benefit of the project is the efficiencies gained through employee self-entryof
requests and the self-management of these requests to keep the information current. Employee
self-entry will replace data entry and updates made by supervisor, timekeepers and payrollstaff.
The change is expected to increase data accuracy and to allow DAJD supervisors, timekeepersand
payroll clerks to perform higher valued tasks. The higher value tasks being their primaryessential
duties of their classifications, supervision, records and payroll reporting and accuracy.

The empowered employee must address the constraints associated with their leave balance;enter
leave types appropriate for leave status; schedule leave within contractual leave limits; and manage
their current overtime availability status and preferences for assignment during annualassignment
and open transfer periods.

Operational business needs of DAJD cannot be met by leave entry directly into to PeopleSoft
timesheets for a number of reasons. The leave information impacts assignment schedules and
assignment backfill needs of operational sections. Most effective and efficient information flowis
derived from leave entered directly into a scheduling system that interfaces with the centralpayroll
system. DAJD has implemented and maintained this efficient information flow since the late 1980's.
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ln addition, most of DAJD payroll information is derived from its scheduling system, the Roster

Management System (RMS), to include work hours and schedules, overtime rate determinationsfor
excess hours worked, assignment premiums and holiday accruals amongothers.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

RMS reporting features will be used to generate a report to count records entered by or modified by

employee verses records entered or modified by another user. ln simple terms, the higherthe
involvement of DAJD employees in self-management of these data entry tasks, the greater the

benefit. TheseentriescanbecountedsinceRMStracksall usersandtheirdataentryactivity.

3. What is the current hoseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Majority of the efficiency benefittarget levels are expected to be achieved within three years of web

interface implementation. Application is currently being piloted by 2 DAJD divisions. Plan isto
complete implementation to all divisions by June'+e+Sthe end of 2A17.

Category #3
technology,

ng or upgradi
nce. lf the

note those benefits in

the Cin

5
s5

0%Leave Records Entered by Employee
1,100 records/monthLeave Modifications by Payroll Clerks

0%Dream Sheet Preferences Entered by Employee
a%Tracking of Overtime Availability Notice
0%FMLA Tracking

8s%Leave Records Entered by Employee
500 records/monthLeave Modifications by Payro'll Clerks
Bs%Dream Sheet Preferences Entered by Employee

Yes Tracking Occu,rsTracking of Overtime Availability Notice
7s%FMLA Tracking

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
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Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay; but-will be avoided due to the-project

Eiampte: nedu/ei!'tliiit to produc,e setiic:d". il tnis project to instaitt acco'uii[i"'payabte softwore is approiied, we witt
automote three tosks thot ore currently done monuolly by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the softwore, this wilt reduce processing time from the current dveroge of ten doys to
less than one. This witl allow us to take odvantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 575,000,000 of onnual
purcttases. These discounts overqge 2%, yietding annual sovi.ngs of obout $3OO,OaT. This witl resu'lt in sivings in
department expenditures for those items quotifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a S we willavoid the need to upgrode
at the end

ooS product,
of next year, We were required to makethis

cost avoidance of 5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, expla,in whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This proiect, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in Aprit 20i.4. The
onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current serv,ice levels ot 99.999% up time for o.n odditional 5 yeors. This
proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicatty, the cost to the county wou!d be enormous, generolly in the neigltborhood
of 5500K - $t million per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not
experiencing cotostrophic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to automote occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time averoge. The overoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 doy target. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment than originally
estimated.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project

Processing time,
onnuol sovings,

o 10 doys
processing time

. l doy processing
time

. 2 day processing

time

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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. 20% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt payment

discounts
t $200,A00 savings

e 3O% of purch.ases

are receiving prompt
payment discounts

.5400,000 sovi,ngs

from the current overoge
of ten days to less thon

allo takeone wng
pro.mp

timereduced

Less than 10% - only divisions using

leave
o% 85%Leave Records Entered by

Employee
500
records/month

using El require only
Bulk of department still using paper so

Leave Modifications by

Payroll Clerks

1,100

records/month

85% No,0%Dream Sheet Preferences
Entered by Employee

0%

Yes Tracking
Occurs

No,0%Tracking of Overtime
Availability Notice

o%

75% No,0%FMLA Tracking 0%

Update of 217/2A19: This is a final BAP. No further benefits will be achieved at this time since project

was closed out in 2018 after implementation in the 2 pilot divisions (CCD and Admin), The DAJD

divisions that have implemented the tool have seen efficiencies and can demonstrate self-help with

their leave. Role/responsibilities and labor related issueswill need to be analyzed before startingagain.
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1". To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To updaie projected benefits of the pro.;eli al it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and'post-project closure """"

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensu,re that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name DCHS

Project Title Behavioral Health lntegration

Bu'siness Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Project Number 1,1,26543

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the beriefits of the projeCt. KC|T business analysts iii technology project Staff may
assist in benefit identification a,nd documentation. l-ist.the staf{who contribute-to"th:e"tsAPbelow: -"

Kelli Nomura, DCHS-BHRD lnterim Director

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Susan Mclaughlin Project Sponsor

Michael Csendes

Health and Human Services
lntegration Manager, DCHS/BHRD

lT Supervisor, DCHS Technical Lead

Geir Engelsvold KCIT SDM lT Lead

Kelli Nomura lnterim Division Director, BHRD Articulate and lead vision for how this
system functions

Juliette Peze KCIT Business Analyst

Karen Spoelman BHRD Subject Matter Expert

Michael Reading BHRD Chief of Operations

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Sectlon 2. Buslness Owner Accountability

Scction 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) a:re required to update this document at the following times or actions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should ta,ke a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?Date Revised By DescriptionStage

A brief summory of whot changed

in the document. lf this is an
initiol droft, please indicqte new.

lf nothing has chonged, indicote
"review only".

How long did
it take to

comptete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

Date this
document

was
updated

Pleose use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fund i ng release, q nn ua I
report, project

im ple me ntatio n, or project
completion.

New04/20lrs

Who did the

document updotes?

Ron BishopConceptual Review

Update 2 hoursBudget Process 8/t2/Ls Susan McLaughlin,
Latasha Battle

i. hour1./30/L7 BAP update for a completed
project. Updated Sections 3

and7.

2016 Annual BAP Report Susan Mclaughlin

Michael Reading BAP update in Sections 2, 3
and 7. Met all targets,
remaining funds will be used

for the required and mandated
work as a Mid-Adopter and

the work of lMC.

l" hour2019 Annual BAP Report 2/6lzots

30 min3122/te Emmy McConnell2019 Biennial BAP

Report

Finalized Section 7

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 imp"roving internal operations or CategorrT #3 replacing or: upgrad i ng older technology

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCtt"goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

i-lCrt"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quatity of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: If this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check nationol
and state datobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently com.plain about the delay in
obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all compl.oints and ollow stoff resaurces

over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduting to occur at any time, rother than
the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations witt stilt
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

to be directed to other custamer services. .,... ...,

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Complete, accurate and timely information is criticalto the management of all aspects of the
Behavioral Health Organization in King County. The integrated data consolidation project provides
the infrastructure and technology for providers to submit, in specific and required formats, all
necessary mental health and substance abuse treatment service data for reporting, payment,and
quality management. This project will benefit both the providers and the individuals they serve by
ensuring timely payment, and by allowing access to integrated data about a client to ensurea
holistic approach to care.

Benefit #1 (81) - Accurate and timelv oavment to oroviders. Receiving payment in a timely manneris
critical to the operations of our behavioral health network. Providing the infrastructure for providers
to easily submit electronic data for both MH and SUD services will ensure that payments can be
processed quickly and providers can be paid in a timely manner.

R.anof;i #? / 82 -lm roved cnnrdinriinn nf .."o Having a data system that integrates mentalhealth
and substance abuse data, and ultimately other data sets, gives providers more comprehensive
information about the individuals they are treating so that they can provide better, more
coordinated services. This will lead to better outcomes for our clients as they receive moreholistic
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services that address their full range of needs and not just a set of specific symptoms.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
of roviders aid within

MHCADSD willtrack the percent of providers who are paid within 60 days of their submission of
required data to ensure timely payment to the provider network. We will also track the reasons

providers are not paid within the timeframe so that any necessary adjustments or improvements can

be made.

82 Measure - The percent of providers who acce ss and utilize intesrated client data to coordinate

care for individuals enrolled in service. MHCADSD will review provider coordination of care during
annual site visits beginning in20t7

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
BL Baseline -Percent of providers pa id within 60 davs of required data submission

We do not currently measure this metric.

roviders who access and utilize ate c

individuals enrolled in service. Current ly MHCADSD reviews provider coordination of care during
annualsite visits but it is a manual process because providers do not have access to electronic
information about a client's services being provided by other systems

4. Whot is the target lor this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

BL MeasureTarset -1,OO% of contracted behavioral health providers who submit required data

receive payment within 60 days.

82 Measure Target - During the 2017 site visits, 50% of contracted behavioral health providers will
demonstrate evidence of coordinated services for individuals with co-occurring mental health and

substance abuse disorders, This target will increase by 25% in the subsequentyears.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Bl- Measure target date: For existing providers, the measure target will be tracked monthly andwe
expect to meet the measure target by 6 months after project implementation (October 2016). For

new providers, we anticipate a learning process will be necessary to become familiar with required

data submissions, and so plan to meet the IO0% measure target within l year (April2017 ) andwill
track progress monthly toward that goal.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

agency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce thewait
time for customers on hotd with the Service Center. These improvements witt otlow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overoll effort to promote lT stsndardizotion. This

project will make the current monogement of user accounts, opplicotions, ond devices easier for lT odministrotors
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at Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on to opplications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of procedures and
security models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1". Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
4, Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5, When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance. This categoryis
for those pro.iects that will reduce the costs to deliver a cou,nty service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the i:nformation in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA)

form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes
cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and
intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced costto produce service. lf this project to installoccounts payoble softwore is approved, we will
automdte three tosks thot ore currently done monuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Based an
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average of ten days to

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 witt be ending in 2015 and that creotes a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tax and regulatory updotes and witl likely resutt in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication salution which will ollow King County to comply
with U. S. Deportment of J.ustice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 201.3, odvonced autttentication (AA) must be in
ploce in order to occeii ieisiiiie CJtS information.

1. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include ageof
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This projectwill expand the existing mental health data system to include substance abusedata
which will allow King County to comply with the requirements of operating a Behavioral Health
Organization as defined in Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 6312 and our state contractwith
the Division of Behavioral Health and Recovery effective April 1, 201.6,lf King County does not
implement this change byApril t,2OL6, we will no longer be eligible for Medicaid fundingformental
health or substance abuse funding, which totals about $300 million per biennium.

This project will upgrade the current mental health database from lnformix to SQL Server. This
upgrade is necessary to bring the database in alignment with KCIT standards.

2. lf the primary redson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
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less than one. This witt oltow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 575 million of annual
purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnual savings of about $300,000. This will result in savings in

department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidolce. Moving to this new vendor thdt uses o SoaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis

upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of 51"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measu,res and qual,itative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir o,fi €n1€tj€ncy radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014.The

onticipoted benefit was to moin,toin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 yeors. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onn,uolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels

tf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighbarhood

of 5500K - Sl Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This project to outomate dccounts payoble softwore was imp,lemented and did im,prove the processing

time 7verage. The overoge time was reduced from 1,0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day target. Additionally,

only 20% of purchoses received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot qualified for prompt poyment thon originolly

estimoted.

Target ActualMetrics Baseline
Processing time,
onnual sovings,
ond percentage
of purchoses

receiving
prompt
poyment
discounts

o 10 days processing

time
c L0% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. Sovings of
51oo,ooo

c 1 day processing

time
c i0% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

c Sovings of
54oo,oo0

o 2 days processing

time
. 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

t Sovings of 5200,000

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current averoge
of ten days to less thon
one allowing us to take
advantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Metric D

roviders) as oripirrallv clescribed. Tlre other tarset be nefit
Undate of lVlarclr 2019: lhis is a final FIAP. This proi ect rle.t the tareet benefits. Orre tareet measLr re \ryas

fr,rllv rnet (accLrrate ;-trrd titnelv I;avtlettt to tr

iirlrrroved cr:ordinatiort)was not rneaslt t'ecl as origi
nror.ridcd a dif r'erent Ilre.rsure that shows itni,lt' rlr,red t:l ie n t r:oo rrJ i rt ;rlioi'r

all'r nlan ned. because site visiis were not conducted

tul ).0.1 /.lnstcad, tltllS ha:;

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Metric
Description

Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Accurate and

timely payment
to providers.

Percent providers
who are paid within
60 days of
submission of
required data.

This metric is new
and no baseline
data was available

tOO% of contracted
behavioral health
providers who submit
required data receive
payment within 60
days

tOO% of contracted
outpatient behavioral
health providers who
submit required data
received payment within 60
days.

lmproved
coordination of
care for people

with co-occurring
mental health
and substance
use disorders.

Percent providers
who access and
utilize integrated
client data to
coordinate care for
individuals enrolled
in mental health
and substance use

disorder treatment.

No baseline data
available. Providers
do not currently
have electronic
access to
information about a

client's services
being provided by
other systems.

During the 2017 site
visits, 50% of
contracted behavioral
health providers will
demonstrate
evidence of
coordinated services
for individuals with
co-occurring mental
health and substance
use disorder, This
target will increase by
25% in the
subsequent years.

@
@
@
@
is-avaitlbb#€S
Clients enrolled in both a

MH and SUD outpatient
benefit increased from 926
on 4/1/201.6to 1.,6L2 on
2/6/2Q1s.
Clients enro-lled in a co-
occu rring disorder benefit
increased from 27 on

&/L/2A17 b 92 on
2/6/2019.

Lntegrated client data ig
availqble for providers to
access to increase
coordination of care,

Additiona llv, increased
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Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Department of Community and Human Services

DCHS Case Management Tool Modernization

1134637

201,9-2020

King County Departrnent/ Agency Name

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

j:::;::T:ng, 
Deputy Director, Department or community and Human services

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name

Bryan Fry

Jennifer Coldiron

Leo Flor

Jennifer Hill

Greg Demieville

Josephine Wong

Title / Agency

Special Projects Manager lll, DCHS

Chief of Performance Measurement and

Evaluation, DCHS

Director, DCHS

PPM lll, Work Training Program, DCHS

Application Developer, KCIT

Deputy Director, DCHS

Project Role

Subject Matter Expert

Primary Business Contact

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Busi ness Owner/Sponsor

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initialproject request during "Gate2" phase of conceptualreview.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners
that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. lvia:lii! iure that you uploail the updated version io innotis. The intent is forthis singledocument
to show the history"of benefits over tl're course of the project. List arry changes"in-the table in section 5. flf there-
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity.ln general, itshould take a few hoursto complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may req,uire more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
-^-----l rL^ r:---teLUru Lile Ulne speltI oil rlils tn tlle taote oetow at eacn stage oTrevtston

BAP Revision History
Stage Date Revised By Description How long did

it take?
Pleose use conceptual review, '

bu d get process, fu n d i ng
release, annual repart, project

i m p I e me ntatio n, o r p roje ct
campletion.

2019-2020 Budget Process s/21./1.8

Who did the document
u.pdates?

A brief summory of what changed in
the document. lf this is on initiot

draft, pleose indicate new. If
nothing has chonged, indicate

"review only".

Dute this
document

wos

updated

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form

, ot thisstoge?

2019-2020 Budget ProcESS

Jennifer Coldiron New draft t hour

7 /24/1.8 Jennifer Coldiron Updated sections 5, 6 and 7 t hour

2019 -2020 B ud get P rocess 9/7 /18 I Emmy McConnell Minor editing changes t hour

2019 BAP Report . 2/8/Is ; Josephine Wong Minor editing changes t hour

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgradi,ng older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. Afte,r reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or

nce to produce

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the qualiiy or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwo.re is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgety due to the ability of the new software ta check notianol
and state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently com,ploin obout the deloy in

obtaining o license ond tltis time reduction is expected to elimino.te olmost oll comploints ond allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedu.le othletic

fields over the lnternet on.d moke payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather
than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations
will still be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summary table for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline rget When will the target be

achieve measured?

CATECORY f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acguire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

able to check on overage of 10 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wi'll

be able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

X
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promate

olso be
set of

su,mmary.
low rather

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Employment and Education Resources (EER) and the King County Veterans Program (KCVP) both
provide direct services to clients. These programs are currently using applications running on
outdated lT platforms to manage their client information. These outdated platforms do not easily
facilitate reporting and analyzing data internally within DCHS, and KCIT is needed to support manyof
the data and reporting requests for these programs.

The data collected using a modernized client information management system would be able to be
more easily managed and reported on by DCHS evaluation staff, and to be extracted and uploaded
into internal program performance reporting tools for eventual consolidated reporting.

The expected benefits would include:
- KCVP will be able to efficiently report data for Veterans, Seniors and Human Services Levy

(VSHSL) reporting requ irements.
- EER youth programs that are funded by the Best Starts for Kids (BSK) Levy will be able to

efficiently report data for BSK reporting requirements.
- KCVP and EER staff will have access to a modern information management system that offers

flexible and real-time access to data reports usefulfor case management and program
improvement

- DCHS evaluation staff would be able to have broader access to relevant program data and be
able to support the data needs of program staff

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
Please see Section 7.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
Please see Section 7.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
Please see Section 7.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
By the end of 2020.

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Baseline Target

KCVP and EER will be
able to efficiently meet

# of sites that have internal
reporting automated or easily

Neither
program

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
1.2/31./2020Both
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managed by DCHS staff without
KCIT assistance

30% lOO% of
staff

t2/31/2020Modern data system
that facilitates efficie nt
reporting and analysis

% of staff who have access to up-

to-date data via an easily
accessible and flexible dashboard

internal reporting
re uirements

CATEG that maintain service at cu,rrent levels by either
will

This

must

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

Employment and Education Resources (EER) and the King County Veterans Program (KCVP) both

provide direct services to clients. These programs are currently using applications runningon

outdated lT platforms to manage their client information. We need to modernize this process, by

replacing the outdated applications with applications running on current technologies.

Currently, KCVP and several EER programs (Career Connections and the King County Jobs lnitiative)

provide case management to clients using the VIBE application, Case managers use VIBE to conduct

assessments, record case notes, service encounters, and record client outcomes. TheVlBE

application is built in Power Builder and is maintained by KCIT.

For similar case management needs, the EER youth programs use WTP, a database built in Microsoft

Access.

Since KCIT will no longer support Power Builder or Microsoft Access in the future, both VIBE and

WTP need to be replaced by a new client information management system. lf these tools fail or need

to be altered and are not being maintained by KCIT, the programs will cease to be able to provide

services to their clients and/or staff will be extremely burdened with having to find workarounds to

broken systems.

The expected benefit would be:

- KCIT will be able to support the lT tools that DCHS staff use for direct service provision to clients

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The probability of the system becoming inoperable is extremely high as web browsers and operating

systems continue to get updated, interoperability becomes a concern. Additionally, if the programs

need additional features or requirements, KCIT would not be able to addressthem.
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3. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target

KCIT will be able to
support the lT tools that
DCHS staff use for direct
service provision to clients

% of client information
management tools
supported by KCIT

, Baseline

i fCtf ptanneO to
jphase out older

iplatforms (0%)

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/3I/2020

CATEGORY f4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the ca.pacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple; Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instd!! occounts payabte softwore is approved,we
wilJ automate three tasks that ore currently done manuotty by agency ond centra! purchasing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this witt reduce'pricessing time from the curreit overage often
doys to less than one. This will atlow us to tdke odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over Sli miition o7
onnual purchases. These discounts average 2%, yietding onnuol savin,gs of obout 5300,000. This wilt result in
savings in department expenditures for those items quotifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaoS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade,the system to the newest uersian, w,hich goes.end,*af,tife at the end. of next year. We were,. equired
moke this'1lpgrade due to,,,regulatory red,,sons, so this represents o cost avoidance,,,of $1A0-,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1-. Describe why you expectthe proposed tr investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measureT (How much savings wilt this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

sured?
Example: Annual Cosf of producing X S569,aoo SEs,ooo By o6l3a/201"9

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measu,res
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in Aprit 2014. The
onticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.
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tf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolf in the neighborhood of
$SOA\< - $lU per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency radio

system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not experienci.ng cotastrophic

foitures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project ta automate accounts payobte software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The overoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 7 day target. Additionally,

only 20% of purcltases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did

nat meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt poyment than originolly

estimated.

Undate of March 2Ot9: This is a new proiect that h a S not vet started- lt will besin in O3 2019

Actual

KCVP and EER will be able
to efficiently meet internal
reporting requirements

Modern data system that
facilitates efficient
reporting a nd a na lysis

KCIT will be able to
support the lT tools that
DCHS staff use for direct
service provision to clients

# of sites that have internal
reporting automated or easily

managed by DCHS staff
without KCIT assistance

% of staff who have access to
up-to-date data via an easily

accessible a nd flexible
dashboard

% of client information
management tools supported
by KCIT

30%

KCIT planned to
phase out older
platform (0%)

Neither
program (O%)

Both
programs
(1,00%)

IOO%

oo%
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Josephine Wong, Deputy Director, Department of Community and Human Services

Jennifer Coldiron

Noa Kay

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

and achieving

are

th

Department of Community and Human Services

Outcomes R ortin En tne COR

fornrerl Client-Level Program Performance Reporting Tool (CLPPRT)l

LI34636

2019-2020

include significant
services it will

of the project. KCIT

mentation. List the staff who

VSHSL Evaluator/DCHS

Emily Greenberg BSK Evaluator/DCHS

Michael Della Santa MIDD Evaluator/DCHS

Glen Beckman Database Specialist/DCHS

Elena Romani DDD Evaluator / DCHS

Yvonne Humenay
Roberts

Chief of Performance Measurement and
Evaluation/DCHS

KCIT Business Analyst

KCIT Service Delivery Manager

Primary Business Contact

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter ElRert

Subject Matter Expert

KCIT Business Analyst

KCIT Service Delivery Manager

DCHS lnitiatives Evaluation Manager

Magan Cromar Division Director / Developmental Disabilities, DCHS Subject Matter Expert

Meghan Humphries KCIT Project Manager KCIT Project Manager

Alex Jacobson

Geir Engelsvold
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Biennial Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

s. U,p to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no cha,nges, type "None")

Cor.npletion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage

Pleose use conceptual review,

budget process, funding release,

annuol report, project
i m p I e m e nto tio n, o r p roject

completion.

2OL9 -2020 B udget P rocess

20L9 -2O2O B udget Process 124 1-B Jennifer Coldiron

Description

Updated section 6;

Completed section 7

Minor editing changes

Edited Section 3 of those
involved in the BAP, project
title

How long did
it take?

t hour

Date

Date this
document

was updated

Revised By

Who did the document A brief summory of whot chonged in How long did it
updotes? the document. If this is on initiol take to complete

draft, pleose indicote new. lf or revise the

nothing hos changed, indicate form ot this
"review only". stage?

3l23lLB Jennifer Coldiron New draft 2 hours

7

Jennifer Coldiron1,/re113

1, urho

UTho1,

2019 -2O2O B udget Process

2019 BAP Report

elT lrB Emmy McConnell

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservicebenefits: lmprovinginternaloperations,includingthequalityorquantityofinternalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to'produce services (intern,al or exterrral)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide i.nformation forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the primary type of benefit for the project. For most pro.jects, the primary type benefin will be Category #2
improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Drimrnr nrnioa* hanafi+? laL.^-l' ^^1., ^^^\t arrvJL!r vettsttta \uttELt\ uttty vttg,

lCategory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public

ffiCategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services

lCategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

lCategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lrnproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

as faster response times and better access to seruices for the public.

days instead of the four doys cu'rrently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore tocheck
nationol ond state datobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about
the deloy in obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all comploints and allow
staff resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic
fields over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at anytime,
rather than the current limited hours avoilabte for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone
reservations will still be avoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the henefit(s).
2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors wilt be
oble to check an averoge of 1"0 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This wiltoltow
the agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 3A%. We also will reduce the
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1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
DCHS's three levies (Best Start for Kids (BSK); Veterans, Seniors and Human Services Levy(VSHSL);

and Mental lllness Drug Dependency (MIDD)), as well as the Developmental Disabilities Division

(DDD) need a scalable means to capture data required from the contracted agencies and compare

contractual targets to real performance measures.

As the number of contracted agencies increases throughout the tenure of the BSK and VSHSL levies,

more and more data will need to be validated and measured against contractualobligations.
Without the implementation of a data collection system and reporting solution, the already

stretched-thin DCHS evaluation staff will be further bogged down with more of the same manual
processes. Acquiring a data collection system and reporting solution will allow staff to focustheir
efforts instead on making DCHS programs betterforthe constituency. This is a high prioritybecause

in October, the VSHSL data will begin to arrive to DCHS staff with only a very manual solution to
process the data. BSK data is also about to greatly increase as new strategies and associated

providers are launched.

DDD has similar manual steps in their reporting and payment processes

The expected benefits would include:
Benefit #1 (81)- Facilitate the evaluation of client-level outcomes and trends, and thus havebetter

assessment of program impact and ability to hold agencies accountable for
performance,

Benefit #2 (B2l - Streamline data acquisition activities and reduce manual manipulation of the data

Benefit #3 (83)- Modernize current data systems, allowingfor better and more efficientanalysis
and reporting, as well as data integration across programs, divisions, and

departments.
Benefit #4 (84) - Ability to comply with Council's Consolidated Reporting Proviso.

2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

See Section 7

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

See Section 7

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)

See Section 7

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
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Benefits will likely be achieved by the end of the first year after data system implementation, and
especially once a full calendaryear of client-level data has been collected in the system and can be
fully utilized for annual reporting. Easing of burden on providers will happen as soon as they have
converted to the new system, and providers and program staff will have near immediate benefits of
having more timely and transparent access to the data that has been submitted to DCHS.

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replaqigg or spgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regu,latory compliance, lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond that creotes a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt
not receive tox anrl regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advunced Authenticotion solution which will ollow Ki.ng Countyto
comply with u. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureau of !nvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformation Services
(CJtS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvanced outhenticotion (AA)
must be in place in order to access sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the averoge Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CAT-E9."-9SY_#4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or in-t"ef,mj}'or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be co,nsistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA)form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payoble software is approved,we
will automote three tasks thot are currently done monuolly by ogency ond centrol purchasing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten
days to less thsn one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over SL5mit,lion of
onnual purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnuolsavings of about SSOO,OOO. This will resultin
savings in deportment expenditures for th,ose items q.uolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendar thot uses o SooS product, we will avoid the need to
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of 5L00,000.

The above examples are summa:ries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
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For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4.The

anticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on add,itionol 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - 5l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency

radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of notexperiencing

catostrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote occounts payable softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing

time averoge. The overage time wos reduced from 10 doys to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1- doy torget.
Additionally, only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan

onticipoted. We did not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt poyment

th a n orig i nal ly esti mated.

Example:

Metric Baseline ndualTarget

r 1-day processing o 2-day processing

time time
. 30% of purchases . 2O% of purchases

are receiving are receiving

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of L0 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

o Processing time
(in days),

o o/o of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

r 1"0-day

processing time
. 'J.O% of

purchases are

receivi'ng

discount
prompt payment
discounts

54oo,ooo savings o

: prompt payment

, d,iscounts
. 5100,000 savings r 5200,000 savings

Update of March 2019: This is an ongoing proie ct that is iust beeinnins. lt is currentlv on track (updated

311/2 019)

Ability to evaluate
client-level
outcomes and

trends, specifically
for VSHSL

Streamlined data
acq uisition activities,
specifically for BSK,

DDD, and MIDD

Metrics
% of VSHSL strategies
that report activities
and outcomes at a

client level

% of providers that
submit spreadsheets or
other data that require
manual processing and

checking by DCHS staff

Baseline

0% of VSHSL

strategies

. L00% of DDD

providers
o 1"00% of BSK

providers
t 50% of MIDD

rovid ers

0% of program

a reas

Target
1"OO% of VSHSL

strategies deemed
a ppropriate for client-
level reporting

. 0% of DDD providers

. O% of BSK providers
o O%of MIDD providers

L00% of program areas

that require client-level
data submission to
DCHS

Actual

Modern data system
that facilitates
efficient reporting
and analysis

% of program areas for
which program and
provider staff have

access to up-to-date
data via an easily
accessible dashboard
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Ability to consolidate
reporting for BSK,

VSHSL, and MIDD

Production of a

consolidated annual
report across the three
programs

There is no

baseline.
By 2O22 BSK, VSHSL, and
MIDD will be able to
produce a consolidated
report of their impact on
King County residents
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post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

ln l- e (t rated Marta ed Care IMC Phase 1 revi

Department/ Agency Name DCHS/ Behavioral Health Recovery Division (BHRD)

a /n nt,cl, Physical
Project Title

Behavioral Health I ntegration (PBHI))

Project Number 1.L29637

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuri,ng this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Kelli Nomura, Behavioral Health and Recovery Division lnterim Director

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbel,ow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Josephine Wong DCHS Deputy Director Project Contact

MichaelCsendes

Geir Engelsvold

Kelli Nomura

lT Supervisor, DCHS

KCIT SDM

BHRD lnterim Director

Technical Lead

lT Lead

Articulate & lead vision for how this systemfunctions

Subject Matter Expert

Michael Reading BHRD, Chief of Operations Subject Matter Expert

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or a,ctions:

1,. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles'

3. To support fu nd ing release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, ind icate "Review Only" in the revision ta ble

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing theBAP?
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4, When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are ach,ieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

"Plealti 
update the document online. oo nbt delete youi previoui text. Update tr'e tbilis"necessary ano iail

those'updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version t0 lnnotas. The ihtent i5 f6rr this single dociiriient
to showthe historyof benefits overthe course of the project. List anychanges in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the projectdoes
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2
improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understand,ing of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require mole extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History

Stage Date Revised By Description

Who did the document A brief summory of whot
the document. lf this is

droft, please indicate
nothing-has chonged,

"review only".

updotes? on initisl toke to
new. lf complete or
indieate^ - revise the

completion. at this

Budget Process 7 11,/16 Susan Mclaug hlin , New lnitial Draft 4 hours

2016 Annual BAP Report t/30/17 Susan Mclaughlin
No major changes, only
names in Section 3.

I hour

2019 BAP Report
(completed project, not
final BAP)

2l 1, 2/Ie Michael Reading
Section 6 updated to reflect
current project scope,

2 hour
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ffiCrt.gory #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category
such as faster

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check nationol

ond state dotoboses more efficientty. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all comploints and allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents wilt be oble to schedule othletic fietds
over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit cord. This witt otlow sctteduting to occur ot ony time, rother than

the curre.nt limited ltours ovoilobte for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions witt still

be avoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

lntegrated physical and behavioral health care produces the best outcomes and is the mosteffective

approach to caring for people with complex hea{t{+-aed-behavioral healthcare needs. lf approved,

the physical and behavioral health integration (PBHI) data project will provide the infrastructure and

technology for King County to operate as a-ful{yinteg+atee}-ag-jnl-ef1_qlg"el-n+ai+agedea+e

re rietworl< ICN

bcl+aviar"al-heelt]'reare-iz.{4rgr-&{++s-fo+-the-regier+. This includes creating mechanisms for providersto

submit, in specific and required formats, all necessary h"ealth*a+rd-behavioral health (lne"{+ld+++gimental

health and substance use disorders) service data for reporting, payment, and qualitymanagement.

Furthermore, it will create pathways for seamless exchange of p{rys.re*l-arul-behavioral healthcare

data with eth+r-!he five managed care entities for purposes of billing, payment, quality

management, and client care coordination.

The expected benefits would include
#1" B1_ - Acc ment to rov

As tlr***rlear#-*ss€€i.+ted-+espor+slbil.i+ie*-a Iricl ..:alg_p_.L_eJ,_lo+"l0ng4et+'tty"eNpa+lelE-tr*-i+re{uel+p&+y+le+{

he+lahearq-it will be imperative that the County's data systems can interact with and exchange data

with !lr-e-fiv_g-other-managed care organizations to assure billing, payment, service encounter and

quality management forthe entire continuum of care can be processed and managed in a timely

way. .l.f-theff;e- Cou nty tek.e';.enconlrn r-l_e_5_-Wllb'JJle responsibility fe+-phys.leal-a++d-behavioral

healthcare services forthe Medicaid program, the number of covered lives would increase

significantly as would the number of service encounters that would need to be processed. Receiving

payment in a timely manner is criticalto the operations of an integrated treatmentsystem.
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Providing the infrastructure for providers to easily submit electronic data for physical and behavioral
health will ensure that claims can be processed quickly and providers can be paid in a timely
manner.

Benefit #7 lR?) - tmnroved conrdination nf raro
Having a data system that in+egre+es physi€al and be seamlesslyexchanges
information with s+her-!hg-managed care organizations givesydl!_provide more comprehensive
information about the individuals they are treating so that they can provide better gngLme+e
coordinated services. This will lead to a more holistic approach to client care resulting in improved
health and a better experience for clients as well as reduced costs to the system.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hqs been ochieved?)
81 Measure - Percent of oroviders oaid within 60 davs of valid encounter data submission
BHRD will track the percent of providers who are paid within 60 days of their submission of valid
encounter data to ensure timely payment to the provider network. We will also track the reasons
providers are not paid within that timeframe so that any necessary adjustments or improvements
can be made. Beginning one year after the implementation date, BHRD will conduct an annual
provider survey to determine provider satisfaction with the billing and payment system and
timeliness of payment.

82 Measure - The percent of providers who access and utilize inteerat ed client data to coordinate
care for individuals enrolled in services
BHRD will review provider coordination of care during annual site visits beginning one year afterthe
implementation date. This measure will be further refined in subsequent years with implementation
of a more outcome oriented measure of success by year 3.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
l- Baseline -P id within subm (BHRD

does not currently exchange data with or pay for services directly to community health centersso
we do not have a baseline for this measurement. However, for similar functions for our behavioral
health network today, we currently pay LOO% of providers within 60 days of valid encounter data
submissions to BHRD.)

82 Baseline - Pe ent of oroviders who access a utilize inteerated client data to i nteerate care for
individuals enrolled i n service submission (BHRD does not currently contract with community health
centers and therefore they do not have access to the behavioral health client data base.)

4. Whdt is the target for this medsure? (How much improvement will this project dchieve?)
BL Measure Tarset - 100% of con tracted behavioral health providers who submit valid encounter
data receive payment within 60 days.

82 Measure Target - During the first scheduled site visits, 50% of contracted behavioral health
providers will demonstrate evidence of coordinated services for individuals with co-occurringmental
health and substance abuse disorders. This target will increaseby 25% in the subsequentyears.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
BL Measure Timeline - within G12 months of implementation
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B2 Measure Timeline - initial ta rget within oneyea+_18_ry1c29!!5 of implementation with ongoing
improvement over time

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: I mproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

able to check on overoge of L0 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next three yedrs without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill
be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These impravements will ollow us to redirect an existin.g

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overolt effort to promote lT standordizotion. This

project will moke the current monagement of user accounts, opplications, ond devices easier for lT odministrators
at Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving o single sign-on to appticotions

such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlaok. Our success will be measured by hoving o single set of procedures and
security models rother than the multiple ones that naw exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

3, Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY f3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 201-5 and thot creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tox ond regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement sn Advanced Authenticdtion solution which will ollow King County to comply
with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformation Services(CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2013, advanced authentication (AA) must be in

ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primdry reason lor the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CATEG ORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal), The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance
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Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to producg service. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble softwore is approved, we wil!
outomote three tasks thot ore currently dane monually by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Based on
experienc,e of other users of th.e,softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge.of..ten days to
less than one. Th.is will ot.low us to take advantage of prompt.pqy-m1l qitc,ounts for over St|miilion of,q.1nu,al
purchaseii,. These discounts oriiotgie 2%, yietding annuol soy,ini,g/i-old,iii,i $iisao,ooo. This witt resuit in s;irvings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulotory redsons, so this represents o cost avoidance of$100,000.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidanceT (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

For each of the benefits you identified above, expldih Whether benefits were achieved at tbrget levels. Please
include both quantitative measures a,nd qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use
the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repair an emergency rodio tower, was successfutly completed in Aprit 2014.The
o,nticipoted benefi.t was to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 yeors. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - $l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. user agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place that will be ossured of not experiencing
catostrophic failures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This proiect to outomote occounts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The overage time was reduced from 1A doys to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day torget.
Additionolly, only 20% of purchoses received a prompt pdyment discount resulting in less cost swings than
anticipoted. We did not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prom,pt payment
tha n ori g in al ly estimated.

Example:

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

Metric Desription Metrics Target
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Update of March 2019: This proiect was completed at the end of 2019. Benefits will be measureddurins
2019 ar]-d repor:ted an in nex! vear's annualreporl.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells.
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To ach,ieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name DCHS, PHSKC (DPH)

Projeci Titie : Data Integration DCHS & DPH

Project Number 1,129638

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

Leo Flor (DCHS); Patty Hayes (PHSKC)

The development bf the BAP sho,Uld iritlude Significant involVemeiiit from fhe business operationi cji iii"bnigement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Project Co-ContactJosephine Wong Deputy Director, (DCHS)

Marguerite Ro Chief, Assessment, Policy Development and
Evaluation Unit (PHSKC)

Project Co-Contact

Amy Laurent

Carolina Johnson

Epidemiologist lll (PHSKC)

Behavioral Health lnnovations Evaluator (DCHS)

Population Health Specialist (DCHS)

KCIT - Services Delivery Manager (DCHS)

KCIT - Services Delivery Manager (PHSKC)

PPM rV (DAJD)

M ilr(DCHS)

mpliance Manager (PHSKC)

KCIT - Business Analysis Services Owner

KCIT - Business analyst

Project rep

Project rep

Clinical use consultant

SDM rep for DCHS

SDM rep for PHSKC

Privacy/security of DAJD data

Compliance / Privacy officer

Privacy officer

Lead business analyst

Debra Srebnik

Gier Engelsvold

Diep Nguyen

Mike West

Monika Tzoneva

Mary Jane Alexander

Charlie Bozonier

Krutika Nagar
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are requ,ired to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate2" phase of conceptual review'

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" i,n the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the d,ocument onli,ne. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the cou:rse of the project. List any changes in the table i,n section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared u,nderstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may requ'ire more extensive analysis. To i:mprove this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the tab'le below at each stage of revision:

Revision Hi

Stage Date Revised By Description How long
did it take?

Please use conceptual review, Date this
budget process,funding document
release, onnual report, was uPdoted

proiect i mple me ntation, o r
project completion.

Conceptual review

Funding release

Who did the
document updates?

6lL4/1,6 , Debra Srebnik

tols/L6 Debra Srebnik

A brief summory of wha.t chonged in the How long did it
document. lf this is an initial droft, pteose tqke to

indicqte new. lf nothing hos changed, complete or
indicote "review only". revise the form

at this stage?

New, initial draft

Focused on primary benefit,
clarified benefits and targets

BAP update for a new project that
starts in 2OI7. Updated sections 3

and 6.

BAP update for project in

development in 2018, continuing

rclrl1"6

ho

ho2

rS

rSu

UThoL

t hour

Clarified BAP

201-6 Annual Report
i

r Debra Srebnik

Carolina
Johnson

lL71.123

2019 BAP Report 1,l22lzOLs
into 201-9. Updated sections 2,3,6

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a1 Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. tf the project does
nbt hei've benefits in a cat6gory, there is no need tci provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the primarvtype of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category#2
improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading older technology.

Primary project benefit? (Check onlyone)
lX Catesorv #1: External service benpfits: lmnrorrinp nrralitrr nr nrrantitrr nf spnriroc nrnrridpd tntho'--""'r'--"'o

pu blic

ry #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology
ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our lice,,nsing software is approved, Lisenses witl be issued in.two business days .

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notionol
and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the detay in
obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints ond ollow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fietds
over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. Th'is will ollow scheduling to occur at ony time, rother thon
the current limited hours ovailoble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations witt stitt
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
With limited exceptions (e.9., high utilizer database, ECLS, etc.), DCHS and PHSKC data systemsare
largely not integrated. As a result, providers do not have information needed regardingclient
housing, health, and behavioral healthcare utilization to make appropriate and efficientcare
decisions. Treatment plan and care coordination opportunities are missed, and clinical effortsare
often duplicated and misaligned.

King County already serves as the repository for cross-sector health and human services data
(detailed in #2 below). The proposed project will integrate client-level data that is alreadystored
within DCHS, PHSKC, and DAJD. lt will build on existing tools to access the integrated data to (a)
enable individual client "lookup" for direct care coordination and (b) identify high risk groups, based
on flexible criteria, for system-level care coordination.

The data system function of (a) enabling individual client lookup will promote whole person care,
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avoid care gapsthat could present health risks, avoid duplication of effort, and alert providersto

take action for sentinel events (e.g. hospitalization, loss of housing, incarceration). Thesystem's

ability to assist with (b) identifying high risk groups would help meet state managed care/behavioral

health organization (MCO-BHO) requirements for care coordination, aims of the relatedfederally-

required performance improvement project, and aims of planned MCOJail Health collaboration to

cond uct care coordination.

2, How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos heen ochieved?)

One measurable outcome will be user reported satisfaction with the integrated data system to
access relevant data sources for care coordination. Users will be the clinical line staff accessingthe

integrated data platform. A second measurable outcome will be the number of datasets integrated

and available to users.

3. What is the current baseline for this meqsure?
We will obtain a baseline measure of user satisfaction via a satisfaction survey of intended clinical

staff users (behavioral health provider network, Jail Health Service staff, Managed Care Organization

(MCO) healthcare care coordinators). The survey will assess user baseline satisfaction with their
ability to access relevant data sources that show care providers with whom clients are connected

(e.g., healthcare providers, behavioral health providers, housing providers, etc.). Based on key

informant interviews that have already been conducted, baseline user satisfaction is very low, and

this information has informed initial conceptual work and prioritization of datasets for integration.

Our baseline datasets integrated and available to users currently include only behavioral health care

provider connections (mental health, sobering center, outpatient substance use treatment).

During fall2Ot6, KCIT business analysts led an initial scoping process to ascertain use cases from

nearly 100 key informants including clinical line staff, housing providers, criminaljustice
stakeholders, and data analysts from both DCHS and PHSKC. Their input has established the

boundaries of the work and set the stage for baseline measurement of usersatisfaction.

4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis proiect ochieve?)

The target for the user satisfaction survey will be a 60% rating of "satisfied' or 'very satisfied'with
their ability to access relevant information for care coordination during the first year after project

completion ,70% during the second year and 80% during the third year.

The target for the number of datasets integrated to support the users will be the addition ofthe
following three datasets that show connections to additional health, behavioral health and housing

providers:
e Medicaid eligibility files - that shows MCO and healthcare provider connections

r Jail*4eal*hS'ere*iees

o Behavioral Health autho rizations and service data (updated I/22/191
HMIS -that shows connection to housing providersO

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
final end-t rations and maintena

backend database will be comnlete bv March 14.2OL9, with user acces to individual intesrated

client data available hv March 30.2019 Ke lT estimates that the prejeet will take -18 menths te
Satisfactiondatafromalluserswillbecollected,analyzedand
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Summarizedduringthefirst,secondandthirdyearsafterprojectcompletion-'@
+ p'rejeet has rea.ehed its target ef integrating

Mwill bemadebyJun

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this proiect to ocquire hond-held devices and devetop custom softwore is-approved, inspectors wiltbe
oble to check on overoge of L0 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currentty checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three yeors without odding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewiil
be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major i.ncidents by 30%. We atso wilt reduce the wait
time for customers on hotd with the Service Center. These improvements witl allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of on overall effort to promote lT standordizotion.This
proiect will make the current monogement of user occounts, opplicotions, ond devices easier for tT administrotors
at Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on to applicotions
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success wilt be meosured by hoving o single set of proceduresand
security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be qchieved?

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect witl upgrade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendorsupport
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 and that creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox and regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory rssues.

Example: This project witt imptement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which witl allow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureau of tnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformation Services
{CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvonced authentication (AA)
must be in place in order to access sensitive CJlsinformotion.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Plesse include oge of
existing technology and the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your o,rganization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.
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Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to instoll accounts poyoble software is approved, we will

outomote three tasks thot ore currently done monually by agency on.d centrol purchosing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce p'rocessing time from the current dveroge of ten doys to

less thon one. This witt atlow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5,000,000 of annual

purcltases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding on.nuol savings of obout 5300,000. This witl result in savings in

deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cott,Avaidonce.Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SaaS product, we wilt avoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis

upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of5L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much sovings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be qchieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfutly completed in April 2014. The anticipoted

benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for qn odditionol 5 years. This proiect is currently

functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

ff one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
$500K - Sl mittion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergencyradio

system witl benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not experiencing catastrophic foilures
due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to automote accounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processingtime

overage. The overage time was reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1- doy target. Additionally, only 20%

purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did not meet the torget

because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt payment than originally estimoted.

Exomple:

:of:

service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to

:n':,i:;:';';:#::
payment discounts.

Metrics
r Processi,ng time

{in days),
. % of purchases

payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

ro ect. Mu

receiving prompt purchases are

Baseline
. 10-day

processing time
:. t0%of

, receiving
discount

Target
o 1-day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

Ac-tual

r 2-daV processing

time
o 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. $200,000 savings

n

. Stoo,ooo savings r $400,000 savings

rl< was com
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To achieve a clear understanding gnd focus on the p_ggfjts of a project prior to its beginning
To update pro.iected benefits oi the project as it moves through sta,ges of project approval, implementation,
and post-projeit ilosure """"

To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

1

2

3

4

King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title DMHP and Public Safety Project

DCHS

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits a,nd ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Project Number 1,1,\728t

Kelli Nomura, lnterim Division Director, Behavioral Health and Recovery Division, KingCounty
Department of Community and Human Services (DCHS)

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role
Kelli Nomura lnterim Division Director, Behavioral Health and

Recovery Division/ DCHS

Project Sponsor

, .. Brad Finegood

'aaa,: 
-a

Assistant Division Director, Behavioral Health and
Recovery Divisio n/DCHS

Additional Sponsor

Diane Swanberg Coordinator, Crisis and Commitment Services/
DCHS

BAP updates

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are ach,ieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table i,n section 5. (tf there
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

com,plex and costly projects may requi,re more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Description
How long

did it take?Date Revised ByStage

A brief summary of whot chonged in

the document. lf this is on initialdraft,
pleose indicote new. lf nothing has

changed, indicate "review only".

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Please use conceptual
revi ew, b u dg et proce ss,

funding releose, a nnuo I

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

Dote this
document

was
updoted

Who did the
document
updotes?

6 hoursor/24/14

U pdated benefit achievement
resu lts.

New - lnitial draft

1,O/1"6115

Cherie Jones

Diane Swanberg

Annual report

2014 Annual Report

t hourDiane Swanberg2015 Annual Report

Reviewed BAP update from
tOlI6l20I5 to ensure it was still
accurate. No changes were made

BAP updated for completed
project

BAP updated for completed
project. Final BAP.

t hour

l" hour

2/26116

2/1.12017

3/6l2O1B

Diane Swanberg

Diane Swanberg

2016 Annual Report

2017 Annual Report

Review only %hour3/4/201e Emmy McConnell2019 BAP Report

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories bel'ow, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

are no changes, type none)

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ry #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

pu blic

XC.t"gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

ry #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
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l-lCrt.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

: lf this.project to upgrode'aur licensinQ sofi:u1sls is approved, licenses,will,,be iss.ued in two business.days
instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notional
and stote datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the detay in
obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comploints ond allow staff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witl be oble to schedule athtetic fietds
over the lnternet and moke payments by credit card. This wil,l ollow scheduling to occur at ony time, rother thon
the current limited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservotians. ln-person ond phone reservotions witt still
be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The Crisis and Commitment Services (CCS) files used by Designated Mental Health Professionals
(DMHPs) are currently paper-based and reviewing them is a time-consuming process, often requiring
a return trip to the Chinook Building from the field to search in clinical records for important client
information. This situation can result in either a delayed response, puttingthe safety of the publicat
risk, or a response with incomplete information, putting the safety of both the public and the DMHp
at risk.

The clinical record for a client includes the following safety-related information:
o Previous incidents in which the client posed a danger to others
o Previous incidents in which the client posed a danger to themselves
r Previous incidents in which the client wielded a weapon
r Mentally lll Offender history, including history of violent acts
o Date of last homicide inflicted by the client
r Date of last non-fatal injury inflicted by the client
o Date of last attempted suicide
r Date of last property damage inflicted by the client

The DMHP and Public Safety Project will implement a solution that will provide the DMHPs with
mobile accessto clinical records, includingscanned clinical and electronic court documents. The
project will improve the safety of the public and the DMHPs by providing the DMHPs with the
information they need to move forward with psychiatric detentions quickly and appropriately.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
While the ultimate achievement of increased safety is difficult to measure, this benefit should be
evident through a substantial reduction in the number of times a DMHP responds to aclient
evaluation call without the opportunity to review the case file prior to response. This occurs most
often during the night and weekend shifts. During regular business hours staff in the office can
provide the DMHPs with client history over the phone if needed.

Staff working night and weekend shifts will track the number of times in a 7-day period theyrespond
response. Thisto a client evaluation callwithoutthe opportunityto reviewthe case file priorto
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count will be conducted prior to implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution to establish the
baseline and again 3 months after implementation to assess improvement.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
Prior to implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution, staff working night and

weekend shifts responded to a client evaluation call without the opportunity to
review the case file prior to response a total of 28 times in a 7-dayperiod.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
While occasional scheduled or unexpected downtime of the DMHP MobileSolution
will prevent a complete elimination of responding to a client evaluation callwithout

firstreviewingthecasefile,suchinstancesshouldbeextremelyrare. Thetargetfor
this measure is no more than L occurrence in a 7-day period,

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
The benefit should be achieved within 3 months of implementation. Nevertheless, full realization of
this benefit is dependent on consistent, uninterrupted service from the KCIT Enterprise network,
VPN, and EDMS solutions. Any downtime, however brief that downtime may be, will detract from
project benefits and jeopardize the safety of both the DMHPs and the generalpublic.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The Crisis and Commitment Services (CCS) files used by Designated Mental Health Professionals
(DMHPs) are currently paper-based and reviewing them is a time-consuming process, often requiring
a return trip to the Chinook Building from the field to search in clinical records for important client
information. Even when the DMHP is able to obtain the needed information over the phone rather
than returningtothe office, productivitysuffers as a staff member in the office needsto setaside
their own work, look up the information needed, and then read it to the DMHP over the phone.

The DMHP and Public Safety Project will implement a solution that will provide the DMHPs with
mobile access to clinical records and an extensive repository of resources, including policies and
procedures, statutes, protocols, contact information, court calendar information, and treatment
facility information. All resource information can be centrally updated and immediately availableto
all staff, eliminatingthe need to distribute notices andf or updated printed versions of resources
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whenever anything changes. The project will increase staff efficiency by providing DMHPs with the
information they need to move forward with psychiatric detentions quickly and appropriately.

When working in teams, staff will be able to review case files in the car en route to the client rather
than spending time in the office reviewing case files prior to leaving, and a DMHP can reviewcase
files for new assignments while out in the field. Additionally, having a mobile device will allow a

DMHP to make effective use of time that is currently spent waiting for various other professionals,
such as police, emergency transport, admission screeners, etc. by allowing the DMHP to reviewthe
file for an upcoming case, write up their case notes, update system data or notes, or perform a

variety of other tasks that are currently performed in the office.

2, How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
The primary benefit of increased staff efficiency will be evident through a number of measures.
lmplementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution will reduce the number of return trips the DMHPs
make from the field to the office and the number of times the DMHPs call the office to obtain
needed information over the phone. Staff will track the number of times in a 7-day period they
return to the office from the field during a work shift for the specific purpose of reviewing a case
file or call the office to obtain case or resource information. This count will be conducted prior to
implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution to establish the baseline and again 3 months after
implementation to assess improvement.

The ability to perform work during time that is currently spent waiting for other professionals should
increase the percentage of staff time spent in the field vs. in the office during a client evaluation/
outreach work shift. Using a survey questionnaire, each DMHP will be asked to estimate theaverage
amount of time spent in the office during a client evaluation/outreach work shift, including:
e Time spent in the office between receiving an assignment and going into the field (reviewingthe

case file, etc.)
o Time spent in the office reviewing a case file if a return trip is necessary mid-shift
o Time spent in the office at the end of a shift (writing up case notes, updating system data or

notes, etc.)

This survey will be conducted prior to implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution to establish
baseline practices and again 6 months after implementation to assesschanges.

3. What is the current baseline for this messure?
Prior to implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution, staff returned to the office

from the field during a work shift for the specific purpose of reviewing a case file or
called the office to obtain case or resource information a total of L5 times in a 7-day
period.

Prior to implementation of the DMHP Mobile Solution, staff spent an average of 60
minutes in the office during a client evaluation/outreach work shift.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
While occasional scheduled or unexpected downtime of the DMHP MobileSolution
will prevent a complete elimination of return trips to the office or phone calls to the
office to obtain case or resource information, such instances should be extremely
rare. Thetargetforthis measure is no morethan L occurrence in a 7-dayperiod.

15
Baseline
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With the ability to use time in the field more productively, the target for this measure

is a 30% reduction in the amount of time spent in the office, which equates to a

target of LB minutes.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
The benefit of a reduction in the number of times staff return to the office from the field during a

work shift for the specific purpose of reviewing a case file or call the office to obtain case orresource
information should be achieved within 3 months of implementation. Nevertheless, full realization of
this benefit is dependent on consistent, uninterrupted service from the KCIT Enterprise network,
VPN, and EDMS solutions. Any downtime, however brief that downtime may be, will detract from
project benefits and impede staff efficiency.

As DMHPs will require some time to learn allthe ways in which they can use their time in the field
more productively and adapt theirwork processes accordingly, the benefit of an increase inthe
percentage of staff time spent in the field vs. in the office during a work shift will likely be achieved 6

months or more after implementation.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the dverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The existing application, known as Lola, is built on a PowerBuilder platform, which is based on

traditional desktop-based client-server technology, Client-server technology, however, is
cumbersome in comparison to web-based technology. lt requires software to be installed on each

machine from which a user would access the application. Any change, even a very smallchange,

requires recompilation of the code and deployment of the new version to each machine that hasthe
application. Conversely, a web-based application only requires that a web browser be installed on

the user's machine. The new version of an application is simply loaded on the web server and all

users immediately have access to it.

As an organization, King County lnformation Technology (KCIT) is moving away from desktop-based

client-server applications in favor of web-based applications because of the great benefits that can

be realized using web-based technology solutions. A .NET web-based application would align with
King County lT standards and roadmaps for the future, The migration to a newer technology is

inevitable, but proactively choosing to transition to .NET now avoids a forced and potentially ill-

timed migration in the future.

The development of a view-only, web-based, .NET application would not only meetthe
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requirements of this project, but it would also be the first step in a complete transition of the full
Lola application to an updated technology platform. Although it may require several projectphases
over severalyears, as an increasing amount of functionality from the existing Lola application is

incorporated into the web-based application, the Lola application could be replaced in its entiretyby
the new solution.

The Lola application was first developed in 1998 and has evolved over time to meet the business
needs. The average life cycle replacement for a PowerBuilder application is unknown, however,
PowerBuilder's market share is substantially diminished from what it was in L998 as it has failed to
keep pace with the evolution of technology.

2. lf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in Aprit 2014. The
anticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 yeors. This
proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the 5 five yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings wi'll be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install dccounts payoble softwore is approved, we will
outomote three tosks thot are currently done manuotly by ogency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current sveroge of ten doys to
less than one. This will ollow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over StS mittlon of onnuol
purchases. These discounts average 2%, yielding annuol savings of about $SOO,OOO. Tltis witt result in savings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt pa.ymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SooS product, we wil'l ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of $700,A00.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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of 5500K - Sl million per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the

emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not
experiencing cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: Tltis project to automote occounts payoble software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time overoge. The overdge time wqs reduced from 1.0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1" doy torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipoted. We did

not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt pdyment than originolly
estim.oted.

Exomple:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ce d processi ng ti me

from the current averoge

of ten doys to less thon
one allowing us to toke
odvantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing time,
annual sovings,
and percentoge
of purchoses

receiving prompt
poyment
disco,unts

. LA days
processing time

. 1"0% of purchoses

are receiving

discount
o Sovings of

Sloo,oao

. 1 doy processing

time
. 30% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $400,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
. 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $200,000 savings

Uodate of March 2OI9: This is a final BAP. This proie ct oartiallv rlet the tarset [renefits. See below for
rnore inforrnation

Reduce the # of times a DMHP

responds to a client evaluation
call without the opportunity to
review the case file prior to
res nse

Reduce the # of times staff
return to the office from the
field during a work shift for the
specific purpose of reviewing a

case file or call the office to
obtain case or resource
information
lncrease the % of staff time
spent in the field vs. in the
office during a work shift

# of times in a 7-day
period

Average # of
minutes a DMHP

spends in the office
during a client
evaluation/
outreach work shift

60 minutes

Ll times in a7-
day period.

3 months after
implementation.

l-0 times in a 7-

day period

3 months after
implementation

3_Q% or IB.
minutes
reduction
6 months after
implementation

]*arest Llrei
t.l ied 186

The results reflect improvement in the areas identified as the stated goals continue to be the target. The

adoption of the new technology presented some unique implementation challenges. Using the new

technologywas a significant departure from the usual business practice and highlighted difference in

the staff's level of comforttransitioningfrom a historical paper based system to mobile applications.A
tremendous amount of staff embraced the technology shift while maximizing the utility of making the
information they needed more accessible. Other staff presented opportunities for leadership to craft

1 time in a 7-

day period
# of times in a 7-day
period

28 times in a

7-day period

15 times in a

7-day period
L times in a 7-

day period

30% reduction
or LB minutes
reduction
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and mold a training system to cater to those who had not historically utilized mobile information tools.

Once staff was trained there were some unanticipated on-going difficulties between our base
applications and the Windows 8 operating system. These difficulties were eventually addressed with a

roll back to Windows 7 operating system in February 2015. This also resulted in increased comfort and
staff use.

Another challenge was the actualtablets themselves. There were issues both using the tablets inthe
field as well as connections to the permanent work station. There were issues with the wireless
connectivitythat prevented reliable use in the field. The results of the challenges led to a decisionto
replace the tablets with a laptops starting in August 20t5, which is continuing to improve the utility of
the project.

The opportunity to implement this project has been a great learning experience for the division and has
led to streamlined ability to access imperative information in the field. Although there have been
challenges, the positive movement in meeting our measures indicates the value and potentialfor
achieving our goals. Recent equipment changes and an increased effort to better train staff in the use of
the technology point to our meeting the desired goals and increased utilization of the technology going
forward.

2/t/20t7: The DMHPs are using the laptops as their primary computers. About SO%of the DMHPs are
taking the laptops into the field with them on a consistent basis and utilizing the project to research
information on patients and to obtain resources. Some of the resistance has come from equipment
unreliability early in the project. This has stabilized and we now have reliable equipment. This coming
year we will focus on additional trainings and addressing any barriers to encoura ge LOO%compliance.

3/6/2018 : The DMH Ps are usins the lantons as their nri arv comouters and the DMHP s haveachieved
L00% comoliance wh en respondine to a crisis in order to access safetv risk information
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King County Department/Agency Name King County lnternational Airport

Project Title Maximo Upgrade

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

1,028664Project Number

ohn Parrott, Airport Director

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Prejee+UqanageF P ro j e ct S p o n s o rMichael Colmant Deputy Director

@
KCIT lT Services Manager

Finance & Administration
Services Manager

K€rq+

Sh€+b'{J+n€+a€a+trM o r I e

ne Mitchell

Cheryl Boudreau

Vanessa Chin

Jee{4ban€s
Tamara Davis

KCIT Project Manager

Business lnformation
Management Manager

Provide technical assistance

Cityworks

Provide assistance to Project Manager

Assist KCIA with project management activities

Airport's Business Lead and/or Cityworks
Subject Matter Expert

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

L To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,
and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

L. To support initial project reguest during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners
that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the pro'iect is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online, Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the cou,rse of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

Revision History Table

Update: Annual Report

Update: Annual Report

Gary Tripp

Kent
Sh€iEbu+R€-Ret

ired

Recruitment in
process

Cheryl

Boudreau

Mike Colmant,
Cheryl

Boudreau

Feb 12,
2016

Feb 15,

2017

A brief summory of what changed in
the document. lf this is an initioldroft,

please indicote new. lf nothing has
chonged, indicote "review on!y."

Added the additional budget of
5Zlg,0+0 rcceived in the 2013-14
budget ordinance.

KCIT assisted KCIA in conducting a
solutions analysis of existing KC

asset management systems, Spent

S58,000 on this stage that went
from April 201.4lo Jan 2015. Since
no system has yet to be chosen or
implemented it will be another 1-2
years before benefits will start to
be achieved.

Azteca was recently chosen as

vendor to implement City/Works
as asset management solution.

20L6 - BAP update for an ongoing
project

U pdating Finance Administrative
Service Manager, Morlene Mitchell

Updating KCIT technical services
manager, Tamara Davis

Added update to Section 7- Benefit
Achievement Summary

How long
did it take?

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stage?

2 hours

.5 hour

5 hour

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity.ln general, it should take a few hoursto complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage Date Revised By Description

Dote this
document

wcts

updoted

Who did the
document
updates?

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fund i ng re leese, o n nua I
report, project

i m ple me ntatio n, or project
completion.

Budget Process

Update (2/611,s):

Conceptual Review

Feb, 2015

20L3

t hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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2 hoursAugust 4,

2017
Mike Colmant,
Morlene
Mitchell,
Cheryl

Boudreau

Revised 2017 Annual
Report

Feb. 6,

201-9

Mike Colmant,
Vanessa Chin,

Morlene
Mitchell

l- hour2019 BAP Report (closed

project, not final BAP)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailures
4\ Reduced cost to prod,uce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Updated Category #2 responses to
provide more quantifiable
measurement.

Updated Sections #6 and 7
responses to provide an accurate
closeout status for the end of the
20t7-2OtB biennium.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

#L: External service benefits: lmprovingthe quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

XC.t"gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older:technology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check nationol

ond state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in

obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all complaints and ollow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble ta schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur at ony time, rather than

the current limited hours ovailoble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations will still
be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be
oble to check an overoge of LA sites per doy compored with the averoge of 6 currentty checked. This witt ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without odding m.ore staff.

Example: lf this project to implement d systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
able to reduce the cluration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will altow us to redirect onexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of on overall effort to promote tT standardizotion. This
proiect will make the current manogement of user occounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for tT odministrotors
at Public Health becouse the end user experience wilt olso be improved by hoving o single sign-on to opptications
such os Ly.nc, SltarePoint, and Outtoak. Our success witt be meosured by having a single set of proceduies and
security models rather thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The investment will improve internal processing and reporting, functionality, and the accuracy of the
data. The current system's reporting capability has declined. For example, the cost roll-up feature
does not work anymore so supervisors have to try to piece together different data on an excel
spreadsheet; the inventory report does not pick up all ofthe data you need extracted so you have to
manually intervene to piece together the right data. There are database capacity limitations on the
system that is slowingthe response time down significantly so supervisors and those inputting data
are spending more time with the system.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
The benefits will be achieved if the system saves labor in producing reports, enhances dataaccuracy
since errors are more likely when piecing together reports from different fields and files, and reduces
the labor time in inputting and extracting data.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
a) Time spent in extracting data and producing a report from current system can take severalhours

instead of minutes. Depending on the requested report the lnventory Specialist spends aboLri l0
h,.f U I S g11.-i tiiri.gi<. f_, tti tt i-iri Ci,,i,,,', l1r:1ri:. lri:.1i/( t:1. i;:ii,ir iiiitt ci;r1;i ancl 3l liour:, ;,r vrri:r:i< f?.i-ltct;.] l.iljt-
reuorts. '[ 

lrt: F,-l'liscal Specialist and Werk erder Analyst can spend up to six hours pcli;-[]rli,:r;$i:i.per

week jr.rgrrrtl11r;1, gathering and extracting data

change, however implementing Cityworks will allow staff personnel to be more efficient in
incorporating analytics in their reporting output and in performing studies on managing

Tirr \i\irr' l< f )r'r I r.r' li\n;: ivs t snerrr.ls i.ro i,o :10 hcr.rrr
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workloads. ln addition, Cityworks will allow the lnventory Specialist to have several Store Rooms,

instead of just one main room. This will allow for ease in inventory planning, tracking, and

updating. We are currently in the process of establishing several store rooms at the maintenance

facility in preparation for migrating to Cityworks. What is germane here is the Cityworks

inventory accountability functions will allow improved efficiencies with the trades person and

the inventory specialist being able to readily track, maintain and order up to date parts and

supplies.
b) Data accuracy of standard reports further manipulated outside the system introduces risksto

data integrity.
c) Maximo does not support extracting data to provide customized reporting.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieveT)

a) The target is to spend approximately 50% less time inputting data into the system and extracting

reports. The quantitative element is in the "input" of data for reports generation. Cityworks

allows direct interfacing from all sections, i.e. Operations, Safety, Admin, and Maintenance(over

40 staff)can enter data directly into the system, without data loss and with "ALL" being ableto

see and use the data. Currently an Operations staff person calls in work orders and or sends an

email to Maintenance Admin for reportable items. Then a person has to decipher and enter it

into one of the files (an example is environmental work orders). With the implementation of

Cityworks, Operations would directly input data into the system and all would see it, without a

middle person and the potentialfor information loss. ln addition, it is estimated thatthenew
system will cut data entry, system utilization for inventory and purchasing and reportgeneration

allowing the lnventory Specialist more dedicated time for parts and material research,

acquisition and most importantly timely distribution'
b) Data accuracy will be enhanced by the ability to pull data directly out of the system and yield

better results for analysis of material handling, parts ordering, and payments againstwork

orders. Since the tools to produce reports will be more refined, it will allow the Maintenance

Section staff the ability to provide Airport management with reports that can more accurately

track work order fulfillment and asset management as well as perform trend analysis and more

accurate forecasting. Data accuracy and timeliness are expected to enable just-in-time

reordering thereby reducing inventory cost.

c) Cityworks data querying and exporting functionality will enable users to extract and integrate

. data into customizable rePorts.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

\ /ithln. a rnonth.E.€fter in.6talla.ti.on-+nd' tr€ining in the. {.lew syst@rn"rGo-live for-Citl(yvorl!5.9.9cu rrs-d

atis*eh . Initia| benefit wggi{l"beachieved

within the first 90 days after migration and the start of daily use by employees. lt may take one

and a half vears be.tween.3 mo.nthc-anC€-neonth€-to fully maximize the benefit of Cityworks, as

datainputfromallsectionswithintheAirporthe
system. 6urrently, the Ma.i,ntenCInee s.hep m€ets we@.1(l"y"vrith the.i+ldividual Trados.and Utilities

te strategiz.e in"lpl"e{'nen.tstien and rnigratien-ef M.ai.nt.enenoe Plan.s{daily; menthlyi quarter44

annuals, Werlq Or.dersr.Peady Spare Frarts lnventsr"leE .Teehnieal ar').d.N4eehanieal{'ibrarieS

rs revte r business roc

Citvw."orks*data i.nnut and outp.Jrt. lt will take a while to work through the "challenges" with the

old and new in each area, streamline the information for Cityworks usage and then fully utilize it
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in the Cityworks system. The full benefit should be achieved i ,,' ,; , , i,,, ,,i i ii: 'ij,,;.,:i ,,1.r,,'.
'.'... ir'l'. \.,1,r

t.'1|-r]l

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: Tltis proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from g.0 to 9.2. Tttis upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 and that creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywig
not receive tax and regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

Example: Tltis proiect will implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which witt allow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureau of tnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJtS)
Security Policy Version 5.A, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 207i, odvanced authentication (AA) must be in
place in order to crccess sensitive CJIS information.

L' Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology ond the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the prima ry reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA)-form. Please deSciibe how the dbst savings will'be used by yorir organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the Co,unty would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instatl accounts payable software is approved, we wilt
outomote three tqsks that are currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten days to
less than one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 5ls mittion of annual
purchases, These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnuol savings of obout $300,00A. This witt result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we wil! ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to maketltis
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidance of $La0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
target levels. Please

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed tr investment to reduce costs?
2' How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings witl this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at
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include both quantitative measu,res and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2A74.The

anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionql 5 yeors.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and witt report onnuatly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neigttborhood

of 5500K - Sl tWitlion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing cotostrophic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Exomple: This project to automote occounts payable software was implemented and did improve the processing

time averoge. The overoge time was reduced from 1A b 2 doys, not quite reoching the 7 doy target. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt payment than originolly

estimoted.

Example:
Baseline Target ActualMetrics

. 1 doy processing

time
c 30% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. $40A,000 savings

o 2 day processing

time
t 20% ofpurchoses

are receiving
prompt payment

discounts
c $200,00A sovings

Metric Description
Reduce cost ta deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current overage
of ten days to less than
one allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time

onnual savings,
and percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

o 10 doys
processing time

o 10% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

. Sovings of
5100,000

Update of2014: Benefits have not been achieved becausethe project has notstarted

U date 2 15 Benefits have not been achieved because project is atthe stage of evaluatingthree
replacement systems (EAM, M5, and City/Works) to meet KCIA's functionalrequirements

Update (2/12/?01,61: Benefits have not been achieved because the project just recentlychose

replacement system City/Works. Contract negotiations in process

Update(2/L5/2017): Benefits have not been achieved because project has not implemented systemand

provided training. Accomplishments since last update:
o Contract negotiation completed May 20,2016
o Set-up lT environment and install software on test system October 27,201,6

o Requirements gathering complete December 30,7016
r Final Design and lmplementation activities are in process

Updated (B/4/20L71: Benefits have not been achieved because project has not implemented system and

provided training. Expected go-live at end of Q4 2017.

Updated (2/6/2019\: This is not a Final BAP. Benefits to be fully achieved by end of Q4 2019 where the
Airport would be able to use Cityworks for data-driven decision-making and performance measuresfor
Tier Boards.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sectiorrs and fill in the wlrite cells
For assistance in completirrg this forrn, please contact your PSB analyst.

To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementatio,n, and
post-project closure
To estabfish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number +LZ+323rr29960

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project henefits and ensuring this BAP is regr-rlarly updated and
completed when benefits are ach,ieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Business Owner Name and Title: Rarad€lf-B€+g, Jolrn Parrott, Director King County Airport (Sponsor)
Miehael eelmant, Deputy Direeter King €euntyAirpert

The development"of the BAP shou'ld"iriclUde significant ihVblvbriient from the business operations or managiSiii"ent
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Project contact, deputy to project sponsorMichael Colmant Deputy Director, KCIA

Charity Catalfomo Subject matter expert, steering committee
member

Safety and Security
Program Manager/KCIA

lT Project M anager/KCIT

Director, KCIA

King County DOT/A|rport

Perimeter Intrr:sion Detection S!,stem (PIDS)

Project manager

Project Sponsor

Cf.reiyf goudreau

John Parrott

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update th,is document at the following times or actions:

L To support initial project request during "GaIe 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are ach'ieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previo'us text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few ho,urs to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage Date Description

Please use conceptual review,
b u d get p roce ss, fu n d i ng

release, annuol report, project
i m ple me ntotio n, o r project

completion.

lnitial project request

2016 Annual report-
BAP update for ongoing
project

20L9 BAP Report - BAP

update for ongoing
project

Date this
document was

updoted

Who did the whot chonged in

updotes? :, the document. lf this is an initisl
droft, pleose indicate new. lf

nothing has changed, indicate
"review only".

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

6/30/16 , Michael Colmant New, initial draft 2 hours

5 hour

3 hours

t7/20152/
Mike Colmant/
Cheryl Boudreau

Mike Colmant/
Steph a n ie

MacLachlan/
Cheryl Boudreau

"No changes" BAP for a new
project

Modifications to answers in

Category 2 - lnternal Service

Benefits and Section 7.

2/B/2ore

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2j lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailures

4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2
improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCtt"goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lCut.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business
days instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the obitity of the new softwore to check
nationol and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About ane-qua.rter of our customers currently complain about
the deloy in obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints and ollow
staff resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf tltis project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents witt be able to schedule athletic
fields over the lnternet and make payments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur at anytime,
rather thon the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone
reservotions will stilt be ovsilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. Whot is the current boseline for this measureT
4. What is the target lor this measureT (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this proiect to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witt be
able to check on overoge of L0 sites per day compared with the dveroge of 6 currentty checked. This witl ollow the
ogency to ha,ndle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems mandgement toot for the Service Center is implemented wewitl
be able to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by j0%. We also will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wilt allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of a.n overoll effort to promote tT standordizotion. This
proiect will make the current mondgement of user occaunts, opplications, ond devices easier for tT odministrators
ot Public Healtlt becouse the end user experience will also be i.mproved by hoving a single sign-on to applications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures ond
security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.
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The above
su,mmary.

than

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s)

This project will improve access control to the KCIA

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (tlow will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

Reduced occurrences of unauthorized access - verified through random field checks,

3. Whst is the current boseline for this meosure?

lnformation available from KCIA

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

r Know with 40oge++en+increased certainty who is on the airfield and how they got there
r Establishing alerts for unauthorized access attempts
o Be able to immediately lock down KCIA controlled gates and revoke badges

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Upon project implementation end of W201'9
CATEG ORY #3 Projects that
technology, reducing the risk of

are summ respond to each question listed below

King Countyto

30,20J.3,
tnform.ation Services

authentication (AA)

i-. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology ond the crveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

The Airport conducted an independent security assessment last yearthat identified a lack of proper

access control as a primary shortcoming in KCIA's security capabilities. Specifically, the Airport is

unable to accurately identify the means vehicles and personnel of accessing or leaving the secured

airfield. Existing access control mechanisms and technology leverage only one method of
authentication: generic PIN codes distributed via physical cards. These codes can be freely passedto

unauthorized personnel and remain functional until KCIA updates PIN codes for allgates. lnaddition,

because a number of gates are not connected to a local network, KCIA staff must manage access

codes for these gates by interfacing with the access control system at each gate individually, This

process is very time consuming and lessens the Airport's security effectiveness - especially if an

immediate lock down is needed.

KCIA installed the C*Cure identity management system (software and hardware) in 2006 and

expanded itto additionalgatesthroughout2O0T and 2008. The lifecycle forthis hardware isfive
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years but KCIA has been using this hardware for more than eight years. Software support forthe
C*Cure system will end in mid-2017. This mission-critical system is at end of life.

2. If the primary reasonforthe projectis riskreduction project, please estimatethe probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
With the exception of physical security patrols and challenging un-badged personnel, it isimpossible
for KCIA to accurately report the frequency of unauthorized access to KCIA facilities or the airfield.
Based on the experiences of KCIA personnel, a majority of these incidents involve minor policy or
process violations (e.g., unauthorized limousine drivers parking on the tarmac) and do not presenta
danger to KCIA or its tenants. However, several incidents have involved unauthorized actors who
could've damaged KCIA property and/or disrupt operations if not for KCIA's swiftresponse.

KCIA's risk exposure is strongly infiuenced bythe ease of unauthorized accessto KC|Afacilities.The
probability of unauthorized personnel damaging KCIA or tenant property is low but given thetypes
of activities, businesses and tenants at KCIA - not to mention KCIA's proximity to Seattle -an
unauthorized actor with dangerous intentions could have an enormous impact.

The primary reason for the project is to improve Airport security, consistent with current industry
standards and to meet stakeholder expectations. Such enhancements to Airport physical securityare
supported by King County Risk Management and KCIA's aviation insurers as well astenant
representatives on the Airport Security Workgroup.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lr investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you messure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the henefithas

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achievedT

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2A14.The

anticipated benefit wos to maintoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolty, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of

5500K - 5l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency

radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not experiencing

cotastrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote accounts poyoble softwore wos im,plemented ond did improve the processing

tirne overage. The average time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1" doy target. Additionolly,

on$ 2A% of purchoses received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt payment than originolly

estimoted.

Example:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

a

a

a

Target

o 1-day processing

time
t 30Yo of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. $400,000 savings

2-day processing

time
20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

S200,000savings

a

a

2019 UAP l:ieport
tiris is not the Firial Bt\P. Berrefii,s are on track tr: be achieve,-cl by ye;rr-ericj 20i9.'l.lrere has bee'tr adelay

by onc ycar clue to prer;ior-rs unresponsive bids, During ihis p;r:;'r reporiinlS lrerioci requirenrents\^/ere

i,,ariitcl'ecl, clesig-n utas corl 0leled and lrrrritalir.ri-t For'.Jicl (lFrt)) lvas sc:ni Io l)rocui-cnicnt. /{dilertiscrtrent is

expctr-ier1 lrr mici-February 2019. l)rojer.t conrpletion is c:tttei.i.ecl iti [)eceml;er,7O l9.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

T

T

1.

2.

Department of Executive Services/Business Resource Center

ERP Bl/Analytics Project (entire project BAP)

tt26545

a

Ken Guy, Director of FBoD; Jay osborne, Director, DHR; carmel call, Director of BRC

Carmel Call Director of BRC Project Sponsor

Cheryl Lee Chief Accountant FBOD Business Owner

Marjorie Mills BRC Shared Services Manager lT Manager: supporting upgrades to Reporting, DBA

services and BRC coordination of
hardwa re/infrastructure replacement

Rita Popp Enterprise Resource Planning
Project Manager, DES - BRC

Program Manager

Laura Federighi Administrative Services
Manager - Tra nsportation

Product Evaluation Team - Agency Representative

Jim Walsh Section Manager - PSB Product Evaluation Team - PSB Representative &
Hyperion System Owner

Greg Brant Enterprise Architect,
Department of lT

Product Evaluation Team - KCIT Representative

Brent Veenstra lT Manager - KCIT Product Evaluation Team - KCIT Representative

Mike Betschart lT Manager - BRC PeopleSoft PeopleSoft System Owner

Mark Foote BFO lV - Transportation Product Evaluation Team - Agency Representative

DeWayne Pitts CFO - Public Safety Product Evaluation Team - Agency Representative

Max Foster
Business & Finance Officer lV-
Natural Resources & Parks

Product Evaluation Team - Agency Representative

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achievement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Eben Sutton Controller - FBOD Product Evaluation Team - Agency Representative

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, a,nd when benefits arefinallyachieved. Departmentand agencies

(the business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following timesor

actions:
1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles'

3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "reviewonly" inthe revisiontable

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Ma:ke su:re that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single

document to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in

section 5. (lf there are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Date Revised By DescriptionStage

A brief summary of whot changed in the

document. lf this is an initial draft, please

indicote new. lf nothing has chonged,indicate
"review only",

How long
did it toke to
complete or
revise the

form atthis
stoge?

Dqte this
document

wos updoted

Who did the

document
updates?

Plesse use conceptuat
review, b u d get p roce ss,

fu nding re lease, o n nu al
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

3 hrsRita Popp New, initial draftConceptual review s/2612O1s

3 hrs1,rl24lrs Pat Deasy/
Rita Popp

Additional budget request for Phase 2 -
Proof of Concept, Data Governance 201-6

Supplemental Budget
Review

5 hrsPat Deasy/
Rita Popp

Supplemental Budget

Review 2/28/2016
4121.1L6

2 hrsRita Popp

Updated for Acquisition &
lmplementation
Additional budget request for Phase 3 -
Acquisition & lmplementation

BAP update for an ongoing project2016 Annual Report 21312017

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the benefit achievement plan?

BAP Update 3121201.8 Rita Popp Confirm Benefits and Plan stillvalid t hour

Business Ou.rner Nanre charrges; Seciion
/ Confirrl I),t:ircfiis slill valici attcl list
l.irre ttr re:tIi,,i:

2- hours20 l9 llAP Rr:prirt 1/')itl?0te P;;t [)r:a:;5t
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2019 BAP lieporl 2/7 /201e ttita Popgt
Edits tci Section 3; DHR to DHR; edits io
section 7

3 hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project
does not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory,

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will
be Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading older
technology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCut"goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lC.t"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Section 6. Description of ProJect Benefits

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
the public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes
improved quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the
public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved,licenses witl be issued in twobusiness
days insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largety due to the obility of the new software to check
nationol and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about
the deloy in obtaining a license and this time reductian is expected to eliminote almost all comploints and allaw
stoff resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: If this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be able to schedule athletic
fields over the lnternet and make poyments by credit cord. This wilt allow scheduting to occur at onytime,
rather thon the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone
reservotions will still be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s),
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
i. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement wilt this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your

operations.

Exomple: tf this project to ocquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will
be able to check on averoge of L0 sites per doy compored with the overage of 6 currently checked. Thiswill

allow the ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more

stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems msnogement toot for the Service Center is implementedwe

will be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce

the wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redi'rect on

existing position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overalt effort to promote lT standordizotion.

This project witl moke the current management of user occounts, applicotions, and devices easier for tT
odmin.istrotors ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign'

on to o.pplications such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outtook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o singleset

of procedures ond security models rother ttton the muttipte ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.

201-6 Annual Report: The planned Release L (of 3) Go Live date of the ERP Bl/Analytics project ison

scheduleforMarch L3,20L7. Atthetimeofthisreport,alltargetbenefitsarestillreasonable.
Benefits will not be able to start to be realized untilthe new ERP Bl/Analytics service is availablefor

use starting on March L3,2OI7 . The 2017 Annual Report should include 2016 benefits achieved.

Currently the target completion date of Release 2 of the ERP Bl/Analytics project is September,20IT

and the target completion date of Release 3 of the ERP Bl/Analytics project is March,20tB atwhich
point all of the benefits listed below will be able to be realized.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Omnibus Request - Requirements Gathering May 2015

The project Omnibus budget request includes activities to identifythe Bl/Analytics business

drivers and priority requirements from each agency as well as capture an accurate baselineand

measu red ta rget benefits.

Clear detailed requirements and priorities will also support detailed scoping and approach for
Bl/Analytics product acquisition and implementation activities. The detailed requirements and

priorities have a target due date of October 31.,20L5 and are not finalized at the time of the mid-

biennium budget request. An update to this document will be provided upon completion of
approved scope for the ERP Bl Project.

Mid-Biennium Request - Proof of concept, data governance and stewardship November 2015

The efforts in completing a proof of concept with Oracle Business lntelligence products,

conducting data readiness and remediation, and establishing data governance has longterm
value and benefits for King County. lt identifies both business policy, process and system

improvements in EBS, PeopleSoft & Hyperion (ERP source systems). This work is value add

regardless of a Bl product implementation. Bl consulting resources are required to continue to
augment BRC staff team as well as provide the expertise and guidance to lead the initialplanning
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and scoping work. The mid-biennium budget request willfund the ERP Bl/Analytics Projectfrom
January 1,,2016 through December 3I,20tG.

Supplemental / Biennium Request - Software Acquisition and lmplementation
The Supplemental/ Biennium request is forthe product acquisition and implementation including
training, communication and change management.

Benelit #7. Faster, more occurate onswers with better quality dota for improved visibility and
productivity. lmprove and outomote the existing very mqnuql dato manipulotion ond report
production processes to eliminate the errors in the current ogency produced excelreports.

Management will have improved visibility into material events and financial and budget
performance across the agencies. Data transparency and more timely, accurate and consistent
information will support proactive decisions, increase the speed to respond to emerging
situations, and mitigate the risk of inaccurate compliance reporting to externalagencies.

For example: Automate the Schedule of State Financial Assistance (SSFA) and the Schedule of
Expenditures of FederalAwards (SEFA) reports by reducing the manual hours and errorcorrection
rework by agencies and Central Finance. By providing automated pre-defined supporting
SSFA/SEFA reports and ad hoc analysis capabilities to the agencies and Central services staff they
will have accurate information from the start of the SSFA/SEFA process. This will enable them to
focus their analytical skills on the content and correction of the information before it is published.

Benefit #2. lmprove operationol efficiencies by reducing and removing the need for business
analysts to manuolly extract ond manipulote information from the three ERP systems to produce
their regulor operationol and performonce cxccption reports ond their mission criticalreports.

Provide a user friendly, self-service reporting solution that will provide unified data for EBS,

PeopleSoft and Hyperion. There is no reporting solution that unifies data from these systems
today. Currently King County Financial, HR and Budget analysts spend over 10,000 hours per
month just preparing their own data silos by manually extracting and man ipulating information
from these systems. Reports are then manually produced, formatted and distributed from these
data silos.

ln addition, with the proposed solution and the availability of integrated data it is expected
agencies will be able to redirect much of the time saved to data-led information discoveryand
more value added work. Some examples of these value-added activities are:

FBOD

o lncrease time spent training staff on allowable costs and other compliance rules to prevent
audit findings, questioned costs to pay back federal grantors and decrease risk of reduction
in future grant funding

r lncrease time spent on researching, testing and implementing allowable cost schedules and
other functionality that currently is not robustly used (if at all) that could increase the
accuracy of the SEFA report

o lncrease time spent on conducting internal audits of federally-funded programs.
o Reduce our reliance on contracted internal auditor whose work ensures a high-qualitySEFA
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DHR:

a Automated reports on the number of hours STT (Short Term Temporary) employees have

historically worked in various areas; their testing scores and their availability will provide

robust data to place the most qualified applicants in the best work groups. Analysts can

spend their time identifying and placing the returning employees. Time saved can be used

to revise testing and interview practices and better analyze how to place new STT's to align

with their current needs and skills.

Agencies:
. Labor/Employee Hours & Cost by Project - King County uses this detail information for a

variety of purposes, including billing calculations, third party invoicing and project cost

analyses. Not all expenses are eligible for capital project grants which are reimbursed to
the agency from the state or federal governments. lf expenses are not correctly charged to
capital grant projects, agency reimbursement of costs may be impacted. Analysts need

time to monitor as well as access to timely, accurate data that will provide them the
opportunityto analyze both the quantitative and qualitative causes of variances in costre-
imbursements.

Benefit #3. lmprove diversity hiring in the county. DHR's experience is that currently, it is very

chollenging and time consuming for managers to pull data showing where diversity falls off in the

recruitment process. ln a recent exomple, it took severol weeks. Because managers are pulling

from various sources and have vorying degrees of skills with our systems, this also leads to
inconsistent reporting qcross agencies. Blwill enoble automatically pulling this information at
any time for reporting from individuol departments.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benelit has been ochieved?)

81: A survey of financial analysts and Centralfinance staff will be used to determine if the quality

and accuracy of the data from the agencies in the now automated reports has improved, The

survey will capture information both generally : "do you think the information quality has

improved and is more accurate in the Bl automated Agency reports" and in regards to specific

reports such as SSFA and SEFA: " were fewer error correction cycles required to get the
SSFA/SEFA correct." ; "were there fewer internal audit issues identified".

The questionnaire will also ask users their degree of satisfaction on system ease-of-use.

Survey questions will also ask finance managers the extent to which the Bl tool has been used to
provide new analyses and insight to support senior level decision making, including whetherstaff
are in fact usingthe powerfulanalytical capacity of this tool in ways they could not have done

before to inform key decisions related to their business operations and ERP source system data.

82: A survey will be used to collect information from departments and central service agencieson

how they are using the additionaltime saved from the implementation of the Bl solution. The

survey will collect the amount of time that was re-directed to value add activities; whatthose
activities are; and what business value and improvements are being gained through those value

add activities.

FBOD: Questionnaire will ask to what extent they were able to redirect hours towards the value

added work they had hoped to perform , including but not limited to:
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. lncreased time spent training staff on allowable costs and other compliance rules to prevent
audit findings, questioned costs to pay back federal grantors and decrease risk of reduction
in future grant funding

o lncreased time spent on researching, testing and implementing allowable cost schedules
and otherfunctionalitythat currently is not robustly used (if at all)that could increasethe
accuracy of the SEFA report

o lncreased time spent on conducting internal audits of federally-funded programs
. Reduced reliance on contracted internal auditorwhose work ensures a high-qualitySEFA

Questionnaire will ask to what extent staff is able to redirect hours towards the value added
work they had hoped to perform, including but not limited to revised testing and interview
practices and better analysis of how to place new STT's to align with their current needs and
skills and match with business needs.

DHR:

a

Agencies:
o Questionnaire will ask: "were they able to get their cost reimbursement variance reports

generated within the 5 days before the end of the month" and "did the analystsperform
the cost variance analysis and research "during that period.

83: Surveywill measure DHR diversity hiring analysis by asking: "did the DHR analysts spendtime
analyzing diversity fall off reasons" and "did DHR improve their diversity rate?"

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
81 Baseline: Larger agencies spend over 120-150 hours per agency to prepare theirSSFA/SEFA
and go through an average of 5 error correction cycles with central finance. Central Finance
spends a minimum of approximately 320 - 400 hours /year on SSFA/SEFA preparation, review,
error correction, technical assistance and internal audit issues coordination of SSFA/SEFA review
processes.

Based on feedback from the Bl Analytic workshops and the response from a FBOD 20L3'Listening
Tour'with King County agencies, the users are'very dissatisfied'with Discovererease-of-use.

82 Baseline: Currently King County Financial, HR and Budget analysts spend over L0,000hours
per month manually extracting, manipulating information from these systems.

FBOD value.added activities current baseline:
o lncrease time spent training staff on allowable costs and other compliance rules to prevent

audit findings, questioned costs to pay back federal grantors and decrease risk of reduction
in future grant funding - 10hrs/month spent now

r lncrease time spent on researching, testing and implementing allowable cost schedules and
other functionality that currently is not robustly used (if at all) that could increase the
accuracy of the SEFA report - 0 (zero time spent on this now)

r lncrease time spent on conducting internal audits of federally-funded programs. - 0 (zero
time spent on this now - contracted out)

o Reduce our reliance on contracted internal auditor whose work ensures a high-quality SEFA -
8 weeks of contractor time plus 30k /vear
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DHR value-added activities current baseline:
o Currently spend 2.5 months on collecting data and performing limited STT placement

analysis.

Agency val ue-added activities cu rrent baseline :

. Currently, analysts receive reports 60 days late. Qualitative "why" variance analysis islimited
and information is too late to take up front corrective action.

83 Baseline: The current King County rate of diversity is 34.3%. Manual creation of diversity
report is several weeks. Diversity fall off reason analysis very limited.

4. Whdt is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

81 Target: The target for determining if the quality and accuracy of the data from the agencies

has improved will be if the response to the survey questions from the agency financial analysts

and Central finance indicate: 80% of the responses were positive that the quality of the data in

the agency produced reports had improved; there was a reduction of at least 80%in the number

of error-correction cycles they had to execute when producing the SSFA/SEFA financialreports;
and there was a reduction of at least 75%in the number of internal audit issues identified.

The target for determining system "ease-of-use" is if 75 % of respondents respond 'satisfied'for
ease-of-use on the new reporting solution.

The target for recognizing the ability to fully utilize the analytic capabilities of the tool is if 50%of

the respondents respond 'satisfied' for ability to utilize tool's analytic capability in the first year in

production and if 75% af the respondents respond 'satisfied' for ability to utilize the tool's
analytic capability by year 2 in production.

82 Target: Reduce the manual effort required to produce EBS, PeopleSoft & Hyperion data

related to operating, management and executive reports by5O%.

FBOD targets for each of the following:
o lncrease time spent training staff on allowable costs and other compliance rules to prevent

audit findings, questioned costs to pay back federal grantors and decrease risk of reduction
in future grant funding - increase time allotted by 50%

o lncrease time spent on researching, testing and implementing allowable cost schedules and

other functionality that currently is not robustly used (if at all) that could increase the
accuracy of the SEFA report - increase time allotted to at least 10 hours/month.

o lncrease time spent on conducting internal audits of federally-funded programs -increase
time allotted to at least L0 hours/month

o Reduce our reliance on contracted internal auditor whose work ensures a high-qualitySEFA

- eliminate the need for the contractor and the 30K cost,

DHR targets:
r Target is to reduce data preparation cycle to 2.5 weeks to collect data and thus increase

analyst time spent revising testing and interviewing practices and conducting betteranalysis
of how to place new STT's to align with their current needs and skills.
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Agencies targets:
o Target is to receive reports at least 5 days before end of month so reasons for variancescan

be detected and preventive/correction actions can be taken by the analysts thus ensuring
timely and proper cost re-imbursement to the County. Analysts responded positivelyto
performing proactive variance analysis during this period.

83 Target: Providing automated diversity reports on demand and analysts performing research
on the agencies' information showing where diversity falls off in the recruitment process will help
improvethediversityhiringrate. ltisexpectedthatwiththisproactiveoversightthatthe
diversity rate can be increased to achieve the 38.5% target set by DHR.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
81: The goal of realizing faster, more accurate reporting with 50% better quality agency data; a
50% reduction in number of error correction cycle; and75% fewer internal audit issues is
expected to occur during the first year after the Bl solution is placed in production. An additional
30% data quality improvement and 30% reduction in error correction cycles are expected inyear
2. The goalfor system ease of use is to realize a'satisfied'response from75% of the users in 2
years.

82: The goal is to realize the 50% reduction in time spent doing manual data manipulation within
1- year after Bl solution is in production. The goalto achieve the targets identified by FBOD, DHR,
and major agencies is within l year after Bl solution is in production.

B3: DHR achieving their diversity target will likely require 2 years from when Bl solution placed
into production.

201-6 Annual Report:The planned Release 1(of 3)Go Live date of the ERP Bl/Analytics project ison
scheduleforMarch 13,2017. Atthetimeof thisreport,alltargetbenefitsarestillreasonable.
Benefits will not be able to start to be realized until the new ERP Bl/Analytics service is availablefor
use starting on March 13,2017 . fhe 2017 Annual Report should include 2016 benefits achieved.
Currently the target completion date of Release 2 of the ERP Bl/Analytics project is September,2O!7
and the target completion date of Release 3 of the ERP Bl/Analytics project is March ,2OlB atwhich
point all of the benefits listed below will be able to be realized.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Pleose include oge
of existing technology and the overage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
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Replace the Oracle Discoverer ad-hoc reporting tool for EBS data because it is going off support

from Oracle in 2Ot7.lmplementing a new Business lntelligence (Bl) product as soon as possible

will provide King County the continued ability to obtain information out of the EBS application

and mitigate the risk of Discoverertool system failure andf or potentialfinancial auditfindings.

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of
the risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The probability the risk is high. Oracle requires that routine patches be applied to the EBS

applications. As new patch release sets are applied to the EBS applications, the risk of the

Discoverer tool becoming incompatible with the Oracle applications increases. lt is estimated

that by 2017 the Discoverer tool will be incompatible with future release patch sets.

lf FBOD and agencies no longer have access to an ad hoc reporting tool like Discoverer, there is

the high risk of not being about to ensure the timeliness and the validity of financial dataincluded

in key financial reports including: the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR); the

Schedule of Expenditure of FederalAwards (SEFA); and the Schedule of State FinancialAssistance

(SSFA). These financial reports provide the foundation for required state and federalaudits,

federal grant awards, and the County's triple A bond rating. Without any ad hoc reporting

capability, the probability of this risk occurring is very likely.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. Foreach

of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This proiect, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 201"4. The onticipated
benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors. This project is currently
functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county woutd be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - $l uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser agencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of notexperiencing
cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: This project to automate occounts poyable softwa.re wos implemented ond did improve the processing time
overoge. The average time wos reduced from 1"0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L day torget. Additionotly, only 20%
of purchases received d prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did not meet the
torget because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt pdyment than originotly estimated.

Example:

Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red uce d proce ssi n g ti m e

from the current overage
of fi doys to <1 day
ollowing us to toke
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
annuol sovings,
ond percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
disco.unts

o 70 doys
processing time

t La% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

. Sovings of
Sloo,ooo

. 1 doy processing

time
o i0% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. $40a,000 sovings

. 2 doy processing

time
c 20% of

purchoses are
receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

t $200,000
savings

The ERP Bl/Analyiics Project benefits identified in this BAP are
exlrectecl to begirr to lte realized fronr 6 nror-rihs fonvard after tlre giroject irnplenrentation is

cotrl:lr,:te, 1-lie cotttltletion date was October 31, 2018. The list [relow sr-rr-nmarizes tliose benefitsand
rlte e><prccted tin're io realize . Tlris is rrot a finai BAP. All conteni below is new fortlre ?-O1/..),OIB
Br:1;ortirig per"iod.

') 114/?019 f r>r )01 B Reportinc Period

j,i;:;,j^:;jil.;t;"ltrrJroye ope raiiottal efficicnc.ies iry reclucing anil re mo'.ring ihr: neco foi- i:usinc-ss at:;:iysl's to
rli;tiliiat ;l',v'e :tiraci:.rttii it-ranipttiate infoi'rrr;:iir;rr ft-ortr ti:e ti'ii'ee Iiili s,,rstenrs tr.; prcrii.r: i.heirrei-lii;lr

1;e r io ri,.',: n'-.: exceptic n i-epolis ; ritj ilii:ir- rit issiclt r.i"it icalre porisLJ,..!, i ir.rr;l ;:rrrl

/t r1r.icslioniraire vtilI be

Lrsecl io collet.l-

rirfornration frotl
deparl nrents anrl
r-:e n i ra I se rr;ir;e a1;e ncir:s
orrho\,'./ lltr.y ar'e rt:,irtg

thr: adrliiional tirle
savetJ froi'rr tlrr:

inrplenrr:nlaiion of the
iil solution.

The sLirvey will
collect the anrorrnt
of time ihal was re-

directed to valur': arlrl

actii,iities; what those
aciivities were; ancl

what busirress

irtr;rrovemerlis were
gained through
those value adcl

activi1 ies.

Crrrrently l(ing
County Financial,

HR arrd Budgei
analysts spend

ovcr .10,000 hotirs
per rnonth
nra:rually
extracting,
r-nanipulatirrg

infornration frorrr
thestl s\rstetns.

Rer.lrrce the nta rrr.ra I

effort reqrrir-erl tc
prodLrce l-BS,

Peoplelioft &

Hy1:erioir daia
relater.i io
operaiirrg,
tlanagenrent arrrJ

execritlrie repoi-ts

hy 509(,.

Fiy October
) o,?,(t:

!:0% recluctiorr
in tirrre s;rent
rloing rlanual
da ta

rraniltulation
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data it
tn mo

FBOD value-added
activities current
base lines:

lncrease time
spent training
staff on
a llowable
costs and

othe r

complia nce

rules to
prevent audit
findings,
q uestio n ed

costs to pay

back federal
grantors and

decrease risl<

of reduction
in future grant
funcling -
10hrs/month
spent now

lncrease time
spent on

resea rching,
testing and

implementing
allowable cost
schedules and

other
f u nctio na lity
that currently
is not robustly
used (if at all)
that could
increase the

t

o

FBOD targets for
each of the
followirrg:

lncrease time
spent training
staff on

allowable costs

and other
compliance
rules to
prevent audit
find ings,
q uestioned
costs to pay

back federal
grantors and

decrease risk

of reduction in

future grant
funding *
increase time
allotted by

so%

lncrease tinre
spent on

resea rch i ng,

testing a nd

implernenting
allowable cost
schedules and

other
fu nctio na lity
that currently
is not robustly
used (if at all)

that could
increase the
accuracy of the

n

a

By October
2020:

lncrease
time to
ve rify
SEFA by

10

hou rs/rno
nth

a

t

lncrease
time
a llotted
for
tra in ing

by 5o%

FBOD:

r lncrease time spent
training staff on

allowable costs and

other compliance
rules to prevent
audit findings,
questioned costs to
pay bacl< federal
gra ntors a nd

decrease risk of
reduction in future
grant funding

lncrease time spent
on researching,
testing and

inrplementing
allowable cost
schedules and otlter
functionality that
currently is not
robustly used (if at
all)that could
increase the
accuracy of the
SEFA report

lncrease time spent
on conducting
internal audits of
fede ra lly-fu nded

programs.

Reduce oitr reliance
orr contractecl
irrterrral auditor

a

a

a

FBOD:

Questionnaire will
ask to what extertt
they were able to
redirect hours

towards the value

added worl< they had

hoped to perform ,

including but not
limited to:

lncreased time
spent training
staff on

allowable costs

and other
compliance rules
to prevent audit
fi nd i ngs,

questioned costs

to pay back

federalgrantors
and decrease risl<

of reduction in

firture grant
f Lrnd ing

lncreased time
spent 0n

resea rch irrg,

testi:rg and

implernenting
allorrrrable cost
schedules and

other
functionality that
currerrtly is not
robLrstly used (if
at all)that could
increase tlre

a

o
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whose work
ensures a high-
quality SEFA

DHR:

With the time saved in
gathering manually
manipulating data, HR

Analysts can spend
more time worl<ing with
Executive Leadership to
further develop
answers to key business

driven questions and

metrics.

Agencies:
Analysts need time to

accuracy of the
SEFA report

lncreased time
spent on

conducting
internal audits of
federa lly-fu nded
programs.

Reduced reliance
on contracted
internalauditor
whose work
ensures a high-
quality SEFA

DHR:

Questionnaire will
ask to what extent
they were able to
redirect hours
towards the value
added work they had

hoped to perform:

Agencies

I

a

accuracy of
the SEFA

report - 0
(zero time
spent on this
now)

lncrease time
spent on

co nd ucting
internalaudits
of federally-
funded
programs. - 0
(zero time
spent on this
now *
contracted
out)

DHR:

Currently spend
2.5 months on
collecting and
preparing data in
order review and
analyze key

information that
drive business

decisio ns.

Agencies

a

SEFA report -
increase time
allotted to at
least L0

hours/month

lncrease time
spent on

conducting
internalaudits
of federally-
funded
programs -

increase time
allotted to at
least 10

hours/month

Reduce our
reliance on
contracted
i nterna I

auditor whose
work ensures a

high-q ua lity
SEFA -
eliminate the
need for the
contractor
help and the
30K cost

DHR:

Target is to reduce
data preparation
cycle to 2.5 weeks
to collect data and

thus increase
analyst time spent
revising testing
and interviewing

Agencies

a

a

I ncrease
time
conductin
g internal
audits of
federally-
funded
programs
SEFA by
L0 hours/
month
eliminate
the need
for
auditor
contracto r

By October
2A20:

reduce DHR

data and STT

placement
analysis to 2.5

weeks

By October
2019:

a
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Target is to receive
reports at least 5
days before end of
month so reasons

for variances can

be detected and
preve ntive/co rrecti
on actions can be

taken by the
analysts thus
ensuring timely
and proper cost re-

imbursement to
the County.
Ana lysts
responded
positively to
performing
proactive variance
analysis during this

riod

Agencies
receive their
rra ria nces

report within
5 days before
end of month

Currently, analysts
receive reports 60

days late.

Qualitative "wlly"
variance analysis

time is limited and

information is too
late to take up

front corrective
action.

monitor as well as

access to timely,
accurate data that will
provide them the
opportunity to analyze

both the quantitative
and qualitative causes

of variances in cost re-

imbursements.

Questionnaire will
ask: "were they able

to get their cost
reimbursement
variance reports
generated within the
5 days before the
end of the n:ct:th"
and "did the analysts
perform the cost
variance analysis and

research" during that
pe riod.

Providing
a utomated
diversity reports
on demand and

a na lysts
performing
research on the
agencies'
information
showing where
diversity falls off in
the recruitment
process will help
improve the
diversity hiring
rate. lt is expected
that with this
proactive oversight
that the diversity
rate can be

increased to
achieve the 38.5%

target set by DHR.

By October
2020:

DHR achieves
their 38%

diversity rate.

Survey will measure
DHR diversity hiring
analysis by asking:

"did the DHR

analysts spend time
analyzing diversity
fall off reasons"? and

"did DHl{ improve
their diversity rate?"

The current King

County rate of
diversity is34.3%.
Manual creation
of diversity report
is severalweeks.
Diversity fall off
reason analysis

very limited.

DHR's experience is

that currently, it is very

challenging and time
consuming for
managers to pull data
showing where
diversity falls off in the
recruitment process. ln

a recent example, it
tool< several weel<s,

Because managers are

pulling from various
sclurces and have

varying degrees of skills

with our systems, this
also leacls to
inconsistent reporting
acr0ss agencies. Bl will
enable automatically
pulling this information
at any time for
reporting from
ind ivid ua I departrnents
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King County Department/Agency Name Department of Executive Services/Business Resource Center

Project Title Oracle EBS R12.2 Upgrade

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Project Np,;nber 1,1,26s44

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or tech,nology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Ken Guy, Director of FBOD

Name Title / Agency Project Role
Fric Polzin EBS Finance Lead, DES - BRC Test Lead

Shan Daniels EBS Development Lead, DES - BRC Development Lead

Geoff Campbell DBA Lead

Rita Popp

DBA Supervisor, DES - BRC

Enterprise Resource Planning
Project Manager, DES - BRC

Program Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or sco,pe changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding re lease req uests. lf there are no changes, ind icate "review only" in the revision ta ble
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determ,ined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Project ManagerR Prasad

Marjorie Mills

Contractor, DES - BRC

BRC Shared Services Manager lT Manager: supporting upgrades to Reporting,
DBA services and BRC coordination of
ha rdwa re/infrastructu re replacement

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achlevement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Eusiness Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1'. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-pro.ject closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ategory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

public

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Description
How long

did it take?
Date Revised ByStage

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

Who did the

document
updates?

A brief summory of what
chonged in the docu.ment. lf this
is on initiol draft, please indicote

new. lf nothing hos chonged,
indicate "review only".

Please use conceptuol
revi ew, b u dg et p rocess,

fu ndi ng releose, s n n'uol

report, project
im p le me ntatio n, o r p roject

completion.

Date this
document
wos updoted

3 hoursR Prasad New, initial draftConceptual review 3/1.3/20Ls

BAP update for an ongoing
project

t hour2/1,O/20L7 T Betterman201-6 Annual Report

Final BAP for a completed
project

30 minutes02113/201,8 T Betterman201-7 Annual Report

Final B/,\P for a ccnrlrleted
p roject

30 rlinutes2l6l2arc C l-lellrrer2019 B/\P Report

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the fol,lowing fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the qual,ity or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects wil,l have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

X Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lCut"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Describe why you expect the proposed lr investment to produce the benefit(s).
How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
What is the current boseline for this meosure?
What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve ?)

1_.

2.

3.

4.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf tltis project to upg.rade our licensing software is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the abitity of the new software to check ndtiondl
ond state datobases more efficiently. About on€-q,usv\s7 of our customers currently complain obout the detoy in
obtoining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost atl comptaints and altow stoff resources

over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This witl oltow scheduting to occur ot ony time, rother thon
the current timited hours ovailoble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations will still
be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

to h,e,directert to other custamer services.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, i,ncluding the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors witt be
oble to check an overoge of 10 sites per doy compored with the dveroge of 6 currentty checked. This witl ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30 percent. We also witl reducethe
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect anexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT stondordizotion. This
proiect will make the current management of user occounts, applications, and devices easier for lT odministrators
ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to applicotions
such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single set of procedu.res ond
security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
Oracle EBS 12.1.3 will enter extended support in January 2OI7. King County implemented Oracle EBS

L2.t.3 in 2012 and needs to upgrade to the current release to keep current and ensure maximum

benefit to the county for its investment in Oracle EBS. Oracle follows a 5 year/3 year supportpolicy,
meaning that they provide premiere support for 5 years from the general availability release date

followed by 3 years of extended support for an additional cost. lncremental cost increases are

applied each year extended support is leveraged

Server and storage hardware for the Oracle EBS system was purchased in 2009 with the exception of
a few production servers purchased in 201.1shortly before the ABT Go Live. The KCIT standard for
expected life of servers and storage is 5 years. The existing hardware will be replaced bythisproject
after it has exceeded its life expectancy.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The Oracle EBS hardware and storage system is or will be past its life expectancy by 2016.This
presents the possibility of the following types of risks:

o Degraded performance during peak periods

o No ability to expand storage (currently at maximum disk capacity)
o Without an upgrade, the EBS reporting tool Discoverer will continue to require Java version 7

which is no longer the current version of Java. This requirement may cause compatibility
issues with other county software requirements. Also, KCIT prefers to keep Javaversions

current to avoid potential security vulnerability.
o Requires KCIT to retain skillsets on older technology. May require additional KCIT time to

support. Vendor support costs may increase due to hardware age.

r lncreased risk of software compatibility conflicts, where versions of operating system,

firmware, middleware and application software no longer align.

2016 Annual Report:The Oracle EBS reporting tools and applications were upgraded in May 2016

and July 20L6 respectively. The benefits from those upgrades are noted below. The plannedGo-Live

date to transition onto new hardware is February 27,2017.fhe 20t7 Annual Report willcontain
benefits achieved from the new hardware.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
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This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoida,nce is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Redq.ced cost to produce service. tf this project to instott occounts poyobte softwore is approved, we wilt
outomote three tosks that dre currently done mo,nuolly by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Basedan
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current qveroge of ten days to
less than one. This will ollow us to toke adva.ntage of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,000,000 of onnuol
purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnuol savings of about $300,0A0. This will result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Exa mple : Cost Avoidg.nc's. M ovi n g to this new vendor thot uses o SooS prod.uct, ,we wtl.,gVe.!! the need to
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrade due to regu'ldt'b'iy fdasons, so thii rbp'l\ienfli b tost ovoidqnce of 570A,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, exp,lain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Pl,eds€
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary
benefits. Use the rneasures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 20L4. The
anticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This
project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of 5500K - 51 Miilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. tJser agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to automate occounts poyable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing
time overage. The overdge time wos reduced from 1-0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L day torget. Additionalty,
ody 2a% af purchoses received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment than originatly
estimated.

Example:

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red uced processing time

Processing time,
onnuol sovings,
and percentage

c 10 days
processing time

. 1 day processing

time
. 2 day processing

time

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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from the current overage
of L0 doys to <L doy
ollowing us to toke
odvontoge of prompt

d,iscounts.

of purchoses

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

o 1-0% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

: Sovings of

o 20% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

20L6 update note: Another update willfollow afterthe last phase of the project(hardware
implementation) is complete in June 2017.

2017 update: project is complete and benefits achieved are outlined below.

21612019 2018 Update: Tlris is tlre final BAP. This proiect met or exceed all tarqet benefits.

Continued vendor support
Premier vendor support for Oracle EBS 12.L.3 release level was scheduled to end in January 2017. This

meant that patches, data fixes, tax and regulatory updates, and enhancements would no longer be

available to King County. ln additional, King County would have incurred additional Oracle supportfees
and annual maintenance costs beyond the amount budgeted bythe BRC. With the upgrade of Oracle

EBS from 12.1..3 to L2.2.5 in July 20L6, King County continues to receive Premier Oracle support.

Upgrade Discoverer and Bl Publisher
Discoverer has been King County's ad-hoc financial reporting tool since 2Ot2 and had never been

upgraded. The older version of Discoverer has limited King County from updating to and standardizing

the roll-out of the current release of Java 8. The upgraded version of Discoverer (implemented inJuly
20tG) is now compatible with Java B and has made it possible for KCIT to reduce security risksassociated

with older Java versions and minimize Java variations on standard desktop images,

Replace Oracle EBS Infrastructure
The Oracle EBS hardware and storage system was past its life expectancy in 2016, lt had reached its

maximum disk capacity and experiencing degraded performance levels during peak periods, especially
through financialyear-end processes. Oracle Engineered hardware was procured and sized toprovide

12.1,.3 12.2.5
July 2016

Continued Premier Support Upgrade Oracle EBS from
12.L.3 to 12.2

L2.2.4
July 2016

1"L1,.I.5 L1,1.r.7
July 201-6

LL.L.L.7

May 2016
Upgrade Bl Publisher and

Discoverer reporting tools
Upgrade from version
1,1,.1,.1,.5 to LL.1".1,.7

U pgrade Oracle database
from version l-1to version 12

TL L2

July 2016
12.r.2

Sept 2015
Upgrade Oracle database

Upgrade SOA to 1,L1..I.9 L1".t.t.7 LT.L.L,9

July 201-6

LL.L.L.9
July 201,6

Upgrade middleware

I 7

July 2016
9

July 2016
Create User Guides for core
financial, procurement
modules, and Bl Publisher

# of User Guides

Reduce ABT conversion
programs and expired
custom objects

% of 125 conversion and

expired customizations
removed

o% 90%
July 2016

LOj%
July 2016
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additional disk and storage capacity for future business needs. ln addition, the new hardware was
leveraged for use with the Oracle Bl Analytics project, reducing the costs of hardware for Oracle Bl. The
transition to the new hardware occurred in Februa ry 2OI7 . The old hardware was also decommissioned.

We have experienced stable performance through peak processing periods and improvements in overall
Oracle EBS responsiveness. Benefits have included:

o Significant improvement of system performance including improved reporting performance and
reduction in time to complete EBS jobs

o Drastic reduction in backup and clone times, increasing nightly throughput to provideflexibility
to add nightly processes that were previously constrained

o Flexibility to add new EBS instances for testing and patch/upgrade projects
o lmproved availability of reporting (Discoverer, Bl Publisher and reporting databases)
o A consolidated platform and virtualized Apps Tier
. New hardware support model has reduced infrastructure management costs for BRCwhile

improving response times for hardware configuration changes
o Reduced support requirements for KCIT

o Rbility to license on demand, limiting costs to only what is needed
o Ability to scale up additional performance capacity as needed
o The intelligent storage server software has drastically improved database performance;

Automatic Server Management (ASM) reduces storage maintenance work
o Broader visibility for the DBAs to monitor system performance and provide greater flexibilityto

manage databases and virtual machines to meet ongoing business demands
o lmproved tools and visibility to developers to maximize performance results for custom code
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

L To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a pro.iect prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identiflTing and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

, Department of Executive Services / Business Resource CenterDepartment/Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Name

Mike Betschart

Sherry Schroeder

Kimberly Fleming

PERS Retirement Bolt-On Rewrite

Management

Project Role

Benefits Functional Analyst

Subject Matter Expert

Operating project

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it wil1 support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Title / Agency

lT Enterprise Manager ll

Sierra Cedar

Project Program Mgr. lll

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initialproject request during "Gale2" phase of conceptualreview.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To su pport fu nd ing release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Ken Guy, Finance Director, DES
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what val,u,e it will bring to the County. M,ore
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To im,prove this process in the future, please
reco,rd the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision Hist Table

Stage

Please use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding release,

annua! report, project
implementation, or project

completion.

Conceptual Review

Update for the Spring 2019
BAP Report

Revised By

Who did the
document updqtes?

Sherry
Schroeder

A brief summory of what changed in
the document. lf this is an initial

droft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review on!y".

New, initialdraft

Date

Dote this
document was

updated

7 /17 /r7

r/rc12arc

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

2 hours

C lr a Lr nte lle
Flellner

U pdate 15 rninutes

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) a,nd secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lncl,ude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations o,r Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

complete the BAP?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the ublic

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor X
U pgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

lserv tces

#1 : External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, Iicenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check nationol
qnd state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all complaints and ollow staff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic

fietds over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother

than the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions

will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2, How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4, What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summary table for Category #7:

Baseline Target

X n

OutcomefBenefit

Exomple: Residents are able

to schedule athletic fields

over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

Metrics/Measure

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

9s%

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 12/311201845%

5 business

days

CATEGORY #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.
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Example: lf this proiect to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witl be
able to check on overoge of 10 sites per doy compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This wiltaltow
the ogency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems mandgement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outages du.ring major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witt ollow us to redirect on existing
position to othir priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overolt effort to promote tTstondardization.
This proiect will make the current monogement of user dccounts, opplicotions, and devices eosier for tT
administrotors at Public Heoltlt becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on
to opplications such os Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by having a single setof
proced.ures ond security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

examples are sumrnaries. Flease,respond-to each question listed'belowrather than providea
summary

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lf this project to rewrite the PERS bolt-on is approved, the legal responsibility to correctly report
compensation, hours and contributions to the state will be fulfilled. ln addition, the Retirementstaff
will be able to work more efficiently by not having to perform work arounds currentlyrequired.
Both the BRC functional and development staff will not need to devote as much time to managing
tickets and specifications in an attempt to "patch" a broken system.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
The benefits of implementing this change will be measured in the following fashion:
r Reduced number of records rejected by DRS due to incomplete or inaccurate data
o Reduced number of hours spent in work-around activities performed by benefits support team
r Reduced number of defects logged against the refactored bolt-on system

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
The past 3 years of transmittals and their edit messages;the number of Verifications from theState

4. What is the target for this messure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)-
see toble below

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
We will see benefits with the first payroll run once the new program is running in production.

I/fi12A'J9 U1tr,'1.rir: for lipring 2019 BAP:This project w;rs to stari on lVlarch 29,7AIB, blii is r-rcworr
lroltl ciuc io lhe Vi/r:;ltirrgton -Staie DtlS not confirrning llre nerrv irnplemerrtation scheclule. I'he BltC
ta*nttr,sl'ttlair,:tl'tt: {;rt)r:t:|.": rnilestone tinir:line without a new intplenrentation sclri:dule fronr DRS.

6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Baseline Target When the target

# of reject and edit
will be achieved
By ro/31./201.8

Metrics/Measure

Decrease in risk of incorrect
employee retirement
contributions being reported

messages from the State
Depa rtment of Retirement

2016 Semi-
Monthly 64

2016 Bi-

Weekly 1544

SM-19
BW - 460

, to DRS
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improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate

categories.

Exomple: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.A tu 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 wilt be ending in 20L5 ond thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax and regulatory upd.ates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tqx and regulo.tory issues.

Example: This project will implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King Countyto

comply with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice Informotion Services

(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2013, odvonced authenticqtion (AA)

must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJ\Sinformotion.

1-. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Plesse include ageof
existing technology and the overoge Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv o6/30/2019

Target

Example: Reduced

system outages

# of system outages per

month
5 outages No outages

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instqll accounts poyoble sofiwore is approved,we

wi!l automote three tosks thot are currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage often

days to |ess than one. This will ollow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $lS million of
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annuol purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnuol savings of obout $300,000. This will result in
savings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SooS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidonce af 57A0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed tr investment to reduce costs?
2. How willyou mecrsure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos

been achieved)
i. Whot is the current baseline?
4" What is the target for this measure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline

Cost of producing X Ss68,ooo S35,ooo

Target

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This proiect, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successf utty compteted in April 2A74. The
onticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicatly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - $l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. Llser ogencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thst will be assured of notexperiencing
catastrophic failures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to outomate accounts poyable softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing
time average. The overoge time wos reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day target. Additionally,
only 2a% of purchoses received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon on.ticipated. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originally
estimated.

Example:

Metrics
o Processing time

(in days),
o % of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
d,iscounts, and

r Annualsavings

Baseline: Metric Description
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current
average of 10 days to >1

allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

r L0-day processing . 1-day processing
time time

t IO% ofpurchases ; 3oo/o ofpurchases
are recetvtng
discount

. S100,000 savings

ale receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 savings

. 2-day processing

time
c 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
d iscou nts

. $200,000 savings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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SM-19
. BW -460

. TBD# of reject and edit
messages from the
State Department
of Retirement

2016 Semi-Monthly
64
o 2Ot6Bi-Weekly

1.544

Decrease in risk of
incorrect employee
retirement
contributions being
reported to DRS

o 470 o TBD# of requests from
the State
Department of
Retirement

2016 -s84
o 2015 -650

Decrease in the
number of requests
from the state for
verification of data

o TBD2016 SM-688
o 2O1,6BW-6459

sM-206
r BW-1937

Decrease in errors
from the transmittal
process related to
payroll data (such as

retro pay and pay
period splits etc.)

# of errors from the
on cycle, off cycle,

member and

arrears edit reports

SM-1day
o BW-2days

o TBD# of days of manual

work it takes to
produce a

transmittal

SM - 2.04 days
r BW - 3.52 days

lncreased Retirement
Staff Productivity

o TBD20 - 30 per yeara 2 per yearDecrease in the
number of tickets and

CSRs that need to be

managed by the BRC

# of tickets logged

and CSRs opened

1,11,0/2OIg Update forSpring 2019 BAP: This project was to start cln March 29,2018, but is now on hold

due to the Washington State DRS not confirming the new implementation schedule. The BRC cannot

update tlre project's milestone tinreline without a new implementation schedLrle from DRS.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version4)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this forrn, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and"post-project closure - -

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Name Department of Executive Services

Business,Own,e,r,s,,a,re responsible forr achieving project bene,fits and ensuring"this Benefit Achicvement-Plan"(BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

P

P

de Electronic Pa ment lm lementation Su

ect Number
Title

1t24170
Coun

de d,irector or r.

The develop,ment of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Ken G , Finance Director DES

:i Name Title / Agency Project Role
Margaret Brownell Project oversight
Ken Guy Finance Director / DES

nager / DESlT Service Del ivqry V,q
Project sponsor

Scott Matheson Treasury Managcr / DES Projcct manager
Syd Phillips Business Analyst / KCIT BA (during budget submittal process)

Electronic Payments Coordinator / FBODAnthon Laber leadPro

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB com,piles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none

Section 3. Who is involved in develo

Section 4. When should the BAP be sta

Section 5. How will it take to lete the BAP?

dated and

theBAP?

Section 2. Business Owner
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,please

record the time nt on this in the table below at each sta of revision:

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

c #2 im internal operations or #3 re oru tn oldertechnology

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XCut"gory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

Revision History Table

Revised By Description
How long

did it take?Stage Date

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoqe?

Dote this
document

wos
updoted

Who did the
dacument updotes?

A brief summory of whot
changed in the document.

lf ttris is an initial draft,
pleose indicote new.lf
nothing hos changed,
indicote "review only".

Please use conceptual review,
budget process, funding

releose, onnual report, project
implementotion, or project

completion.

2 hours3l2rl14 New, initial draftConceptual review

30 minutes5/t3/L4

Syd Phillips
Syd Phillips,
Margaret Brownell

New, initial draftBenefits Achievement Plan

l- hour511,5/L4 Syd Phillips UpdateBenefits Achievement Plan

lnitial draft l" hours/13/L4 Syd PhillipsBusiness Case

Update draft 5 hourss/30/L4
Ken Guy/
e-payment team

Business Case

Update 2 hoursBenefits Achievement Plan 6/3/14 Syd Phillips
John Backman Update L hourBenefits Achievement Plan 6/s/14

L hour6/6/1,4 Scott Matheson UpdateBenefits Achievement Plan

Update 30 minutes3/16/Ls Tony Laberge

Update 2 hours
Benefits Achievement Plan

Benefits Achievement Plan 617 /1.6 Tony Laberge

Karl Nygard Update L hour2017-IB Budget Request e126lL6
l- hour1,1.1r/L6 Tony Laberge Update2017-IB Budget Request

Tony Laberge1,1241L7 45 minutes

3lrourst l3alrc Tony La[:erge

Updated Section 6

Category 1-

tJpclate

2016 annual report
(BAP update for an ongoing
project)
2019 Rl'rP Relroi'i

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality o,r quantity of services provided to the public

lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

2

3

4 Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

not have benefits in a category there is no need to information for that category

Section 6. of Benefits

pu blic
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This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
of servicef such as faster response times and better accesS tci seriiices for the publit.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses wilt be issued in two business days
instead of the four days currently required. This is largely d.ue to the ability of the new saftwore to check notional
ond stote dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the detay in
obtoining a license ond this time reduction is expected to el.iminote olmost all complaints ond ollow stoff resources
to be directed to other custamer services.

over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother thdn
the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions witt stitt
be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
as

#1: nefits: quantity ofCat Exte rna ervrs bece m the oregory rvtse sce d toed hetproving ualityq provr

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

tegory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
ry #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investrnent to produce the benefit(s).
Current electronic payment policies and management plans create barriers to the expansion of
electronic payment options for County services. This investment will update electronic payment
policies, develop a newstrategic plan, guidethe selection of a new enterprise electronicpayment
solution, and provide support to agencies seeking an electronic payment solution.

This project will:
r Meet the needs and expectations of the County's customers by making it easier and more

convenient for customers to use credit cards and other electronic payment methodswhen
conducting their County business

. Develop new electronic payment policies and establish a management framework which will
accommodate the very broad range of agency needs for electronic payment implementations

r Provide direct and targeted support to agencies for the analysis, planning and
implementation of electronic payments

o Provide an enterprise level electronic payment solution(s)

This approach will significantly lower barriers to the adoption and implementation of new electronic
payment channels. Agencies will be incentivized to adopt new payment options through a

combination of funding, knowledgeable support and access to a broader range of technical solutions

Update 6/71201,6: Key documents published in the course of this project:
r Executive policy FIN B-5-1-EP, Accepting Electronic Payments, effective March 3,2016.
o Electronic Payment Management Plan, effective March 201,6, superseding the eCommerce

Management Plan (September 2004).
r RFP 1007-16-PCR, advertised April 21,,20L6 for an enterprise-level e-paymentservices

provider; proposals due June 1.6,20t6.
. Update 1,/2a/20L7: Contract #5899650 signed January IB,2Ot7.
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2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

Benefits will be measured by:
r Meeting customer expectations for offering electronic payments, similar to a retail business

(Soliciting feedback from citizens or businesses regarding their level of satisfaction with
electronic payment methods may prove helpful, but this is primarily a customerexpectation

now and customers are frustrated that the County does not have consistent electronic
payment methods in place for all ser:vices/products)'

r Adoption of a revised Electronic Payment Strategic plan and a revised electronic payment

policy
r An increase in the number of agencies that offer electronic payments to customers

o An increase in the number of County products and services that offer electronic payment

options
. Of the agencies that currently offer electronic payment methods to customers (e.g. only

credit cards), increase in the number of electronic payments methods offered (e.g. credit

cards, debit cards, and e-checks)

. Expanding electronic payment channel options, including point-of-sale (i.e. counter),online,

mobile and lVRl.
r An increase in the annual number of electronic payment transactions
o An increase in the portion of revenue collected from electronic payment transactions (e.g. if

2O% of all revenue is collected via electronic payment transaction s,30%o of all revenue will be

collected via electronic payment transactions by end of 2016.)

3. What is the current baseline for this medsure?

As of May 20L4:
e About 25% of County agencies that accept payments offer customers electronic payment

options either online or at point-of-sale transactions. An inventory of County payments is in

progress and this will be used to confirm baseline trends and to assess where there are new

opportunities for electronic payments.

. Approximately 20% of County products and services (e.9. court fines, pet licenses,

birth/death certificates, property taxes and transit fares) offer electronic paymentoptions

o Of the agencies that currently offer electronic payment options, the primary methods offered

are credit card and/or e-check. Only two agencies currently accept debit card payments

o The number of electronic payment transactions in 20L3 was 1.38 million
o The revenue collected via electronic payment transactions in 2013 was $203.3 million

4. Whot is the target lor this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

Update 6/7/20L6: The following program metrics are updated as adopted in the Electronic

Payments Management Plan (completed March 2016l:
r Standardized oavment acceptance for countv asencies. Citizens will be able to use payment

methods that they are accustomed to using in their daily lives.

lncrease in the number services accepting credit card/debit card/eCheck payments

lncrease in the number of agencies accepting credit card/debit card/eCheck payments

Annual h in electronic ent volume

a

a

a

1 IVR - lnteractive Voice Response, telephone based services using touch-tone or voice commands
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lncrease in the proportion of customer transactions paid electronically (credit/debit cards,
eChecks) vs. cash/check

Percentage Prepertien of
transactions paid electronically v*
€ashl€h€*'z

l Annual e-payment volume projected to increase 8-10% based on experienc e 2Ot2-2013 (7]% 2O!3, tt.3% 2Ot4).
2 Updated t/24/2017 Percentage ofall transactions (cash/check/eCheck/credit card/debit card) paid by customers using
eChecks or credit/debit cards.

Determined by agency-reported volume of transactions collected electronically or via cash/check in 2014. E-payment data also
collected directly from FIS DataPointe customer website. Computation excludes ORCA/DOL payments. Annual e-payment
volume estimated to increase 8% based on experience 2012-20t3; total volume of all transactions (cash and e-payments) by
2%based on7.7% population growth of King County 2OLO-2014 per 2Ot4 U.S. Census Bureau report (avera ge'2% per year)

e p*yment eptiens, An inerease frem 2595 te 3396 by
the end ef 201 lr 6096 by the end ef 2015i and 8096 by th+end ef 2016, After eempletien ef
the strategie plan; we will he able te refine theexpeetatiens,
Number ef preCuets anC serviees that effer eleetreniepayment eptiens, An inereasefrem
28%te38%
ef the ageneies that eurrently effer eleetrenie payment-metheds, inerease the nsmber ef

at effer eleetrenie
Payment eptierui at least 3096 (three) will inerease the type ef eleetrenie payrnent eptiens bV
at leastene eptien (e,9, three ageneies willef{er debit eards in additien te eredit eards),
Number ef annual eleetrenie Bayment transaetiens, lnerease frem 138 millien te 1,7g
millien

etiens, lnerease frem $263,3
millien te $342,3 millien

Actual 2015 performance metrics are asfollows:
o lncrease in the num r services acceotine credit card/debit ca eCheck oavments from42

to 49. Overall the percentage decreased from 35% to 34% since a greater number of services
were identified in 2015 (145 vs. L22in2014).

o lncrease in the num r of aqencies acceptine credit card/debit rd/eCheck pavments from
16 to 19 out of 4I (42%to 46%1.

Annual srowth in electronic pavment volume from -906,000 to greater than 1.1M (excluding
ORCA and DOL transaction sJ, a -25% increase.

o lncrease in the orono ion of customer transactions naid electroni llv (credit/debit cards.

a

o

a

o

o

a

o

No. services accepting credit/debit
cards/eChecks

37% 40% so% 60% 70% 80%

No. agencies accepting credit/debit
cards/eChecks

47% 55% 60% 6s% 72% 80%

Volume of electronic payment
transactionsl

+8-tO% +8-I0% +8-10% +8-tO% +8-tO% +8-10%

38% 4t% 44% 51% s8% 66%

eChecksl vs- cash/check from 35%lo -42% on e-payment sales of -S380M.

5. When is the to be achieved?
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Benefits will be achieved incrementally over the two-year life of the project. The project is intended

to be an intense two-year effort to expand electronic payments methods across the County andto
migrate current applications to a vendor-supported enterprise system.

Update 6/7/2016: The Electronic Payments Management Plan projects benefits for a longerperiod,

through 2020, with a goal of 80% e-payment utilization across the county by2020.

Update 3/1,6/2015:
New e-oavment services installed

Point-of-sale, Superior Court (FCO/JCS), January 2015

New e-pavment service installation in progress:

Point-of-sale, Judicial Administration
Point-of-sale, RALS For Hire Vehicle & Operator Licenses

New e-nav nt cprrrires Bucinpss Case under revi

DN RP/Pa rks, Faci lity Sched u ling System Replacement Project

District Court, Unified Case Management System (UCMS) project

KCGIS, Registration System project

Update 6/7 /20t6:
New e-pavment services installed:

Point-of-sale, J udicial Administration
Point-of-sale, RALS For Hire Vehicle & Operator Licenses

Poi nt-of-sa le, RALS Archives
Point-of-sale, RASKC

Point-of-sale, DOT Fleet Ad ministration
Point-of-sale (mobile), DNRP Parks

Online, KCGIS, Registration System project

Online, DPER

New e-oavment service installation in orosress

Employee Giving Program
DN RP/Pa rks, Faci lity Sched u I in g System Replacem ent Project

District Court, Unified Case Management System (UCMS) project

DJA Superior Court Management lnformation System (SCOMIS) replacement

RALS softwa re ap plication replacement p roject

New e-pavme nt services Business Case under review
DOT Community Vans Project

Updated I/2a/20I7 : DoT Vanpool

Update 1/30/2019
New e-payments services rollouts completed since last update:
r Employee Giving Program, online and point-of-sale
r DN RP/Parks, Facility Scheduling System Replacement Project, online and point-of-sale

r District Court, UCMS project completion planned March 31",2A19 (no KCIT support required)
t DJ SCOMIS re lacement, online and oint-of-sa le
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# RALS software applrcation replacement project, online and point-of-sale
e DOT Marine IJivision, l-ickei Verrding lVlachirre replacenre rrt, poirri-of-sale

NO I E: Il'ris is tlre last t3AP update for Project HI1')4UA.l(Cl-f r:losecl tiris project arnd cost cc.nter
Decenrber 31,2,018. l(ClTwill tnake available a "Ccuntywlde Ilectrarric Fayrn*lttl Pro]*r-t,Project
Close-*ut lle or L" f ar adc.litli:n al i nfornr atiorr

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The addition of electronic payments mav produce operational andf or financial benefits forindividual
agencies or departments.

Update 6/71201'6: Modernizing the County's approach to accepting electronic payments are
expected to produce the following benefits:

o Establishing a unified and standardized approach for the management and implementation of
electronic payments services across County agencies;

o Reduction of the County's Payment Card lndustry (PCl) compliance risk going forward;
o Streamlining operations of County agencies by requiring the use of a standard payment

processor (i.e. for payment processing, settlement, and reporting), unless granted an
exception to the County's executive policy;

o Offering agencies the flexibility to make strategic investments in electronic payment options
for County products and services through various payment channels, such as point-of-sale,
interactive voice response, Web/online applications; and other emerging channels such as
mobile phone payments.

Accrual of benefits will depend on a wide range of factors. Potential areas of savings include
reductions or possibly elimination of cash handling, shifting payments from in-person transactionsto
online services, options to convert paper based invoicing to electronic invoicing and other direct and
indirect benefits.

iJ

Category #2: lnternal service-benefits: lmproving inter.nal operations, including the quality or quantity -

of internal services. Be su,re to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to scquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witt be
oble to check an overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. Tltis witt oltow the
ogencY to hondle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: tf th'is praject to implemen,t.d.6y,s,tems monagement toolfor the Service Center.-is irnplernented we will be

time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of on overall effort to promote tT standardizotion. This
proiect will make the current management of user occounts, oppl'ications, ond devices easier for lT odministrators
ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on to applications
such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving a single set of pracedures and
security models rother thon the multiple anes that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
as

date 1/3A/7019
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NOTE: This is the last BAP update for Project #t124170. KCIT closed this project and cost center

December 33",2AL8. KCIT will make available a "Countywide Electronic Payments Project, Project

Close-out Report" for additionaI information.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

FBOD expects that individual agency and department electronic payment business cases willassess

and quantify expected benefits. FBOD witl+e+iring€+t+has hired a Special Assignment electronic
payment coordinator to help agencies with business plan analysis and implementation.

Updated 6/7/2016: The external service-level benefits will be measured based on the metricstable

documented in Category #1-. ln addition, the internal benefits for agencies include:

r Validating the reduction in PCI risk. When the new consolidated storefront and vendor
payment gateway are in place, we can fill out the PCI compliance documents and note how

risks are reduced using the new solution framework.
r Ease of implementing new or expanding existing electronic payments applications. We can

conduct a survey of agencies asking them about their level of satisfaction in movingforward
with electronic payments.

o Documenting the benefits of a standard reporting environment. We can ask agencies about

the ease of processing settlements, chargebacks and reporting compared to the prior

electronic payment environ ment.
o Use the external metrics noted in Category #1. A key goal of this project is to make iteasier

for customers to make electronic payments when conducting their business with the County

lmplementing new or expanded e-payments services already benefits customers by allowing
them to pay as they are accustomed to in a modern business environment. Current

electronic payment limitations conflict with the County Executive's stated goal of being a

"Best-Run Government." The underpinnings of the Electronic Payments Expansion Project

can be found in the 2OL0-2OL4 King County Strategic Plan, which specifically endeavors to
"deliver services that are responsive to community needs" and "improve the effectiveness

and efficiency of County programs, services and systems."

3. Whdt is the current baseline for this meosure?
As each agency implements electronic payments, it will develop a baseline for the efforts required
prior and post implementation of the electronic payments.

Updated 9/20/20t6:
FBOD will work with agencies to determine potential baselines, as appropriate, and report them in

subsequent BAP updates. However, these ancillary measures will largely be designed for agency

consumption, in that the Electronic Payments Management Plan defines a broader strategic
approach to expanding electronic payments across the county. The overall success of the program

will be measured against the metrics outlined in Category 1. The current baselines for this measure

are established with electronic payment data compiled from 20L4.

4. Whdt is the target for this medsureT (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

As each agency implements electronic payments, it will develop targets for the improvements

expected post implementation of the electronic payments.

U ateg/20/2016:
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FBOD will work with agencies to determine potential targets, as appropriate, and report them in
subsequent BAP updates. However, these ancillary measures will largely be designed for agency
consumption, in that the Electronic Payments Management Plan defines a broader strategic
approach to expanding electronic payments across the county. The overallsuccess of the program
will be measured against the metrics outlined in Category L. The program's target is to make
electronic payments the norm for customers conducting business with thc county, with a goalof
B0% e-payment utilization across the county bV2020,

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Achievement of benefits will vary depending upon when the electronic payment implementation
occurs. Each project will identify when any expected benefits willoccur.

Updated 9/20/2016:
FBOD will work with agencies to identify and report benefits, as appropriate, in subsequent BAP
updates. These will be reported in the broader context of the Electronic Payments Management
Plan, which defines a broader strategic approach to expanding electronic payments across the
county. The program's target is to make electronic payments the norm for customersconducting

2020bal of B0% e-payment utilization across the coubusiness with the cou , with a

Category #3

technology,
ng

result

2015
not

Department

sensitive

: Projects current levels by either replacing or
reducing

the ap

9.0
receive tox ond

with U. S.

Se c u rity P of i cy Ve rsi on
in order to

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Update tt/1'/2016: Key elements of the Electronic Payments Management Plan, as approved bythe
project's Steering Committee, include:

r Allowing agencies increased flexibility to establish "storefront" applications that meet
customer needs at the front-end of the payment process. These storefronts can be
supported and maintained by either the County or a vendor. As part of the Project, the

current agency payment applications that have historically relied on the County's custom
built storefront and payment gateway software.

e Transitioning the County's payment gateway function, which is the hand-off between the
front-end and the back-end of the payment process, to a single vendor supportedgateway
function. The Countywill phase out its in-house pavmentgatewav, which will lowerthe
County's risk and avoid future costs in meeting Payment Card lndustry (PCl)standardsfor
data security and privacy.

r Standardizing the back-end of the payment process by mandating the use of a County
designated electronic payment services provider-the back-end refers to the portion of the

County's lT team WI

laces an order. This is expectedtopayment process handled b a vendor after the customer

elevendated storefront and
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create efficiencies and ease of administration across the County for enterprise reporting,

accou nt reconci liations, settlements, refu nds, and ch argebacks.

At the inception of the project, developing a new consolidated storefront was not conceived. The

initial concept was that the 11 current payment applications would each need to be connected

separatelyto the future vendor payment processor. But carefulconsideration bythe projectteam

and Steering Committee determined that an in-house developed consolidated storefront and an

eCommerce API for the applications provided the most cost effective and efficient means to meet

the benefits noted earlier in Category #2. As a result, to ensure sufficient funding to cover the cost

of developing the new consolidated storefront and eCommerce APl, and the transition of agency

storefront applications from the existing payment gateway, an additional allocation to the capital

budget already approved for the 2Ot5-16 biennium budget will be requested for20t7-18.

The new budget allocation will also support the in-house development of a high priority online e-

payment application that arose after project inception: the Employee Giving Program portalthatwill
enable employees to donate via credit/debit cards to provide relief funds in response to local,

regional or worldwide natural disasters and other emergencies. Note that the development of this

portal is expected to be only S1O,OOO or less and the main reason forthe budget increase is dueto
the development of the consolidated storefront involving the 11 current applications,

Updated Lt/t/2o1,6:
lf the Countywide Electronic Payments lmplementation Support Project does not receive the

additional 5358,000 appropriation as requested for the 2OI7-2OtB budget, the fallback plan willbe
as follows:
o We will continue to move forward with a new vendor-supported payment gateway and payment

processor. This is critical for the County to reduce the growing risk associated with Payment

Card lndustry (PCl) compliance.
o What is PCI compliance? The PCI Security Standards Council provides technical and

operational requirements designed to protect cardholder data. ln the last year, the County

had just over one million electronic payment transactions which moved us from a Level 3to
a Level 2 merchant underthe PCI standards. PCI standards can be grouped into sixareas:

(L) maintaining a secure network and system;
(2) protecting cardholder data;
(3) maintaining a vulnerability management program (e.9., protect against malware and

viruses);
(4) implementing strong access control measures;

(5) regularly monitoring and testing networks; and

(6) maintaining an information security policy, including staff education/training.

Under Level 2 the County must complete an annual self-assessment and a quarterlynetwork

scan. Under Level 2, there are additional requirements added to the Level 3 requirements

including passing an annual accreditation program and conducting on-siteassessments.

With the vendor supported payment gateway, the County is able to transfer a larger share of
its risk as a Level 2 merchant to the vendor.

With reduced funds, the project will not be able to complete either the new consolidated

storefront or the new eCommerce API for existing payment applications and forthcoming new
a

applications. lnstead, we will implement a less costly fallback o ion and develop a new"bridge
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Department of Executive Services (DES)

Regional Animal Services
Pet Licensingx and Pet
Donationsx

Consolidated
Storefront

Bridge API

Department of Natural Resources and
Parks (DNRP) Wastewater Treatment
Division (WTD)

Capacity Charges* Consolidated
Storefront

Bridge API

DES FBOD Treasury Operations Property Tbxes* Consolidated
Storefront

Bridge API

DES FBOD Employee Giving Program Consolidated
Storefront

Bridge API

Elections Candidate Filing Fees* eCommerce
API

Bridge API

Department of Public Health,
Environmental Health Services Division

EH Portal Permits* eCommerce
API

Bridge API

APl" to convert all existing storefronts to the County's new payment processing vendor (see
summary chart below). This bridge API (Application Programming lnterface) is a programthat
exchanges data between existing County storefront applications and the new payment
processing vendor's program.

What benefits do we forego (i.e., what risks are incurred) by implementing this fall backoption?
o Forego improved securitv controls. Current storefronts have varying security controls in

place, with no consistency or guarantee that they are staying up to date to protect against
th reats.

o Foreso improved audit trails by logging all events in a single repository. This willavoid
problems that have occurred, such as when County staff could not find evidence that a

candidate for public office had made a payment when filing.
o Forego a consistent look and feelfor all Countv storefronts. This will give ourcustomers

confidence that they are on an authentic County site where their payment is safe. Currently,
some County storefronts do not provide this reassurance. This will have the potentialimpact
of reducing public confidence when making payments to the County and may hamper the
project's ability to meet its goals of increasing the widespread use of electronic payments.

o Foreso uo-to-date hnolosv that keeos oace with industrv b practices and avoids
becomins obsolete. The current storefronts and County-supported gateway (which is over10
years old) have lagged behind in a number of areas such as data access and the development
environment.

o Foreso the abilitv to resoon d to business needs ouicklv. With the added SSSef in funding, a

new storefront can be stood up significantly faster, in as little as a month from conceptionto
production for simple cases. More complex storefronts can reuse components and reduce
time to market by a month or more. Also, with the fallback option, we forego the abilityto
make a change once and have it apply to all the storefront modules in the consolidated
storefront.

o Forego lowering of ongoing costs for hosting an application, because modules are sharing
components.

Summary chart reflecting how connections to the Vendor Payment Gateway and Payment
Processor will change if additional funds are not approved:

Scope of
fallback Plan

w/o $gsar
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eCommerce
API

Bridge APITicket Payments* and

Records Online (Dcor)x
District Court

E-Filing Payments*, Electronic
Court Records Online (ECR)*,

and Court Records*.

eCommerce
API

Bridge APIDept of Judicial Admin

eCommerce
API

Bridge APIDNRP - Parks System

Replacement. Recreation
management system,

DN RP

eCommerce
API

Bridge APIRecords and licensing
management system
replacement project.

DES Records and LicensingServices
(RALS) Division

Permitting System eCommerce
API

Bridge APIDepartment of Permitting and

Environmental Review (DPER)

* lndicates applications that currently use the current KCIT paymentgateway

Update 1.ftil20l9
r KCll- developed Consolidated Storefront/eCommerce API fully implemented, for:

TreasLrry/Property Tax, Employee Givirrg, WTD Capacity Charges, PH/Environnrental Health, arrd

Dept of Judicial Admin.
r Following agencies successfully transitioned to vendor-supported web platform: RegionalAnimal

Services {HLP Chameieor':}, *NRp Parks {PerfectMinds}, RALS Recordcr's Office iLandrnark}, and

DPER (Accela).

r KCIT Bridge API still operational for Elections and District Court; planned phase out priortothe
end of 2019.

NOTE: lhis is the last BAP update for Project #1,124170.|(ClT closed this project and cost center

D*cember :)1., ?-A18.|(CIT will lr:al<e available a "Countywide [l*ctrorric Pay*ents Proje ct, Project

Close-out Repcrt" for additionaI informatiotr.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimdte the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Updated 9120/1"6:

Although the primary reason for the project is to make it easier for customers to use electronic
payments, the project should also reduce the risk tied to PCI compliance. This will be measured by

evaluating the County's compliance every year (or every other year) based on the PClcompliance

questionnaire. The questionnaire is constructed in such a way that the County's percentage of
overall com liance can be determined from to ar

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts payobte softwore is approved, we will
outomote three tasks thot ore currently done manuotly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the softwore, this witt red.uce processing time from the current overoge of ten doys to

analysis (CBA)

category also inc
has the capacity

discounts over Si.5,aoo,ooo annualless than one. This will allow us take
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purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annual savings of obout $300,000, This will result in savings in

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
Updated 9/20/16:
Although the project is not expected to result in immediate cost savings, the project consultant (FlS)

estimates average cost savings of 5.40 to S.50 for each manualtransaction converted to an
electronic payment method. Using a 5.40 pertransaction cost savings rate, County agenciescoulcl
save $268,000 by 2020. To validate this savings over time, more data will need to be collectedfrom
agencies to compare the cost of processing checks/cash versus the cost of processing electronic
payments. ln addition to these cost savings, there are other costs avoided for customers when using
electronic payments including reduced parking and transportation costs to go to physicalpayment
locations in County buildings.

Updated 6/7/2016: Fl$ the prejeet eensultanti estimates an average eest savings ef $0, tO $0,50fe+
iefayment methed, ln 2015, the velume ef

ven a medest prereeted
inerease ef 1096 per year threugh 2020 may preduee sizeable eest savings, Using a $, lO per

lmpreving effieieney threugh red+eing manual preeessing will alse allew fer a shift in laberte

en et entrne servree"
iees

2. How will you me(Isure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been ochieved)

tsa6i$gh

ings

Ments

Whot is the current baseline?

Whst is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
Updated 6/7/2016i Determined en an ageney by ageneyba-is,

3.

4.
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For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at targetlevels.
Please include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any

monetary benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

anticipoted benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999'% up time for on odditionol 5 years.This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuatly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one ot' these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of 5500K - Sl miilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the

emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencing catostrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project ta automote occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The overoge time wos reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L day torget. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost s.wings thon onticipoted. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimated.

Baseline

Processing time,
annuol savings,
ond % of
purchases

receiving
prompt
payment
discounts

o 10 days
processing time

o 10% of purchases

ore receiving
discount

o $100,000 sovings

o 2 day processing

time
o 20% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt poyment

discounts
c $200,000 sovings

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current
overoge of L0 days to
<7 doy ollowing us to
toke odvontage of
prompt poyment
discounts.

Metrics ActualMetric Description

Number of county
services accepting
credit cards for
payment remained
static at 35% through
201-8, below target,
as the emphasis
during this phase of
the project was

conversion of old
systems.

lncrease volume of
e-payment
t ra nsacito ns.

lncrease county
locations where
customers can

make e-payments

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summ

c 1 doy processing

time
. 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. S400,000savings

Apnil*fr!1AJ9": This is the firial B/tP. I his project, ovr.:rall, inet tiie iarflet beirefits arrd was successful
'Ihe very few areas that were below target vvill corttirrue ia bc impro'red ott ciui"ing the operations;lhase
over the trext fei,v years as netrv it-rstall;itioits arc actir,'i:t<':ll .

Baseline Target

Meet the needs and
expectations of the
County's customers by

making it easier and
more convenient for
customers to use credit
cards and other
electronic payment
methods when
conducting their
County business

See chart Category 1-,

Section 4: baseline
is CY 2014 e-

payments data.

See chart Category 1,

Section 4: Annual
targets are listed.
These include:

lncrease in number
of county services
accepting credit
ca rds for payment.
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lncrease in the
number of agencies
that accept creduit
cards for payment of
services.

lncrease the Volume
of e-payment
transactions

lncrease the
Percentage of
transactions paid

electronically

Number of agencies
accepting credit
cards for payment of
services increased
modestly from45%
to 50% through 2018,
below target, as the
emphasis during this
phase of the project
was conversion of
existing systems.

Volume of e-
payment
transactions have
increased by8%or
greater per year
through 2018

Percentage of
transactions paid

electronically have
met the goal as of
2018, reaching50%.

Develop new electronic
payment policies and
establish a
management
framework which will
accommodate the very
broad range of agency
needs for electronic
payment
implementations

Update county e-
payment policy
and E-Payments
Management Plan

Old policy and Plan

(outdated, circa

200s).

Develop and approve
new executive policy

Develop and approve
new E-Payments
Management Plan

New policy, FIN-8-5-
L-EP, approved by
executive, March
20L6

New E-Payments
Management Plan

approved by E-

Payments Steering
Committee, March
2016

Provide direct and
targeted support to
agencies for the
analysis, planning and
implementation of
electronic payments

Hire an Electronic
Payments
Coordinator
(principalfocus to
manage the
county's Electonic
Payments Program.

Establish an

Electronic
Payments Steering
Committee to
provide
authoritative
program oversight
and decision-
making.

Previous position
and committee did
not exist.

Hire an Electronic
Payments
Cooridinator.

Establish a Electronic
Payments Steering
Committee.

Electronic Payments
Coordinator hired
January 201-5.

Seven-member
Electronic Payments
Steering Committee
established June
2015 (now E-

Business Steering
Committee).

Provide an enterprise
level electronic
payment solution(s)

Publish RFP and
award contract to

Replace old e-
payment processors,

FIS and Bank of

Award new contract
by June 20L6.

RFP published June
20L6; contract
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awarded January

2017.

Conversion of old
systems to new e-

payment services
provider completed
L2/31./20t8

America (contracts

expiring)

Complete conversion
of old e-payment
systems to new e-
payment services
provider by

t2/31/20L8

new e-payments
services provider.

Convert LOj% of
designated e-

payment systems
to new e-
payments services
provider

Countywide Growth, l(ing County
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Versior 3)

2. To update projeeted benefits of the prbje-t as it moves thiough stages of project approval, implemeritation, and
post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

gy Modernization

Project Timeframe 2019-2020

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Ken Grry, Director, FBOD

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it wil1 support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

sist in benefit identification and docurnentation. Listthc staffwho contribute'to"the BAPbelow: - "'

-"Title / Agency -" " Project Role

Director/BRC TechnicalSponsorCarmel Call

Tanya Hannah

Ken Guy

Eunjoo Greenhouse

cro/KcrT

Director/FBOD

Deputy Director/FBOD
Chief Procu rement Officer/FBOD

Bl Program Manager/BRC

TechnicalSponsor

Business Sponsor

Business Sponsor

Rita Popp Project Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1'. To support initial project request during "GaIe2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is comp,lete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

P'lease update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. M,ore

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Table

Stage Date Revised By Description How long did
: it take?

Please use conceptual review, budget
process, funding releose, annual

re po rt, project f m p I e me ntatio n, o r
project completion.

Who did the
document updates? the document. If this is an initiol

droft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review only".

Dote th'is

document
was

updoted

A brief summary of what changed in': How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

B hours

15 mins

2OI9-2O Conce ptua I Review 4124/rB Danielle Hinz New, initialdraft

2Ot9 - 2020 Budget Process Bl13/LB Karl Nygard Updates based on lT
investment review

2019 BAP Repori l(arl Nygard 15 min

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
t) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

t) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secqndarv.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology,

't131./Is No nraterial Lipdates from the
version subnritted witlr
budget

l
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days
eod of the four days curiently required. This is lorgely due to the ability ol the idw"ioftw:atre ta check iotioia|t.

and state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about the delay in
obtoining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all complaints ond altow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf th,is project to accept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot any time, rather
than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phonereservotians
will still be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Note to Reader: There are a total of six key benefits associated with this project and they are
discussed out of order in this document so they are in alignment with the relevant benefitcategory
Note to Reader 2: Benefit #7 is new to this document as of Aug 20L8.

Benefit #6: Stakeholders will have easier, self-service access to publicinformation.

Current State: ln most instances, stakeholders who want to have access to public documentssubmit
a Public Disclosure Request (PDR) which is then handled by staff. To mitigate the high volume of
PDRs handled in P&P, staff has implemented processes to proactively publish highly requested
documents on the website. All of these processes are manual and cumbersome, so only the highest
value/lowest effort items are handled in this manner.

Future State: Because the m ajority of documentation associated with a procurement and
contracting process will be created and stored within the Oracle system, it will be easier to make
information public. Staff dedicated to responding to P&P PDRs will be able to spend their time on
the more complex requests from the public as well as other value-added activities.

Benefit #3: A single point of entry will be created for suppliers interested in doing businesswith
the County, and those that are interacting with the County on a contract. Suppliers will haveself-
service availability of access to contracts, purchase orders, and payments; suppliers will also be
able to maintain their account information including addresses, phone numbers, etc.

:

.::

:,
::

l
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Current State: For a small su pplier to do business with the County, they need to complete up to four
disparate applications: 1) Online Vendor Registration (OVR)to receive notification of solicitation
opportunities; 2) King County W-9 process to be entered as an active supplier into Oracle totransact
business; 3) Small Contractor and Supplier (SCS) application to apply for certification; and 4) Roster

application to be on the list to compete for smallconstruction or engineering consultingcontracts.
Different County staff review these disparate applications and so may be having separate

conversations with the supplier in order to review and process their request. This causes confusion

and frustration with suppliers and deters them from taking advantage of doing business with the

County, especially for small businesses where constrained resources exist. This ultimately coststhe

County more money for products and services and makes it more difficult to meet County
procurement goals.

Future State: Suppliers would have access to register with the County via a user-friendlyonline
application process which would include all the various elements needed to take full advantage of
what the County can offer, including registeringto transact business with the County, receivingemail
notices of available bidding opportunities, the SCS and roster applications, and submitting invoices.

Additionally, suppliers will have self-service access to the status of their contracts, purchase orders,

and payments.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

Benefit #6: P&P will track the number of PDRs received to measure this benefit.
Benefit #3: Suppliers will benefit with a reduction in failure rate (a failure is any incomplete
application) for applying to get solicitation notices from the County. Failures generally showthe
intent of a firm to register to do business with the county, and failures mean the firm cannot, even if
they expected to. County staff will also spend less time maintaining supplier records.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

Benefit #6: The baseline measure is number of PDRs received annually.

Benefit #3: Baseline measure isTO% failure rate for suppliers attempting to register on OVR.

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)

Benefit #5: The target is 48 PDRs for information that is available via self-service.

Benefit #3: Target is 5% failure rate, which would be easily actionable bystaff.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Benefit #6: Benefit will be achieved after phase f. implementation, scheduled for2020.
Benefit #3: Benefit will begin to be achieved after phase 1- implementation, however this benefitwill
be positively impacted with strong change management for the supplier community and therefore
may take up to 12-24 months after implementation to fully realize.

6. Summory table for Category #7:

Decrease the number of
PDRs submitted to P&P

Supplier registratiort failure
rate

# PDRs for self-service
information
% failure of suppliers

1,20

Annually beginning
12/3r/2020

Annually beginning
1.2/3r/2020

attem to ste r

70%
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oble to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 cur
the a[ency to hondte the 20% iincreo,se in worklood projectea in tn'e i,ixt i ye'ars

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-hetd devices and develop custom softwore is approve:d, inspectors witt be
re ntly c hecke d. This.,,w i I I a I I o'w
without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overall effort to promote tTstandardization.
This-project'"wi'lil mske the current monagement of user accounts; applicotiott's,'and devices eosier forlT
odmi-nist.rotors at P"ublic Heqlth because the end user experience will olso be imprnved b1r hnvin.g a single sign",on
to opplications such as Lyn.c, SharePoint, and Auilook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single setof
procedures and security models rother thon the muttiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s)

Benefit #1: The €ounty's investment in Oracle systems will be leveraged to provide lnternal
County stakeholders visibility and access to information regarding the procure-to-payprocess.
Most procure-to-pay business processes will be handled through additional Oracle Procurement
modules giving customers self-serve access to see where their procurement is in process.

Cltrrent State:A Cournty agency customer enters a request for service from Procurement and
Payables (P&P) staff through the stand-alone Service Request Module (SRM). The lack of integration
means that as P&P takes action on the request, the customer has no knowledge about the activity
absent a phone call or email with P&P staff.

Future State: The County stakeholder will be able to use Oracle Sourcing to enter a request, and
since the activity will then take place within Oracle, the agency customer will be able to see who in
P&P is handling the request and track its progress.

Benefit #2: Elimination of disparate systems will streamline processes and reduce errors
throughout the procurement and contracting process.

By implementing additional Oracle Procurement modules, activities across the procure-to-pay
business process will be handled with one system. This will eliminate extra steps currently taken to
replicate data entry between multiple systems.

Current State: Opportunities for suppliers to bid on County contracts are currently published using
the Online Vendor Registration (OVR) system. ln order to do so, the County agency submits a
request through the SRM (see above benefit). P&P then assigns that request to the appropriate staff
member who will provide the service. The responsible staff member then contacts the agency
contact to get more information (because the SRM does not include sufficient fields to collect allthe
needed information). Typically, this is done either using a SharePoint collaborative site or bytrading
a series of emails to produce final documents in Word, Excel, Adobe, and/or other formats. These
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final documents are then handed off to administrative staff using a Work Order system in SharePoint

for final review and posting to the website via OVR. The exchange of documents in this manner

allow room for error and duplication of data entry as information is transferred from one mode to
another.

Future State: I nitial information will be submitted by the County agency through the OracleSourcing

module on the front end of the process; that information will travel through the modules of Oracle

through the entire process including publishing the solicitation documents to the web, submittal of
responses by the supplier community, evaluation of responses by County agency stakeholders,

creation and execution of the resulting contract, and submitting and paying the invoice,

Benefit #4: The County's travelers will have an end-to-end solution for requesting pre-travel

authorization, reconciling applicable credit card transactions, and requesting reimbursement

Current State: Each County agency manages their own process for pre-travel authorization often

using disparate paper and/or electronic forms to communicate travel purpose and approximatetrip
costs. These paper and/or electronic forms are then stored with the agency until after the trip when

they are routed with the Oracle request for reimbursement. Any travel-related expenses paidfor

with the County's travel card are reconciled separate from the employee reimbursement withoutin-
line visibility to the traveler's approver. This process increases opportunities for errors. Due tothe
various modes by which documentation is kept and routed, missing documents are more likely.

Future State: As Oracle is not investing in the long-term improvement of the iExpense module
(currently used for employee reimbursement and County credit card reconciliation), this projectwill

implement a proven industry standard travel solution offering a fully integrated approach to pre-

travel authorization, booking and tracking planned travel, accounting for trip expenses, reconciling

credit card charges, and requesting reimbursement. Tracking and retention of documentation will
be improved bythe availability of electronic integration with travel providers and camera-capture

for receipts during the trip. lt will be easy for County agency approvers to see all applicable

approvals, expenses, and documentation for each trip. P&P will be able to easily reconcile andaudit
travel expenses to expedite employee reimbursement.

Benefit #5: Stakeholders will have easier, self-service access to publicinformation.

Current State: I n most instances, stakeholders who want to have access to public documentssubmit

a Public Disclosure Request (PDR) which is then handled by staff. To mitigate the high volume of
PDRs handled in P&P, staff has implemented processes to proactively publish highly requested

documents on the website. Allof these processes are manual and cumbersome, so onlythehighest
value/lowest effort items are handled in this manner.

Future State: Because the majority of documentation associated with a procurement and

contracting process will be created and stored within the Oracle system, it will be easier to make

information public. Staff dedicated to responding to P&P PDRs will be able to spend their time on

the more complex requests from the public as well as other value-added activities.

Updated 8lL3|2OL8: Benefit #7: lnternal Efficiencies, lmproved Reporting and Revenue

Enhancements
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urrent State: The Oracle system implemented with ABT in 20t2is stable and has been serving us
reasonably well, but it is incomplete. The inefficiencies in the systems used for procurement now
prevent significant improvements in processes and dramatically limit the revenue growth
opportunities. We are underutilizing our investment in Oracle because we are only using
iProcurement and iExpense and trying to make these products work with five outdated side systems
(i.e., the Service Request Module, Online Vendor Registration, Roster Contracts, Goods & Services
database, and Design and Construction database). The five outdated side systems are not integrated
with the Oracle products. As a result, staff are required to enter, copy and upload data multiple
times in multiple systems, which is prone to error and increased staff time. The lack of integration
also means reporting and data analysis is very difficult for internal customers, which hinders our
ability to analyze County spending patterns and to use procurement for meeting the Executive's
goals for social and environmental responsibility.

Future State: Because the new system will integrate and streamline processes and systems, FBOD
will gain approximately 4.0 FTE worth of efficiencies, approximately S1OO,OOO of further cost savings,
and 5300,000 of new revenue derived from P-Card rebates. This almost entirely offsets the ongoing
costs of the project, and doesn't considerthe efficiencies gained in agencies outside FBOD nor
suppliers. Further, an integrated system, will facilitate improved reporting and analysis of County
spending patterns, which will lead to better decision making for saving taxpayer dollars. lmproved
reporting will also allow the County to monitor the effectiveness of high priority procurement
initiatives involving small business contracting opportunities, sustainable (green) purchasing, and
local purchasing.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Benefit #1-: The benefit will be achieved when customers are able to check on status of their
procurement activity without needing to contact P&P. The metric will be measuring contacts
through the main phone line and general inboxes in P&P. Staff that manage thesecommunication
methods will be responsible for tracking number and type of contacts. This will also result in
increased customer satisfaction which will be measured by surveying internal Countystakeholders.

Benefit #2: This benefit will be measured by reduced cycle time for procurements and invoice
payments. Cycle time for appropriate procurement activities will be collected via Oracle usingdates
collected as part of the process.

Benefit #4: Benefit will be measured by:
Decreased error rate on travel reimbursements - staff and/or system will track errors
(rejected reim bursements)
lmproved satisfaction by credit card (P-card and Travel Card) reconcilers -this willbe
assessed via survey
Decreased time to reimburse employees - cycle time from reimbursement requestthrough
payment issued.

c

a

O

a

Benefit #5: P&P will track the number of PDRs received to measure this benefit.
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Benefit #7: lnternal Efficiencies and Revenue Enhancements will be tracked with theexpenditures

from the procurement group and those costs related to the new procurement system. Additionally,

the P-Card revenue is a standard metric that FBOD tracks, so this increase will be both significant and

obvious.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

Benefit #1: Customer satisfaction baseline will be determined via su rvey in late-2018

Benefit #2: Baseline measure is 71- days for small works contracts, 183 days for A&E contracts, and

99 days for construction contracts. Currently no baseline for Goods and Services

contracts due to the significant variation in the type of product for contract.

Benefit #4:This benefit will not be realized until phase 2 of the project, so baseline measures willbe
established prior to implementation.

Benefit #5: Baseline measure is L20 PDRs received annually'
Benefit#7: lnternal EfficienciesandRevenueEnhancementsbaselineisstatusquo,orzero.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis proiect ochieve?)

Benefit #l-: Target will be that contacts will be de minimis for information offered through self-

service. Target for customer satisfaction will be developed once baseline is known

Benefit #2:Target cycle times are: 45 days for small works contracts, 150 days for A&E contracts,

and 100 days for construction contracts, Currently no target for Goods and Services

contracts due to the significant variation in the type of product for contract.

Benefit #4: Targets will be established once the baseline is known

Benefit #5: Target is 48 PDRs for information that is available via self-service

Benefit #7: lnternal Efficiencies and Revenue Enhancements target is 4.0 FTEs in efficiencies and a

further 5400,000 in new revenue and cost savings

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Benefit #L: Benefit will be achieved after phase l implementation

Benefit #2: Benefit will begin to be achieved after phase l implementation, howeverthis benefitwill
be positively impacted with strong change management and therefore may take upto
12-24 months after implementation to fully realize.

Benefit #4: Benefit will begin to be achieved after phase 2 implementation, howeverthis benefitwill
be positively impacted with strong change management and therefore may take upto
12-24 months after implementation to fully realize'

Benefit #5: Benefit will be achieved after phase 1 implementation, scheduled for2O2O.

Benefit #7: lnternal Efficiencies and Revenue Enhancements likelyto be achieved in the FBOD

operating budget beginning in 2O2L after the system is complete

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

De minimis
TBD after baseline
is established

# contacts to P&P

% customer
satisfaction

Se lf-service ava ila bility
for procurement
status

TBD after survey is

complete
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Reduced cycle time of
procurements

# average days
for procurement
process

71 days for small
works contracts, 1"83

days for A&E

contracts, and 99
days for
constructio n

contracts.

TBD closer to
implementation

TBD closer to
lementation

45 days for small
works contracts,
150 days for A&E

contracts, and 75

days for
co nst ructio rr

co ntra cts.

TBD once baseline
is esta blished

Annually beginning
1.2/31./2020

Annually beginning
1.2/31./2021.

% errors in

travel re imbursements
TBD closer to

reimbursements tm ementation
lncrease customer
satisfaction with card
reco nciliatio n

% customer
satisfaction

TBD once baseline
is established

Annually beginning
1.2/31./2021.

Annually beginning
1.2/31./2021.

Annually beginning
1.2/31./2O2O

Annually beginning in
2021.

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/201.9

Decrease time to
reirrrburse employees
Decrease the number
of PDRs submitted to
P&P

lnternalEfficiencies
t and revenue

Cycle time for
reimbursements
# PDRs for self-
service
information

4B

: TBD once

i is establis

1.6M

baseline
hed

P-Card Revenue 1.3M

enhancements

CATEGORY #3: Projects that rnaintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. tf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from g.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support
9,A will be endingi"i'it 20:75 and thiof"t'itiotes a large lisk"for thi County. Without vdndor support the""tituntyw1t

not"receive tox and reg'u'lotory updates ond witt tikety result'in'errors irt contplying witlrtox und reguloto'ry-issues.

Example: This pro.iect witt implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which witt allow King Countyto
comply witlt U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Cri.minol Justice lnformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 201-3, advanced authen.tication (AA)
must be in place in order to access sensitive CJIS information.

1-. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include sgeof
existing technology and the overage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. If the primsry redson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

Example: Reduced

system outages
# of system outages per 5 outages
month

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
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Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to instoll dccounts payable softwore is opproved,we

will outomote three tosks thot ore currently done manuolly by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often

days to less thon one. This witl ollow us to take odvontage of prompt poyment discounts for over $15 mitlion of
annual purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yietding onnual sovings of obout $300,000. This will result in

savings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts,

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SoaS product, we will ovoid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of nert yeor. We were required to

make this upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost uvoidonce of 5L00,000.

The above examples are sumrnaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How willyou mecrsure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings willthis proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

, Outcome/Benefit Metricsf Measule Baseline When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv o6/301201.9Exomple: Annualsavings Cost of producing X s568,000 s35,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair dn emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 201-4.The

onticipated benefit was to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foited physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormaus, generally in the neigttborhood of

$SaOX - 5l mittion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency

rodio system wilt benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of notexperiencing

cotostrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to outomate occounts poyoble sofiwore wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time wos reduced from LA tu 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchoses received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses tltot quolified for prompt payment than originally

estimoted.

Target
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Red,uce cost
service. This

>1

r 10-day
processing time

r-10%of ----
purchas"es" are
recervrng

discount
. $100,000savings

aJle rece-tvmg

prompt paymen,t

discounts

s

Example:

314/2O!9 Update:This is a new project that started in January 2}tg. FBOD is currently working onthe
request for proposal, as well as the project charter and statement of work. There are currently no
concerns on cost, schedule, or budget.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Pla n (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,

implementation, and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Department of Executive Services / Fleet Services Division

Division Director, Fleet

Project Manager lll, Fleet

DOT lT Service Delivery Manager/KCIT

Automatic Vehicle Location for Non-Revenue Vehicles

Project Role

Business Owner

Fleet Lead / Project Coordinator

Project Oversight

Project Number 1.129703

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Pla,n

{BAP) is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at

the deputy department director or higher.

Jennifer Lindwall, Division Director, Fleet Services Division

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or

management staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be

using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology

project staff may assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the

benefit achievement plan below:

Title / AgencyName

Jennifer Lindwall

Mike Berman

Nora Jagielo

Scott Niskanen KCIT Project Manager ll Project Manager (Jan-Aug 2017)

Project OversightTim Morrow lT Service Delivery Manager

Janielee Osborne KCIT Project Manager lll Project Manager (Jun 2018-Feb 2019)

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies

(the business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or

actions:

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be started, updated andcompleted?
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1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

tha_t anticipated bengffls have been achfeved or no further: henefits are expectecl.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved lnd reported, no add,itionit ieport ing is required

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for thissingle
document to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in
section 5. {lf there are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln gen,eral, it should take a few hou,rsto
complete this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bringto
the County. More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process
in the future, please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fu nd i ng releose, a n nu ql
report, project

im p le m e nta ti o n, o r proje ct
completion. ,,,,,

Budget Process

Budget Process

Budget Process

Budget Process

Annual Report

Annual Report

Who did the
document
updates?

Nora Jagielo

Nora Jagielo

Nora Jagielo

Nora Jagielo

Dote this
document

was
updated

7 /ru17
Scott
N iska nen

Nora Jagielo

A brief summory of whot changed in
the document. lf this is on initioldraft,

pleose indicqte new. lf nothing has
cho nge d, ind icste " review only".

New, initial draft

, Revision after earlyfeedback

Revision after rater's group
feedback

Revision after Council staff
feedback

r Revision after Council staff
feedback

Revision after Council staff
feedback

Update for Annual Report; Not a

Fina I BAP; Administrative/reorg
updates to Sections 1-3; Updated
Section 2, Category 2 benefits and

, targets; Added status update for
each measure in Section 7

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

for{rt-At this*^-
stage?

2 hours

2 hours

l- hourL6

116

1.1

6/7

8/3

T6s/241

s11311.6

3lrBl 7

UThoI

2 hours

l- hour

t hour2019 BAP Report 2/41 19 , Nora Jagielo
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ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
L) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services {internal o,r externa,l)

Each category is described below^ Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project

does not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory,

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will
be Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading older

technology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

#L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
the public

#2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

#3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

#4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Categorv #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
the public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes

improved quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services forthe
public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two
business doys instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new

softwore to check national ond stqte databases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers

currently complain about the deloy in obtaini.ng a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate

almost oll comploints and allow staff resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exa'mple: tf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to scheduIe

othletic fields over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduli'ng to occurat
any time, rather than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions.ln-person

and phone reservotions will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

What is the current baseline for this meosure?

What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

1_.

2.

3.

4.

5,
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Categorv #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your
operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors
be oble to"check an overage of 10 sites per doy compored-with the averoge of 6 currently checked.'This

will ollow the ogency to hondle the 20% ingrease in worklood projected in the..next three years without addin,g
more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implementedwe
will be oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We olso will red'uce
the woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on
existing position to other priorities.

The Active Directary Consolidation project is.port of an overatl effart ta promote tT standardizotion.
This proiect will make the current monogement of user accounts, applications, ond devices eosier far tT
odministrotors ot Pubtic Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a singte sign-
on to opplications such os Lync, Sha.rePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a singleset
of procedures ond security modets rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lmplementing Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) will yield significant benefits including accessto
web-based vehicle use information that can be used to make transparent decisions regarding
King County's non-revenue vehicle operations.

A. Access to Vehicle odometer readings & frequency of use information
a. Status quo: Odometer readings are captured when the driver manually enters

the current reading when obtaining fuel or when the vehicle is brought in for
service. Fleet Admin+s++at*rn-services (updated 214/1.9) (Fleet) averages
approximately 75 fuel transaction errors per week that must be manually
resolved. Fuel transactions are migrated into FASTER (Fleet's asset management
system) on approximately a two week delay and in most cases vehicles come in
for service only a couple of times per year. Additionally, the number of days
vehicles are used is captured by agencies with assigned vehicles in various
formats including hand-written logs or online calendars. There is no centralized
database that captures and stores frequency of use information.

b. After implementation: AVL will provide real-time access to accurate non-revenue
vehicle odometer readings and will feed directly into FASTER along with vehicle
usage data. This will allow Fleet to schedule preventative maintenance (oil
changes and safety inspections) more proactively and increase the reliability of
vehicle replacement projections. Agencies can then use this information to
rotate, pool, or downsize vehicles to distribute usage evenly across their fleet.

B. Remote vehicle diagnostics
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a. Status guo; Vehicle repair codes are downloaded using a diagnostics computer
when the vehicle is in the shop for service. We do not have the ability to capture
vehicle errors or repairs codes remotely at this time.

b. After implementdtion: AVLwill provide access to remote vehicle engine

diagnostics in real-time (e.9., check engine light or other error codes) and will
facilitate prompt repair scheduling before larger, more costly issues arise.

C. Vehicle idling
a. Status Quo; Only a subset of vehicles and equipment are capable of trackingthe

total hours spent idling. lf the asset does track it, the information can be

gathered when the vehicle is in the shop for service using a diagnostics

computer. Some of the newer vehicles track the cumulative "idle hours" on the
on-board computer system. This information is captured manually by the
technician on a work order. We do not have the abilityto capture and report
aggregate vehicle idling information at this time.

b. After implementotion: AVL has the capability to track the total hours a vehicle

spends idling, alert managers when vehicles are idling for prolonged periods, and

store the information in a reportable database. The hardware is able to track
when an engine is running but not accumulating mileage. We expect to seea

decrease in vehicle idling when agencies use this information to quantify
potential fuel savings and implement anti-idling strategies and best practices.

D. Determining asset location
a. Stotus Quo: lf a vehicle is lost or stolen, we can extrapolate information from its

last known location, but it is often anecdotal and imprecise. lf a vehicle breaks

down, the driver must verbally describe their location to the shop or tow truck
driver.

b. After implementation: lf a vehicle or piece of equipment is lost, stolen, or
broken down we will be able to locate it immediately on a map and take the
appropriate actions to recover it. Geo-fences can be programmed to track how
often vehicles leave and enter pre-defined areas (i.e. King County, a park, etc.).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

A. Use of vehicle odometer readings and frequency of use information to improve
utilization rates: This benefit will be achieved when real-time vehicle odometerreadings
feed directly into FASTER and agencies are using the accurate vehicle odometer and

frequency of use data to improve utilization rates. Utilization rates will be measured as

part of the biennial budget cycle.

B. Remote vehicle diagnostics: This benefit will be measured by capturing the number of
remote error codes generated and the number of repair appointments that are

scheduled as a result.
C. Vehicle idling: This benefit will be achieved when vehicle idling is reduced.

D. Determining asset location: This benefit will be achieved when we have the abilityto
locate lost or stolen assets that are equipped with AVL.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
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A. Use of vehicle odometer readings and frequency of use information to improve
utilizatiorr rates: A trew baselirre fur arrriual velriule rrrileage arrd days ol use willbe
established at the end of year 1-.

B. Remote vehicle diagnostics: The current baseline is not captured and will be established
at the end of year 1-.

C. Vehicle idling: The current baseline is not captured because we do not have the ability
to capture idle hours unless the vehicle is in the shop for service, The baseline willbe
established at the end of year L.

D. Determining asset location: The current baseline is zero because we do not have the
ability to determine an assets geographic location remotely.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
A. Use of vehicle odometer readings and frequency of use information to improve

utilization rates: The target for light duty vehicles is 7,200 miles per year or used on 70
percent of available working days.

B. Remote vehicle diagnostics: The target is to have immediate access to remote vehicle
diagnostics information and schedule appointments for vehicles transmitting urgent
(updated 2/4/I9l error codes within three business days. A goal will be established after
the baseline is defined.

C. Vehicle idling: The target is to have access to vehicle idling information in real-time.
Fleet will also include the total idle hours for each agency as part of the quarterly
performance measures. Agoalwill be established afterthe baseline is defined. Fleetwill
work with agencies to establish goals as part of the baseline process. We believe a 5
percent reduction is possible in year 2, however, this estimate may change in year 1as
more accurate data becomes available.

D. Determining asset location: Tlre target is to ltave tlre precise location uI a losI orstolen
asset.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

g+eup+will be prieritized due te their emergent needs, (updated 2/4/Ig)

Manyoftheprojectstechnicalbenefitshavebeenachieved.

updated 2/4/tg\
Benefits related to reduced idling, vehicle utilization, and decreased fuel consumption willvary
by agency, but we expect to start realizingthese benefits as early as Q1 20L9, however, more
complete results are expecte d in 2020.

Exomple: This project witl upgrade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor
support for 9.0 will be ending in 201-5 ond thot creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the
County wilt not receive tdx ond regulotory updotes ond witt likely result in errors in comptying with taxand
regulotory issues.
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Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to

compty with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation
Services (CJtS)Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2013,odvonced

outhentication (AA) must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of
the risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Categorv #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-

benefit analysis (CBA) form. Please descri,be how the cost savings will be used by your organization

This category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would

need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Red.uced cost to produce service. lf this proiect to install accounts payoble software is

approved, we will outomote three tosks thot ore currently done manually by ogency and centrol
purchasing employees. Based on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing

time from the current overage of ten days to less tha.n one. This will sllow us to toke odvantoge of
prompt payment discounts for aver 5L5,000,000 of annuol purchases. These discounts averoge 2%,

yietding annual savings of obout 5300,000. This witl result in savings in deportment expendituresfor

those items q.ualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need

to upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were

required to make this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonceof

s100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
provide a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit

has been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. Foreach

of the benefits you identified a'bove, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why'

Example: This project, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

onticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional five years. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next five yeors on up-time

levels.
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one of these toruers failed physically, the cost to thc county would bo cnormous; gcncrolly in thc
neighborhood of 5500K - Sl million per tower, depending on the constructian techniques and size. user
agencies on the emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be
ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to automate accounts payable software was implemented and did improve the
processing tine avE:ioQii. The overoge time was iediced from 10 days to 2 doyi, noi quite reaching the 7 day
torget. Additionally, only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less costswings
thon onticipoted. We did not meet the tdrget becouse there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt
poy m ent thon arig i no I ly esti moted,

Example:

on
duce cost to deliver

service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of ten days to
less than one allowing
us to take advantage
of prompt payrnent

discounts.

rates

Time annual
savings, and
percentage of
purchases

receiving
prompt

, PaYment
discounts

Annual
mileage, days

of use/
utilization rates
for allvehicles
in LiGO

Number of
engine codes

captured and

resulting repair
appointments
for allvehicles
in LiGO

o \O%ot
purchases are
receiving
discou,nt

purchases are
receiving prompt
payment
discounts

time
t Z0%of

purchases are
receiving prom
payment
discounts

r $200,000 savin

o TBD

o TBD

. 5100,000 . $400,000 savings

savrngs

This is not a final BAP. Fleet needs more time to monitor and measure the benefits forthis
completed project.

Remote vehicle
diagnostics

r TBD after year
1,

. 7 ,20O miles per
year or used on
70 percent of
availa ble
working days.

. Schedule

appointments
for vehicles
transmitting
URGENT error
codes within 3

business days
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. 5 percent
reduction in

idling in year 2

o TBDo TBD after year
1,

ldling duration
(hours) for all

vehicles in L|GO

o Location is

captured for
vehicles with
AVL installed

r No baseline,
new
functionality

e Capture real-
time vehicle
location

Realtime
location, date
last "seen" or
driven for all

vehicles in LiGO

Vehicle idling

Determining asset

location

Status updates for each of the measure as of 2/4/19:
A. Use of vehicle odometer readings and frequency of use information to improve

utilization rates: Realtime odometer readings are being captured for vehicles in LiGO.

We are currently in the process of testing and setting up the necessary infrastructurefor
the meter integration with FASTER. The integration methodology and test results willbe
reviewed at the lmplementation Readiness Review (lRR) meeting on February 26.

Utilization data (days of use, trips, average trip distance) is actively being captured for
vehicles in LiGO. We expect this data to be insightful and informative for agencies and

ultimately lead to more efficient vehicle use across the county.

B. Remote vehicle diagnostics: Diagnostic trouble codes are actively being captured and

transmitted wirelessly for light-duty vehicles and most heavy-duty trucks. We are still

working with the vendor to tweak the transmission of trouble codes on the Solid Waste

tractors for usability by the shops.

C. Vehicle idling: Vehicle idling information (engine on, vehicle not moving) is activelybeing

captured for vehicles in L|GO.

D. Determining asset location: Vehicle locations are being captured for vehicles in LiGO.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan {version3)
To cotitplele l"lris clocurrrerr[ [ully, please read allof the colorecl sections and fill in the whitecells

For assistance in com r PSB analeiin this form lease contact

3.

4.

L.

2.,,,

De artment of Executive Service Facilities Management Division
Com rehensive Facilities Asset Mana ment CFAM

L1241,48

Ca rol i n e Wh aleir, Cou nty Ad m i n istrative Officer

significant
servrceS

the

includeshould
nd the willject

e theb project.
Listtioenta who

Glenn Evans PPM IV, FMD lA Lead
t€rr€r*l€bufid€
lndira Hir:emath

Project Manager, KCIT KCIT Lead

Andy Kim Business Analyst, KCIT KCIT Support
G+*-{aeuse+

Bryan Hague
Fermer
RES Manager, FMD

SME _ RES

Michael Kulish Permits & Acquisitions Supervisor,
FMD

SME _ RES

Tem Paine

Julie Porter
A€+ing

Leasing Su pervisor, FM D

SME - RES

Jim Loveless Sales Supervisor, FMD SME - RES

Jim Burt Capital Planning and Development
Section Manager, FMD

Provide expertise and staff for SME input

Leo Griffin @i€i+
+na+aeerfffLActi ng Pla nn i ng &
Operations Section Manager, FMD

SME - Operations and internal service issues
and Provide expertise and staff for SME

in ut
Kamma Kure Operations Section PPM, FMD SME _ ce & move man ment
Hanh Mai Financial Unit Manager, FMD SME - Operating costs
Ameer Faquir Bu i ld i ng Se+viee+Operations

Section Manager, FMD
Provide expertise and staff for SME input

ilding operations & maintenance, securityBu

@
Jeff Gregory

HR SDM, FMD SME - HR/Labor impacts

GailSnow Manager, RALS Archives, Records
Management, & Mail Services

Review & advise on compliance with WAC
434.663 (retention & disposition of digital
records)

Section 1. What arc the of the Benefit Achievement Plan

Section 2. Business OwnerAccou

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. Tosupportfundingreleaserequests. lftherearenochanges,indicate"reviewonly"intherevisiontable.
4. When a materia,lscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates, Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on th,e project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time s on this in the table below at each of revision:

Revision Table
How long

did it take?Date Revised By DescriptionStage

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the form
qt this staqe?

Dote this
document

wos

updoted

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summory of whot chonged in

the document. lf this is on initisl
draft, please indicote new. lf nothing
hos chonged, indicste "review only".

B hoursGlenn Evans New, initial draft

Please use conceptual review,

b u d get p roce ss, fu nd i ng

re leose, a nnuo I repo rt,
p roject im ple me ntotio n, o r

project completion.

Conceptual Review 3/2slLs
3 hoursMollv Cherkin412/Ls
2 hoursAnthonv Wright

Review & feedback

Review & feedbacksl3olL6
Conceptual Review

2OI7 -LB Bu dget ( review)

5 hoursGlenn Evans7 /2/Ls2017 -I8 B u dget Revisio ns

B hoursro/8/Ls Glenn Evans

Revision & thinning of Section 6

for Budget Process

Responding to Council staff
comments and questions2017 -tB B u dget Revisio ns

Overall review & updated
Section 3 for Budget Process

t hour4127lL6 Glenn Evans2017 -18 B udget Revisio ns

Revised participants in Section 3
for Budget Process

l- hours/31.1t6 Glenn Evans2OI7 -18 B udget Revisio ns

2 hoursGlenn Evans
Revised Section 6 for Budget
P rocess

6/23/16

Revised section 6 to incorporate
Cou nci I Staff suggestions

6 hoursLo/tol1.6 Glenn Evans

2OI7 -I8 B udget Revisio ns

2016 Annual Report

6l12l17

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be and comu

an?Section 5. How long will it take to com lete the benefit achievement

2016 Annual rt
2

Glenn Evans lncorporate Counci

Glenn Evans

16 hours

3 hours2019 Biennial Report
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ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalse,rvices
3) Ma.intaining service lev-els by replacing or upgrading older technolgg,y or reducing risk of system failures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. tf the project does
not have benefits in g,q{_eg,g1v, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

rations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnologv.internal o#2 im

egory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

XCutugoty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to roduce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: If this project ta upgrade our licensing software is opproved, licenses wilt be issued in two business doys
instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check national
ond state databases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain sbout the delay in
obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll complaints ond ollow staff resources
to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents witt be able to schedule othtetic fietds
aver the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother thon
the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person ond phone reservotions wiil stilt
be availoble.

The above examples are sum,maries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summarv

Section 6. ect Benefitsof

7.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
What is the current baseline for this measure?
Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
When is the to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors willbe
oble to check an overdge of 10 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This witl ollow the
agency to hondle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three years without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems mondgement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce thewait
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time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wi.ll ollow us to redirect a.n existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of a,n overoll effort to promote lT stan'dordizoti'on.This

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Facilities Management Division (FMD)- Real Estate Services (RES)section's current issuesinclude:
r Reliance on outdated and inefficient business processes using multiple non-integrated

systems such as Excel spreadsheets,
. Paper-based leases and physical filing methods without any structured digital data which

make it difficult for agents to manage leases and quickly analyze key lease information, and

e Siloed and non-standardized RES workflows which reduces flexibility for FMD to manage

overloads and backlogs.

The above issues have impaired real estate transactions and property management responsibilities

with incomplete and inaccurate data, exposing the county to risks from ownership-related liability,

increased costs, and lost revenues from expired or unadjusted leases. ln addition,aT/261201.6

County Auditor report confirmed these inadequacies and recommended RES to develop a more

complete and reliable inventory of the county's real estate portfolio. CFAM is a toolthatwill
facilitate industry standard procedures and best practices, which are not currently incorporatedin

most of RES's processes, and will provide the following fourbenefits:

A. lmorove Ooer onal Efficiencv -The CFAM project will transform the RES operation from a

paper-based system to a structured data software system. Sincethese software systemsare

designed based on facilities management/real estate industry best practices, establishing data

standardizations and workflow standardizations for RES will be an inevitable outcome. Data

standardizations will eliminate time-wasting activities such as fixing data errors, searchingfor

lease information through physicalfiles, and producing manual reports and allow staff to
reallocate their saved time to either address backlogs, improve business processes, and/or seek

new business opportunities. Workflow standardizations will also eliminate individual workflows
(silos) and provide flexibility for management to reallocate staff to address chronic backlogs.

B. Reduce on Leases - The ability to quickly search for lease information along with robust

reporting capabilities will reduce late payment penalties on leases

c. lncrease Revenue o n leaseholds - The ability to quickly search for lease information along with
robust reporting capabilities will allow staff to ensure rents are adjusted to market ratesfor
leased County properties.

D Fstablish Data-driven Decision Ca n a h ilities - By providing the ability to consolidate and cross-

correlate the majority of FMD's currently disparate facility-related data and workflows, CFAM

will provide decision-makers with tools to better understand the characteristics, costs, and

current and otential future uses of all real roperty asset within FMD's responsibili Ed it
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6/12/17 ln addition, the ability to tracl< actual time and cost of RES's various worl<flows will help
inform decisions relating to program staffing, project planning and prioritization, and fee
st ru ct u res,

2. How will you mec,sure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the henefit has heen ochieved?)

A. lmnrove C)nerational Efficiencv - Edit6/12/17: During the planning preeessi RtrS willidentify

werltthat ean be aeeemplished with the mere effieient preeess and the freed upwerlclead,
RES willtrackthe reduction in backlogs of taxtitle and surplus property sales and of expired
leases; the number of "side systems" used for tracking and reporting on inventories; and the
number of new and existing lease and other contract documents that are stored and used in
digital rather than paper form.

Reduce Costs on Leases - Reduced percentage of leases where County is paying late penalties.

lncrease Revenue on Leaseholds - Reduced percentage of County leaseholds where market rate
adjustments are either not applied or delayed

D. Establish Data-driven Decision bilities - Edit 6/L2/17:
be used te helpdeeisien

i€
goel+while the quality improvement from better decisions will be difficult to quantify (because
there will be no corresponding worse decisions to compare to), an increase in the number of new
analytical tools and their frequency of use will be considered indicators of improved decision
quality.

3. What is the current hoseline lor this measure?
Baselines for many of these measures will be established in 2OL7 as RES implements the actions
recommended in the Line of Business Plan.

A. lmprove Operational Efficiencv - Edit 6/12/17: During the planning-preeessi RES will identify
pmieppre€€+ the ameunt ef baelcleg (i,e: ft ef
transaetiens; fl ef leases; ete,) due te eaeh preeess, RES's wark backlog of approximately 1,200
tax title properties, 80 surplus properties, and 20 expired leases will be used as a baselinefor
workflow efficiencies; there are currently effectively no working lease and contractdocuments
stored or used in digitalform.

B. Reduce Costs on Leases - Currently estimated that approximately !5% of leases are currently
paying late penalties (Existing data is not reliable and this baseline will need to be refined).

C. lncrease Revenue on Leaseholds - Curre ntly estimated that approximately t5% of leaseholds are
currently not paying market rate rent (Existing data is not reliable and this baseline will need to
be refined).

D. Establish Data-driven Decision Capabilities - Edit6/12/17:
i

RES currently uses market driven "comparable

B

c
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property" data, assessorand appraisaldata, FMD historical and projected cost data, and (tenant)

Agency metrics to assess space needs and develop real property strategy. Gatheringand
compilingthe data required forthe analyses needed to support real estate decisionscurrently
takes an estimat ed 25% of an FTE's time annually. With the exception of property sales, there are

no existing tools for gathering RES's labor and other cost data for negotiating and managing

leases, purchasing property, or processing permits, so "zero tools" would be a baseline forthose
workflows.

4. Whdt is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

o lmorove Ooera nal Efficiencv - Edit6/t2/17: During the planning preeessrREs will quantify

geal fer redu€tio Reduce tax title, property

surplus, and expired lease backlogs by 5% each in the first full year of implementation; 50% of all

new leases and contracts and their abstracts used as working files will be in digitalform aftertwo
full years of implementation; 5% of existing paper leases and contracts will be digitized and/or
have digitized abstracts after two full years of implementation.

a Reduce on Leases - Reduce the number of leases paying late penalties by Edit 6/t2/I7:1'13
596every 2 years, until reachingO% over 6 years.

o lncrease Revenue on Leaseholds - Reduce the number of leaseholds not paying market rate rent

by Edit 6/12117: L/3 %every 2 years, until reachingO% over 6 years.

r Establish Data-driven Decision Ca nabilities - Edit6/12/t7: During the planning-preeessi RES will

teel, The types ef reperts and the deeisien deseriptiens she{rld alse be identified, FTE effort for
gathering data in support of real estate decisions should decline to nearly zero. Activities
performed and recorded inside the system during the course of normal workflows willinform
new tools (reports) counting, measuring, and predicting metrics such as (at a minimum):

a. Number of leases executed per period, by Real Property Agent, and by County (tenant)

Agency;

b. Time required for each property transaction by type, phase, and CountyAgency;
c. Number of property sales and purchases per period, by Real Property Agent and County

Agency, and FMD labor time for each transaction;
d. Permits per period by type, and FMD labor time for each permit and permit type.

These metrics will allow identification and prediction of resource and budget needs, average

transaction time by type and Agent, cost of each transaction, and transaction volumes byAgent,

to help identify areas where policy, process, or performance improvements are needed.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
A lmorove Ooe onal Effici encv - Edit6lt2/17: During:the planning preeess; RES will identify

target date ef when benefit will be aehieved, Edit2/2I/2019: Beginning Q1 2O192020,first

benefit ach ieved Ql 2A2&202L.

B. Reduce Costs on Leases - Edit2/2L/2019: Beginning Q1 2AL92020, with fullimplementatien
benefit realization by 2024.

C. lncrease Revenue on Leaseholds - Edit2/2L/2019: Beginning Q1 28J€2020, withfull
i#p+em€fi++ti€n-benefit realization by 2O24
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EstablishData-drivqnDecisionCapabil Edit6/12/17:
target date ef when benefit will be aehieved, EditZlZt/2019: Beginning et ZDIS.2O2O, first benefit
achieved Q12O2O2021.
Summary Table:

Edit2/2

2120

a) @
hase#+€.fReduced
backlogs in tax title and
surplus sales;

b) Reduced expired lease
counU

c) Reduced "side system" use;

d) Create digitized "working"
versions of contracts,
leases, and abstracts.

Backlogs of l-,200 tax
titles, B0 surplus
properties;
20 expires leases;

Unknown - at least B;

Zero TBD

a)

b)

c)

d)

Reduce by 5% per
yea r;

Reduce bV 1"/3

each year
7.ero

50% of new (post

adoption) and 5%

of existing 4gg1

documents, two
years after
adoption.

a)

b)

c)

d)

n/a

Reduced number %-of leases
where County is paying late
pena lties

Approx. L5% of leases are
paying late penalties {*he
@

*-1,13 reduction
every 2 years until
reaching O% over 6
yea rs

n/a

Lga"sghg| ds lEdit 6 |,Lz I 17li
Reduced number% of County
leaseholds where market rate
adjustments are either not
applied or delayed

Approx. 15% of leaseholds
are not paying market
rate rent {+ne+as++ne*
+€+e-r€Slned)

U35% reduction
every 2 years until
reaching 0%o over 6
years

n/a

Benefit D: Established Data-drir Ed 17

@

@
@
re€+free€#ty€sse+el n c rea s e d

number and utility of internal,
integrated tools for a)decision-
mal<ing, and b) process, cost,
and other process and
worl<flow metrics

a) .25 FTE annually for
data gatlrering;

b) ZeroTBD

a) Nominal effort;
b) Approxinrately six

metric tools per

line of business

+BD

n/a

9.0 to 9.2. This

at current levels
providingfail orures,

servtces cost
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for 9.0 wil.l be ending in 2015 ond thot creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox ond regulatory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: Tttis project will imptement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvanced authentication (AA) must be in
ploce in order to occess sensitive CJlSinformotion.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to nroduce service. lf this project to instott occounts poyable software is opproved, we will
automote three tasks thot ore currently done monualty by agency ond centrol purchosing employees. Based on

experience of other users of the softwore, this wilt reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten days to
Iess thon one. This witt ottow us to toke advontage of prompt poyrnent discounts for over S1-5 million of annuol
purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onn,ual savings of obout $300,000. This will result in sovings in

deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt pdyment discounts.

to this new vendor that uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at th.e end of next yeor. We were required to makethis

upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of5L00,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

Example: Cost Avoidance.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
What is the current baseline?
Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

7

2

3.
4.

5.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels.

Please include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any

monetary benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4. The

anticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additional five years. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of $500K - $l million per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not
experiencing cotostrophic failures due to lock of mointenance.

a theExample: This to automdte accounts
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ond % of
purchdses

receiving
prompt
payment,,,

discounts

A,,nfiUdl 9s,

timi, o La dsys
processing time

c 10% of
purchoses are
receiving
discount

SToo,ooo

Update of 2122/L9: This is an on-going project that is still planned to achieve the targetbenefits,
however, the primary concern is that the implementation date and associated benefits have been
de as described above
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of the Benefit Achievement PlanSection 1. What are the ?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completin this form, lease contact your PSB analyst

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

a nd post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Depa rtment/Agency Name
Department of Executive Services (DES) - Facilities

Management Division (FMD)

FMD-KCIT Radio ln-Building Coverage: Phase I

(Planning & Design only)

L1.32306

Phase l: November L,2017 - April 30,2019

Project Title

EBS Project Number
Timeframe

Bill Kehoe

William Hayes

Mark Batey
Tony Minor
John Slomnicki

Sean Douglas

Sid Bender

Director, KCIT

Director, DAJD

Project Manager, FMD

Radio Manager, KCIT

lT Sr. LAN Admin, KCIT-DAJD

lT Systems Specialist, KCIT

PSB

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Business Owner Name and Title: Anth Wright, Director, DES-FM D

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation, List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name. Title / Project Role

Busi ness Representative

Busi ness Representative
Project Coordination
800 MHz Radio Manager
800 MHz Radio Consultant

PSERN Representative
PSB Analyst assigned to FMD

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release req uests. lf the re a re no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be sta

the BAP?Section 3. Who is involved in devel

Section 2. Business Owner Accou

and eted?
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Section 5. How will it take to the BAP?

Section 5. Descri of Project Benefits

are no changes, type none

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
cornplex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time:pg1t on this in the table below at each stage of revi_s.ion,

Revision History Table

Stage

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fundi n g re leose, o n n ua I
report, project

--"'" i m p le m e ntoti on,- o r
completion.

Budget Process (original

submittal)

Bu t Process (update)

Budget Process (u pdate)

2019 BAP Report

Revised By

Who did the
document updates?

Mike Holland,
Commander Hyatt,
Tony Minor
Ta nya Hanna h U date
Tanya Hannah

Sid Bender

Description

A brief summory of whot
changed in the document. lf this
is an initial draft, please indicate

.,.ne,y. lf ,pg_,t,hi n g has cho n g ed,
indicate "review only".

New, initial draft

Date

Dote this
document

wos
updoted

712012017

7l20/2OL7
B/16/2Ot7
2122/Is

How long
did it take?
How long did

it take to
complete or

Update

Update

revise the
'^"form at this

,,,,,.,, ..stoge?

2 hours

3 hours
2 hours
l- hour

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
3)Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older tech'nology, reduci,ng risk of system failures, or

provid ing regulatory com pliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects wiJlhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit wil'l be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

I Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

I Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

f Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently requi.red. This is lorgely d.ue to the ability of the new softwore to check national

ond state datobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin about the deloy in

obtaining a l.icense ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all comploints ond ollow stoff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: tf tltis project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling ta occur at ony time, rother thon

the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations willstill
be availoble.

The above examples ?r€ sutnrn?ries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

How will you meqsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

When is the ben eflt likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hond-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors wil.l be

able to check an averoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

ogency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without odding morestaff.

Example: tf this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lT stondordizotion. This

project will moke the current monagement of user occounts, opplications, and devices easier for lT odministrators

ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on to opplications

such as Lync, SharePoint, ond autlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o single set of procedures ond

security models rother thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
1-. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category f3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.
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1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the oversge Iife cycle replocement for this type of technology.
This is the initial planning and design for a project that will address the upgrade of three existingB00
MHz in-house radio systems. Two systems are used primarily by DAJD and those are located inthe
King County Court House (KCCH) and the Maleng RegionalJustice Center (MRJC). The third is used
by KCDC and KCSC located in the court rotunda area of the MRiC. Allthree of these "in-house"B00
MHz radio systems require upgrading priorto the final implementation of the PSERN Projectgo-live
date of May 2020.

lf these "in-house" radio systems are not upgraded, these locations will have reducedfunctionality
after PSERN goes live. Law and public safety entities operating within these facilities use radios as

their primary communication tool. Reduced radio coverage will result in safety hazards for local
jurisdictions that use these facilities as part of their daily business operations. Approximately,255
officers from DAJD/KSCO and 50 officers from L0 jurisdictions come in to MRJC or KCCH on a given
day. Therefore, the upgrade project is a life/safety initiative.

Funding for the PSERN project specifically excluded the upgrading of "in-house" systems.

1.. KCCHUpgrade:TodaythereisanB00MHzRepeateronthetopoftheKCCH.Thisrepeater
supportsB00MHzradiotrafficforall radiosuserswithinthe12floorsoftheCourtHouse. lt
supports DAJD's Court Detail operations on the 12th floor, Work Education Release (WER)

operations on the 10th and L1th floors, the DAJD ADMIN Division on the 2ndfloor, and FMD and
Court House Security throughout the building. Also, the Emergency Response Center connects
into the Regional Communications & Emergency Coordination Center (RCECC), which housesthe
King County Sheriff 91l/Dispatch and King County Emergency Operations Center. This upgrade
also supports 800 MHz within the tunnel connecting the Court House to the Admin Building.
Multiple regional partners include Seattle Police and Fire Departments, EMTs, etc. usethis
facility. Early analysis by the KCIT Radio Section indicate that the building upgrade must also
include the replacement of all existing wiring/infrastructure. The selected radio consultant will
include this item in their analysis and recommendations.

2. MRJC Detention Uperade: Tod ay there is an 800 MHz Bi-Directional Antenna (BDA) tied into a

trucked radio system that supports DAJD operations. Early analysis bythe KCIT RadioSection
indicates that the building upgrade must also include the replacement of all existing
wiring/infrastructure. The selected radio consultant will include this item in their analysisand
recom m en dation s.

3. MRJC Court Rotunda Upgrade: Todaythere is another 800 MHz Bi-Directional Antenna (BDA)
that is configured into a Distributed Antenna Network (DAN)that supports the Courts' area of
the MRJC. The hardware supportingthis DAN is outdated and not compatible with PSERN and
must be upgraded. Early analysis by the KCIT Radio Section indicate that the building upgrade
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must also include the replacement of all existing wiring/infrastructure. The selected radio

consultant will include this item in their analysis and recommendations.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

It's 100% certain that after PSERN goes live, the current in-house radio systems in the MRJC andthe

Courthouse buildings will have a reduced functionality.

Reduced functionality refers primarily to the rate of successful radio transmissions in a building.

Below is the estimated impact of PSERN implementation with and without the proposed Radio ln-

Building Coverage (RIBC) project:

KCCH

MRJC Detention

MRJC Court area

3. Project completion:
Phase I lanning and design) is expected to com lete in A ril2OI9

d

{cBA)
also includes cost avoidance. Cost

capacity and intent to pay, but will be d due to

in the
nization.

County wou

Example: Reduced cls! to produce,,service. tf this proiect to install softwore is approved, we

dutomote three tasks that are currently done manuolly by central purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce the current overo.ge of ten doys to
less tha'n one. This will allow us ta toke advantage of prompt d.iscounts for over 575,a00,000 of onnual

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of

90-95%

90-95% r0-20%

40% 90-95%

90-9s%

90-9s% 50-60% 90-95%

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014.The
onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years. This
project is currtiiilil functioning at si9ii.9;g9% up-time ond wili report oiiiii,atty fo,r ine next s yeais on up|-1i*;i levets.

lf one of these towers loiled physicol'ly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neigltborhood
of 550AK - $l Uiilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot wilt be ossured of not
experiencing catostrophic foitures due to lack of mointensnce.

Example: This proiect to outomate occounts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the pracessing
time ovcrage, The-averoge time wos reduced'from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1^ day torget. Additionotly, - -
only 20% of pufch,gses re-ceived a prompt p,o,y"ment discount resulting rn less cost'swings.than anticipoted. We.dd
not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt payment than originalty
estimated.

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d uce d processin g ti me

from the current
average of 70 doys to
<1 day allowing us to
toke odvantage of
prompt payment
discounts.

Processing Time

onnual savings,
and percentoge
of purchoses

receiving
prampt
payment
discounts

t 70 doys
processing time

t L0% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

o Sovings of
$too,ooa

. L day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $400,000 sovings

t 2 day processing

time
t 20% of p,urchoses

are receivin,g
prompt poyment
discounts

. 52oo,ooo savings

2/22/19 Update:
This is an on-going project. The plarrned benefits are unchanged. A consultant was procured toanalyze
radio system infrastructure needs. The consultarrt report was received orr schedule, in early February
2019. The report is being reviewed and a preliminary cost estimate will be developed to be reviewed
witlrin FMD and tlren by PSB before a poterrtial supplemental br"rdget request is prepared. Based on
current information, the project will be completed prior to PSERN implementation. Tlre project received
an additional appropriation in the 2019-2020 biennial budget. The additional funding was securedto
ensure thatthis higlr priority life safety project can proceed on an expedited schedule and to reservethe
$2.5 rnillion of revenue backing that has been identified and pledged to this project.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
.

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells. 
.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst. 
.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business a,nalysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Amy Gillespie Senior Ops Manager, OEM

BFO, OEM

Management

Jason Shirron EMPC, OEM

Finance

lmplementation
:

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

t. To support initial project request during "Gale2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To su pport fund ing release requests, lf there a re no cha nges, ind icate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Veronica Hill

DES/OEM

AV Update

11338B0

201-9-2020

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are req,uired to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Tom Koney, Deputy Director, Department of Executive Services
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general" it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the Cou,nty. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

Pleqse use conceptual review,
budget process, funding release,

onnuo! report, project
i m p I e me ntatio n, o r p roje ct

....completion.

Revised By

Who did the
document updotes?

Description

A brief summary of what changed in
the document. lf this is an initiol

draft, please indicate new. lf
nothing has chonged, indicqte

New (lnitial draft)

Date

Dote this
document was

updoted

Minor update for reportirrg
requirement

How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

ca.mplete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

4 hours

l-0 minutes

2019-20 Conce ptr"ra I Review

2019 BAP Report 2l20l2A19 Veronica Hill

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

Clearly identify the primary category (only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will provide
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external}

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

eiimary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewi:n:g the below
descriptions, please clearly disti:nguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.
Whilii inost projects will have denefits from moie tii'bn one category, please select only one ihat is the prilm5ry
reason for the project. ldentify secondary catego,ries if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

X
rvices

CATEGORY f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses wilt be issued in two business days :

instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check national

X
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ond stote databoses more efficiently. About ane-quarter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints and ollow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf tltis project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be oble to schedute athletic

fields over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit cord. This will ollow sched.uling to occur ot any time, rother

thon the current limited ltours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phonereservotions

will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).

This project as proposed will fund the planning for and implementation of an upgrade to the audio-

visual system in the Emergency Operations Center. The current system is inadequate and unableto
provide situational awareness to staff managing the incident, which directly impacts public safety

and the public's perception of the County.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

The benefit (abilityto share information and manage a catastrophic incident)will be addressed in

King County Office of Emergency Management after-action reports of EOC activations. Whentwo
sequentialAARs note that all displays and audio systems worked as intended, the benefit willbe
considered achieved,

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?

The current system is non-functioning. AARs produced in the last five years for incidents, planned

events, and exercises state that the failure of this system caused significant impacts to our abilityto
operate.

4. Whot is the target for this messure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

State of the art audio-visual system capable of supporting first responder life safety operations.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

The benefit to our first responders and other regional partners will be achieved once the proposed

AV upgrade is funded and implemented.

6. Summary toble for Category #7

Outcome/Benefit

Ability to provide situation
awareness support to
o perations

Metrics/Measure

AARs citing AV system as

impediment

Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/rneasured?
All 2-5 years after

implementation.
0

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check on averoge of L0 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. Tltis willallow
the agency to hondle the 20% increase i.n workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.
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Example: lf this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the du,rotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witl allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Exom|pti: The Active Directory Consolidatioi-p|r::ojiiit is port of on overali effoin to pro,rnote rstoiaarAi:itiiin.
This project will rnuke the current monogement"of'user occounts, application:s, and'dEvices eosier for IT' "" '

odministrators at Public Health because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on
to opplicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success witt be measured by having o single setof
procedures ond security models rother thon the muttiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summa:ries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This project as proposed will fund the planning for and implementation of an upgrade to the audio-
visual system in the Emergency Operations Center. The current system is inadequate and unableto
annrnnrirtolrr cttnnnrf firct rocnnn.lor" ^^^.l,rn+ina li{n cr.,i^- annrr+ia^- -{+^- ^ 'Ji-^^+^- 

-l-1.-^ 
^-^:^^+rvJyvrrv!rJ!vrrvu!Lil16rrru Jsvrrr6uPgrottultJotLgr o(ltJoJLt:t. tlttrptulgLt

as approved by Gate 1 funds only the planning portion and is unlikely to directly produce any benefit
until further funding for implementation is approved. We expect that with full implementation
funding, we will be able to install an AV system that allows us to share information and manage
catastroph ic incidents.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
The benefit (abilityto share information and manage a catastrophic incident)will be addressed in
King County Office of Emergency Management after-action reports of EOC activations. Whentwo
sequentialAARs note that all displays and audio systems worked as intended, the benefit willbe
considered achieved.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
The current system is non-functioning. AARs produced in the last five years for incidents, planned
events, and exercises state that the failure of this system caused significant impacts to our abilityto
operate.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
State of the art audio-visual system capable of managing first responder life safety operations

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The benefit to our first responders and other regional partners will be achieved once the proposed
AV upgrade is funded and implemented.

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Metrics/Measure Baseline

Plan for new AV system
, Functioning projection

d isp lays

Ability to view news
broadcaster i nformatio n

lmplementation plan
# of displays without
visualartifact
# of simultaneous
channels viewable.

No plan Complete plan

7 displays

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
RFP + 120 days

lm plementation fund ing
+ 270 days

, lmplementation funding
+ 270 days.

0 displays

0 channels 9 channels
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CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 201-5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tax ond regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advqnced Authentication solution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federsl Eureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services

(CJtS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September j0, 201-3, odvanced outhentication (AA)

must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1.. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology snd the overdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The current system was installed at building construction and is generally around 1-5 years old.Some
parts were transferred from previous locations and may be older; the primary projectors were
replaced 6 years ago on an emergency replacement basis. ln general, industry recommends thatAV
systems be refreshed every 5-7 years, so almost every piece of the current system is out of date.ln
particular, the assistive listening sub-system has failed entirely, meaning OEM is unable to comply
with ADA requests. Updates to the AV system are required to have a functioning EOC,

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Risk reduction is not the primary reason for this project.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Cotegory #3

Baseline Target

ADA compliance

MetricsfMeasure

Assistive listening system o//o 10%

When willthe target be

?

lmplementation funding
+ 270 days.functional for EOC

responders

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA) form.

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to prod.uce service. lf this project to instull accounts poyoble softwore is opproved,we
will automote three tasks thot ore currently done manually by ogency ond centrol purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often
doys ta less thon one. This will ollow us to take advontage of prompt payment discounts for over 5L5 millionof
annuo! purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annuol savings of about 5300,000. Tttis will result in

sovings in deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.
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Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest verston which goes end-of-tife at the end of next yeor. We were required to
m,ake this upgrode due to regulqtory redsons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of 51-00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please reppgSd to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
Part of the plan produced will include an ongoing replacement and upgrade plan to avoid future
instances of total system replacement.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidsnce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)
Not currently measured.

3. What is the current baseline?
No data

4, What is the target for this messure? (How much savings willthis project ochieve)
None

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
Unknown

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
achieved/measured?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please includeboth
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exdmple: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014.The
onticipa'ted benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report a,nnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the coun.ty would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - $l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in place thot will be ossured of notexperiencing
cotostrophic failures due to lack of maintenance.

Example: This proiect to outomote occounts payable software w'as implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The dverqge time wos reduced from 1-0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 doy target. Additionatty,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipoted. We did
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not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchoses

U pdate 2A12019 This is rrew project that was approved as part of the 2019-2020 budget processand

starting in January 7019. OEM will address the four CIO and PSB CriticalSuccess Factors and Conditions

lrefore requesting full project (implementation) fundirrg during the 2OL9-2A20 2"d Omnibus or dr,rrirrg tlre

2021-2072 b u d get p rocess.

processrng2.day
time

purchases

costReduce

servtce.

ucedred

adva

nt
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post:pioject closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are ach,ieved

Department/Agenry Name
Executive Services, Records and Licensing Division,Archives
and Records Management Section/Archives

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan
(BAP) is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to beat
the deputy department director or higher.

Project Title

EBS Project Number

King County Archives Collection Management System

11,1,1,670

Deborah Kennedy, DES/RALS Archives, Records Management, and Mail services

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operatio.ns or
ma,nagement staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who willbe
using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project
staff may assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

(ARMMS)Manager

Name Title / Agency - Prpject Role

Carol Shenk Archivist/KC Archives Business Owner

Donna Frisk

Deborah Kennedy

Sean Bouffiou

Project Manager/KCIT

Archives, Records Management,
and Mail Services Manager

DES/RALS lnterim Deputy Director Participate, advise, and contribute

Project Manager

Project Sponsor

Section L. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achlevement plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and com pleted?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (versionz)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the fol,lowing times oractions:
L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "reviewonly" inthe revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and re ported, no additional reporting isrequired
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project a,nd what value it will bring to the County.

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,

se record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:plea

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?

Revised By DescriptionDateStage

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

Who did the dacument
updates?

A brief summary of whot
changed in the document. lf
this is sn initial droft, pleose

indicate new. If nothing has

cha ng e d, in d icote "review
onlY"'

wos

updated

Dote this
document

Please use conceptual review,
b u d get p roce ss, f u nd i ng

releose, onnual report, project
i m ple m e ntatio n, o r p roject

completion.

3 hoursCarol Shenk New, initial draftFunding release t2lsl13
Post lmplementation 5 hours3/r11,6 Carol Shenk

3.5 hrs
Carol Shenk,

Sean Bouffiou,
Deborah Kennedy

BAP Update for a

completed project2/t6/17

2016 Annual Report

2017 Annual Report

4 hrsCarol Shenk
BAP Update for a

completed project2127 /1,8201-B Update

5 hoursSean Bouffiou BAP Update review2018 Update 2127 /1"8

[iAP ulrdate z] hoLrrs
Deborah l(errnedy,

Jill/\nderson,
-S1ti'ing 2-019 llAP iit:1-toi'i

{iinal Bft,l;)
7lB/3e

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatory com pliance

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

roving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.\Category #2 imp

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Proiect Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

thoseupdates. Makesurethatyouuploadtheupdatedversiontolnnotas. Theintentisforthissingle
document to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section

5. (lfthere are no changes, type none)

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

X C.t"gory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
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the public

E Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducingrisk
of system failures, or providing regulatory cornpliance

n Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

di
:lm

due to the

the

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The public cannot currently search the Archives collection database and must rely on browsing
lists and narrative finding aids posted to the Archives'Web site. These finding aids only covera
portion of the Archives'holdings and new finding aids are created infrequently because theyare
not integrated into our existing systems and must be separately developed and published. Thus
the current online content does not reflect the Archives'entire holdings and researchers do not
knowof manyof therecordsheldintheArchivesandhowthoserecordsmaybeof use. The
proposed Collection Management System (CMS) will allow the public to search current data on
Archives holdings and will allow increased direct online access to individual Archives records. Also,
with the entire collection searchable, enhanced description, and increased direct availabilityof
records online, patrons will be able to conduct more of their own research and more accurately
determine whether or not the Archives has the records or information they are seeking before
they contact us, saving them time.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
1) Usage of the CMS: Stats from the CMS will show how many users searched the database and

Web stats will show how many unique visitors there were to the site.
2) Numbers of requests generated based on CMS research: staff will inquire (forphone/email

contact) and direct request from online interface will indicate whether the patron searched
the CMS before contacting us.

3) An overall increase in requests relatingto non-recorded archival records (we anticipatethat
the number of requests for recorded documents will stay stable, as these are already publicly
searchable in Anthem). This can be measured bytracking requests in referencerequest
module.
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4) Feedback in an online usability survey will rate user experience and inform how the system is

being used and potential improvements,

3. Whdt is the current boseline for this medsure?
1) Usage of the CMS can be compared to traffic on Archives' current Web site (owoitingWeb

stats from KCIT).

2) The Archives receives approximately 100 research requests relating to non-recorded archives

records each year. (This number also excludes requests for records not held attheArchives
that are referred to other agencies).

3) Baseline is zero.

4) Baseline is zero.

4. Whot is the tdrget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

1) Twice as many visits to the CMS site as compared to Archives site (pre-CMS)

2l !O%oincrease in requests relatingto non-recorded Archives records

3) 30% of requests relating to non-recorded Archives records come from patrons who initially
searched CMS.

41 8O%o average positive (Satisfactory, Good, or Excellent) customer ratings on online survey.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
By 12/2015, Knewledge ef the reseurees available will gradually grew after the enline €MS is in

pl€€+
2/29/L6 Update: The site went live on 2/2/20L6, and includes 200,000 database records

describing the collection. Archives staff reviewed and performed quality control on database

records and added physical descriptions, titles, and other information where missing in records.

The Archives has publicizdd the site through a press release, through Twitter, in the Seattle Area

Archivists' newsletter, through the Association of King County Heritage Organizations' news

board, and KCTV is producing a S-minute piece on the Archives and the new search site.We

anticipate it will take 10 months to achieve the expected benefits regarding customer use ofthe
site.

2-L6-L7 Update: The Archives has been using the application in production and adding

descriptions to records. There are now over 283,000 individual records in the database. The

public and County staff have been using the application to conduct research, but not at the rate

we had projected. Forthe first criteria, we used our 2015 Web site statistics as a baseline and

projected that use of the search site would be double that base line. Search sessions for theyear
2016 were approximately half the number of visits to the Archives' Web site in 2015. This

difference is in part duetothefactthatthe application was not rolled out until February201.6,

and it has taken time for users to learn about the site's availability. We anticipate that with
continued outreach and by continuing to add useful content to the database, including links to
scanned photographs and documents, the use of the site will grow. Measures 2 and 3 need to be

recalculated, with confirmed baselines and criteria, as calculations were found to beinconsistent.

A new customer survey will be conducted in Spring of 2Ot7 to answer #3 and a new online survey

will be posted for#4.

2/22/20L8: ln 2OI7 Minisis upgraded the application to a 2.0 version in order to resolvetechnical

issues and to enhance the public search site interface.
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Measure
Usage of
search site
compared to
Archives home
page

Goal is for search

site to double use

of Archives Web
site prior to
existence of
search site

Visits to King County
Archives site in 20L5
(counting landing pages

only, not navigation
within the Archives site)

Baseline Number
of visits

Percentage
achieved
toward
goal

2016 200% 4L,B62 22,TLB 26% -74%
20!7 200% 41,862 78,281 93%
2018 200%

(2 X 4i,862=
83,724)

4'r,862 55, 1 13 55,113
divided by

83,724 =0.66
66%

[55,11i -

83,724)
83-/25 *
-34%

2-B-7O19: Archives stafl continue u-srng all functions cf the a;:pli*aticn irrciuding adding
descriptiorrs of recorcls to the online public access catalog (OPAC). Customers, both publicand
County, continue usingthe application to conduct research. Compared to no pirblic catalogwitlr
just a few public finding aids, lravirrg a publicly available toolthat people can use to learnabor,rt
the Archives collections and wlrere digitized recorcls can be lirrked so that people can accessthem
instantaneously atrd in a way tlrat they expect, has beerr hugely irnportant for the Archives
visibility attd reference functions. Digitization is nov,r a regular part of our opcrations.Archives
staff do refer custonrers to the OPAC, but those referrals depend on both tlre customer arrdtlre
question. The application is less tlran intuitive to navigate or to search.

1) Usage of search site compared to Archives home page: comparing 2015 to 2016

This measure was established based on experience atthe Seattle MunicipalArchives, where the search site
experiences significantly more traffic than the archives' web site. ln hindsight, this metric may not be
usetul because otthe difference in the Web sites of the two institutions, The home page of the Seattle
MunicipalArchives is much sparser, with fewer research guides and exhibits (see
http://www.seattle.gov/cityarchives), than is the King County Archives site
(http://www.kingcounty.gov/archives), which we are continually developing to be both functionaland
engaging, and which consists of some 100 distinct pages, Thus the King County Archive site receives more
traffic. However, we continue to add images to the online database so that clients can directlyaccess
records there, that over time will increase traffic.

2) Requests for archival records that are not recordings

1,453 (1453/140
s)

ro3%

Measure
Requests for
archival records
are not recordin

20L6

20t7
20tB

Goal
lncrease count of non-
recording requests per
year by !0%
+10% (110)

4I9 +L0% (460
12.77 +Io% (1405)

L00
2014 non-recorded

quests per year

4L9
'J277

that

+37O%

+29So/s

{

I

I

1405)/140s
10t

*4 months total non-recordings archival requests was 100. Extrapolated for annual ave rage (1-00 *

Baseline Change

2016 non-
recorded
requests

Actual

+3BO%419

r277 +3O5%
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Measure
Requests for non-recordings
research from patrons who
initially searched the CMS

Change

2016 30% 0% +!6% 16%* -14%

20L7 30% 0% +36% 36Yoxx +6%

20L8 30% 0% Marrua I tracl<ing process

not rraintained for 2018

3) Requests for non-recordings research from patrons who initially searched the collection management

system

Goal Actual

*Percentage derived from five-month period in Summer/Fall2016
xxPercentage from survey conducted AprilJuly2017

4) Percentage of users rating site as Satisfactory, Good or Excellent

2016: No data. Survey posted November 1- - November 30 2016 on search site. No responses.

Search site design revisions were rolled out December20IT

New survey posted February L,zOtB. As of Feb 22,2018 2 responses, one (50%) positive, one (50%)

poor. The "poor" response came from a user who was looking for a record that is not available inthe
online search system. Although only one response, this did point to the fact that our search site does

not make any reference to how users might go about locating recorded documents, which cannotbe

searched in this system. We will be revising our search site to link to the recordings request form that
was developed by KCIT's Web Team in2OI7. Due to a lacl< of response in the 2018 survey, Archives is

considering changing tlre survey, but was not i;ble to do so prior to updatirrg this BAP forrn for 2019.

Baseline
0

Goal vs.

Actual

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be able

to check on overoge of 1"0 sites per doy compared with the avercrge of 5 currently checked. This will allow the ogency

to hondle the 20% increase in worklaod projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also willreduce the wait time

for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing position to

other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overall effort to promote lT standardizotion.This

project will make the current monqgement of user occounts, opplications, ond devices easier for lT odministrotors at
Pubtic Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on to opplicotions such as

Lync, SharePoint, and Outtook. Aur success will be meosured by hoving o single set of procedures and security models

rather thon the mu'ltiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
provide a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

#3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading olderCategory
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technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project
will result in improvements to externa,l or internal services or cost savings, please note those
benefits in the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. Tltis upgrode is necessory because vendorsupport
for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 ond thot creates a large risk for t"he County. Without uendor support the County
will not receive tox and regulotory updates ond witl tikety result in errors in comptying with tax ond regulatory
issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advanced Authenticotion solution which witt oltow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice tnformationServices
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective Sep.tember 30, 20L3, odvonced authenticotion {AA)
must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJlsinformotion.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This proiect, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014. The anticipoted

1-. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savi,n,gs will be used by your organization.This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to
pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exom.ple: Reduced cost to nrodu.ce serv{c'?. tf this project to instolt occounts payobte softwore is opproved, we
will automote three tosks that ore currently done manuolly by agency ond centrol purchosing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often
doys to less than one. This will sllow us to tske advontoge of prompt payment discounts for over 5i.5 million of
onnual purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annualsavings of about S30O,OOO. This witl resultin
savings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Movin.g to this new vendor thot uses o SooS prod,uct, we will ovoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrade due ta regulotory reeson, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of 5L00,0A0.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
provide a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you.measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditional 5 yeors. This proiect is currently

functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicatly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOAK - $l miltion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies on the emergency

radio system will benefit by having infrostructure systerns in place that will be assured of notexperiencing

cotastrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project to automate occounts poyable software wos implemented and did improve the processing time

overage. The average time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionolly, only 20%

of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did not,meetthe

target because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt paymen.t than originolly estimated.

Exomple:
Baseline Target ActualMetric Description Metrics

. 7 doy processing

time
t 30% of purchases are

receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000 sovings

c 2 doy processing

time
.20%ofpurchoses

are receiving
prompt payment

d.iscounts
o $200,000 sovings

Processing tirne,
onnuol savings,

and percentoge
of purchases

receiving prampt
poyment
discounts

t L0 d.ays processing

time
t L0% of purchases

are receiving
discount

. Sovings of
51oo,ooo

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d uce d p rocessi ng ti me

from the current average
oJ ten doys to less thon
one allowing us to take
odvontoge of prompt
payment discou,nts.

?--B-2t)3"9: This is the Final tsAl-,. The project, on the whole, nret the targets. The new system allows the

purblic online access 2417 and allorrys archives staff to upload images, thereby increasingtheonline

accessibility to irTaged documetrts.

Target ActualMetrics Baseline
* 55,113Goal is for search

site to clouble use

of Archives Welr
site prior to
existenr.e of
search site

e 2016 -'41,862 * 20A96 of 41,862 -
83,724

q 2.A16* 1O0

e ?,417 * 419

w 2418"* 1,,2f 7

e 20j6*110
a 2017 *460
s 7OtB ^ 1,277

a 201"6 -"419
* 2017 "'I,2.7f
e 2OIB -'1,4':3

Goa I

Increase cor-rnt of
ncn-re carrling
req Lrests pe r yea r

tty 10%

* 20L6 "-"30%

* 2017 ^30%
a 201,8 *3O%

* 2016"" 160l'

* 2O'17 -- 36%'

* 2OLB * no data
(nranual tracking
process rrot

nraintained in 2018)

Recluesis for **n-
rer-or'clings

research frorl
patrons wl.tcr

initially searched
tlre CMS

CI 20L6^0%
q 20'17 * 0%

a 2-A't8 - 0%

Metric Description
N4easure

Usage of search site

corlpared to
Archives honre page

Measrrre
Requests for archival
records that are noi
reco rd irrgs

Requests for n*n-
recordirrgs research
from patrons who
initially searched the
CMS

Perceirtage of users

rating site as

Satisfactory, Good or
Fxce lle nt

Going irrto 201-6, thcre vrras tro data. The sLlrvey was poste cl Novetrtber 1-
Novertrber 30,2016 on sr:arch site and tlrere were no responses. Search sitedesign

re.:visions were rolled out December 2-.O17 and tlre ltew survey was posted on

f'elrrlrarry '1, 2A18. As of ['e bru ary 22,20-LB, tlte re were 2 res[]onscs, one (50%)

positivc, *ne \!:t)%j p<>*r.Th* "peor" tfspsltse cant* lrorn a uscr wh* was lool<irlg

for a recortj that is not availairle in the online searclr systen't. Although otrlyone
rcsponsc, thi:; ciicl iroitrt to tlre fact lhat or.t r search site does trot malce atry

ri:ferr:rrr.r: tci hr-rw r.rsers rliglrt g,o ;ibor-r I locating re'cclrrJed doclirnenis, t',ltich
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cannot be searched in this system. We will be revising our search site to link to the
recordings rcqucst form that was developed by l(clls web Teanr in zor7. Due to
a lacl< of responses in the 2018 survey, Archives is considering changing thesurvey,

so prior to updating this BAP form for 2019but was not able to do

The project ultimately achieved:
sa of search site

Archives achieved a I32% increase from 2015 through 2AL8 V1,,862 to 55,1-13); under the forecasted
2OO% annual increase. The 200% annual growth may have been overly optimistic,

Req u estilor a rch,iva I re_cords

Archives achieved an average of 262% annual increase from ZOLG through 2018 (419 to 1,453)
significantly more than the l-0% annualgrowth originally anticipated. Giverr thatthe 3 years of actual
growth far exceeded expectations, this target was achieved.

Reouests research. after initiallv searchine the Collection anasement Svstem
Archives achieved a 36% increase in 2017, exceeding the original goal of 30%. Archives discontinued
the manual tracking for this measure once the goal had been met.

User Satisfaction Ratins
The online survey approach did not yield meaningful feedback, and experienced limited participation
Future efforts may considered a new online survey to identify potentialimprovements.

Achieved a goal for customers to conduct online searches that were not available prior to the new
system AND it allows us to add images to increase what is available online.
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completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Sean Bouffiou, Acting Deputy Director

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP}?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in devetoping the BAP?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project a,pproval, implementation, and

post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifuing and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

DES-Records and Licensing Services

FH Licensing System Collaboration Project

Project Number tr29863

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business a,nalysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Title / Agency

Acting Deputy Director

Eddie Cantu Licensing Manager : Section Manager and SME

Marcia Thomas For-hire Licensing Supv

Sean Cockbain Licensing lnspector SME

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

s. Up to one year after project completion and then annua,lly until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no fu,rther benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Name

Sean Bouffiou

Project Role

Project Owner - Subject Matter Expert (SME)
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Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completir:n of the BAP depends on the projectls cornplexity. ln gene,ral,,it should take a few hours to cornplete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
co:mplex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Re_vised By Description

Pleose usi conceptua! review,
bu d ge t p roce ss, fu nd i ng

release, annual report, project
i m ple me ntatio n, o r proje ct

completion.

CR-BC Development

Date

n^+^ rL:^uu tc Lt il>

docu,ment
was updated ,

9-03-15

Who did the document
updates?

Sean Bouffiou

A brief summary of what changed in
the document. If this is an initiol

draft, pleose indicote new. lf
nothing hos chonged, indicote

"review only".

How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

Sean Bouffiou

lnitial Draft

Update for current
submittal, edit perJG
comments made in 2015

3 Hours

3 hoursCR-BC development 6-28-16

Budget Process

2016 Annual Reporting

3L-16

0-L7

Sean Bouffiou &
Andrew Cronholm

Andrew Cronholm

Update to reflect council
feedback

Update for 2OL6 Annual
Reporting; no changes
made, new projectfor 2017

t hour

25 minsL-1,

2016 Report
(lm plementation )

2018 Update
(lm plementation)

2019 BAP Repori

ilm plenreniatiorr )

6-1"9-17 Sean Bouffiou Updated for target dates 15 mins

2/27 /1,8 Sean Bouffiou
Update for 20L7 Annual
Reporting;

L hour

Seatr []otrffiaLL LJpdate

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below, Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the projectdoes
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

l72 lle l. itour
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify

the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2

improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgradi,ng oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? {Check only one)

XC.t"gory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is opproved, licenses witl be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notional

ond stote datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all com:plaints and ollow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic

fields over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rather

thon the current timited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservations

will still be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

I. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The existing systems were designed to meet internal business needs, and were not intended forweb-

based customer portals, eCommerce transactions, large-file data sharing with multiple companies, or

for handling the complexity of license types and their associated processes. City and Countystaff
viewed product demonstrations from vendors with current technology systems that have been or

can be configured to meet the needs of regulators of the for-hire industry and can be optimizedto

leverage a variety of electronic solutions our customers and policy makers expect. While thesystem

will establish new access and the opportunityto complete licensing processes online, changes to King

County Code and Seattle Municipal code will be needed to more fully leverage the benefits of a new

system. The new system willfacilitate automated data ingestion, verification and validation, via

integration andf or designed compatibility with TNC driver application data.

LJpclr-rie 2-7-.19: f lris lrroject was irritiate d in )O'17 . lrr 2-01B, tlre project team lte g:tt'r plattttitrg fortwo
releases. Release ilL focu.sed on f unctionality 1.he City of *seattle treedecl to prioriitze clue to

irlpending annual licerrsing deadlirres for for-lrire vehicle o\^/ners. Release #2 irrt.lucles additiorral

furrctionality for tlie City, arrd the fLrnctionality RIrLS needs for licensirrg drivers aitd regr-tlatory

tril- was clelayec{ and is now schedLrled for [Vizrrclt,2019. Release 2 is ttornr schcdirlcrj forAugr-rst,2019.

For i.lre Coutr'iy, RAl5, l(ClT arrd SFAIT successfully r-onrplel-ec1 a proof of concel:t s;olution for driver

phoLo irJurtification u.sirrg; thc /\ccela syslr-.ttt. 
-l'het tcsl cotifirtrred procluci r;omp;iiibilit',,urith a third

1;i:rty l[) carcl lrl"iniirrg solrrtioir rrsirr3 ciata frotil ihe Accela iest daiaba:;r:.
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2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been dchieved?)
lmproving external customer satisfaction :

A. A new system will have customer facing portals for for-hire drivers, vehicle owners, and
service providers.

B. A new system will allow for online payment of fees from drivers, vehicle owners, and
companies.

C. A new system will allow for a fully electronic application process for drivers and eliminatethe
need for maintaining paper-based driver folios.

Gausins external customer s ction:

3.

D, Holding focus groups pre-public launch to test user interface design and configuration
E. Tracl<ingkeymetricsonamountandqualityofuse(e.g.,arecustomersstillcomingintothe

RALS counter for service versus using customer facing online portal)

What is the current baseline for this meosure?
A. Does not exist in current King County System, a vehicle safety inspection reporting system for

approved mechanics is a separate side system recently developed by the City of Seattle.
B. On-line "eCommerce" is not available with the existing systems.
C. The current system relies on a paper-based workflow for application processing. Foliosfor

each driver are maintained and must be manually retrieved and filed when not moving
through the manual review steps. Customers are not able to track their application status
without calling or visiting the office in person.

D. Target Metrics
a. O% of FH vehicle licenses renewed online
b. 0% of FH Drivcr Liccnscs lnitiated online
c. O% of license fees paid online
d. L)O% of FH transactions processed via the customer counter (driver)

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
A. A new system will have customer facing portals for for-hire drivers, vehicle owners, and

service providers.
B. Ability to process payment transactions online, 24/7 , for drivers, vehicle owners, and

companies.
C. Fully electronic application process with no paper-based requirements. Customer accessto

rea l-tim e ap plication status, license verification, etc.
D. Target metrics (i.e., key data points) for improvement will be identified and realized over

time as customers learn to use the system.
a. 5O% of FH Vehicle Licenses renewed online
b. 5O%% of FH Driver Licenses lnitiated online
c. 5O% of license fees paid online
d. 50% of FH transactions processed via the customer counter (driver)

5. When is the benefit likely to he ochieved?
A. For Drivers and Vehicle Owners upon implementation and go-live of the initialsystem.

Company related portals will depend on the project schedule. (Estimated August,2019)
B. Upon system implementation and go-live. (Estimated August, 2Ot9\
C. Upon system implementation and go-live. (Estimated August, Z01g)
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D. Upon completion of an annual licensing cycle (August 2020)(a-d)

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of

internaJ services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-hetd devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

agency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next three years without odding more stoff'

Example: tf this project to implement o systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill

be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during maior incidents by 3A%. We also will reduce the wait

time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote IT stondardizotion' This

project will make the current mondgement of user dccounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for lT odministrators

ot Public Heotth because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on to opplicotions

such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of procedures ond

security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The current system does not meet current business needs. A consolidated system would place

driver and vehicle information together in one system. ln addition, company licensing data may be

maintained electronically as well. A shared system will overcome the challenges of two separate

systems with staff from one side (jurisdiction) not having access to information in the other
jurisdiction's system and, as such, produces many new benefits. However, some operational

improvements are also possible. For example, the new system will reduce or eliminate inefficiencies

related to paper-flow issues. Electronic web-based applications will allow for simultaneous accessto

for-hire applications, records, etc., thus streamlining the process and reducing processing

bottlenecks.

How wilt you me(rsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

A. A new system will allow for more efficient data transfers of large files between the

City/County and regulated companies

B. A new system, if shared between the City and County, would allow both jurisdictions access

to the same system and data, rather than having to rely on two separate systems with

different functions and limited access.

C. A new system will provide greater opportunities to integrate third party data sources intothe

application process to validate accuracy and status at or nearthe point of entry,avoiding

downstream errors and increasing efficiency and timeliness

D. A new system would include production management tools, including multi-leveldashboards

for status and performance monitoring. This provides for better visibility of productionwork,

estimating work in progress, analyzing work performance for quality and quantity.

E. A new system would include more robust operations reports and an ad-hoc data queryand

report writing capabilities. This makes responding to public disclosure requests more

effi ci e nt.
F. A new system will include tools for batch processing of For-hire Permit applications, primarily

for data ingestion and data validation, replacing manual processes with automated
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verification and validation functions, limiting the number of manual tasks necessaryfor
issuance of a for-hire license and/or permit.

G. A new system will allow for a fully electronic application process for drivers and eliminate the
need for maintaining paper-based driver folios. Time currently spent filing and retrieving
paper documents will be reprioritized for value added work such as reviewing and processing
application materials. Access to files will be immediate.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
A. SFTP web portal for manual data transfer to confidential user accounts.
B. Staff (Seattle or KC) must request updated files or data ad hoc from the other jurisdiction's

system.
C. No integration with existing systems
D. No dashboards or production management tools exist in the existing systems
E. Ad-hoc reports must be created by KCIT programmers
F. No batch processing tools exists in the current systems; batch processing is handled via a

"side system" of Excel based review spreadsheets and control logs (batch processing
requirements may not remain due to proposed changes in licensing requirements). All
validation is manually set up and triggered, with some streamlined lookup tools for manual
validation.

G. Application data is maintained in the existing county system, applications and supporting
materials are maintained in individual paper based folios. Folios must be filed and retrieved
in order to review and process. Some folios must be requested from the Records Center.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement wilt this project achieve?)
A' Direct access to all system functionality and data are available to staff of both agencies

wil"lruut lravirrg to request lt from the other jurisdiction.
B. Direct access to all system functionality and data are available to staff of both agencies

without having to request it from the other jurisdiction.
C. lntegration with VSID (Seattle's Vehicle Safety lnspection Database), integrated orsimplified

data exporting and uploading for background checks, Driver's abstract report, etc.,
D. Production dashboards provide current work in progress status; summary reportsfor

weekly/monthly/annual production exist and can be schedule.
E. Agency staff can create and schedule regular reports; individual production performance can

be monitored and audited.
F. Applications can be automatically uploaded and processing can be done in batch effortsthat

eliminate unnecessary process overhead on an individual application basis (as an example,
opening and closing files or applications, only to move to the next document review). This
target may be adjusted to reflect system capabilities. Some added overhead for lessefficient
navigation may be traded for the entire removal and automation of certain other steps, for
an overall more efficient processing.

G. Applications and accounts (Driver, Vehicles, Owners, etc.) are maintained electronically, no
more filing and retrieving paper files. Multiple staff can access accounts simultaneously.

5. When is the benefit likely to he dchieved?
A. Upon System implementation (Estimated August Z0t9)
B. Upon System implementation (Estimated August 2OI9)
C. Upon System implementation (VSID), background checks and driver abstract data (TBD)

(Estimated August 2019)
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D. Upc.rn Systents itrplernentalion (E:;tinraled August 2AI9)
E. tJpon Sysl errrs irlplenrentation {Estirnaiecl August 2t119)

F. lJpon Systerns irrrltlerrenlatiori (il'batch processing retnait-ts a busitress neecl)(Esiinrated

August 201,9)

G. Llporr Systenrs itlpIet.:-tentation (Estirriated August 2AL9)

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate

categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This u.pgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 wilt be ending in 20L5 and that creotes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox and regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advonced authentication (AA) must be in

place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion'

1. Describe why you sre proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology snd the crveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Y#4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal)or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to nroduce service. tf this project to i.nstqll accounts payoble software is approved, we will

ou.tomote three tdsks that ore currently done manually by agency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten days to

less than one. This witt ottow us to toke odvontoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5 million of on.nual

purchoses. These discounts averdge 2%, yielding onnual sovi.ngs of obout 53A0,000. This will result in sovings in

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: C,ost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis

upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so th,is represents o cost ovoidance of 5700,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1, Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know il the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whst is the target for this meosure? (How much sovings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
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For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use
the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, was successfutly completed in Aprit 2014.The
benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99-..!99./.o- up time for an odditi,ona! 5 years. This projeet..

is currently functioning at 99.999% u.p-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeo.rs on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost ro the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - 5l million per tower, depending on the constructio,n techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of notexperiencing
cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to outomote dccounts poyobte softwore wos implemented dnd did improve the processing
time .ouer"og,e" The overoge time wos reduced from J.0 to 2 doys, nat quite,Ieaching the L day torget.Additionat.ty;,"^

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment thon originalty
estimoted.

Example:

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

o 10-day
processing time

o To%of
pu:rchases are
receiving
discou,nt

. S100,000 savings

Target 
,,

. 1-day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 savings

time
o 20% of p'urchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. S200,000 savings

a 2-day

2_/7 /19 U pdate :This is an ongoing project. 2018 highlights irrclLrde the attempted #1" technologyrelease,
wl-rich was delayed due to versiotr issues and is rrow set for March 20t8. Holtefr,rlly, there are no
additional iimelirre delays.

Metric
Gauging Customer
Satisfactio n

a New custome
online portals

r New online fee
payment options

o Reduction in the use

of paper-based driver
folios

o TNC driver ancl

vehicle a1:1:lication
irrtegratio n

. Fully functioning portals
for all customer types

o Ability to process payment
tra nsactions online 24/7
for all customer types
(excc,pt T[JC c]rive rs arrd

rrehicles)
. Fully electronic application

process with no paper-
based requirements

r Intr,:glaleri batch file or
rrvel-r ser'vice file trarrsfer
l.,alwci:rr 'llJC's i:nri Accela
Syste t rr

o Zero
o Zero
r I\o

integ ra t io rr,

rnanual

batclr
tra ns rn itta i

I nr p lr. rn e nt;rtio n

a Perrdirrg

Irl ple rn e ntatio n

e Pendlng

Irl plerne rrtatio n

'e Pending
lriplenrentation
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completin this form, ease contact your PSB analyst.

L. To ach,ieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Ki nt Cou nty Department/Agency
Nam,e

Department of Executive Services/Records and Licensing Services

Divisions/Archives, Records Management and Mail Services

Title Ki Count Records Mana ement mU pgrade

Project Number 1.129348

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

Caroline Whalen, Director Department of Executive Services

{BAP}Busi:ness Owners are responsible for
updated and compis regula

ment director or

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

nvolving staff who will be using the
analysts or technology project staff may

contribute to the BAP below:

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider i

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff w'ho

ct RoleName
Norm Alberg DES Records and Licensing Services Project Sponsor

Director
Deborah Kennedy Archives, Records Management and Mail

Services Manager

Records and lnformation Manager

Project Contact

Gail Snow Pro lea b ct matter ex

Sean Bouffiou DES Records and Licensing Service Finance Participate, advise, and contribute

Participate, advise, and contribute
Manager

Selected Public

Records Committee
Members

Various Agencies, Agency Records Officers

Shelby Miklethun Public Records Program Manager, DES

Office of Civil Rights and Open

Government

Participate, advise, and contribute

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountabil

Section 3. Who is involved in devel

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, u and ?

the BAP?
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners
that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates", Make sure that yg.y upload the updgjg$, verslon to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, e none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To im,prove this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this i n the table below at each stage of revision

Revision Flistory Table

Stage' "

Please use conceptuol
review, b u d get p roce ss,

fu nding releose, annual
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

Conceptual review

Business Case

BAP Revision

Date

Dote this
docuntent
was updated

Revised By

Who did the document
updates?

Desciiptioh

A brief summary of whot changed in
the document. lf this is sn initial

droft, please indicate new- lf nothing
has chonged, indicste "review only".

--".'
How long

did it take?
How long did

it take to
complete or

revise the form
ot this stage?

3/23/1,6 1.25 hou rs

6/27 /L6 Deb Kennedy

Deb Kennedy/
GailSnow
Marivii rokorowski

Deb Kennedy

Andrew Cronholm

Sean Bouffiou, Gail

Snow

Debolair l(cnnecJ,7,

L);r n Arrt.lt:rsorr

New, initial draft

New, initial draft
Revisions in response to early
feedback

l" hour

BAP Revision

201-6 Annual Report r/10/20L7

lmplementation
:

,6/16/2017

2019 BAP Repori

0166/2e12
Revisions in response to
council staff comments
Review as required for )0rc
Annual Reporting; no changes
made, new projectfor 2OL7

Added target dates to
anticipated benefits
Rr.rii:;eri targel dates io

: antir:ipated br-.nel'iis. Explairred

, rrer,d to pushout go live clatc:

20 mins

60 Minutes

-) 1!l)_a 90 nrinutes

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) Fxternal service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2j lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Section 5. How long will it take to ete the benefit achievement ?

Sectlon 6. of Benefits
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

f]Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

fcategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

lCategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
internal operations, including the quality or quantity

the value of such improvements to your ope rations.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This project will replace the obsolete King County Electronic Records Management System with a

new system better able to meet King County's records management needs while ensuringthe
continued capture, maintenance, access, and disposition of more than B million electronic records

and the inventory of more than 120 thousand boxes managed by the system. ln addition, a newer

technology will be able to support integration with existing and planned enhancements to the

county's lT environment and will provide improved usability including integrated records and

document management software solution that includes workflow and business processautomation

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Usase of the new svstem: Statistics from the new solution will show how many users and documents

are filed to the system quarterly and how many new boxes of inactive physical records are sent to
the King County Records Center for storage,

Requests: Statistics will be gathered to track customer requests for circulating boxes of physical

records as well as number of electronic record searches and exports.

Disposition: Additional statistics will track the number of records-both electronic and physical-
that reach the end of their retention period and are disposed of either bydestruction ortransferto
the King County Archives.
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Crrstomer feedback: Feedback from a usability survey will rate user experience and inform howthe
system is being used and potential improvements.

Number of document man asement workflow. and business orocess automated using thesystem.

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
o Usage statistics will be compared with statistics from the current system.

r Request statistics for phvsical records will be compared with statistics from thecurrent
system. The baseline for request statistics of electronic records is zero.

o Disposition statistics for physical records will be compared with statistics from thecurrent
system. The baseline for disposition statistics of electronic records is zero.

r Baseline for customer feedback is zero.

o Baseline for document management, workflow, and business process automation usingthis
system is zero.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
o The target for increased usage is 45%.

The target for request statistics is status quo for physical records. For electronic recordsthe
target is an increase of tjo/o per year.

The target is75% of disposition eligible records dispose of annually.

20% of customers responding to usability survey.

Five document management, workflow, or business processes are automated usingthe
system tools.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
One year after close of project.

Update February 8, 2A1.9:

o Usage of the system *Target Usage Goal Date: August t9,2A2O (go live plus oneyear)
. Request Statistic -Target Goal is to establish a baseline December 31.,2019 (date to be

revisited once the new system has been implemented for all existing users.
r Disposition * Currently unable to disposition records from the legacy system. Target Goal

Date: December 31", 2019
r Baseline for customer feedback * Target Goal Date: Survey completed by Decemb er 31.,2O1g
r Five (5) automated processes completed -Target Date December 3L,2079.

The project team found it necessary to push the go live date out to August 19,2OL9 due to thevast
differences between the current KCRMS (ARM) and the new systems (Content Manager) data
schemas and security architectures it was deemed a critical requirement after the first and second
data migration to perform a third migration. The third migration was also required due to theway
the current system was implemented using non-standard custom data fields that was not a
recommended approach and created mapping issues to the new system.

a

a

a

o
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The first data rnigration was a prototype that only contested of a subset of metadata and associated

docunrents to determine tlre new systems structure, configuration, data referential irrtegrity arrd

lrow to apply the access corrtrols/security.

The second data migration consisted of all of the metadata and documents. The project team and

vendor made extensive progress during eaclr rnigratiort butthere were still some outstandingcritical

business requirements and security/access control issues that needed to be resolved. Thisrequired

extensive updates to the pre-migration scripts, the vetidor nrigration utility and post migration

scri pts/configu rations.

Without tlre first and second data nrigratiorrs tlre project tearr/vendor r'rrould not lrave been ableto
determine what was required and outstanding that the third data migration needed to address. The

third data migration is now completed and has resolved all the outstanding issue and critical

business requirements. After some delays due to losing some key vendor resources the project

team/vendor now has a fully completed migration plan that is solidified and approved bythe
business to be apply for the final (fourth) data migration and preparatiorr for go live.

The Steering Committee and the lT Project Manager met with l(ClT contracts and PAO to
recommend a plan to address this issue. lt was decided best approaclr was the meet with vendor
(Micro Focurs) upper management. The vendor was able to re-hire the resources as a sub-

contractors. The project team required a letter of commitment statitrg that the current assigned

resoLlrces would remain on the project and are committed to the schedule atrd a successfulgo live

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrcrde or reploce existing technology. Please include ogeof
existing technology dnd the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The text below was stricl<en in Fall of 201.6 after PSB deternrirted the primary benefit categorywas

#2. RALS is keepirrg the text below for reference.
This prejeet will r"eplaee the ebselete l(ing €ounty Eleetrenie Reeerds Managen+entrsystem (Ke ERMS)

with a new systern that is better able te meet King €eunty's reeerds managernent needs while ensuring

the e entinsed eapture, rnaintenanee; aeeessr and dispesitien ef mere than 836 milllan eleetrenie reeerds

and the inventery ef mere than 420 theusand bexeseurrently managed by the system' ln additienra

eesnty's lT envirenment and will previde impreved usability, The new selutien will eentinue te suppert
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2. lf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Risk reduetien is net the primary reasen fer thiE prejeet, Mest ef the risks identified i++ the Business ease

are redueed te zere i{the prejeetjs appreved, There is a risl< in nst l<newing theaetualeestsfer

eperatiens and maintenanee, rvhieh will be eutlined in a eentraet with the venderi Hl; if this prejeet is

appreved, ln the €BA, estimates entered begin with the sarne e&M eest as eur eurrent vender fer the

+,--+*ig{€+i€++

b, Mitigatien planiseleeted a vender that has experienee in migrating at least 3 TB ef reeerds

between reeo rdsqra nageme nt systemsr prefe ra bly the same reeerds management syst€ms

@
2:--reu€+€Hfliza++e'tq{;

many and/er-majer eustemizatiensr.there eeuld be a rislq that syste++ upgrades are rnore

+*+ies*+e-app+l+

g-+{+i++i{19

a, Ageneies may havedifferent blaele eut dates ef when theyare unavailable te engagewith

tr+i++ing
is

l, tegaey system maintenanee during preieet
ien'

b, Mitigatien plan: eeerdinate with Ke lT te ensure ne ehanges are made te the eeuntY'slT

environrnent that weuld render KG ERMS ineperable during the rnigratien peried' Operate

Example: Cost Avoidance. Movi'ng to this new vendor thot uses a SaaS product,

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis

upgrade due to regul.atory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of 51"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings wilt this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use
the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This proiect, to repoir on emergency radio tawer, wos successfutly compteted in April 201-4.The
onticipoted benefit wds to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time far on odditionol five years.This
project is curr,ently functianing,ot,99.999% up"time and will repor:t onnually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels,--^,

lf one of"'these towers fctiled"pltysically, the cost ta the county wauld be enormous, generally in tht? ne,ighborhoorl"""
of 5500K - Sl Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not
experiencing catostrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: This proiect to outomote accounts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The averoge time was reduced from la b 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 doy torget. Additionatty,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimoted.

2/B/7A'r9 U Pd ate Tlris is an ortgoittg projc,r:t. l'l-rere were sorn€ verrcior issues and the need fr:r athird
cl;rt'a ttrigratiotr itt 2018 (which was out of scolre), but ihe br:nefits are still intenc.led to be aclrieved bythr:
re,.,ised aforenrentioned timeline in Sectiorr 6, Category 7_.

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current overoge
of ten days to less thon
one allowing us to take
odvantage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time

onn,uol sovi,ngs,

ond percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

t LO days
processing time

o 10% of purchases

ore receiving
discount

o $100,000 sovings

. 1 doy processing

time
c 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $40O,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
t 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5200,000 sovings

I

Usage of new
system

. # of people using system,
o number of documents are

filed to the system
quarterly;

. how many new boxes of
inactive physical records
are sent to the King

County Records Center for
storage

Pre-implementation
numbers

Overall increase of
45% usage

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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. 0 for physical

records
r lncrease of

IO%/year for
electronic
records

ao Pre-implementation
numbers for physical

records numbers
o No baseline for

electronic records
sea rches

o Customer requests for
circulating boxes of
physical records;

o # of electronic record

searches and exports.

75% of disposition
eligible records
dispose of annually

ao Dispositionstatistics
for physical records

o Disposition statistics
for electronic records

is zero

. # of physicol records that
reach the end oftheir
retention period and are

disposed of either by

destruction or transfer to
Archives.

o # of electronic records that
reach the end oftheir
retention period and are

disposed of either by
destruction or transfer to
Archives.

Requests

Disposition

Customer
Feedback

Automation

20% of customers
responding to
usability survey

ZeroFeedback from a usability
survey will rate user

experience and inform how
the system is being used and

potentia I im provements.
Five document
management,
workflow, or
business processes

are automated
using the system
tools.

Zero# of document
management, workflow,
and business process

automated using the
system,
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3-i To establish accountability for identifying apd achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits a,re achieved

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells. For assistance in
co this form, please contact PSB analyst

King County Department/Agency Name D ES/RALS/Reco rd e r's Office
Project Title Recordin stem Re lacement

(BAP) is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business owners are required to be at

Number TI24I75Pro

Buiiriess Owners a re e ach lev benefits ensand u sthisponsibl ing AchieveBenefit meproject nng nt Plan

rtment director or herthe

the BAP should include significant involvement from the b-usiness operations or
management staff related to this project an:d the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be
using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project

ion and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

Norm Albe Records & Licensin Division Director

The development of

staff assist in benefit identificat
Name Title / Agency Project Role

Jon Scherer Section Manager, RO SME for Recorder's Office busin ess, Project contact
Norm Alberg Division Director, RALS Business Owner
I hea I hach Supervisor, RO rtSub ect Matter
Kathleen Baker Supervisor, RO Subject Matter Expert
Sean Bouffiou Finance Manager, RALS Steeri n Member
Syd Phillips lT Business Analyst, KCIT Business Ana durin submittal rocessbud
Margaret Brownell DES IT SDM, KCIT Steerin Member
Donna Frisk KCIT/Project Manager Project Manager

an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are requ'ired to update this document at the following tirxes or actions:
1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2, For the annual Benefits report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there a re no changes, indicate "review only" in the revision ta ble.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to tnnotas. The intent is for this single
document to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section
5. (lf there are no cha s, e none)

The BAP is intended to be

?Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan

Section 2. Business Owner Accounta

Section 3. Who ls lnvolved In d I the BAP?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How will it take to com the benefit achievement lan?
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Revision History Table

Description
How long

did it
take?

Date Revised ByStage

Haw long
did it toke

to complete
or revise the

form ot this
stage?

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summory of what changed
in the document. lf this is on initiol

droft, please indicste new. lf
ftothing has chonged, indicate

"review anly".

Please use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding release,

onnuol report, project
i m ple me nto tion, o r p roje ct

completion.

Dote this
document

wos
updated

New, initial draft 60 min12/3rl13 Jon SchererConceptual review

30 min12/31.113 Molly Cherkin
Provided feedback on initial
d raftConceptual review

45 minL/231L4 Molly Cherkin
Review with Margaret
Brownell and updatesConceptual review

30 min2/7 /L4
Margaret
Brownell

FinaleditsConceptual review

60 minSvd Phillips U pdatesGate #2 6l30/1.4

3 hrsSean Bouffiou
Address KCC staff
com ments/suggestions

elL2/1.4

90 minSean Bouffiou
Address additional KCC staff
comments and suggestions

1.rl3lt4Conceptual review

90 minSean Bouffiou
Update for current
information

4-L-16lmplementation

1HrJon Scherer
Update for current
informaton6-3-16lmplementation

5HrSean Bouffiou
Updated for current
information

2-1-5-t7lmplementation

2 hoursSean Bouffiou/
Jon Scherer

Updated for current measures2127/1.8Project Completion

Sean Bouffiou/
Jon Scherer

U ltria ieri fo r 7-rJ.l 8 Iieporiing
cycle

I hour218/20Je5iprirrg 7,019 li/\P Re 1rr:rt

ion of BenefitsSection 6.

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,

ase record the time on this in the table below at each stage of revision

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of
estimated benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

Z\ tnternal service benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4\ Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the
there is no need to provide information for thatproject does not have benefits in a category
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv ty,pe of beno,fit for thc projcct. For rnost projects, the pr.imary type benefit willbe

#2 improving internal rations or Category #3 replacing or upgradi oldertechnology
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XCrt"goty #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to

l--lCategory +z

the public

lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #3

Category #4

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
p,ublic. This category is intended for projects lhat directly benefij jhg pu,bl,ic. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for thepublic.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business
doys instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore tocheck
notionol and stote databases rnore efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout
the delay in obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to etiminote almost oll comploints ond ollow
staff resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be oble to schedule othtetic
fields over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This will oltow scheduling to occur at anytime,
rother than the current timited hours avoilabte for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone
reservotions will still be available.

The a,bove examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
rovide a summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The existing software solution (Anthem) has been deployed in the Recorder's Office since 2002 (15
years), though it was effectively an upgrade (not a platform change) from the system implemented in
1999 (ISOL). The existing vendor product was phased out by the vendor over six years ago, with the
introduction of their next generation platform. While the Anthem system is still technically supported
by the vendor for existing customers, support is limited to maintenance with the exception of changes
mandated by state or federal law. With all of the vendor's investment and new developmentfocused
on their next generation platform, no new development on the retired platform has occurred inyears.
The functionality is limited, particularly online access for electronic recording and the processingof
Real Estate ExciseTax (REET) affidavits and the associated taxes and fees. Recorded documents
processed prior to August l-99L are maintained either in paper, microfilm, or digitally imaged. Digitally
imaged documents, including most documents recorded August L,199I or after, are available to the
public online via the Recorder's Office web site. Certified copies are not available electronicallyviaan
online system, and the index used to search and find relevant documents has historically beenweeks
or months behind actual recording dates, making searches more difficult and incomplete.

Project Update: (June 6, 20L61. This project is on schedule. The project selected PioneerSoftware
Solutions, lnc., to replace the legacy Anthem software. The contract has been executed with pioneer,
and Pioneer was onsite the week of May 31"-June 3 for team introductions and initial projectkickoff.
The current project anticipated lauching the new system in eL, zOIj.
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Project Updatel (Feb. 15, 2017lr. This project was initially intended for implementation in February

2017.The project implementation date has been revised by mututal agreement in orderto meetthe
vendor's schedule and project needs. This project is within budget. The contract was executedwith
Pioneer Software Solutions in 20t6, and the project team is working on reviewing and approving

various product design and configuration requirements via formalized "sprints." This is a work in
progress. Data migration, performance and securitytesting, and acceptance testing are schedulefor

Q2-20t7, with Go-live set for June,2OI7. Slightly revised benefit "A" baseline and target to reflect
growth in the desireable direction vs. decline in the less desirable direction.

Project update (2/27 /L8). The Anthem system was removed from production EOD 7 /15/2017 and the
new system (Landmark)was moved into producton beginning July 17,2017. As a new system,the
work group continues to refine processes and get to the know the system and associated capabilities.

Over the past few months, reporting tools and integration have been a focus forimprovement.
Customer access to online document searches changed with the new system. More robust search

tools take some time for customers to familiarize themselves with, which takes more time than some

were accustomed to taking when using the legacy system. There were a few delays leading up tothe
transition to go-live, the overall project delivered a functional system. Bulk scanning equipment will
bereplacedwithnewequipmentasthisprojectends. ThenextBAPupdatewill beinFebruary,2Ot9.

Proiect Update 2/8/201"9. Now almost 18 months since go live with our Landmark recordingsystem
we continue to see benefits. Our monthly percentage of erecording submissions compared to paper

documents has grown from 43% prior to Landmark toTt% i4 January 2OL9. This creates a more

efficient work flow and opens the possibility to explore new developments in our Community Service

Center program. Online customers have grown more confident in searching for their own documents

and ordering copies via our website. We have grown our online business from less than 10 online
copy orders per month to up to 1-00. The project goalfor online copy requests is 25%. January20L9

saw a result of t7% online orders compared to only 4Yoin January of ZOLB. While there are still

struggles to maintain an acceptable level of productivity in lndexing and Verification, we recognized

the need to dedicate staffto these important elements of the system, hiring additionalstaff forthe
2019-2020 budget cycle. Training has begun in earnest and the resources will be dedicated to thetask
in Q2 201-9. We will track progress on these items on our Tier 2 board throughout the 201-9-2020

budget cycle. The next update to the BAP will be in February 202A.

With a new system, the public will be able to:
A. Customer will be able to request documents electronically through a Web-based interface

B. Customer will be able to submit documents for recording electronically through a Web-

based interface
C. Customer will be able to access multiple functions and services via self-service online
D. Customer will receive faster and more accurate service from the county, given improved

indexing and timing.
E. Documents will be immediately searchable for the Public (vs. searchable after they are

fully indexed, which takes additionaltime), and searches will be more accurate and more
intuitive.

F. The County will be able to receive Excise Tax payments online

2. How wilt you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know il the benefit has been achieved?)

A. Percentage of document requests received online will increase (v. mail)

B. Percentage of hard-copy document submissions will decrease (v. electronic)
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C. Number (count) of customer self-service functions available online
D. Backlog in indcxing days between recording and full indexing.
E. Quantity/percentage of self-service transactions conducted online vs. over the counter
F. System in place and operationalto process Excise Tax payments online

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
A. No document requests received via electronic web portal (currently all via mail)
B. 56% hard-copy document submissions (vs. electronic)
C. Only One (1) self-service function available online (records searches)
D. Ten (10) days for documents to be fully searchable and available online
E. Ten (10) day indexing backlog - No self service transactions available online.
F, Zero (0) excise tax payments received electronically

RALS is currently establishing baselines based on Lean event tracking. We will measure newstate
vs. historical data. The current system has poor reporting capability making actualbaseline
measures very d ifficult.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
A. 25% of document requests received via web portal
B. 80% electronic documents submitted (v. hard-copy documents)
C, 3 or more customer self-service functions available online L

D. 1 days for documents to be fully searchable and available online
E. No indexing backlog - Documents fully available to the public via web portal
F. Ability to process REET affidavits online.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6 toL2 months after go live (once staff becomes completely familiar with new systems and
processes and customers are aware of and usin online tools.

Measure Outcome Status Actual Date
A. t7% ln progress Feb 01, 2019
B 7r% ln progress Jan 31,2019
C @ Go-live: 1) Records Searches2)eRecording

3)eREET 4) Customer Reports - Self Service
Complete July 17,2OIB

D Fully searchable in L day for most documents ln Progress Feb B, 2019
E lndexing backlog
F @ Go-live Complete July t7,201.8

Example: tf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witt ollow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

lnternalCategory #2: includi,ng the quality or
quantity of inter the valuto explain to your operation

willExdmple: tf this project to acquire software is opproved, inspectors
able to check on overage of

the ogency to h.andle the
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Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of on overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotion.

This project will make the current monagement of user occounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for lT
odministrators ot Public Heatth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success willbe measured by hoving o single setof
procedures ond security models ra,ther thon the multiple ones that now exist.

below ratherthan

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
A new system will help increase operational efficiency and flexibility in the followingways:
A. Documents will be immediately searchable by customers and this is important to operations

because customers can find documents more easily for themselves without needing to visit

the office or call and take up valuable staff time.(vs. searchable after they are indexed, which

takes additional time),
B. Searches will be more accurate and more intuitive. The current system only allows for

minimal search criteria and does not accommodate multiple searches simultaneously orthe
direct comparison of documents. This makes it difficult for staff and customers to quickly

determine which documents are needed. Modern search systems also allow for autofillof
commonly searched items,

C. Accountability with change tracking will be higher. Managers and supervisors will havebetter
tools for oversight through more robust internal tracking (changes to indexes, receipts,

images/rescans, etc.) system notifications, user privileges, reports, etc,

D. The County will be able to minimize chances of future backlogs which is important because it
minimizes overtime and means documents are available sooner for the public.

E. The County will be able to receive Excise Tax payments electronically, allowing conveyance of
property transactions to be performed at remote locations and by electronic submission which

will speed up delivery and reduce the consumption of paper and postage.

F. Automation will free up staff time to focus on higher value work such as quality controland
the prompt delivery of recording services.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

A. Amount of time it takes for a document to be searchable and available online

B. Expanded search capability including multiple search fields and simultaneous searching (=

greater accuracy)

C. lnternal reports available for managers and supervisors

D. Size of backlog - Days pending release/return of original document
E. Ability to receive and process Excise Tax payments electronically, percentage of affidavits

processed electronically vs. over the counter/mail.
F. More time available for quality control work.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

A. 10 day for documents to be fully searchable and available online

B. Limited search functions and single searches at a time
C. Limited reports available without KCIT technical assistance

D. No indexing backlog
E. No ability to process REET affidavits online'
F. Currently, a total of 15 minutes per day for a single staff member is dedicated to quality

control measures focused solely on ensuring that all images are accounted for. With a more
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Measure Outcome Status Actual Date
G Fully searc hable in L day for mostdocuments ln Progress 2/B/2O1e
H Multiple se arch fiels and simultaneous seach capability Complete 1,1/21/2017

Available standard reports are increasing overtime
Adhoc reporting is available but requires specific
technical train ing to implement

ln Progress 2/8/20L9

J lndexing backlog of 39,I41" ln progress 2/B/20]-9
K @Go-live Conrplete 7/17/2017
L Limited QC time available ln progress 2/B/zore

efficient system we expect to be able to dedicate 4 hours of staff time per day to quality
control including ensuring that all documents arc rccordcd and indcxcd accurately.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
A. 1 day for documents to be fully searchable and available online
B. Multiple seach field functionality and simultaneous seach capability
C. Standard and ad hoc reporting available to supervisors and managers withouttechnical

support.
D. No indexing backlog
E. Ability to process REET affidavits online.
F. Targets will be identified as part of the implementation process for this project. Currently, the

goal would be four (4) hours of staff time per day devoted to quality control measures.

5, When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6 to1-2 months after go live (once staff becomes completely familiar with new systems and processes)

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology ond the averdge Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The current system (Anthem)was implemented bythe County in2002, as an upgradeto an
existingversion placed into production in 1999 (ISOL). The hardwareto supportthe currentsystem
is between 5 and 7 years old (servers, storage disk arrays) and in need of replacement. Servers are
on old 2003 servers, which are a risk and beingtracked bythe County's lnformation andSecurity
Officer until replaced as well as severalXP computers that are being used in Archives.
Replacement has been delayed due to a desire to align new hardware with a new system inorder
to optimize both the hardware and software systems. The life cycle of software platforms likely

ofl,varies, however 7 to 10 lacement oears is enerall the duration of time before a re
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platform migration, is available from the vendor. The life cycle of hardware varies as well, butthe
availability of manufactures' support andf or third party support is a reasonable indicator andf or
driverfor replacement of mission critical hardware. A life cycle of five (5) years andmanufacturer
warranty only (vs. third party after warranty support) is the County standard.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of
the risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The public record for King County is dependent upon an accurate and reliable recording systemto
maintain the prompt recording of documents and accurate retrieval of documents. These

documents are criticalto citizens for any number of legaltransactions. RALS estimated thatthe
Recorder's Office could function without an electronic recording system for approximately 4hours
without diminishing service or failing to meet legal mandates. With outdated hardware and aging

code, the risk of not being able to recover quickly from a failure increases. Delays in recoveringto
production level could impact financial and other transactions that occur in the public and private

sector, as they rely on recordi or recordin information

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to
pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instatl accou.nts payoble software is opproved, we

will outomate three tasks that ore currently done manuatty by agency and central purchasing imployees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average of ten

days to less thon one. This will allow us to take advantage of prompt payment discounts for over $15,000,000 of
onnual purchases. These discou,nts overage 2%, yielding annual savings of about 5300,000. This witl result in

savings in department expenditu,res for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yea.r. We were required to

moke this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidance of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
a summa

Category #4:
This category
internal). The

analysis (CBA)

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
What is the current boseline?
What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

1

2

3

4
5 When is the cost reduction like to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4. The
anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at gg.ggg% up time for an odditional 5 years.This
proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and witl report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolty, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
af 5500K - $l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies onthe
eriibrgency rodio systeni witl benefit by having infrastructure systems in pitoce ti,ai witt bi assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of m'alntenonce.

Example: This project to automate occounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The qveroge time wos reduced from 1"0 days to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 7 doy torget.
Additionally, only 20 percent of purchoses received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon
onticipoted. We did not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases that quatified for prompt poyment
tho n o,ri g i no lly estimote

Metrics Baseline Target ActualMetric Descript

service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current aversge
of ten doys to less thon
one allowing us to take
advantage of prornpt

discounts.-

Reduce cost to Processing Time
onnual savings,
and percento.ge

of purchoses

receiving prompt
psyment
discounts

t 7A days processing

time
: 1"0 percent af

purchoses are
receiving discount

c Savings of 5rc0,000

. 7 doy processing time
c 30 percent of

purchoses are
recei.ving prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000savings

time
t 20 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

c 9200,a00

el processrng

s is arr ongoing project ancl is ori-tracl< to achieve its interrdedtargetProiect Uodatc 2 /8/201e.Thi
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department of Executive Services, Office of Risk Management

Services
KC Department/ Agency Name

Risk Management lnformation Software System ReplacementProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

1126546Project Nurnber

deputy department director or higher

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Tom Koney, DES Deputy Director

Project RoleName Title / Agen

Project sponsorJennifer Hills Director / Office of Risk Management Services

Laurie Copsey Business and Finance Manager / Office of Risk Management
Services

Enterprise Risk Management Program Manager / Office of
Risk Management Services

Sean Catanese

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are req,uired to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To su pport fund ing release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revision table.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported'
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type none)
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

ReVision History Table--- *

Stage Date Revised By Description
How lonE

did it take?
Pleose use conceptual

review, budget process,

funding releose, ann.uol
report, project

'im pl e me ntotion, or proje ct,

completion.

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot thls '

stoge? -^,

Conceptual review

Ddte this
document
wos updated

s/B/Ls

Who did the
document updates?

Chauntelle Hellner

A brief summary of whot
changed in the document.

lf this is on initial droft,
please indicate new. lf

-* nuthing hos changed,
indicate "review only". ,

New, initial draft
2016 Annual Report 2/6117 ehauntelle Hellner" Annrral llndate fnr PSR

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and includ,e narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fo,u,rcategories:

1-) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving i,nternal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailu,res
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

) /1 1/1q I :rrrio (. nrr<orr Firrrl RAD
Update for the Spring
2019 BAP Report

ry #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

ffiC.tugoty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ry #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

[C.t.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Sectlon 6. Description of Project Benefits

tr l.^,,.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.
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Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due ta the ability of the new software to check national

and stote databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the delay in

obtaining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all complaints and ollow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule dthletic fields
over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother thon

the current limited hours availobte for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person on'd phone reservotions will still

be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom sot'twore is approved, inspectors wi{l be

abte to check an averoge of 10 sites per doy compared with the dverage of 6 currently checked. This will oflow the

ogency to handte the 2A% increose in workload projected in the next three years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30 percent. We also will reducethe

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect onexisting

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT stondardization. This

project witl make the current manogement of user accounts, opplicotions, and devices eosier for lT odministrators

at Public Heatth because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to applicotions

such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures and

security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Updated 2/6/17
The Office of Risk Management Services (ORMS) has moved to an Enterprise Risk Management

model for managing county-wide risk. The 201"2 Council Performance Audit of ORM provided

recommendations on integrating Enterprise Risk Management in strategic and business planning

processes. One area that is currently lackingfor ORMS isthe abilityto provide real-time dataand

updated loss reports to help managers incorporate risk data into their business planning process.

This is a key component of Enterprise Risk Management'

Currently ORMS requires a KCIT Application Developer with coding expertise to write reports in the

RiskMaster reporting tool. The system does not allow for general users to generate reports or

retrieve data. Additionally, once the data is received from KCIT, the Enterprise RiskManagement
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Program Manager must spend a significant amount of time manipulating the data to make it a useful
management tool for agencies.

The new software solutions on the market provide sophisticated dashboards and easy reportingof
realtime data for any userto access. Reports are customizable and can be automaticallygenerated
from the system and delivered to any county e-mail address. This will allow for production of quality,
useful reports and will reduce the amount of time spent on retrieval and manipulation of data. This
will enhance the maturity of the Enterprise Risk Management Program as it will allow the program
Manager to spend more time on high value data analysis and departments will benefit from the
ability to make data driven decisions.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
A. The current previous system reportingcapabilities are limited and take a high levelof effort.The

benefit will be measured by the ability to We now have dashboards with data at a glance, alerts
with important indicators, and information for agencies more readily available. The measure will
be better defined after implementation.-The baseline is no current access to claims data without
assistance from KCIT. 2/1,3/19 Update: As a result of final project implementation in 20i-8, we
now have a schedule of automatically generated dashboards and reports on claims data
delivered and tailored to each agency that expressed this interest. This revised reporting has
been set up for over B0% of all agencies thus far and is easy to set up when requested by an
additional agency.

B. We will measure this by working with KCIT to get an estimate of current report requests to
identify the difference after implementation and staff are trained on dashboards and reports.
2/1'3/19 Update: All staff in ORMS have the ability to generate reports and easily access data
from the claims system. Managers are able to pull performance data without assistancefrom
KC|Tto help manage their staff; and Tort Claims lnvestigators are able to use realtime datato
manage their workloads.

C. This will be measured by the difference between the time spent retrieving and manipulatingdata
currently and post implementation. 2/L3/19 Update: Enterprise Risk Management Program
manager spends less time on data retrieval and formatting, and more time on high leveldata
analysis to better advise agencies on loss exposures.

D. Agencies feelthey have adequate and timely data regarding claims and losses to incorporate in
their decision making process. The target is80% or more agencies report risk-related data is
timely and valuable. Shortly after implementation, ORMS will meet with agencies individuallyto
offer customizable reports based on agency needs. Six months later we will survey agency
customers to determine if any adjustments are needed and if the data they receive from ORMS is
timely and valuable.2/13119 Update: Agencies have access to timely, and in many cases
automated, data reporting regarding claims and losses to incorporate into their decision making
process. KCIT is no longer involved in the reporting process,

3. What is the current baseline for this medsure?
A. Currently we do not have the ability to automatically generate dashboards and reportsfor

agencies.
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B. Currentlythere is no abilityfor individual usersto pull data from the system. All requests mustgo

through KCIT and this delays the ability to use data to manage day to dayoperations.

C. The Enterprise Risk Management Program manager currently spends 15% of his time or 6 hours

a week on the initial retrieval and formatting of data before he can start analyzing.

D. ln20!2, ORMconductedaCountywidesurveyof all agenciesandtheconsistentresponsewasa
need for more claims and loss data.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

A. The target is the ability to generate dashboards and reports for agencies. The improvement is

that managers will have access to the data easily tailored to their operations to enhance decision

making.

B. The ability for all users to pull valuable real-time data as needed. This will greatly improve the

ability to manage work and provide good customer service to County agencies, public records

requestors, and claimants.

C. The target is for the Enterprise Risk Management Program manager to reduce the numberof
hours spent per week on the initial retrieval and formatting of data from 6 hours on average

down to 2, increasing his capacity for high level data analysis.

D. Agencies will be surveyed L year after implementation regarding their satisfaction with data

reported to them from ORMS.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

All of these benefits will be achieved within 2 months of the system going live. The goal is tosee

these benefits by January 201.8.

Agencies will be surveyed in December of 2018 regarding their satisfaction of Risk Management lines

of business including data reporting.

#3: either

n

categori

ercurreat levelnt s oldthat orma servtce by acing ingupgradProjects replintainCategory
theeth of or ncefailures, reguiding complia rf projectrisk system prov latorytechnology reducing

thoseoteintor servt orces costultres n to external ernal benefitssavings, pleaseimprovements
es.the ropriateapp

Counfor 9. th,e County. Without vendor
errors in complying with tax

Exomple:
{cxs)of Justice

2.

Criminal Justice tnformation Services

20 L 3, o dvo nced outhe ntication {AA)

vendor.09 9to This,2, neceThis will becouseSoft from upgrade ssoryproject People upportExample: upgrode ,s

theo riskbewill 2075 creotestltot tywilland large for suppartending
will sultre tnandtox ond ondlikelynot regulatory lssues.recetve updotesregulotory

ticotion solution allowThis wi:[] Advoncedon A.uthen will Coun to complytyKingproject implem.ent
unt Federalwith Burea lnvestigotion,ofDepartme

tnmustberVersion 6. 2. Septem 30,Section0, EffectivePolicySecurity
occeto sensitive55 cJtsorder informotion.INplace

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology, Please include oge of
existing technology ond the averdge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

.The Office of Risk Management Services (ORMS) purchased CSC's RiskMaster in 1999. The productis

L6 years old and the county has extended the support contract with CSC three times. Thissoftware
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was recently upgraded to comply with Medicare reporting requirements. This upgrade has
introduced a more cumbersome interfacethat has slowed claims processing by an estimated20%
which diminishes ORMS's ability to conduct its operations in a timely manner.

Additionally, since 1999 other risk management information systems have been introduced tothe
market, RiskMaster focuses prinrarily on claims managernent and has not kept pace with other risk
management automation solutions for true risk assessment, prediction and mitigation of risk. lt is
difficultto retrieve data from RiskMasterto meetthe enterprise risk management needs of our
office, provide timely loss reporting to departments, and retrieve responsive records for public
records requests,

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
incl,ude both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This proiect, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
onticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additional S years. This
proiect is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels

Category #4r-Reduced cost to produce'service (external or internal) or cost avoid,ance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {externalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cos.t to produce s.grvice. lf this projegt to install occounts poyoble software is opproved, we wit,1

automote three tosks thot are currently done monuolly by agency and central purchasing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overdge of ten doys to
Iess thon one. This will allow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,000,000 of onnuol
purchoses. These discounts averdge 2%, yielding annual savings of about 5300,000. This witl result in savings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to tltis new vendor that uses o SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of$100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
i. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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tf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of 5500K - Sl Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic foilures due to lack of mointenqnce.

Example: This project to dutomate occaunts payable softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 day target. Additionally,

only 20 percent of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted.

We did not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment than originally

estimoted.

Exomple:
Metric Description MeUics Baseline Target Actual

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re duced p roce ssi n E ti me

from the current average

of ten days to less thon
one ollowing us to toke

advantage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time
qnnusl savings,

and percentage

of purchoses

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

t 70 doys processing

time
o L0 percent of

purchases are
receiving discount

o Sovings of
51oo,oja

. 7 day processing time
t i0 percent of

purchoses are

receiving prompt
poyment discounts

t $400,000 savings

. 2 doy processing

time
o 20 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
payment discounts

t $200,000 savings

2,019 LJrrdate: I lris is the final BAP. All berrefits were achieved in 2018. The

met or exceeded ihe targel benefits
Urrdate 2/13/ project fully

Target ActualMetrics BaselineMetric Description

Users have

dashboard
access with
customized
information to
meet needs.

Users run

their own
reports - less

than 1 per

month
requested to
KCIT

Results exceeded expectations. All

users have personally customized

dashboards. Users may build their
own from a template or use one

of several options customized for
their roles. KCIT is not involved in
access requests.

Results exceeded expectations.
KCIT is not involved in writing
reports. lndividual requests for
information are more numerous
as users become familiar with the
system, but the time for ORMS

staff to fulfill each request is

reduced by approximately 80%

from the previous system.

No current user
access. Requests

go through KCIT.

5-10 individual
report requests
per month

35 hours per

month spent
pulling,

ma nipulating
and formatting
data.

5 hours per

month.
Results achieved: Manual data
formatting and manipulation
without analytic value or
sustained quality improvement
has been reduced to less than five
hours per month.

lncreased access to
claims data. This
project will give

ORMS staff access to
data to better
manage work

Agency Reporting -
this project willgive
ORMS the ability to
produce reports and

loss information for
ORMS and Agency
Use

Enterprise Risk

Management - This
project will give the
ERM program staff
more time to analyze

data and deliver
services to agencies

Access to view
claims data.

The number
of report
requests sent
to KCIT

Amount of
time spent
retrieving and

ma nipulating
data prior to
a na lyzing.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 3-Loto4t2016)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in com leti this form, please contact your PSB ana

Steering Committee

DES Human Resources Division
licant Tracki System (old title NEOGOV Re lacem

Lt24r79

Jay Osborne, Department of Human Resources Director

help
assist P

services
of the srnesS

it Co,n sider
the benefits bu nalysts

tion whostaffList contri:bute

ss

Juliette Peze lT Project Manager /
KCIT

lT Project Manager. Monitor progress against plan
and budget; suggests course correction. Facilitate
communication between project team members.
Assist in issue resolution

Julie Dunn Employment Manager/
HRD Subject Matter
Expert

Manage and lead project as Business Lead and
Subject Matter expert focusing on business process
u tes and changes

Gloria Allmon Service Delivery
Manager/ KCIT

Provides advice to the project team and steering
committee on systems integration and KCIT best
practices for environmental integration.

Jay Osborne Director, Department of
Human Resources /
Project Sponsor

Set vision, define scope, and communicate priorities
to the organization. Ultimate authority to changes in
scope, schedule and budget.

Anita Whitfield
Carmell Call

Dan Bernard

Gloria Allmon
lvette Martinez-Morales
Jana Demas

Janine Weihe
Lorraine Patterson
Matias Valenzuela

Meg Safranek

Nancy Loverin

Richard Moore

Allocate resources to the project. Monitorprogress
against plan and budget; suggests course
corrections. Assist in issue resolution Allocate
resources to the project.

Section 1. What are the es of the Beneflt Achlevement Plan (BA 7

Section 2. Business Owner Accountabil

Scction 3. Who is involved in develo the BAP?
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. Tosupportfundingreleaserequests. lftherearenochanges,indicate"reviewonly"intherevisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in sectio,n 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared u,nderstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may req,u,ire more extensive a,nalysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time s ent on this in the table below at each stage of revision

Revision H Table

Stage Revised By Description
How long

did it take?Date

Who did the

document updotes?

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

2 hours
Phillip Browning /
Kendall LeVan

Hodson

A brief summory of what changed
in the document. If this is on

initial droft, pleose indicqte new.

lf nothing has changed, indicote
'lreview only',

New, initialdraft

Please use conceptual review,

bu dg et process, fu nd ing

releose, qnnuol report, project
i m ple me ntation, or project

comptet

Conceptual review

ion.

Dste this
document
wos updoted

6lel14

2 hours
30 minutes

U pdates

U pdates

Updated 2 hours

ellol14
311.11.6

06/2s/16 Julie Dunn

Phitlip Browning

Greg Felton

Budget process

ess

8 hours

30 minutes

James Fournier

Jeff Scheeringa

Revised based on Council

and PSB feedback

Close out of project per DHR

and KCIT Agreement

ro/tt/16

8l23l2O1B

Budget process

Project Completion

FinalApproval 15 minutesellol2olg Jay OsborneProject Completion

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, and com

Section 5. How will it take to com lete the BAP?

Section 6. Descri on of Benefits
tdentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) Externa,l service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.
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reviewing the be
For most project

benefit of your project? After
type of benefit for the project. pilma type

tsWhat het nefit esnmary elowpri atego pleaseb
iden ht etify bethe0f lrild:rV benefit

m rnale #3#2Cat n os rnt ratio ad rolde

Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public

XCtt.gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

ry #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
ry #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

King County's Human Resources Division, is seeking to implement an Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
SaaS solution that enhances recruiting ability, simplifies processes, is appealing to potential recruits, and
offers analytics that will help support the County's goal of hiring the most qualified and diverse talent
possible from internal and external sources. A new ATS would provide the following benefits:

Benefit A: lmprove applicant/candidate experience
The current ATS reinforces a cumbersome and outdated processes that do not fit in with the County's
culture of "Best Run Government." The difficulty of application process leads to candidates beginning
the application and then abandoningthe process before completing (drop off). Top applicants have
multiple jobs to apply to and often do not complete our application do to systems issues or lengthy
req uirements.

A new ATS would improve the county's first impression with candidates and provide atechnologically
modern and user friendly experience for applicants. Candidates will experience the following
improvements:

o Simplified application process and ability to quickly and easily apply for positions at the County
r Ability to search for positions based on key words and location
o lncreased visibility into recruitment process (status of application, stage of recruitment, etc.)
o Consistent and frequent communication with candidates throughout the process with system

automation
o Shorter time between job advertisement and job offer
o View a more appealing recruiting/career portal website
o Leverage social media in the recruitment process
o Enhanced mobile functionality features
. Apply for future job openings; not just current postings
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During 2016 Q1-Q3, there were
632,020 unique pageviews on the
King County Careers Website
(including King County employees)
and we received a total of 52,61.L

applications. Using this data, our
application drop-off rate can be

implied as92%.

Our goal is to reduce the
application drop-off rate to
80% within three years of
implementation.

To increase the percentage of
mobile and tablet traffic to a

combined 55% within three
yea rs of implementation.

Application Drop-off Rate:
Number of applicants/candidates that
start an application but do not
complete the process

Candidate Experience:
Survey of candidates about
application experience, including ease

of finding a particular job posting, site
appeal, ease of use, time to apply, and

other process specific questions

Website Analytics:
Number of unique pageviews of the
King County Careers Website via
mobile, tablet, and desktop traffic.
Kelton research shows that 86% of
active candidates use their
smartphone to begin a job search.
Mobile smartphone adoption cuts
across demographics, ages, and also

income levels and is critical to our
Equity and Socialjustice (ESJ) strategic
plan to "proactively seek candidates
from diverse backgrounds and

communities and encourage them to
apply." Mobile technology could be

our best diversity recruiting strategy.

Google Analytics data from 2016 Q1
through Q3 of non-King County
employee unique pageviews of the
King County Careers Website:

Potential Job Appl icant
%ol
Total

Mobile 178,409 39%

Tablet 26,9r2 6%

Desktop 250,393 ss%
Total 455,714 too%

To be determined HRD will start surveying
candidates prior to
im,plementation, then 6

months after implementation,
then yearly. Collecting
feedback on the current stats
of our hiring process will help
to improve future candidate
experiences, which is key in
recruiting for all applicants
whether selected or not.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internatservices. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

A new ATS that is more appealing and user-friendly, in addition to one that removes barriers fromthe
application process, will yield an applicant pool that is more highly qualified and more diverse.

Diversity of €andidates:
DiversitylEEO of applicant pools

each step of the application process

to mitigate unintended adverse
impacts. A new applicant tracking
system will have more robust
capabilities to identify impacted
steps in the process and allow usto

During Q1 - Q3 of 201"6 King County
received a total of 52,6LL applications,
47Yo were people of color and 43%
were women. However, during this
same time new hires for regular
positions (non-temporary) were
comprised of 37% people of color and

45% women.

To "screen-in" candidates
such that the percentage of
candidates who are people of
color and/or women is

reflective of our region's
changing demographics at
each step in the application
procesS.

Benefit B: Attract more qualified diverse candidats

eliminate barriers to em ment.
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Qual ifications of Candidates:
Survey of HR Community about
qualifications of applicants

2014 HRD customer service survey "the
recruitment process yields a strong
pool of qualified applicants"
Agreement: 3.64, lmportance: 4.51
(both out of 5)

lmprovement in ag,reement
within three years of
implementation.

Improvernent in agreement
within three years of
implementation

Qualifications of Candidates:
Survey of HR Community aboui
qua lifications of hires

2014 HRD customer service survey_ "the
recruitment process resulted in a
quality hire foi the position"
Agreement: 4.10, lmportance: 4.59
(both out of 5)

Benefit C: Streamline internal user experience with recruiti ng and hiring process
HRD mapped out the current state process with County recruiters and hiring managers using Lean.
Multiple opportunities for improvement and pain points were identified during the session including,
but not linrited to:

. Difficulty of building and formatting a job posting in NEOGOV
r Cumbersome workflow process that is not intuitive and lacks built in safety measures to prevent

errors
o Manual process of posting jobs to multiple job sites
r Lack of integration between NEOGOV and social media sites
. Lack of integration between NEOGOV and PeopleSoft

A new ATS would provide the following benefits for County recruiters and hiring managers:
o Simplified job posting process and streamlined posting to hire process
r Establish a single recruiting system for the entire county (internal recruitments such as special

duty)
o Have the abilityto search for candidates in a database of qualified applicants (or laid off

employees) that can be sourced for job openings
o Leverage stored candidate and talent information to recommend qualified applicants forother

related positions that were not hired initially
o Have ability to advertise jobs to multiple job boards
o Have ability to advertise jobs directly to social media sites such as Linkedln
o lncrease efficiencies of current recruiting process allowing recruiters to focus less time on

administrative processes and more time on value-adding activities such as sourcing jobcandidates

Average actual time-to-hire by job
classification: # of calendar days
from finaI department
a uthorization/approval to recruit for
a position to employee start date.

Not available as a report in
NeoGov. HRD willwork with
agency recru,iters to determine a

baseline prior to implementation.

To be determined based on

establishing a baseline and looking
at industry standards for
compara'ble local governments.

Survey of HR Community about
completing hiring process to meet
business needs

2014 HRD customer service survey
"the time to com:plete the
recruitment meets my business
needs" Agreernent: 3.L9,
lmportance: 4.99 (both out of 5)

lm:provement in agreement within
three years of implementation.
Receiving feedback on a regular
basis allows us to see what
worked, what didn't, and what
internal improvements can be
made for the'next search.
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Benefit D: Strensthen nortine and data for analvtics to suoport strate crest cruitins efforts
One of the best changesto make is in regard to improving hiring results is reviewing recruiting metrics.

ln NeoGov it is difficult to gather and maintain the right kind of data, such as where our candidates are

coming from, how they apply for our jobs and skill sets an employee has. A best-in-class ATS notonly
tracks time-to-fill data and the volume of applications received with "single view" dashboards, it willalso

include metrics such as the efficiency of our interviewing process. We will be able to determine how

long it takes candidates to move through interview stages, how that influences drop-out rates and

where recruiters should spend the most time. This will allow us to allocate our HR resources more

efficiently and plan our advertising spend to the places that yield the most hires and not just applicants.

Wise use of recruiting metrics enables us to compare data from our recruiting process againstcounty
goals forthe kind of insight we need to maintain and improve our recruiting practices. Throughseamless

integration with PeopleSoft, we will have accurate and timely metrics critical to making informed

strategic decisions.

Examples of Talent Acquisition Reporting:
o Source-of-Hire

o Tracking source-of-hire over time will help to modify our recruiters'work allocation based

on the effectiveness and costto ensure the best return-on investment of recruitment
dollars. ln addition, with a robust suite of integrated sourcing tools, we can build pipelines

of pre-qualified talent ahead of actual demand, to fill our positions more quickly allowing
us less interruption in delivering services to our residents.

Every Open Requisition:Total Applied, lnterviewed, Offers Extended, Offers Accepted

o Track important ratios such as the number of candidates applied to interviewed,
interviewed to offered, and offered to accepted. Strategic recruiting requires

understanding the intricacies of each search and the ability to anticipate where the
bottlenecks might be ahead of time. ldentifying potential bottlenecks makes it easierto

build a business case for positive changes in the application process.

a

a Time-to-Fill
o Not only does knowing time-to-fill help HR professionals gain insight into a realistic timeto

hire new employees in the future, but it also helps managers redistribute work more

effectively while the position is open. Once any high time-to-fill challenges are uncovered,

recruiters can make recommendations to the hiring manager that demonstrate how simple

changes can improve their time-to-fill.

iil

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reoson forthe project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor

rovided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefitinternal). The information
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1 . Descrihc whlr yr611 expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

nalysi

PA.Y,

d

a mfor lease WI beil used orr Thization tscBA) youv ga

a os nclud cost scost t tdwou eedn toes ls Countyat
d nta the roan te ct.ue

expla
ntita

of benefitseach theFor you
bothinclude metive asures

Update of March 2019

the measures identified above. lf not

Application Drop-off Rate:
Number of
a pplicants/ca ndidates that
start an application but do
not complete the process

During 2016 Q1-Q3, there
were 632,020 unique
pageviews on the King

County Careers Website
(including King County
employees) and we received
a total of 52,611. applications.
Using this data, our
application drop-off rate can
be implied as92%.

Our goal is to reduce the
application d rop-off rate
to 80% within three yea,rs

of implementation.

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable
to deliver as agreed
to in the contract.

Website Analytics:
Number of unique
pageviews of the King

County Careers Website via
mobile, tablet, and desktop
traffic. Kelton research
shows that 86% of active
candidates use their
smartphone to begin a job
search. Mobile smartphone
adoption cuts across

demographics, ages, and

also income levels and is

critical to our Equity and

Social justice (ESJ) strategic
plan to "proactively seek

ca nd idates from diverse
backgrounds and

comrnunities and

encourage them to apply."
Mobile technology could be

our best diversity recruiting
strategy.

Google Analytics data from
2016 Q], through Q3 of non-
King County emp,loyee
unique pageviews of the King

County Ca reers Website:

b

%of
I otal

Mobile 178,409 39%
Tablet 26,9r2 6%

Desktop 250,393 55%
Total 455,714 tOOo/o

To increase the
percentage of mobile and
tablet traffic to a

combined 55% within
three years of
implementation.

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable
to deliver as agreed
to in the contract.

Candidate Experience: To be determined HRD will start surveying
candidates prior to

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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implementation, then 6

months after
implementation, then
yearly. Collecting
feedback on the current
stats of our hiring process

will help to improve
future candidate
experiences, which is key

in recruiting for all

applicants whether
selected or not.

to deliver as agreed

to in the contract.
Survey of candidates about
application experience,
including ease of finding a

particular job posting, site

appeal, ease of use, time to
apply, and other process

specific questions

To "screen-in" candidates
such that the percentage

of candidates who are
people of color and/or
women is reflective of
our regio,n's changing
demographics at each

step in the application
process.

Benefit not achieved.

Vendor was unable

to deliver as agreed
to in the contract.

During Q1- Q3 of 2016 King

County received a total of
52,6L! a pplications, 47%

were people of color and

43Yo were women. However,

during this same time new
hires for regular positions
(non-temporary) were
comprised of 37% people of
color and 45% wornen.

Diversity of Candidates:
Diversity/EEO of a pplicant
pools each step of the
a,pplication process to
mitigate unintended
adverse im:pacts. A new
applicant tracking system
will have more robust
capa bilities to identify
impacted steps in the
process and allow us to
eliminate barriers to
employment.

lmprovement in
agreement within three
years of implementation.

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable
to deliver as agreed

to in the contract.

2014 HRD customer service

survey'the recruitment
process yields a strong pool

of qualified applica nts"
Agreement: 3.64,

lmportance: 4.5L (both out
of 5)

Qualifications of
Candidates: Survey of HR

Community about
qualifications of applica nts

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable
to deliver as agreed
to in the contract.

lmprovement in

agreement within three
yea rs of im plementation.

2014 HRD customer service

survey "the recruitment
process resulted in a quality

hire for the position"
Agreement:4.10,
lmportance: 4.59 (both out
of 5)

Qualifications of
Candidates: Survey of HR

Comrnunity about
qua lifications of hires

To be determined based

on establishing a baseline
and looking at industry
sta ndards for comparable
local governments.

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable

to deliver as agreed

to in the contract.

Not available as a report in

NeoGov. HRD will work with
agency recruiters to
determine a baseline priorto
implementation.

Average actual time-to-hire
by job classification: # of
calendar days from final
department
authorization/a pprova I to
recruit for a position to
employee start date.

Benefit not achieved
Vendor was unable
to deliver as agreed
to in the contract.

lmprovement in

agreement within three
years of implementation.
Receiving feedback on a

regular basis allows us to
see what worked, what

Survey of HR Community
about completing hiring
process to meet business

needs

2014 HRD customer service

survey "the time to complete
the recruitment meets my

business needs" Agreement:
3.19, lmportance: 4.99 {both
out of 5)
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didn't, and what internal
improvements can be
made for the next search.

Project Close Out Summary Statement: This is a Final BAP. The project did not meet its target benefits

lnQ4of20LT,itbecameapparentduringtestingoftheiCMSsystemthattheoutofthe box
functionality that was documented by the vendor in their response to the KC open RFP was unable to
meet severalof the detailed requirements in the RFP and subsequent contract. The projectteam
engaged the contractual escalation path and issued a notice to cure in partnership with the PAO and DES
leadership. After the approved notice to cure time frame, and with guidance from the PAO, the County
terminated the vendor contract.

King County still needs to achieve the goals and benefits described in this BAP for an applicanttracking
system. DHR and KCIT re-engaged in discovery and reviewed product requirements against ourcurrent
applicant system: NeoGov. We found that NeoGov has increased its functionality and the the system can
now meet many, if notthe majority, of King County's requirements. DHR and KCIT have agreed thatthe
most prudent and efficient use of county resources isto complete our reviewof NeoGovfunctionality,
develop a comprehensive end user and systems administratortraining plan and train on NeoGov'sfull
functionality. We will also use continuous improvement methods to develop standard recruiting and
hiring workflows and processes as part of the full NeoGov rollout.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

of a project prior to its beginning
project a,p,p,rova l, im pleme ntation,

District CourtKing County Department/Agency Name

District Court Unified Case Management SystemProject Title

IT24L57

anPInda AchievementBenefit BAP)

at therness bers areBus torequire deputynbe
responsiblreness OwnersBusi

nda comupdatedregularly
hordirectordepartment

Othniel Palomino - Chief Administrative Officer, King County District Court (KCDC)

entmanaSem

the
staff may

ect RoleTitle / Agency

Chief Administrative Officer -
KCDC

Business Owner, Steeri ng Committee
Member/Leader

Othniel Palomino

Steering Committee Member, Project LeaderJudge Corinna Harn Chief Presiding Judge - KCDC

Steering Committee Member, lT Liaison/LeadlT Director - KCDCEnrique Kuttemplon

Steering Committee MemberDeputy Chief Administrative
Officer - KCDC

jill Dorsey

Steering Committee MemberBob Dowd East Division Director - KCDC

Steering Committee MemberSouth Division Director - KCDCPatti Kohler

Steering Committee MemberJames Kim West Division Director - KCDC

Responsible for analysis from lT perspective in

capturing system requirements,
coordinating/assisting system design,

implementation, testing, and deployment.

Keri She Business Analyst - KCDC

Steering Committee Member, Responsible for
analysis from operations perspective in capturing
system req u ireme nts, coord i nati ng/assisting system

design, implementation, testing, and deployment,
Facilitator for Process Experts and Process Mapping.

Patrick Wells Training Coordinator - KCDC

Steering Committee Member, Responsible for
analysis from operations perspective in capturing
syste m req u i reme nts, coord i nati ng/assisti ng system

Training Coordinator - KCDCAnn Dahlgren

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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design, implementation, testing, and deployment.
Facilitator for Process Experts and Process Mapping

Dee Hay Training Coordinator - KCDC Steering Committee Member, Responsible for
analysis from operations perspective in capturing
system req u i re m e nts, coo rd i nati n g/assisti ng system
design, implementation, testing, and deployment,
Facilitator for Process Experts and Process Mapping.

Heather Dean Budget Director - KCDC Steering Committee Member, Responsible for
Overseeing Financial Requirements and Funding
lnformation

Judge Anne Harper West Division Presiding Judge

- KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Judge Charles
DeLaurenti

South Division Presiding Judge
_ KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Judge Peter Nault East Division Presiding Judge -
KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Judge Johanna
Bender

Mental Health Court Judge -

KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Judge Arthur
Chapman

West Division Judge - KCDC Steering Committee Member and Case Cleanup

Judge Mark Eide South Division Judge - KCDC Steering Committee Member and Case Cleanup

Judge Donna Tucker Assistant-Ch ief Presid i ng J u dge

- KCDC

Steering Committee Member and Case Cleanup

Nina Davis Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Paul McDavid Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Kenneth Li Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Maggie Bradley Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Lisa Kissler Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Amy Turley Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Elizabeth Alexander Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Sommer Peck Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Lisa Bitz Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Sorin Say Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Betsy Bosch Regional Mental Health Court
Manager - KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Judy Garcia Probation Director - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Catherine
Thompson

Probation Manager - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Kathy Orozco Redmond Court Manager-
KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Josie Jimenez Bellevue Court Manager-
KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers
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M RJC Court Coordinator -
KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersBrandon Billak

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersTracey Smith Auburn Court Manager - KCDC

Seattle Court Manager - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersJosh Sattler

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersDenise Michels Court Clerk - KCDC

LeeAnna Young MRJC Court Manager - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersDamita Beleford Burien Court Manager - KCDC

Lillian Hawkins Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSadora Anderson Court Clerk - KCDC

Kate Olson Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Katy Nelson Shoreline Court Manager -

KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersRambaldo Cardoza Court Clerk - KCDC

Jennifer Miller Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersChristina Melby Bellevue Coordinator - KCDC

LeeAnn Rissler Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSomphien
Manivanh

Court Clerk - KCDC

Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSarah Jaynes

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersTheresa Reddekopp Court Clerk - KCDC

Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersElizabeth Biehn

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersNicholas D'Angelo Probation Officer - KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersDavid Sterner Probation Officer - KCDC

Probation Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersAndrea Shao

Mental Health Specialist
Probation Officer - KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersDavid Alber

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersChristopher Allen Probation Officer - KCDC

Probation Officer Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersNadine Wallace

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersEnid McAdoo Probation Officer

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersJim Phoenix Mental Health Specialist
Probation Officer - KCDC

Probation Officer Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersElizabeth Owens

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersJerry Pettitz Probation Officer

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSusan Butler Mental Health Specialist
Probation Officer - KCDC

Probation Officer Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersJay Gorham

Mental Health Specialist
Probation Officer - KCDC

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSteven Wede

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersSue Bainton Probation Clerk - KCDC

Jessica Brown Training Coordinator Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Probation Officer Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiersAnnette Pooley
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Annalisa Mai

lsabelle lsidro Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Regina White Court Clerk - KCDC Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

GabrielTraber Court Clerk - KCDC

Kanani Johnson Program Manager

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Project Management

Tami Cochran Complia nce Coordinator

Susan Mahoney Assista nt Presding J udge

Process Experts and Configuration Analyst

Steering Committee Member and Process Expert

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release req uests, lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revision table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieve<j cji no furitrer benefits a,re expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document onl[,ne. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. In general, it should take a few hours to complete this
BAP form once there is a shared understa,nding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To i:mprove this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Date this

document
was updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of what
changed in the document. lf
this is an initial droft, please

indicate new. lf nothing has
changed, indicate "review

only",

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Please use conceptual
review, budget process,

funding release, annual
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

Conceptual Review
2/1.0/1"4-

2121,1]4
Steeri ng

Committee
New lnitial Draft 240 hours

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Kari Goode

Rachel Brooks-
Bailey

Probation Officer

Probatron Otticer

Court Clerk - KCDC

2124114-

3/2tl14
Steering
Committee

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

Process Experts and Requirement ldentifiers

360 hoursConceptual Review Daily Revisions
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Steering
Committee

New lnitial Draft 444 hoursBenefits Achievement
Plan

2/28h4-
4/2r/1.4

Steering
Committee

Daily Revisions 1040 hoursBenefits Achievement
Plan

4/22/1.4-
7 /3/14

78 hours
s/26/14-
6/13/1.4

Heather Dean

and Enrique
Kuttemplon

Draft and Revisions
Costs Benefits Analysis

Workbook

Subject Matter
Expe rts,

Functional
Analysts,
Business Analysts

Process Mapped all KCDC

processes to identify the
scope of the requirements
and assess the Financial

Needs of a new System

L56B hoursProcess Mapping

2/rBh4-
a/$/Ia Gnd
intermittent
days to
present)

Steering
Committee

Review Only of BAP for PSB

Report Out
2 hours2014 BAP Annual Report 3/r/ts

3 hours
7/27/ts -
8/r2hs

Steering
Committee

Review and Revision of BAP

and Conceptual Review for
PSB Report Out

20L4 BAP Annual Report

Draft and Revisions 120 hoursCosts Benefits Analysis

Workbook
614/rs -
el2/rs

Heather Dean,

Patricia Kohler,
and Kathy Moon

Review Only of BAP for PSB

Report Out
t hour20L5 BAP Annual Report 3/r/1.6

Steering
Committee

3 hours
tl1./17-
2/3/t7

Steering
Committee

Annual Review and Updates2016 BAP Annual Report
(Ongoing Project)

Annual Review and Updates 5 hours
1"/B/Ie
2/7 /Ie

Steering
Committee

201-8 BAP Annual Report
(Ongoing Project)

described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or

service levels

E

not

estimated

lmproving internal operations, includ,ing thelntern,al service
serwces

or upgrading olderby replacing
services (internalo

lf the project does

there is no need to provide information for

wil,lbe

please

nology.

primary benefit of your proiect? After
primarv type of benefit for the project.ide

rovrng

threviewi benefitthe ng

mFor ost project s/

#3m slon rointerna Catoper ego ry replacingp

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

; ti'r:ii!11.,i,, i,,.'i;'ii;1. . i;,:i ,:it
r',.'r'lt'irii':t ii'a;ri tjiiii; i''i i''.:,i;,.. ': ,; r.l'j, ., ir. r' ',. :: !..r.,i,:,. i i.'::'i':: ",. ::-, ;'

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Ic
lc

egory#L: External service benefits: lmprovingthe quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

nal Service Benefits Exec

King County District Court (KCDC) is using the outdated statewide JIS system with limited integration to
internal standalone court systems and virtually no integration with systems of other law and justice
agencies statewide (including our partner contract cities). While not selected as the primary benefit of a

new case management system for the purpose of this proposal, the implementation of a new case
management system willvastly improve both the quality and the quantity of services that KingCounty
District Court is able to offer the public and our criminaljustice partners. Through new enhanced
electronic access to court records, the court will be able to offer the following new or expanded benefits
to the public:

A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to file their
court documents any day, any time and from anywhere.

B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition tothe
paper notices required by statute.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections.
D. lnformation from Courtroom will be accessible to the public same day.

1) Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).

A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to file their
court documents any day, any time and from anywhere.
eFiling will be a central requirement for a new Case Management System. eFiling will allowfor
access to District Court outside of regular business hours. With the implementation of eFiling,
documents can be filed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week from any computerwith
internet access. This transforms the current filing system from limiting the public and our

Category S1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witl be issued in two business doys
instea.d of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check national

Example: lf th.is project to accept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents witl be oble to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and make poyments by cred.it card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother than
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservotions witl stitl
be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

to be directed to other customer services.

a"Surnrnary.

tnttr. one-qiartei of ntly tb'mploiii lay
obto in i ng a lice is Cldiii d time red:uction c o nt p l o i n ts:':'::o n d:: a I' ioiw st a fie x p e cte d t o:':': bi l i m iit a ti o t h o s

don d.citdbaiesStotC more About customers curre detheour abouteffi:Cidn

this ,5 t oll
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criminal justice partners to eight filing locations, to a system where essentially any computer
terminal becomes a portalto King County District Court.

B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition to the
paper notices required by statute.
A new case management system will not only allow parties to access services electronicallyfrom
anywhere but it will also allow the court to reach defendants through modern means. Currently,

notices for upcoming court hearings are delivered standard postal mail. While this meets the

legal requirements it is an inadequate means of notification in the currenttechnological
environment, Given an atmosphere of frequently outdated addresses, defendants with unstable

housing situations, and a culture highly reliant on smartphone technology, mailing papernotices

is not dependable and often ineffective. The new case management system will have the
technology for hearing notices to be delivered via text and/or email for those who opt-in.
lndividuals will get notices of future court hearings immediately, and the system can be

programmed to send out multiple reminders to keep defendants up to date on the status of their
hearing, While text and emailwill not replace standard mail as a means for notification atthis
time, they will help the Court reach individuals for whom postal mail was previously an unreliable

noticing method thereby providing a supplemental service to the public.

UPDATE 2l2AL9 - KCDC will not be implementing both text and emailas supplemental

not have a measurable additional impact. King County District Court will monitor the success

the SMS noticing and readjust this decision if necessary.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections.
Currently King County District Court contracts with NCO Financial in orderto collect on unpaid

court fines and traffic infractions. The new case management system would allow King County

District Court to take over the payment plan portion of the NCO contract, maintainingtheir
services only for collections. With King County District Court in control of payment plans, the
court could allow for time payments or different pay dates tailored to the defendant's economic

situation; smaller monthly payments in response to the defendant's financial standing; or hold

the debt if special circumstances arise if the defendant misses a payment. Remindernotifications
can be generated by the system with minimal clerical labor to prevent lapses in payment. These

notices can be configured to go out by mail andfor astext/email alerts if the defendant desires.lf
a debt obligation goes unpaid for a certain period of time, the Court may still contract with athird
partyto handle collection procedures which often require extensive staffing. Having a system in
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place to foster cooperation with the defendant will enable the court to offer the public payment
platr arrattgernerrts tu rliatclr Ilreir lirrarrciaI siIuaLiurrs.1

D. lnformation from Courtroom will be accessible to the public same day.
Documents created in open court will be created within tlre system by the judge and clerk, signed
by the parties electronically in open court, and uploaded in the system without the need for any
clerical re-entry of data. The only paper copies will be those that are printed from the system as

reference documents for the defendant. This will be a huge improvement from the current
system where all documents are created as paper copies that need to be transcribed into the
system and the originals then scanned and indexed, often resulting in a delay of four to five
business days or more untilthe information is viewable in the system bythe public will be
eliminated. (Please see King County DistrictCourt BAP Supplemental Detoils Section Vllformore
detailed information ).

2) How will you meosure the henefit(s)? (How will you know if the henefit has been achieved?l
A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to file their

court documents any day, any time and from anywhere. - We will measure the system's
availability for after-hours access by parties remotely (with the exception of planned system
downtime for planned maintenance),

B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition tothe
paper notices required by statute. - We will measure the number of texts /email notices sent
out and will know the benefit has been achieved through the number of parties opting in to
electronic messaging.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections. - To determ ine if fewer people have been sent to
collections we will measure: The number of people being assigned to full collect.

D. Same Day Access to Court Information - We will measure the amount of time from court hearing
until documents and records are available for public viewing.

3) Whot is the current baseline for this measure
A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to file their

court documents any day, anytime, and from anywhere. - We currently do not have this
functionality and thus the baseline is zero,

l "Maximizing Recovery Rates in Consumer Debt." Timetric(201"2): n.pag.Timetric, Apr.2Ot2. Web.23 May 2014.
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B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition to the
paper notices required by statute - The current baseline for this is zero as we do not havethis

functionality on our current system.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections. The current baseline for this measure is approximately

L66,484, which is the number of cases assigned to collections in 2013.

D. SameDayAccesstoCourtlnformation-Thebaselineisthecurrentaverageof 4to5daysfrom
hearing in open court to the time when the documents are available for public viewing.

4) Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to filetheir
court documents any day, any-time, and from anywhere. - The target is 99% uptime of the

system with the exception of planned maintenance.

B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition tothe
paper notices required by statute. -There is no explicit target as we currently do not havethis

functionality or metrics to measure it. By the end of the first year we will develop a set of

metrics and targets for further years to assess the improvement from this functionality.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections. The target for collections is a 15% reduction in cases

assigned to col lections.
D. Same Day Access to Court lnformation - The target for this measure is that orders, documents,

and all case and hearing information would be accessible to the public within 24 hours of a

hea ring.

5) When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

A. With the implementation of the new case management system, people will be able to file their

court documents any day, anytime, and from anywhere. While the benefit itself will be achieved

upon implementation, awareness of the benefit is likelyto be achieved overthe course of three

years after implementation IUpdate of June 20i-71 from 20],9 to 2021, with expectationsof

incremental growths beyond.
B. Parties will be able to opt in to receive text or email based hearing notices in addition to the

paper notices required by statute. - As we currently do not have this functionality or metricsto
measure it. Bythe end of the first yearwe will develop a set of metrics and targetsforfurther
yea rs.

C. Fewer people will be sent to collections - We expect the benefit to be achieved by end of

lUpdate of une 20171 n which it is implemented

D. Same Day Access to Court Information - We expect this benefit to be fully realized by the end of

lUpdate of June 201,71 2Oi-9, the first year in which it is implemented. Much of the information

will be available immediately upon implementation but we recognize there may be a delay in full

realization due to learning curve of new technology by staff.
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this proiect to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors witt be
able to check on averoge of 10 sites per day compared with the dverage of 6 currently checked. This wilt allowttte
agency to hondle the 2A% inc1qale!-n worklood projected in the next 3 yeors,,wi[|tout addinq more syaff..

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
able to reduce the durotion of technology outdges during major incidents by j0%. We olso will reduce thewoit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witt ottow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consotidation project is part of on overoll effort to promote lT standardization. This
proiect will moke the current monagement of user eccounts, applications, ond devices eosier for lT odministrotors
at-Publ'ic Health because the end user experience will alsa,"be-improved by having o SIftQte sign-on to opplications

security models rather thon the multiple anes thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

Executive Summary:
As discussed in our previously submitted Conceptual Review, due to our current system's major
insufficiencies, King County District Court faces daily challenges operating on multiple stand-alone
systems requiring repetitive and duplicate data entry points. The following issues and challenges in King
County District Court's current case management system create disjointed and challenging internal
operationsthat require clerksto reworkthe sametasks. The result is increased errors andprocessing
time which in turn increases the cost of the work and drastically reduces its reliability.

A new case management system will allow us to completely redesign our current work processesthat
are hampered bythe old technology and limited abilityto integrate with other County or Citycriminal
justice agencies. We will be able to move to a streamlined and fully integrated workflow processthat
en su res:

A. Better Utilization of Court Staff
B. Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk
C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs
D. Maximize System Uptime

Outlined below is an analysis of how a new case management system will address each of these needs

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s)

A. Better Utilization of Court Staff - A new case management system will allow King County District
Court to better utilize court clerk FTE time in several ways:

o Reduce Volume of Documents Clerks Manually Scan into System - As mentioned in
category one, eFiling will be a central requirement for a new case management system.
Attorneys will be mandated to eFile as they currently are in King County Superior Court.
They will submit their documents electronically, eliminating the manual document upload
process entirely, leaving the clerk to simply confirm that the attorney's inputs (such as
case number and document type) are correct. Though pro se filers and defendants will

per, the vast majority of thehave the option to file electronically or through traditional pa
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average 3,024,000 pages a year that are scanned into the system will be eliminated and

the court's staff will be able to confirm that the documents were filed correctly thereby

improving the overall accuracy of the filings. This will allow for both a reduction of some

FTE's through attrition, repurposing of some FTE's for supporting the new system, as well

as a reallocation of some resources to increase quality control and customer service that

KCDC does not currently have the resources for.

o Reduction of Court Clerk Training Time - Movement to a new case management system

with only one program to train on and the elimination of hundreds of commands that

must be learned to navigate JIS will drastically reduce onboarding time as well as reduce

errors that necessitate continuous training of existing staff. This will allow new employees

to become productive contributors more quickly, reducing the amount of time a court-

location is down any employees. ln turn this will allow the Training Coordinators more

time to complete other trainings, develop and implement more training materials and

continue to document KCDC's procedures as the system and statutes change.

Much of in-court clerk training is focused on taking forms and orders generated in the

courtroom and entering them into JIS via freehand docketing and command codes. Full

integration of forms and orders that populate the data into the system will eliminate allof
this training, allowing clerks to be trained on quality control of the data instead.

o Timely Completion of Work - Much of the time clerks spend processing case work is due

to lack of automation and the redundant data entry in numerous standalone systems.

Virtually all relevant case documents must be filed in paper form or converted to paper

form and then manually scanned and indexed into District Court's outdated document

management system. Due to the lack of an eFiling and case management system, King

County District Court has required staffto manually input and manually manage cases.

Each stand-alone subsystem exists independently and requires separate clerical data

entry, The simple entry of a new case can require a clerk to enter the same data intoas

many as seven systems. With the implementation of a single integrated case

management system with eFiling functionality, the time it takes to process a case will be

reduced resulting in case work being completed in a consistently accurate and timely

manner, This again, allows for both a reduction of some FTE's through attrition,
repurposing of some FTE's for supporting the new system, as well as a reallocation of
some resources to increase quality control and customer service that KCDC does not

currently have the resources for.

o Fewer Clerical Errors - As mentioned above, clerks are required to manually manage

cases. Data entry errors are caused by manually entering data (and often re-enteringthe

same data multiple times). There are few safeguards to ensure data is accurate or

necessary steps in the management of the case have been completed. lntegration of all

system components, eliminating redundant data entry requirements, as well as enhanced

monitoring capabilities of the new case management system will be instrumental in

helping reduce dismissals due to jurisdiction and speedy trial violations. Warning and

milestone markers built into the system that are triggered throughout the life of a case

are essential for case monitoring and alerting clerks and judges when action is needed.
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B. More Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk - One of
thc major limitations within the current systerii is tlie lack of iritegr al.iurr witlr the agencies with
which District Court shares data, such as the Department of Licensing and King County law
enforcement (including the Washington State Patrol, King County Sherifl Municipal law
enforcement and the jails within and outside King County who house defendants with cases in
King County District Court). As a central part of this development process, King County District
Court is working with the other criminal justice agencies within King County to create a data
sharing model. When the new case management system is implemented, it will conform to a

data model that will allow for data transfer between all King County Criminal Justice Agencies
such as Superior Court, Department of Public Defense, Sheriff's Office, Prosecutor's Office and
DAJD. When a judge or a clerk is in the courtroom, the information from agencies acrossthe
county (such as King County Correctional Facility data to include other court holds, priorbooking
information, Court lnformation Services lnterview data, and Personal Reference lnformation)will
be immediately available through these data interfaces ensuring that the judge can make judicial
rulings with a more complete picture of allfactors, ensuringfairness and publicsafety.

UPDATE 8/2O15: As part of an agreement between King County District Court and the
Administrative Office of the Courts, with support from the King County Council and the
Washington State Legislature, the Court is working with AOC as the pilot court for the
development and implementation of the lnformation Network Hub and Electronic Data
Repository (lNH/EDR) as described in Phase 2 lnterfaces in the RFP. The tNH/EDR interface
allows courts to efficiently and bi.directionally exchange statewide criminaljusticedata.

UPDATE tl20L7:The Expedited Data Exchange Steering Committee has decided to reanalyze
and review the plan for the lnformation Network Hub and Electronic Data Repository project
which we believe will lead to its delay. The Court, however, is planning to proceed ahead
without the interface. The Court is stil,l working closely with the AOC and will be readyto
implement the interface with the EDR when it becomes available.

UPDATE L/2Ot9z - The status is Data Exchange is unchanged from
is impacts ion from other agencies. We

directly interface. Based on

with the E

with AOC
our vendor on sending data an additio
risk in this area.

C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs *-"One of the most valuable additions thatthe
new case management system will bring to King County District Court is much improved metrics
and reporting system for data tracking. King County District Court can use the data to make
incremental decisions regarding those programs to better serve the public. Currentl y, JIS is
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limited in the reports that it can produce due to both the age of the database query system, non-

standardized data entry and the fact that it simply was not designed for a court of ourmagnitude.
To compound that fact, the data is queried from fields in JIS that often do not require standard

entries. This means that for those reports we are able to run, the data it returns cannot be fully
relied upon and thus cannot be used to accurately determine the value of court programs.

D. Maximize System Uptime - King County District Court faces intermittent outages of the systems

causing interruptions in service and interfering with the Court's abilityto carry out daily

operations. Notification for system failures is often delayed, especially on systems that are not

maintained by District Court such as JlS, and while repairs are being made the judicial process is

halted. Additionally, the failings in our current outdated electronic document program often are

only detected after the problem has occurred and requires substantial staff time to repair. A new

case management system will be maintained in house, with onsite lTstaff.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know il the benefit hos been achieved?)

A. Better Utilization of Court Staff - Better utilization of court staff through reduction of clerical

time spent scanning documents, reduction of clerical training time, integration that will reduce

time spent entering data or scanning in documents as well as increased accuracy and thus

reduction of time fixing errors will allow King County District Court to return a total of L6 FTE

positions to the County by means of attrition (see this information in Category 4 as well).

B. More Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk -This
benefit will be achieved upon implementation of a standard data model. Benefit realization will

be achieved when judicial officers have accessto information from other King Countycriminal
justice agencies.

UPDATE 8l2OL5 - This benefit will also be achieved upon implementation of the INH/EDR.

C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs - This benefit will have been achieved when we

have the ability to input data elements, run reports, and gather statistical data about the use and

performance of the programs. For example, the ability to query and measure who comes into a

program, the time span from entry to completion or recidivism, and the completion rate of
participants.

D. Maximize System Uptime - Currently we have no mechanism to track system downtime other
than anecdotally. With JlS, the state-run court database, we often find out about system errors

and interface outages months later. Our new case management system will have system

monitoring software that will allow for rapid notification of any error. This will allow us to
measure whether our target has been achieved.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
A. Better Utilization of Court Staff - The current baseline is L62 number of staff

B. More Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk - Atthis
time we have limited to no integration with any of the King County Law and Justice Agenciesand
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while a committee has been formed to develop a data model, at this time there is no shared data
model acrossthe agettcies. Our cunerr[ lraselirre is Llrat l"[re judge has access data and
information from JIS only. Any other information has to be manually researched by clerical staff
such as through telephone calls, faxes, or access to other agencies systems in an often untimely
process.

C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs - There is no current baseline for this measure.
We lack metrics or reports to measure and evaluate program performance due to currentsystem
inflexibly and the limited and unreliable data,

D. Maximize System Uptime - We have no ability to measure a baseline for this measure as we
currently cannot measure or monitor this for our systems and often find out about outages
months after they have occurred and affected thousands of cases. The ability to monitorfor
these outages may be the most necessary benefits of a new case management system.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
A. Better Utilization of Court Staff - The target for this measure is a I0% reduction in staffing (a

total of 16 positions)through attrition over a three year period of time. (See table belowfor
details).

B. More Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk -The
target for this measure is development and adherence to a county-wide data model for allKing
County Law and Justice Agencies and the ability upon implementation of that data modelto
interface with those agencies that have that capability at that time. This will provide judicial
access to more complete information.
UPDATE B|2OLS - The target also includes the ability to send and receive statewide criminal
justice information via the INH/EDR.

C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs - The target for this measure is implementation
of metrics and reports to evaluate the success of various court programs

D. Maximize System Uptime - The target for this measure is 99% uptime.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
A, Better Utilization of CourtStaff -The breakdown of thetimeline of the benefit is detailed inthe

table below:

xTotals are year on year cumulative

'Better Utitization of Court Staff' Measures 2019

Total # of FTE's eliminated by attrition through
ALL efficiencies

B 5 LB

Total # of FTE's Returned to County through
attrition

6 5 5 16

Total Salary and Benefit Savings Returned to the
County

S+al,tgq. Sgso,so+ 51,24s,824 52,s69,5r2

KCIT workstation savings Returned to the County S9,6oo S15,600 521,600 S46,Boo

Overhead Savings Returned to the County 53laq. So,ggg Sto,o3+ 52o,agl
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UPDATE Ll2ltg - tn December 2At7, King County District Court found alternate positions within the
County for 4 employees. Through this initative, in 2018 we saved 5229,816 through the resulting

salary and benefits reduction and the savings will be ongoing.

ln 2019, King County District result of this
project's move away frorn pa longer need:

this position process t:he 183,388 this
fiscal year starting in 2019 and

:King County District Court also has taken a CMS project related contra of $185,6221or FYL9l2O.

B. More Complete Law and Justice lnformation lmmediately Available to Judge and Clerk -Target
for this measure is not known at this time as a King County Criminal Justice Committee spanning

numerous county criminal justice agencies is currently driving this process. King County District

Court is committed to adhering to the timeline developed and decided upon by this committee.

UPDATE tlzOLT.This committee is on hold at present. We are, however, currently working
with the Prosecutor's Office, Superior Court and DJA, as well as King County Data to develop

data sharing outside of this committee as part of our implementation.

C. Accurately Determine Value of Court Programs - U pon implementation of th is system we will

have the reporting capabilities. As soon as the new system launches, reliable data will start to be

collected for measurement. A year after launch of the new case management system IUpdate of

June 20171 in 2020, analysis will be done with trusted information accumulated over the previous

year. With the data, measurements can be made and goals for subsequent years drafted along

with evaluation of success and effectiveness of court programs.

D. Maximize System Uptime "_This benefit is likely to be achieved within 1 year of illt.e X_2,l

implementation [Update of June 20171 in 2020{&as the unstable systems will be replaced infull
and new integration with built in validation of data transfers and system monitoringsoftwarewill
be elements of the new system.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. Tltis upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 2075 ond thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax ond regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to externat or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will imptement an Advonced Authentication solution which witl altow King County to comply

with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJtS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2073, advanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in

levels by either replacing or upgrading older

place in order to access sensitive CJIS informotion,

Please see section Xlll (Upgrade of Technology to Maintain and Increase Service to the Public) of King

County District Court BAP Supplemental Details for information on thisCategory

JIS fails to help King County District Court meet the mission of providing a forum that is fair, efficient and

accessible. lnstead the current case management system produces errors, inefficiencies, and service

outages that stalls the judicial process. The new case management system will replace the Court's
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reliance on JIS and upgrade the secondary programs to be better integrated with the system as awhole
and will provide both improved reporting and monitoring capabilities. An improved reporting and data
collection system will enable King County District Courtto provide qualitycontrol and meet itsfiduciary
responsibility to the public. The new case management system will have the capability to calculate
speedy-trial and reconfigure the timeline whenever waivers are filed or warrants are issued. These
automated calculations will provide an essential safeguard to ensure a timely resolution of allcases.

L. Describe why you (rre proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2, lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Executive Summary:
District Court expects that eFiling and system-generated forms will reduce paper documents filed to,and
produced by,the Court by35% of the baselinetotal. From this reduction the Courtwill realize a savings
of 4 FTE positions through attrition. The Court will reassign one staff position into a professionalposition
The professional position will be used to analyze and maintain data integrity and return 3 of those
positions to the county (keeping the salary of and benefits necessary to fund the professionalposition).

District Court expects that the reduction in paper documents filed to, and produced by, the Court to be
50% from the baseline total, two years after launch. From this reduction, the Court will realize a time
savings of an additional 2 FTE positions through attrition.

ln the third year after launch, the expectation is that paper documents filed to, and produced by, the
Court will be reduced 75%from the baseline total. From this additional reduction, the Court will realizea
time savings of 3 more FTE positions through attrition.

#4: RedUcEd cost to pr6duce service (external oi ihternal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. Thiscategory
also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, hasthe
capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts poyable softwore is approved, we will
automate three tosks thot are currently done manually by ogency and central pu1g,hgl1ng employees. Busedon
eipie}idici af o,ther users of the software, tnis will redlitc:e p,i::ocessing time frotm id,i i,u,rrent overoge of ten doys to
less than one':"Th'is will ollow as'tb toke odvontoge of p"to;mpt payment discounti foi"b:Vei 51.5,00A,A00 of onnuldt
purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annual sovings of obout 5i0A,000. This will result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avaidance,, Moving to this new vendor thot uses a'SaoS-prod,uct; we will ovoid the'..need-.to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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The current system also requires a substantial amount of clerical time to be expended towards the
manual processing of paper documents filed with the Court. Time must be spent preparingthe

documents for the scanning program as well as converting the documents into a readable electronic

format. The launch of eFiling and system generated forms will vastly reduce clerical time spent uploading

documents into the electronic court record.

The lack of integration between the District Court system (JlS) and the probation system (PCMS) has led

to a substantial amount of clerical time being spent transferring data between the two systems. The new

case management system will have a probation module included which will have full integration withthe
District Court component. This will greatly reduce the amount of clerical time spent manually entering

redundant data. The Court expects that the efficiency savings will allow for the investment of a

management position and return to King County 3 FTE positions through attrition. Within the firstthree
years of implementation, King County District Court will return a total of tO% of its FTE clerical positions

to the county through attrition. (See table in Question 5 for full breakdown of positions).

It is clear that a new case management system will allow us to completely redesign the way we do

business and allow us to significantly reduce costs through a streamlined and fully integratedworkflow
process that will result in the following:

A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs

B. I0% Efficiency in Staffing through Attrition
C. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs - The benefits realized after the first seven years Q025\ of
implementation will almost fully recover t,he project costs. By the end of the eighth year (2025),

benefits will have fully recovered the project costs.

B. tO% Efficiency in Staffing through Attrition - King County District Court estimates that the

efficiencies provided by launching a new case management system will allow the Court to return

a total of 16 FTE positions to the County by means of attrition. Currently we experience a net

attrition rate of approximately 15 FTE's on an annual basis and will return FTEstothe countyper
the chart below. Furthermore, the Court is committed to investing in one additionalprofessional

staff position to meet the complex challenges such as data analysis to ensure quality control and

data integrity, and one additional management staff to facilitate the process. The Court willnot
seek additional funding for these positions, instead funding them through additionalclerical

savings done through attrition.
C. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners - The court will also realize a costsaving

transitioning from expensive high volume scanners to smaller desktop models with an expected

decrease of 544,000 annually in licensing fees alone. After taking into account maintenance

contracts and other costs, the total savings of these high volume scanners willtotalS110,000
annually.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)

A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs - We will know that this benefit has been achieved through
the reduction in payrollthrough efficiencies, the reduction of certain costs due to the higher
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productivities of the system, cost avoidance, and realization of new revenue sources. (Please
see Cost Berre[it" Arralysis Workbook for detailed figures)

B. IO% of Efficiency through Attrition - This will be measured through the decreasingstaffing
number through attrition over time (see question 5, section B for schedule of reduction).

C. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners - This benefit will have been achieved
when we are able to eliminate the high volume scanners and terminate any associated
maintenance contracts resulting in full eradication of costs.

3. Whot is the current baseline?
A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs - The baseline is repayment of S0 costs. By end of year

eight (2026), full repayment of costs will have occurred.
B. L0% of Efficiency through Attrition - The current baseline is t62 number of staff.
C. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners - The current baseline isthe

approximately $t1O,OOO in annual expenditures on the high volume scanners.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings willthis project ochieve)
A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs - Target for this measure is full payback of project cost.

District Court is expecting to IUpdate of June 20171 beein go live with the newCase
Management System in 2017.ln Februarv 2025, 7.5 years after full go live, District Courtwill
have paid back the project cost.

B. L0% of Efficiency through Attrition - The target for this measure is a tO% reduction in
staffing (a total of 16 positions)through attrition over a three year period of time. (Seetable
below for details).

C. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners - The target for this measure is
elimination of all high volume scanners resulting in a S0 annual expenditure.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
A. 7.5 Year Payback of Project Costs - The payback of costs will occur 7.5 years from [Update of_

June 2017 full implementation, approximatelv Februarv 2025. Please see the Cost Benefit
Analysis for detailed repayment information.

B. L0% of Efficiency through Attrition - The breakdown of the timeline of the benefit is

detailed in the table below:

*Totals are year on year cumulative

"Efficiency Through Attrition" Measures &, 3 Year
TOTAL

Total# of FTE's eliminated by attrition through
ALL efficiencies

5 18

Total # of FTE's Returned to County through
attrition

6 5 5 1,6

Total Salary and Benefit Savings Returned to the
County

S+ol,tgq SBso,so+ 51.,24s,924 5 2,s69,5L2

KCIT workstation savings Returned to the County 59,600 S15,6oo Szt,ooo S46,Boo

Overhead Savings Returned to the County 53,laq. 56,Bgg Sto,o:+ Szo,agl
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EL/2Ot9 - ln December 2O!7, King County District Court found alternate positions within the

County for 4 employees. Through this initative, in 2018 we saved 5229,816 through the resulting

salary and benefits reduction and the savings will be ongoing.

ln 2019, King County District Court is eliminating 1 FTE. This reduction was allowed as a result of this

project's move away from paper and towards the electronic filing. As a result, we no longer need

this position to process the paper. This will allow King County District Court to save 5183,388 this:

fiscal year starting in 2019 and the savings will be ongoing.

:King County District Court also has taken a CMS project related contra of 5185,622for FYL9l2O.,

c. Savings through Elimination of High Volume Scanners - Cost reduction should be achieved by

the end of yea+eneplp. High Volume scanners will be eliminated upon implementation of

the new case management system and all associated agreements and costs associated with

the existing systems will be terminated.

,UPDATE March zOLg - This is an ongoing project. ln 2018, L6,4Ll civil cases were initiated via the

eFiling portal and 581,079 pages of scanning were eliminated. All other case types on track to go live in

2019 and to achieve expected benefits as detailed in the BAP updates.

Target ActualMetrics BaselineMetric Description
. l doy processingtime
c 30 percent of

purchases ore

receiving prompt
payment discounts

. 5400,a00 savings

o 2 day processing

time
c 20 percent of

purchases are

receiving promp't
poyment discounts

c $200,000 sovings

Processing Time

annual savings,

ond percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

t L0 dsys processing

time
o 70 percent of

purchases ore
receiving discount

c Sovings of
s700,000

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

fram the current overoge

of ten days to less than
one allowing us to take
advontqge of prompt
payment discounts.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4. The

ontici.poted benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foited physicatly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of

S50AK - 5l f4ittion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency

rodio system witl benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not experiencing

cotastrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote accounts payoble sot'twore was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time was reduced from 1,0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 day torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment than originally

estimoted.

Example:

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus o,n the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected Hehefits of the project as it moves ttrroufh stages of project approval, implemLntation,

and post-project closure-
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are,,responsible for achieving pr,ojec,t-benefits and e nsuring th,is Benefit Achievement Plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are r€Q,ui1gd to be atthe
deputy depar irrrent director or higher.

King County Department/Agency Name

Project Number

Project Title

Department of Judicial Administration (DJA)

[U pdate L/27 I 16] Lt239o0

System Replacement Project (SRP)

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify''the berrefits-of the project. KCIT b-usiness analysts oi technology pr6j'bct staff may
assist in,henefit identification and docurnentation. List the staff who contribute to,;the-BAp below

Teresa Bailey, DJA Deputy Director

Title / Agency

Teresa Bailey

Name

Deputy Director/DJA Project Director

f.arySha+y-Danielle
Anderson IUpdate 1,/27 I 16l

CaseFlow and Court Clerk
Division/DJA

J€e-A4€Al{is+€FJane

Swanson IUpdate 1,/13 h7]
Finance and Customer
Service/DJA

Financia I processes oversight

Manager

Kent RJC Division Manager/DJA
Business process oversight; ensuring
that stakeholder business needs are met

Sarina Aiello

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAp?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your pSB analyst

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or sco,pe changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update th,is document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few ho'urs to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?Revised By DescriptionStage

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stage?

A brief summory of what changed in

the dacument. lf this is an initiol
droft, please indicote new.lf nothing
hos chonged, indicote "review only".

Date this
document
wos updoted

Date

Pleose use conceptual
review, budget process,

fu n di ng re leose, o n n ua I

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

2 hoursAugust 24,

201,5

Who did the
document
updotes?

Teresa

Bailey

Request to combine Core ECR

Replacement and CMS (SCOMIS

Replacement) Projects

5 hourLatasha

Battle
Updated project#, name of
CaseFlow Manager and the status
of ECR stabilization work

Benefits Achievement
Pla n

2015 Annual Update January 27,

2016

Updated name of Finance and

Customer Service ma nager
25 hourJanuary 13,

2017

Latasha

Battle

Updated go-live date and addedthe
benefit measurement timefra me.

5 hourJanuary 18,

201-9

Teresa

Bailey

201-6 annual report -
BAP update for an

ongoing project

Update for the Spring

201-9 BAP Report

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Proiect Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fo,u,rcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2 lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3 Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4 Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit wil'l be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

pu blic
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ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

7. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s)
Benefit A. BUSt ESS CONTINUITY

Although the external benefits listed below are critical and position DJA for multiple service
improvements, DJA's System Replacement Project (SRP) is first and foremost a business continuity
project made essential by: 1) The outdated Core ECR technology platform; and 2) AOC's planned
decommission of the SCOMIS system within the next 3-4 years. ln addition to the service
enhancements listed below, a moderns CMS solution replaces the functionality provided bySCOMIS
Should DJA lose business continuity in the areas of case, financial or document management
operations,the manualwork requirements could prevent both the court and the publicfrom
processing cases and accessing critical information in a time frame required for reasonable court
operations.

AND SOCIAL PUBLIC ACCESS

A significant service limitation of AOC's SCOMIS system is the 24-hour turn around between
defendants/offenders making payments with the Clerk (known as a Legal Financial Obligation or
LFO), and that same payment being uploaded to the AOC finance and accounting module(s) in
Olympia. The dato associated with the poyment is not availoble for reporting until uplood is
complete. Customers therefore cannot verify receipt or required distribution of LFOs in realtime,
causing a great deal of frustration and requiring DJA customers to make multiple inquiries tosecure
verification of funds received, paid or distributed. Although there are many reasons thatcustomers
are inconvenienced, two particularly common scenarios include:
1) After paying on an LFO for many years, payers make the final payment and want immediate

verification that their obligation is fulfilled; and
2l LFO payers must often provide proof of a fulfilled obligation when purchasing vehicles or real

estate.

This second example is particularly important because third-partytransactions cannot close ifthe
payer does not have the required documentation. A modern case Management System willupload
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LFO data in realtime, thus allowing DJA staff to access the requested detailand providefinancial

information timely to customers. Additionally, in many circumstances juvenile offenders are eligible

to have their records sealed upon completion of certain criteria by a specific date. When juvenile

offenders make their final payment just before the date when the Judge considers sealing their
case, not having up to date financial data is problematic.

Assisting the general public and case parties timely is particularly responsive to King County's Equity

and Social Justice agenda, since a certain portion of Superior Court clients come from disadvantaged

populationsthat have difficulty physically accessingthe Clerk's Office on even a singleoccasion.

When a customer comes in and makes a final payment on their LFO, they expect to leave with an

accounting printout showing the balance is paid in full. Due to the delay in posting payments, an

accounting history cannot be provided until the following business day. Turning these individuals

away and/or asking them to call or return on the following business day for updated information

may not be realistic from the point of view of ensuring equal public access to DJA services,

Considering that a portion of DJA customers are jail and prison inmates, DJA's inability to provide real

time data is particularly disparate. These individuals also call DJA to inquire about LFO payments

and distributions, and there can be significant ramifications for their court cases. Nevertheless, DJA

still cannot provide accurate data until the following business day; or if an inquiry is made on a

Friday, the requestor must wait until the following Monday.

DJA's industry research shows that a COTS solution will deliver realtime reporting capability. This

translates to questions associated with case status or LFO payments being answered in realtime
with the most accurate information. (Although a new CMS also brings with it the potentialfor
accessing critical data online, DJA still must answer in-person and telephone questions from case

parties timely, since some disadvantaged individuals do not have access to a computer. Any public

facing web data access points would also show real time data, however.)

Benefit C. O RTIJNITY FOR PUBLIC NVENIEN CF:

DJA has recently completed industry research and observed analogous case management systems

installed in other Superior Court Clerk Offices around the country. lt is clear that COTS CMS

solutions can facilitate an intuitive public web interface and convenient access to court documents

and data for the general public, the judiciary and the legal community. The potential to filter data by

various fields such as date, party name or case positions DJA to assist both the public and the legal

community in accessing critical case management data timely.

lndustry research also shows the potential to expand the way DJA receives payments (i.e. credit

cards) and offer multiple options for providing receipts (e.g., printed or emailed).

The legacy SCOMIS system that is owned and operated by the Administrative Office of the Courts

(AOC) in Olympia, WA is also built on a decades-old platform. The public interface iscounter-intuitive
and quite backward against the public's expectation for current technology: For example, users must

tab between fields and cannot use a mouse; 2)the entire user interface is code dependent and,

without in-depth knowledge of system commands and consistent practice, public users, as well as

the legal community and the judiciary find SCOMIS nearly impossible to navigate. Consequently,

SCOMIS remains a highly inefficient tool for case research. With the data owned and managed by

the AOC in Olympia, DJA has been unable to affect service levels associated with public accessto

data. A modern Case Management System designed to accommodate County business needswill
position DJAto design public-facingweb interfaces and present case information in astraightforward

and helpful manner
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Benefit D. EFFlcl ENCY FOR LFO RECIPIENTS IN CH K PROCESSING:
LFO recipients often receive multiple payments from multiple payers on a given day. However, the
current AOC financials associated to SCOMIS only permit a single check for each individual LFO payer,
meaningthat DJAoften issues multiple checksto a single LFO recipient on a given day. Forexample,
theState Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS)can receive anywhere between 100and
150 checks from DJA on a given day; banks and insurance companies can receive as many as 20
checks on a specific day. A modern finance and accounting module (typically designed into COTS
Case Management Systems) will benefit Legal Financial Obligation (LFO) recipients directly by
allowing DJA to cut a single check covering payments from multiple LFO payers. This will simplify
banking operations for LFO recipients.

ENEFIT EFFI RNMENT THR

As background, DJA is chairing the Criminal Justice lT Efficiencies Work Group, which is comprised of
technology leaders from KCIT and King County CJ agencies. This work group is facilitating
opportunities for data sharing and efficiency through applied technology. The SRP solution will
integrate with a King County Law, Safety & Justice lntegration Solution Center (which will function as
a central data exchange for the PAO, DAJD, KCSO and DPD). This will support single instance data
entry in all agencies, and allow each agency to access critical data in real time in order to maximize
operationa I effectiveness.

2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hds been achieved?)
BENCfit A, BUSINESS CONTINUITY:

A successful project results in DJA operations continuing without interruption once SCOMIS is
decommissioned. Additional business continuity results include continued access of court
documents over the internet and via electronic viewing systems in courtrooms and in DJAcustomer
service centers.

Elanafi+ R Entt ITY AND qnalal il tcTtatr - TIMELY PUBLI aaatrc,q Tn nara.
DJA can measure the number of customer requests for financial data that cannot be immediately
answered in a given time period. A successful project will result in this number being either zero or a

de minimis amount. Because our customer base is disproportionate based on who is using the court
system, increasing customer service will benefit this population.

Benefit C OPPORTUNITY FOR PIJBI IC NVENIENCE
The public benefit for DJA's new Case Management System can also be measured through the
commentary of the public and the judiciary. A successful project will create a comment record
indicating that customers can conduct case and document research through straightforward web-
based interfaces. Such commentary can be secured through surveys and focusgroups.

R enefit D EFF tat trI\I'V Fr\P IEN P ECIPIENTS IN autrar Danatr(c.rNrn'

DJA can monitor the number of checks issued to individual LFO recipients on any given day. A
successful project will show a daily average of 1 check per LFo recipient.

ENCY IN UGH DATASH
Once the KC LSJ central data exchange is established, it will be straightforward to count the number
of data elements secured by and transferred from each participating agency. lt will also be possible
to measure reductions in case processingtime for each agency, given their access to realtimedata.
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3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

BCNEfit A, BUSINESS CONTINUITY:

The SCOMIS system is currently 99.95% available and fully utilized by DJA for case processingand

financial management.

BCNCfit B. EOUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE - TIMELY PUBLIC ACCESS TO DATA:

Currently, customers cannot secure verifying data associated with court-ordered financialpayments

on the same daythat a payment is processed bythe Clerk. Once a payment is processed, DJAcannot

provide verificotion of payment made and/or distributed untilthe next business day. This is

particularly troubling if the request is made on a Friday.

As with item A above, DJA cannot provide verification of payments made and distributed untilthe
next business day. With respect to Equity and SocialJustice., this service deficit forcesdisadvantaged
populations to either access a computer or make a return trip to DJA offices on the following
business day, neither of which may be realistic. For incarcerated customers, family members often

call or visit DJA offices in order to secure the information once it is subsequentlyavailable.

Benefit C, OP PORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC CONVENIENCE:

The state SCOMIS system is difficult to use and, from a case research point of view, nearly

prohibitive. Considerable time is reportedly wasted by customers trying to navigate the displayed

data. Because DJA does not own or manage AOC's case data, the CMS case data that DJA doesoffer
online is fairly limited. lt is currently impossible to filter case data online by document type, case

type, attorney name or hearing date.

Benefit D, EFFICIENCY FOR LFO RECIPIENTS IN CHECK PROCESSING:

As noted above,theState Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) can receiveanywhere

between 100 and 150 checks from DJA on a given day. Banks and insurance companies can receive

as many as 20 on a specific day.

BENEFIT E, EFFICIENCY IN GOVERN MENT THROUGH DATA SHARING:

Currently, there is no method for King County LSJ agencies to share data in realtime.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

BCNCfit A, BUSINESS CONTINUITY:

The target for this measure is no disruption and/or reduction to DJA service levels once SCOMIS is

decommissioned.

Benefit B, EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE - TIMELY PUBLIC ACCESS TO DATA:

The target for this measure is zero lag time between data entry and data availability. Anyfinance
questions that cannot be answered in realtime will be de minimized and highly specialized

circumstances.

Benefit C, OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC CONVENIENCE:

The targets for this benefit include: 1) reductions over time in the number of customers who visit

DJA offices for services for information that can be secured online; 2) feedback from customer

surveys and/orfocusgroupsdesignedtoassessthesatisfactionof thepublicandthejudiciarywith
the new CMS system - the target would be an average rating of either "satisfied" or "verysatisfied";

and 3) offering robust online case management research capability serving both the public and the
judiciary.
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Ben efit D EFFICIENCY FOR LFO RFCIPIFNTS IN CHFCK PROCESSING

Thetargetforthis benefit will be an average of one (1) check issued to each LFO recipient on agiven
d ay.

BENEFIT E. EFFICIENCY IN GOVF RNMENT THROUGH DATA SHARING
The targets for this benefit will vary depending on agency. However, a high leveltarget applyingto
all participating agencies is establishment of a dependable data stream allowing each agencyto
facilitate multiple LEAN process improvements.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Upon SRP go-live.

Updated 1'/IBl2019 - SRP go-live date was II/t3/20I8, benefits will be reported in third quarter
2019.

Category #2i liitefhal service benefits: lmproving intbrnbl operbtions, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: tf this proiect to acquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be
oble to check on overage of 70 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This witl allow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three years without adding more stoff.

Example: If this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witt be
,,able to reduce the durotian of technologtl ou,tag,es'during major incidents by 3A%.,,We also will reduce the,woit

!!me for customers on ho!! with the Service Ce_ntel These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overolt effort to promote lT standardizotion. This
proiect i/vill mi}ke-the current 

^6p'1;:gembnt 
of user accounfs, oppticaiioins, ond devices eaiie:r"'foi ir odministrotors

at Public Health because the end user experience witl olso be improved by hoving o single sign-on to applicotions
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by hovin.g a singte set of pracedures and
security models rother than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Multiple COTS products exist that offer DJA the opportunity to innovate through efficiency and
customer service delivery. For example, many systems on the market allow data included in court
minutes created within the system to automatically populate throughout the system. This means
that a future court date included in the clerk's minutes can automatically add a calendar entry inthe
case management system and would include the docket entry for the clerk minutes. Additionally,
the SCOMIS system has multiple screens that contain certain data fields and it is necessary to go to
various screens to enter data. Data entry should be easier and more intuitive in a modern system.
Finally, many case and document solutions facilitate varying degrees of automated data intakefrom
scan stations, which would allow DJA to index court documents to the court file sooner, making
those documents available to the court and the public sooner aswell.

How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
Benefits can be measured by reviewing data elements in the new system and determiningwhether
any require double data entry. That information can be compared to the data entry currently
required. Ease of data entry can also be determined by comparing the steps currently necessaryto

2.
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input data to the steps required by a new system. DJA will also be able to measure the averagetime
between document intake and availability for viewing in the court file.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

DJA currently has performance measures in place to track time required for data entry as well asthe

average time between document intake and availability for viewing in the court file. Time required

for data entry depends on the type of case, type of document, and type of processing required by

staff for a particular document. The baseline measure is available for the various types of documents

filed.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

The target for this measure is data entry that is 2-4% more efficient than the current system

supports. ln addition to more efficient data entrythere should also be increased accuracy and less

time spent due to the elimination for the need to duplicate data. Overall, DJA staff should have more

time to spend on other value added work, such as enhanced customerservice.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

The quicker data entry and document processingwill likely be achieved within 6 months of go-live,

Staff are currently verv fast and accurate and there will be a learning curve while they alltransition
to a new system that operates quite differently than the SCOMIS system.

Updated I/18120f9: Benefit measurement planned for 3'd quarter 201-9

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technotogy, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2, This upgrode is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 witl be ending in 20L5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox ond regulotory updotes and witl tikely result in errors in comptying with tox ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project wilt implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which wilt atlow King County to comply

with Ij. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, advonced outhentication (AA) must be in

place in order to access sensitive CJtS informotion.

7. Describe why you sre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the dverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

record keeper for the Superior Court's case records. The Department of Judicial Administration
(DJA), which is the King County Clerk's Office, requires an electronic system to fulfillthis role:

specifically, to track and index court records and facilitate public and government access tothose
records. For more than 30 years, DJA has fulfilled its record-keeping responsibilities with the

Superior Court Management lnformation System (SCOMIS), a statewide mainframe system operated

and maintained bythe Washington State Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) in Olympia.

SCOMIS serves as a Superior Court case management indexforthe entire state. lt is used bythe
court, the public, the Bar, and Law, Safety and Justice (LSJ) agencies seeking information pertaining

to specific Superior Court cases. DJA staff enter data directly into SCOMIS that is used as theofficial
index and docket, and also for limited case management purposes. As further background,SCOMlS

ignates County Clerks as the officialnancial Manasement: RCW 2.32.050 desSRP Phase l, Case and Fi
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does not maintain actualcase documents; those remain stored within individual CountyClerk
Officcs. Rather, SCOMIS stores critical doto ossociated to eoch case.

County Clerks in the state of Washington enter and maintain data in SCOMIS and also in various
systems within each Clerk's Office. SCOMIS and multiple DJA systems'data are kept in synch via
highly outdated screen scrape methodology. SCOMIS is engineered from extremely old and
inflexible mainframe technology, the functional limitations of which have forced the establishment
of multiple lT systems in order facilitate performance of DJA's record-keeping and case management
responsibilities (DJA systems for case scheduling and exhibit management are two examples). Asthe
largest Clerk's Office in the state of Washington, DJA has long been limited bythe AOCSCOMIS
system, which was designed and constructed in the late 1970's.

As further background, AOC is currently managing the State Superior Court Case Management
System (SC-CMS) Project, which seeks to replace SCOMIS within the next 3-4 years. King County has
recently made the decision to not participate in the statewide project due to multiplecharacteristics
of the Project and AOC's chosen solution that are incongruent with mission-critical businesspractices
and/or strategic goals of DJA and Superior Court. DJA places high value on its ability to respond
quickly to changing operating requirements typically stemming from local rules, urgent changes to
practice, or increasing customer demands. AOC's chosen solution will be designed as a functional
common denominator among Clerks Offices in Washington; and to some extent, withfunctionality
that is even less desirable than the legacy SCOMIS solution. DJA has long needed an updated Case
Management System (CMS) to: 1) capitalize on modern computing functionality that allows for data
exchange and more efficient business practices; 2) improve the customer service delivered tothe
public and the court; and 3) update and consolidate DJA's technology platform and position the
department for service excellence well into the future.

King County's decision to separate from AOC's SC-CMS Project was made extremely carefullyand
with close coordination with the Executive's Office, Budget Office, Superior CourtAdministration,
Superior Court leadership, and the County Council. Nevertheless, DJA intends to provide data to
facilitate a statewide view of official case records.

ln addition to constructing its own case management system, DiA must also develop a unique
system for data exchange between a County-specific system and the AOC solution in order tofeed
King County's case data to the statewide repository.

Finally, as part of its project to replace SCOMIS, AOC will also retire financial management systems
that are used by all County Clerks in the state. (These financialsystems are comprised of theJudicial
Receipting System (JRS) and the Judicial Accounting Sub System (JASS).) Accordingly, DjA must
replace the functionality provided by JRS and JASS. DJA will require a finance management system
that is suitable for a large, high-volume Clerk's Office before SCOMIS and JRS/JASS are
decommissioned. Without procurement of a financial module, DJA will be left without the capacity
to fulfill its financial obligations to the court and public.

SRP Phase 2. Document Management: DJA maintains, manages and distributes SuperiorCourt
recordsthrough a central application known as Core ECR or "Core." Core ECR provideswork
flow, routing, retention and viewing of these electronic documents.

The existing Core ECR system was originally developed in L999 and is at end-of-life. Althoughthe
life expectancy of lT systems can vary depending upon system-specific characteristics, a 1"0year
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production lifespan without major redevelopment/replacement is typically the maximum (1).

Core ECR has far exceeded this rule of thumb and now poses a significant risk to Clerk and

Superior Court operations because its outdated technology platform is extremely difficultto
maintain. DJA has nearly completed a maintenance effort to stabilize the main repository. Once

this is complete, a significant risk of catastrophic failure will be eliminated. However, the
associated workflow layer is still extremely outdated and inefficient.

Update -U27/L6:
The maintenance effort to stabilize the main ECR repository was completed in September2015

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

SRP Phase L Case and nancial Manasement: Without a new CMS system and an accompanying

Finance and Accounting module to replace the functionality that will be lost when AOC

decommissions SCOMIS, it is assured that DJA will be unable to perform the vast majority of its

mission critical business processes. Such a scenario has a profoundly negative effect on bothDJA

and Superior Court operations.

SRP Phase 2. Documen t Manasement Core ECR has previously failed catastrophically on two
separate occasions (once in 2005 and again in 2008), leaving DJA to operate manually for long

periods of time. DJA consequently made multiple changes to its technology environment in orderto
bring Core back on line and to increase its stability. These failures broughttremendous stress and

inconvenience to the Clerk's Office, the court, and a broad customer base. Avoiding a much more

catastrophic scenario in the future is exactly why DJA is currently workingto stabilize Core ECR by

replacingthe document repository layer. However, the outdated and inefficient workflow layerstill

highly outdated.

Update -1127/16:
The maintenance effortto stabilize Core ECR by replacingthe document repository layerwas

completed in September 2015.

o.uto,mate three tdsks that are currently done monually by agency

experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing

tess than one. This will allow us to take odvontage of prompt payment d.iscounts for over

and centrat purchosing employees. Based on

from the current orlerage af ten ddys to
000 of annual

lTen (10) years is an industry-accepted rule of thumb for the lifespan of technology systems: Commercial vendors tend to
issue software updates/upgrades every couple of years and typically engineer software with backward compatibility with

underlying platforms f or 2 or 3 versions. This is true of lT systems in general as well as systems specific to clerk operations.
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purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,00A. This witt result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o 5ooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life dt the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulotory reosans, so this represents a cost avoidance of $1"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a sumrnary.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in Aprit 20i.4 The
onticipaterl benefit wos ta mointain curren.t servi,ce levels at 99.999% up time for an additional .i-yeors. This
projec_t i1 cu,1,,ently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnually for the next 5 yeors on,,up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of $5A0K - Sl uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ptace thot will be assured of not
experiencing catostroph:ic foilures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to outomate acco,unts poyoble softwore was implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The average time wos red,uced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt payment than originotty
estimoted.

Exam.ple:

Baseline Target

I

. 10 days processing

time
. L0 percent of

purchases are
receiving discount

. Sovings of
51oo,0oo

. 1 doy processing

time
o 30 percent of

purchases are
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. $40A,000 savings

-Z.Ql9-EAP-B-gAort:This is an ongoing project. Go-live occurred tIl13/2018. most go-live supportwill
complete 2/28/2019 and benefits will be measured third quarter 2OI9.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3, Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

Metric Description Metrics Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red uced processing time

from the current overoge
of LO doys to <L day
ollo.wing us to ta.ke

odvantage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing time
onnuol savings,

ond % of
purchoses

receiving prompt
p0yment
discounts

. 2 day processing

time
. 20 percent of

purchoses ore
receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

. $200,000 savinqs
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department of Local Sertticcs, Permitting lJivisionKing County Department/Agency Name

Permit lntegrationProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the

deputy department director or higher.

1.028784Project Number

Warren Cheney, DtiiPER Permltting, Chief Financial Officer

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it wil,l support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project RoleName Title / Agency

Operational oversight and management,'.l,,iii Warren CheneY

:i
Dl SPER Permitting, Chief Financial

Off icer

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

busi,ness owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3, To support fundi,ng release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revision table.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please u:pdate the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Page 1 of 6
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Desciption
How long

did it take?
Please use conceptual

review, budget process,

fund i ng re leose, a nn uo I

report, project
irnplementation, or
project completion.

Dote this
document
wos updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

201-3 annual report 2l06/201,4 John Backman

A brief summary of what
chonged in the document. lf
th,is is an initiol draft, please
indicote new. lf nothing hos
ch a ng e d, itt d icote " rev iew

New, initialdraft

only".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
sto9e7,.,,,,.,.

2 hours

20i3 annuai report 2iL0l2014 John Backman
Review anci comment by the
Pl Management Committee

0.5 hour

2/r1"/201,4 John Backman 3 hours

John Backman l- hour

2013 annual report

2013 annual report

2013 annual report

3/to/201,4

3/24/201,4 John Backman

Response to comments

Response to comments t hour
201-4 annual report ' 3/2312015 John Backman Update 2 hour

2014 annual report 61L1,1201,5 John Backman Revisions 0.5 hour

7 /061201s Warren Cheney Revisions 2.0 hours2014 annual report

201-4 annual report 7 /09/201,5 Warren Cheney Revisions 0.5 hour

201-4 annual report 7 /24/201,5 Warren Cheney Revisions l-.0 hour
201-5 annual report Warren Cheney 5 minutes2124/201,6

3/281201,6 Warren Cheney

No Change/no update

Revisions 1.0 hour

Warren Cheney Revisions

20i.5 annual report

201-5 annual report

201"6 annual report

61201201,6

L2l30/2016 Warren Cheney Update

0.5 hour

0,5 hour

20L7 annual report 02los/2018 Warren Cheney Update 0.5 hour

\A/arren Cheney U pd ate 0.5 hc.'ur20:l-9 BAP te1;c'rt 02l05l2A1s

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include na,rrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. tf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

Page 2 of 6
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XC.t"gory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

public

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category fl: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four doys currentty required. This is targely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notionol

ond state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in

obtoin.ing o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints and allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic fields
over the tnternet and make payments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot dny time, rother thon

the current timited hours ovailoble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person on.d phone reservotions will still

be avaitoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The Permit lntegration (Pl) Project is now closed. lt involrrecj tl-re ri':r;lace't-rtetrt c;l'serreral legacy

pt:rrnitting systcrns v,tit;.?z a vt:nd<tr-**st*d, we b-enaisNt:t1;VsltirTt.ln ittldrtion to rr':'placing i-hc'core

perllittingfunctions, the new system lras provided rrew funciir-rttaliiy arrcl capabilities, ittr:lttding,but

rrot lirniterJ:
* *.xtsa*ttre d srrvices ttsr licensi*g,, *ight-r:f'"'!'Jlty arzrl :;7>t:ciztl L;:e perrrtiLs;

a Direct irttegratiotr with the CoLtnty GIS data;
*e Wireless field reporting fr:r inspectiot-ts;

e Public on line access to permit status;
* Orrline and IVR itrspection schedulirig; and

** Onlirie application, paylrent and issuance of residentiai, liVl:tC retr"ofii irrstallation pernrits.

Building on the new system, DPER has undertaken a broad array of process changes to improve

customer services. Finally the new permit platform makes it possible for DPER to expand online

services through MyBuildingPermit.com and integrate with the County's new electronic payment

provider.

The lT Project Review Board has previously approved the Pl Project. More detailed description of
the Project, its expected benefits, and likely achievement timeframe may be found in the proviso

report referenced by Motion 2Ot5-O242.
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2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hss been achieved?)
Thc uscfulncss of the on-line service channelto custonrers will be nreasured by custolner
satisfaction survey as the services are implemented. Progress to date implementing on-line services
will be measured by:

1) % of all applications submitted on-line;
2) % of all permit fee revenue paid on-line; and
3) % of all permit inspections scheduled on-line.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
As of July 27,2015, the baseline measures are as follows:

1) Applications submitted on-line = 0%

2) Permit fee revenue paid on-line = 0%

3) Permit inspections scheduled on-line = 32%
4) Customers satisfied with aforementioned services: The most recent customer satisfaction

survey conducted by DPER in 201-L did not address demand for or satisfaction with on-line
services which DPER had not yet made available at that time. No directly relevant baseline
data exist regarding customer demand or satisfaction for on-line permitting services by King
County.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
Targets are to achieve utilization rates and satisfaction levels comparable to those obtained by other
jurisdictions using MyBuildingPermit.com, which as of 2015-Q1 and aggregated for alljurisdictions
using MBP were as follows:

1) Eligible applications submitted on-line via MBP: 6L%
2) Permit fee revenue paid on-line via MBP: 15%
3) Permit inspections scheduled on-line via MBP:57%

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Updated Feb 2018: DpER began vending basic
home permits via MBP in December 2017.ln 201"8, ten more pernrit types vrrere made available on-
line via MBP. By L2/3L/41&2020, all permit types should be available **-line, w+n+n-e++e+ea+e+
jei+in€-MBl it+ ranuary 2017; the fellewing benefits are expeeted:

1) Eligib.le applieatiens subrritted en line via MBP: 6195

3) %7%

project is part of on overall effort to promote lT stqndordizqtio.n. This
man.ogement of user occounts, opplicotions, and d.evices easier for tT administrotors

ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be

Example: lf this
oble to check an

interna| ding the quality or
value of such improvements to your operations.

project to a,cquire han is appro.ved, inspectors witl be
average of L0 of 6 currently checked. This willallow

ogency to hondle the 20% yeors withaut adding more stoff.

oble to reduce the durotion
wait time for customers
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory C

project will moke the current
impro,ved by hoving o single sig,n-on to opplications
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2

3

4

5

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s)'

How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of systern failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will

result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upg.rade is necessory because vendorsupport

for 9.0 wifl be ending in 20L5 and thot creates o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will

not receive tax ond regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

Example: This project witl imptement on Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to camply

with IJ. S. Deportment of lustice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminol Justice tnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2,2. Effective September j0, 2013, advanced authentication (AA) must be in

place in order to access sensitive CJIS informotion.

L Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology, Please include oge of
existing technology ond the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

A single, vendor cloud solution replaced at least five legacy systems (Permits Plus, PRMS,TRS,

lnformix-based finance/billing system, and BINS) some of which had reached the end of life, e'g.

Permits Plus, which is no longer vendor-supported, and the DDES-built, lnformix-based

finance/billing system. The life-cycle for the new web-enabled solution is expected to be 2020 or

longer.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimste the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of procedures ond

security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit

analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exornple: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to install accounts payoble softwore is opproved, we will

outomate three tasks that ore currently done manuolly by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the softwore, this witt reduce processing time from the current overage of ten days ta

less than one. This will o.llow us to toke advontage of prompt payment discounts for over $15,000,000 of onnuol

purchoses. These discounts average 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5100,000. This will result in sovings in

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce., Moving ta this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest versian which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis

due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of$L00,000.upgrade
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The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed tr investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much savings witt this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected, For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. please

include both quantitative measures-and qualitative descriptions of-benefits, including iihy monetarV
benefits, use the rneasuies 'denti{ied ebove. lf not achieved, explain;why. ,,,,,

Example: This proiect, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully compteted in April 20J,4. The
anticipoted benefit was ta maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odcJitionot S yeors.This
praject is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onn.ually for the next S yeors on up-time levels.

If one of these towers failed physicatty, the cost to tlle county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
af 5500K - Sl twillion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that witt be assured of not
experiencing catostraphic failures due to lock of mai.n,te.na.nce

Example: This proiect to outomate""dccaunts payobld'softwore was impletiiented ond did'|iiii'piove the proidssing
time average. The overoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 7 doy target. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We dtd
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses thot quatified for prompt poyment than originalty
estimoted.

Example:

Metrics Baseline Target ActualMetric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current overage
of 1-0 doys to <1 day
allowing us to toke
odvantoge of prompt

discounts.

Processing time
annual so.vings,

and percentoge

of purchoses

receivi:ng prompt
payment
discounts

o 10 doys
processing time

c 10% of purchoses

ore receiving
discount

. Savings of
5100,000

c 1 doy processing

time
o 30% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 54A0,0a0 savings

e 2 day processing

time
o 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $200,000 sovings

most permit types bvJ0182020

Update for the 201"9 Rep the externalbenefitsort: While the Permittin g lntegration proiect is completed.
fa ft oto

e realized forn n n vB

ctnmarc hrrr r ral lrr nhfrinor{ A.ermittin CU nn A +hae not been ful described in Secti
flnct al cu omer benefit nf on-line ermit aonlication vi aM uildinsPermit,com shorrld

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The development of the BAP should include significant i,nvolvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency

Sr Business Analyst/Roads

Project Role

Mike Crippen Subject Matter Expert

Ruth Harvey

Mark Foote

SBOS Section Manager/Roads Stakeholder

Finance Manager/Roads

The BAP is intended to bean iterative, evolvingdocumentthatwill be updated asthe projectevolves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or a,ctio'ns:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported'
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Project Number 1,1,34094

2019-2020

Roads Obsolete lT System Replacement

DOT/RoadsKing County Department/ Agency Name

Project Timeframe

Project Title

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?
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once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the p,roject's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared u,nderstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP

Stage Date

Please use conceptual review,
butlget p ro cess, fu nd i ng

releose, onnusl report, project
i m pleme ntati o n, or proje ct

completion.

20L9-20 Budget Project
Submittal

Who

Mike Crippen

Mike Crippen

Ruth Harvey/Mike
Crippen

; Ruth Harvey/Mike
Crippen

New, initialdraft

Dote this
document

wo5
updated

sl24/1"8

updates? the document. lf this is an fnitiol LUAtr LU

droft, pleose indicote new. tf complete or
nothing has changed, indicate revise the form

"review only" at this stage?

3 hours

2OI9-2O Budget Project
Submittal

2019-20 Budget Project
Submittal

2OI9-20 Budget Project
Submittal

2019-20 Budget Project
Submittal

Edits for submittal

PSB and KCIT request for
cha nges

PSB and KCIT request for
changes

PSB and KCIT request for
cha nges

Reflect new Roads Division
Director Rick Brater

6/2e/1"5

7123/18

7l24ltB

l- hour

2 hours (1

hour each)

3 hours (1.5

hours each)

2 hours7/2sltB Mike Crippen

2019 BAP Report Mike Crippen 5 minutes

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

194/1,1.1

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?
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to the primary benefit{s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology'

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality 
l

nal

services

rquantity of services provided to the public

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving inter
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older tech nology

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvices

Metrics/Measure

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check nationol

ond stote datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin about the delay in

obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all complaints ond allow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project ta accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedute athletic

fields over the lnternet and moke payments by credit card. This witl allow scheduting to accur ot any time, rather
than the current limited hours ovailable far in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations

will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How witt you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measureT (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Baseline

45%

5 business

days
1" business

day

Target

95%

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By L2/31/2018

By 0e/30/201"8

Example: Residents are able

to schedule athletic fields
over the Internet ond moke
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction
(to be deterntined through a
survey)

# days it tokes to isstte

licenses

CATEGORY #2: tnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.
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Exomple: lf this proiect to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors witl be
able to check an dveroge of 10 sites per day compared with the overdge of 6 currentty checked. This wiltoltow
the ogency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
woit time far customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witt allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consotidqtion project is part of on overall effort to promote tTstandardizotion.
This proiect wilt make the current mandgement of user occoLtnts, applicotions, ond devices eosier for lT
administrators ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience witl olso be improved by having o single sign-on
to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outtook. Our success witl be meosured by having o single setof

he above exarnples are summaries. Please respond to each.guestion listed below rather than providea
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The primary project benefit is reducing risk of system failure/business disruption byreplacing
obsolete technology. Additional secondary benefits of modernizing these applications include the
following:
A. lmproved services due to enhanced functionality and usability for planning, budgeting,

performance monitoring, engineering, and maintenance activities (ClP database);
B. Streamlined and integrated systems that deliver operational efficiencies by reducing redundant

processing and labor intensive work and rework and allowing users to perform other, more
critical work (ClP database, Bizdocs, Scales database);

C. Greater compatibility with other Roads and county software and systems (all proposed systems);
D. lncreased efficiency in complying with regulatory mandates (Scales database, CulturalResources

database);
E. lmproved abilityto leverage systems and data for more informed analysis, reportingand

decision making (ClP database, Cultural Resources database, Scales database).

2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
Surveys, qualitative analysis. (see table below)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
See table below

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
See table below

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
See table below

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

: Metrics/Measure Target When the target
will be achieved

Outcome/Benefit Baseline
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lmprove customer satisfaction with
systems

Minimize redundant processes and

Systems are compatible with other
Roads and county systems as

defined in the alternatives analysis

Average internal customer
satisfaction with each system
rated on a scale from 1- to 5

Qualitative assessment of
extraneous work performed

Percent compatibility with
systems identified in the

L00% 12/3L/2020

2.5 4or
above

12/3rl2o2o

High Low

50-75%

12/3L/2020

alte rnatives analys IS

comply of Justice - Federol Eurea,u of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice

Policy Version 5.a, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2073, odvanced authenticotian (AA)

m.ust be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology, Pleose include oge of
existing technology ond the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The primary benefit of this project is reducing risk of system failure/business disruption and

enhancing service levels by replacing obsolete technology. Roads has five obsolete systems

currently in need of replacement. These systems, their ages, and critical business functions are

described below.

CIP database (over 20 years old) - Serves as the central data repository for managing the Roads 6-

year capital program, including tracking of scope, schedule, budget, and other project information
Major functions of the CIP Database system are: 1-) provides a tool for development of capital
project budget proposals, 2) serves as system of record and toolfor project managers totrack
capital projects, and 3) produces capital program reports to facilitate transparency of
work/spending progress and support data driven decision making. The system supports the
development of the biennial budget submission and quarterly performance reports. Also supports

annual required reporting at the state levelto the County Road Administration Board. The CIP

Database's data and functions intersect/interact with other systems including PSB's PlCDatabase,

the EBT/Oracle financial database, and other Roads applications.

Cultural Resources database (over 15 years old) - This research tool supports meeting of state and

federal regulatory requirements for protection of archaeological and historic sites. lt is used by

county staff at Roads and other agencies to screen ground-disturbing projects against protected

cultural resources. The database is used by or on behalf of a variety of King County agencies in

addition to Roads, includingthe Parks and Recreation Division, Water and Land Resource Division,

and Metro Transit. King County spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in federal grant money to
develop the database content and companion GlS. The database allows for quick access to whatwas
previously decentralized and difficult to access historical information and helps to prevent

inadvertent impacts to archaeological/historic sites, including native graves.
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Map Vault/Biz docs (Over 1-5 years old)-This system allows Roads to provide legally mandated
access to thousands of maps and records via a web portal used by property owners, developers,
utility companies, other county agencies, and Roads staff. These online resources have replacedthe
majority of the need for customers to travel to look at physical materials, providing both
convenience to internal and external customers, and reducing vehicle trips that contributeto
greenhouse gas emissions.

Scales database (Over L5 years old) -The system serves as a means to record transactionsfrom
three stormwater decant facilities that collect materials generated from the cleaning of stormwater
drainage systems. The system is open to King County agencies, other public agencies, and private
companies. The system is needed to track surface water runoff to a point source in order to comply
with regulation with the Clean Water Act (CWA) and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit program. Usage transactions are collected through the system, packaged,
and uploaded to Oracle EBS monthly for revenue billing.

All these systems are well past end of lifecycle and built on old technology no longer supported by
KCIT, making them difficult and expensive to support and increasing business risk. Further, theyare
not able to be integrated with other Roads or county systems, cannot leverage geospatial
capabilities, and lack updated functionality needed by the business. The state of these applications
results in decreased productivityand efficiency, requires manual processes, and causes staff to
spend time detecting and correcting errors. There is also an ongoing risk of system failure and loss
of business continuity.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimdte the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
These five legacy systems were identified as highest priority and most urgent for replacement.They
support critical business functions as described above, but are at, or well beyond, end of lifecycle.
They are based on outdated platforms no longer support by KCIT (such as Access and Cold Fusion).
ln many cases, they were not developed by lT professionals, rather were built by former agencystaff
decades ago in an ad hoc manner and added to over time without adequate documentation. They
have become increasingly difficult to use, require constant manual workarounds and corrections,
are hard for KCIT to maintain (institutional knowledge to support is fading as legacytechnology
ages), and are at continual risk of temporary or permanent failure. Without timely replacement,
they will ultimately become unusable for the purpose they were designed for, which from a

business perspective constitutes failure just as much as a system crash or other acute event.

Several of the systems are already at, or past, the brink of failure, having lost the ability to reliably
perform some of their original key functions. Failure can come from many sources, including:
. Key system functions become unusable, impeding the ability of the system to perform the job it

was designed for.
r Hardware that fails - causing recovery from a backup and potential need to re-create thesame

hardware and build (very difficult and expensive to do, generally unsupported by hardware
vendors);

. Key software (e.g., operating system, database software) becoming unsupported and thus locked
off from network access due to security issues;

o Updates to other systems that break integration points , isolating these systems;
r lnability to support the technology due to a lack of available skills. .
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CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Feduced cost to praduce servicq. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble softwore is approved,we

will outomote three tasks that ore currently done manuolly by agency and centrdl purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten

doys to less than one. This will oltow us to toke odvantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $15 millionof
onnual purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yietding onnual sovings of obout SE0O,OOO. This will result in

savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidqnce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

make this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of S1-00,AA0.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost uvoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)
Whot is the current boseline?
Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

l

Outcome/Benefit

Exomple: An

reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
<1 allowing us to take

Metrics/Measure

Cost a

. %o of purchases

, receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

e To%of
purchases are

receiving
discount

o 3O%oofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

Actual

o 2-day processin,g

time 
.o 2O%o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
d iscou nts

. S200,00osavings

Baseline

$saa,ooo

When willthe
achieved/mea
By 0613a/201e

target be

sured?

Target

53s,aoa

To be completed when benefits have been"achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. please include both
quaniitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, ta repoir an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
onticipated benefit was to maintqin current service levels at 99,999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors. This project
is currentty functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physical:ly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of

system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not experiencing catastrophic
failures due to lack of maintenance.

Example: This proiect to outomdte occounts payable softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overoge. The average time wos reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt payment discount resutting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt payment thon originolly
estimoted.

Exomple:

adva,nta
paymen

ge of prompt o An,nual savings o $100,000savings . 5400,000savings
t discounts.

201-9BAPReport:Thisisanewprojectinthe20Ig-202Obudget. Therearenochangestothebenefits
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

I. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits a,re achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Kevin Brown, Parks Division Director, is the Business Owner for this project.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts o,r technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. Listthe staff who contribute tothe BAP below:

Name

Lindsey Miller

lason Rich

Frank Overton

Bing Subelbia

Kathy Waymire

Patrice Frank

Nirmala Kumar

Jim Frohoff

Doug Henderson

Yuko Caras

Greg Stought

Matt Miner

Title / Agency

Parks Capital Projects

Parks Capital Projects

Parks Capital Projects

Parks Operations

, Parks Operations

I nformation Tech nology

I nformation Tech nology

I nformation Tech nology

I nformation Tech nology

Project Role

Business Project Manager (Primary)

Business Project Manager (Secondary)

Business Supervising Manager

Business Project Program Manager Operations

Business Administrator Operations

lT Service Delivery Manager

lT Project Manager

lT Systems Architect

lT Services Manager

I nformation Tech nology crs sp"li.f itt

I nformation Tech nology GIS Data Development Supervisor

Lucity Lead lmplementer/Project Manager

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Parks Asset Management System

1.L24055

DNRP Parks and Recreation Division

2Ot7 to 2020

Lucity Software
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achie'ved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Plbase update the ddttiiiient onli,ne. Do not delete your preVioul text. Update the text as necessary and date
thcise iipdates. Make sui6 iliat you upload thb updated version to lnnbtJ6. The intent is for ihis tingle document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete this
BAP form once the're is a shared u,nderstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive a,nalysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time Spent on this in the ttible below at each stbge of revision

Stage

---"- BAP Revision Histoiy Table

Date Revised By , How long did
it take?

Description

Plesse use conceptual review,
budget process, funding

release, qnnual report, project
im plementotion, or project

completion.

Example:201"7-1"8 3"1

Omnibus budget process

Exo mple : 20 19-20 B ud get
Process

07/0lfi.3 Jack Snith

11/A1/13 Jsck Smith

A brief summary of whot chonged in
the dacumenL lf this is sn initiql

droft, please indicote new. lf nothing
has changed, indicste "review only".

New, initial droft

Chanqed the ntetrics we will
n'teasure

New, initial draft to comply
with document requirements

Updated dates for Phase L.

Daft:e t:his
document

wos
updoted

Who did the document
updotes?

How long did it
tqke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

2019-20 Budget Process

2019 First Omnibus

Lindsey Miller

Lindsey Miller

el10/rB

211"/Is
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Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the pr:imarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in add,ition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
erations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

orq uantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi lder technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

services

X

ttLI

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol

ond state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the deloy in

obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints ond allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedu'le athletic

fields over the lnternet and moke payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother
than the current limited hours avqilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phonereservotions

will still be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

6. Summary table for Category #1:
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Outcome/Benefit

Example: Residents ore able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
paynlents by credit card.

Example: Rectucecl time for
customers to obtain a license

Metrics/Measure

96 of customer satisfaction
(to be deterntined through a
survey)

# doys it tokes lo lssue
licenses

Baseline

45%

5 business

days

Target

l business

day

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/s1-/20L8

8y 0e/i0/2a18

CATEGORY f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internat grvipes. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

ExamplE: lf this project to ocquile hand-held devices and develbp custoiii ioftware is opprove'il,' inif,ectors witt be
able to check'on averoge of 10 sites per doy compared with the overaEe"of 6 currently checked:'This'witlallow - ^'

the ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges duri.ng mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wai.t time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These im,provements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Examp_le: The Acti.ve Direc.tory Consolidation pr.oj"ec:t,is.port of on averal] effort ta,,promote lTstanrlarcliza,tion.
This proiect will make the current mdnagement of user occounts, app[ications, and devices easier for tT
oii'iiiniitrators ot Public Heatth because the i:id iiiiir &perience will also be i^prorda ni hoving a i;iigli;";;iign-on
to applications such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success wilt be measured by hoving a single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary,

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lmplementingthis project will allow Parks to accurately identify and update the location and
condition of each asset it owns, and will make that information available to all Parks staff,especially
Operational staff that manage the repairs and assess the replacement needs of these assets. ltwill
also enable Parks to associate assets with Work Orders so that, down the road, life cycle costsfor
maintaining an asset will be available. ln addition, this investment will allow Parks to trackinspection
data for assets. Understanding current asset conditions and replacement values is required tomake
meaningful financial projections for maintaining a consistent level of service throughout the system.
Currently generating a list of parks assets is a manual process with asset data spread amongst
multiple groups, systems, and files. ln addition, actual life cycle costsfor most assets can onlybe
estimated, and this is a time consuming and manual exercise.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
a. After Phase 1 data collection and through the end of Phase 3, Parks will measure how many

assets are recorded in Lucity. After Phase L, the goal is to have all current Park sites in thesystem
as a parent asset with the existing known Parks child assets attached to these parks. After Phase
3, the goal is to have new and updated child asset data collected and in Lucity for all Parkssites.
Parks does not know many total assets this will amount to yet, but will consider the benefit
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achieved if all Park sites have asset data. This data will be available to all Parks staff and will
make it easier and faster to locate and quantify Parks assets.

b. After Phase L, Parks will begin measuring the number of maintenance and repair related Work

Orders in Lucity tied to specific assets. By the end of Phase 2, the goal will be to have all

maintenance and repair related Work Orders tied to an asset. This will streamline record

keeping because of the tools that come with the asset management module. Note that
administrative Work Orders will still not be tied to assets.

c. After Phase 3, Parks will begin measuring the number of mobile devices being used to access

Work Order and asset information from the field. Access to Work Order and asset information in

the field allows for more efficient and informed decisions.

d. Within L year of Phase 3 completion, Parks will measure the % of Work Orders addressed within
L4 days. With increased access to asset and Work Order information in the field, it is expected

that a higher percentage of Work Orders can be addressed within 14 days. Faster completion of
work orders will result in higher quality assets - such as playgrounds or facilities - for the public

to enjoy.

3. What is the current bdseline for this measure?
a. Prior to project start, 242 Park sites (parent assets) and approximately 5,000 child assets were

available in the King County GIS Library. No other asset data was in a format where it could be

easily accessed or tallied by all Parks staff.

b. Work Orders are currently tied to site locations, but zero Work Orders are tied to assets.

c. Parks Operations currently have zero access to work order or asset data in the field. This data is

only available in the main office at the start or end of their days.

d. ln 20L8, to-date, approximately 4L% of Work Orders are addressed within 14 days.

4. What is the target lor this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)

a. By the end of Phase 1 (a048gz 2019) the target will be to have all242 Parks sites in Lucity as

parent assets with the child asset data from the existing GIS system (approximately 5,000

records) available in Lucity. By the end of Phase 3 (2020) the target will be to have new and

updated child asset data for all242 Park sites.

b. By the end of Phase 2 (2019'), all maintenance and repair related Work Orders will have an

attached parent or child asset record in Lucity (i.e., Work Orders associated with administrative
tasks will not be counted).

Bythe end of Phase 3 (2020), each Parks Maintenance District (currently L2 districts) will have at

least one mobile device at its home shop that is being used to access Lucity work order and asset

data in the field.

d. Within a year of Phase 3 completion (2O2Ll, the goal isfor 50% of Work Orders to be addressed

within 14 days.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

The full benefit would be achieved by the end of 2O2L

c
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6. Summory Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

Outcome/Benefit Target , When will the targetBaseline

6 sites/day per'10 sites/day
inspector
0 Parks sites 

i

and child 
i

a ssets
I
t

l

tnspector

: Phase 3: New
'and updated
rchild assets for
:all242 Park

s ites

0 Work Orders All non-
in Lucity , administrative

lWork orders
I

be

Example: Increased site
inspector efficiency
lncreased access to data to
make decision making more
efficient for all Parks staff

lncreased information
about asset maintena nce

history and life cycle costs

Access to asset and work
order data by field staff
increasing efficiency

Access to asset and work
order data by field staff
increasing efficiency and
resulting in better
maintained assets for the
public to enjoy

# sites i.nspected per
day per inspector

# of Parks sites and

child assets available
in Lucity

# Non-administrative
Work Orders with an

attached asset record

# of Parks Districts
with mobile devices

that can access Lucity
in the field
% of Work Orders
addressed within 14

days

0 Parks

Districts

Phase 1: 242

Park sites and

5,000 child
assets

12 Parks

Districts

achieved/measured?
By 12/31/2018

L,, tlli.t l)a\.1e

!):, i: 'i-l1''1ll
.il-L.-1.:! r:.'-l,l::1

By 12/31"/2020

By l2/3t/2o1.s

By t2/31./202o

By 12/31./2021

CATEGORY #3: Projects that rnaintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: Tltis project witl upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support
for 9.0 witt be ending in 201,5 and that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitl
not receive tox and regulotory updates and wit! likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will allow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Deportmen.t of Justice - Federol Bureou of t,nvestigation, Criminol Justice tnformotion Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advanced outhentication {AA)
must be in place in order to dccess sensitive CllS infarmotion.

L. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

4r% so%
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3. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?

# of system oLttoges per
month

Example: Reduced

systent outages
i

1

5 No outoges By 06/30/20L9

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {externalorinternal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by lour organ:ization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts payoble softwore is approved,we

witl automate three tasks thot ore currently done monually by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often
days to less than one. This will ollow us to toke advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over $75 millionof
onn,usl purchoses. These discounts average 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in

savings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cast Avoid.qnce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SoaS product, we will ovaid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

moke this upgrode due to regulatory redsons, so fhls represents o cost ovoidonce of 5L00,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #4:

outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?

Example: Annualsavings Cost of producing X By 06/30/201e

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the rneasures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

000004s58,

Section 7. Benefit AchievementSummary
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Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in Aprit201.4.The
onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additional 5 years. Tltis project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors an up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500k - $tU per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser ogencies on the emergency rodio
system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic
failures due to lock of mointenance.

Exomple: This project to automote dccounts poyobte software was implemented and did improve the processing
time averoge. The overoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day target. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses that quatified for prompt poyment than originolty
estimoted.

Exdmple:

Actual', ' , ,|,,

. 2-day processingReduce cost to de,liver

service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of L0 days to
<1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment disgounls*

(in days),
: Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

r Annu'al"savings

t to%of
purchases are

receiving
discount

3O%o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
disco,unts

time
t 2O% of purchases

are recervtng
prompt payment
discounts

200,000r $t00,000sevings- .- 5400,000savings
-----

Update for the Spring 201-9 Report: Ihe comolr:iiorr riatr: fcr [)lr;isc. 1 ol tlr;.. Drrrjtlr l lras bccn nushcdto
,10'.i9. Tlrereforc the benef it associ lr Pl'rase l incrcascci acce5s l-o d;,ii-;t io rlal<c de

rn.iliini:. ilr:rc efficierrt for all P arks st;rff) was not achicvcd iir 2018. I lclr,vuritr, oihr,:r tlrarr the schedr-ilc
dr,,l;iv. ilrc uruLicr.i i :; slill r:xr-lcr.:tr'rd to i.r rodut.i: ilir: r.:x1t+ctr:d l-lr:rrefit:; arrrj intill be ;rirlt,1u i-c)1.){)r't trrr iir;tl irr

;r i )'r :l
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L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project p,rior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

DNRP, Parks and Recreation DivisionKing County Department/Agency Name

Parks Facility Scheduling System ReplacementProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP}

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

1,124L59Project Number

Katy Terry, Assistant Director of the Parks and Recreation Division

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from th,e business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification a,nd documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Title / Agency Project RoleName

KCIT Project ManagerLeslie Arai

lT SD Manager Project AdvisorGary Hocking

Project AdvisorFinance Manager

Project Team Member

Doug Hodson

Jennifer Lehman Business Finance Officer

Business Finance Officer Project Team Member

Recreation Coord inator Project Team Member

Macile Assink

Helen Wolski

Project RepresentativeContract SpecialistCharlie McAvoy

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the Benefit Achievement Plan?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times o,r actions:

3,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles,

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should ta,ke a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understand,ing of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revised By DescriptionDateStage

Revision HistoryTable

Pleose use conce.ptual
-rev i ew, b ud get p roce ss;'"

funding reIease, annual
report/ project

i m ple m e ntati o n, or p roject
completion.

Dote this-.
-docuntent

was
updated

,',', " who aia tne
-'document updotes?

-A"brief sumntary of whot chonged in
t:he document, I this is an initiul

draft, pleose indicate new.lf
nothing has chonged, indicate

"review only".

flow long-
d,id it toke^^

to complete
or revise

the form at
this stage?

20I5-L6 Budget Process 1.1./4/14 Jennifer Lehman New, initial draft

2015 BAP Report 2/23/t6 Jennifer Lehman No changes

20L6 BAP Report i zlrslrT Jennifer Lehnran No changes

2017 BAP Report 2127/tB Doug Hodson
20L7 Annual Report - BAP

update for a completed project.

Spring 2019 BAP Report 311-/Le Charles McAvoy
BAP update for a completed
project.

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reduci,ng risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv ty,pe of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no cha,nges, type none)

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

[Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

fCategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

lC"t"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses wiil be issued in two business days

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notional
ond stote dotoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the deloy in

obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints ond ollow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and make psyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother than
the current fimited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hqnd-held devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an oversge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three years without adding more stoff.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
By creating a web portal for customers to reserve facilities, register for classes, and pay online,the
proposed lT system is anticipated to improve customer experience by providing more optionsfor
customers to access parks services.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
The division will measure the public satisfaction with the web portal by inserting a short survey at

the end of the online reservation process about the customer's experience with booking and paying

online. Furthermore, the division will measure the proportion of bookings and payments via the web
portal versus traditional methods (in person and over the phone).

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
Currently, the only way for customers to book and pay for reservations/registrations are overthe
phone, in person, and mail. Several customers have requested the abilityto book and payonline

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The division strives for a positive reception of the web portal. The target is survey results indicating
75% of users are satisfied with the new system, including ease of navigation and usefulinformation.
Furthermore, the division anticipates a material amount of bookings and payments willshifttowards
the web portal. According to an American Customer Satisfaction Survey from January 201,4,roughly
one-third of all users of federal services interface with agencies most frequently via websites.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
There is likely to be a transition and education period for Parks'customers to get acquaintedwith
the web portal. The division anticipates to shift the amount of transactions occurring to the web
portal lLy Qg 20-1-8, and to yield survey results indicating 75% of users in favor of the new system by

LI1 2019.
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
By allowing customers to etrter tlteir information directly into the booking and payment system, for
example camp sites and picnic shelters, the proposed lT project is expected to free up Parks
employees'time for other higher-level duties. ln doing so, Parks employees'time can bededicated
to other activities such as timely follow-up to customer questions, coordinating booking of larger
events including timely review of required paperwork for the larger events (e.g. insurance
documentation), and more frequent bank reconciliation.

Parks does not anticipate any staff reductions due to this project because some reservations, such as

ballfields, weddings, and birthday parties, will continue to be booked via traditional methods.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
Parks will roughly measure the resources currently spent on reservations, and describe howthat
freed-up staff time is used.

Parks will also measure whether timeliness for other higher-level duties improves. Forexample:
o improve the frequency of changing lock combinations at camping facilities from monthly to

weekly; and
. reduce the median follow-up time to customer questions to within the work day.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
Currently, Parks has four FTEs spending a significant amount of time dedicated to reservationsand
bookings (>75%), and another eight FTEs who spend a portion of theirtime (<50%) onreservations,
particularly during the busy, summer season.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
This project is anticipated to shift the number of FTEs currently spending a significant amountof
time to reservations and bookings to only a portion of their time (<50%) on reservations.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
By 202O, Parks anticipates the number of staff spending a significant amount of time dedicated to
reservations and bookings to shift to spending only a portion of their time (<50%) on reservations
As the business process surrounding online reservations and bookings is developed, a more
thorough timeline will be identified.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
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Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upg,rode is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 2015 ond thot creates a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

the appropriate categories.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrsde or reploce existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology dnd the averdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Parks and Recreation Division is currently using an information system from CLASS Software

Solutions (now called The Active Network) as its registration and scheduling system, as wellas

tracking accounts receivable on userfees and entrepreneurial efforts. This application isvitalto
division operations.

King County's 200 parks provide venues to meet the increasing recreation demands of ourgrowing
population. King County Parks today operates 82 athletic fields available for a variety of team sports

and other activities, 29 play areas, 26 picnic shelters, 2 equestrian arenas, regional and back-country

trails, a campground and a world-class aquatic center. King County Parks processes over26,000
bookings, 3,000 user groups, and manages close to S+ mlllion in revenue annually through itscurrent
system, CLASS.

CLASS has been in operation since March 2000. Since that time, the Division underwent a business

transition plan, adopted by the King County Council that emphasizes community and corporate
partnerships and greatly reduced the division's dependence on King County's generalfund. Since

2003, the Division has successfully taken many strategic actions that have generated revenue or

created efficiencies, including implementing or increasing user fees and establishing corporate and

community partnerships that enhance park amenities and maximize the investment of taxpayers'

do lla rs.

However, The Active Network is phasing out CLASS Software Solutions. The company has announced

that it will no longer support the software system beyond 20t7. As a result, the Division seeks a

replacement solution to reliably support three business offices (Marymoor Park, King CountyAquatic

Center, and the Regionalscheduling Office)to do their jobs more effectively and help the public

continue to have seamless process to book facilities and classes through King County Parks.

The Division is seeking a SaaS solution for this system. This type of solution is continually updated by

the system vendor. A very long life cycle is anticipated, but cannot really be quantified at thistime
due to the relatively short period of time the current SaaS vendor model has been in place.

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The CLASS software system may fail if a replacement system is not fully implemented before 20t7,
resulting in permanent data loss and significant, manual- and paper-intensive process workarounds.

Prior to 20L7, it is likely the system will experience delays or errors as Active Network begins phasing

out support for the system, but still remain functional. To mitigate this risk, the Division is investing

in virtual server storage and SQL standard server to ensure CLASS continues to be operational untila
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replacement is implemented.

After 20t7, it is guaranteed the system will fail without regular support from Active Network

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts poyobte software is approved, we will
outamote three tasks that ore currently done manuolly by agency and central purchasing em.ployees. Bosed on
experie'nce of other users of the softwore, this witt reduce processing time from the current overage of ten doys to
less th'an one. This wi.fl ollow"us to take advanta:g'e of prompt payment discaunts fo;i-A1eiSL5 million of oh,huol""""
pttrchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yietding onhual sovings of obout $IOO,OOO. This witl ieiult in sovings in :

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for"prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SoaS product, we will avaid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to moke this
upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $1,00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
The main benefit of having customers submit reservation requests online has helped free up staff to
focus on other bookings that are handled via telephone and email. Admittedly, there are some
glitches with the software that Parks staff sometimes experience. PerfectMind is in constant contact
with Parks scheduling staff regarding reported support cases in order to alleviate errors and
problems as they occur. The investment in this scheduling software has remained a sustained
benefit since last year's report.

2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the henefithas
been achieved)
Depencling on the complexiiy of the event or bool<irrgtasl< beirrg perforrned, sortre Parl<s staff repori
a reductior-t irr tl're creatir-rn and rlarragenrent of those bool<irrgs, while others reporL an increzi:;e irt
iime speirt fixirrg erroneous calculations and systenr errors.

1hc'usage of online qucstionnaires for County cusionrers has helped lightcri the burijor tl:a'ir,vcirlcl
othertryise requt ire cttslortrers to liancl-write specifics irr ilreir bool<irrg recluesL:;. Me ;rsLt rc:nierrt:; foi-
the amoutrt of tinre spi:nt otr certain types of bookings within PerfectMir':t1 will hetlp; i)ar-i<s assess;,irrd
:;uggest process irnpror.remerrts tlrat carr be brought directly to the rrencior.

3. Whot is the current baseline?
Parl<s ha:, tett [:TEs at separate locations thai r:se PerfectMind more thali 5U% of tlreir tirlefor
reservatiotrs atrC bool<ings. The RcgionalscheclLrlirrg unii corrtinues to bi-irig oir cric TLT foi paiiof
tlre year to assist lvith the busier part of tire scheduling season. lVlarynroor schedulei-s bririg on two
TLls for tl-re [rusier season. Tlre Maryrnoor Parl< l;usiness unit l-ras experienr.ecl a significi:rrl inci-ease
itt tl-re amoutrt of adtninistrative lrours s1:ent etrsurir-rg accurate bool<ing clurir-rg'Llre biisier rrrcrrtlrs as

well as lerrgthier processes. Users report that sorle processes lrave becorne ntore tirrre-irriensive
compared to tlre previcttts softni;ire for bookings. I lris incre;ise irr taslq l-irlc is pret-t{,rrlll1r aiil'r1.,r.,ted Lu
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accounting bugs erncor-rntered in tlre lasi year. Staff has adjusted tlreir intertral processes and

declicaicd ce rtairr irrclivicluals to certain tasl<:; to account for these adcleclresporrsibilities.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much sovings willthis proiect achieve)

A combination of balancing Llsage of PerfectMirtd arrd other staff responsibilities will ensure that

eaclr bool<irrg arrd reservatiorr gots il-re atterrtion requireci for qr"rality service to County custorners.lt

is still lropefLrlthat the tirle reqLrired to perforrr bool<ings ancl reservatiorrs is rednced Lry50%.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

At this time, Parl<s is worl<irrg closely with PerfectMirrclto correct the accoutrting issues atrd bugs in

their software. PerfectMind is comrritted to providing continuous supportto help KC Parks; and isin

co6stant contact via enrail and phr:ne with our locai adnrirristrators. lt is lil<ely that these problerns

can bs fixed arrri the pragrarn's hen*fit carr he;:clricved bythe errrJ of 2*20, but it is p*ssiblethese

benefits may not be fully achierred.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 201.4. The

onticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers faited physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generatly in the neighborhood

of SS00K - Sl miltion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe

emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructu.re systems in ploce thqt will be assured of not

experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project to automote accounts poyable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time averoge. The overage time was reduced from 1-0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1" day target. Additionolly,

onty 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did

not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment than originolly

estimoted.

Exomple:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current average

of ten days to less thon
one allowing us to toke
odvantoge of prompt
povment discounts.

Processing time,

annuol sovings,
and percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

t 70 days processing

time
t 10% of purchases

are receiving
discount

. Sovings of
Srco,oao

o 1 doy processing

time
. 30% of purchases are

receiving prompt
payment discounts

. 5400,0a0 sovings

t 2 dsy processing

time
t 2a% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt poyment

discounts
o $200,00a sovings

, the replacement facility scheduling program, went liveJanuary

2017. Online registration and bookingwas incrementally rolled out dr-tring 2017. tVlore tirne isstill

report.

Sprine 201-9 BAP Reoort: Perfect Mind

rreeded to asses-s thc: benefit achieveme nt progress. P ro g,.1's5t reporting will corrtirrrre in nextvear's

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan {BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are requi,red to be at the deputy
department director or higher.

Eben Sutton, SWD/Finance and Administration Manager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to-th'is project and the services it will supp6tt ConSider involving staff who Wi,ll be usingth6
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KGlil business analysts or-technology project staff r,nay -
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contri,bute to the BApbelow:

Project Number L1,2457L

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Atila+€#+ysmi+h R e t i r e d SWD/Finance and Administration Manager Financial Decisions

Alejandra Calderon SWD/Special Projects Ad ministrator Agency Contact

Ken Wong SWD/Accounts Receivable Su pervisor

+em+gsy€r+
Lcil Prajcct in 20L5

KCIT/lT System Specialist Technical Support

End User

gar++ee*+ng-Retired

Eben Sutton SWD/Finance and Administration Manager

rT sDM / KCtT

Project Sponsor

BAP edits

tl€ydJeC€n-lle tired

Patrice Frank

IT PM III

rT sDM / KCtT

Project Manager

BAP Data

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achlevement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountablllty

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

a nd post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits a,re ach,ieved

DNRP/Solid Waste

DNRP Solid Waste Division Transfer Transaction system
upgrade (DNRP - SWD - Paradigm Upgrade)

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times ol actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there a re no changes, indicate "review on ly" in the revision table,
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits a,re expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality X
or quantity of services provided to the p u blic

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revi'sion:

DateStage

aT bry

Revised By
How long

did it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

Dote this
document

was

updated

Who did the document
updates?

A brief summary of whot changed
in the document. lf this is an initiol

draft, please indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review only".

Pleose use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding

releose, annual report, project
i m p I e me ntatio n, o r p roj e ct

completion.

Alejandra Calderon New, initialdraft 2 hoursConceptual review 6/4114

Alejandra Calderon Review only .5 hoursProject lm plementation 201,6

Review only 1.0 hours2016 Annual Report 2lLslLT Lloyd Jordan

B hourssl23lLB Eben Sutton
Annual report; update
benefits achieved in Section 7
Not a final BAP.

2O17 Annual Report

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internalo,perations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

2 hoursSpring 2019 BAP Report Eben Sutton1./2s/rs
Final BAP. Updated benefits
grid in 56 to new template
formaU 57 benefits achieved.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvi ces

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obitity of the new software to check nationol
ond stote datobases more efficien.tly. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in
obtoining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote qlmost all comploints ond oltow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: If this praject'to occept on-line.reservotions is opproved, residents'willbe obte to schedule'athteticfields
over the lnternet aqfl,poke poyments by ,9'1,p"!it cord. This will allow sChgfi,ufinq to occur at ony time, rgther than
the current limited haurs ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservoti.ons witl stilt
be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Completion of this project would improve the overall reliability of the system. Less down timewill
reduce delays atthe scale houses. Although we currently cannot measure wait times both the
customers and staff will benefit frotrt systerrr reliability and less unplanned maintenance. Thiswill
also help us reduce staff over time for unscheduled maintenance.

2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
We will measure the support staff call out / call back support hours,

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
Our call out / call back hours for unscheduled support of the system are highly variable. Weare
currently averaging 6 hours per week of call out / call back time.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
Our target is to reduce call out / call back support hours to an average of 2 hours perweek

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
We will be able to measure the benefits about six months after implementation is final (Dec 20L6).

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality orquantity
of internal services

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Completion of this project will automate the preparation of the transaction file uploaded tothe
Oracle EBS financial system, This is currently a manual process that results in staff overtime.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
We will track any staff overtime related to preparation of the EBS upload.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
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Preparation of the EBS upload file currently results in 4 hours of overtime perweek.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

Our target is to completely eliminate this overtime.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Full changeover of all the transfer stations to the new system will take approximately one year. So,

we will be able to begin measuring results in mid-20L7.

6.2.2.
place in orderto occessse

at

tan

either
the

rece,venot

ries.

ondtax

Example:
with U.

5Version 0,PolicySecurity

comply
(crs)

(AA)

tax ,5SUeS.with and regulatory

attowwill CountyKing
Serviceslnformotion

authenticotion tnmust be

is necessory because vendor support
vendor support the CountywillWithout

1. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
This project will upgrade the hardware, server operating system, and Paradigm software that make

up the Solid Waste Division weigh scale /transaction system. This upgrade is necessarybecause:
o The age of the existing server hardware is 7 years old. The average lifecycle of thistechnology

is about 4 years.

. The age of the current server operating system is 1-0 years. Microsoft is dropping supportfor
this operating system (Microsoft Windows Server 2003) in July 2015.

o We are also using an older version of the Paradigm transaction system. Our vendor willbe
supporting the version we are using until 2018.

2. lf the primary recrson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The Windows Server 2003 operating system that is currently used in this system is beingretired
by Microsoft in July 20L5. After that date Microsoft will no longer support this software. The

current server hardware is old, and does not support the Microsoft Windows Server 2012

operating system. A system failure is becoming more likely; currently there are isolated failures

approximately every 3 months.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please i:nclude

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoi.r on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2aL4, The

onticipated benefit wss to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years. This project
is currently fu,nctioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.
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lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
$500K - $l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser ogencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of notexperiencing
cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to outomate dccounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overoge. The averoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionally,
only 2A% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting rn /ess cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimated.

Final BAP. This project fully achieved all benefits, although a change in staffing within KCIT from an
overtime-eligible to a salaried/FLSA exempt staff member supporting the product mademeasuring
one benefit difficult.

Benefit Category L: Support Call Outs
SWD established a goal of reducing call-out hours from six hours a week (baseline) to two or less hours a

week.
2017 Results: KCIT responded to L2t call-outs related to the Paradigm system in 2017, or an average of
one every three weeks. These call-outs were of an average duration of 5 minutes per call-out usingthe
new remote support capabilities of the new Paradigm software. There was no week in 201-7 wherethe
total support call out hours exceeded the 2 hour a weektarget.
2018 Results: KCIT reports 94.75 hours spent supportingthe application in 201,8, for an average of 1.8
hours a week. This benefit has been achieved.

Benefit Category 2: Reduce overtime preparing EBS exportfiles
SWD established a goalto eliminatethe overtime cost associated with the preparation of EBS exportfiles
from four hours a weekto zero. These files are generated daily and keep the Paradigm system
synchronized with the county's Oracle eBusiness Suite accounting system.
2017 Results: The task of generatingthese files was transferred from an employee paid hourly, toan
employee paid by salary. Accordingly, while the overtime hours dropped to zero that does not
necessarily reflect the new level of effort to prepare the files. However, in generalthe level of effortto
produce these files has diminished.
2018 Results: No change.

Benefit Category 3 (Primary): Modernize the software and hardware platform to improve reliability
SWD was experiencing hardware failures approximately every three months, which degraded our ability
to serve our customers. Through proactive hardware replacement, the division sought to reduce
hardware failures to zero.

2017 Results: The division's Skykomish drop boxfacility experienced a serverfailure in2017, butthiswas

Metric Desoiption Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project

""iPd uce d p lotessi n g ti me
.,fra m t h.e.,,c u r ent a ve ra g e

of ten doys to less thon
one ollowing us to toke
advantage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time

onnual savings,
and pert:Ei'toQie""""

of pu rchoses,,,,,,.....,...,,

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

t L0 doys processing

time
e 10 percent of

- -purchases ore
receiving discount

t Suvings of
5rco,oao

. 1 doy processing

time
. 3o pircCit bi

purchasas-are

receiving prompt
payment discounts

t $400,000 sovings

. 2 doy processing

time
t 20 percent of
- purchases ore

receiving prompt
poyment discounts

: $200,A00 savings
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the only server failure experienced. Total customer service degradation time was five hours.

2018 Results: KCIT reported no hardware failures in 2018, achieving the targeted measure.

Metric Baseline Target 2017 Actual 2018 Actual

Coteqorv 7: Hours per week
required to support SWD outside of
business hours

o 6 hours a
week

o 2 hours o
week

o 0.25 hours o
week.

{

o 1.8 hours q

week

,/
Coteoorv 2: Hours per week of
overtime spent prepdring EBS files

o 4 hours a
week

c Zero o unoble to
meosure; see

comments
qffi!
&
ffi

No overtime
incurred (due, in
port, to o chonge
in KCIT stoff
providing the
service)

Cateaorv 3 (Primorv): Number of
server failures

. 4 peryedr o Zero ol

X
o0

,/
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version z)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The devetopment"of"the BAp

identify the
identification a

Diane Schneider

Nitin Chadha

Marivic Kokorowski

BFO |V/WLR

Finance & Admin Mgr/WLR

Senior Business Analyst/KcIT

Client Project Manager

Project Sponsor (updated 3/2OIS)

Business Analyst

The BAP

informat are
business

1. To support ini.tial project request during "Gate2" phase
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compi:les.

updated as the project evo lves, as

finally ach,ieved. De

document at the fo
partment and agencies (the
llowing times or actions:

Surface Water Management Billing System Replacement

cus

King

L. To achieve a understanding and fo
2. To update projected benefits project a

post-project closure
To establish accountabil
To ensure that benefits

DNRP\Water and Land Resources DivisionDepartment/ Name

tr29702

hen
are forres

a,rebenefitspleted
highe

Nitin Chadha, Finance & Admin Manager, WLR

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

of conceptua,l revtew.
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3. To support funding release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "Review Only" in the revision table.

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

Please use conceptuol review, budge
process, funding release, onnual

re po rt, p roje ct i m p le me ntotlon, o r
project completion.

Example: Funding release

Conceptual review

201-6 annual report - no

change BAP for new project
started in 2O!7

20L7 annual report

Dote this Who did the
document documentupdotes?

wos

updated

Jack Smith

1,1/L/13 , Jack Smith

Diane

Sch neider

Diane

Sch neider

Diane

Sch n eider

Description

A brief summary of what chonged in
the document. lf this is an initial

draft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing hos changed, indicqte

"review only".

Revision History Table

Revised ByDate How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

comptete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

L6

/13

1./

l17

1B

e/2

2/s

6/3/

, 
New, initial draft 2 hours

2 hours

2 hours

n30m

r

Changed the metrics we will
measure

Updated description of
project benefits

Review only

Updated section 7 UhoT

Spring 2019 BAP report 2/6/re
Updated section 7, active
project

ldentify the category{-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

Diane

Sch neider
t hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2\ lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailures
4) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits i,n one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the prima,rv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2
improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

tegory #l-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public

Xcut"goty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
q uantity of interna I services

tegory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
tegory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as fasteq yggpopse times and better access to services for *h"g ppnlic.

Example: lf this"project to-upgrode our licensing software is opproved;'licenses will"be issu'ed'in two business doys- '
instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check national
ond state databoses more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the detoy in
obtoining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comptoints and attow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather than
the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations will still
be ovailoble.

The above exam,ples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lm proving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: If tltis project to acquire hond-held devices o.nd develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be
able to check an averdge of 10 sites per day compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle tlle 20% increase in workload projected in the next three years without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems ftiondg€n1€nt tool for the Service Cen.ter is implemented we will be
oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the woit
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time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overoll effon to promote lT standordizatian. This

project witl moke tlte current manogement of user accounts, applications, and devices easier for lT administrotors
ot Pubtic Heatth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on to applicotions

such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outtook. Our success witl be measured by having a single set of procedures and
security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The current process for preparing and calculating SWM fees for all King County unincorporated
parcels and parcels of l-6 cities (soon to be 1-7 starting 2017) involves the use of severalresources.
These are L)the existing SWM application to calculate most SWM fees, 2)a separate databasefor
identifying discounts that a parcel is eligible for, 3) spreadsheets to calculate fees for some parcel

types or cities that the SWM application cannot calculate, 4) KCIT personnel to create complex
reports, and 5)Treasury personneltime over-riding SWM fees by uploading spreadsheetcalculations
because they are more correct than what the SWM application sent to them,

The new application will eliminate the need for a separate discount database and spreadsheets by

building in the functionality needed to accommodate various rate structures, discounts and other
variable changes in the future. The new application will also eliminate the need for a separatefee
forecasting model. The current billing system cannot accommodate the many discounts available. lt
is only capable of a one-rate class discount. Discounts are now granted from 10-90%. Aseparate
side discount system calculates the rates, then they are manually entered on a spreadsheet. After
the SWM rates from the billing system are transferred to Treasury, the discount spreadsheetsneed
to be uploaded afterthe rates run, to overridethe billingsystem rates, This is done over several

days in Treasury and must be balanced to ensure they all were uploaded. As cities change their rate

structures, the new billing system must be flexible to incorporate their changes. For instance,when
the City of Des Moines changed their billing structure three years ago the billing system could not
accommodate it, so it is all calculated usingspreadsheets and entered manually. Thesespreadsheets
are sent to Treasury to upload after the fees run, and before the property tax statements are printed
because the fees the billing system calculates are incorrect.

All of these increase the number of tools, resources and time needed to provide accurate SWMfees
to Treasury for the annual property tax billing and a heavy dependence on manual processes from
three agencies:the SWM program, KCIT and Treasury. The new system will not be dependent on

side systems, spreadsheets, or manual entry to accurately bill SWM fees.

2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
We will no longer have to maintain side systems and spreadsheets, specifically eliminatingthe
following:
- Database for discounts -the discount information will be contained within the billingsystem,

providing current, accurate fees. Customers will be given accurate information the firsttime
they speak with a customer service person, rather than having to wait for a return callafter
looking up information in multiple systems.
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Spreadsheets for manually calculating cities - eliminating manual calculations ensures more
accurate billings
Spreadsheet report that combines SWM application and discount data
SWM forecasting model - forecasting and modeling future SWM rates can be done using real
time data, rather than requiring KCIT staff to run iterative scenarios

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
We currently maintain multiple side systems that require multiple handoffs of information:
- A discount system where engineers manually enter various discounts.
- A field in the SWM billing system must be checked to indicate that the parcel has a discount.

This is in addition to the discount side system, to alert usto look in the side system forthe
discount information. lt is a duplication of indicating that a discount exists.

- Spreadsheets are used to override fees that are incorrectly calculated in the SWM billingsystem.
These manual calculations take extra time and create risk of inaccuracy, and create more work in
Treasury to upload and balance. Every year, some accounts don't upload and they must startthe
process the following day

- Spreadsheets are sent to Treasury with calculations from the discount system to overridethe
SWM billing system. The discount spreadsheets take at least a day to review.

- A spreadsheet is created to calculate and transmit SWM fees for one contract city with a

different billing structure- this process takes several days to complete, including sendingthe
spreadsheet to the City to approve prior to uploading to Treasury.

- A SWM rate modeling side system to model and forecast SWM fees - this system requires KCIT

analyst time to update, check data, and run multiple iterations, which can take weeks of time.

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
To eliminate the need for side systems, spreadsheets and multiple handoffs of information. The new
SWM billing system reports will be accurate and will provide correct SWM fee calculations to
Treasury with minimal need for overrides in the Treasury system during their critical time validating
taxes. Sincethe major improvementwe expect is a significant reduction in risk exposure dueto
manual calculations and multiple handoffs, it is hard to measure and quantifytheimprovements.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The first billing cycle after project completion. January 2018. The initial benefit of SWM billingand
discounts included in the system was completed in time for the 2018 billing in January. The system
was ready to go November 20L7. The modeling benefit is expected to be achieved sometime in
spring of 2020 (updated 2/6/I9j.
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Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2073, advanced outhenticotion (AA) must be

in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the avercrge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primcrry reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CATEGORYf4: Reduced costto produce service (external or internal) orcostavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal}. The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit a,na:lysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. Th,is ca,tegory also i,ncludes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts payable softwore is approved, we will
outomote three tosks thot ore currently done mon,uolly by agency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, tltis will reduce processing time from the current average of ten doys to
less than one. This will ollow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $75,000,000 of onnuol
purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annual sovings of obout 5300,0A0. This will result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Exomple : Cost Avoidance. Movin g to this new vendor that uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos
been ochieved)
What is the current boseline?
What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

onticipoted benefit was to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an additionol five years.This
project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next five yeors an up-time levels

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5500K - 5t mi|ion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by hoving infrasUucture systems in ploce thot will be ossured of notexperiencing
catastrophic failures due to lack of maintenance.

Example: This project ta automote occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The overage time wos reduced from 10 doys to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day torget.
Additionally, only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than
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anticipoted. We did not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt payment
tha n ori gi nal ly esti mated.

Exomple:

Metric Description Metrics

Reduce c63t to deliver . Processing r1
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 1"0 days to
>1 allowing us to ta,ke

advantage of prom.pt
payment discounts.

Target

o 1-day processing
- " processirrg time'".. time
o To%of o 30% of purchases

p,urchases are are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

5400,000 savings

Actual

a

o 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
djscounts

o $200,000 savings

(in days);- - -
. /, of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, a,nd

e Annual savings

Update for Spring 201-9 Report: This is an ongoing project, the initial benefit of having SWM billing
discounts included in the system has been achieved, modeling benefits are anticipated in Q22O2O.

:'Metric/,benqft! ':

Eliminate the need for
side systems to calculate
discounts and SWM fees

and eliminate the need

for Treasury to override
fees charged by current
system

SWM rate modeling-
forecasting SWM rates

using real time data

216119 This is an ongoing
project

Testing the new
billing system -
attending
meetings to
validate progress

lntegrated
forecast model as

part of the billing
system

Spreadsheets
to calculate
fees and

discount side

system to
ca lcu late
discounts

Rate modeling
side system-
requires KCIT

Analyst time to
update, check
data, run

multiple
iterations

AIISWM fees and

disco unts
calculated in the
new billing system
with no side

systems and no

need for treasury
to override fees

Rate modelwithin
SWM system to run

real-time data

Forecast scena rios

with high level of
accuracy

No side systems
used to calculate
bills. KC Treasury
processed 12

overrides for last
minute changes

rather than over
9,000 over past
yea rs,

1-'t priority was

the billing
calculation and
successful 2018
billing. Analysts
are now looking
at the rate
model.

This is an active
project, there is
ongoing work
with lT on the
rate model.
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Business Owners
comp,leted when
level or higher.

Michael Murphy, Water and Land Resources Deputy Division Director

Ow
a re achievi nefitsbe nd e this rs andfor BAPresponsr ng jectpro nsunng regularly updated

eb nefits tnessBus are tod atbe rtment directorare chieved ners herequrre typu depa

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill irr the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

L. To achieve a clear understand,ing and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/
Agency Name

Project Title Cityworks AMS for WLRD Stormwater Services

DNRP Water and Land Resources Division
(Stormwater Services Section)

Nick Hetrick

Project Number 1,131,430

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or tech,nology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency

Mark Preszler Functional Analyst lV/ WLRD SWSS

Functional Analyst lll/ WLRD SWSS

Patrice Frank DNRP IT SDM Service Delivery Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evo,lves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits arefinally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable,
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

roject Role

Data & Analytics Manager

Data Coordinator/ SWSS Project Lead
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that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make su,re that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

the history of benefits oVer the course of the piojeCt. List ariy change5 in th'b table-i:h section 5. {lf there
type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spgnl, on this in

Stage Date Revised By Description How long did
it take?

:

: A briefsummory of whot changed in
the docuntent. If this is an initiol

draft, please indicote new. lf nothing
has changed, indicate "review only".

1s/271t6 Nick Hetrick lnitial draft I 2 hours

Nick Hetrick Update to initial draft 1- hour

Finalize Draft documents 6/30/16 Nick Hetrick
Update drafts with
comments from lT and SWSS 3 hours
staff

Please use conceptual review,
budget process, funding release,

onnuol report, project
i m p I eme ntotio n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Conceptual review

Revise Final Draft
Feed back

No changes BAP for a new
project that starts in 2017

Spring 2019 BAP Report
(im plem entation )

Who did the
document updates?

Dote this
document
wos updoted

How long did it
tske to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

10 minutes

15 minutes

1,0/rc/L6

2117l2OL

7

Nick Hetrick Revise based on feedback

Nick Hetrick Review Only

Mark Preszler/
Nick Hetrick

Target I actual update

2 hours

t,2

:

.

1920lBl

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identi;h7

the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2

improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

#1: External service benefits: lmprovingthe quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

X Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

f,Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l--lC.t.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quatity or quantit!, of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exom.ple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check national
ond state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints and ollow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservstions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother thon
the current timited hours avoilabte for in-person or phone reservations. In-person ond phone reservations wilt still
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

What is the current baseline for this meosure?

What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage of L0 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. Tltis will ollow the
ogency to hondle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three years without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lT standardizotion. This

project will moke the current manogement of user accounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrotors
at Public Health because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to opplicotions
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having a single set of proceduresand

listed below rather than providea

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT Investment to produce the benefit(s).
Our current solutions to manage stormwater facilities, NPDES permit compliance, various field
inspections are stored in different types of applications such as excel, access and custom
applications built in house, These silos impact the ability of staff to inform management quickly
because data usually needsto be compiled in spreadsheets by multiple staff and then sentto
management, The existing applications are also quite dated and program managers have identified
several shortfalls that do not allow them to complete tasks efficiently due to technical limitations of
the current solutions. This will also improve onboarding of new staff as well because training time
will begreatlyreduced because staff will not needto learn howto Lrse multiple applications.Overall
this will improve the quality and quantity of work that is currently being done once solution is

implemented and we have full active user adoption.

Asset Management Unit
o Leverages existing Enterprise GIS inventory eliminating redundant asset registries.
. Ability to conduct facility inspections in the field via mobile device.
e Combines inspections and maintenance workflows to track condition of assets
. Ability to track associated costs to the individual asset level
r lnspectors will no longer need to manually sketch asset locations
. Support mowing program administration.
. Applies existing inspection templates from MIS into the Cityworks environment.

Business Audit / Local Source Control Program
. Ability to track inspection sites and audits spatially
o Ability to conduct mobile inspections
. Less staff time required to plan annual inspection and audits
. More efficient workflow to help with completing permit required inspections
o Provides single system of record for enforcement

Drainase Complaints
o More efficient assigning of complaints to response staff
o lmproving response time to citizens
r Will be integrated with work orders to allow complete tracking in one system
r Will be accessible in the field via mobile device.
r Document reimbursable labor and costs during an emergency more efficientlythan current

systems.

Reeulatorv Com pliance
r Ability to track compliance targets in real time.
o Reduction in staff time needed related to compliance reporting for annual reporting and audit

response

How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
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Goal 1: Migrate drainage complaint intake/trackingto Cityworks and retire access databaseapplication

Baseline: Migrate specified historical drainage tracker data to Cityworks environment and retire
access database applications.

Target: Successful migration of historical data and all active users in SWSS using the Cityworks

environment for drainage complaint intake and tracking within 7 months. lmproving responsetime
to drainage complaints by 15% by applying the benefits below.

Benefit: Program managers can assign and track work related to drainage complaints in onesystem

This will lower lT costs by not having to maintain a custom application along with database

management costs. Staff will be able to access this data remotely using mobile devices which is not
currently possible. Automation of task assignments will improve response times for both internal
and external requests by routing work directly to staff. Better data quality of complaint/request
history allows for better planning based on data that is not currently available in the current
systems.

Goal 2: Migrate Source Control programs to Cityworks and retire supporting access database

Baseline: Migrate identified historical source control data to Cityworks environment and build

inspections templates to replace paper forms and access database application.

Target: Complete migration of identified historical data and streamlined inspection forms that will
replace paper forms and the access database within 7 months. Once the data is migrated we expect

to see a20% decrease in time needed to meet annual inspection goals set bythe NPDES permit.The

benefits listed below describe how we will meet the target.

Benefit: This will make the tracking of inspections much more efficient and provides a map interface

based on GIS data that will display inspection locations. The assignment of inspections can all be

done within the Cityworks environment and will streamline the current process greatly which uses

multiple databases and spreadsheets. The ability to automate assignment of inspections on a time
table and tracking for enforcement can all be done in this application providing much better
management of this information. lnspectors will also have access to historical information in the
field as well as havingthe abilityto complete tasks such as inspections using a mobile device inthe
field. The efficiency gained will also be used to collect more detailed data that is not possible in the
current system.

Goal 3: Migrate Asset Management Unit lnspections, condition ratings, and legacy data into Cityworks

Environment and retire Maintenance lnformation System (MlS) and Asset Management Database (AMD)

access database application.
Baseline: Migrate identified data from Maintenance lnformation System (MlS)to Cityworkssystem

and tie inspection and condition data to the GIS database containing updated stormwater
inventory. Rebuild MIS reports and other data to Cityworks environment. Build out inspection

templates in Cityworks and configure condition rating based on inspection data within cityworks
and configure condition weights based on existing formulas in the Asset Management Database

(AMD) application.

Target: Complete migration of identified data from MIS and AMD into the Cityworksenvironment
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and configure Cityworks to support Asset Management Unit operations such as inspections, work
orders, and condition assessment rating and have allAsset Management Unit staff usingthe
Cityworks environment and retire legacy applications within 2 years from the projectstart.
Decreasing facility inspection time by 10%. This will be achieved by applying the benefits listed
below.

Benefit:The Asset Management Unit migration to Cityworks will streamline workflows in one
system and provide a stable platform for the future. lnspectors will no longer need to hand draw
the inventory in Visio and enter information in the MIS database as this will be handled bythe
integration with GlS. This will also eliminate the redundant non-spatial inventory forstormwater
assets in MIS because Cityworks will leverage the GIS database as the asset registry and provide
staff with a map displayof where they have assigned inspections. Staff also will now have amobile
platform that can be used in field to complete inspections. lnspections will now supportcondition
rating of facilities and individual assets in one systenls currently the AMD application relies on a

manual export to the access database Cityworks has the capabilityto assign weighted ratings as

soon as an inspection is completed which will provide real time condition rating that can be used to
see condition of facilities in realtime in both tabular and map displays. Cityworks does not require
multiple databases like the current solution which improves data quality. The quality of the datawill
also be improved due to real time validation that requires staff to enter data in the same way and
also will require entry of specific data before being able to close an inspection which willreduce
multiple visits. Cityworks also provides support for CCTV inspection which will improve data quality
and allow these more detailed inspections of stormwater assets to be viewed and the
corresponding data can be used for analysis.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
See specific goals above. The overall baseline is migrate existing data identified by SWSS program
managers so staff can transition to the Cityworks environment and then configuration of Cityworks
to support each units tasks for inspections, work orders, requests, reporting and SWSSAsset
Management plan.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
See specific targets above. The overarching target for this project is to get all existing programs on a
modernized platform to support all current operations for existing business processes. Additionally
targets for efficiency in inspection tasks and for improved data quality.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Benefits will be achieved from this project once legacy systems have been shut down and all
identified programs have moved their workflows to Cityworks environment. lt will be a phased
approach and all programs will be completed within 2 years from the project start,
It is believed that the 2-year time frame is still realistic for phasing out the legacy worl<flowsand
systems within the scope of this project.

current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result

improvements to external or i'nternal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect wil! upgrade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.a will be ending in 2075 and that credtes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
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not receive tax and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to comply

with u. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvonced outhentication (AA) must be

in place in order to access sensitive CllS informotion.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CATEGO_RY f4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by you,r organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to pfq.duce service. lf this project to instoll accounts payable softwore is approved, we will
outomote three tasks thot ore currently done monually by agency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current dveroge of ten doys to
less than one. This will ollow us to take advo.ntoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 51,5 million of annuol
purchases. These discounts averqge 2%, yielding annuol sovings of obout 5300,000. This will result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidsnce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of5LA0,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithos
been achieved)

3. What is the current bsseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: Th,is project, to repoir an emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014.The

anticipated benefit wss to maintoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an additionol five yeors.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and wilJ report onnuolly for the next five yeors on up-time levels

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5500K - Sl million per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies on the emergency

rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of notexperiencing
catostrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.
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Exomple: This project to automate accounts poyoble software wos implemented ond did improve the processing
time overage. The overoge time wos reduced from 1"0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1" day torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipoted. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt poyment thon originolly
esti.moted.

Example:

o Processing time
(in days),

. % of purchases

receiving prompt
pay"ment

discounts, and
r Annual savings

Baseline

r 10-day
processing time

o Ij%of
purchases are
receiving
discount

:

Target

. 1-day processi,ng

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt pavment
discounts

, Actual

. 2-day processing

time
t 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
dis-counts

. S100,000 savings . 5400,000 savings r $200,000 savings

ate for the S rine 2019 Reoort: Th is is an ongoing project. The targets for retiring old databases
were missed and new timelines are provided
tJnd

Migrate drainage
complaint
intal<e/tracking to
Cityworks and retire
access database
a pplication

Migrate Source

Control programs to
Cityworl<s and retire
supporting access

data base

Metrics

l

l

data base

a pplicatio ns

Migrate identified
historical source

control daia to
:

Cityworl<s

environment and

, build
ins pectio ns

templates to
,replace paper

forms and access
'database

a pplication.

drainage complaint
intal<e and tracking
within 7 months.
lmproving response

time to drainage
complaints by 15%

by applying the
benefits below.

Complete migration
of identified
historical data and

streamlined
inspection forms
that will replace
paper forms and the
access database
within 7 months.
Once the data is

migrated we expect
,to see a20%
decrease in time
needed to meet
annual inspection

deployment

7-month target
missed due to KCIT

capacity. New targe t
set to end of Feb

2019. Will be able to
evaluate actual after
deployment.
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goals set by the
NPDES permit. The

benefits listed below
describe how we
will meet the target.

Migrate Asset
Management Unit
lnspections, condition
ratings, and legacy

data into Cityworks
Environment and

retire Maintenance
lnformation System
(MlS) and Asset

Management
Database (AMD)

access database
application.

Migrate identified
data from
Maintenance
lnformation
System (MlS)to
Cityworks system
and tie inspection
and condition data
to the GIS

database
containing
updated
stormwater
inventory. Rebuild
MIS reports and

other data to
Cityworks
environment. Build

out inspection
templates in

Cityworks and

configure
condition rating
based on

inspection data
within Cityworks
and configure
condition weights
based on existing
formulas in the
Asset Management
Database (AMD)

application.

Complete migration
of identified data
from MIS and AMD
into the Cityworks
environment and

configure Cityworks
to support Asset

Management Unit
operations such as

inspections, work
orders, and
condition
assessment rating
and have all Asset

Management Unit
staff using the
Cityworks
environment and

retire legacy

applications within 2

years from the
project start.
Decreasing facility
inspection time by

10%.

6 months behind
schedule due to KCIT

capacity. Attempting
to reach same 2-

year target from
project start.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 4) (updated 2.4.2o1s)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact ur PSB ana t

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

Sectlon 1. What are the of thc Banefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Depa.rtment/Agency Name
,Labo

DNRP

ratory I nform ation M a n age ment System ( Ll MS) e€p+a€€fi+€n+

/WLRD/Environmenta I Laboratory

Project Title
i Mod ern ization (updated 2.4.20191

Project Number ++296s+r134076 pdated 2.4.2019)
Project Timeframe 20rB -2023

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
b,usiness owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project reQ:y951 during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the a,nnual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no cha,nges, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

Business Owner is Diane McElhany, Lab Manager. Project Sponsor is Josh Baldi, WLRD Division Director

BAP is

(updated 2.4.2019

are responsi
benefits are

The development of the BAP should incl,ude
to this project airid the seruices

technology to help identify the benefits of the p,roject.

a nd documen tation. List the the BAP

Diane McElhany
Kate Leone

Section Manager, Environmental Lab

Manager, Environmental Lab

Business Owner (as of 10.10.2016)
B u s n ess Own r (ret red 1_ 0 16)

N ha Kannadagu lT Services Supervisor, KC IT p+etee+fea+S u p ervi sor of KC lT S M Es

Barb DeLauter lT Business Analyst, KCIT Business Analyst (le-ft County 2018)
Gary Hocking

Terry Siebens

lT Service Deliv ery Manager , KClr P roject Spons or retired 4.28.2OIB)

Environmental Laboratory Scientist lll LIMS Committee, Scientist User,
Business Analyst (u pdated 2.4.203.9)

Juliette Peze

Susannah Rowles
lT Project Manager lll, KCIT KCIT LIMS Project Manager

LIMS Committee, Scientist UserLa boratory Pro ect Man ag

Debbie Osada

Stephen Heard

Environmental Laboratory Scientist lll
lT Enterprise Manager lll, Engineering

LIMS Committee, Scientist User

Determines project tech nology
Brent Anderson loper, l(ClT Programmer (up dated 2.4.2019)
Kirthi l(umar lT Master Developer, l(ClT Project Lead and programmer

(updated 2.4.2019\

Sectlon 4. When should the BAP be started, and com ?

Section 3. Who is involvcd in dcve thE BAP?

Section 2. Business OwnerAcco
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Section 6. Descri onofP Benefits

ete the BAP?Section 5. How lo will it take to

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no c none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County, More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Date Description
How long did

it take?
How tong did

it toke to
complete or
revise the

form ot this
stage?

5 hours6/30lL6

Stage

Pleose use conceptuol
revi ew, b u dget proce ss,

fu ndi ng re leose, a nnua !

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

17-18 Budget Process

17-1,8 Budget Process

17-1,8 Budget Process

1.9-20 Budget Process

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

Updates based on
Jillian Scheibeck's
comments.

Revised By

Who did the
document updates?

Kate Leone

Gary Hocking

Barb DeLauter

Kate Leone

Gary Hocking
Barb DeLauter

Diane Mcelhany
Barb DeLauter

Diane McElhany

Diane McElhany

Diane McElhany

Date this
document

wos
updated

B/3LlL6

rc/u.|1"6

6/Ls/rB

3.8.19

2/4/1.e

A brief summary of what changed in the

document. lf this is an initioldroft,
please indicote new. lf nothing hos

changed, indicate "review only".

lnitial draft

Revision in response to raters'
comments

Revision in response to BAP Council

Conceptual Review Eva I uation

Revision based upon2OIT Business

Analysis efforts by KCEL, Astrix
Consulting Report, and further
consultation with KCIT

Active Project. Updated Sections: 1,

. 2, and 3 with administrative details,
Section 6 (categories 2,3,4).

, Active Project. Updated Sections: 1,

, 7, and 3 with administrative details,
Section 6 (categories 2, 3, 4).

3 hours

11 hours

l-5 minutes

5 hours

2 hours

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) Externalservice benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify the
primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving
internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

I lCategory 1": External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

fcategory 2: lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services (seconda ry)

fcategory 3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology(primary)

fiCategory 4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services (secondary) (updated 3.8. 1e)
Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such 5J fister response times and better icieit io services for the prlf i..
Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, Iicenses witt be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check nqtionol ond
state databoses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain about the delay in obtoining o
license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost a\! comploints and allow stoff resources to be directedto
othe r c usto me r se rv ices.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents witl be oble to schedule dthletic fields over
the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather thon the current
limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservations will stitt be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5, When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witl be obte
to check on overage of 10 sites per doy compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This witt allow the agency to
handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project ta implement a systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be abte
to reduce the durotion of technology outages during mojor incidents by j0%. We also will reduce the woit timefor
customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wilt ollow us to redirect on existing position to other
priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT standardization.This
proiect will make the current management of user accounts, applications, qnd devices eosier for lT qdministrotors at
Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to opplicotions such os
Lync, SharePoint, and autlook. Our success will be measured by having a singte set of procedures ond security models
rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Modernizing the existing LIMS system will provide these benefits:
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a. Will eliminate the risks associated with maintaining depreciated technology (Oracle Forms)

making the system more secure and easier for KCIT to maintain.
b. Will eliminate the licensing costs associated with Oracle Forms and Databases.

c. Will eliminate the costs, licenses, installation and maintenance of client based software to run

the application. KCIT staff have recently indicated (fall 2018) that Microsoft platform fees

have increased and may not be far from Oracle fees. lt is currently unknown whetherthere
will be net cost reduction benefit at the end of this project until Microsoft Azure platform

costs are better understood by KCIT staff. (updaled2.4.2019)

d. Will allow for LEAN efficiencies to be captured:
o Barcoding of sample bottles and labels. This functionality will allow for faster and more

accurate sample login, batching, data entry, and sample disposalfunctionality.
o Electronic bench sheets. This functionality will reduce the need to create and store log

books, improve the accuracy and legibility of sample preparation data, and better
integrate this metadata with analytical results.

o Automated data transfer directly between some instrumentation and LIMS makingdata
entry faster, less prone to human error, and secure. This would reduce the time required

for data review and improve the overall quality of stored data.

e. Will utilize KCIT standard software languages and platforms for LIMS and its ancillary

supporting programs, allowing a broader pool of developers to help support justone

technology stack.

f. Provide Lab Management with Super-User tools shifting key business functions from KCIT

staff to designated Lab staff, thereby reducing future KCIT resources.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

We will measure the benefits associated with al (A) above by
o Reporting the savings of eliminating licensing costs associated with Oracle technology minus

cost of the new KCIT supporlsi t€€hf,€,l€€y€+€€{+Azure platform. (updated 2.4.2019)

o The front end of the LIMS system will eliminate 78 Oracle forms which will be replaced bya
web-based interface. (updated 2.4.2019\

o Measuring the inerease in nsmber ef parameters reperted per sample' This project willnot
directly influence the lab's sample workload. (updated 2.4.2019)

o Plan to reduce KCIT embedded staff from 5 to 3 FTEs based upon the Super-User Tools which

will shift the non-lT application functions to Lab staff.
o Barcoding and electronic bench sheets will reduce the amount of paper logbooks associated

with quality assurance tasks such as sample preparation, calibration checks, and sample

disposal. Will measure how many paper log books are eliminated bytheirconversionto
electron ic logs. (updat ed 2.4.2A19)

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure? See in table below in Q(a)

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

We anticipate saving approximately 8 to L0 hours a month
of staff time if barcoding is implemented throughout the
full sample lifecycle. This time would be redirected toward
other lab duties.

Barcoding: The amount of
staff resources devoted to
login and sample tracking and

disposal duties throughout
the sample lifecycle. Benefit
to be measured Q2202L.
(updated 2.4.2019)

Currently 1.5 FTEs

are devoted to
login and sample
tracking and

disposalduties.

BaselineMeasure
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Electronic Bench sheets:
Reduce staff and space
resources to create and store
physical log books. lmprove
quality, access, and storage of
sample preparation
documentation. Benefit to be

measured Q2 202'I. (updated
2.4.2019)

LIMS: The goal is to reduce
the time to upload and peer
review data as well as

decrease the error rate of
data entry. Benefit to be

measured Q2 2021.. (updated
2.4.201,9

Currently most
sample preparation
steps are

documented by
handwritten notes.
Log books are
printed and stored
for a decade or
more.

the analyses, thes
steps can take
between a few
minutes and as

much as several
hours per sample
batch.

Automated d uoloadins to
t- - -

. Depe nding upon

o Electronic bench sheets will eliminate the need for
physical log book creation, manual data entry and
physical log book storage.

o Electronic bench sheets will eliminate the need to
interpret difficult handwriting.

o Electronic bench sheets will reduce/eliminatespelling
e rro rs.

r Electronic bench sheets will allow sample preparation
meta-data to be more easily shared with customersand
electronically stored.

r Staff time saved would be redirected toward other lab
activities.

We are targeting a 50% reduction in paper bench sheets.
aled 2.4.2 01e)

We anticipate saving up - L0% of sample prep time by
automating the data transfer between the prep
instrumentation and LIMS. Staff time saved would be
redirected toward other lab activities.

Shifting from deprecated technology and an Oracle
Database platform to KCIT supported technology is the
main driver behind this project. As KCIT shifts awayfrom
Oracle platforms, there are fewer resources to maintain
this system. The Oracle licensing is also approximately
$tZt< per year. lt is anticipated that we will save 75% of
that cost by switching platforms. We expect to reduce the
number of KCIT embedded staff from 5 to 3 FTEs post
project completion. Because we do not know the Azure
platform costs, it is impossible to know how much if any
net savings will be produced in eliminating the Oracle

e

lndustrv Standard software

allow for a greater pool of
KCIT staff to support the LIMS

application and reduce
licensing fees. Benefit to be
measured Q2 2An. (updated
2.4.2019)

Typically there
have been 5 or
more KCIT

embedded at the
Lab over the -25
year life span of
the LIMS system.

and platform: This would

Forms and plgtform. {updated 2.4.2019)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
This project has been broken out into 3 distinct phases spanning from the first quarter of 2019
throughthefourthquarteror2023. Costbenefitsassociatedwiththeeliminationof the Oracle
forms and client based software savings will be realized in the thi+$fourth quarter of 2O2O. Allother
benefits will be realized by the end of the project (f€{*{+h-qll€++€FQ2 of 2023), when all phases of the

Example: This proiect will implement on Advonced A.uthenticotion solution which will altow King County to comply with
U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Burequ of lnuestigation, Criminol Justice Informotion Services (CJtS) Security poticy
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6.2.2

sensitive

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology and the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The mission of the Environmental Lab is:To provide quality field, laboratory, information technology
services, and advisory services in support of King County and other publicly-sponsored programs that
protect and enhance water quality. Modernizing the LIMS system is in alignment with the
Environmental Lab's mission because it supports the need to efficiently and accuratelyprovide
information to King County and other publicly-sponsored programs so that they can protect and

enhance water quality.

The Environmental Lab uses LabVantage Solutions lnc. LIMS, is a business critical applicationthat
manages sample collection, workload throughput, analytical calculations, quality controlfunctions,
data results, and reporting of data to customers. LIMS is also the repository of several million bitsof
associated discrete regional data collected over the past 52 years. This system is used to generate

and provide high quality data in support of regulatory compliance and long term environmental
monitoring projects that give support to King County and other publicly-sponsored programs.

This system is -25 years old. The original vendor of the LIMS, LabVantage Solutions, went through a

number of acquisitions and consolidation with other LIMS vendors over the years, and dropped

support for this LIMS system in favor of other product lines well over a decade ago. At that point King

County purchased the system code in order fully maintain and support this application.

This system has undergone a number of upgrades over its lifespan and is well integrated with a

number of ancillary software programs that support the Lab. The consultant confirmed that the
upkeep of this system is probablythe best he has seen in his 20 years of working in this industry.The
database is stable and the application sound. The only real risk at this time is the use of the
deprecated Oracle Forms and KCIT's desire to move away from Oracle Platforms whenever possible.

Upgrading the system rather than replacing the system is advantageous for several reasons:

o lt is less costly to upgrade than replace the system.
o lt will allow KCIT to choose the platforms of their choice for maintenance and support.
r Customers will continue to have uninterrupted access to over 52 years of LIMS data. This

includes all final, QC, meta, and narrative data.
r KCELwill maintain essentialfeatures, reports, and electronic data deliverables criticaltoefficient

workflows and King County regulatory compliance,
o This will allow KCELto manage additions of future features and tools required byfuture

regulatory compliance mandates from EPA and WDOE.

o There are no external licensing or service fees associated with this project as KC owns all ofthe
source code for LIMS.

This upgraded system should support King County for several more decades if it is properly

maintained and supported. lt is anticipated that the modernized LIMS will provide KCIT with a system

that will conform to KCIT approved technologies and willtherefore be more easily maintained at a
greatly reduced cost. This benefit should be realized immediately upon implementation which is

currently scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2023.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how it is to occur,
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The risk that the current front-end Oracle Forms technology will soon no longer be supported by
Oracle is a certainty (1,OO% risk). lt is therefore mandatorythat, at a minimum, these Forms be
replaced by modern technology. A Proof of Concept was conducted and it was deemed possibleto
replace these with modern technology.

The Oracle database is stable and is not a risk technologically. However KCIT would like to migrate
Oracle databases to other technology whenever possible to avoid Oracle Licensing fees associated
with web-client based applications. (updated 2.4.2019)

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avo,idance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project,

Example: Reduced Coist to pioduce service. lf this project to instoll occounts poyobte'ii\wiore is approved, we wiit
dutomote three tasks that ore currently done monuotty by agency ond central purchasing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten doys to less
than one. This witl ollow us to take odvantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $L5,000,000 of onnuol purchoses.
These discounts overage 2%, yietding onnuol savings of about 5300,000. This witl result in sovings in deportment
expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to tllis new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we witl avoid the need to upgrade the
system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to moke this upgrode
due to'regulotory reasons, so thls represents a cosL uvoidunce of $10O;:000: ^

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
7, Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

There are four drivers that will contribute to the cost reductions of the proposed lTinvestment;
a. database lieensing fees will reduee the eests ef the

sys*em-Because we do not l<nowthe Azure platform costs, it is impossible to knowhow
much if any savings will be produced from eliminating the Oracle Forms and platform.
(updated 2.4.201.9)

b. lt is anticipated that by building Super-User Tools, many KCIT tasks can be moved directlyto
the business owner and designated lab staff, reducing KCIT support costs (from 5 to 3

embedded KCIT resources). (updated 2.a.2AI9)
c. There will be LEAN workflow efficiencies incorporated as the Oracle Forms are eliminated,

thereby giving analysts more time to perform higher level functions and reducing the amount
of paper used and archived through RALS.

d. Because the County already owns the source code, no additional licensing fees orvendor
support contracts will be incurred,

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidsnce? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been achieved)
We will measure and compare the cost savings gained by eliminating the need for Oracle licensing
fees and reduced KCIT support to pre-modernization costs.

3. Whot is the current boseline?
The Environmental Lab currently spends - S970K annually to support the current LIMS system and
its ancillary applications. This cost includes the hardware, licenses, and software maintenance and
su p port.
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4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project ochieve)

KCIT has not yet given a comprehensive estimate of the savings. However, there are - St2K licensing

fees associate with Oracle which will be eliminated. Reducing the number of KCIT embedded staff
from 5 FTEs to 3 FTEs is expected to save approximately $2O0K$q00K (updated 2.4.2019) ormore.
This savings would be redirected to pay for other lab operating costs and the increasing costs of
existing KCIT services.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
This project has been broken out into 3 distinct phases spanningfrom the first quarter of 2019

through the fourth quarter or 2023. Cost benefits associated with the elimination of the Oracle

forms and client based software will be realized in the thi+*fourth quarter of 2020. All other benefits

will be realized bythe end of the project (feu++hsecond quarter of 2023), when all phases ofthe
pro ct are completed, (updated 2.4.201.9\

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The anticipated
benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors. This project is currently

functioning at 99.999% up-time a.nd will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSAOT< - 5l fvtiilion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies an the emergencyradio

system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of not experiencing catastrophic

foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to outomote dccounts poyoble softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing time

overoge. The averoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the L doy target. Additionally, only 20% of
purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipoted. We did not meet the

torget becouse tltere were fewer purchases thqt qualified for prompt poyment thon originolly estimated.

Description Actual

Reduce cost to deliver service

This project reduced
processing time from the

current average of ten daysto
less than one ollowing us to
tqke advantage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time

onnual sovings,
and percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

o 70 days
processing time

o 10% of
purchases ore
receiving
discount

. 5100,000 savings

. 1 day processing

time
c 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. 5400,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
o 20%ofpurchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

c $2a0,000 savings

Update for Sp rins 2OL9 Reoort
This is an ongoing project. There were administrative details changed and additional clarificationwas
added in the project benefits and timing. The secondary benefit in category #4 was updated to reflect
the uncertainty of expected cost savings in the project.

Metrics Baseline Target

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summ
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plafl (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BApl?

1.

2.

3.

4.

To ach,ieve a clea,r undefitbhding and focus on the benefiii 6f a project pribr to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves-through stages of project approval, implenre'ntation; and
post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Devin Barnes

Treatment Division (WTD)

row and Customer Add Automation

Project Number P: Lt2339L T: L.0L

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
contpleted when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Tim Aratani: Heidi Popochock, WTD Finance Manager and Devin Barnes: WTD BFO lV

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to"this-project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff"who will be usi,ng the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or te6,h,nology pro.iect staff rnarTassist
in benefit identification and docurnentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency

BFO rVlWTD

Hiedi Popochock

Patrice Frank lT Service Delivery Manager

Francesca Ho

Dan Dicks

TBD

Finance Manager/WTD

KCIT

PPM2/WTD

: PPM4/WTD

rT PM2/KCrT

TBD lT Business Analyst KCIT Business Analyst

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved, Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gal.e2" phase of conceptualreview.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that antici,pated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Lead

Sponsor

Process Owner: Consultation and testing

Process Owner: Consultation and testing

KCIT Project Manager
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description , How long did

Pleose use conceptuol review, budget

: it take?

Date this long did it
document documentupdotes?process, funding releose, onnual

re po rt, p roje ct i m ple m e ntatio n, o r
project completion.

Conceptual review

Conceptual review

Conceptual review

2016 Annual Report - BAP

update for a new project that
starts in 2017

2016 Annual Report - BAP

update for a new project that
starts in 2017

Update for the Spring 2019 BAP

Report

Devin Barnes Review of draft

was

6/0311.6

7 /071t6

ted

Who did the

Devin Barnes

A brief summary of what chonged
the document. lf this is o.n initiol

draft, please indicote new. If
nothing hos changed, indicate

"review only".

New, initial draft

Update for council staff
questions

Added KCIT team members
after initial meetings and

mapping process

Added metrics in section 7

Added project update to
section 7

in How
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

3 hours

t hours

/29

2l

Devin Barnes

Devin Barnes

2/14/17 Devin Barnes

2/o7lIs Devin Barnes

L|1.6

13/r 7

Il2hours

1/6 hours

10 Minutes

1,14 hours

Update for the Spring 2019 BAP

Report
3/oslLs Devin Barnes 5 Minutes

ldentify the category(-ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal orexternal)

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify
the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2

improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Added project update to
section 7 and section 3
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XC.t.gory #1 (primary): External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services
provided to the public

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

XC.tugory #4 (secondary): Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services (secondary)

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lm proving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required.Ifir-s ls largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notionol
ond sf ole dotoh.ases more efficiently. Abaut,an,e.quorter of our customers cu.r,rently comploin obout the detay in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comploints ond allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to occep,t on-line reservations is opproved, residents wilt be able to schedule othletic
fields over the tnternet ond make payments by credit cord. This wilt atlow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother
thon the current limited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservotions. !n-person and phonereservo.tions
will still be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
Summaryi

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
a. One of our project goals is for escrow agents to have access to the most current information on

capacity charge accounts through an automated system, thus creating faster response times. By
making our data more readily available we will be assisting in a faster escrow process forthe
public.

b. Another one of our project goals is to establish new customer accounts in a timely manner,
relative to their sewer connection date.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
a. The time between the receipt of a request and a response can be measured to determine how

many responses are handled by the system and how many have to be deferred to staff.
b. We will look at the average time between sewer connection date and customer creation date to

determine the timeliness of account setup.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
a. We are currently required to respond to customer escrow requests within three days,72 hours.
b. There is no baseline on when customer accounts are setup as they are reported to us through a

third party.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
a. Our goal is an automated, instantaneous, response for the majority of escrow requests and

maintaining the current standards we have for requests requiring research.
b. Our goal is to have accounts established for new customers within one month of their

connection to the sewer system.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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We anticipate that benefits can be successfully measured in 3Q 2OIB.

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectars will be

obte to check an overoge of 70 sites per day compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. Tltis will allow the

ogency to handle the 2a% increase in workload projected in the next three years without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewilt
be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect anexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overalt effort to promote tT standordization. This

project will make the current management of user accounts, applications, and devices easier for tT odministrotors

at Pubtic Heoltlt becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on to opplications

such os Lync, SharePoint, an.d Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of proceduresond

security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you mectsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

CATEGORY #3; Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 and that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax and regulatory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project witl implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of t,nvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2073, a.dvanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in

ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include oge of
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pledse estimote the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

CATEGORY #$: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced c,gst lo produge servicq. If tltis project ta instull occounts poyoble software is opproved, we will
outomate three tasks thot ore currently done manually by ogency and central purchosing employees. Based on

experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten days to

lnl

:
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less thon one. This will allow us to take advantage of prornpt payment discounts for over $75,000,000 of ann.uol
purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yietding onnual sovings of obout 5SOO,OOO. This will result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
Currently the Capacity Charge Program is administered largely through manual efforts. As our
customer base continues to grow, with population densification, more staffing resources are required
to handlethe additional load, given current processes. lf this automation project goesforward
Wastewater will see both current cost savings and future cost avoidance, By reducing the numberof
rote processes we will be able to reduce our current overtime requirements for the program and put
sufficient infrastructure in placeto manage escrow requests with reduced staffing levels in thefuture
and a reduction in overtime.

This project once fully implemented and in use by escrow agencies, is anticipated to reduce theTLT
staff effort necessary for processing escrow requests. WTD will assess whether this available staff
capacity should be reallocated to additional collection efforts and capacity charge account
maintenance due to the growing number of new sewer connections.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost qvoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)
Our success will be measured by the number/percent of requests and accounts managed through
programmatic means and our error rate; this can be extrapolated into cost avoidance. For nearterm
savings we will measure Overtime as it relates to these processes. We will also measure the number
of TLT positions we are able to reduce

3. Whot is the current boseline?
The current annual budgeted overtime is 5170,000. Currentlythere are 6TLT positions of which 5are
allocated to escrow requests.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
For escrow requests and customer adds identified as "standard and routine in nature" we arelooking
to have at least 90% handled programmatically with near O%o error rate. Overtime on these processes
should approach 0 as staff vets the new work flow. The target is to reduce to one the number of TLTS
dedicated to escrow process when compared to the 2017-20IBbudget

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
Efficiencies and benefits should be measurable by June 2018 for inclusion in the 2OL9-2020 Biennial
Budget which will include reduced overtime for escrow and customer add tasks. We see these
efficiencies going forward perpetually as there will be an infrastructure in place to better manage
escrow requests with fewer resources. The TLT reduction forthe escrow process is expected happen
as part of the 2019-2020 budget if not sooner.

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels.
Please include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptio.ns of benefits, includingany

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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monetary benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, was successf ully completed in April 2014. The

anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an sdditionol 5 yeors, Tltis project

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annua[ly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers faited physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generaily in the neighborhood of

SSAOX - Sl mitlion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency

rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of notexperiencing

cotastrophic failures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to automote accounts poyobte software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overage time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 doy target. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipoted. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment thon originally

estimated.

Example:

Metrics
r Processing time

(in days),

10-day pReduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processingtime t /s of purchases
from the current
average of 10 days to >1

allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

receiving prompt
payment Annual
savings

time
o tO% of purchases

are receiving

discount
. 5100,000 savings

. 3A% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 savings

processing

2A% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discou,nts

S200,000 savings

a

a

U pdate 07 -FEB-2OI9: This project started in 01JAN-2017 but was put on hold in AUG-2017;with

intermittent work occurring between WTD and KCIT. Project was delayed due to cost concerns with BRC

and cost estimates from KCIT. Project developing specific Milestones with ROls (Return On lnvestment)

for internalfunding releases to control costs between departments and provide managementwith

specific interim goals. Completion of Milestones/nols Q1 2019. Metrics not updated until Milestonesare

established. This project has completed a functional requirements document for KCIT and BRC.

ActualMetrics BaselineMetric Description
72 hoursEscrow request

response time
r lnstantaneous for most

req uests
r Maintain 72 hour limit
r Less than one month

between connection, or
start of service, and setup

None

o 90% of Single family
residents added with 0%

e rro r rate

Customer setup
delay

Customer adds

automated
None

Average time between
escrow request and

response to customer

Average time between
sewer connection date and

customer creation date

# of customers that can be

added programmatica lly

rather than manually

S17o,ooo SoaStaff overtime on escrow
req uests

Staff overtime on

escrow requests

Update as of 02/22/2917: The project is new. No updates have been made to Section 6
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAP)?

t.
2.

3.

4,

To achibvb a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prioi to its beginning
To update projected bertefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,impldriientation,
a nd post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency
Name

Project Title

Project Number 4 n 1AA1n
_L -LJ.+r./ / t'

Project Timeframe 20t9 - 2020

The development of the BAP should include significant i:nvolvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BApbelow:

DNRP/WTD

CMMS - Maximo
I

j

l
l

Name

Robert Waddle

Courtney Schaumberg

Dave Jurgens

Doug Neal

Celeste Bryant

Title / Agency

Manager, WTD Operations

Capital Project V.nrg"r, WtO
PMU

Asst Manager, WTD Operations

Systems Engineering Lead

Project Control Engineer, WTD
PMU

Project Role

Project Sponsor

Project Manager

Business Owner

Project Lead

Project Control Engineer

.

J

I

1

I

I

t

j

i

I

I

i

I

l
1

l

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1.. To support initial project request during "GaIe 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department d,irector
level or higher.

Dave Jurgens, Assistant Manager, WTD Operations
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4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those u,pdates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Revised ByStage

Please use conceptual review,

bu dget process, fu nd i ng

releose, onnuol report, project
i m p le m e ntati o n, o r p roject

completion.

Conceptual Review 6/2s/201.8 Doug Neal

2019-20 Budget Process 7 /23/2018 Doug Neal

Spring 2019 BAP Report 01./07 /201.9 Dave Jurgens

Spring 2019 BAP Report 03/0s/201.e Devin Barnes

A brief summory of whot changed in the

document. lf this is an initial droft,
pleose indicote new. lf nothing hos

cho nqed, i ndicate " review only".

CIT is not funding this project. lt's
eing funded by WTD. Not sure

what else is needed here

Upon PRB request, WTD has

funded a gap analysis of
alternative CMMS systems owned
by KC using a consultant (Jacobs).

We are expecting a final report
from them to submit to PRB by

the end of Feb-2019.

Updated Section 7 For gap

a na lysis

Date

Date this
document wos

updated

Who did the
docu.ment updates?

How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

N

K

b

I 10 Hours
l

5 minutes

l-0 minutes

5 minutes

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
g) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentifrT secondary categories if the agency intends to measu,re those benefits. in addi;tion
to the primary benefit(s). For most p-rojects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 im,proving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, i ncluding the qua lity or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
eategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

X

T
CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses wilt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four doys currentty requirEd. This is torgely d'a:e-t6"thii abitity of the neV-sciftildfe to check
national and state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about the
deloyin obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost ollcomploints and altowstaff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to dccept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witl be able to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduting to occur at ony time, rother
than the current limited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions
will still be ovoilable.

The above sx66,ples are summaries. please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. Whst is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary table for Category #7:

outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
: achieved/measured?

Example: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.
Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction

{to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue
licenses

4s%

5 business
days

1 business

day

9s% By t2/31/7018

Bv 09/30/2018
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CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overoge of 1O sites per day compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. Tltis willollow
the agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will

be able to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the

wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overalt effort to promote tTstondordization.

This project will moke the current monogement of user accounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT
odministrotors at Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by havin.g a single setof
procedures and security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Through the implementation of Maximo, WTD will recognize several benefits, including: reliable

data transfers between the CMMS and Oracle EBS, accurate financial information associated with

WTD assets, and the ability to meet a King County Council Administrative Order. The following

bullets provide further detail regarding these benefits and discuss others as well.

The current interfaces between Mainsaver and Oracle EBS are dependent on flat-file (aka CSV

file)transfers and have been proven unreliable, error prone, incomplete and too slow. Replacing

Mainsaver with Maximo and shifting our interfaces to utilize either IBM Maximo Enterprise

Adaptors orweb services will significantly improve the accuracy of financial data associatedwith

assets in the CMMS, We currently estimate that the accuracy of financial data in Mainsaver isoff
byasmuch as5O%.lmprovingthisaccuracywill allowassetmanagementtomakewellinformed
budgeting and asset life-cycle decisions, which should yield an overallcost savings to WTD.

Replacement of Mainsaver with Maximo will allow WTD to comply with the independent audit

recommendations (AECOM) commissioned by the King County Council Administrative Order

following the West Point Treatment Plant Failure on Feb 09,2017. One way it willaccomplish

this isthrough the implementation of a Life Safety Management (LSM) system. Mainsaverdoes

not include the functionality required to incorporate the Council mandated LSM system

necessary to document decisions, enforce stricter levels of maintenance, and improve vertical

and horizontal communications on plant risks. Maximo's Health, Safety and Environment

Manager, coupled with the ability to compile detailed workflows, accurately perform system

and component analysis, integrate management of change, and build reports will allow LSM to
be successfully implemented. Maximo will also allow Lockout-Tagout and Training to be

incorporated into the CMMS to further enhance safety of plant personnel and equipmentwhile
enhancing governance and auditing of these systems.

a
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a

a

Mainsaver is not capable of providing many features in a functional and/or userfriendly
manner. For example, Mainsaver does not provide the following:

o Functional and or user friendly access on mobile devices
o The ability to utilize industrial control system (lCS) points necessary to enable usage

based preventive maintenance work orders
o The ability to track maintenance history based on equipment location

Maximo will provide users with remote access on mobile devices in a fully functional and user
friendly manner. Each plant in WTD covers a large geographic area and includes off-site
facilities. There's often a need for operations and maintenance staff to access drawings,work
orders, asset information, and safety related information in the field. Currently, users areforced
to login to a terminal server and use the Mainsaver desktop application on their mobile devices.
This is frustrating for the user and often results in the user giving up and making a trip backto
the office for access to information. Current estimates, based on L50+ WTD employees who use
Mainsaver and work in the plant or at remote sites, show that up to 7,800 hours per year are
spent traveling back to the office for access to the CMMS. Providing users with user friendly,
remote access to the data will not only provide them with the information they need when they
need it, it will improve operational efficiency.

To enable interfaces with other applications, Maximo has worked with an array of vendors to
develop plug-ins. One such plug-in provides the ability for Maximo to interface with OSlsoft Pl.
Leveraging this interface, Maximo can use lndustrial Control System (lCS) point data to enable
usage and calendar based preventative maintenance (PM) work orders. Preventative
maintenance on assets is analogous to getting the oil changed in your car. You change your oilto
extend the life of your engine and prevent lubrication related breakdowns. ln general, you
change your oil every 3000 miles or 12 months, whichever comes first. ln this example, 3000
miles is a measure of usage and 12 months is a measure of time based on the calendar. This
same concept applies to asset maintenance. Effective use of usage based PM work orders
should increase asset reliability and reduce the number of corrective work orders written
against assets; thus, reducing the cost of maintaining those assets overtime.

Maximo will also provide the ability to track maintenance history based on slot (aka location). A
slot is the location where an asset is installed. For example, a pump is installed in a certain
location in the plant. lf you swap two pumps, the location of each pump changes. ln Mainsaver,
maintenance history is tied to the asset. ln our pump example, the maintenance historywould
follow the pumps, regardless of location. Maximo will allow engineers to track maintenance
history on both individual assets (the pumps in this example) and on location. ln otherwords,
maintenance history will be tied to not only the assets, but to the locations where those assets
reside in the plant. This will allow engineers to view all maintenance history associated with
locations regardless of the assets that have been installed in those locations, while stillallowing
them to view all maintenance history associated with individual assets. This will provide
engineers with the tools required to reduce risk at the system level, analyze asset failure rates
based on location and help identify the cause of asset failures.

lmplemented in 1996, WTD's current CMMS (Mainsaver) has approached its end-of-life.
Although it has been highly customized, it can no longer meet the needs of WTD's maturing
asset management program. ln addition, with Mainsaver's shrinking market share (<2%),the
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viability of Mainsaver as a competitive entity in the current market place is suspect. With

revenue likely following market share and our experience with the company, we have nochoice

but to assume Mainsaver will either be sold or possibly go out of business in the comingyears.

lmplementing IBM Maximo will allow WTD to take advantage of a world class product and the

stability associated with that product. ln addition to stability and Maximo's proven trackrecord

in the market place, it will allow our asset management program to continue maturing,through

the use of interface options, tools and features not otherwise available in Mainsaver.

a Due to the unreliable interfaces between Oracle EBS and Mainsaver; a lack of line-level

information with respect to p-card transactions; errors or missing information related to
requisition and PO data; and a lack of functionality within Maihsaver, accurately planningand

scheduling work orders is not always possible. lmplementing Maximo and changing the waywe
interface with Oracle EBS and PeopleSoft will provide the functionality necessary to accurately

track procurement and inventory transactions at the work order and asset level. The abilityto
successfully track the status of all parts related to a work order, regardless of how the parts are

obtained, will provide planner/schedulers with the information necessary to improve planning

and scheduling accuracy. This will ultimately lead to an increase in productivity.

a The current interfaces between Mainsaver and Oracle EBS don't allowforthe managementof

inventory within the CMMS and provide only limited procurement functionality within the

CMMS. These limitations reduce the productivity of WTD's purchasing specialists by requiring

them to track procurement and inventory wholly or partly in separate systems. The requirement

to manage inventory in Oracle EBS also limits WTD's abilityto implement efficiencies such asthe

use of QR codes for disbursing inventory and performing cycle counts. lmplementing Maximo

and restructuring the interfaces with Oracle EBS will allow inventory and procurement to be

fully managed within the CMMS and allow WTD to incorporate lean techniques into its
procurement and inventory management processes.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been dchieved?)
o Sisnificant improveme t in the accuracv of financial data associated assets in the CMMS

Success will be measured by comparing financial data in the CMMS to the data in Oracle EBS

using various methods.

a Errncfinnrl rnd user friend hr rnracc tn tha 1^ l\/ll\/l( nn m nhi le devices resulti d rna rar{ r r ntin n in th o

number of hours emp lovees soend traveline back to the office fo r access to the CMMS:

Success will be measured by verifying functionality through testing, monitoring the use of remote

access, and compiling survey results from end users.

o The abilitv to track maintenance historv nd finances based on slot (aka location)

Success will be measured by implementing a location based hierarchy in the CMMS and verifying,

through reporting tools, that the associated financial data is being tracked according to asset

location.

a int da V n maintenance work

resul written aeainst

the assets

sed asset reliabilitv and a red uction in corrective work orders
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Success will be measured by comparing the number of corrective work orders written against
associated assets before and after the successful implementation of usage based preventative
maintenance work orders in Maximo.

3. What is the current baseline for this medsure?
a (icn ificant I mont in ih e accura of fi nriel detr:ccnrirtar{ with assets in th a Cl\/ll\/lQ.

The baselinethis benefitwill be measured against isthe accuracyof financial data in Mainsaver
It's currently estimated that the financial data in Mainsaver is about 50% accurate.

a Functional and user friendlv access to the CMM S on mobile devices resultins in a reduction in the
num ber of hours emolovees soen d traveli back to the office for acce to the CMMS
The baseline this benefit will be measured against is the time spent per year by WTD employees
traveling back to the office for access to the CMMS. lt's currently estimated that employees
spend up to 7,800 hours per year traveling back to the office for access to the CMMS.

o Thea bil itv to track maintenance historv and finances based on slot {aka location)
The baseline this benefit will be measured against is Mainsaver's inability to track maintenance
history and finances based on slots (aka locations).

a tcs oint da reventive m ers
increased a reduction in cor ritten a

the assets

The baseline this benefit will be measured against is the number of corrective work orders
written against associated assets from 1./t/20i.9 to IZ/31,/ZO2L.

4. What is the torget for this medsure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
a tm rove financial the CM

The target for this measure is increasing the accuracy of financial data in the CMMS to 98%. The
successful implementation of IBM Maximo Enterprise Adaptors and/or web service interfaces
between Maximo, Oracle EBS, and PeopleSoft will improve the financial accuracy of data in the
CMMS. Accurate financial data in the CMMS will allow engineering to make more informed
decisions when planning projects, projecting budgets, and projecting asset replacements. Overall,
this should reduce asset life-cycle costs and prevent waste by prematurely replacing assetsor
continuingto perform maintenance on assets when it's more cost effective to replacethem.

a and us r e CMMS on in a redu
number of hours emo lovees soend travelins back to thp office for access to the CMM-S:
The target for this measure is the successful implementation of a fully functional and user
friendly interface with Maximo on mobile devices and a 90% reduction in the hours spent per
year by employees traveling back to the office for access to the CMMS.

intenan ased on slot
The target for this measure is the successful implementation of a location based hierarchy and
the ability to track maintenance and financial history based on location. With no ability to track
asset maintenance history based on location in Mainsaver, engineers often find themselves
trying to make partially informed decisions. Maximo will allow engineers to view allmaintenance
history associated with locations, independent of the assets that have been in thoselocations,

a
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while still allowingthem to view maintenance history associated with individual assets. Thiswill
provide the engineers with the tools required to reduce risk at the system level, analyze asset

failure rates based on location and help identifythe cause of assetfailures based on external

system components.

a The abilitv to use ICS point data to trigger usa based preventive maintenance work orders,

resultine in increased a set reliabilitv and a reduction in corrective work orders written asainst

the assets

The target for this measure is the successful implementation of an interface between OSlsoft Pl

and Maximo to facilitate usage based preventative maintenance work orders, leading to a

reduction in asset maintenance coststhrough increased asset reliability and a reduction in

corrective work orders.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Some benefits will be achieved immediately after migrating to Maximo, others will take time to
implement once the migration is complete.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

Outcome/Benefit When the target
will be achieved

t2/31/2022Significa nt
improvement in the
accuracy of financial
data associated with
assets in the CMMS

Comparing the
accuracy of financial
data in the CMMS
against Oracle EBS

50% financial
accuracy in
Mainsaver

7,800 hours per year

spent traveling back

to the office for
access to the CMMS

This functionality
does not currently
exist in Mainsaver

# of corrective work
orders written
against associated
assets from
tlt/20I9 to
12/31./2021.

98% financial accuracy
in Maximo

Fully functional remote
access and a90%
reduction in the time
spent traveling back to
the office for CMMS

access

Fully functional location
based maintenance and

financial history

A reduction in the # of
corrective work orders
written against

Reduction in the # of
hours spent per year

traveling to the office
for access to the
CMMS

The ability to track
maintenance history
and finances based on

slot (aka location)

A reduction in

maintenance costs for
associated assets via

increased asset

reliability and a

reduction in corrective
work orders

12 min/user/day
* 150 users

/ 60 minutes
* 260 work days

= 7,800 hours/year

Reports

# of corrective work
orders written
against associated
a ssets

12l3r/2022

1.2/31./2022

12/31./2024

associated assets from :

1./1./2022to 12/3

CA #3 : Projects that mainta,in service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.
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Example: This proiect will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2A1"5 ond thot creates a lorge risk for the County. Witltout vendor support the County
will not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond wilt likely resutt in errors in complying with tax ondregulotory
issues.

Example: This project will implement an Advonced Authentication solution whieh wilt allow King County,to
comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureau of !,nvestigation, Crim,inal Justice lnformation Services
(Ctls)"Sibcirity Policy Vriision 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective S'diitember 30, 201i, odiali'ced aruthenticotioii""(A,A)
must be in ploce in order to access sensitive CJlsinformotion.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Pleose include ageof
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobitity ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Baseline When willthe target be

d?
Exomple: Reduced

system outages
# of system outages per
month

5 outages No outages By o:6/30/2019

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal), The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includescost
avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay,
but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to install accounts payable software is approved,we
will automate three tosks that ore currently done monuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Based
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
days to less than one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $lS mittionof
annual purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual savings of a,bout 5i00,00A. This will result in
sovings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Maving to this new vendor that uses o SaaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were requi.red to
moke this upgrade due to regulotory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidonce of $1-00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lr investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summory Table for Benefit Cotegory #4:
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Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Example: Annualsavings Cost of producing X

Targetline

,000s568,ooo

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/30/2o1e

i

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Usethe

measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014.The

onticipoted benefit wos to maintoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cast to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
$SOOX - Sl million per tower, depending on the constructian techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency

rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not experiencing

cotastropllic failures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to automate accounts poyable softwore wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time overdge. The dverage time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the L day torget. Additionally,

only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did

not meet the torget becsuse there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt poyment than originally

estimoted.

Example:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

,Metrics

r Processing time
(in days),

c Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, a,nd

o Annual savings

Baseline

r 10-day
processing time

o IO%of
purchases are

receiving
discount

r $100,000savings

Target

. 1-day processing

time
. 3O%o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discou nts

r $400,000 savings

Actual

o 2-daV processing

time
o 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $200,000savings

DB:03/05/2019 - This project has conducted a gap analysis to assist in determiningthe most

appropriate CMMS for WTD. This project has not started yet and has not generated any benefits yet. No

update to benefits schedule

:

:

:

:

I
I

s

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.
For assistance in contpleting this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1.

2

3

, To achieve a clear understanding ;;d focus on the benefiti o-f a project prior to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project a:pprovol, implementation, and l

post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits 

.

To ensure that benefits are achieved ,

Department/ Agencv
Name DNRP / WTD

Project Title

Project Number

Projeet Timeframe

Alden Wyma

Celeste Bryant

Mika Petaia

Tom Bell-Games

Shilpi Mittal

Dominic Palo

Katie Gibbons

Steve Huang

Jeff Fugier

Bo Vestergaard-Hansen

Joel Paulson

Central Drawing Management and Control Software Procurement and
lmnlementation (within the Flectrical/l&C nrnipct roll un)- r'-J--- *" -'rl

103833s
' 2Ai9

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Bruce Kessler - Assistant Director of WTD

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency project Role

Bruce Kessler Assistant Director/WTD Project Sponsor

PM / WTD :PM

KCIT

PCE / WTD

BFO / WTD

PM / HDR

, Plant ENG / WTD

Plant ENG / WTD

Plant ENG / WTD

, Project ENG / WTD

Project ENG / WTD

Project/PM lll WTD

Project Control Engineer

LCCA Lead

Business a na lyst, Needs analysis, Alternatives
analysis, lndustry Best Practice SME

Business Analyst

Contract Specialist

SME

SME

SME

SME

M

M

S

S

E

EDon Jewett
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initia:l project request during "Gale 2" phase of co'nceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSts compiles.

3. To support funding release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, ind icate "Review Only" in the revision ta ble

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to fnnotas. The intent is for this single docume'nt

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By How long did
it take?

Please use conceptual review,
b u dg et process, fu n di ng

releose, onnusl report, project
i m p I e me ntatio n, o r proje ct

comptetion.

Conceptual review

Budget process

Budget Process

Spring 201-9 Report

Budget Process

Date this Who did the
document document updotes?

was updated

4lte/18 Alden Wyma &
Celeste Bryant

Alden Wyma &
Celeste Bryant

Alden Wyma &
Celeste Bryant

7l13l18

A brief summary oJ what chonged in

the document. If this is aninitisl
draft, please indicote new. lf nothing
hos changed, indicate "review only".

New, initial draft

Revising BAP and Full Proposal

Revising BAP, Full Proposal,

and Cost Template.

Project end date

Updated section 7

1B5123/

B hours

10 hour

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form ,

at this stoge? I

l-0 minutes

l-0 minutes

S

5 hours

rl24lIe
2ls/Is

Alden Wyma

Alden Wyma

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
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r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, ptbaie clearly disting;ish the primary type of benefit that ii drivine lh; project from the iecondary.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit{s). For most pro.iects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category#1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services ided to the public
f ^L^---..4a- r--r^,--^-t ------:-- a- tr.LdrcBuly frz. l|lLerndt se]vtce peneTtf,S: trllprovlng, lnlernal
operations, including the quality or quantity of interna I services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or Xupgrading older tec hnology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvi ces

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business days
instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the abitity of the new softwore to check notional
ond state dotobases more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the detay in
obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints and attow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotians is opproved, residents wit,t be able to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will altow scheduling to occur at ony time, ratlter
thon the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservotions
will still be avoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lr investment to produce the benefit(s).
How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hss been ochieved?)
What is the current baseline for this measure?
Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Summary table for Cotegory #7:

7.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

: Outcome/Benefit When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target
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Example: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.
Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction 45%
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

9s% Bv 1.2/31/201"8

By 09/30/2018

i

CA Y #2: lnternal service benefits: I mproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overoge of 10 sites per day com.pared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This willollow
the agency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the nert 3 yeors witltout odding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to imptement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%, We also will reduce the

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Exumple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overoll effort to promote lTstondordizotion.

This project will moke the current manogement of user accounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for lT
odministrators at Public Health because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on

to applications such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single setof
procedures ond security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
On average, WTD spends 40 hours per project to rework or find drawings that were notcorrectly
completed or saved in the current drawing management systems. The new program willeliminate
this time inefficiency.

2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Employee survey conducted in the first and fourth quarter of the year. Surveyed group would

include the same group of end users, engineers/CAD designers, from each treatment plant andthe

downtown King Street Center.

3, What is the current boseline for this measure?

Approximately 40 hours total lost per project

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

t hour expended per project. lt is expected that some time will be taken to use the program and find

the drawings, which is why the target is a little more than 0.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

t2/1.s/201.e

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:
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Outcome/Benefit

Most recent drawing with
a ll revisions immediately
accessible in the DMS

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

According to survey 40 hours t hours
results of end users
hours per project to
locate drawings.

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
Bv t2/Is/2o1.9

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain seruice at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regutatory compliance. lf the project wilt result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 201"5 and thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitt
not receive tax ond regulatory updates ond witt tikety result in errors in contplying with tox ond regulatory issues.

Example: This project wilt implement on Advanced Authentication solution which witl otlow King Countyto
comply with L). S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 20L3, advanced authenticotion (AA)
must be in place in order to dccess sensitive CJtsinformation.

Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
- WTD requires a secure, comprehensive and standardized document management solution and

management protocolto address the growing need to efficiently account for all aspects of CAD
documents and control across the Division.

- lncorporate version control of all documents, thereby improving operational efficiencies, safety
and reliability of information required for operations, maintenance, and response to
emergencies. This will also reduce the cost of re-work due to inadvertent use of outdated
information, thereby improving both speed and accuracy of service within the Division and to
rate payers.

- Replace WIT (West Point lnformation Toolkit) lnternally developed standalone Access database
used by west section O&M. WIT was developed in 1995 with active updates until 2012. Once
data is transferred to DMS, WIT will be retired in place and backed up into ERMS.

- Replace Adobe RoboHelp 10 an online off the shelf software purchased and used by eastsection
O&M since 2013. This software had a2Ot7 update release which WTD did not purchase dueto
the pending DMS project request. Once data is transferred to DMS, the program's use willbe
discontin ued.

- Become the record source for proiect drawings created by the project engineers. Accordingto
our records manager, Don Jewett, the new DMS will meet all security and record retention
requirements of King County, but will not replace ERMS for other document retention purposes,

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
lndependent drawing management introduces unacceptable risk to several aspects of ourwork
control practices including Lockout-Tagout and costly rework duringthe design phase of capital
projects when accurate drawings cannot be located.
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Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 1211.5/201.sEmployee Efficiency According to survey results 8O% of

of end users, percentage drawings
of instances multiple have multiple
versions of drawings found versions

for a single location.

€ATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Seduced cost to produce servicg-. lf this pro;kct to install occounts payable software is approved,we
wilt outomate three tasks that ore currently done manuolly by age'ncy and central purchosing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the softwore, this wilt reduce processing time from the current averoge often
doys to less thon one. This will qtlow us to take odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 575 million of
onnuol purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnuol sovings of obout 5300,000. This will result in

sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SooS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $fi0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each guestion listed below rather than provide a

summary,

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

Prevent reproducing record drawings at the start of capital projects

2. How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)
Monitor capital expenditure by project teams to produce drawings at the beginning of projects

3. Whot is the current boseline?

S7,000 - S50,000 of project costs lostto searching or reproducing drawings. The large range is dueto
the varying capital size and complexity of WTD projects.

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

We expect to have SgS due to people still having to use time to search in the program forthe
drawing. This measure does not include the cost of creating drawings for a completely new project

arget

1,O%
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5 When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
t2llsl20te

6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Capitalsavings Cost of producing drawings at
the beginning of projects

,Baseline - Target

Depends on
project; can

range from
Szooo to
$5o,ooo per
project

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
Bv 12/Is/2019

Actual

o 2-day processing

time
o 20% of pu,rchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $200,000 savings

S8s per
project
search

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
q,uantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the Rleasures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
anticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditional 5 yeors. This pro;ject
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foited physicotly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - $l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce that will be assured of notexperiencing
catostrophic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to outomote occounts poyable software wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overog,e. The overoge time wos reduced from 10 days to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1- doy target.
Additionolly, only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
onticipoted. We did not meet the target because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt payment
th on origi na lly estimoted.

Example:

Metric Description

, Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project

:reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Update for the Spring 2019 Report:
1. No major concernsto date otherthan schedule and a more realistic budget.
2. No major milestones were achieved in 17-1-B other than selecting Blue Cielo as the
3 The project is on track to achieve benefits.

Metrics

r Processing time
(in days),

. To of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

e Annual savings

Baseline

o 10-daV
processing time

o IOo/oof

purchases are
receiving
discount

o $100,000 savings

Target

. 1-da.y processing

ti.me
t 3O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. S400,000 savings

vender of choice

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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4. Most recent drawing with all revisions immediately accessible in the DMS - Work not yetstarted.
Benefit not achieved.

5. On average, WTD spends 40 hours per project to rework or find drawings that were not correctly
completed or saved in the current drawing management systems. The new program willeliminate
this time inefficiency - Work not yet started. Benefit not achieved.

6. Prevent reproducing record drawings at the start of capital projects - Work not yet started. Benefit

not achieved.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 5)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the"project as it moves through stages"of project approval, irrrp,lenrentation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department/Agency Names DNRP - WTD, DOT and FBOD (update 6/16/Is)

Project Title lBlS and Business Objects Retirement

EBS Project Number
745408050 Phase 3 = operating project (50% cost shared with DOT)
Phase 1-2: WTD project #L047326 and DOT project #1,11,2497

iness Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Ach ievement Plan (BAP) is

Business Owner Name and Title: Tim Aratani, Finance Manager, WTD

Name Title / Agency

Business Analyst, KCITMolly Cherkin Business Analyst

Max Foster

Margaret Brownell

s Finance Officer, DNRP

Delivery Manager, KCIT

iWTD SPOC, Busines
:

, Service roject Lead/Director

Lyza Gatmaytan Web Developer, KCIT Project Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following tirn€s or actio,ns:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is forthis singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage

Please use conceptual review,
b ud g et p roce ss, fu nd i ng

release, onnual report, project
i m ple me ntotio n, o r project

completion.

Budget Process

Budget Process

Budget Process

2014 Annual report/
project implementation -
Phase 3

2014 Annual report -
Phase 3

2014 Annual report -
Phase 3

201-5 Report on Phase 1

and 2 lmplementation

2015 Annual Report -
Phase 2 has been

completed, Phase 3

currently in Contract
Negotiation

9/31L3 , wtotty Cherkin

Lyza Gatmaytan

Max Foster and

team

Description

A brief summary of whot chonged in

the document. If this is on initioldraft,
pleose indicate new. lf nothing hos

chonged, indicate "review only",

' New, lnitial draft

Resea rch, collaboration for
choosing metrics

Re-doing BAP in new form

Review, project status update

Annual review, incorporating
changes requested by Beth

Mountsier/KC Council.

lncorporate Phase 3 description -

change requested by Beth

Mountsier/KC Council.

Prepare statistics and prepare

draft summary

4 hours

30 minutes

Date

Date this
document
was updoted

Revised By

Who did the

document
updotes?

How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

.

o
J

:

:

: Max Foster and

, team
'

, 
ruollV Cherkin

1

i Lyza Gatmaytan

l

I

, 

Lyza Gatmaytan

I

6/L6lrs

/s/L3

3117 /1.s

Bll.s7l

6l2r/1.6

4 hours

l- hour

1- hour

rnsm30

6 hours

rs6 hou

Updates on benefits realized for
Phase 2 and project status for
Phase 3 as requested byJennifer
G ia m battista/KC Cou ncil.

612 1.11.6 Max Foster
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2016 Annual Report -

Phase 3 is in the middle of
implementation and is on
time and on budget.

Max foster

Spring 2019 BAP Report 2/Os/20rs Devin Barnes :

Spring 2019 BAP Report 3lOsl2ole Devin Barnes

Phase 3 as requested by PSB

(Gauhar S.) Ongoing project. No
: changes to anticipated benefits,

Reviewed. Update Sec. 7: No

additional benefits a nticipated

Reviewed. Update Sec. 7: No

additiona I benefits a nticipated

17/202113 NS10m

5 mins

5 mins

ldentify the'bategory {ies) of benefits y6ur project will provide ahd include nairative descriptions ofestimateii
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
l-) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, red,ucing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory compliance
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does not
have benefits in a category, therb is no need to provide inforriibtion for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

[ (RrimarV for Phases 1-2) Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of
services provided to the public

(secondary for Phases 1-2) Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internaloperations,
including the quality or quantity of internal services.

[(orimary for Phase 3) Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing risk of system failures, or providing regulatory
compliance.

(secondary for Phases 1-3) Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produceservices.

Category f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business
doys instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check
notionol and stote databoses more efficiently. About ofte-quorter of our customers currently complain aboutthe
delay in obtaining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll comploints and allow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project ta occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athtetic
fields over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather
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thon the current limited
will still be ovailable.

The above exa mples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

Update as of O2/22/ZOtl:the project is ongoing (currently, irr Phase 3). The Category l benefitsarrd

measures were related to Phases L-2 of the project. Phase 3 benefits fall under Category3.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
. Reduce cycle times - lf this project is approved, WTD staff will be able to more quickly and

efficiently access relevant data so they can provide accurate and timely responsestocustomer
inquiries and keep up with ongoing operational duties. Specifically, the following cycle timeswill
be decreased as a result of the solution's implementation:

o Response to escrow request
o Early pay-off (unapplied receipts)

o Early pay-off (escrow request)
o Lien request preparation
o Returned item processing

o Overpayment research
o Reduce deficit - lf this project is approved, WTD staff will have more time and resources tofocus

on decreasing the backlog of work (including decreasing a $f .g million deficit in "at-risk"

delinquent accounts) resulting in part from the current inefficient data retrievalprocess.
o Note: The 5L.9 M deficit only refers to "at-risk" occounts, occounts on which o lien con befiled

and thus WTD stoff is more likely to be oble to collect payment ("at risk' occounts are those

within 30 doys of being 3 years delinquent and older that do not hove o lien ogainst the
property).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
r Decreased cycle times
o Decreased balance of delinquent payments

What is the current baseline for this measure?
o Cycle times

o Response to escrow request - 2 days
. Average of 250 escrows received daily. Average response time is 2 days. lf no research is

needed to complete the request, it takes between 5 - 20 minutes to respond. Howeverin
most cases additional research is needed and/or WTD staff must contact local agencyfor
confirmation which may take up to a week to complete the original escrow request. This

project's focus is to reduce this research delay.

o Early pay-off (unapplied receipts) - 1 day
r On average, this process takes about 1day. Of the 14,000 invoices that are mailed out

each month, WTD gets approximately 7 to 15 pay-offs daily in the unapplied receipts, lt
takes anywhere from 60 - 90 minutes to process, depending on how fast the invoicesare
printed. This cycle time is also affected by a glitch in the Oracle Concurrent Manager,

which may increase the processing time to overnight. From the pay-ofl WTD also hasto
complete the process by closing future invoices and closed/inactive accounts. lf this leads

to refunds, which often happens, the process can take t hourto days to find thecorrect
data. This project's focus is to reduce the delay's from the system and missing data in the
EBS customer records.

hours avoilabte for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations

3
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o Early pay-off (escrow request) - L5 minutes
I For payoffs due to an escrow request, it takes 5 to 15 minutes to process the early payoff

o Lien request preparatior,r - 2 hours
I Preparation for lien requests takes approximately 2 hours.

o Returned item processing - L hour per item

' There are currently approximalely 7,O22 items of outstanding returned mail. Cycle time
varies depending upon how much research and account maintenance is needed for each
piece. Estimated cycle time per piece is 10 minutes to l_ hour.

Delinquent deficit - Sf .g million as of 8/3t/2013
o WTD pulls this report annually and as of 8l3t/2o13, the deficit for the "at-risk" accounts was

$t.g million.

4. Whdt is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
. Cycle times

o Response to escrow request - 5 to 60 minutes depending on the amount of research needed
o Early pay-off (unapplied receipts) - L5 to 75 minutes
o Early pay-off (escrow request) - 5 minutes
o Lien request preparation - 45 to 60 minutes.

r L5 minutes for drafting lntent to File Lien (then 3 weeks to deliver via postoffice
processing) and 30 to 45 minutes processing time (with up to one day for signature
approval)to file lien.

o Returned item processing- 1-0 to 30 minutes to process each item (and the elimination ofthe
backlog)

o Delinquent deficit -
o The total deficit will be less than one million bV 8/3t/2}ta

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
o Cycle times - likely decrease within 2 months of implementation
o Delinquent deficit - L year

o The deficit would reduce over 5-10 years as each property with a lien changes hands. The
amount at risk would become 5O within t2to 24 months. Any amounts delinquent over 3
years will have lien filed so the actual amount will not have an "at risk" status.

NOTE: The Capacity Charge Section will undertake a Lean Business Process lmprovement Projectstarting
with a Lean Event in October 2013.

Updated 6121"116:

Phase 3 (underway, ta,rget completion ot9l3Ol2O17): lBlS and Business Objects Retirementproject
o The lBlS data will be migrated to a stable inexpensive environment to support demand for

continued use of data. Data will be migrated in a format that can be queried to produce business
critical reports.

o The lBlS Financial and Business Objects Reporting systems are outdated and unstable, program
software incompatibility problems have prevented users from accessing needed data. Special
workstations with very old configurations have been put in place to resolve the issue.

. Phase 3 has processed through vendor selection and contract development and can proceed once
the final contract details have been finalized. KCIT has conducted an OPS ART analysis and has
approved the project after obtaining security architectural improvement commandments from the
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vendor. DOT/Transit, DNRP/Wastewater and FBOD/FMS have reviewed the project and a project

financing plan has been developed.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check on overage of 10 sites per doy compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willallow

the dgency to hondte the 20% increose in workload projected in the next i yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: tf this project to implement d systems monogement tool for the Service Center is i.mplemented we will

be obte to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote ITstandordizotion.

This project witt make the current monagement of user occounts, opplications, and devices eosier for lT

administrators at Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on

to opplicotions such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving a single setof
procedures ond security models rother th.on the muttiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 2ai-5 ond that creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax and regulatory updotes and wi.ll likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project wilt implement an Advonced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to comply

with tJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2013, advanced authentication (AA) must be

in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the dverdge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

. HP ends all support forthe HP-UX operating system used by lBlS and Business Objectson

December 31,201,5.

r BRC does not have the resources or knowledge to provide support moving forward.
r lBlS and Business Objects software programs are very old and have not been upgraded. lt isvery

fragi I e.
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Program software incompatibility. KC employee/standard workstations can no longer access lBlS
and Business Objects. Extra "lBlS only" workstations with very old configurations have been putin
place to resolve the issue.

Update of OB/O7 /2O1'7: As part of Phase 3, the lBlS and Business Objects servers will be shut down
and replaced with a cloud based OLTP reporting tool called Performance Center. The primary benefit
of this phase will be retainingthe abilityto respond to public information requests and potential
grant audit related inquiries. Federal DOT grants require access to the information through the late
2020's and WTS loans require access for a similar period.

2. If the primory reasonforthe projectis riskreduction project, please estimatethe probobitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Cate$oiy #4: Reduced cost to prriiluce service {external or interna{} or coit avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the eosts to deliver ei county service (bXtefnalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category
also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, hasthe
capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf tltis project to insto!t occounts payable softwore is approved, we
will outomate three tasks that ore currently done ntonuolly by ogency ond centrol purchosingemployees.
Bssed on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of
ten doys to less tho'n one. This will allow us to take advantage of prompt payment discounts for over
S1-5,000,000 of annual purchoses. These discounts qverage 2%, yielding onnual savings of about 5300,00A. This
will result in savings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prampt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendorth.at uses a SoaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidance of 5700,0A0.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
A market research was conducted Q4 201"4to identify possible solutions to replace lBlS and Business
Objects. One of the proposed solutions is a Cloud-based ITL with Bl. Cost is projected at $20,000for
Data Migration and lmplementation, and $45,000 for Annualsubscription.

2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)
lmplementation success measures incorporated into the project - UAT acceptance, implementation
for 3-6 months with no problems/errors, cost reduction.

3. Whot is the current baseline?
Yearly cost for maintaining lBlS and Business Objects in 2OL4 is5141,,289.92.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings wilt this project achieve)
Approximately an annual savings of S90,000.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
Q1 2016 (updated 6/1,61201,5) Now e2 2017.

o
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Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current overage

often days to less thon
one ollowing us to take
advantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time
annual savings,
and percentoge of
purchases

recefving prompt
poyment
discounts

t 1,A doys processing

time
o L0% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

. 5100,000 sovings

. L doy processing
time

o 30% of purchases

are receiving prompt
poyment discounts

c $400,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
o 20% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

c $2A0,000 sovings

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 201-4. The

anticipoted benefit was to mointoin cu,rrent service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years.This
project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and wilt report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of $SOOX - $l Uiltion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not
experiencing catostrophic failures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to automote accounts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The averoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 d.oys, not quite reaching the 1 doy target. Additionally,
on,ly 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did
nat meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimoted.

Example:

Update of 08107/2017: Phases 1-2 (bringing capacity charge data into EBS and eliminating reliance on

two systemsto do routine dailywork) have been completed (EBS project#1,1,22L95 closed out).The
target outcomes set for Phases t-2and related to timeliness and accuracy have been accomplished.Also,

increased collection activities for liens and intents to lien has largely eliminated the AR delinquencyissue.
See below for more detail.

Currently, the project is in Phase 3. Phase 3 is an operating project. The target completion date forthis
phase is 09/30/2017.

Phase 2: CCP Data Migration from lBlS to EBS (updated6ll'611'5)
o CCP data migration from lBlSto EBS eliminated accessingtwo AR systems as part of thedaily

workflow
r Migrating the lBlS data to EBS was a precursor to a LEAN process improvement process for CCP

. The lBlS data migration project was conducted as a model for future EBS system improvement
projects by the BRC Review Board and management.

Project update 612L1 16:
. Project was implemented in Dec-20L4 with lBlS access removed CCP users in early 2015
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Decreased cycle times 2 days 5 to 60 minutes 3 days (heavier

volume, limited staff)
Decreased balance of
delinquent payments

St.g million
(as of 8131,12013)

<S3.6 million

Early pay-off
(unapplied receipts)

1 day

<S1 million
by Bl3_llzo
15 to 75 minutes

I4
No change due to
scanner issue.

Early pay-off (escrow
request)

15 minutes 5 minutes L minute l-7 seconds

Lien request
preparation

2 hours 45 to 60 minutes 30-45 minutes

Returned item
processing

t hour/item 1,0-30 minutes/item tO-zO minutes/item

Cost savings Annual cost of
5t+tt< to
maintain lBlS and
Business Objects

Cost savings of S90K/year beginning

Q2.2017 Ql20l6due to migration
to a Cloud-based solution and
shutting down the three lBlS servers

Delay in achieving this
target from the
original Ql,2016 to
Q2.2017

a

a

a

a

a

a

All lBlS data that was needed to perform transactions in EBS was successfully migrated from lBlSto
EBS eliminating the need to look at two systems to perform routine business activities.
The cycle times for transactions totally within Oracle EBS AR have dropped because of the
elimination of the need to consult two systems.
Escrow requests however have not reduced in cycle times due to the need to review assessordata
and other public records. The cycle time would have been significantly higher if lBlS 2 datawasn't
implemented,
Volumes have increased for escrow requests and change of ownerships due to continued increases
in new construction and mortgage refinances. CCP is able to accommodate the increasedworkload
due to the ease in accessing data on one system.
Additionalstaff resources and the ease in accessing data in one system have helped toeliminate
backlogs in returned mail, change of ownership and intents to lien.
Moving lBlS data into EBS has enabled the Phase 3 project to move forward.

Update af 08/07/2017: Lien request cycle times were worse due to huge growth in the requests. This
has been reduced to 1-.5 daystotal cycletime and the system time has been reduced to under5
minutes. WTD is developing an automated system that will fulfill most escrow requests on demand
with no need for WTD personnel to work on the requests.

No improvement in early pay-off requests was due to a scanner issues in FBOD-Treasury. This issuehas
been resolved. Additional work has been done so that unapplied receipts will be automatically applied
to all accounts with a higher level of internal control. A test project has been on-going with Soos Creek
since August demonstrating this functionality. A full scale roll out will be done for all districts later in
2OI7. Currently the work is being done in under the 15 to 75 minutes per day goal. But with these
improvements this time with be reduced to a very small amount.

Update of 6/J8/2078
a The turnaround time for escrows is still at L.5 days.
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The $1.9 million debt (explained as within 30 diys of being 3 yea,rs delinquent or more) has

decreased to S104,583.00.

a
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this docLrment fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name DNRP/WTD

Project Title
DN RP/WTD Pretreatment I nformation M anagem ent
System (PIMS) Replacement

1"134301Project Number

Project Timeframe

Devin Barnes

Juliette Peze

Patrice Frank

Caitlyn Hall/
Judy Pickar

Finance / WTD

KCIT Program Manager

DNRP lT Service Delivery Manager

Finance Consultant

PIMS KCIT Program Manager

lT Customer Service Manager

, WTD Capital Cost Estimator/
I WTD Project Management

i

2019

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy depa,rtment director
level or higher.

Mark lsaacson, Division Director

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BApbelow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Chris Townsend Sponsor

Mark Henley

Arnaud Girard

Environmental Program Managing Supervisor / WTD Sponsor/Lead

lndustrial Waste Compliance lnvestigator lll /WTD Lead

Business & Financial Officer lll/DNRP

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the fo,llowing times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annua] Benefits Report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document onli,ne. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Ma,ke sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this si,ngle document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the Cou,nty. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

DescriptionStage Revised By How long did
it take?

2019-20 Budget Process

2OI}-2O Budget Process

Date

Please use conceptuol review, ' Dote this

budget process, funding document
releose, annual report, project was updoted

i m pte me ntatio n, o r proje ct
completion.

Who did the document
updates?

Devin Barnes

Mark Henley

A brief summory of what chonged in

the document. lf this is an initial
draft, pleose indicate new. lf

nothing has changed, indicate
"review only".

New, initial draft

New, revised draft

Reviewed document. Benefits
moved from 2020 to 2021
due to slightly delayed 2019
project start. We want to
measure benefits over the
course of a year.

Update for section 7

6/rrlL8
6/t4/1.8

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

2 Hours

3 hours

20 Minutes

5 Minutes

Update for the Spring

2019 BAP Report

Update for the Spring

201-9 BAP Report

Devin Barnes

Devin Barnes

2l7lre

1912053l

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of interna,lservices

s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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While most pro.iects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
tothe primary benefit(s). Formost projects, the primarytype benefitwillbe Category#2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or u:pgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
ded to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY fil: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses wilt be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the abitity of the new software to check notionol
ond state dotoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about the delay in
obtaining o license ond th.is time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost all complaints and altow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents witl be able to schedule athtetic
fietds over the tnternet ond moke poyments by credit card. This wilt allow scheduting to occur ot ony time, rother
thon the current limited hours ovailobte for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions
will still be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lf this proiect is approved, lndustrial Waste (lW) customers, general public, and externalpartners
(local sewer agencies)will be ableto use a web-based, "self-service portal" to perform taskson-line
such as:completing industrial surveys, filling out applications for permits or discharge authorizations,
entering and submitting self-monitoring report (SMR) data, accessing data including GlS, accessing
billing information, and potentially paying bills via ePayments.

lW's current PIMS system lacks all of the above functionalities. Specifically, the current PlMSlacks
the ability to utilize web technologies and does not allow for integration with othersystems.

This project will replace the current outdated PIMS with a modern one providing additionalservices
to external customers, such as:

o Submitting SMR discharge data via a web-portal. This will reduce waste and conserve
customers' resources by eliminating manual writing on SMR paper forms, scanning and
emailing or physical mailings (time, postage). lt will also save time and increase compliance
because it is envisioned that the new system won't allow customers to submit SMRs if theyare
missing data or if the reports are incomplete. Fields will be flagged and will requirebeing

X
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addressed in order to submit. This will reduce re-submittals to KCIW. The new system willallow
customers to easily revise data.

o Submission of e-reporting of discharge data will also meet the federal requirements 40 CFR

Part 3 thereby being in compliance with EPA/Ecology (external regulatory agencies).

EPA/Ecology won't have to take enforcement action against KCIW, thus their staff time willnot
be expended on enforcement actions against KCIW. Deadline for compliance with federal lawis
December 3I,2020.

o The ability to use mobile devices to submit data and information to KCIW creates convenience,

o lntegration with GIS so customers can see which, if any, local sewer agency their discharge will
be going to and if their permit request is within the WTD service area. This saves time and

effort for customers outside of our service area by helping them to know when they don't need

to submit an application.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

The benefits will be achieved when customers can submit their discharge data on-line through aweb
portal, and KCIW is in compliance with federal regulations, Post-implementation:a surveyof
lndustrial Users (lUs)can be conducted to measure satisfaction with the on-line SMR dischargedata

tool. Specific, quantifiable benefits for lndustrial Users will be achieved when:
o o/s of Significant lndustrial Users (SlUs) are able to subriit SMRs online
o EPA/Ecology gives CROMERR approval to KCIW

o From survey, %SlU satisfaction with the on-line SMR tool.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
Currently, external stakeholders are not able to perform any of the above functions. Specifically,

o O% of SlUs submit SMRs via on-line/web portal
o KCIW has not received approval to accept electronic reports via 40 CFR 3.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

This improvement will save lW customers time, effort and resources.

o > 90% of Significant lndustrial Users (SlUs) are able to submit SMRs online
o EPA/Ecology gives CROMERR full approval to KClw
o > 70% SIU survey satisfaction with the on-line SMR tool.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
BV 1.2131./2020 (Federal mandate)

6. Summary table for Cotegory #7:

Baseline

90% of
customers

When the target
will be achieved

12/31/2021.Customers able
to submit SMRs

via web,portal
KCIW compliant
with federal
regu lations

% of customers able to submit
SMRs online

Gain full approval from
EPA/ECY. (Note: EPA/Ecology

does not give a numerical
ratingora%approval)

Not currently able to do
(O% of customers a re

able to submit via web submit via web
12/31./2021.No approval currently Fullapproval
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SlUs are satisfied % SIU satisfaction with the on-
with on-line tool line SMR tool

i

:to submit SMRs

0% satisfaction (web- l70% satisfactory 1,2/31,/2021,
based tool not currently rating with SMR

available) I reporting tool i

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to Explain the v:ilU€ of such improvements to yUuroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witl be
oble to check on average of 10 sites per day compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This willatlow
the ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be abte to reduce ttte durotion of technology autages during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso witl reduce the
wait time for eustom.ers on hol.d ,wi,t,h,,the Service Center.,,These improvements will allour,us,,.ta redirect an existing,,,
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote tTstandordizotion.
This proiect will make the current monagement of user occounts, opplicotions, and devices easier for tT
odministrators ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on
to applications such os Lync, SharePoint, ond Out{ook. Aur success wilt be meosured by hoving a single setof
procedures and security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
WTD expects to reap several internal benefits from this project, both operationally and byenhanced
information. By implementing a modern pretreatment COTS system, that is web-based, lWcan:

o Receive self-monitoring discharge data from industrial customers electronically which will
automatically populate fields/templates regarding compliance and enforcement actions. This
will eliminate manual data entry and save valuable staff time. Currently staff manually type in
customer data into PIMS - 300 hours/year.

r Automatically submit information to King County's financial system, for billing. Reducingstaff
data analysis and entry. Fees like surcharge, will be automatically calculated. Currentlystaff
manually perform this task - 250 hours/year.

I New functions for creating and tracking control documents will reduce manual efforts and
staff can focus more time on inspections.

o The new PIMS will allow inspectors in the field to upload pictures, videos, and voice
recordings real-time. This will allow staff to be more efficient and save time while on site ata
customer's location. lt will also produce faster, more defensible enforcement actions by
providing documentation as violations are occurring.

. By integratingthis new system with GlS, lW and WTD will get several benefits:
o Staff will have real time information about the WTD conveyance system and customer

discharge points. This information is important for issuing control documents.
o GIS information can be used to help trace samples back to their source for "unusual

occurrences" and to source trace an unpermitted discharge. lt will also allow lWstaff
to relay information to off-site or treatment plant staff whether their facilities will be
affected by a "slug" load of toxic material. Thereby, providing an alert and potential
call for proactive action to protect infrastructure and worker safety.
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This new system will also facilitate the distribution of lW data in a way that was not possible before

and allow users to make data driven decisions via integration to other WTD systems (Finance, GIS

and KCEL).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

The benefits will be achieved when lW staff no longer have to manually enter customerdischarge

data, when they no longer have to manually calculate bills, when they have more time toconduct
inspections, when they use modern tools to capture critical information regarding compliance.

Specific quantifiable benefits will be measured in the following ways:

. # of hours manually entering SMR data by KCIW staff

. # of hours used to manually calculate bills

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
Current baseline is manually enter of customers' discharge data and hundreds of hours spent on

producing the billing manually by KCIW staff.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

Eliminate data entry of self-monitoring data. Reduce manual entry for billing purposes.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
BV tzl3L/2O21,

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #2:

nefit When will the target
achieved/measure

Eliminate data entry Hours spent entering Self- -300 Hrs/Year -0 Hrs/Year By 12/31/202r
Monito Data r year

Reduce data entry Hours spent producing lW -250 Hrs/Year -10 Hrs/Year Bv 12/31/202I
biili

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improveme:nts to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Exomple: Th,is project wilt upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

far 9.A wilt be ending in 2015 and thot creates o large risk far the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax ond regulatory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

September 30, 2A73, advanced outhentication (AA)

1. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This project will replace the existing PIMS system with a Saas COTS solution. This replacement
project is necessary because support could end at anytime and that creates a large risk to KC|Win
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performing its legally required duties, Besides reducing risk, the new PIMS will meetfederal
requirements for electronic reporting (40 CFR Part 3 - Cross media electronic reportingrule)

Existing PIMS, which is roughly 20 years old, is limited by a legacy database and an archaicdesktop-
based user interface that is not web-based. Data that is self-reported by industrial users (lW's
customers) is manually processed. PIMS does not integrate with GIS and with the finance systemto
automate billing or invoicing. ln addition, the current PIMS system does not support LEAN lW's
efforts nor does it meet federally-required e-reporting efforts. The PIMS system currently faces
the followingtwo significant risks: (1) lack of support infrastructure and (2) inflexibilityto adaptto
emerging business requirements, which are a product of PIMS age and originalcode/language
(GUPTA). The WTD lW unit is, operationally, heavily reliant on PIMS (everyday use by a staff of 15).

PIMS is at extreme operational risk, as there is only one person/developer who has the abilityto
perform changestothe original sourcc code (consultant in L,A.) and one KC|Tstaff memberwhocan
work with GUPTA as a DBA. lf either of these two people were to retire or decide to seek other
employment, PIMS would be unsupported. Although PIMS has been a fairly stable system, KC|Whas
experienced some serious system issues in the last few years -there is a "bug" that randomlyopens
and closes lW customers' accounts. lf KCIW fails to conduct legally-required inspections orsampling
events; it risks being in violation of its delegated pretreatment responsibilities with EPA/ WA Dept.
of Ecology. EPA/Ecology could find KCIW in violation and "overfile" (take away the lW program from
KC). The current PIMS system has gone beyond its life cycle, especially with respect to e-reporting
and automated workflows. As time goes on, support and development for PIMS will cease. The new
PIMS is expected to last at least 20 years, as a COTS system, and will keep up with modernization
and evolving technologies.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Support for PIMS is based upon a sole source waiver with an individual, whom worked on the
original PIMS project. The GUPTA language is not part of KCIT standard set of supported
technologies. lt is highly likely that PIMS will lose total support via personnel decisions or
retirements within the next 1to 3 years. lt's imperative that PIMS move to implementation assoon
as possible.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

Metrics/Measure

Reduce account
maintenance
issues due to
system failures

Achieve
Regulatory
Compliance, with
CROMERR

# of system events were
accounts open/close by
themselves, against
business logic, per yea r

Gain regulatory
acceptance from
EPA/Ecology for e-
reporting

1to 2 times per
year

Current system
does not allow for
e-reporting. No

EPA/Ecology

approval at this
time

Gain CROMEER

approval. lW
customers are

able to submit

By 12/31./2021.

No events By 12/3t/2021

monitoring
to KCIW

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
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This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to.produce service. lf this proiect to install occounts payobte softwore is opproved,we

wil! automote three tosks that are currently done monuatly by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten

doys to less thon one. This will ollow us to take odvantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $75 millionof
onnual purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yietding onnual savings of about SEOO,OOO. This wilt result in

savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyrnentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaoS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrade the system to the newest version wh.ich goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

make this upgrode due to regulatory redsons, so this represents o cost avoidance of 5LA0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

lW staff won't be manually entering lW discharge data or manually performing billingtasks suchas

calculations. This will move to automated workflows.

2. How willyou meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)

o Amount of time manually processing customers' data
o Amount of time manually calculating bills

3. Whot is the current baseline?
Self-monitoring data entry - 300 hours/year x $1SO/hour (overburden) =$45,00}/year
Billing entry - 250 hours/year x S200/hour = $50,000/year

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

Reduced cost Approximately S93,000/ year (for the life of COTS system)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

After implementation is complete, a cost savings will be realized beginning with the first year ofthe
system's use,

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
1.2/31./2021.Annualsavings Staff time spent on manual

discharge data entry
Staff time spent on manual

billing entry

S45,ooo

Annualsavings S5o,ooo 1.2/31./2021_

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

$o

S2ooo

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy. 

,

Example: This proiect, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, was s.uccessfully compteted in Aprit 201-4.The
onticipoted benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is curlgntly functioning ot 99.999% up-tiry.9",gnd will report anytq,qJ$ fol the next 5 years on up-time levels. ,, :

lf one of these towers foiled physicafly, the cost to the county woutd be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5500k - $lA per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser ogencies on the emergency rodio
system will benefit by having infrdstructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic
foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to automote accounts poyobte softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The dveroge time wos reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day torget. Additionatty,
'only 20% of p'u'rchuses received o prompt poyment dlscount resulting m /ess t'dst'swings than ii:|1tidipbted. We did ""

not meet the torget because there,were fewer purchoses'that. qualified for pronpt poyment than originolty
estimoted.

o 2-day processing

time
t 20% of pu,rchases

a,re recclvlng,
payment

discounts
. S200,000savings

DB: 03/05/2019 - This project is currently going through vendor selection. No benefits have been
realized for this project yet. This project has been slightly delayed in vendor selection, but we are stillon
track to recognize benefit schedule (202L).
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project 0pp,roval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells. For assistance in

com pleting this form, please contact !ou:r PSB analyst

King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title
EBS Project Number

Lisa Taylor
Robert Waddle

DNRP/WTD

West Section Control System Replaceme-nt

1038125, 1.1L437 4 & 1.11437 6

Sponsor

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Business Owner Name and Title: Christie True, DNRP Department Director

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or

management staff related to this project and the services it will su.pport. Consider involving staff who
will be using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or
technology project staff may assist in benefit identification and documentation, List the staff who
contribute to the benefit achievement plan below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Section Manager/WTD

David Jurgens

Randy Smith

Steve Zam efln

Section Manager/WTD

Assistant Pla nt M gr/WTD

pervisor/WTD
Supervisor/WTD

nsor/Customer
Sponsor
Customer

Customer

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support fund ing release req uests. lf there a re no changes, i,nd icate "review on ly" in the revision ta ble

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

a,re no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hoursto
completethis BAPform oncethere is a shared understandingof the project and whatvalue itwillbring

?Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan

Section 2. Business Owner Accounta

Section 3. Who is involved in d thE BAP?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be sta dated andcom ?

Section 5. How will it take to the benefit achievement an?
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Section 5. Benefitsof

tothe County. More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improvethis
process in the future, please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage

Pleose use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding release,

annuol report, project
i m p le m e nto tio n, o r project

completion.

Revised per Council Request

Revised per Council Request

Revised per Council Request
Revised per Co-uncil Request

Spring 2019 BAP Report

Date

Dote this
document

was
updated

1,0/14/13

2/2411.6

t/el2o1e

Revised By

Who did the
document
updates?

Ann Grothe

Ann Grothe
he

he
:

. 
Ann Grothe

Description

A brief summary of what chonged in
the document. lf this is an initiol droft,

please indicste new. lf nothing has
cha nged, i nd icate "review on ly".

Revised, changed to new
format
Customer updates

Review only
Review & minor updates (final
BAP)

How long
did it take?
How long did

it take to
comp'lete or

revise the form
ot this stage?

30 minutes
L5 minutes

2 hours

15 minutes

30 minutes

ldentify the category (ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions ofestimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1-) External service benefits: lmproved the qua,lity or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal, service benefits; lmproved internaI o,p,era,tions, including the qualitrT or: quantity of interna,lservices
3) Maintained service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system fa,ilures, or

providing regu,latory complia nce
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

n Category #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pub lic

n Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

' Category#3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

! Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: N/A
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: N/A
Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.
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L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology, Pleose include ageof
existing technology and the overoge Iife cycle replacement for this type oltechnology.
This project completely replaced the current West Section control system. The expected life span of
a SCADA or DCS (distributed control system) is 10-20 years. The current control systemtechnology,
installed in the 90's, is failing. The hardware is no longer manufactured and the software is nolonger

supported by the manufacturer, As this system is criticalto plan operations, timely replacement is

necessary to avoid Ecology permit violations.

2. tf the primdry reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Existing hardware and software is already failing. The probability of complete system failure isL00%

within a year. The replacement was phased to prioritize the replacement of critical and failing

hardware first.
Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal or cost avoidance -N/A

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits dre expected. For eoch ofthebenefits
you identified above, exploi.n whether benefits were achieved st torget levels. Please include both quantitative

meosures and quotitative descriptions of benefits, lncluding ony monetary benefits. Use the meosures identified

above. lf not ochieved, exploin why.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, was successfully comp'leted in April 20L4.The

anticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years.This

project is currentty functioning at gg.ggg% up-time and witt report annualty for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county wou.ld be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of 550AK - Sl tvtiltion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size.. User ogencies anthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote cccounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overage time wos reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not qu.ite reaching the 7 day torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchoses received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt payment than originolly

estimoted.

Example:
Target ActualMetrics BaselineMetric Description

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Sum

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current averoge

of ten doys to less than
one allowing us to toke
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time

onnual savings,
ond percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

. 10 days processing

time
c 10 percent of

purchases are
receiving discount

. Sovings of
Sloo,ooo

o 1 doy processing

time
. i0 percent of

purchoses are
receiving prompt
payment discounts

c $400,000 sovings

c 2 doy processing

time
. 2a percen.t of

purchoses ore
receiving prompt
payment discounts

5200,000 sovings

Update for Spring 201"9 Report:
This is the final BAP. The project has been closed. The control system was successfully replaced and

there have been no failures. No additional benefits have been identified or realized and the project is

complete.
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Project Title

Project Number

NameKing County

Gordon Hill, lnterim Criminal Policy & Practice Director, DPD

nd ensu
tne red

sign,ifica nt involvement from the bus
it wil,l support. Consider i staff he

technology to help project. KCIT business ana
assist in the who co to the

Anita Khandelwal Director /DPD
Ericka Turley Functional Analyst / DPD Project Lead/Steering Com mittee Mem ber

Laura Federighi

Gwen elemens
(left department)

+€€{r€{+€-g'tEil$+€'rE

(left department)

Chief Financial Officer/ DPD Fina ncia I

Direeter ef \d m i n istrative Serviees

@

DPD

Tanya Hanna cto lT Sponsor

Steering Committee Member/ KCITJim Keller ; Service Delivery Manager / KCIT

Alex Jacobson Business Analyst / KCIT Business Analyst

Project ManagementJenn Butler Project Manager / KCIT

Gordon Hill lnterim Director Criminal Policy &
Practice

Project Sponsor

Molly Cherkin Business Analyst / KCIT Business Analyst Supervisor

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAP)?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project p,rior to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, imple
post-project closure

Public Defense

DPD Case Management System

1"133724

September 201,8 - March 2020

mentation,
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

7. To support initial project request during "Gale2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been ach1eved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isreq,ui196.

Please update the document online, Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated versio,n to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's co:rnplexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to com,plete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the Cou,nty. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Revised ByStage

Please use conceptual
review, b u dg et p ro ce ss,

fu nd i ng re leose, a nnuo I

report, pro;ject

implementotion, or
project completion.

Conceptual review

2017-1,8 3'd Omnibus
Budget process

2017-18 3'd Omnibus
Budget process

Date

Date this
document

wos updoted

2lr/18

3l23ltB

Who did the
document updates?

Ericka Turley

Ericka Turley

Gwen Clemens

Ericka Turley

Ericka Turley &
Gordon Hill

Description

A brief summary of what changed in the
document. lf this is on initisl draft, pleose

indicate new. lf nothing hos chonged, indicate
"review only".

New, initial draft

Added metrics, updated content

Reviewed content

Finalized content

Updated Section 6 with new benefits.
Added a summary update to Section 7

How long
did it take?

How long did
' it tske to
', complete or

revise the

form at this
stage?

2 hours

3 hours414lLB
, 4/rBl1.B

sl2slrB
2oI7-t8g'd omnibu s qll.f,/tt}
Budget process sl24l18

sl2slLB

rl2slLsSpring 201-9 BAP

Report

13 hours

l-1 hours

i

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z1 lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects wi,ll have benefits from more than one category, please select on,ly one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit{s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal Xoperations, i or quantity o f internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
U rading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
is intended for projects that directly"benefit the public. This-includes improved quality of service, '

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business doys
instead of the four doys currentty required. This is lorgety due to the obitity of the new software to check notional
and state databases more efficientty. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about the deloy in
obtain.ing a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll complaints ond atlow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be obte to schedule athtetic
fields over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will attow scheduting to occur at ony time, rother
than the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions
will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Governments are constitutionally mandated to provide all people accused of crimes or at threat of
losingtheir children with effective assistance of counsel. The Chief Defender must assure thetime
and resources allocated are carefully monitored so that all people to whom she is appointed to
represent receive constitutionally sufficient representation. This includes removing barriers to
ensure that clients are notified and prepared in advance of every court hearing. The proposed CMS
will address this by using automated notifications to remind and prepare clients and theirattorneys
in advance of each of their court hearings. DPD cannot do this cost effectively presently. Wealso
plan to reinvest time and resources recovered to increase client contact. Other jurisdictions have
shown that automatic notifications result in a statistically significant reduction in failure to appear
rates. We expect similar results with automatic notifications and increased clientcontact.
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Update 3/2019:
We are currently in the process of exploring a system with a company called Uptrust that may allow

us to send text reminders to clients regarding court dates. A new case management system will

internalize this process, eliminating the loss of control of our data and client information to a third
pa rty.

Update 3/2019:
A new CMS will allow us to realize additional externalbenefits:

1. lt will be easier/quickerto produce case files for clients who requestthem;
2. Clients will be more satisfied with complaint responsiveness because supervisors willhave

more ready access to case documents and notes'

3. Clients will be more likely to receive representation consistent with DPD policies for quality

representation because DPD will be able to track compliance with time and work requirements.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

Our new CMS will include the ability to count client contacts and failure-to appear notices for any

given period. With this data, we can then compare our projections to actuals and determine if we

are on track. We plan to include these metrics on our tier board.

Update 3/2019:
L. We will measure the time required to produce complete client files

2. Supervisorswilltrackclientcomplaintsandtheirstepstoredressthecomplaintsaspartof
annual attorney evaluations.

3. DPD will measure compliance with key representation metrics and distribute measurementsto

attorney supervisors to ensure

4. Whot is the current boseline for this meosure?

Because our current system does not allow us to track failure-to-appear or client contact data, we

conducted a manual study. We took a representative sample of 2OI7 District Court cases that had a

bench warrant for failing to appear and reviewed each case individually. ln this sample, we found

that 90% of clients failed to appear and that less than 2O% of those clients were contacted inthe
week priortotheir hearing. Oncethe newsystem is implemented, we will updatethe baselinewith

improved data.

Update 3/2019:
As revealed by our recent 2018 audit, we lack accurate data about all aspects of our.currentbusiness

because of the inadequacy of our current CMS; for example, the 90% failure to appear figure

mentioned above is likely inaccurate. Our current baseline in all the above areas is not currently

knowable, the benefit of a new system will be the ability to measure the identified benefits.

5. What is the tdrget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

We performed an initial literature review and found that the failure-to-appear rate varied widely

depending on the type of case and release categories. However, when looking at less serious

offenses, the range settled between 15 and 20 percent. We willtarget 20%for the first yearand

readjust in subsequent years as we collect our own data. We expect to contact 75% of all District

Court clients at least a week prior to their hearing.

Update 3/2019
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As to eaclt of the added external benefits, the ability to track/measLtre ihe benefits is, rtself,tlre
ta rget.

6. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
We expect to achieve the benefit at least L2 months after implementation

Category #7

Metrics/Measure Target When the target

90%
Update 3/19:
Current actual
percent u nknown
due to faulty data

will be achieved
Dec 2020

Baseline

Reduced collateral consequences
resulting from clients failing to
appear at a hearing stemming from a

lack of communication prior to their
hearing

Update 3/2O19:
li will be easiei./quicker to prt-rduce

case files for clients who request
t he nr;

Update 312019:
Clients will be rrore .satisfied with
corrrplaint responsiveness because
sulrervisors will lrave more ready
access to case documents arrd notes

Update 3/2019:
Clients will be more likely to receive
representation consisterrt with DPD

policies for qua lity representation
becar:se DPD will be able to track
conrpliance with tinre arrd lvorl<
req u ire nrents.

Rate of failure to appear

% of Dislrict Court clients who
were contacted at least a

week prior to their hearing

Measurenrerrt of length of
Irrrre L.leiween ciierri's requesi
for file and procluctiorr of
CO nrplete file
Measurenrerrt of rrurnber of
complaints receivecl, tinre
between corlplaint and
supervisor resolution

20%

0%

0%

20%

75% ljec 2020

BO% Dec2020

80% Dec 2020

1

l

'1

;

t

f
t

l

I
t

I

:

Production of accurate, 09lo (Data is

consistent data regarding , currently
tinte attorrreys arrd other case proclur.ed lty
workers sperrd orr i<lcrrtilieri :trr r uracy.rrrd
tasks rconslsierrcy is

Iinsufficienily
rreliable)

80% I Dec 2020

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this proiect to acquire h.ond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors wittbe
oble to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently cttecked. This wit! ottow
the agency to hondle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the nert 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is im.plemented wewill
be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso witl reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witt allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overalt effort to promote tTstondordization.
This proiect will moke the current manogement of user accounts, applications, and devices easier for tT
admi'nistrators at Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on
to applications such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success wilt be meosured by h.aving a single set of
procedures ond security models rqther than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.
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1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
DPD's needs have surpassed the capabilities of its current systems. A new CMS will allow us to make

process improvements that will affect approximately 20,000 cases per year. RFI vendor responses

demonstrated modern and efficient features that would improve our ability to perform core business

functions. For example, a new system would:

A. Decrease the time it takes to create and open new cases. We process approximately 20,000cases

each year. Every new case must be entered at least twice, once in the case assignment database at

the Director's Office and once again in the assigned division's database. The case may beentered
yet again if it is reassigned. We are seeking a solution with enhanced workflow capabilitiesthatwill
allow cases to be assigned and accepted with a few keystrokes or clicks of the mouse. Havingthis
capability will allow us to shift tasks to more meaningful and value-added work.

B. Decease the time spent reviewing and processing electronic evidence.ln 2017, staffuploaded
I,045,874 files totalin g22,516 GB. Disappointingly, our existing CMS lacks the full set of
functionality such as full-text search and basic file organization, which is needed to manage and

navigate this vast number of files. For example, docket staff must zip, unzip, and rezip files sothat
they can be saved together because our CMS does not have the basic technology of groupingfiles

together into a folder. Staff also have no ability to flag a file to indicate that it contains materialthat
needs to be seen. This causes a considerable amount of wasted time sifting through files that are

immaterial. Additionally, although video files are saved in the system, they must be downloaded toa
computer before they can be viewed. To view, staff must download the entire zipped file containing
many other files inside, unzip the file and then locate the specific few minutes or section of theone
file they want to view. Because more than one person typically views these files, this download
process happens more than once. While the issue of large file sizes won't go away, a new system

with improved document management and video streaming capabilities will allow staff to review

and attend to the contents of the legal case rather than spend time hunting for files.

Update 2/2019:
C. Decreased time spent by Attorneys, Investigators, and Mitigation Specialists entering data. By

streamlining and more intelligently limiting the information we're tracking and thus requiring our

staff to enter, we will increase staff efficiency in the performance of other functions.

D, Allow Division and Department management to generate reports that measure the staff
workloads and rates to create more reasonable staffing projections, models, and assignment

decisions. Because DPD cannot currently accuratelytrack and measure in an efficient and reliable

manner: attorney time, credits/assignment, credits lfiling, hours/credit, investigator and mitigation

hours per credit/case, etc., we both over- and underutilize staff and other recourses. The abilityto
tracl< this data will allow us to answer questions raised by our 2018 audit.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

We will measure the benefits asfollows:

A. Satisfaction Survey: Staff will be surveyed for how satisfied they are with the new CMS and if
they feelthat their time is better utilized.

B. Proportion of Time Spent on Value Added Work: Division staff will be asked to report onthe
proportion of time they spend manually entering new cases compared to more value added

work.
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C. Data entry Tracking: Staff will be surveyed regarding the anrount of tirrre they spend enterirrg
data into the rrew systerrr.

D. Data Tracking: we will run reports arrd aggregate data allowingto accuratelyanswer
questions raised by our 2018 audit.

3, What is the current baseline for this measure?
Our baseline was determined using two methods:

A. Satisfaction Survey: 30 percent of staff rated their satisfaction with the existing system as
average to above average on a staff survey completed in 20L7.

B. Proportion of Time Spent on Value Added Work: A baseline will be established using an
employee survey prior to implementation.

C. Unknown: Our 2018 audit and our ability to adjust tlre data irr our staffing rnodel revealsthat
we are currently not able to accuratelytrack data regarding data entry, attorney worl<, case
p ractice/o Lttco nr es, or cred it assigrr rtr e nt.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
We would consider the project a success if the following conditions are met:

A. Satisfaction Survey: 75 percent of staff give an above average rating on a staff satisfaction
survey.

B. Proportion of Time Spent on Value Added Work: zero percent of Division staff time willbe
spent manually entering new cases assigned.

C. Accurate Measurement: We will generate reports regarding the foregoing informationthat
are corroborated by observation and other data sources (such as the Courts and Prosecuting
Attorney's Office).

5. When is the benefit likely to be schieved?
We expect to achieve these benefits by Decemb er 2020.
Becaltse of delays caused by a cltattge in management of DPD and renewed areas of focus raised by
our 2018 Audit, we expect these benefits to be delayed urrtil late2O2L.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

Baseline

lmproved staff
satisfaction

Shift to more
value added
work

% of employees who
give above average

rati of the cMS

Proportion of time
spent on duplicate data
entry compared to
more value added work

30%

To be determined prior to Dec 2018
Update 02/2019
The 2018 audit revealed an inability to
track this metric. We will continue to
attempt to quantify this while worl<ing
to acquire a new system and will revisit
this question in a subsequent BAP

7s% Dec 2020

o% Dec 2020

Projects that maintain service at current levels by either
of system failures, or providing regulatory
internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate

categories.
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Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendorsupport

for 9.0 wilt be ending in 20L5 and thot creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complyinq with tox ond regulotory fssues.

Example: This project will imptement an Advonced Authenticotion solution which will allow King Coun,tyto

comply with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice Information Services

(CJtS) Security Policy Version 5.a, Sectian 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advanced authentication (AA)

must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJlSinformotion.

1. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the averctge Iife cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primdry reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?

Exomple: No outages BV 06/30/2019

Baseline

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance

This category is for those projects that will red,uce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by rTour orga,nization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project ta install occounts poyoble software is opproved, we

will outomate three tosks that ore currently dane monually by agency ond centrol purchosing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten

doys to less than one. This witt allow us to take advsntoge of prompt payment discounts for over 5lS mitlion of
annual purchases. These discou,nts averoge 2%, yielding annual savings of about 5300,000. This will resultin
savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance._Moving to this new vendor that uses o SooS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to

moke this upgrade due to requlotory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of 5100,00a.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?

4. What is the target for this measureT (How much sovings will this project ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

6. Summory Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
lneBasel

Pase 8 of 9

Target
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exa,mple: Tttis proiect, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfully com,pteted in April 20i.4. The
anticipoted benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an additionol S yeors. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cast to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
Ssaox - Sl miilion per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency
radio system wiil benefit by hovinq infrostructure- systems in place thot wit,,|,be.qssured of n,otexperi.encing
catostrophic foilures due to lack of mointenance

Example: This proiect to automote occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time averoge. The overage time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day target. Additionalty,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings ttton anticipoted. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt poyment thon originally
estimated.

Example:

I 
Metric Description Metrics
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

o Processing time
(in days),

. Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

. Annual savings

o \O%of
purchases are
receiving
discount

r $100,000savings

o 3A% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

r $400,000savings

,. 20%of purchases
, are receiving

prompt payment
discounts

r $200,000 savings

2019 BAP R eport: This is a new and ongoing project. over the course of 2017-201-8, we have
obtained funding for the project; we have engaged with l(ClT and have begun their process of
developing an RFP based on the creation of functionalteams; and we have completed the initialsurvey
of these teams to establish base line qualitative measures of their current experiences and vision fora
future CMS. We have entered into a new Project Charter with KCIT.

SummaryTable not yet created as no benefits have been achieved as of thisdate
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in com leti this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understand,ing and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Departme nt/Agency Name . Kin g County E lections

Title
Project Number

Jerelyn Hampton
Kortney Kinzer

Kelly Moselage
Chris Raver

Leland Buchanan

Sh€#a€'n-e€'r+€+

Ta
, 1,r

bulation System Replacement
29465

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff reJated to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts o,r tech'nology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Title / Agency Role

land i lT Project Manager lll, KCE Project Manager
Name

Elections Sup

Elections Sup

ervisor, KCE

ervisor, KCE

Elections Lead-BP, KCE

lT_Systems Specialist Sr., KCE

Elections Lead - BP, KCE

W

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Exp ert
Subj_ect Matter Expert

Stakeholder

@
€hair-( u p d a ted 3 / I / 19)

Sponsor
Steering Committ ee Member
Steering Committee Member
Business Finance Officer

Julie Wise
Nate Valderas
Kendall LeVan-Hodson

BillAdams

Director, KCE

Operations Manager, KCE

Chief of staff, KCE

Business Finance Officer, KCE

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated asthe project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support fu nd,ing release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Nate Valderas, Operations Manager

Section 2. Business Owner Accountabil

Section 3. Who is involved in deve

Section 4. When should the BAP be sta u and com leted?

the BAP?
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Section 5. D on of ect Benefits

Sectlon 5. How I will it take to com lete the BAP?

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, none)

Completiotl of the BAP depends on the project's complexityr l'n-general, it should take a few-hours to conrplete-
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
PIease use conceptu,,g,! ryuiew,

b ud g et process, fun di ng
release, annual report, project

imple mentation, or project
completion.

Feed b

Update Post Council Staff
Feed back

Spring 20L7 BAP Rep ort

Who did ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,A,.,,hripf summory of whotDot..e 
.!h"i"s",,

dacument
was

updated

document
updotes?

chonged in the document. lf
this is on initiol droft, please
indicote new. lf nothing has

. chonged, indicate "review
' only".

land Review Onlv

How lonq did
it tqke to

comptete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

4 hours
30 minutes

45 minutes

5 minutes

s/L6 Sonja Rowland : New, initial draft
0lL6 Sonja Rowland

Sonja Rowland

Section 1, Section 7

r0/13/16 Sections 2,3, and 6

2/2/20L7 Sonja Ro_w

:

L/2e/20ts , Nate Valderas
:

I

:

:

:

:

Spring 2019 BAP Report
(final BAP)

Section 6: updated primary
Project Benefit
Section 7: added new metric
and updated actuals for
existing metrics

20 minutes

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project wil,l provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the fo,llowing fourcategories:
1) External service benefits; lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reduci,ng risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects wi,ll have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the prima,rv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the prirrary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ategory #1 (Secondary): External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services
provided to the public

XCut.goty #2 (Secondary): lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, includingthe
quality or quantity of internal services
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XCut.gory #3 (Secondary, updated Llzg/2019): Maintaining service levels by replacing orupgrading

older technology

egory #4: (Primary, updated L/29/20t9) Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produceservices

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the publ,ic. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Deerease number ef days pest eleetien te eemplete 959tef seanning, upclated 1/2912019

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the henefit has been achieved?)

To be determined.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

To be determined

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

To be determined.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
To be determined.

#2: lnternal service benefits:
internal services. Be sure to explain

lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
the value of such improvements to youroperations.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The new scanners on the market are faster, more reliable and are able to read a wider varietyof
marking devices as well as ballots in various conditions (torn, dirty, etc,), thus greatly increasingthe

speed in which ballots are scanned.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Measuringthe difference between the baseline ballots per hour per machine scan speed for an 18"

double side ballot.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

For an L8" double side ballot the baseline is l-,200 ballots per hour permachine

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

The target for this measure is 2,500 - 18" double side ballots per hour per machine.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Within one year following implementation of the new tabulation system

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The legacy system was deployed in 2009. lt is now owned by a company that did not build it and is

rt it. While the average lifecycle forthisnot totally familiar with it so cannot ad equately sup
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technology is 10 years, this particular product was built on a Windows XP platform and cannot be
modified for the current, supported Windows Operating System without having to undergo rigorous
Federal and State certification testing.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
This benefit will be achieved as soon as the legacy system has been removed and the new system is
installed and operational at levels meet or exceed current tabulation and adjudication levels.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
Current baseline is a system certified to operate on a Windows XP platform (which is no longer
supported by Microsoft) and cannot expand to meet growing voting population.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
A system that is certified to operate on a Windows 2008 or newer version of software and hasthe
ability to expand to meet King County's growing voting population.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
The new hardware allows for faster scanning and increased functionality in the software results in
less manual intervention upstream. (updated L/29/2019)

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How wilt you know if the benefithas
been achievedl
We will measure cost reduction in the number of temporary worker hours worked per 1"000 ballots
processed (updated I /29/2019)

3. What is the current boselineT
ln 2016 (the last general election before implementing the new system) the process took 34.LLhours
per 1000 ballots processed (updoted 1/29/2019)

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
A25% decrease in hours worked per L000 ballots processed. (upriated 1/29/2019)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
Within one r followi implementation of the new tabulation system. (updated 1/29/2Arc

For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels.
Please include both q,uantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, includingany
monetary benefits. Use the measures identified ab,ove. lf not achieved, explain why.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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Metrics Baseline TargetMetric Description

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April20L4.The
onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionsl 5 years.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighbarhood

of 5500K - 5l million per tower depending on the construction techni.ques ond size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to automate accounts poyable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionally,

only 20% of purchoses received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did

not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt payment than originolly
estimated.

Actual

o 2 day processing

time
t 20o/o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discou nts

r $200,000 savings

This is a final BAP. The project has exceeded its primary benefit target. The costs savings were incorporated

into the 20L9-2020 Biennial Budget. /u dated 3/L/1s)

lncreased speed in
which ballots are

sca n ned

Eliminated risk of
operating the
tabulation system on an

unsupported platform.

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current average

of ten days to less than
one allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Reduce cost to deliver
service
(updated, new metric
added L/29/2019)

Processing Time
annual savings,
and percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

r 10 days
processing time

t 1O% of purchases

are receiving
discou nt

. Savings of
s1oo,o0o

o 1 day processing

time
c 3oo/o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $400,000 savings

Reduction of
25% in hours
per 1000

ba llots
(added

1/2e/201e)

2,500 - 18"

double side

ballots per

hour per

machine.

5,600- t2,o00
ballots per

hour
(updated
1_/2s/201e)

For an 18" double

side ballot the
baseline is 1,200

ballots per hour
per machine.

Windows XP Windows
2008 or
newer

Windows 2008
(updated
1/2e/201e)

64% reduction
in hours per

1000 ballots
processed

(L2.2L hours)
(added

1_/2s/201e)

Difference between the
baseline ballots per hour
per machine scan speed

for an l-8" double side

ba llot.
No longer running on

Windows XP.

Difference between
baseline temporary
election worker hours

dedicated to preparing

scanning and reviewing
ballots. (added

34.1-1- temporary
election worker
hours per 1-000

ballots processed

(odded

1./2e/201s)
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1'. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2' To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Project lnformation Center - G reen Building/Sustai nability
Module

B,usiness Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy
department director or higher.

DN RP/DN RP Ad ministration

Plan (BAP)

King County Department/Agency Name

Project Number

Project Title

1127457

Bob Burns, Deputy Director, Department of Natural Resources and parks

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Role

Nori Catabay Green Building Team Program
Manager/King County

Requirements Advisory - Green Building
Ordinance

Hans Erickson P roj ect Co nt ro ls M€na€€+s
Su pervisor/WTD/DN RP

DNRP Capital Data lntegration Coordinator -

Budgeting and Quarterly Reporting

Sid-Bende+

Tricia Davis

€+pi+a++4€€a€€+

Budget Supervisor/PSB
PSB Contact

section 1. what are the purposes of the Beneflt Achlevement plan (BAp)?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fillin the whitecells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this docurnent at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support fu,nd,ing release requests. lf there a re no changes, ind icate "review only" in the revision table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this
BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may requ,ire mo:re extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision HistoryTable

Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Stage Date

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stage?

Pleose use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fu nd i ng re leose, q nn ua I
report, project

imple me ntatio n, o r project
completion.

Dote this
document was

updoted

Who did the

document
updotes?

A brief summary of whot changed
in the document. lf this is an

initial draft, pleose indicate new.
lf nothing has chonged, indicate

"review only".

See Section 3
Revision required for new
BAP format

I hour
draft/1 hour
including
participant
review

Budget Process 9121/1,5

t hourNori Catabay

Nori Catabay

Gaukhar
Se ri kb ayeva

Updated Section 6 to reflect
a greater number of projects
reporting on Green Building
than when project was

originally proposed

Updated Section 2 and 6 in
response to Council staff
feed back

t hour

2016 Annual Report
(project approved in
201,5-1,6 Su p p I e m enta l;

currently reviewing
business requirements)

20l-6 Annual Report

02/28/2017

06/2s/2017

2019 BAP Review Process 217 /20re Jim Walsh
Updated status of BAP since

Project was cancelled
15 minutes

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4j Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projectswillhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ategory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

XC.t.goty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology
ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business days
instilii|t ol the four doys cAffe'i{l|' iequired. This is largety due" io'ihe'oib,itity of the new softw:ari to ch'iii:ck notionol
on'd''s'tate databoses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our"custo,nlers-currently complain obout the rlelay in
obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote ulmost all complaints ond oltow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents witt be able to schedule othtetic fietds
over the lnternet and make payments by credit cord. This witt ottow scheduling to occur at any time, rather thon
the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions wilt stitt
be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

[]c

Note: Since Category #L is a relatively lower value project benefit category as compared to the other
benefit categories, see the responses to below to categories 2, 3, and 4.
L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witlbe
able to check on sverage of 10 sites per doy compared with the overage of 6 currentty checked. This will allow the
agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witt be
able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges duri.ng mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overall effort to promote tT standardization.This
project will moke the current monagement of user occounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrators
at Public Health because the end user experience will also be i.mproved by having o single sign-on to applications
such os Lync, SharePoint, and auilook. Our success will be measured by having a single set of procedures ond
security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.
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Please respond to eachThe above

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Benefit #1: Better reporting and more effective performance management because the accuracyand

accessibilitv of the data will be improved. Better reporting will provide more transparency and better
information for all users.

Benefit #2: lmprove Green Building/Sustainability program compliance by integrating with the County

CIP budget and reporting system (i,e. Project lnformation Center/PlC). This will put staff timeto
better use toward project implementation, management, green building Slile.t-l.j-i1p_1"j.+*rit"lilag-and

technical assistance.

Lir,-.rrrlf it fll:J: li. ccni i"lIizlii rn r,vill rrrri{l irl l.j(: i:i t:l ll r.l st (,r I i, \{ i t il co ri s, i :;tr,: it I ci a 1. ;i e n t r.,vorl<flclw:;

t1 re !l rcrrtit:ws.1nd til;ln r.'tl'teltt r-;{ l{:l {:-1 ll Lril

ln addition, this request will serve as an effort to respond to the King County Auditor's Green Building

Ordinance Performance Audit. The Audit recommended implementation of a system for collecting,

verifying, analyzing and communicating data reported under the Green Building Ordinance.

The investment in system architecture will improve the overall quality of green building reporting

data.

PSB, the Green BuildingTeam and Program Manager have limited resources availableto devoteto
capital project oversight. Efficient data base structure and reportingvalue are essential giventhe

h u n d red s of h igi,r- <,o'.,i.p rojects req u i ri n g ove rs i ght.

Project lnformation Centerwillfree up,r; ;'ir;: ii;l,rti l', - ,1,,{i-L'i{..a;.;5,ig,11ifi1.;;iti.hours in staff time that
could be better used toward project implementation, management, green building ij.liii{,lll.f LllJ.l"i,r,t'iinir4;

and technical assistance.

Once system is available, the following will be implemented:
a) Provide 2 training sessions per year. The training will instruct agency capital project managers on

how to utilize the PIC system to enter green building reporting requirements.
b) Provide more oversight on green projects: This time will be spent reviewing information on

existing projects being reported, projects being proposed, following up on project issues and

green building opportunities, working with the county divisions to address problems,assisting

agencies with requests for help with problems, and training other division staff to do these same

activities.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

enee the arehiteeture ehanges have been eempletedi twe measures will beutilized:

Benefit #L: Better re porting and more effective performance management because the accuracyand

accessibilitv of the data will be improved. Better reporting will provide more transparency and better

information for all users.
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a) Percentage of Green Building Ordinance applicable projects e"nter+*e"rcpgginegreen building
information

b) e of users sorti
revtewt n s data bVA ncv and oroiect tvne to srronort ne rformance manasement.

Benefit #2 : Updelq_qlpgpqg;Freei ng u p staff time to allow more time for data qualitvcorrtrol,
project implementation, management, green bu ilding training and technical assistance to asencies.

a) Ratio of time Mspent by staff on inir:rovirrg, analyzing, and utilizing
e to rovide trainin t1 ies to address roblems followi

oroiect issues and sreen buildine oooortunities)to tinre so ent on agqreeating data and
creating reports (survev).

Upda"tg Qf 071201 7:

Bc nc f it H 3 : 5++rve.*s+Better experience for users because of consistent data errtrv, workflows, control
measures. revrews nd manaeement of sreen buildinp ord irrance requirements

a) Percent of users sat isfied with preen buildinp data and renorts f srrrvev)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
Be nefit #L

a) Percentage of Green Building Ordinance applicable projects en+.eFi"g-rcpgil1fggreen building
information: .8_92%

b) slunrber ef-trejeets.previdingdata fer al{ reperting€rite"ria; 0 N/A. To be set by end of 2018.

Benefit #2

a) Vpdate q.f 0Q/20L7; ,s60s, a0&heu+s-Ratio oftime
staff on im rovrn data vs. time s nt on

and creatine orts: N/A. The baseline will be set in Q4 2018. Currentlv, PSB, the Green
Buildins Team and Pro gram Manaeer have limited resources availa ble to devote to sreen
buildinp and su inabilitv oversisht

Benefit #3:
a) Uodate of 2OI7: Percent of use rs satisfied with sreen buildine data and reports:O% N/A

To be set bv end of2018.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
Benefit #1-: Update of 0612017

a) oA n{ C.ou n Buildin Ordirranca :nrrlie:hlo rrrniacf c te rti n reen birildirr o I r'l fn rrrr rt in n +s!

Wtoj%.
b) +" yee+**-5300 @atisfactionof th at utilize an al

din data for erforma 4 2021

Benefit #2

a) Ratio of tlnre sr-l ent b staff on imorovins. analvzirrs. and rrt iliz in p data vs. time snentrtn
Agf!resati n t, data arrd creatins renorts:tarset i s to be set irr O 1 2019. eedt+ee-tl+*e-en
r- e porl+*g..$y^ $l^"Q0-ircues

Benefit #3

lltrildirre daia and reDorl:. 7 5"/ta) % of users satisfied with sreerr
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SS;1TIIII,!-V iabie

Targel .'Measure
&2%O Y ear L-*-J"!t-e/,",

Year 3 IWUZ!--
r00%.

a) % of Green Building Ordinance
applicable projects e+l ter+ng

r,e_po tti1g gree n bu i Id i ng

information

N/A. To be set
bv end of 2018

75% sa$+Etad+o*ol'

Lrtilize/analyze the

ff"e-eil-B-uilg|ff
d"a!-q-[p-r:
performarrce

!l-qu-?ge-t-r-eJll*iq4-
202r\

uSers

Better reporting because the
accuracy of the data will be

improved. Better reporting will
provide more transparency and
better information for all users.

Freeing up staff time (from

aggregating data and creating
reports) toward data quality
control, project
implementation, management,
green building training and
technicalassistance.
Benefit 3:

Better experience for users

because of consistent data
entry, workflows, control
measures, reviews and
management of green building

Benefit 1

Benefit 2

ordinance uirements

b) % of users sorting and

reviewing data bv agencv and

rformance ma

proiect tvpe to su ooort

TBD during
survey
development Q4
2018

TBD during survey
development Q4

Q22019

a) Ratio of time spent by staff on

improving, analyzing, and
utilizing data vs. time spent on

aggregating data and creating
reports

N/A, To be set

bv end of 20L8
75% satisfaction

Lq!,2p2.1)

% of users satisfied with the
green building data and reports
(survey)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

When project is completed, starting in 20L97 for the 2OL96 reporting cycle. I:S-bqfCll-r-9jtg
aclrieved and 12017]}rrreasured brr enci of 202'L ( Urrdate of O&7
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L. Describe why you sre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Green building reporting is currently paper-based, with eight different divisions sending hundredsof
reporting forms and hundreds of green building checklists to the Green Building Team Program
Manager. Documents are currently saved separately in the Solid Waste Division with the Green
Building Team Program Manager. This lT request will change by providing an electronic paperless
centralized database, accessible to all divisions responsible for reporting. The Green BuildingTeam
Managerwill have access to the PIC and be allowed to extract reported information necessaryfor

Council. lnformation will be more accurate and consistent.

The age of existing technology system is L2 years old.

The average life cycle for SQL databases is dependent on the ability to keep pace with developments
in SQL programming database products provided by Microsoft. Provided that the database is
supported by KCIT and updated to current versions of SQL, which is part of the annualmaintenance
done by KCIT, the life cycle of the replacement database is not impacted by theprogramming
platform.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Primary reason is not risk reduction.

1, Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How wilt you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to he ochieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For eachof

the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

anticipated benefit wds to maintoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond witl report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foited physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
$SOOX - 5l Uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. tJser agencies on the emergency

rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not experiencing

catostrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: This project to dutomote accou,nts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the processing

time overage. The averdge time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day target. Additionally,

only 20% of purchoses received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt poyment thon originolly

estimated.

Exomple:

Sprine 2019 BAP Re port: This is the final BAP for this project. This project was cancelled in early201-B

and was not done in PlC. The project sponsor and PRB determined that the DNRP Prism capitalsystem

will be used for Green Building Module data collection and reportingrequirements.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ce d proce ssi ng ti me

from the current overoge

of L0 days to <1 doy
ollowing us to toke
advantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing time,
annual sovings,

ond percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

o L0 doys
processing time

. L0% of purchases

are receiv'ing

discount
. SovinEs of

Sloo,ooo

t 1 day processing

time
. 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $400,000 savings

c 2 day processing

time
c 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $200,000 savings
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

approval,

achieving

ea rstandiT nd the nefits ofunde ng focus itstoachieve priorproject beginning
t ofmoves tmhrough stages project ntation,

benefits

King County Department/Agency Name _ Office of Performance, Strategy and Budget

Budget System Project lnformation Center 2014
Modifications

Pro 1.1.21753

ight Dively (updated 3l2Il20I9). Director, Office of performance, Strategy
and Budget

the deve should
roject ving

help identify

of BAP include an ntinvolveme esignific op
and he se it ilwt nvolrvtces staffsupport Consider wilwho
theto benefi ofts the KC IT ss anustnepro ject. alysts

and List cont rib,utedocumentatio the who to
staff ma

or

.'." ''Namg 
":: 

' :' Title / Agency Project Role

Sid Bender Capital Manager /PSB Coordinator

Mike Morrison Capital Program

Ad min istrator/PSB
Advisory

Hans Erickson Project Controls
Manager/WTD/DN Rp

DNRP Capital Data lntegration Coordinator -

Budgeting and Quarterly Reporting

Shon Hong Project Controls Manager/FM D FMD Capital Data lntegration Coordinator -
Budgeting and Quarterly Reporting

Jim Walsh Technology Group Manager/PSB PIC Administrator PSB Technology System
Coordination

Leslie Arai;
Tracie Jacinto

Project Manager KCIT;

Business Analyst KCIT

Oversee project planning and completion

Jim Record PSB Analyst Database Admin

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope chan,ges, and when benefits are finally achieved. Depa,rtment and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are reguired to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial pro.ject request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP bc started, updated and completed?
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3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you u:pload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table be'low at each stage of revision:

Revision H,istory Table

How long
did it take?Date

Revised
By

DescriptionStage

Who did
the

document
updotes?

A brief summary of what changed in the

document. lf this is an initiol draft, pleose

indicote new. lf nothing hos chonged,
i n dicate " review on ly".

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fu ndi n g re le ose, o nn ua I
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

Date this
document

wos
updated

4 hours
draft/

L6 hours
including

pa rticipa nt
review

Budget Process r0l2s/13 See

Section 3

2 hours2014 Annual Report
(ongoing project)

3/20/rs Sid Bender

Revision required for new BAP format

ln addition to increased training for CIP

agency staff, this version of the BAP

expands the training beneficiaries to
include PSB analysts. Updated the list of
operations and management staff
involved in work described in this benefit
achievement plan update.

Changed project role of James Walsh to
PIC Administrator. Added notation that
additional staff will save time because of
system improvements.

2/22/16 James

Walsh
2015 Annual Report
(ongoing project)

2 hours3/Ls/L7 Jim Record2016 Annual Report
(completed project,
BAP not final)

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Update for the Spring
2019 BAP Report

Jim Record

Updated Section 6, category 2 to add

survey results and cleaned up language in

category 3 to clarify that project II2ITBG
is closed.

Updated Section 2, Section 3, Section 5,

and Section 7 f or a completed project,

FINAL BAP.

2 hours3/2r/Ie
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ldentifu the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory complia nce
4l Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external}

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
.idontify the prirnarv type of benefit for. the project. For most projects, the prirnary-type"benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 r:eplacing or upgrading oJder"technology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

l---l r-'^Ll category#1;Exterrral servicebenefits: improvingthequaiityorquantityofservicesproviciecitothe
public

X Category #2 (Primary): lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality
or quantity of internalservices

X Category #3 (Secondary): Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology,
reducing risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check notional
and stote databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the detoy in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to etiminate almost o!l comploints and altow staff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule athtetic fietds
over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will otlow sched,uling to occur dt any time, rother thon
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions witt stilt
be ovailable.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likelV to be achievedT
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The investment in system architecture will improve the overall quality of oversight by PSB. PSB has

limited resources available to devote to capital project oversight, while it is responsible for proposing

and monitoring about 500 projects worth S200 to $gOO million peryear.

The investment in the architecture of the Project lnformation Center (PlC)will free up approximately

25%of an FTE at PSBthat can be utilized to do capital project oversight and trainingfor agencies and

PSB analysts (updated 2/2016).

Who will be able to reinvest their time? Primarily, the PSB capital program administrator, who has

over 25 years of experience managing and administering capital projects and systems, will be ableto
make a significant shift in the use of time ln addition, all PSB staff that oversee capitalfunds, as well

asstaffcountywidewhousethesystem,willsavea.+i@timebecauseinformation
will be easier to access, and the PIC system will be more comprehensive: it will include allcapital
budget requests, spendingfrom EBS forthose projects, and performance monitoring information for
projects as required by code (updated 2l2OI7).

What will they be able to reinvest their time in?

o Previde 4 training sessiens per year. This will need to be downgraded to two formaltrainings
each biennium right at start of agency budget season and 4 or more individualtrainings as

employees are on-boarded during the biennium. During the agency budget phase PSB also

provides working labs of 3 hours for agency users to perform their CIP work and be mentored.
(updated March 2t,2OL9l The training will instruct agency finance representatives on how to
create capital appropriation proposals usingthe PIC system, and howto create quarterlyreports
for baselined projects or for Mandatory Phased Appropriation Projects.

Provide more oversight and optimizing reporting processes: This time will be spent reviewing

information on existing projects being reported, projects being proposed, following up on

project issues or inconsistencies, working with the county auditor to address problems, assisting

agencieswith requestsforhelpwith problems, andtrainingotherPSBstaff todothesesame
activities.

a
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This project will also improve user satisfaction because more user friendly interface, better
permissions, and a better interface with EBS data.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
Once the architecture changes have been completed, two measures will be utilized:
E Number of training sessions completed per year. PSB mostly achieved this goal; 4 training was

the target and we achieved 2 trainings in the biennium with 5 individual trainings as employee
on boarded. Training for all PIC users occurs at the start of the Agency Proposed phase for the
planning biennium, PSB also includes 6 labs for individuals to utilize. (updated 3/21"/2Ot9)

E To measure user satisfaction and time saved with the new system, we will sample users using
the zzgroup e-mail list. ln addition, we will survey Council and Auditor staff using the PIC system
(Time saved can be reported as activities/worl< completed that would not have otherwise been
completed.) (Updated AZ|20I7). Mostly achieved this goal, 90% was target, achieved 79%o, see
survey results in Section 7. (updated 3/21,120L9)

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
o Number of training sessions completed per year: 0
r Percent of users satisfied with system: The baseline will be established with a survey of all users

before the system changes have been completed.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
r Number of training sessions completed per year: 4
r Percent of users satisfied with system: At project completion the users will be surveyed to

determine whether at least 75% of the users are satisfied and are able to redirect time to other
high value capital oversight activities. One year after project completion, our target will be 90%
of users satisfied and able to redirect time to other capital oversight activities. (Updated
A2l20t7). 79% of users satisfied with system according to November 2018 survey results as
shown in Sectibn 7 (updated 3/2i,/2OLg).

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
o When project is completed, starting in 20L6

a

# of training
sessions per year

0 4 l" session QL.2O17
1 session Q4.201,6

% of users satisfied
with system

15% TBD with a survey
ef all users befere the

@
Ueen+empte+ee

at least 75% al project
completion;
90% one year after
project completion

a

a

65% could easily enter CIP

data into PIC during the
2OI7-LB budget cycle

SEE SECTION 7 FOR

UPDATES

(3l21.lzol-s)

a
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oftExample:
risk

errors ln

This nece,5 beco vendoruse9. to0 ,2IThis will upgrode ssory supportPeopleS fromproject upgrode
creotesthot o eth vendort the willWithou Counlarge for Cou,nty.ending support

tssueswilland result tn ondwith taxupdates likely complying regulotoryulatory

L. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology ond the aversge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The Project lnformation Center (PlC) is a SQL server based application providingthe county'sprimary

oversight toolfor collecting and storing capital project budget data. PIC is coupled with SQLServer

Reporting Services (SSRS) for report distribution. PIC is utilized by all nine county agencies that
implement capital projects.

lmplementation of this project will significantly improve the county's ability to maintain high quality
project oversight by maintaining data in a stable, secure and supported softwareenvironment.

Currently, these essentialfunctions are managed in the PlCsystem and SQL ReportingServices:

L. Create and maintain for future viewing and analysis 500 Capital Appropriation Proposals

(CAPs) per biennial budget cycle

2. Omnibus supplemental budget requests

2. Supply data to GIS based public website located at kingcounty.gov/cip for projects >Stwt.

3, Supply data to quarterly council report for projects over StlVt and Mandatory Phased

Appropriation (MPA) reports.

Project Lt21,286, <,,t+l+q+l\-i-H-trrogre:;:;r:lo:;ed, includes development of reports in theSSRS

environment t.l Clrl€(,1 U; 2A

1. Migrate the Mandatory Phased Appropriation Report (MPA) quarterly status reportfrom
Access to SSRS (for all designated MPA projects in the implementation phase)

2. Migrate the CAP report from Excel to SSRS (for all budget requests - provided to council for
capital project budget requests)

3. Migrate the Category 1- status report (for all baselined projects over StM)from ExceltoSSRS

4. Migrate the Budget status report (Level 1 and Level 3)from Access to SSRS

5. Red Yellow Green CIP project monitoring report
6. Database administrator built TBD query that provides a data download into Excelfor multiple

users to pivot and report out information to their managementteam,
7. Technology Report, identifies which Capital projects are technology based

B. Excel query for Attachment A that is easily manipulated to extract needed data.

9. CIP Decision Making report, to provide guidance to users when a decision for an Omnibus has

been made.
L0. L% Arts report to identify those projects that have L% Arts applicable to the project.

(updated 3/2I/2019)

]

Th e i.s e *ew-".rc c1 t t t: :, I I t. t t'r L- I i r,t i 1 r, wr]l+x*cl--il+e5<rit++.rc*+(,u,1+-to the PIC system {Upeli:t"e..:d il;i12!,1lir o'.l i tJ r:

l-. Automate actual cost and budget data transfer from the EBS financial system to the PIC

database for CAP reports and quarterly reports.

2. Flsvidrti,, methodology for efficient data import from Agency projectmanagement

databases, where they exist.
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Additionally, implementation of this project,,.,,il!'movecl all of the components included in thesystem
to a platform that the county can continue to support. ln addition, it v+ill-improveql'data reliability,
user experience, and ability of the county to share and administer project permissions to allcounty
stakeholders without compromising data security. The..tii,,*x',r,tgq11111,y;, architecture of theSQL
programming was not compatible with county architecture or security standards and was not ableto
{,,,:irr''rc'i-be improved or modified in any significant way without a KCIT-Ied re-architecture. The initial
PIC database was developed in 2009. .[rpfiA:,cXl_Q;:l-1..0_1,il,

The average life cycle for SQL databases is dependent on the ability to keep pace with developments
in SQL programming database products provided by Microsoft. Provided that the database is
supported by KCIT and updated to current versions of SQL, which is part of the annualmaintenance
done by KCIT, the life cycle of the replacement database is not impacted by the programming
platform.

ln addition, a number of existing tools that are required for capital budgeting, reporting and data
management are not supported by the county in a way that is acceptable in the long term. This
., _- _ I Iprobletii is prirnarily related to the tool's use of Access ciatabases in combination with Exceireports.
Neither PSB nor KCIT have resources dedicated to this type of data management or reporting
methodology. Therefore, this project yt.,",r.rtu-o,',;.tl+r.c-eliminat;,cr.,r-*i *,r.llcll such tools and movel,cJ them
to the KCIT supported SQL database and SQL Server Reporting Services model.

2. If the primary recrson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The likelihood of risk to the data lies with poor quality data entry from the inadequate userinterface

lackar:ti basic features that x.,iil wr:ulci h;,i.yr: improve.ci.data quality and reliability. .1,f.9 1-r1 w l-il(,.:;r7:lerl
nrorricic:i bcii.r:r ciata ir-it ellratiorr with [85: ;irrrJ frliB li,,i:, iirrr.r I c i r r t: I r i e t l i I u r,,r., i.r r; s i rt e:; s l; rr: r: e s-g c..; fo r
i tt t,t Lr'L1 i tt p. l--l F i ri i rt rrl ;riit.in i itto [: lllj r,vir i L.li i r rr tJi (i\/el ti l i ; i r r:I i;rI riI i i r,, i rt I rt-ii.I r :,r.i:,1.{lri.tll {rr rrd nt {rd

{2_j./.)c.,1,jt.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that wi,ll reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payoble software is opproved, we witl
outomote three tasks thot ore currently done monuolly by o,gency and central purchosing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averdge of ten doys to
less than one. This will allow us to take odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over 5J.5,000,000 of annual
purchases. These discounts average 2%, yietding annual sovings of about 5300,000. This witl result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses s SaaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of 5fi0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

5, When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

been
above,

eaFor ofchhave achieved nooT be whened efitsbencomplet
easePIn en shet benefits ntifiedide whethe efityou exp

Updated March 27,2079:

ActualBaseline TargetMetrics
o 4 training sessions per

year
o Moy need to odjust

this downward to 2

formal trainings and 5

onboarding trainings
by individual (depends

on when FTE is hired)

. 7 Session Q1.2018
plus 1 council
training Q3.20L8.
Plus individual
onboarding trainings
when nor formol
training available.

# of formol and
informal
trainings
occurring during
biennium

o0

o 75% c 90% one yeor after
project completion

o 92% Entering CIP

project info
o 87% Accessing PIC

Reports
o 57% Retrieving data

I needed;
c 79% Satisfaction

(average from 3

items above)

Metric Description
# OF Training sessions per
year

# of Users Satisfied with
system by responding to
survey questions which

includes:
Entering CIP project
I nfor m oti on, Acce ss i n g

Reports, and
Retrieving data I needed

Use of PSB

Budget Process

Survey, see below

for results from
1"L/27/201_8

email2:54 pm.

0% r0% 20% 30% 40% 5a% 60% 70% B0% 90%100%

mVery Easy ffisomewhat Easy ffiSomewhat Hard @Very Hard

Entering CIP project information

Accessing reports

Retrieving data I rreedecl

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Sectlon t. What are the of the Benefit Achievement Flen (BAPI?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells

For assistance in completing this form, lease contact ur PSB ana st.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2' To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4, To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name
Project Title
Project Number

Kerri Char Syste m Administrator
Jim Record tem Administrator
Andy Bau-ck Budget Analyst

Executive/Pe rform a n ce Strategy a nd Bu dget ( PSB)

Hyperion Upgrade
11,299L0

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)
is regularly g:piliited and compliited when benefitS bie achieved. Busihesi Owners are requiriiil to 6e atthe

department director or

l-)urioht l.)irrolrr l^h^+hrh crrrif+ F\an,r+rr F\irna+ar DeDettttl, rurr JvvrrL, eE-p.Frv tt Llrvtr t JU

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or ma,nagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology pro,iect staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contrib,ute to the BAp below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role
James Walsh Technol Manager/PSB Project Manager
Kate Davis Business Ana yst , Business Analyst

TechnicalAnalyst
echnicalAna
unctionalAnalyst

T

r
:

The BAP is intended to bean iterative, evolving documentthatwill be updated asthe projectevolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are requi,red to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "reviewonly" in the revisiontable,
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported,
5' Up to one yea,r after project completion and then annually until it is determ,ined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no cha none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

Sectlon 2. Business OwnerAccountabil

Section 3. Who is involved in develo the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, dated and eted?

Section 5. How will it take to com lete the BAP?
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complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision HistoryTable

Stage

Pleose use conceptual
review, budget process,

funding releose, onnuol
report, project

i m ple me ntation, or project
completion.

Conceptual review
Budget process

Budget process

James Walsh
Kate Davis

Date

Dote this
document

was
updated

Revised By

Who did the
document
updates?

Description

A brief summory of whot
chonged in the document. lf this
is on initial droft, pleose indicote

new. lf nothing has chonged,
i n di cate " revi ew on ly".

New, initial draft
Revisions

How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

l- hour
2 hours

r/1"6

22/1,6

BenefitsSection 6. of

7l
B/

e/
slBudget process

Budget process

2016 Annual Report -
Project im plementation
2016 Annual Report -
Project im plementation

2019 BAP Report

[c.tugo

2lt6
1,4/16

1,0/1,6

:3/17

: 7lt0/17

Kate Davis

Kate Davis

PSB/Council

Kate Davis

Kate Davis

Revisions

Revisions

Revisions

No changes; BAP for a new
project that starts in 20L7

Revisions

1.5 hour
t hour
l- hour

t hour

t hour

t hour

27 lIs Kate Davis Up dated Section 7

tdentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most pro.jects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify the
primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving

internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

l--lC.t"gory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

pu blic

ry #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ry #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

ry #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce se rvtces

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check ndtional
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and stote dotabases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in
obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints ond ottow staff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be oble to schedule o.thtetic
fields over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother
thon the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person"or"pltone reservctlirsns. ln-person an'd phone reservotions
will still be avoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Category #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal serviees. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this proiect to ocquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors wiltbe
oble to check an overage of LA sites per day compored with the dverage of 6 currently checked. This willoltow
the ogency to handle the 20% increose in worktoad projected in the next three yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be oble to reduie thle diiation of technology outages during moio;;|inii ili by 30 percent. Wi also witt reduce
the woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wilt ottow us to redirectan
existing position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overolt effort to promote lTstandardizotion.
This proiect will make the current monagement of user eccounts, applications, and devices easier for tT
administrators ot Public Health because the end user experience wiJl also be improved by having a single sign-on
to applicotions such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Autlook. Our success will be measured by having a single set of
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that n.ow exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Hyperion 1'1'.2.L4 offers new features including: better performance of large data forms, increased
abilityto audit data changes, simplified user interface, improved tablet accessibility and improved
system administrator tools. As part of the project, these features will be assessed and users willbe
engaged to determine howto besttake advantage of the newtools. More benefits will beidentified
during the project and the BAP will be updated. The first benefit identified below provides a

description of how the project would take advantage of increased performance of data forms.The
second benefit describes howthe project could build a foundation for increasedanalysis,

Benefit #L Reduction in Time to Enter Data: Users enter changes to the budget using web based data
entry forms. Our current data entry forms limits the user's view of the data to only the incremental
change that they are making to the budget. Users must estimate their calculations and validate their
entry usingseparate screens and reports. The current process is cumbersome and errorprone.

CURRENT STATE DATA FORM
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Decision
Package #1

Supplies 7,000
Total 7,000

With Hype rion tt.2.L 4 and the addition of actuals into the system, we will be able to develop more

comprehensive data forms. These forms will provide users with more contextual information to
support data entry. With enhanced form performance, we would be able to design forms thatcould
show the baseline budget, historical actuals and all incremental changes in the data form. Users

would be able to enter, calculate, and validate their data entry in a single screen which reducesthe

amount of time and potential data entry errors.

FUTURE STATE DATA FORM*

Baseline

Budget
Actual Decision

Package #1

Decision
Package #2

Total

Labor 150,000 150,000 150,000

Supplies 20,000 25,000 7,000 27,000

Capital 100,000 1_00,000 100,000

Central Rates 10,000 l_0,000 2,000 L2,000

Total 280,000 285,000 7,000 2,000 289,000

*Form design would be dependent on system performance and user review/ specification.

Benefit #2: lncreased Monitorins of Countv F unds: Having actuals in the budget system creates an

input that could be used to automate the creation of Financial Plans for Operating Budgets. The

creation of Financial Plans is a manual process that requires compiling data from multiplesources:

actuals from EBS, budget from Hyperion, and year end forecasts from side systems. Each financial
plan takes about 2 hours to compile and analyze

Financial Plans are the primary tool used in PSB's Financial Monitoring process. Each quarter, PSB

analysts evaluate the fiscal health of County funds. Financial Monitoring has tremendous business

value to the County. Analysts are able to identify risks and opportunities throughout the biennium

and work with agencies to develop mitigating actions. Financial Monitoring is time consumingand

currently PSB only monitorsfundsthat are identified as high risk. As more automation isintroduced,

analysts will have the capacity to evaluate a larger number of funds per quarter. Early identification

of issues reduces the risk that funds will develop negative fund balances or excessive fund balances.

2. How will you medsure the henefit(s)? (How will you know if the henefit has been achieved?)

Benefit #l- Reduction in Time to Enter Data

o Number of steps to revise and validate a budget change

. User satisfaction rating with data entry

Benefit #2: lncreased Mo nitorins of Countv Funds

o Percentage of funds monitored each year

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?
See below
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4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

l"a. Number of steps

f n. Uier satisfaction with
data entry

2a. Percentage of operating
funds monitored per year

18 (2127he)

70% of users satisfied with
OPEX data entry

33% of operating funds
monitored each year

25% reduction

90lo users tttitfi.d *ith
OPEX data entry

60% of operating funds
monitored each year

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Benefits for Data Entry would be achieved within six months of the start of the budgetprocess.
Measurement, however, would occur in August / September 20i.8,

Update 2/2711.9

Benefits for Financial Monitoring would be achieved within a-2 vears of the project Go Live-
approximately Qt 4&2O2t Benefits are dependent on several business process factors including
developing a robust process for capturing year end forecasts in Hyperion and evaluating medium to
lower risk funds. The Financial Monitoring project was delayed based on an early project decision to
move Hyperion to a Cloud Based solution. The Cloud project was more complex than a simple
upgrade and was prioritized in orderto readythe system forthe 2OI9-207O budget process. Asof
February 2019, the Financial Monitoring work is substantively complete, but PSB is still developing

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Pleose include oge of
existing technology ond the overage Iife cycle replocement for this type of technology.
The primary benefit of this project is to reduce the risk of disruptions to the budget development
process. Disruptions can occurwhen there are compatibility issues between Hyperion and other
software used by our 100+ Hyperion users. Hyperion is dependent upon the operating system (OS),

Office and lnternet Explorer (lE)versions forthe desktop computer client. As these 3technologies
are updated at King Countythe current version of Hyperion is exposed to more riskthat it will not
perform properly on a given desktop computer with the more advanced OS, Office and lE versions.
Upgrading Hyperion reduces the risk of these disruptions as Oracle tests and certifies newHyperion
releases against the latest versions of Microsoft products.

Disruptions can also occur when there are failures in hardware or middleware. ln 20L3, Hyperion
rienced critical hardware failures in two out of three environments that resulted inthree
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months of system downtime. Currently the County insures against these disruptions by employing a

combination of County lT support and consultant report to monitor and troubleshoot issues.

However, County resources provide a "best efforts" level of service which means that issue

resolution may be delayed by competing projects or deficits in skill sets to address the issue.

This project will migrate the Hyperion budget system from version It.I.2.t to the Hyperion Planning

and Budgeting Cloud Service (PBCS). The current version went live duringthe ABT project in20L2

and dates from 2011when the software and hardware were purchased. Forthe currentversion
1.I.t.2.L, the Oracle Premier Support level will expire in April of 2018 - right in the middle ofthe
development of the 2OI9-2A20 budget. After that date Extended Support is available for a fee until

April202L

When products are covered by Premier Support, Oracle Support proactively develops patches and

bug fixes to keep Hyperion compatible with the most recent versions of lnternet Explorer, Microsoft

Excel, and Java. The County can installthese patches priorto the start of the budget seasonto

ensure that the process is not interrupted by new issues that arise from ancillary softwareupgrades.
ln Extended Support, Oracle Support is more reactive in nature. Any issues that arise would needto

be resolved on the fly potentially in the middle of budgetdevelopment.

Even with Premier Support, Oracle has stopped creating patches for Hyperion IL.!.2.L The most

recent patch which the County has installed is certified for lE 9. Currently, most of theCounty's
Hyperion users are using lE L0 and lE L1.

With the PBCS solution, the County's Hyperion solution will be updated monthly with incremental
patches. The system will always be up to date and will be less likelyto experience conflicts with new

versions of Microsoft Office and lnternet Explorer. Additionally, the responsibility for managing

hardware and middleware will shift to the Cloud which should provide more stability and less riskof
failure.

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The probability of significant system issues and the chronic user issues is high. Browser updatesare

rolled out by KCIT every year - often for security purposes - and minor compatibility issues with
Hyperion arise with each update. lt is difficult to predict the exact likelihood of a significant issue

occurring.

ln the worst case scenario, agency and PSB users could lose access to Hyperion Planning and Smart

View as lE and Excel upgrades are rolled out by KCIT. County staff would need to work with Oracle

Support to resolve the issue. This could delay the creation of the budget.

Other smaller issues could arise that interfere with the user's ability to view and pull data, For

example, in our current version, changingthe zoom level on the lnternet browser interferes withthe
users'abilityto navigatethe menus on the screen and open reports. Ourcurrentworkaround isto
request that users do not use the zoom feature on the browser, This creates an accessibility issue for
users with impaired eyesight.

co 7

or cost
a coun nal or

provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefitinternal). The information
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analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project

Reduced cost to produce s;ervice

that are
of

less than one. This
pu'rchoses. These

upgrade due to

a

7, Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
The County anticipates that the PBCS project avoids the cost of approximately $750,000 in future
upgrade costs. With our current on-premise solution, we must perform an upgrade or cloud
migration every 5 years. These upgrades are large scale changes that require assistance fromoutside
vendors and hardware purchases. With the PBCS solution, large upgrades and hardware purchases
are not necessary as the product is updated through monthly patches that can be tested byPSB
technicalstaff.

Additionally, PSB has analyzed the ongoing costs and assumes:
a. no significant change in maintenance costs paid to outside vendors for maintainingthe

licenses and monitoring system performance
b. a reduction in KCIT rates currently paid by BRC for maintaining servers; and
c. a reduction in BRC DBA hours spent on maintaining the system

None of these maintenance factors result in budget reductions in the KCIT or BRC budgets. However,
it is expected that resources can be deployed more efficiently in KCIT and BRC with the movementof
this system to the Cloud.

2. How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been achieved)
PSB will monitor allfuture upgrade costs. PSB will also reassess the ongoing costs at the end of the
project.

3. What is the current baseline?
The current estimate for an on-premise upgrade is 5750,000, By moving to PBCS rather than an on-
premise upgrade, the County will avoid the costs of software upgrades in thefuture.

4. What is the torget for this messure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
The target is for future upgrade / migration costs is $0 by e4ZO22.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
ln Q42022.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Su

Page 7 of 8
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For each of the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2A1"4. The

anticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 years. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and witt report annually for the next 5 years on up-time

levels.

tf one of these towers faited physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of SSA1K - 5l Utittion per tower depend,ing on the construction techniques ond size. user ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system witt benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that witl be ossured of not
experiencing cotostraphic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to automote accounts payabte softwore was implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overoge time wos reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day target. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchoses received o prom.pt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that quotified for prompt poyment than originally

estimated.

Example:

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current
average of 10 days to <1

day allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Cost avoidance for
future upgrades

Processing
time, annual
savings, and%
of purchases

receiving
prompt
payment
d iscounts

o 10 days
processing time

c to%of
purchases are
receiving
discount

. S100,000savings

r 1 day processing

time
o 3A% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discou,nts

. s400,000 savings

r 2 day processing

time
t 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. $200,000 savings

Update 2/27 /19
This is not the final BAP. The Financial Monitoring module will be complete by the end of 2019

Metrics

. S750,000 Measure in2022

Baseline Target ActualMetric Description Metrics

Baseline Target ActualMetric Description
o 72% reduction

(18 steps to 5
steps)

o 94%o User

satisfaction with
OPEX data entry

o 18 steps
(2/27lLe)

o 7O%oUser

satisfactio n

with OPEX data

entry

o 25%reduction
o 90% User

satisfaction with
OPEX data entry

Reduce time to
enter data.

l-a. Number of
steps
1b. User

assessment of
ease of use

o 60% of operating
funds monitored
each year

First measure in Ql-
2021,

2a. Percentage of
operating funds
monitored per
year

. 33% of
operating funds
monitored each
year

I ncreased
monitoring of
County funds

3. Cost of upgrade

Page 8 of B
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BApl?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst,

I. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Elizabeth Love -Transit Systems Development & Operations Manager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the p-1;oject. KCtT business analvsts or technology project staf"f may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BApbelow:

Name

Dan Overgaard

Jill Krecklow

Pamela Wrenn

Scott Niskanen

Patrick Dean

Elizabeth Love

Su pervisor

Title / Agency

, Transit Systems Development and O

Finance Manager, Transit

Project Manager ll, Transit Systems Development and
Operations

lT Project Manager ll, Transit

KCIT Network Architect

Transit Systems Development & Operations Manager

Project Role

Former Project Sponsor

Finance Manager

Former Project Manager

Project Manager

Network Architect.

Project Sponsor

perations

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title
Next Generation Wireless (NGW)
(Replacement of 4.9 Network and Mobile Access Routers)
111AA10LLLAALJ

Tra n sportation/Tra nsit

Project Numbei

Project Timeframe Q4 2020
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage

Dote this
document
was updoted

7/2s/18

2-/6/Ie

Revised By

Who did the document
updates?

Scott Niskanen

Scott Niskanen

Date Description

A brief summory of what changed in

the document. lf this is qn initial
draft, pleose indicqte new. If

nothing has changed, indicste
"review only".

Moved content to new
version of BAP template

Review only

How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

10 min

Please use conceptual review,
b ud get p roce ss, fu nd i ng

releose, annuol report, project
i m p I e m e ntotio n, or p roje ct

completion.

2OL9-2O2O Budget
Process

1 Hour

Spring 2019 BAP Report

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) a,nd secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will

provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving interna,loperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgradi,ng oider technology or reducing risk of system failures

+) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits'

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primqrv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #1: Externalservice benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

I operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
, upgrading oldertechnology

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvi ces

#1 : External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that d,ilrectly benefit the public. This'includes improved quality of service
such as fgste_r response times and better acce:p to services for the publig,

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witl be issued in two business doys
instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgety due to the ability of the new software to check notionol
and stote dotoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the deloy in
obtaining u license and th,is time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll com'plaints and altow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be able to schedule atlttetic
fields over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother
than the current timited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations
will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement witt this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summary toble for Cotegory #7:

Outcome/Benefit

Example: Residents sre 0ble
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond ntoke
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain s license

Metrics/Measure

75 of customer satisfaction
(to be deterntined thraugh a
survey)

# days it tokes to issue

licenses

Baseline Target

95%

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31/20L845%

5 business

doys

7 business By aefi0/2018
da

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.
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Exomple: lf this project to acquire hand-hetd devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check dn overoge of 1"0 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This willallow

the ogency to hondle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without odding more stoff.

Example: tf this project to implement o systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will

be obte to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consot,idotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lTstondordizotion.

This project wilt make the current manogement of user occounts, opplications, ond devices easier for lT

administrotors ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on

to opplications such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Auilook. Our success will be measured by having o single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The Next Generation Wireless (NGW) is an infrastructure project involving the creation of a new

wireless network between coaches and King County servers. Mobile Access Routers (MAR)s on

coaches will connect via cellular signal during travel and via Wi-Fi when on bases. This allows King

County access to critical data, such as location and fare payments, while a coach is on route and

access to Audio Video data while a coach is on base.

Legacy hardware was supported through an agreement between King County and Cisco. The

agreement between ends December 31, 2018 and the King County only has inventory on handwith
no option for replacement equipment. The decision to end support was made byCisco.

This lT investment will expand capacity for data driven systems deployed on coaches while moving

away from end-of-life legacy equipment.

Examples of data driven systems include:

Fare payment. The next generation ORCA project has identified potential enhancements forthe
next generation, such as the use of open payments (e.g., account-based payments usingvarious

credit- and debit-card technologies)

Speed and reliability: Transit Signal Priority (TSP) uses location information from coachesto

request signal changes from localjurisdictions. The next generation of TSP will benefitfrom
improved accuracy and availability of location information.

lmproved information: RealTime lnformation Signs (RTIS) provide scheduling information tothe
public at stops throughout King County. lmproved location information will allow Transit to
improve accuracy of data provided to signage at stops.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Benefits to the deployment of NGW can be assessed through two metrics.

1) Compare performance of NGW to legacy network (capacity and speed)

2\ Decommissioning of legacy equipment
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3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
1) Performance of 4.9GHz legacy equipment is limited to 5Mbps (Megabits per second) acrossthe

network
2) Legacy equipment is deployed and in use throughout the fleet

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
1) Performance for NGW involves measuring how much data can be transmitted at one time and

per month. These measurements vary greatly between coaches on base and on route.
a. For coaches on route, the minimum targets for transmitting data (bandwidth) is 10Mbps

and L5GB per month. This represents a minimum 1O0% improvement over legacy
equipment.

b. For coaches on bases, the minimum bandwidth targets are 600Mbps and unlimited data
per month. This represents a minimum L2,O0O% improvement over legacyequipment.

2) The target for legacy equipment decommission is L00% removal of all legacy equipment.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
End of 2020

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

lncreased bandwidth for
data communications

Fully supported modern
equipment

1.2/31./2020

L. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology, Please include age of
existing technology ond the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The Cisco 4.9 GHz solution currently deployment is no longer manufactured and support willend
12131,1201,8.

5Mbps

Gb on base

600 Mbps on
route and 1.3

1.2/31./2020

# of coaches with
legacy equipment

Met

Bandwidth

e u ment

tOO% of
coaches have

legacy

0% of coached
have legacy

equipment
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2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
No outoges 8y 06/30/20195 outagesExample: Reduced

system 0utages

:

# of system outages per
ntonth

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Co,st avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost ta produce service. tf this project to instoll accounts poyobte softwore is approved,we

will outomate three tasks that ore curren,tly done monuatly by ogency and central purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average of ten

doys to less thon one. This wilt allow us to toke odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over 5lS millionof
onnuol purchoses. These discounts average 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5300,000. This will result in

sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version whiclt goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

moke this upgrade due to regulatory redsons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)

3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this proiect ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/30/201-9Example : An nua I sovi ngs Cost of producrng X Ss69,ooo $3s,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
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quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency radio tower, wos successfulty completed in Aprit 20L4. The
anticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditional 5 rleors. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-lime and will report onnually for th,e next 5 yeors on up:time leve.ls.

one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the'neighborhood of
5500k - S1M per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser ogencies on the emergency rodio
sys,tem will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic
foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Exomple: This proiect to automote accounts payable softwore wos implemented ond did improve the processing
time averdge. The overoge time wos reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reachi.ng the L doy torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received"a"prompt poyment disca'tr'nt-resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We'did
not me,et the torget beco,use thare were fewer purchoses,that quolified for prom,pt poyment than originatlyt--
estimoted.

Example:

Metric

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 darTs to

, <L allowing us to take
advantage of prompt

payment
discounts, and

r Annual savings

recelvrng
discount

. $100,000savings

prompt payment
discounts

. S400,000savings

prompt payment
d,iscounts

o $200,000savings

Sprins 2019 BAP Report: Project ongoing. The project is in Final Design Phase and a year behind theinitial
schedule. No change in expected benefits.
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

DOT/TransitKing County Department/Agency Name

Project Title Capital Management and Reporting System

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits a,nd ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

t02BBt2, App rop riation 400580EBS Project Number

Kevin Desmendi Transit General Manager Rob Gannon, Transit GeneralManager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or
management staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be

using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAP below:staff may

Project RoleTitle / AgencyName

Project ManagerLiviu Prisecaru lT Project Manager ll, DOT Transit Division

Finance Manager, DOT Transit Division

Design & Censtruetien Manager DeT Transit Divisien

Capital Division Director

Sta keholder

S+a+€h€itd€+

Sponsor

Jill Krecklow

gar+AVrP**+

Diane Carlson

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving docu,ment that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1". To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptua,l review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAF deperrds on the project's cornplexity. ln gen'eral, it should take a few hours to cornplete'
this BAP form once there is a shared understand,ing of the project and what value it will bring to the County.
More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
- 
P le oise use ionce ptu a I

r,eview, budget process,

fu nding re leese, o nn uo I
report, project

i m pl e me ntati on, or project
completion.

Stage

'^Date- this
docurnent
was updated

Date

Who did the
docurnent
updates?

A brieJ summory of whot ihci:nged
in the document. lf this is.on

initiol droft, pleose indicote new.
lf nothing has chonged, indicote

"review only".

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

Conceptual Review 06/20/L4 Liviu Prisecaru New, initial draft L hour

Conceptual Review 0B/14/1,4
Kath leen

McMurray
Revision 3 hours

2014 Annual Report 02/re/ts Liviu Prisecaru Review only .25 hours

2015 Annual Report 02/06/t6 Liviu Prisecaru Review only 25 hours

t hour2015 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

0410L11,6

02/17 /L7

2016 Annual Report 06123120t7

Kath leen

McMurray

Liviu Prisecaru

Jill Krecklow

1. Updated Business Owner
2, Updated Section 3 to only
include current staff
2. Updated Section 6, Cat2

Review only. This project is

currently underway.

lnclude dates for benefit
achievement per council staff
direction.

25 hours

25 hours

Spring 2019 BAP Report 02106120Le Updated benefits 25 hoursLiviu Prisecaru

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the fol,lowing fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatory com plia nce

4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internaloperations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

I Category#L: External servicebenefits: lmprovingthequalityorquantityofservicesprovidedtothe
public

I Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notionot

and stote databases more efficiently. About one-quo,rter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in

obtoining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints ond allow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept an-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond moke payments by credit card. This will ollow saheduling to occur at ony time, rother than

the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations will still

be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
provide a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or guantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf th/s project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage of 10 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

agency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff..

Exomple: lf this project to implement a systems manqgement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by ja%. We alsa will reduce the woit
time for custamers on hald with the Service Center. These improvements will ullow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.
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Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT stqndardizotion. This
project will make the current management of user occounts, applications, ond devices easier for lT odministrators
at Public Heotth becouse the end user experience witl olso be improved by hoving o single sign-on to opplicotions
such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success witt be measured by hoving o single set of procedures ond
security models rather thon the muttipte ones thdt now exist.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Metro Transit Division manages a 6 year Capital lmprovement Program (ClP) worth over S1.4 billion
The program encompasses facility, lT and bus procurement project activities that are performed by
several different Transit sections using their own systems, processes and methods. Project data in
Transit is maintained in dispersed and non-integrated, mostly manual systems. Creating
consolidated Transit CIP reportingfrom the existing data is problematic, lackstimeliness and is

limited to what is available for manual compilation. Compiling the data is very time consuming and
by the time the final reports are created, some of the data may be already outdated, making it
impossible to use for the identification of problems or issues with a project. Further, the need for
improved CIP reporting and revised practices has been part of several audit recommendations.
Transit's response to these audit recommendations identified a management and reporting system
as a necessary item to fully implement improvements. Audits have included:

1999: Transit Management Audit of the King County Department of Transportation
(performed by Doolittle and Company) several recommendations regarding capitalprogram
management and reporting
2005: Performance Audit of Transit Capital Planning and Management - Executive response
to the audit identifies the need for a capital management and reporting system with the goal
at that time of evaluating Oracle Projects as part of the ABT process.

2009: Performance Audit of Transit - recommendations for the capital program reporting and
the overall recommendation of making more data driven decisions require usto be ableto
gather and report information on the capital program in a consistent manner.
The Washington State Auditor, also completed an audit of King County's capital programs
which has resulted in the development of several standards and reporting requirements
which currently are difficult to implement without a system.

lf this project is approved, the new Capital Management and ReportingSystem (CMRS)would
support improvements in the CIP that include project management standardization, process
efficiencies, increased reporting accuracy and improved capital project delivery rates:

1. Project management standards. All capital projects in Transit will be managed within the CMRS
utilizingstandards established duringthe course of this project. These standards will be scalableto
project size and complexity and are expected to result in improved visibility to project delivery
performance throughout the organization.

2. Process efficiencies. The project is expected to result in efficiencies due to the elimination of the
need to extract and consolidate data from dissimilar sources. Transit and King County project
reporting and budget processes are expected to be streamlined as a result of using a single data
sou rce.

a

a

a

a
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3. Accurate and timely reporting. The project is expected to result in more accurate reporting
because the data and processes used to create the data will have less variability acrossthe
organization. Consolidated CIP reporting will not require the manual manipulation to form the
information into a single data structure -thus savingtime and reducingthe likelihood of errors.

4. Capital project performance. Better project planning and the ability to identify issues early

through timely reporting is intended to improve project performance, including capital project

delivery rates. For example, the new system will have historical information, including project

schedules, that can be used to help identify trends and improve overall project management.

2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

1. Project management standards. This benefit will be measured by using the number and

percentage of Transit capital projects that are maintaining all data required by the Capital

Management and Reporting System (CMRS). Data requirements will include information tosupport
reporting as well as standard project management practices.

2. Process efficiencies. This benefit will be achieved when the need to extract and consolidate
capital project data from dissimilar or manual systems is eliminated.

3. Accurate and timely reporting. This benefit will be measured by the speed with which

consolidated CIP reports are prepared (less'stale'data) and CIP report recipients'satisfactionwith
output.

4. Capital project performance. As part of this project, Transit will identify performance metricsto
demonstrate performance in meeting major milestones, and budget metrics. Examples could

include:
r Percent of projects setting a baseline as compared to planned.

o Roll up portfolio wide- construction/implementation contract dollars awarded year to date

compared to plan

o Final project results - scope, schedule and budget compared to baseline
. Roll up portfolio of final project results - % delivered scope on time and on budget

3. Whdt is the current baseline for this measure?

1. Project management standards. Currently, Transit capital projects are not managed within a

central system. Therefore, the baseline for this measure is zero. The percent of projects following
standard practices is not known.

2. Process efficiencies. Currently, Transit staff must extract and consolidate project data from
dissimilar systems. As an example, Transit capital program data must be manually entered intothe
King County budget system.

3. Accurate and timely reporting. Currently, it takes Transit staff hours to prepare limited
consolidated CIP reports and this allows for very limited analysis of the information. CIP report

recipients'will be surveyed to determine their current satisfaction levelwith the accuracyof
reports.

4. Capital project performance. As part of this project, Transit will identify specific performance

and budget metrics. lf no baseline data exist, then the first year of data can be used as a
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baseline. Transit's everall annual pregram "aeeemplishment rate" is e$rrently 9096, Transit'soverall
capital program annual accomplishment rate, as measured by expense, has been rangingbetween
6O% and 90%in the recent years.

5. Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
1. Proiect management standards. The target is to have tOO% of Transit capital projects managed
within the central system and to have 100% of capital projects entering all required data.

2. Process efficiencies. The target is to eliminate the need for Transit staff to extract and
consolidate project data from dissimilar and manual systems.

3. Accurate and timely, reporting. Project status updated are performed within 5 days of month
closing. Reports on financial elements of project performance are available within 5 days of EBS

closing. Targets for other reporting measures will be developed as the project progresses. The
target is for Transit staff to spend more time analyzing and interpreting capital program data than
developing it. CIP report recipients'will be surveyed to determine their satisfaction levelwiththe
accuracy and timeliness of reports using the new Capital Management and Reporting System. lt is
expected that the target level of satisfaction will be 80% or more as stakeholders become familiar
with the sytem and reports.

4. Capital project performance. Transit will identify specific performance and budget metricsand
identify targets as part of this project. The target fer Capital Prejeet Delivery infermatien te be
readily available and pregrarn under expenditure te be redueed te 595, The targetaeeemplishment
rate weuld therefere be 9596, The target for Capital Project Delivery information to be readily
available and program under expenditure will be reduced, improving overall accomplishment rate
and helping achieve a goal of 9O%.

6. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
1. Proiect management standards. The benefit will happen in phases with the first phase
establishing a threshold level of required data for all capital projects. The level of data will likely be
expanded in subsequent phases of the project. Likely to have tOO% of projects entering allrequired
data at each phase. IUpdate 6/n/2AU: Assuming project implementation 4Q/20]-8, data willbe
populated by that timel. IUpdated 2/OG1201,9 Assuming project implementation 3Q/2019, datawill
be populated by that timel

2. Process efficiencies. The benefit will likely be achieved within L year following implementation.
IUpdate 6/23/2017: Based on project implementation of 4OJ\OIB, this benefit will be achieved by
4a/20t91[Update 2/0612017: Based on project implementation of 4Q(ZO1,9, this benefit will be
achieved by aOJ2020l

3. Accurate and timely reporting. The benefit will likely be achieved within 2 years following
implementation. [Update 6/n/2Afi: Based on project implementation of 4A2OIB, this benefitwill
be achieved bV aU2020l . IUpdate 2/06/2019: Based on project implementation of 3Q/2019, this
benefit will be achieved bV 3OJ2021.1

4. Capital project delivery rates. The benefit will likely be achieved within 3 years following
implementation. IUpdate 6/2312017: Based on project implementation of 4Q/201,8, thls benefitwill
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Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the a ppropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory becquse vendor support

for 9.A wilt be ending in 201.5 and thot creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox and regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authenticotion solution which witl ollow King County to comply

with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigotion, Criminal lustice lnform.otion Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 201-3, advanced authenticotion (AA) must be

in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason forthe project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced costto produce service. lf this project to installoccounts poyoble software is opproved, we will

automate three tosks that are currently done manuolly by agency and central purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current oversge of ten days to

less than one. This wilt oltow us to take odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over $1"5,000,000 of annual
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annual sovings of about 53A0,000. This will result in savings in

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to tltis new vendor that uses a SoaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to mo.kethis

upgrade due to regulatory reasonsj so this represents a cost avoidonce of|100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan
provide a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this proiect ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

be achievcdbtl aQl7A21l IUpdateZlOGl?"O19: Basecl orr project implementation of 3Qy'2-019,this

benefit will be achieved bV 3AJ2022)

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
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include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the m.easures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This proiect, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4.The
onticipated benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 years.This
roiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

of these towers failed physically, the,cost to the county would be enormous,..generolly in ttee neigl:tborhood
of $500K - $l tWillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser agencies onthe

rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be ossured of nat
experiencing cotostrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This proiect to outomote accounts poyable softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The overoge time wos reduced from 1"0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching tlte 1- day torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of'purchoses received o prompt payment discount resultinE in less cost swings than onticipqted, We did" -

not meet th.g tqfget becsuse there were fewer purchase; that qualified for prompt poyment than originollyt
estimoted.

Metric Description Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ced p ro ce ssi ng ti me

from the current averoge
of ten doys to less thon
one allowing us to toke
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
onnual sovings,
and percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

o 1A da:/s processing

time
c 70 percent of

pu,rchoses ere
receiving discount

. Savings of
Sloo,ooo

. 7 doy processing

time
t 3a percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
payment discounts

. 5400,000 savings

. 2 doy processing

time
t 20 percent of

purchoses are
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. $200,OAA savings

: Ongoing project, expected benefit achievement date has been delayed by
about one year. The project encountered delays due to lack of staff resources but is now a high priority
of the Capital Division.

Sorins 2019 BAP Report
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closu're

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department of Transportation ( DOT)/Transit Division

ems RefreshTransit Customer lnformation S

11.1.1785

Project Title
EBS Project Number

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy

Business Owner Name and Title: Rob Gannon,lr*epii'i'r'$eneral Mana

(BAP)

rtment director or her
er

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project, KCIT business a,nalysts or technology project staff may

in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:assist

Title / Agency
Project ManagerlT Project Manager ll, DOT Transit

Division
Damon Berbert

Project Sponsor (in lieu of retiring
Section Manager)

Project Sponsor (official replacement
for retired Section Manager)

Sales and Customer Services Supervisor,

Customer lnformation Technology, DOT

Transit Division

Customer Com munications & Services

Manager
Matt Hansen

Terry White

Section 2. Business Owner Acco

Section 3. Who is involved in develo

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, and com

the BAP?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this clocumentfully, please read allof the colored sections and fillin the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

I. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests, lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported'
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

toshowthehistoryofbenefitsoverthecourseoftheproject. Listanychangesinthetableinsection5.(lfthere

?re no changes, type none)
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e BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time s nt on this in the table below at each of revision:

Completion of th

TableRevision

Stage ,Date Revised By Description--
How long

did it take?
Pleose use conceptuol review,

budget process, funding release,
onnual report, project

i m p I e m e ntotio n, o r p roje ct

Dote this
document
was updated

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summory of whot changed
in the document. lf this is on initiol

droft, please indicate new. lf
nothing hos chonged, indicote

"review qt this 2

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form

Example: Conceptual
review

7lr/13 Jack Smith New, irritialdraft 2 hours

Example: Funding release 1,L/r/13 Jack Smith
Changed the metrics we will
measure

2 hours

Annual Report Lr/27/13 Damon Berbert

fnnrrorfod nlrn frnm Ronafif

Realization Plan into Benefit
Achievement Plan format

2 hours

Annual Report olt4 Damon Berbert Revised per feedback t hour

Annual Report 03/'L3/'rs Damon Berbert
onsorS

Review only; Lrpdated Project
25 hours

Annual Re ort 160 t Damon Berbert ted Category 3U I hour

Annual Report - update 06/rs/L6 Damon Berbert
Catego 3

Added Category 1; Updated
3 hours

2017 /2018 Budget Request
Kathleen
McMu

Review only; updated
Business Owner

25 hours

2017 I 2OLB Bu dget Req uest

07/20/16

ro/61L6 Damon Berbert
Revised throughout in

response to Council staff
feed b ack

t hour

2017 /2OIB Budget L0/3t/L6 Jill Krecklow
Cla rified program matic
benefits

30 minutes

201-6 Annual Report 02/17 /2017 Damon Berbert
in Cate 3/Section 1

Review only; Updated dates
5 hours

Spring 2019 BAP Report 02/06lLe
Updated wifi standard in Cat
1; Updated dates in Cat

ion L

l-.5 hoursDamon Berbert

of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory compliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

ldentify the category{ies)

Section 5. How lo will it take to lete the BAP?

Section 5. Descri on of Benefits
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replac ing or upgrading oldertechnology

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

I Category #L: External service benefits: lmprovingthe quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

I Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

X Crt"gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof

system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrdde our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteqd of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notionol

and stote databoses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints ond ollow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur ot any ti.me, rather thon

the current timited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations will still

be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a Summary

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a ca there is no need to ide information for thatcat

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The primary purpose of the Transit Customer lnformation Systems Refresh program is to replace

outdated customer information systemsthat are atf nearfor past effective use, which is Category3

l:\pplir.ations are listed utrder Category 113

BENEFIT (secondary): By implementing or improving the customer facing tools, customersatisfaction

with Metro in general and obtaining information should not decline from the current levels. ln

addition, usage of the tools should increase.

To ensure that these two goals are achieved, annual trend reporting of customer satisfaction and

usage will be maintained and provided as part of the reportingforthis program. Forindividual
program elements (e.g., Tracker, Trip Planner) user satisfaction associated with the specificrefresh

activities will also be evaluated.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
r Overall customer satisfaction with obtaining information will be evaluated annually as partof

the rider/non-r ider survey process.
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o Satisfaction with individual applications will be evaluated with an online survey of the
application users.

Usage information will be monitored and reported at least annually through counting user
contacts/sessions,

a

CRM ro ect WE nal staff usin the
lmorovemen ts allow for improved cust omer servtce

ro we will a tn erformance n

802.1-1, a common industrv standard

3. Whdt is the current baseline for this measure?
o Current customer satisfaction with obtaining information is 63%Very Satisfied. This measure

from 2015 will serve as the baseline.
o The baselineforthe satisfaction with individualapplication refresh activities is zero atthe

beginning of the refresh cycle.
o The baseline for application usage will be established prior to each refresh cycle. A trend will

be provided that shows usage over time, but the baseline for each application will be the pre-
refresh level.

4. What is the tdrget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
o Customer Satisfaction with obtaining information will not decline.
o Customer satisfaction with individual application refresh activities will be at least 75%as

measured by online survey.
o Application usage will increase by at least 10% bythe end of the refresh cycle than whatit

was at the start of a refresh cycle.

For the CRM oroiect. we expect our internal staff usins the svstem to ren thev are satisfied that
improvements allow for improved customer service

e Wi-Fi acce rvice to me rLa.
common industrv standard

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
o Customer Satisfaction with Customer lnformation is gathered and reported annually.
c Customer satisfaction with individual application refreshes will be done during the closeout

phase of each refresh cycle.
Tracl<er Q4-2e4€;20t9-20 - refresh to implement in 2019
Trip Planner Q4*O1&2019-20 - refresh to implement in 2019
SS/S4|..2e4einitial SMS implementation was 20L8; SMS refresh cycle was removed from
scope of this project

. Application usage will be reported annually, with increased usage expected to happen within
6 months of the refreshed application rolling out.

For the CRM n roiect. we exoect our inf ernal staff usins the svstem to reoort thev are satisfied that
imorovements allow for improved customer service bv Decemb er ?A17 so that feedback can bc

r nil1 refrr:sh c le startin t9
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For the Wi-Fi access p roiect, we expect wi-fi service to meet performance standard of B02.tt&
common indu

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal serv,ices. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check on average of 10 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

dgency to handte the 20% increase in warklood projected in the next three years without adding more stoff.

Example: tf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

abte to reduce the durotion of technology autoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the w'oit

time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirec,t an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overoll effort to promote lT stqndordization. This

project wilt moke the current monagement of user accounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for lT ddministrdtors

at Pubtic Heatth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to applicotions

such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of proceduresand

security models rather th.an the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summ

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 and that creotes a lorge risk for the County. Witltout vendor support the County will

not receive tax and regulotory updates ond will likely result in €rrors in complylng with tox ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of tnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services (CIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvonced authenticotion (AA) must be in

ploce in order to dccess sensitive CJIS informotion.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the ctverdge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

Outdated technology platforms limit the ability of Transit to effectively deliver customerservice

information to the public. lnformation accessed by customers can be inaccurate, incomplete,

delayed or difficult to obtain. Technology and procedural issues prevent effective data sharing

between customer information systems resulting in inconsistent outputs.

This project will implement software products that will include improved data sharing and

integration between systems. To ensure these new software products continue to be relevant,this
year refres,h of each new product ln other words, after e_ach syslem i9 in itial

rir:iiil,!ii;rii,,i

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

program includes a 3-
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replaced or upgraded, it will then be reevaluated after 3 years, This evaluation will include a review
of the method of data sharing and current technologies. lt will inform the final refresh plan for each
system or tool.

The following status shows the customer information systems that require replacing or upgrading in
order to improve the sharing of data and message content:

lnitial Re la ntations
1. Online Trip Planner - originally implemented in 2001

o Replaced desktop Online Trip Planner in 201"3

o Added mobile web Online Trip Planner in 2014
o Added iOS/Android Online Trip Planner apps in 2015

2. Tracker - originally implemented in 2005
o Replaced Tracker in 2013

3. Customer Relations Management system (including Lost and Found) called MCS - originally
implemented in 2005

o Rep|acement -+peetael-+e$e completed in Q4-o-f e54.6?g1i
4. IVR (BusTime) - originally implemented in 1991

o Replaced IVR in 2014
5. SMS Departure lnformation (text messaging)

o

o Added in 2018
6. Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel Wifi Access Points

o Added in 2016

Next Refresh of lmn lemented Svstems for the Z}L+LZCA& 201.9/2020 timeframe
7. Online Trip Planner

o Refresh p+atqfl€d-2e{J-2€lgto be in 2019
B. Tracker

o Refresh p+at+n€M+8 to be in 2019
9. Customer Relations Management system (including Lost and Found)

o Refresh planned 4&2019
10'W€t+€']+DuetoinitialimplementationofSMSDeparturelnformationin

201,8,a 3 year refresh cycle forthattool was removed from scope of this project.
o@

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
n/a
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Example: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to instoll occounts poyable softwore is opproved, we will
automote three tosks thot are currently done manuolly by ogency ond centralpurchasing employees. Basedon

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current dveroge of ten doys to

less thon one. This wilt ollow us to toke advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5 million of onnuol
purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnual savings of about $300,00A. This will result in sovings in

department expenditures for those i.tems qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

oving to this new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis

upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of5100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

Example: Cost Avoidonce. M

a summary.
Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
What is the current baseline?
Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

L.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Target Actual
o 1. day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $400,000 sovings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Su

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For eachof

the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

anticipoted benefft wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol five yeors.This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 Years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foiled physicaLly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of SS00K - Sl million per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place that will be ossured of not

experiencing cotostrophic foilures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This project to automate accounts payable software wos implemented ond improved the processing time

overoge. The overoge time was reduced fram L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 doy target. Additionolly,only

20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did not

meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt poyment thon originally estimoted.

Baseline

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red uce d process i ng ti me

from the current overoge
of ten days to less than
one ollowing us to take
advontoge of prompt
payment discounts.

Sprine 201-9

c 1"0 days
processing time

o 1-0% of
purchases are
receiving
discount

. 5100,00A sovings

Processing
time, annuol
sovings, ond %
of purchoses

receiving
prompt
poyment
discounts

BAP Reoort: The project is underway. Continued system refreshes in 2019. See next pagefor

. 2 day processing

time
c 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $200,000 sovings

MetricsMetric Description

a summary of the project metrics
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Summary - Customer lnformation Systems lT Project

Reported annually

During close-out of each

refresh cycle.

Trend to be reported
annually, with increased
usage expected to happen

within 6 months of the
refreshed application
rolling out

No reduction

At least 75%very
satisfied and/or
somewhat satisfied

IO%increase over
the baseline

2015 Rider/Non-rider
results = 63%Very
Satisfied

At beginning of each
refresh cycle, baseline is

zero

Baseline to be
determined at the
beginning of each
refresh cycle.

Overa I I Custom er Satisfaction
with Obtaining lnformation (to
be evaluated annually as part of
the rider/non-rider survey
process)

Custom er Satisfaction with
individual tools (online survey
of the application users)

lncreased usage of tools
(annual counting user
contacts/sessions)

Category 1 (secondary):
Deliver accurate, complete,
and timely customer
service information to the
public

Category 3 (primary|:
Maintain current customer
facing tools

Benefit Metrics Baseline Target Actual
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King County Department/Agency Name Depa rtm ent of Tra nsportation ( DOT)/Tra n sit Divisio n

HASTUS Employee Performance Module (EPM)Project Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regu,larly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

Kevin Desmend; TransitrGeneral Manager Rob Gannon, Aeting-Transit GeneralManager

The development of the BAP should include significant i,nvolvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it willsupport. Consider involving staff who wilf be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist i,n benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

1_116893EBS Project Number

deputy department director or higher

Project RoleName

SponsorTed H a rris Ji{'A4rR€u+ke Transit Operations Manager, DOT Transit Division

Advisor
gahn+eype+t-Amanda

Nightingale

Acting Plan ning/Tech n ical Su pport Services

Supervisor, DOT Transit Division

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 2. Business Owner

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan [Version 2)

To cornplete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. Toupdateprojectedbenefitsoftheprojectasitmovesthroughstagesofprojectapproval,implementation,
and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying a,nd achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

L To support initial project req'uest during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support fund ing release req'uests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revision ta ble.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends"on the project's conrplexity. lrr gerreral, it should take a few{lours to conrplete
this BAP form once there is a shared understand,ing of the project and what va}ue it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
- Please use co nce ptua'\"

reui ew, h u d g et p rocess,

fundi ng re le ose, o n n.ual

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

Date this-
dacument ..........

wos updated

A"briEf sdmmoty of what chonged
in the document, lf this is on initial

draft, pleose indicate new.lf
nothing has chonged, indicate

"review only".

HciW long dld
,., it-take to
complete or
revise the

form at tltis
stage?

2013 Annual Report otl2Ll201,4

Who did the
document updotes?

Ray Burgess
Converted plan from Benefit
Realization Plan into Benefit
Achievement Plan format

4 hours

201-4 Annual Update 02lL1,/20]-s Review only 25 hours

2015 Annual Update 01/22/2016 Review only 25 hours

2015 Annual Update 041041201,6

Kathleen McMurray

Kathleen McMurray

Kathleen McMurray Added clarifying language .25 hours

2016 Annual Update 6l06l2o17 Jill Krecklow
Review only; project start
dependent upon completion of
other HASTUS related efforts.

25 hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fou,rcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of inte,rnalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory compliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

2/7l2ore Alex Rampley 25

Project has been dis-allocated,
final BAP update, no monies
spent, no benefit realized.

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas, The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)
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E Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

X Crt"gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

E Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business doys

instead of the four days currently required. Tltis is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notional

ond stote databases more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the delayin

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to etiminote olmost atl comploints and allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet ond make payments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rather than

the current limited hours availabte for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations witl still

be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1". Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measureT (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Exomple: tf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check on overdge of L0 sites per day compored with the overdge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

ogency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems mo,ndgement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the durotian of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the woit

time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to pramate lT stondardization. This

project will make the current monagement of user occounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrators

ot public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on to applications

such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of procedures ond

security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist'
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

ee; unava i lability'si aeeidents and eernpleted training,
This d+ta is used te determine petential diseiplinary aetiens, plan training aetivities and sehedule
replaeernent eperater. en daily driving assignments as needed,

The additien ef the HASTUS Empleyee Perfermanee Medule(EDM)will enable Transit Operatienste
Pt+ll-all-relevant eperater data inte a single database where it-ean be trael<ed and viewed as

ntifieatien ef trends and
peraters, User teels will allew Ghief. te

werleferee preblems, The level ef teels and aeeess availablete the average €hielwill inerease

Expected benefits:

r,

errers due te ineemplete er inaeeurate infermatien,

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Sueeess will be measured by a reduetien number ef paper reeerds te be entered inte

Hed*ees-time+ efs and supervisers gathering and aralyring
urees fer eaeh eperater Sueeess

will be seen in ehiefs and supervisers spending less time gathering and analyzing Bersennel
reeerds as the infermatien weuld available via EPM,

errers Cue te ineemplete er inaeeurate infermatien Sueeess will be the eliminatien ef any

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

Baseline fer thi+rneasurers an estimate ef 500 heurs per mentlr fer eaeh base frem a

@i€+*
ing

eenselidating paper persennel reeerds frern multiple seurees fer eeeh eperater Baseline

i ime€€.r*in€+

@i++aeeurate inferrnatien Baseline fer this meassre is net
predueible as Base eperatiens dees net lceep statisties en inaeeurate empleyment aetiens as
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they are eerreeted as seen as diseevered, Any errer reeerds are buried within thetheusands
ef quatity empteym iens.

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

+ Reduees the entry by base admhistrative staff frem-paper eperater reeerCe inte taserfiehe

Sheuld see at least a reduetien ef I heur per day per base the time spent by base

ing

medule will be used 10996 fer empleyment aetiens with ne relianeeupen persennelfiles,

e, lmpreveC e€euraey ef empleyrnent actiens (Ciseiplinaryr ete ,)' Csrrent praetiee is prene te
errers Cue te ineemplete er inaeeurate infermatien - Ne errers in empleyment aetiens,

Summary Tdble:

@
ffi
@
inte taserfiehe,

@
@
@ine
anA+ense+iga+ing

@
@

@
emf{€Frnn€n+€€tiens

{aiseipl+na++-ete}.

+ime+pent+y
th+base
aCr+inis+ra+l€
st€{++o-ente+

aa+a+rem+ape+
€,pe€+€#e€eCs
inte taserfiehe,

+ipne+pent+V
€hi€+s-ard
s+tpe+viser+

ga+h€+ing€nd

ana$zing
p€{€'enn€l

+eee+ds

fl ef errers in
effip{ioym€n+

erpera+€+s

@
Ope+a+iens)

Itl+Cas€+in€Je++his-pneasu+eis
net reeerded as it invelves a desl<

@
es+ima+ea+im+saving+

@
C€yfeFbas€+h€+iPn€
spen+Uy+ese
administrative staff deing

@

@
@
@
.bus$ese+

EPM medule is used 10096

+e+er+etey"nent+etiens

@
p€{€€fitc,e#i+es

i+rfermatien, Baseline fer this

@
ffi

@
@
@

Ze+€-€lEf€#s

5. When is the benefit likely to be dchieved?

[New 6/6/2017: This prejeet is eurrently awaiting:the eempletien ef ether HASTUS related system

ether efferts are eempleted, The benefits identified are stillvalid and are expeeted te beaehieved

Benefit Measure.
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when the prejeet is implemented, System funetienality will be evaluated as part ef prejeet planning

@e availabl+frem the eere system,l The benefits ef the EtM medule will
ly upen implementatien but will net be fully realized fer

at least 6 menths, This slew realizatien ef benefits will be due te the ehanging ef preeedures and

trtew 217 /)ot 9 This project has been deallocated due to prioritization of other projects requiring
competing resources

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

not receive tox ond regulotory updates ond will likely resutt in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Example: This proiect will implement an Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of l,nvestigotion, Criminal Justice tnformotion Services (CJtS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2A13, advanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in
ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include ageof
existing technology and the crverage Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. If the prim(Iry reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those pro.jects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please descri,be how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County wou,ld need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Red'uced cost to nroduce service. lf tltis project to install occounts poyoble software is opproved, we will
automate three tosks thot ore currently done manually by agency and cen.tral purchosing employees. Basedon
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will ollow us to take odvontage of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,A00,000 of ann.ual
purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,0A0. This will result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to tltis new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidonce of $1-00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a sumrnary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been ochieved)
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3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: Th.is project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2AM. The

anticipoted benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 years. This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers faited physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - $l Uiilion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rqdio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing cotostropllic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to automate occounts payable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time averoge. The overoge time wos reduced from 1"0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 doy torget. Additionally,
onty 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipoted. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt poyment Sllsn siginolll
estimated.

Actual
: 2 doy processing

time
c 2a% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

t $200,000 sovings

Baseline TargetMetric Description Metrics
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current
dveroge of 70 days to <3"

doy ollowing us to take
odvantoge of prompt
pqyment discounts.

Processing Time

annual sovings,
ond percentoge
of purchases

receiving
prompt
poymen't

discounts

. 70 doys
processing time

t 10% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

. Savings of
Sl.oo,ooo

c 7 day processing

time
t 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $400,AA0 savings

Sprirrg 2019 llAP iiel:ort (?,171201.9i: This project has been cancelled dueto prioritization of other
projects requiring competing resources. Benefits were not achieved. This is the finalBAP.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

1

2

3.

4.

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

To achieve a clear undei'St5nding and focus on th€'benefitS of a project prior to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and
post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Rob Ga nnon, lnte+i+n-Genera I Manager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identificatio,n and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

l-!ame

M€+ty-Mi6keff ng Project Sponsor

Jill Krecklow

Katie Chalmers

Eian€€t*h€+l€fid

F!nance Manager, Transit

Supervisor, Service Planning

, lT Prereet ManagerrTransit SDe

Cecilia Florescu lT Project Manager, CDP

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Sta keholder

Project Sponsor

trt*t"d{:lls*
lT Project Manager

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

lNew 7 / 20 / 1,61 11,24415

Tra ns portation/Tran sit

HASTUS Planning Module

erojett wumber

Projelt Timeflime

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and whatvalue it wiJl bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Revised By Description How long did
it take?

A brief summary of what changed inPleose use conceptual review,
budget process, funding

releose, onnual report, project
i m p I e m e ntatio n, o r project

completion.

Conceptual review

Budget process

Annual Update

Annual Update

2OL7 /2018 Budget

2019/2020 Budget

2Ot9l2020 Budget

Date this
document

updoted

Who did the document
updotes?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

.5 hours

25 hours

25 hour

wos
the document. lf this is an initisl

droft, please indicote new. lf
nothing has changed, indicote

"review onty".

6lsl14 Yan Zhang

Kathleen McMurray

', 21L1,/1,5 Kathleen McMurray

Kathleen McMurray

Kathleen McMurray

: 1,/22/tG

New, initial draft

Updates based upon Council

staff feed back.

Review only

Review only

Updated Business Owner,
Added Project Number

2/L4rc/

1.6/20/

3 hours

7

25

25

25

hours

rS

hours

l-.5 hours

lsltB5

6/1,8l27

Diane Sutherland

Diane Sutherland

Cecilia Florescu

Updated Business Owner
and Project Sponsor

Updated BAP form to version
3 at PSB request

ReviewSpring 2019 BAP Report

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z1 lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the seconda

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primarytype benefit willbe Category#2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technol ogy

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATF99BY.f,-l": External seruice benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the pu,b!ic,
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such a's faster rdsijbnse times and bbtter access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check nationol
and state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in
obtoining o license and tltis time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all comploints ond attow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rather
thon the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phonereservations
will still be avoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each,,,question listed below rather than.pr:ovidea
summary: ,,.
1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measu,re Baseline Target

Example: Residents sre able

to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ctnd ma,l<e

payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain (t license

% of customer satisfaction 45/o
(to be deternrined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31/2018,9s%

By 09/30/201"8

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of

5 business

days

L business

day

internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.
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inspectors will be

This willallow
more staff.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
a. Streamlined processes. The Transit Service Planning workgroup currently uses a labor-intensive,

Excel-based process to produce draft timetables, which are used to estimate costs and otherwise
evaluatetransitservicedesignconcepts. ServicePlanningalsousesavarietyofGlS-basedtools
to generate spatial views of network design concepts and produce street-by-street instructions
for publication in paper-based service change packages. lf this project to implement the HASTUS

Planning Module is approved, Metro would acquire a new module for HASTUS, the software
suite currently used by the Scheduling group to produce vehicle and operator/crew
schedules. The new module would be used primarily by the Service Planning group to develop

and evaluate route and transit network concepts, including the associated costs.

The HASTUS Planning Module is integrated with other HASTUS modules currentlyused byTransit
for Scheduling and Operations, lncorporating this module would enable planners to easilyaccess

current ridership, run-time and trip arrival/departure data and more efficiently incorporatethese
data in the development of route and network design concepts. This would streamline the
service planning task of developing service alternatives and identifying more realistic/accurate
cost estimates. lt would also reduce steps (and effort) in the handoff of planner guidance to
schedulers who could then take that imported planner estimate and develop fullvehicle and

crew schedules from the same data source inside the same software/platform. This effort may

also streamline/simplifythe process of creating maps that could then be used forpublic
presentation, both in the planning process or lateron for public consumption of live orfuture
transit information.

b. Elimination of duplicate data entry. Service Planning uses different tools than otherworkgroups
involved in the production of service change data. As a result, Service Planning's Excel-based

timetables and paper-based maps and routing instructions must be manually re-created in

HASTUS by other workgroups in Transit. lf this project to implement the HASTUS Planning

Module is approved, the need for other Transit workgroups to re-create this information in order
to proceed with the production of transit service change data can be eliminated. .

When combined, both a and b are expected to result in savings in labor hoursthatwill be

reinvested in higher value activities. The project will determine the exact nature of thesesavings

as well as any new costs associated with this moduf e as part of the business processreview.
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c. lmproved service efficiencies. lf this project to implement the HASTUS Planning Module is

approved, process improvements that will be enabled by the addition of the module to Transit's
HASTUS application are expected to result in more efficient service. This will increase the amount
of service hours available for serving our customers, which will in turn impact ridership,
productivity and the overall value Metro provides to King County.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
a. Streamlined processes. We will know that this benefit has been achieved when we realizethe

aforementioned process efficiencies in developing and evaluating route and transit network
concepts, including the associated costs.

b. Elimination of duplicate data entry. We will know that this benefit has been achieved when
Service Planning's Excel-based timetables and paper-based maps and routing instructions do not
need to be manually re-created in HASTUS.

For both a and b, Transit will identify the specific bodies of work to be done by freed up hours
from these efficiencies.

c. lmproved service efficiencies. We will know that this benefit has been achieved with increases in
service trips (Service Trip per Plat/Vehicle Hour) and/or productivity (Riders per Plat/Vehicle
Hour).

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
a. Streamlined processes. The baseline for this measure will be determined at the early stages of

the project when all of the steps that can be eliminated have been identified.

b. Elimination of duplicate data entry. The baseline for this measure is that it takes hundreds of
labor hours each service change to re-create Service Planning's Excel-based timetables and
paper-based maps and routing instructions in HASTUS.

For both a and b Transit will identify the work to be done by freed up hours and note the current
level of that work.

c. lmproved service efficiencies. The baseline for Service Trip per Plat/Vehicle Hour and/or Riders
per Plat/Vehicle Hour is currently zero as we are not able to easily calculate these measures of
service efficiency. (Note that these measures are different than the overall system efficiency
measures as they enable a comparison of productivity between individual service hours (e.g. how
much of a route is in revenue service versus deadhead or layover.)The baseline will be
determined during the first year of operation.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
a. Streamlined processes. The target for this measure is elimination of unnecessary steps from the

process to produce draft timetables, which are used to estimate costs and otherwise evaluate
transit service design concepts.
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b. Elimination of duplicate data entry. The target for this measure is the elimination of the need to

re-create Service Planning's Excel-based timetables and paper-based maps and routing
instructions in HASTUS.

For both a and b Transit will identify the work to be done by freed up hours and note thetarget
level of that work,

c lmproved service efficiencies. The targetis a2% improvement in these measures,

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

a. Streamlined processes. This benefit is likely to be achieved within a year of implementation

b. Elimination of duplicate data entry. Th is ben efit is likely to be ach ieved with in a year of
implementation.

For both a and b, staff should have freed up staff time available for higher value work within one

year of implementation.

lmproved service efficiencies. As this benefit can only be measured at a service change event

and Transit is movingtotwo service changes a year bythetimethis project is implemented,we
would anticipate achievingthis benefit in 3 years (or4 service changes afterthe baseline datais

developed).

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Baseline Target When willthe

c

Streamline service
planning process

Elimination of
duplicate data entry

# of staff hours freed by

improvements

# of staff hours freed by

improvements

TBD by
project

TBD by
project

TBD by
project

TBD by
project

TBD by
project

2%

improvement

Within L year of
implementation, current
estimated benefit achievement
date of Ql2021
Within L year of
implementation, current
estimated benefit achievement
date of Ql2021"
Within 3 years (or 4 service
changes after baseline data
development in year 1).

Current estimated benefit

lmproved service
efficiencies

lncreased service trips
(Service Trip per

Plat/Vehicle Hour) and/or
productivity (Riders per

Plat/Vehicle Hour) 1 achievement date of QL 2024

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory complia,nce. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 witt be end'rng in 2015 and that Ueotes a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox ond regulatory updates ond witl tikely resutt in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.
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Example: This project will implement an Advanced Authentication solution which witl ollow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective Septernber 30, 2013, advonced authenticotion (AA)
must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you (rre proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the avercrge Iife cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #3:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

Example: Reduced

system oLtt0ges
system outages per 5 outages No outaqes Bv 06/30/2a1.9
thmon

:

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external orinternal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost!o produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts payabte softwore is approved,we
will automate three tasks thot are currently done monuolly by agency ond central purchosing employees. Based
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten
doys to less thon one. This will allow us to take odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over $75 millionof
a'nnuol purchoses. These d'iseounts".overoge 2%, yielding annuol'savings of about $SAO;'OOO:This wilt resultin -

sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were reg,uired to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of $L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each q,uestion listed below rather than providea
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target the target be
measured?

3s,000 By 06/30/201sExomple: Annual savings Cost of producinq X $s6g,ooa
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014.The

onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors. This proiect

is currently functioni.ng at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels'

lf one of these towers foited physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neigltborhood of

5500k - 51M per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. user ogencies on the emergency radio

system witl benefit by ha.vinq infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not experiencing catostrophic

foilures due to lock of moinlenonce.

Example: This project to outomote occounts payabte software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overage time was reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day target. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did

not meet the tarqet because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originolly

estimoted.

Example:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline

o 10-day
processing time

o 10%of
purchases are

receiving
discount

advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

: r $t00,000 savings

Sprine 2019 BAP Reoort: Project ongoing, no change to expected benefits or timing. The projectwas

initiated in summer 201.8.lt had been on hold waitingforcompletion of the HASTUS Upgradeproject.

al

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
<1 allowing us to take

Processing time

{in days),

% of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

Annual savings

r 1-day processing

, time
c 30% of pu,rchases

are receivi,ng
prompt payment
d iscounts

. $400,000savings

r 2-day processing

time
o 2O% of pu,rchases

are receiving
prompt payment

discounts
. 5200,000 savings
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achievement plan (BAP)?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update proiected benefits of thb project as it'mbves through stages of project approvli, implementa{ion, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or sco,pe cha,nges, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "review on ly" in the revision ta ble

King County Department/Agency
Name

Depa rtment of Transportation/Tra nsit

Project Title

EBS Project Number

HASTUS Upgrade

I1,It783

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan {BAp) is
regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy
department director or higher.

.li6rir!1*i!1:1,p1.:r+'*i lloj-1"$"iill.!.!.1_lf)., GeneraI Manager Transit

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

Title / Agency Project Role

+im-O+eurler+e+
H€+++s

Tirnr:1hy Flanagarr

Name

Acting Deputy Director of
B u s T+++sil€pe+atie+s/ Tra n s it

Sponsor I U pd a Led 8#"3 /] 0B-
2l?_B/7018)

Vie+e+€bese-tlill
Rryarr1

Manager Service Development/
Tra nsit

Sponsor I u i;cla Lci l r: I 7,3 I 2OI7)

Ralph Keyport

lon Bez

Jill l(recklow

Supervisor of Planning Technical
Su pport Services/ Transit

Supervisor of Sciteclulirrg Reute
Plan+ing/ Transit

Finance Manager, Transit

Subject Matter Expert ItJpdated
f;l) Jl7017l

Subject Matter Expert

Sta keho I de r

Section 2. Business Owner Accountablllty

Section 3. Who is involved ln developing the BAp?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?
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4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected,

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

toshowthehistoryofbenefitsoverthecourseoftheproject. Listanychangesinthetableinsection5.(lfthere
are no changes, type none)

the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision HistoryTable

Description
How long did

it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

Revised By

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summary of whot changed in

the document. lf this is on initial
droft, please indicote new. lf nothing
hos chonged, indicote "review only".

Pleose use conceptual
review, budget process,

funding release. onnual
report, project

implementotion, or
project completion.

Stage

Date this
document

was

updoted

Date

Ray Burgess New, initial draft

Modified benefits discussion

Review only

B hours

25 hours

75 hours

1,1lOB/20r
3

1,131"1201,4

211,412014 Jill Krecklow

Kath I ee n

McMurray

Funding Release

2013 Annual Report

2013 Annual Report

Review only 25 hours211,21201,5 Cathy Snow201-4 Annual Report

Review only1,12912016
Diane

Sutherland

Review and modified business

owner. This project is underway

25 hours

25 hours211712017
Diane

Sutherland

2015 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

Revise per council staff direction
added quarter/year dates for
m i lestone achievement.

Final BAP Update for a

completed project.

Reviewed and modified business

owner and Sections 6&7

.25 hours

5 hours

6l23l2or7

2l28l2o1.B

Jill Krecklow

Diane
Sutherland

2016 Annual Report

2017 Annual Report

25 hours
Alex

Rampley
Review only (final BAP)2l7l2oteSpring 2019 BAP Report

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify
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benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory compliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projectswill have benefits in one ortwo categories,,lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

ry #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality orquantity
of internalservices

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology
ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

ing oldertechnologyupgradatc 2# tm rovr nt rnae nratio s ro c #3 lacin orryego p n8 ope ategory rep g

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public' This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public. Please
respond to each question listed below rather than provide a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvemen,ts to your operations. please
respond to each question listed below rather than provide a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4, Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category S3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

L. Describe why you ure proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The HASTUS application system is crucialtothe scheduling of transit routes and the managementof
bus and train operators on a daily basis. This system must be available to the multiplecustomers
within Transit for them to perform their jobs.
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The current HASTUS software is version 2006 and has only 2 more years of guaranteedmaintenance,

The version of Crystal Reports that comes with HASTUS 2006 is currently unsupported. The new

software, HASTUS 2OL4, will provide 10 years of guaranteed maintenance. ln addition it comes with a

fully supported version of Crystal Reports.

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The HASTUS system is an essential component of day to day Transit operations. This project

addresses the fact that the risk of system failure would increase if Transit were to operate on a

version that was no longer supported by the vendor. The reporting component of the system is

already not supported. Changes such as upgrading operating systems and servers by KingCounty

increase the risk that older, unsupported software will experience a failure.

IUpdate 6123120I]l *-Project r-rpgrade occurred 3a/2016; project will be closed outTOJ2}ll
IUpdate 212B120L8]- Project i-s closed.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance. This category isfor

those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The information provided

here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form. Please describe howthe
cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance isthose

costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please inclu'de

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetarybenefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Project closed in late 2017; upgrade completedSprine 2019 BAP Reoort: This is the final BAP
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King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title Mobile Ticketing Pilot Project

DOT/Transit

EBS Project Number #1,1,1,6944, A00650

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the
deputy department director or higher.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Liviu Prisecaru lT Project Manager ll, DOT Transit Division Project Manager

Dan Overgaard Supervisor, DOT Transit Division Stakeholder

Supervisor, DOT Transit Division StakeholderKathleen McMurray

Jill Krecklow Finance Manager, DOT Transit Division Finance Manager

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Sectlon 2. Buslnes$ Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the Benefit Achievement plan?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update-projected benefi{s of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, impiementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identify.ing and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owner Name and Title: K€vi€-E€€#€'ndRob Gannon, Transit General Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision ta ble
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?

Date Revised By DescriptionStage

How long did
it tqke to

complete ar
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Dote this
document

was
updoted

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of whot chonged in
the document. lf this is an initial

droft, please indicate new. lf nothing
has chonged, indicate "review only".

Please use conceptual
review, budget process,

funding releose, snnuql
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

New, initial draft 2 hoursConceptual review Liviu Prisecaru

5 hours

06120/1"4

7 /8/201.4
Kath leen

McMurray
Updated for Conceptual ReviewConceptual review

Review only .25 hours2014 Annual Report 2/re/Ls Liviu Prisecaru

Liviu Prisecaru 25 hours201"5 Annual Report 2/06/1,6

Liviu Prisecaru
Minor updates. This project is

currently underway.

Review only

25 hours2016 Annual Report 2/17 /17

5 hour6/26/20t7 Jill Krecklow

Revised to reflect council staff
feedback: removed Category 2

benefits and assigned date for
benefit achievement.

2016 Annual Report

5 hours
2018 Annual Report -
Final BAP - Project
Closed

210sl20te Liviu Prisecaru
Updated for Project Closed

status

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the benefit achievement plan?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatory compliance

4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Xcrt"gory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public ft.ipdate 6l)Ol?L\17 change beirefit category basecJ on conversatiorr with L l(rel<ei-Zo;:pitLt
reflect fact ihat tlris isthe pilot effort of a nelny prnduct.] ;'r,i.iiii,i;rrri!

ECategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internalservices

E Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notional
and stote databoses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the detay in
obtoining o license and this time red,uction is expected to eliminote almost otl complaints and ottow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and make payments by credit card. This will allow schedulin.g to occur at any time, rather thon
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations wilt stitl
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lf this project to perform an evaluation of mobile ticketing fare payment technologies is approved,
customers will have the opportunity to test a new method for paying their transit fare. Currently,
customers can pay for their bus fare using either an ORCA card or cash. This project will evaluatethe
feasibility of adding mobile ticketing to the list of fare payment methods.

fhe 2012 Metro Rider Non-rider Survey found that sixty percent of respondents used a smartphone
Of those smartphone users, twenty-three percent paid their bus fare with cash. This represents
fourteen percent of all riders. lt is expected that this group of riders will experience thegreatest
benefit from mobile ticketing. These benefits include:

a. Convenience. By paying their transit fare from their smartphone, customers can avoid
"fishing" around for cash and worrying about having exact change.

b. Faster boarding. Riders who pay with a mobile ticket instead of cash will not need to wait in
line as their change is accepted and processed by the farebox.

Other transit agencies who have implemented mobile ticketing have experienced significant user
acceptance of the technology. According to an April 11,,2014 artjg!-g^in Mass Transit, overBO,00O
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TriMet (Portland, OR) riders downloaded their mobile ticketing application, and purchased over l-

millionticketsinthefirstseven monthsof operation. MBTA(Boston, MA) reportedthatinthefirst9
months after implementing their mobile ticketing system, over 1 million tickets were purchased

(representing SfO million in sales). Metro customers are expected to similarly find mobileticketing
to be a convenient way to pay their bus fare.

Reduced dwell times due to increased use of non-cash forms of payment will benefit riders during
peak boarding times on trips through downtown Seattle. This is consistent with one of the lessons

learned in the Data and Lessons Learned from Elimination of the Ride Free Area and Start-upof
RapidRide C and D Lines RepoLt: Continue to pursue strategies to speed boarding in downtown
Seottle through off-board fare payment.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

The Mobile Ticketing Pilot Project will assess adoption patterns, complexity of the technology and its

acceptance bythe test participants. Alltest participants will be surveyed to obtain reactionsto
various aspects of the test, such as specific fare products, boarding times, the ease of usingthe
particular application and the convenience of mobile ticketing in general. Survey findings will be

included in the Mobile Ticketing Pilot Assessment Report, This report will address both the internal
and external benefits of this project.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

No assessment exists of customer acceptance of mobile ticketing for King County Metro.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

It is expected that at least 75% of the test participants will find mobile ticketing to be a convenient
way to pay their bus fare. lt is expected that at least 75% of the test participants will find boarding

faster with mobile ticketing, as compared to cash.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Two months following the completion of the pilot test, the Mobile Ticketing Pilot Assessment Report

will be delivered. This report will contain the test participants'surveyresults.

IUpdate 612612017: Report to be delivered to council in 4Q12O1.7] Update 2/61701,9 Report

delivered as schedriled.

Category #2: tnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overoll effort to promote tT standordizotion. Tltis
project wilt make the current manogement of user occounts, opplicotions, ond devices eosier for lT administrotors

ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on to applications
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such os Lync, SharePoint, ond O.utlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single set of procedures and
security models rother thon the multipte ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

[Update 6/26/2-017: removecl c(ttegory 2 benefits based on direction front L, lGekel-Zopysi. Focuson
externsl benef its of the new product being introduced by this pilot.l

1, Deseribe why yeu
lf this prejeet te perferm an evaluatien ef mebile tieleeting fare payment teehnelegies is appreve*
Metre will have the eppertunity te assess whether er net it mal<es sense fer th+€euntyte
imptement meUite t

s€a.l€itqve€+pn€n+

Ce€k*r€{r.rd
King eeunty Metre eurrently eelleets eash fare payment en the bus, This preeess requires afarebex
i re-tVlaintaining

inerease the ameunt ef time that a bus sits in a zene bearding passengers, tess eash eelleeted en
the bus weuld beth reduee the eests ef eash handling and reduee dwelltimes, As a result#ing

i+eq+ent a number ef
funetienal and peliey ehanges will need te be implemented, This Mebile Tielceting Pilet is enestep
tewards remeving eash eelleetien; but it is net the enly ehange that weuld be required, ner is itthe

ie'

Tal<ing eash eelleetien eff the bus weuld neLmean that eustemer eannet use eash te purehase fare

tiel<et vending maehines (TVMs)i Metre eustemer serviee effiees; er third party retail eutlets, The

@imize eleetrenie fare paymentrrnethedst ineluding=the existing eRe \ eard and
emerging new teehnelegies, By applying varieus strategies intended te meve the penetratien ef

is

repairs while a bus is in serviee, Theeest savings frem eliminating eash eelleetien en the bus eannet
be fully realized until all eash is remeved frem the bus,

Whether er net eash is ne lenger eelleeted en the bus; inereasing the use ef eleetrenie fare payment
media is expeeted te benefit transit travertimes threugh dewntewn Seattle, Altheugh the exaet
date has net been deterrnined; the implementatien ef Nerth tinl< will eventua.ll-y reqsire Metrete
bring its bus reutes eut ef the dewntewn Seattle transitrtunnel, The added velumes threugh
dewntewn Seattle surfaee streets will benefit frem faster bearding (see the Data and tessens
tearned frem Eliminatien ef the Ride Free Area and Start up ef RapidRide e and D tineso^^^"*t,

ile tielceting-wh ieh prevides
legy iseurrently
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gy+ema+k{+H€}

Denten Ceuntv Tra nsBertatien Autherity
tln+"ire€enma+t<)

gasabi{U{)Massaehusetts Bay Transpertatien Autherity (MTBA)

NJ Transit *nasagi-iUX)

Cytema+k{NYe}Wfga+e+way
M€sebi-$JK}

Cytem€+k+NYe)

l+asabi{UK}

Virgin Trains (UK) *qesab+{UXi

implemented in numereus transit systems werldwide, Example ageneies and venders previded

b€l€t#+

Mebile TicketinF Pl

This pilet prejeet will preeure a system fer test purpeses and selieit test partieipants frem the publie

te evaluate the value ef mebile tielceting fer King €eunty Metre and its eustemers, Custemer

adeptien patterns will be assessed te determine if eurrent eash paying eustemer+are lil<ely te
embraee this new teehnelegy and thereby inerease the use ef eleetrenie farepayment media,

ln talking with eensultants and ether ageneiesi Transit has learned that the eest fer mebiletiel<eting

pilet prejeet will anafyze the eest te eperate; maintain-and upgrade a mebile tielceting system te help

L Hew willyeu meesure the henefit(s)? (Hew will yeu lenew if the henefit hes been eehieved?)

The Mebile Tiel<eting lilelPrejeet will previde the eppertunity te rneasure petential benefits ef
implementing mebile tielceting teehnelegy. Test partieipants will be surveyed te assess the lil<eliheed

the eest te eperater maintain and upgrade a mebile tielceting system will be gathered frem vender
data, These findings will be ineluded in the Mebile Tielceting Pilet Assessment-ReperH

ine

is.me+s+r+
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4, Whet is the terget:fer this meesard (Hew maeh imprevement will this prejeet eehieve?)

H Cest te maintain system, Fer the pileti we will be evaluating the eelleetien eest pertransaetien
and evaluating if it is less than e+r eurrent eest fer eash eelleetiens, This analysis m+y be sl<ewed
f asea en tne priein
preees+++ill-$elp te ensure that transaetien eests are as lew as pessible, lt is alse unlilcelythat
the pilet will have a signifieant impaet en everall system eests, hewevertransaetien leveleests
ean be evaluated-Full reeegnitien ef savings wen't be pessible until and unless all eash
eelleetien eests ar+eliminated, The pilet will previde data upen whieh a geal ean be develeped
and eensidered as part ef the deeisien mal<ingte meve ferward with a full rell eut ef mebile
+i€k€++n€;

Twe menths fellewing th+eempletien ef the pilet test, the Mebile Tiel<eting Pilet Assessment Repert
will be delivered, This repert wili eentain the eest analysis and the resCts ef the testersurvey
fesp€ns

1". Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the averoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by }our orga:nization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to f nstall accounts poyable softwore is approved, we will
automate three tosks that are curren.tly done monually by agency and centrol purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, tltis will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to
less than one. This will ollow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 51,5,000,000 of onnual

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitl
not receive tax snd regulatory updotes and will.likely r,esult in errors in complying with tax ond,,negul,o,tory issues.

Example: This proiect wilt iriiBtement an AdvonCed Althenticatioi solition which wit! aftoiw Kin:Q Cci'ilifilty to comply
with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services {CJIS)
Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2013, udvanced authentication (AA) must be in
place in order to access sensitive CJtS information.
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purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annual savings of about 53A0,000. Tltis will result in savings in

department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next y.ear. We were required to makethis

upgrode due to regulotory reesons, so this rep'resents o cost ovoidance of 5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary,

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)

3. What is the current baseline?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency radio tower, was successfulty completed in Aprit 2014. The

anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - 5l Uiilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing cotostrophic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomate accounts payoble saftware wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The averoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchoses received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did

not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment than originolly

estimoted.

Example:
Target ActualMetrics Baseline

o 70 doys
processing time

e 1-0% of purchases

are receiving
discount

. Savings of
s1-00,000

. L day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. 5400,000 sovings

o 2 doy processing

time
o 20% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5200,00a savings

Metric Description
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d uce d p rocess i ng ti m e

from the current
averoge of ten days to
less thon one allowing
us to take odvantage of

Processing time
annuol savings,
and percentage
of purchoses

receiving
prompt
payment
discounts

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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This is a Finsl BAP. Fer the report transrnitted to the Cauncil in 2018 {2$l8-80044_5R_MobileTicketing}:
o Ticket sales thror*gh Transit GO Ticket increased throughcut the pilot projeet, starting at or/€r 3,000

tickets sold in the first manth and growing to ov€r 24,00S tickets sold in }*ly 2$17. Flowevel Transit
G0 Tickets r€presented only a tenth of a percent sf Metro's overall fare payment.

. Approximately 2,00CI Translt GO Ticket users responded tn the pilct praject survey and indieated 77
perc€rlt overall sati*faction with the prod*ct, and 86 percent cf respondents were satisfied with the
ease nf purehasing tickets and setting up a$ frccsilnL Twenty-six percent of respond€nts reForted
having issues using the app*ication* such as drivers not recognizing the tiekets sr tlre tickets not
loading or activating.

r According t* a Metro sl;rvey of transit operators, CIperatsr sati*faction vrrith the ease nf reccgnitiun
of Transit G{l Tickets was 57 percent, with 42 percent sornewhat sr very dissa:isfied.
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1, To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approva,l, implementation, and

post-project closure

3, To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achi'eved

King County Department/ Agency Name
:

: DOT/Transit

Project Title On-Board Camera Management System

Project Number 11297 98 [U pd ated 2/ s I 19]

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. B,usiness Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Rob Gannon, Transit General Manager & Grantley Martelly, Transit Safety and Security Manager

Iupdated 2ls/191

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Kathleen McMurray

David Hull

Su pervisor/Transit

Specia I Projects fVf anager/fransit

Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter Expert

Chair, Transit Technology Oversight

Project Manager

Jill Krecklow

Paula Adams

Finance Manager

Technology PM

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles'

3, To support funding release requests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revision table.

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported'
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Page 1 of B
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity.ln general, it should take a few hoursto complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project a-nd what value it will bring to the County. M,ore
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve th,is process in the future, please
ieCoid the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?

3 hours612211,6

ro/6116

Pleose use conceptual
rev i ew, b u d g'e t p ro ce ss,

fu ndi ng.re lease, a n nu o I
report, project

i m p le m e ntati o n, o r p roje ct
completion.

Conceptualreview

2OI7 I2OIB Budget

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

Who did the
documeiii
upda.tes,?

Kathleen
McMurray

Kathleen
McMurray

Date this
doCument
... .,,wqs..

updated

A brief su,mmary of what chonged in the How lang did :

document. tf thii is on initial draft, plerise it take to
indicote ne.w. tf nothing hos chonEed';^^

i nd icate " revi ew a n ly".
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ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will p,r6yids and include na,rrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide i,nformation forthatcategory.
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

egory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

public

egory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

[-]Cut"gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

Xcut.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

#1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: If this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in twa business doys

instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check notionol

ond state datoboses more efficlently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints and allow stoff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rother thon

the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations will still

be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Categorv #2: lnternal service benefits: I mproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: tf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors willbe
oble to check on overage of 10 sites per day compored with the average of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

ogency to handle the 20% incr€as€ in worklood projected in the next three years without adding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement a systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce thewait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consol.idation project is part of an overall effort to promote lT stondardization.This
project will moke the current mandgement of user accaunts, opplications, ond devices easier for lT odministrators

at Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single siQn-on to applicotions

such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by havinq o single set of proceduresand

security models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.
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The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1) Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2) How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3) What is the current baseline for this measure?
4) What is the target for this measureT (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5) When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

#3 Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Eiample: This project will"iiipi,glo6s PeopleSoft frdim^S.A-ta 9.2. This upgrade is neieiilary becouse vendolsulpibrt
for 9:O"wil'l be ending in 2015'and'thot creates o lorge'risk for the County. Witltout ven'dor support the
not receive tox ond regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory lssues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which witl oltow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of tn'vestigation, Criminol Justice tnformotion Services (CJtS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advanced outhen.ticotion (AA) must be in
place in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reoson forthe project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Cateeorv #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to praduce service. lf this project to install occounts payoble softwore is opproved, we wilt
automote three tosks thot ore currently done manuolly by agency ond centrol purchasing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the softwore, th,is will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten days to
less thon one. This will ollow us to toke adva.ntoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $15,0A0,000 of annual
purchoses. These discounts average 2%, yielding onnuol sovings of about 5300,000. Tltis witl result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regutotory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidance of$L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs

is
etherwise a manual preeess ef retrieving and managing videe images and manually ensuring thatthe
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ebiliV te cest efie*

]*ir+preieet sypperts Melre's bysiness driver ef Keeping the Systern Ssfe and Meking itrSefer, ln

eamera systems en 10096 ef t]re 1i500 bus fleet-Gurrently; abeut 5096 ef the-fleet hasen beard

eamera systems installed these systems eperate independently en eaeh bus' ln erder te retrieve

replaeed with a new ene, The digital reeerderthen mustrbe-tal<en te a separate leeatien andthe

the fleet with independent+amera systems en eaeh bus prevides an inerease in pereeived seeurity

en the system while previding a videe reeerd ef whatseeeurs en the bus as well as redueed litigatien

and risle expense when elaims ean be reselved by reviewing eamera images

Despite having an active OBCS program, Metro still lacks automation for securing, distributing and

managing requested video segments/events, and relies on completely manual processes for thiswork.
Today, Metro's Operations Security Liaison (OSL)or his designee physicallytravelsto a coach, locatedat

one of seven bases. The OSLthen swaps out the removable hard drive on the digitalvideorecorder
(DVR), Once back at the office, the OSL connects the extracted hard drive to a computer, wherevideo

event/segment creation, labeling and distribution occurs. Chain of custody also is managed manually.

Not only is this processes highly dependent upon the availabiJity of skilled staff, it is also unsustainable,

given the ever-increasing size of Metro's fleet and service area.

While the approach depicted in Figure A is problematic on its face, there is additionaldownstream
inefficiency: Given the number of video files requested each day, and given the amount of time ittakes

to physically retrieve each file, Metro personnel do not have time to review the captured video in away

that creates the smallest video segment possible. ln other words, on overly long video file is creotedand

distributed, thereby pushing the more surgical onolysis downstreqm to requestors; many of whom are

(more highty paid) County staff who then have to spend an hour or more seorching through thefilel,

A final grave deficiency in the current system is a lack of automated health monitoring for camera and

video infrastructure. OBCS malfunctions are typically identified during monthly inspections performed by

Metro'sVehicle Maintenance (VM)group, butthis is a delayed and reactive approach. Theveryworst
case scenario also occurs when the OSL discovers during the process of retrieving requested video lhata
DVR has not been functioning for some time - this constitutes serious risk exposure for Metro.

The Video Management System (VMS) Project procures, installs and operationalizes an automated,

cloud-based solution for identifying, labeling and distributing requested video segments/events. The

solution will integrate with the existing OBCS infrastructure. Future updating and/or replacement of
OBCS should integrate with the automated, cloud-based VMS solution to the greatest extent possible

l Creation of overly large video files inadvertently creates union issues as well. While searching through especially long segments, it sometimes

happens that the video captures the transit operator doing something wrong. This triggers responsive protocols with the operator in question, and

creates the appearance (and union complaints) that Transit supervisors are "fishing" for operator error on a regular basis. This entire scenario

becomes less likely with the creation of smaller videosegments
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At minimum, the VMS shall deliver the following business requirements:
A. Wireless Video Segment Retrieval, Management and Distribution: This feature will allow staff to

remotely identify, access, download and distribute stored video files.
B. Live Streaming Video: The solution shall allow live streaming video, the download of which is

triggered u nder emergency ci rcu msta nces on ly.
C. File Management and Storage: This feature will provide automated system labeling, reporting and

tracking of downloaded video segments/events. This will eliminate dependency upon manual
documentation and will improve response times when video segments/events are requested.

D. Health Status Monitoring: The new system will monitor all OBCS equipped coaches in the fleet on
a daily basis and provide automated OBCS health status reporting in order to eliminate the need
for manual OBCS inspections. The health monitoring function will notify Vehicle Maintenance (VM)
automatically when a problem occurs, improving the timeliness of repairs and reducing OBCS

downtime.
E. County Technology Standards: The solution will satisfy KCIT Architectural guidelines and the

Strategic Technology Roadmap for Transit (STRT).

A successful project will reduce costs by replacing manual, staff-intensive processes for accessing and
managing requested video images with highly automated processes. The s.olution will also feature
remote health monitoring, so that system components which have failed - or are about to fail - are quickly
identified and replaced. Remote health monitoring ensures consistent functionality and minimizes the
need for manual processes to address unique or unusualcircumstances.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know iI the benefit has
been ochieved)
The eest effeetiveness ef the system will be measured in terms ef staffing reseurees requiredte
retrieve and mana iabilit*

The cost effectiveness of the solution will be measured by:
A. The reduction in staffing resources required to retrieve and manage video images;
B. The amount of time it takes to produce and distribute a video segment, once it has been

requested.

3, What is the current baseline?
Deeisien+aek requests 7 TtTs and $1i274;278 in the-biennium
i
A. Transit allocates one full time Security Liaison and two support Operators for the purpose of

manual video segment retrieval. This amounts to approximately SSOO,OOO annually in fully-
loaded staff costs.

B. Accounting for travel time, each video segment can take 2-4 hours to retrieve, process and
distribute.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much savings will this projectachieve)
The tapget fer this measure is that enee the videe managerne+rt system is in plaee; there wiF be ne
additienal reseurees required and the TtT pesitiens requested in the 2017/2018 budget will be
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The target for this measure is that manual video retrieval will become extremely rare, occurring only in

very unusual circumstances. Video will be requested, secured and distributed from a singledesktop,

making physical travel to a base completely unnecessary.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

IUpdate 6/23/2017: Benefits will net fully aeerue until a signifieant pertien ef the fleet reeeives new

Q4 2020, or when the system is fullyoperational

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain w'hy.

Example: This project, to repair sn emergency radio tawer, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

anticipoted benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years.This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generol'ly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - 5l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencin,g cotostrophic failures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to dutomate occounts poyob.te software wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the L day target. Additional:ly,

onty 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did

not meet the tdrget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt pdyment thon originol.ly

estimated.

Example:

Metric Description
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of ten days to
less than one allowing
us to take advantage of
prompt payment
discounts.

Metrics Baseline
r 10-day

processing time
o l}%of

purchases are

receiving
discount

. 5100,000 savings

Processing Time

annual savings,

and percentage

of purchases

receiving
prompt
payment

discounts

r 1-day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 savings

PromPt P:ayment
discounts

. $200,000 savings

project is underway. See next page for a metrics summary

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

Sprins 2019 BAP Reoort: The
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Summary - Onboard Camera Management System lT Project

By Q4.2019 or when the
system is fully
operational

No additional resources
required and the TLT

positions requested in
the2017/2018 budget
will be reduced without a

degradation in response
rates or system reliability

Decision package DS_034

Vehicle Camera Expansion
requests 7 TLTs and51,274,278
in the biennium in order to
support activities of retrieving
and managing video images and
ensuring reliability.

Staffing resou rces required
to retrieve and manage
video images and to
maintain system reliability

Category 4: Ability to cost
effectively access and
manage the camera images
and maintain system
reliability.

Benefit Metrics Baseline Target Actual
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2, To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closu re

3. To establish accountability for identifuing and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

DOT/TransitKing County Department/Agency Name

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the

Pro

EBS

Plann ing,RRCA e ac me nteo

de de

ct Title
Number 1,124456

nt director or h

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or

ma,nagement staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be

using the technology to hefp identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below

General Manager, TransitBusiness Owner Name and Title: R ha De U

staff
Pro RoleName Title /

Finance Manager

County Project Manager

Project Sponsor
King

Assistant General Manager, Metro Transit
Rand Boshart

Finance Mana er, DOT Transit Division

ITP DOT Transit Divisionro ect Manager ll

De rtment

Jill Krecklow

lohn Resha

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

t. To support initial project request du:ring "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no cha nges, ind,icate "review only" in the revision table.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no chan s, none)

Section 1. What are the of the Benefit Achievement Plan ?

Section 2. Business Owner Accounta

Section 3. Who is involved in d

will it take to thE BAP?Section 5. How

thE BAP?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this documentfully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and whatvalue it will bring to the County,
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More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis, To improve this process in the future,
ase record the time s on this in the table below at each stage of revision

Revision Table

Date Description

Review only 25 hours

Stage Revised By
How long

did it take?
Ptease use concept"ual

revie w, b u d get p ro ce ss,
- -'funding releose, dnniial

report, project
i m pl e me ntoti o n, o r proje ct

completion.

Date this
document was

updat€d

Who did the
document updates?

,,,,.,.A,brief summory of what
chonged in the document. lf this
is oi initisl dioft, pleose indicate

new. lf nothing has chonged,
indicote "review only".

How long did it
toke to

t:omplete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

Conceptual review os/04l2oL4
Kath leen
McMurray

New, initial draft 6 hours

Annual Report 102/18/20Ls Catherine Boon Review only 25 hours
Funding Release 08/27 /201,s Update 5 hours

Annual Report 0L/2212016

Catherine Boon

Kath leen

McMurray

Corrected the end ofthe
current vendor operating
eontract irom 2A2A io 202i

25 hours

2016 Supplemental
Budget

03/28l2OL6
Kath leen
McMurray

20L7 /201.8 Budget 07 /22/201,6 Randy Boshart

Updates to reflect that
project includes detailed
design and
implementation.

2 hours

Randy Boshart
Updates in response to
council review evaluation

t hour2017 /201,8 Budget

2OI7 /2018 Budget

t0/6/201"6

L0/t6/201,6 Jill Krecklow
Updates in response to
council staff feedback

2 hours

Funding Release 1./tB/2017 Randy Boshart Update
201"912020 Budget s/B/201"8 Randy Boshart Update

25 hours

25 hours
Spring 2019 BAP Report 2/6/20re Randy Boshart 25 hours

4/ILl20te Shelley De Wys

Update business owner
Clarification of benefit
achievement date

25 hoursSpring 201-9 BAP Report

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project wil,l provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, red,ucing risk of system failures, or

provid ing regulatory complia nce
4j Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects willhave benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a ca , there is no need to provide information for thatca
What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, pl:ease
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.Category #2 improving internal operations or

Section 6. Descri of Pro Benefits
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X

Category #1: Externalservice benefits: lmproving the quality

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvi ces

X

or quantity of services provide d to the public

of internal servicesqua quantti Ucl the ropera ons, ity ity

upgrading older technol

7. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The primary benefit of this project is replacing the existing system to maintain existing functionality
(Category 3), with the measurable result of no loss of ORCA market share or apportioned fare

revenue. The current state of electronicfare collection will likely provide some improvementstothe
customer experience with ORCA and those are the benefits explored in this section.

This project is to fund King County's participation in the detailed planning and scopingto replacethe

existing regional ORCA smart card fare collection system. The ORCA agencies have agreed to a

number of strategic objectives for the ORCA replacement project of which the following are designed

to improve the quality of services provided to the public. These benefits include impacts from the

updated system as well as functional enhancements andlor policy changes that could be supported

by the new system.

BENEFIT 1 (secondary): lmprove customer experience by

Making it easier for customers without banking relationships to get the benefits provided by an

ORCA card (for example, intersystem transfers);
Providing an infrastructure that allows customers almost instantaneous availability of loaded

value; eliminating the waiting period that exists with the current system.

Allowing payment from a variety of devices (smartphone, ORCA card, etc');

Providing more options for off-board fare payment, allowing customers to pay without waiting in

line to board the bus

2, How will you medsure the ben ? (How willyou know the bene has been ochieved?)
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Customer satisfaction with ORCA and features above are implemented

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
King County Metro Customer Satisfaction with fare payment is currentlyTT%o

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
The target for customer satisfaction is more than 90% of customers are very or somewhat satisfied
with ORCA.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
One or two years followin completion, estimated to be in the 2O2t-2022timeframe

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
ntity of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youtioperations.

Example: lf this'proiecl to acquire'"hand-held devices and develop custam SoftwatE is approved, inspectors wilt be
oble to check a.n average of 10 sites per doy compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This witlatlow
the agency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next th,r€€ leors without adding more stoff..

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewitl
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These im,provements wit! oltow us to redirect an existing
positian to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overoll effort to promote lT standordizotion. This
proiect will ma.ke the current manogement of user accounts, opplications, and devices eosier for tT odministrotors
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on to applications
such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Aur success will be measured by having o single set of proceduresand
security models rother thon the muttipte ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
asu

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
As stated above, the primary benefit of this project is replacing the existing system to maintain
existing functionality (Category 3).

BENEFIT 2 (secondary): System efficiencies will result in lower costs foragencies.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
System operating costs will be lower.

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
Current system operating costs are 52.0 million with half of the expense coming from the vendorfor
the operations and maintenance of the system and the other half being agency costs for services
provided to the region to support the system (e.g. fiscal agent services from Sound Transit; Mail
center charges from King County Metro)

While allthe efficiencies will be identified during system design, a small one that can be baselined at
this time is the cost of uncollectable fares resulting from bad credit card transactions in the autoload

rocess results in value added to ORCA cards beforeprocess. Current design of the autoload
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the credit card transaction is processed. For 2017, the impact to the region is -5320,000 including 2

FTE.

4. Whot is the target for this messure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

The target for the system operating costs is that they are lower than the baseline when that is

developed. The target for autoload transactions being uncollectable will be $0.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Some benefits, such as the uncollectible autoload costs will immediately be realized, others will likely

take one to two years followi ro realizedect com letion to be full

atlow toKing County
Servicesrcnlnformat

207 then ticotion )(AA3,

1. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

The current ORCA fare collection system was implemented in 2009 on technology platformsthat

were prevalent in 2003 when the system was designed. A 10-year operating and maintenance

agreement was signed with the vendor. The current ORCA system is proprietary and individual

components have already reached the end of their useful life and, while the vendor is making

repairs, new devices are not available without starting a new developmenteffort.

Examples of system functionalitythat are at end of life or based on antiquatedtechnology
platforms include:

- Analog communications with third party retailers. ln order to support the system, athird
party retailer must provide a phone and fax line over which data is sent. With the onset of

digital technology, hardware and software that communicate over analog networks are

getting harder and harder to find and support.
- Back office computers are operating on software that is no longer supported. This includes

some software that, due to security concerns, KCIT will not allow to be resident on devices

that interact directly with the King County network.
- Devices no longer available for purchase. Examples include devices such as onboardfare

transaction processors and driver display units have reached the end of life and whilethe
vendor is making repairs, we are not able to purchase new devices so are limited tothe
inventory on hand which could limit our ability to expand service.

- No device inventory available. Stand Alone Fare Processors are no longer available asthe

original inventory has been deployed. Expansion of Rapid Ride or Link service rely on the

ability to collect fares off the vehicle and stand-alone fare processors are required.

- Limited ability to modify system functionality. With the proprietary system, the vendor is

re uired when a stem modification is needed. This creates the inabilS to rovide
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updated functionality for customers and limits the business process improvement that
agencies can implement. ln some cases, side systems are being developed in orderto
respond to changing circu mstances.
lncreased security risk and cost increases. The Customer Service Terminals areessentially
personal computers that connect to the system. ln 2014, the devices were upgraded to
eliminate a security risk at a cost of $1.1 million. Additionally the back office computers
recently had to be upgraded because they were operating on software that, due to security
concerns, KCIT would not allow to be resident on devices that interact directly with the King
County network. This could become an issue again in thefuture if the devices are not ableto
be updated.

At the end of the contract, the vendor will no longer be supporting the system and components.

2, lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of
the risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
lmplementing a new system will remove the risk that is inherent with the current L0-yearvendor
contract. The proprietary system components make us dependent upon the vendor to provide, not
only system services such as revenue apportionment, but also equipment such as stand-alonefare
processors which have reached the end of their useful life and are no longer available without a

substantial new, proprietary development effort. There is a risk that the new system will not be
available before the vendor contract for the current system expires. Regionally, this risk is being
addressed through development of transition plans and other risk mitigation activities.

BENEFIT 3 (primary): Maintain regional fare collection functionality. Customers have come to rely
upon the ability to seamlessly transfer if they pay their fare with an ORCA card.

BENEFIT 4 (primary): Customers continue to be satisfied with fare collection.

3. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been dchieved?)
BENEFIT 3: ORCA market share is currently calculated annually. The measure will be measured
through no loss of ORCA market share. This will indicate that customers are continuing to use ORCA
to pay for public transit.

BENEFIT 4: Customer satisfaction is measured annually in the survey of riders.

4. Whdt is the current boseline for this meosure?
BENEFIT 3: Baseline for the ORCA King County Metro market share is-65%. Baseline will be
examined during design and implementation to determine that if travel patterns and otherchanges
may have changes to market share.

BENEFIT 4: Customer satisfaction in 2015 was77% very satisfied. Customer satisfaction willbe
reviewed during the design and implementation phases to determine if the baseline needs to be
revised.

5. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
Target is no loss of market share and no loss of customer satisfaction.

6. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
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Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is forthose projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings wil,l be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Lqd,(ced cost to produce servigg-. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble softwore is opproved, we will
outomote three tosks that qre currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average of ten doys to

less tho.n one. Tltis wilt atlow us to toke advontoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $75,000,000 of onnual
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annual savings of about $300,000. This will result in sovings in

department expenditures for thase items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

to this new vendor that uses o Sao5 product, we will avoid the need to

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

make this upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so fh,s represents o cast ovoidance of $1"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below ratherthan

Example : Cost Avoidonce

provide a summary.
L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa

Benefits will be achieved one year following full inslallaliorr of all

s y s t e m _c_q n_p e-ra:-$;imp.le+ize*1*"tr*ori., current eslinrated bene{'it achievernent d;rte of o?,)o?.1.

(Revised 411112019)

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4.The

onticipoted benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99,999% up time for an additional five yeors. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next five yeors on up-time

levels.

It' one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of $500K - 5l million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing cotastrophic failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to outomote accounts payoble software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The averoge time was reduced from 1-0 days to 2 days, not quite reaching the 7 doy target.

Additionally, only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan

anticipated. We did not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment

tha n ori g i n o I ly esti mate d.
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Spring 2019 BAP Report: Project ongoing. No change in expected benefits or significant changein
timing. See next page for the metrics summary.
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Summary - ORCA lT Project

1-2 years

following project
completion

1--2 years

following project
completion

1 year following
implementation

l year following
implementation

No loss in market
share

No loss of satisfaction

>9O% of customers
being very or
somewhat satisfied
with ORCA

Target for autoload
transactions being
uncollectable is S0.

Others are to be

determined.

Baseline ORCA King County
market share is-65% at King

County Metro.

Baseline is currently 77%very
satisfied

77%

Currently system design of the
autoload process results in
value added to ORCA cards

before the credit card

transaction is processed. For
20L7, the impact to the region
is -5320,000 including 2FTE.

lncreased ORCA market
share

Customer Satisfaction
with Fare Collection

King County Metro
Customer Satisfaction

Lower system operating
costs (e.g., cost of
uncollectable fares
resulting from bad credit
card transactions in the
autoload process)

SECONDARY (Category 1)

lmproved customer
experience

SECON DARY (Category 2):

Lower costs for agencies
due to system efficiencies.

PRIMARY (Category 3):
Maintain use of ORCA for
fare collection

PRIMARY (Category 3)

Contin ued satisfaction
with Fare collection

Benefit Measure Baseline Actual
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4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Alex Rampley

Damon Berbert

Tra n sportation/Tra n sit

Rea l-Ti me lm provements

Project Number 11,24413

Project Timeframe Sept. 201-7 - Oct. 20L9

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
levelor higher.

Rob Gannon, Director, Metro Transit

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff rela.ted to this project and the serv'ices it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and docu,mentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name

nsit

nsit Replaced Alex as Project Manager

Chrissy Russillo Transit Cust. Comm & Svcs Mgr,
Metro Transit Department

Project Sponsor

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined orscope changes, a,nd when benefits arefinally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

7. To support initial project request during "GaIe 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" i,n the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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5. Up to o,ne year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and repor.ted, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the tab'le below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Revised By DescriptionStage

Pleose use conceptuol review,
bu dg et proce ss, fu nd i ng

releose, onnuol repart, project
im pl e me ntation, o r project

completian.

Date

Date this
document

wos

updoted

A tn

How long did
it take?

How lotntg did it
take ta

complete or
revise the farm
ot this stage?

l- hour

Who did the document
updates?

brief summary of what chonged
the document. lf this is on initial

droft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicote

"review anly".

2019-2O Budget ' Tlzslrg Alex Rampley Update version, revise text

Spring 2019 BAP Report 216/19 , Damon Berbert Review Only 5 hour

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondat:v.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

al services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for pr.ojects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as,faster, r€sponse times and-better access to services for."the-public.

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is torgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notionol
ond stote datoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in
obtoi'ning o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comptoints and ollow staff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-!ine reservations is approved, residents wilt be able to schedule othtetic
fietds over the lnternet ond ntoke poyments by credit cord. This wilt oltow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother
than the current Iimited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservotions
will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are sumrnaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Metro Transit customers use a variety of information systems to check bus schedule and status
information, including schedule pages in Metro Online, the Automated Trip Planner, Tracker, the
lnteractive Voice Response system, RealTime lnformation Signs, the regional One Bus Away
systems, and myriad third party applications. Many customers also receive automated TransitAlerts
via email subscription, or follow Metro on Twitter and Facebook.

As customers use and rely on electronic information in many other areas of their lives, they
increasingly expect transit to provide a similar level of customized service and immediate
responsiveness. Today, these systems do not provide consistent information about significant
temporary changes that may affect the customers'trips, such as reroutes, stop closures andservice
cancellations. ln these situations customers have to do additionalwork to research what is
happening, and even then may not find the information they need in time to adjusttheirtripplans.
For many events, Metro Transit systems are simply not able to produce consistentelectronic
updates, across all of its customer information outlets, because the information has to be entered
manually into each system, and resources are not available to keep up with the pace of the event,
customize the output appropriately for each system, or ensure consistency on allthe changesthat
potentially should be announced. Some systems such as One Bus Away third party apps cannot be
updated manually, and Metro Transit does not have the capability to distribute these updates
electronically. So customers are often not provided with accurate or timely information about
changes affecting their service.
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The proposed lT investment will implement a new centralized messaging system and modify

business processes and existing tools to create, manage and automatically distribute updates about

reroutes, stop closures and service cancellations consistently across alJ relevant platforms.

Customer-facing systems will be modified to accept and display this new information.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been dchieved?)

At present, Metro Transit's Automated Trip Planner and Tracker are manually updated with text
messages for a subset of events, and One Bus Away and our public facing data feed does not display

any information at all about reroutes, stop closures and service cancellations. Reroutesinparticular

interrupt data flow, leading to a message of "scheduled" for all stops and trips on the coach's

schedule downstream of the re-route. Other systems simply refer customers to the "Alerts and

Updates" page in Metro Online, which can be cumbersome to use and at a minimum requires the

rider to use a separate tool.

After the project is implemented, these systems will all receive updates and revised stop time data

and display them automatically. The quantity of messages provided for reroutes, stop closures, and

service cancellations to customers will provide a measure of intended project benefits. Post

implementation Metro Transit will measure the percentage of all reroutes, service cancellations and

stop closures that are provided in an automated manner through One Bus Away, the Automated Trip

Planner and Tracker. Since the project was initiated, a new vendor product offering has simplified

the complex task of creating stop data for service re-routes, the project will implement this newtool
as it fills the large number of gaps in data that occur when coaches leave their planned route.

The project has conducted research using surveys and focus groups to identify customer information

needs and has identified a need for an informationalcampaign when newfeatures areadded.

Metro Transit customer communications staff will be engaged to provide electronic and printed

material across several channels to alert riders as new data and features become available. Post

implementation the Metro Rider lnformation Survey will be used to access satisfaction with the
improved data streams. Customer research may also come from the work of partners agenciessuch

as Sound Transit.

3. Whot is the current haseline for this measure?

The current baseline for disruption messaging is zero percent of disruptions provided in data oras

messages across all platforms. Customer satisfaction with information was measured at 76%inthe
2016 rider information survey (published in 20L7), the most recent available.

4. What is the target for this medsure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

The target for data and messaging service disruptions is 80% of disruptions. Some disruptions occur

in real time and resolve or change more rapidly than staff can monitor and message around them.

The target for customer satisfaction for real time information is an increa se of tO% from 20L6 levels.

5. When is the henefit likely to be ochieved?
Percentage of messages created vs. disruptions will be measured for the year following overall

implementation (2020). Customer satisfaction will be measured during the rider information survey

period that follows implementation (Target Fall 2019).

6. Summory table for Cotegory #7:
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poyments by credit card.
, Exomple: Reduced time for # days it tskes to issue

customers to obtsin s license licenses

Outcome/Benefit

, Example. Resldents are sble
to scheclttle athletic fietds
over the lnternet snd moke

Riders are kept informed of
situations that affect their
travel on Metro Transit
Customer satisfaction with
information about travel

Metrics/Measure

% of custonter sotisfaction
(to be determined through a

survey)

Deviation events messaged

to riders on allchannels

% of respondents satisfied
in Rider Survey

Baseline Target

45% 95%

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31/2018

By t2/31./2020

,5 business 1- business By 09/30/2018
days doy
o%

By afto/202t

options

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors witt be
oble to check on (lveroge of 1-0 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This wilt atlow
the agency to hondle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement a systems monagement toot for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be obte to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wilt allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overoll effort to pramote lTstandordization.
This'project will moke the current management of user accounts, applitotioi:5, and devices easiei fot lT
odministrators dt Public Health because the end user experience witt also be improved by hoving o single sign-on
to opplicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving o sin,gle setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The Real Time lmprovements project will improve internal operations through the introduction of
new and/or improved technology and data integration. Currently communication about service
disruptions requires a variety of phone and emailcommunications, in addition to manuallyentering
the same data across a variety of technology platforms. This project will streamline theseprocesses
by improving each primary system to capture information and move it via integration to any
downstream systems that need that information, While full automation in this area is impractical,
particularly for unplanned events like traffic outages, the project will achieve reductions in data
entry and off-line communications, and will realize some degree of automation that will allow public
facing realtime information messaging based on decisions made bytransit controlcenter
technicians and entered directly into the lNlT transit control system.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
We will measure the number of data messages that originate in one system and transferto
downstream systems without additional manual data entry.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

76%
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Currently no data integration exists for service disruption information.

What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

When complete, 70% of service disruptions should move through the system without duplicatedata
entry.

When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Within six months of project completion.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

5

4.

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By L2/31/2018

When will the target be

meOSU:f€d?

Exa mple : I n cre ase d site
inspector efficiency

lmproved data integration
for service disruptions

# sites inspected per
doy per inspectar
# of disruptions that
are automatically
messaged based on
TCC coordinator
original entry.

6 sites/day per
inspector

10 sites/doy
per inspector

7O% of service
disruptio ns

messaged

without
manual
interve ntion.

7 /1./2020

CATEG ORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Exdmple: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 2015 ond thot creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tox ond regulatory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax a.nd regulatory issues.

Exomple: Tltis project will imptement on Advanced Authentication solution which witt attow King Countyto

comply with lJ. S. Department of lustice - Federal Eureau of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services

(CJtS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2073, odvanced authenticotian (AA)

must be in pt,ace in order to occess sensitive CJlSinformation.

1 Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the qveroge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primdry resson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

neNo

Baseline Target

# of system outages per
montlt

5 outdges No outaqes By 06/i0/201"9Example: Reduced

systent outoges
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CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce servigs-. lf this project to instoll occounts poyable softwore is approved,we
will'oitbriidie fhree tosks thai ble ciirrentty done manuotiy bly agency ond ientrat purchasing emptoyees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the cu,rrent overage often
doys to less than one. This will allow us to toke odvontoge of prompt payment discounts for over $lS millionof
onnuol purchases. These discounts sveroge 2%, yielding onnual savings of obout 5300,A00. This will resultin
savings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifuing for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avai.donce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SaoS product, we will ovoid the needto

ma'ke this upgrade da'e rc reg,ulotory reasohis,""so this tepresents o cost svoidance'cif 51"00,OA0

The above examples are sum,maries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you me(Isure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

$3s,ooo By o6/30/2019Example: Annual savings Cost of producing X Ssos,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99,999% up time for on additionol 5 yeors. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5500k - $lU per tower, depending on the construction techniques snd size. lJser ogencies on the emergency radio
system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not experiencing catostrophic
failures due to lack of maintenonce.

Exomple: This proiect to outomate accounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time averoge. The average time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 7 day target. Additionatty,
only 20% of purchoses received a prompt poyment discaunt resulting in less cost swings thon anticipoted. We did
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ject ongoing. This project was funded in the 20!7-18 budget and is "Preliminary

Design" phase. No change in expected benefits ortiming.
Sprins 2019 BAP Report: Pro
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the prbject as it mbveis through stages of proj'bct approval, impiementition,

3. To establish accountab,ility for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

a nd'post-project closure

King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title

Department of Transportation ( DOT)/Transit Division

Regional Fare Coordination System (ORCA System)
Enhancements

EBS Project Number Various - Master Project with Sub-projects

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved, Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Rob Gan non, Aeting-Tra nsit Genera I Manager

ment of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operatio,ns or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

The develop

Name Project Role

Tem Friedman +visien P+eF*+q€n€ge+

Phil Branham Supervisor of Fare Media Sales/OOT Transit
Division

Fare Media Sales lnformation

Chuck Sawyer Supervisor /DOT Transit Division

Tom Randall Ch ief/DOT Tra nsit Division

Market Research lnformation

Customer Services I nformation
Dave Dunneback Plan ner/DOT Tra nsit Division King County Employee ORCA Usage

iiaitcllr Boslt.:ti

[lprlatc 6l?,il?017]
ll Project [Vi;rirager ll /t]OT Transit Dirrisir-,ri Projr,'i:i [Vl ;i n ;-r1,.r: i

section 1. what are the purposes of the Beneflt Achtevement plan (BApl?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountablllty

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 3. Who is involved in deve loping the BAP?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To su pport funding release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision ta ble.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected,
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Description
How long

did it take?DateStage

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

A brief summary of what changed in the
document. lf th.is is on initiol drafi, pleose

indicote new. lf nothing has changed, indicate
"review only".

Pleose use conceptual
review, b u d get p rocess,

fu nding releose, a nn uo I

report, project
imptementotion, or
project completion.

Revised By

Who did the
document
updates?

Converted plan from Benefit Realization
Plan into BAP format

2013 Annual Report 3 hours

t hourRevised per feedback2013 Annual Report

.25 hours02l06lLs

Dste this
document

wos
updoted

1,/6/L4

03l2ol1.4

Kathleen
McMurray

Tom
Friedman

Kathleen
McMurray

Review only2014 Annual Report

Numerous updates throughout
document

2 hours2/1,1.1t6 Kathleen
McMurray

2015 Annual Report

25 hours1. Updated Business Owner
2. Updated Section 3 to only include
current Transit staff
3. Updated # of elements

414/1.6 Kathleen
McMurray

2015 Annual Report

Updated Business Owner title and

benefits achieved
2l17l17 Randy

Boshart
2016 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

Revised to reflect council staff feedback
related to project benefits. lncluded

dates for benefit achievement, added
benefits specifically related to ORCA

LIFT and added some description of
nature of this project,

Review only

6127120L7

2/6l2ots

Jill Krecklow

Ra ndy
Bosha rt

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

25 hours

1- hour

5 hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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'J. External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2 lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3 Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory com:pliance
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described beloW. Most projeets will havb benefits in one ortWo categories. lf the pioject does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to pr.ovide"information for thatcategor.y.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertech nology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

X C.t.gory#1-: External servicebenefits: lmprovingthequalityorquantityof servicesprovidedtothc
pu blic

tr Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
nt tentitrr nf intornrl carrriroc

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

n Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved,licenses witt be issued in two business days
instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the abitity of the new software to check notiondl
and state databases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain about the delay in
obtoining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all complaints and oltow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be able to schedule athtetic fietds
over the lnternet and moke payments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rother thon
the current limited hours avoil.oble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions will stitl
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question tisted below rather than provide
a summary.

IUpclate 61271?-OI7: The RFCS Enhancenierri picjeci is a n-i;rste,r projer;i r,vith sever;rlsLrb-projects. The
sr-rb-projecis are all ciesigned to Advarrcc, use cf the OitCl\ syster).1 bir 111or. cLrsi.orner:j, eitlrer byrevising
funciiorrality, offerittg rnore/differeni products or lrloviding:;treamlirrc'cl operatiorrs wlrich rnal<e iteasier
io use.l

Background: There are76 Elements (or sub-projects) within the RFCS Enhancements Project. F€u+
Ihree of the seve+six elements are in this Benefit Category. The expected benefits for each of thesewill
be described separately.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to produce the benefit(s).
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a. Streetcar Element. The goal of this element is to install ORCA readers on the two streetcar lines:

South Lake Union and First Hill. lt is an extension of the current regional ORCA system tothe
streetcar mode. This will allow the public to use ORCA cards for fare payment on streetcars

thereby providing better access to services for the public.

b, Operatiens EnhaneemenLElement, The eR€A system wen#live' en April 20i 2009, This element

is intended te-address eperatienal issues that have eeme telight+inee the implementatien ef the

the eelleetien ef fares en beard buses'

e University of Washington Element. The goal of this element was to convert the U Pass program

to ORCA. This allows UW students, staff and faculty to use ORCA cards for fare paymentthereby
providing better access to services for the public.

* Regional Enhancements Element. The specific enhancements included in this element are

determined bythe ORCA RegionalJoint Board (made up of the General Managers of theT
participating agencies). Overall, the goals are to improve customer satisfaction and increase

operational efficiencies.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

a. Streetcar Element. The benefit of this element will be measured by the number of passengers

using ORCA for fare payment. The ORCA system automatically keeps track of the number of
ORCA "taps" or "boardings". ORCA Boardings reports can be generated easilty for anytime
period.

b.
is

@
c. University of Washington Element. Conversion to ORCA was not expected to change transit use

at UW but the number of times the cards are used is an indicator of the usability of the extension

of the regional ORCA system.
d. Regional Enhancements Element. The usage of ORCA since Full System Acceptance is the most

relevance metric, specifically regional average weekday ORCA boardings as a percent of total
average weekday boards.

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?

a. Streetcar Element. ORCA use on streetcars will be measured by looking at ORCA Boardingson

Streetcar service as a percentage of total Streetcar boardings: Baselin e is O%

b.
cQue+e+2of2*

c. University of Washington Element. UW ORCA boarding will be measured by looking at Total

ORCA Boardings by UW cardholders in October of each year: Baseline is 0

d. Regional Enhancements Element. ORCA Market Share will be measured by looking at Regional

Average Weekday ORCA Boardings/Total Average Weekday Boardings: Baseline is 5I% (End of 1't

Quarter 20tI)

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)

a. Streetcar Element. ORCA use on streetcars will be measured by looking at ORCA Boardings on

Streetcar service as a percentage oftotal Streetcar boardings: Target is50%
b. eperatiens Enhaneement Element, €sstemer satisfaetien will be meesured by leel(ing ateR€A
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c. University of Washington Element. UW ORCA boarding will be measured by looking atTotal
ORCA Boardings by UW cardholders in October of each year: Targetis L,422,677

d. Regional Enhancements Element. ORCA Market Share will be measured by looking at Regional
Average Weekday ORCA Boardings/Total Average Weekday Boardings: Target is 65%

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

.'i11'1,i! rti,,-l.'-!,1.r.1. Two years following implementation of ORCA fare payment on streetcars.
b. lewing implementatien ef theeperatiens

Enhaneement,
c. University of Washington Element. Benefit has been achieved. All UW transit trips were

converted to ORCA with implementation of the UW Element. Total ORCA Boardings by UW
cardholders in Octobe r 201.2 was 1,,422,677 .

d. Regional Enhancements Element. Two years following implementation.
IUpdate 6l27lzAU: The regional enhancerlerrt elenrenis of this project are all designed to
itrcrease ORCA market share. lrrcrerrental enhancenrents to lhe systern coupled with outreaclr
anci protlotionai activitics iraric irrcrcaseci URLA i:oardrrrgs frorrr arr rnitial 51% otboardiirgs
(2011) to 67% in 2016. Cne particLrlar enlrancemeni that was done as part of tlris project is

related to ORCA LlFl. ORCA LIF t r,voulcl rro'r harre be e rr possiltle without the furrds available to
develop a systenr for the :;crvice providers tc use to enter arrd s;hare infornral.iori. Theoriginal
estiffiats ir:r {}l\t.AL.lll 'r:.ty"'tr>tz\(:{t'ti'Ji:!;451<* 60k. As of [May,2017 ORCA LIFT has 47,OIg
customers.]

[New 1./22h 6: Operations Enhancement Element was removed from the scope of the RFC

En hancements project.]

Background: There are76 Elements (or sub-projects) within the RFCS Enhancements Project. Twoof
the seve+six elements are in this Benefit Category. The expected benefits for each of these willbe
described separately.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witt be
oble to check an average of 1-0 sites per day compored with the overage of 6 currentty checked. This witl allow the
ogency to han.dle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to im,plement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be
able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce thewoit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existin,g
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote IT stondordizotion. This
proiect will moke the current monagement of user eccounts, applicotions, ond devices eosier for tT odministrotors
at Public Heslth because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to applicotions
such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outloak. Our success will be measured by hoving o single set of proceduresond
security models rather thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
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a. King County Employee Card Element. This element implemented ORCA cards for King County

employees. The cards provide building access and functionality in addition to ORCAfunctionality

b. Data Access Element. The primary benefit of this element isto preservethe detailed ORCA

transaction data that is currently stored as csv files on the ORCA Back Office Computer (BOC),

This project element will make the transaction data available to a limited number of users but it

will position Metro for future use of the data for operational analysis as part of a yet to be

determined project. The ORCAvendorwill be purgingthese data soon and it is importantthat
they be saved elsewhere.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

a. King County Employee Card Element. The benefit of this element can be measured by

monitoring the usage of ORCA boardings generated by King County cards.

b. Data Access Element. Success will be measured by having a repository of detailed ORCA

transaction data rather than having the data unavailable for future study.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

a, King County Employee Card Element. King County employee ORCA usage will be measured by

looking at Total ORCA Boardings by King County employees for June to October of each Year:

Baseline is 0

b. Data Access Element. Baseline for this element is having no database for BOC transaction data

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

a. King County Employee Card Element. King County employee ORCA usage will be measured by

looking at Total ORCA Boardings by King County employees for June to October of each Year:

Target is 691,673

b. Data Access Element. Target for this element is having a database for BOC transaction data.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
a. King County Employee Card Element. Benefit has been achieved. All King Countyemployee

transit trips were converted to ORCA with implementation of the King County Employee Card

Element. Total ORCA Boardings by King County employees for June to October 20L2was

69L,673.
b. Data Access Element. Benefit has been achieved. Work on this element is complete withthe

implementation of a repository of detailed ORCA transaction data.

Example: This project witl upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 201-5 ond that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax ond regulatory updotes ond witt likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project wilt implement an Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to comply

with IJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminql Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Poticy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective Septem,ber 30, 2073, odvonced outhenticotian (AA) must be in

ploce in order ta occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

the appropriate categories.
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Background:There are76 Elements (or sub-projects)within the RFCS Enhancements Project. Oneof
theseven-six elementsa+e-is in this Benefit Category. The expeeted benefits fer eaeh ef these willbe
@
1-. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof

cxisting technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

,,;1, The ORCA system was implemented as a regional system that did not
address all of the needs of the individual agencies. This project element's purpose i, r,,,,'. toextend
the ORCA system in several ways with the goal of completing the replacement of Metro's legacy

, ' ,,, r 'i:r iPOSr system. The legacy POS system i:, ,',r,,.:. currently only used for a small numberof
sales transactions at the agency. With the completion of the project element, all salestransactions
,.'rl1 I'r,'';:r ,ifjlttt performedusingtheORCAsystemandthelegacyPOssystemr iii l,--:i',:. j:i.r irretired

2. lf the primsry reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
N/A

IUlrdate 0l)-/12011: llre RFt-S [-nhi]ncefi]errt project is a maste r project with severalsurb-prr:jects. lfue
sr-tb-lrrcjeci,s are i:ll clesigrred to acliialrce use of the ORCA systerlt liy 61sr" custcrrters, eirher [yre,.ii:,rrrg
fr-ltictiorrarlit'v. offering niore/di{ferent products or providing streamlineri cperations r,vlrich make itcrsier
i.o use .l

Background:There are 16 Elements (or sub-projects) within the RFCS Enhancements Project. Threeof
the s€v€{q-six elements are in this Benefit Category. The expected benefits for each of these willbe
described separately.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
a. University of Washington Element. Surveys that are currently done every 2 years to determine

UW transit usage will no longer be needed.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savi,ngs will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County wou,ld need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payoble softwore is opproved, we will
automate three tasks thot ore currently done man,ually by agency and central purchasing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current average of ten doys to
less than one. This wilt allow us to toke advantage of prompt payment discounts for over 575,000,00a of annua.!
purchases. These discounts average 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5300,0A0. This witl result in savings in
deportment expenditures t'or those items quolifying far prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulatary reosons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of $fi1,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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b.@Sales&CustomerServicesElement.LegacyPoSsystemwillnolonger
be needed.

c. King County Employee Card Element. Avoids support of multiple building access and ORCAcards

for KC employees.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)
a. University of Washington Element. Surveys will no longer be needed. Cost savings.

b.@Sales&CustomerServicesElement.LegacyPoSsystemwillnolonger
be needed. Cost savings.

c. King County Employee Card Element. Separate building access card will not be needed.

3. What is the current baseline?
a. University of Washington Element. S42,000 every 2 years

b'@Sales&CustomerServicesElement.s1B,000peryear
c. King County Employee Card Element. 53g0,OOO over 5 year life cycle.

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)

a. University of Washington Element. $42,000 every 2 years

b.@Sales&CustomerServicesE|ement.$1B,000peryear
c. King County Employee Card Element. 5386,000 over 5 year period

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
a. University of Washington Element. Ju+e+0J5-lNew t/22/16: Benefit has been achieved. King

County no longer pays for or manages a surveyto determine UWtransit usage.]

b. eperatiens Enhaneement Sales & Customer Services Element. i:/17 ! 1 1: l:;r:i'rr,:{ii itit: i.,l:r:ii
.ia,i 1ii'i.'r,il. i t'1,,.16.',r il{ j1:, :;v:, i rr ii i i.;ri:r', , r'iii. i j ii; ,"i1'i ir i::,iri:i:ii,i',,.l i{r'li{: Jl'itli,r-,i0,i.i.i-(two yearsafter

implementation).
c. King County Employee Card Element. April 2017..lil;r,iii. il::ii''iii ii;i', iir:itit .i,:rt''rr';'.,\iil'iirr,
,L.r.iIjiIi\,/ !,i;tj'i' Iri,vr: i iiii'7.:,

[New 1.122/16: Corrected the name of the Sales & CustomerServices Element (it wasmisnamed
"Operations Enhancement Element").]

completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For. each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2074. The

anticipoted benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditionolS yeors.This

project is currently functionin,g ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-tirne levels.

tf one of th.ese towers foiled physicatly, the cast to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - $t fWittion per tower depe.nding on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio systern will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that w'ill be assured of not
experiencing catostropttic failures due to lack of maintenance.

To be

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Example: This project to outomote occounts poyable softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing
time overage. The overoge time wos reduced from 1-0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day target. Additionatty,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did
not meet the target beco,use there were fewer purchoses thot qualified for prompt payment than originalty
estimoted.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline 'Tbf$et ActiiHl
Reduce cosf to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current
dveroge of 10 days to
< L, d,qy,.g,llawi ng us to
toke advontage of
proimpi $|aymint
discounts.

Processing time
annuol savings,
and percentoge

of purchases

receiving
p,{,1mp.t

poyment
diitoiiints

o 70 days
processing time

t 70% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

: Savings".of,^^^-

s700,0_p0

. 1 day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 sovinqs 
,,

. 2 doy processing

time
t 20% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

.2 $200,000 souings

Example:

There areJ-6 Elements (or sub-projects) within the RFCS Enhancements Project. Benefits for each of
these Elements will be realized at differenttimes. The below list identifies those benefits realizedto
date. Additional benefits will be added overtime.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Category 1: External Services

i ] lii,:t: i,ll'r,ii.t'., il.ir

:.Li.l'l'i l.ti t..fli;.rl-tiiI f r']

. ., l:.,, ( i.:l .. ', i,,,,

i.o aIi l;r.,i';r'riiitll

'::l

0

',tl')'i,t;t 'ri,,,:
.,.i't.l

,. ,t 

*i,

,i i: ' | .'

r1i

' '.it I.,i i {'tl\rlirr . i.l I {)

I,. i'r i, r: :l ;,-rJ{. -L,llll

r:r r i.i'i i;i;i l:, ilii'ii,

I,422,677 (all UW
tra nsit trips converted
to ORCA with the
University of
Washington Card
Element)

Custonrers as of
sl3u2Av rc.Jat

47,0I9. Outreach and
expanciing corrtracts
v'rith social service
agencies continLre to
expanci use of the
product.l'he.
tech nology i nvestnrent
r:nables this worl< to be

donc irr a cost elfecLive
manner, but does not
irr anrl of ilself result in
lhe program

acce pta nce.

U niversity of Washington
(UW) ORCA Boardings

O RCA Ll t-T Clrstorners

f Lrpdated 6/2712017)

TotalORCA
Boardings by UW
Employees in
October of each
Year.

lotal # ORCA Lll-l
cards issued.

1-,422,677

45k io 60k
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: Efficient
King County (KC)

Employee ORCA Use

Survey data no longer
used to determine UW

transit usage,

*tqg,are. y, Qof {;-o-{,15 al"i

W

Total ORCA

Boardings by KC

Employees for June

to October of each

Year.

lnstallation of a

repository of
detailed ORCA

transaction data

Surveys will no

longer be needed

I'r,:+ l+i;a+:t lo*x-gn
llf-\( '.,, lnvrrf 1: J--flr: ;r? fi

No data
repository
exists.

vs_ar_Ig
su pport

legacv POS

tTl

542,ooo
expended
every 2 years

691,673

Data

repository is

created and

collecting
data.

69'J,,673 (all KC transit
trips converted to
ORCA with the King

County Employee Card

Element)

Data repository is

created and collecting
data

0

lnstallation of a

repository of detailed
ORCA transaction data
rather than having the
data unavailable for
future stud

Legacv Point of Sale

iPOS) Svstenr reiired POS srrslenr

l-rarrsactiorrs on S18,000 per Cost savings of Point of Sale Svstem

$ rs,000 oer has been retired

vea r

Cost savings of
$42,ooo every
2 years

Cost savings of S42,000
every 2 years (King

County uses ORCA data

to determine UW

transit usage and no

longer pays for or
manages a survey this
pu rpose)

f"o;iqt.of - 54 le-:S.v::te', ++

h rc h,r-r. ".ri-ir:rv.l

1i i 1i1-1.- !-1,1 111 ;_11' _j- I : r 1 t1 i1'yr, : i :

,i.t8rooo-pe1'
rrr'-rr trr

3UlJp'w'L

1-*?--. {
9."+tq+
' l',' :,',t'*-'.,--.-"
r.i\/l.i ., !/i'lli

J:-i: i.i:,|-::.,:,

Q_o,figry3ngrr9{

'91$,€g1l-p*-v99t

( i),,i :,:l\./!i.rft i-,i rr,il !',ii rii i. i ;lrl ;i i,'' l.rj i

('i)ati tt,,;r,,,,, i1-]i- l,r,i i

i.'i.riiL.iii ii: it{ {-(li:;

,,:i' .i i.l,,Lri ir:t I
ili ;i ) r r\/i l i.i,:!,i ,ilr.:l Lr:;r' { lili ;'
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the-benefits of a project prior" to"its beginning
2. To update projected benefits p,f lhe project as it moves through stages of project app;-o,va,l, implementatlon,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported,
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determi,ned by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
thoseupdates. Makesurethatyouuploadtheupdatedversiontolnnotas. Theintentisforthissingledocument

King County Department/Agency Name
Project Title

Department of Tra (DOT)/Transit Division
Rider lnformation Systems (RlS) -TABS

nlPo4_a!lon

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners a,re required to be atthe

EBS ct Number 10286s1

nt Pibn (B,AP)achieVin$ iiroj nd ein'iuiingres6ionfibleOwnersBiiSiness rea for ect +cbenefi t t Benefithis Achieveme

nt director or h her

Ro b G a n n o n, Gene+al-Manag.er-D i recto r, M et ro Tra n s it De p a rt m e nt

The development of the BAP shou,ld include significant involvement from the business operations or
management staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be
using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP belowstaff m

Name Project Role
Jill Krecklow Fi na nce M a nager-Enterp rise gpe+a+iens,

DOLMetro Transit DepartmentDivisien

Title / Agency
Finance Manager - Overall Capital
Program Development

ivisien
Strategic Planning Manager, Metro Transit
Department

Sponsor

Project Manager

Beb Virkelyst-Matt
Hansen

ti+/i.tJ-P+ise€€+u-D i a n e

Sutherland TransiF Divisien lT Project Manager ll,
Metro Transit Department

Section 1. What are the of the Benefit Achievement Plan

Section 2. Business Owner Accounta

Section 4. When should the BAP be sta u and com leted?

Section 3. Who is involved in d the BAP?
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,

DescriptionDateStage

please record the time s ent on this in the table below at each sta of revision

Revision Histo Table

Revised By
How long

did it take?
How long did

it toke to
complete or

revise the form
ot this stage?

A brief summary of whot chonged in the
dacument. If this is an initiol draft,
please indicate new. lf nothing hos

chonged, indicote "review only".

Dote this
document
was updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

Examples: conceptuol
rev ie w, b u d get p rocess,

funding re leose, a nnuql
report, project

implementotion, or
project completion.

l" hourlnitial Report02l14l2OL4 Jill Krecklow
t hourRevised per feedback03120/2OL4 Kathleen

McMurray

Annual Report

Annual Report

25 hoursReview only02/te/201s Liviu PrisecaruAnnual Report
Review only02l06/2016 Liviu PrisecaruAnnual Report 25 hours

25 hoursKathleen
McMurray

Updated Business Owner & Project

Sponsor; Added Project Number071201201.62017 l20LB Budget

t hourKathleen
McMurray

Updated based upon Council staff
feedback

lolr0l2ot6

Revised to reflect council staff
feedback

5 hoursro/16l2oL6 Jill Krecklow

2OL7 120L8 Budget

2017 /20t8 Budget

0.25 hours

Review only. The project was on

hold will awaiting additional funds
Funding has been approved and

new project manager assigned.

2lt7/2Or7 Liviu Prisecaru2016 Annual Report

Diane

Sutherla nd
2lslsols 5 hours

Updated Section 3 to reflect
Tra nsit Department change.

Updated project completion date

and removed dependency on

completed Stop Based Schedu ling.

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

ect BenefitsSection 6. of

thE BAP?will it take toSection 5. How I

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no chan none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

Z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving interna,loperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatorY comPlia nce

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a ca there is no need to rovide information for thatcat
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Cate gory #2 im,proving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

tr Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

I Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

X Crtugory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: Externdl Service beribfits: lmproviri$ the quality or quaniity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opprovecl, licenses witt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four doys currently required.Ihls ,s lorgely due to the abitity of the new software to check nationol
and stote datoboses more efficiently. About one-qusrter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in
abtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comploints ond altow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf th.is proiect to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witt be qble to schedute othletic fields
over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This witt atlow sclteduting to occur at any time, rather than
the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions witt stitl
be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries.'Please respond to each question-listed below rath€r than
provide a summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed tr investment to produce the benefit(s).
How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
What is the current baseline for this meosure?
What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

1_.

2.

3.

4.

5. When is the benefit like I to be achieved?
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Exomple: lf th'is proiect to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors wilt be
able to check an averoge of 1A sites per doy compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This will allow the
ogency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next three years without adding more staff.

Exomple: lf this proiect to implement a systems monsgement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewitt
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements witl allow us to redirect onexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overatl effort to promote lT stondardization. T6is
proiect will make the current monagement of user dccounts, opplications, and devices eosier for tT odministrators
ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be tonstoby hoving a single
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The above examples are summaries. Please respond to
provide d su:r?llnot!.

sef procedures ondos Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Aur success will be measured by hoving o single

models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

question listed below ratherthan

1..

2.

3.

4.

5.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

What is the current baseline for this measure?

Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the dveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

The legacy Timetables and Bus Schedule lnformation System (TABS) was custom designed and

implemented in 1992 for the production of paper timetable pamphlets and paper bus stop

schedules that are posted at bus stops. TABS is used to collect and reorganize data for use by

PageMaker publishing software and to provide schedule information for use in Metro Online. TABS

currently has two components (Automated Time Tables and Bus Stop lnformation) each of which is

facing significant end-of-life issues. While TABS is working today, the continued complexity of data

and changing business requirements will continue to require resources to modify and updatethe
highly customized and non-vendor supported system.

This projectwill replace both components of TABS (Automated TimeTables and Bus Stop

lnformation) with a modern technological solution that will be maintainable, adaptive and designed

to minimize cycle time of production processes.

This project is expected to be completed in Q42e482019

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Business continuity is the primary reason for this project. There is a I00% probability that thetools
available to support the generation of schedule information at bus stops will fail, it is just a question

of when they will fail. The hardware used to develop the schedule information at bus

zones/shelters has already been cobbled together from spare parts once already. The TABSsystem

is highly customized and non-vendor supported. As technology and business requirements change,

the risk of being able to produce timetables and bus schedules in a consistent and timely manner

will be at risk.
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Non-standard and outdated hardware and software includes:
. lngres as a KCIT not supported database
. Openroad client application (custom developed)
' PageMaker - no longer supported by Adobe (current software supported is lnDesign)
' Old MAC computers running on old unsupported operating system that is compatible with

Openroad and PageMakerl

Based Seheduling effert, The business preeess ehange te Step Based Seheduling will ehang+hew
medule by Gire

able fer Timetables

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {externalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payable software is opproved, we will
automate three tasks that ore currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processin'g time from the current averoge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will allow us to toke odvantoge of prompt payment discounts for over 5L5,000,0A0 of annuol
purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnuat sovings of obout 5300,000. This witl result in sovings in
departmg_n't. .,e,xpenditures for thole items quotifying fo-r prompt payment discounts.

Example: .Cast Avoidance. Moving to.this new vendor that uses o SoaS product, we will.avoid,.the .need to
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to make this
upgrade due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost qvoidonce of5100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.
1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidanceT (How willyou know if the benefithas

been ochieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This proiect, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
anticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This
proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan {BApl?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a cleai understanding and foius on the benefits of a project prior to itl neginnihg
2. To update projected benefits sf the project as"it'moves through stages of project'approval; implementation; and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name DOT/Transit

Project Ti-tle Safety and Security System

Project Number 1129800 [Updated 2l s / I9l

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy
department director or higher

Business Owner Name and Title: Grantley Martelly, Transit Safety and Security Mgr. IUpdated 2/5/t9]

The development of the BAP should include significant involvernent from the business operatio,ns or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business a,nalysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAp below:

Name Project Role

Kathleen McMurray i Supervisor/Transit Subject Matter Expert

Marc Anderson Subject Matter Expert

Grantley Martelly

Jill Krecklow

Chief Safety Officer

Finance Manager - Enterprise
Operations

Project Sponsor

Chair - Transit Technology Oversight

Project ManagerPaula Adams Technology PM

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times o,ractions:

l-. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support fund ing release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revision table
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determi,ned by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits a,re achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Page 1 of 13
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Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text, Update the text as necessary and date

those updates, Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision HistoryTable

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?

Pleose use conceptuol
revi e w, b u d get pro ce ss,

fu nding re leose, onnu a I

report, project
implementotion, or
project completion.

Date this

document
wos

updated

Who did the
document
updates?

Kath I ee n

McMurray

Kath I ee n

McMurray

Jill Krecklow

A brief summory of whot changed in the

document. If this is an initial droft, pleose

indicate new. lf nothing has changed,
i nd icote "revi ew o n ly".

New, initial draft

: Updates from Council staff feedback

: Update to reflect information from
: the Comprehensive Safety System

Review

Revised to reflect Council staff
comments

Minor updates only. This project
was just funded and has not yet

sta rted .

No change to intent, but Section 2

rewritten for improved clarity and

accuracy, given a new PM has been

assigned to this project since the
last update. Sections L and 3 added
by new PM (Adams).

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

' t hour

25 hours

2/612Conceptual review

L0/

Lol

16 3 hours

2 hours

L hour

20L71201,8 Budget

2017 /201,8 Budget L

1,

o/

6l

T6

2Ot7 /201,8 Budget 1"6 Jill Krecklow

201-6 Annual Update

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

17 /r72l

lre2/s

Kath I ee n

McMurray

Paula Adams

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

l- hour

Page 2 of 13
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2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internal
services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of systemfailures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
nbt have benefits in a Caie$ory, there is no need to piovide information foi thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XCtt"goty #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

XCtt"goty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, irrcluclirrg the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCut"gorv #3: Maintaining service levels br7 replacing or upgrading olcJer technologrT

l-lCrt"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Categorv #1: External service benefits: I mproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check notional
ond state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently camploin about the detoy in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all complaints and altow stoff resources
to be directed to ather customer servicesr^-*

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is approved, residents wilt be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make payments by credit csrd. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rather thon
the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations will still
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The abilityto report on event (incidents, accidents and risks) root causes and locations provides Transit
leadership with the critical data they need to deploy corrective resources effectively in order to reduce
accidents, incidents and risks involvingthe public. The solution will also reduce adverse events limited to
Transit facilities and employees, thereby indirectly getting more coaches into service.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
Listed below are only some of the potential benefits from the Safety and Security Management System.
The maximum benefit for Metro Transit is achieved only when a comprehensive Safety Management
System is in place. Such a system is likely to take up to 2 years to fully implement. The end state is
achieved when Transit leadership can routinely discuss and prioritize safety incidents, accidents and risks,
and feel confident that resources are applied for the greatest positive effect,

Page 3 of 13
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A. ldentification and Use of Leadine lndicators and Trends: Transit will know that this benefit has been

achieved when data and reports identifying the frequency, location, severity and root causes of
incidents, accidents and risks are routinely available.

B. Efficient Application of Limited Financial Resources: With the data referenced in ltem A above,

Transit can identify opportunities for improving safety. Decisions relating to allocation of safety-

related resources will be data-driven, rather than merely instinctive, or based on the observations

of only a few key individuals.

C. Decision Tracking: Similarly, KCM will have the ability to track the decisions resulting from relational
safety data.

D. Monitorine Effectiveness of Corrective Action: Transit will have the ability to measure the

frequency and root causes of incidents, accidents and risks both before and after the date of a

corrective action; ond thereby ossess the effectiveness of any given troining, corrective or
preventative oction.

Examples of data types include:
A. Near Miss Data: Transit will have the ability to generate a report showing precisely where near

misses are occurring and the frequency and root cause of each location. This will allow Transit to
adjust training, communication and counseling protocols with drivers, mechanics and other

associated employees in order to mitigate risk. Note that the solution will have robust GIS

capability.

B. Accident Data: Transit will have the abil ity to generate a report showing precisely where accidents

are occurring and the frequency and root cause of each location. This will allow Transit to adjust

training, communication and counseling protocols with drivers, mechanics and other associated

employees in order to mitigate risk. Note that the solution will have robust GIS capability.

C. Securitv Data at Stops. Parks and Rides and on Coaches and Rail Lines: Transit will have the ability
to generate a report showing precisely where and under what circumstances security incidents are

occurring and the frequency and core vulnerability of each location. This will allow Transit to adjust

training, external communication and facilities amenities that support public safety. Note that the
solution will have robust GIS capability.

3. Whot is the current bdseline for this measure?
There is no baseline in terms of detailed, relational reporting. As noted above, thetools currentlyutilized

by Metro Transit to manage safety-related data and workflows are disparate, static and unsophisticated.

ln most cases, Excel spreadsheets, SharePoint lists or Access databases are used for 20-25 different
purposes associated to safety. This makes relational, dynamic and predictive data analysis essentially

impossible. This can result in recurring incidents, accidents and risks, with root causes either never

addressed or not addressed timely.

4. Whdt is the target for this medsure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

The target for this measure will be to establish automated reports and data sets that are effective for KCM

safety-related decision-making. Once the reporting capability is established, KCM will establish multiple
measurable baselines (for adverse incidents), then seek to reduce those baseline numbers overtime.

Page 4 of 13
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5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Useful data sets will be observable at project completion, currently scheduled for Q4 2020. Full absorption
of the solution into the KCM safety culture will likely take another 1to 2 years to fully realize. However,
the chosen vendor, Origami Risk, will utilize iterative development cycles that will produce a series of go-
live milestones, one module at a time. Some preliminary data sets should be available late in 2019.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
bf internal services. tie sure to explain the value of such impiove ments to your operations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors willbe
oble to check an overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This witt allow the
ogency to hondle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witt be
dble to teduce"the durotion of technology oitoQes during mojor incidents bi 30%. We-alio wilt reduce theWciii -"-"

tine for'custor'ners on hold witlt the Service Center. These improvements witl allow us to redirect on existing'-^
position to other priorities.

Exompte: The Active Directory Consolidotian project is port of an overall effort to promote tT stondordizotian.This
proiect will make the current monogernent of user occounts, opplications, and devices eosier for lT administrqtors
ot Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on to opplicotions
such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of procedures ond
security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The benefit ef this prejeet will be hew it enables Metre Transit te aehieve an erganizatien wide
'Safety Management System' (SMS) thatrpneets the requirements ef the FederalTransit

e met
with existing data seurees and preeesses, Having eemplete data that is aeeessible with business
intelligenee teels will allew Metre te be preaetive in addressing safety situatiens; rather thanteday's

safety eu ltu re,
p+aetiees+ndpreeedures in light ef the FederalTransit Administratien's meve require thateaeh

n SMS are
e frem the

FTA's February 2016 Netiee ef prepesed rulemal<ing ineluded thefellewing:

"saeh praetiees eall-fe" setting saf ety geals and ebjeetives, def ininq elear levels ef
w

aaY a€tivities, e

Page 5 of13
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researee aileeeti
learning and imprele

The review identified a tetal ef lg reeernmendatiens aeress 5 areas: Safety lnfrastruetureiSafety

Pelieies and Preeedures, Safety Trainingi Empleyee Engagement and Safety Culture and the area

where this prejeet fits Safety Data and Perfermanee Management,

ebserved "islands ef data" that rarely eenneet with eaeh ether, Fer examplei the preeess ef aeeid€nt

investigatien/validatien en the part ef eaeh and every safety effieer is burdenseme; time eensuming

and duplieative, ln additien, there is very little preaetive data miningthat iseeeurrinS,

We reeemmend the establishment ef a safety risl< management framewerl<-Je inelude the geal ef a

rebust enterpriserisl< management (ERM) data system er interrelated data systems, The enCstate

will be aehieveC when exeeutive leaCership ean reutinely Cisesss anC prieritire ageney wide safety

ln erder te meet these requirements, Metre needs a eemprehensive Safety and Seeurity Data and
gepe+ting€Vst€fr

The tools currently utilized by King County Metro (KCM) to manage safety-related data and workflows are

disparate, static and unsophisticated. ln most cases, Excel spreadsheets, SharePoint lists or Access

databases are used for 20-25 different purposes associated to safety. This makes relational, dynamic and

predictive data analysis essentially impossible. Without comprehensive and interrelated data sets, KCM

cannot perform the following safety-related work: 1) root cause analysis for groups of incidents, accidents

and risks; 2) comparative analysis before and after a risk mitigation strategy or training protocol is

executed; or 3) predict the most likely incidents and accidents, or where and when they will likely occur.

This type of sophisticated analysis is essential to institutionalizing a culture of safety and reducing risk.

Given the rate of population growth in King County and the associated demand for public transportation,

KCM must modernize its approach to safety management. Specifically, KCM must automate workflow,

data processing and reporting tools, thereby driving quality decision-making and effective deployment of

safety-related resou rces.

As further background, Metro partnered with the King County Risk Administration Group in 2015 and

initiated a Comprehensive Safety System Review (CSSR). The final report was issued on 9/13/201'6' A

key outcome was review of Metro's safety culture, practices and procedures; a response to the Federal

Transit Administration's requirement that each agency have a Safety Management System (SMS).

Language from the FTA's Febru ary 2016 Notice of proposed rulemaking included the following:

1 US Department of Transportation. Federal Transit Administration (2016) "Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan; Notice of

proposed rulemaking request for comments." Vol. 81 No. 24.,49 CFR Park 673
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"Such proctices coll for setting safety goals and objectives, defining cleor levels of occountobitity ond
responsibility for sofety, establishing prooctive approaches to identifying hazords and managing sofety
risks in doy-to-day octivities, estoblishing sofety risk-bosed resource allocation monitoring and
evaluating performance towords gools and continuously leorning ond improvement."2

The review identified a total of 48 recommendations across 5 areas: Safety lnfrastructure, Safety Policies
and Procedures, Safety Training, Employee Engagement and Safety Culture and the area where this
project fits - Sofety Datd and Performance Monogement.

As stated in the report:
"The collection, monagement, ond onalysis of reliable sofety dota lies qt the heort of o moture sofety
organization. Due to a number of homegrown sofety doto systems, we observed "islands of dato" thot
rorely connect with each other. For example, the process of occident investigotion/votidation on the port
of each ond every safety officer is burdensome, time-consuming ond duplicotive. ln addition, there is
very little proactive dota mining thot is occurring.

We recommend the estoblishment of o safety risk monagement framework, to include the goot of a
robust enterprise risk monagement (ERM) data system or interreloted dqto systems. The end state will
be achieved when executive leadership can routinely discuss and prioritize dgency-wide safety
hazards and their associdted risks, and feel confident they dre directing precious organizotional
resources in the right directions."

ln orderto both meet these requirements and institute modern, effective safety analysis, Metro needsa
comprehensive Safety and Security System.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
Th+fellewing are a list ef petential benefits te result frem the prejeet, The maximum benefitferthe

entinue, As mentiened

rees are apprepriately direeted, The items
isien

benefits ef this system will alse beeeme elearer,

e,,treeted and lsa

2 US Department of Transportation. Federal Transit Administration (2016) "Public Transpofiation Agency Safety Plan; Notice of
request for comments." Vol. 8'1 No. 24., 49 CFR Park 673proposed rulemaking
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Breeess +trat rmatce

preeludes preaetive

The expeeted benefits ef the implementing the Safety and Seeurity Data and RepertingSystem

i+el+tde:

ldentifi€atien ef

indieaters, As a result, faetual reperting replaees analysis in mesteases, Fer Metre te beeememer€
preaetive, the erganizatien will need te develep leading indieaters and perferm trendanalysis'

fer impreving safe eperatiens, We will repert en the new data sets we are ablete aehieve withthis

reBert en the tvpes

where sueh ineidents are eeeurring-se that-they ean-be investigated and addressed befere beeeming

ae€idents, We weul
jeb injuries than
e,(amBle 6euld be l

en++q$irements 5e that t
infermati6n the Wp
te BreeeAures' eBe

Listed below are only some of the potential benefits from the Safety and Security Management System.

The maximum benefit for Metro Transit is achieved only when a comprehensive Safety Management

System is in place. Such a system is likely to take up to 2 years to fully implement. The end state is

achieved when Transit leadership can routinely discuss and prioritize safety incidents, accidents and risks,

and feel confident that resources are applied for the greatest positive effect.

A. ldentification and Use of Leadine lndicators and Trends: Transit will know that this benefit has been

achieved when data and reports identifying the frequency, location, severity and root causes of

incidents, accidents and risks are routinely available.

B Efficient Aoolication limited Financial Resources: With the data referenced in ltem A above

Transit can identify opportunities for improving safety. Decisions relating to allocation of safety-

related resources will be data-driven, rather than merely instinctive, or based on the observations

of only a few key individuals.

C. Decision Tracking: Similarly, KCM will have the ability to track the decisions resulting from relational

safety data.

D. Monitori Effectiveness of Co rrective Action: Transit will have the ability to measure the

frequency and root causes of incidents, accidents and risks both before and after the date of a
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corrective action; ond thereby ossess the effectiveness of ony given training, corrective or
preventotive action.

Examples of data types include:
A. Near Miss Data: With a solution in place, a report will be generated showing precisely where such

incidents are occurring and the status and root cause of eaclr, so LJrat KCM can adjust training,
communication and counseling protocols with drivers, mechanics and other associated employees
in order to mitigate risk.

B. Root Cause Analysis: For example, the solution might identify that operators driving a certain bus
model have more on the job injuries than other groups. Again, KCM can adjust training,
communication and counseling protocols with the specific group of drivers in order to mitigate
risk.

C. Certification Review: Another example could be identifying which staff must update professional
certifications. Responsive training could then be either deployed internally or purchased from an
outside source.

D. Location-Specific Review: Finally, the solution will generate reports showing the largest number of
incident, accident and risk root causes at each Transit base, allowing base superintendents to
pinpoint the training needs of their own workforce, rather than implement generalized training
that may or may not reduce negative occurrences.

Mienmelring-€Hrr
leaded inte anether platferrni sueh as Exeel,fer

etive safety managernert, We will l<new thatthis
ep pertu n ities

en reQuirements se that training ean eeeur in an apprepriate time frame, er the ability te gather

te preeed u res; es eratiens e r veh iel es/equi p m e nt"

3. Whot is the current haseline for this measure?

ldentifi€atien ef

eduee jeb iniuries er help te
p+even++eeiaen++

thatritris that manyde

There is no baseline in terms of detailed, relational reporting. As noted above, the tools currently utilized
by MetroTransitto manage safety-related data and workflows are disparate, static and unsophisticated.
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ln most cases, Excel spreadsheets, SharePoint lists or Access databases are used for 20-25 different
purposes associated to safety. This makes relational, dynamic and predictive data analysis essentially

impossible. This can result in recurring incidents, accidents and risks, with root causes either never

addressed or not addressed timely.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

A. ldentifi€atien d in€

eetteetea is aeter is

that direetly reduee reeurrenee e{ similar injuries,

B.

the types ef deeisiens that will be able ts be made, Data and repert availabilit)' will be

demenstrated in the deeisien malrin€ preeess fer identifying imprevements and ehanges and i+

analyzing resu[ts, We will repert en the types ef deeisiens/aetiens that are aetually infermed by

thi++eel,

The target for this measure will be to establish automated reports and data sets that are effective for KCM

safety-related decision-making. Once the reporting capability is established, KCM will establish multiple

measurable baselines (for adverse incidents), then seek to reduce those baseline numbers over time.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

seful data sets will be observable at project completion, currently scheduled for Q4 2020. Full absorption

the solution into the KCM safety culture will likely take another 1to 2 years to fully realize. However,

e chosen vendor, Origami Risk, will utilize iterative development cycles that will produce a series of go-

ive milestones, one module at a time. Some preliminary data sets should be available late in 2OI9.

the appropriate categories

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 witl be ending in 201"5 and thot creotes a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will

no,t receive tax and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project witl imptement qn Advanced Authenticqtion solution which will allow King County to comply

with IJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of tnvestigotion, Criminol Justice l.nformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advonced authentication (AA) must be in

place in order to occess sensitive CltS information.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the overcrge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
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ln 201-5, Metro with funding from the King County Risk Administration Group, initiated a Comprehensive
Safety System Review (CSSR). A key element of the review looked at Metro's safety culture, practices and
procedures in light of the Federal Transit Administration's move require that each agency have a Safety
Management System (SMS). As stated in the report:

"The collection, management, and anolysis of relioble safety data lies ot the heart of o mature sofety
orgonization. Due to o number of homegrown sofety doto systems, we observed "islands of data" thot
rarely connect with each other. For example, the process of accident investigation/vatidation on the
part of each and every sofety officer is burdensome, time-consuming ond duplicotive. ln addition,
there is very little proactive dota mining that is occurring.

The proposed measure is Compliance with MAP-21. This system will allow Metro to comply with the new
federal requirements for safety and risk management under MAP-21. The current data systems do not
allow for such compliance. The statement above reflects the current state of safety data in KCM, as
described in Category #2, Question #L above. ln order to both meet the new regulatory requirements,
and modernize its safety reporting and corrective action response time and effectiveness, KCM must
implement a suecessful Safety Management System.

The baseline for this measure is that Metro cannot report on safety and risk management efforts to
comply with new federal requirements using our current systems.

The target for this measure is that Metro will be in compliance with new federal requirements. This benefit
will be achieved within 2 years of system implementation,

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The SMS project is a risk reduction effort in the truest sense. As background, approximately half of the
data managed by King County's Office of Risk Management associates to Transit business. Given the high
number of bases, vehicles and direct service providers managed by Transit, the potential for accidents and
adverse incidents and risks remains ever-present. Transit cannot effectively or efficiently mitigate/reduce
these risks without high-quality safety data that can sort by location and root cause, among other essential
variables and factors. Once this data is readily available in the solution, Transit can then effectively deploy
safety-related resources and reduce risk across the Metro Transit enterprise.
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Example: Cast Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoido.nce of 5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymoneta,ry

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

onticipoted benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additionol five years. This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnually for the next five years on up-time
levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the cou'nty would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - 5l million per towe'r, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe

emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic foilures d.ue to lack of mointenance.

Example: This project to automdte occounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The average time wds reduced from 10 days to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L doy target.
Additionally, only 20% of purchoses received o prompt pdyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthon
onticipated. We did not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt payment

thon orig i n a I ly estim ote d.

Exomple:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of ten days to
less than one allowing
us to take advantage of
prompt payment
discou nts.

Metrics

Processing Time
annual savings,

and percentage

of purchases

receiving
prompt
payment

discounts

e 10-day
processing time

t IO%of
purchases are

receiving
discou,nt

. S100,000
savings

Target

o L-day processing

time
o 3O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o 5400,000 savings

Actual

o 2-day processing

time
t 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prom,pt payment
discounts

. $200,000 savings

Sprine 2019 BAP Report:This project is underway. See next page for the summarymetrics

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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lnformation is not readily available to be

evaluated to identify recurring instances and
determine changes that could be made to
operations, facilities, vehicles/eq uipment
that would reduce job injuries and/or help

nt accidents. Manv decisions are
made on anecdotal evidence and mav not
adeouatelv and aoorooriatelv addrpss the
situation

to preve

ldentification and use of
leading indicators and
trends
(survey of data analysts)

Compliance with MAP-21

Category 2: Ability of
executive leadership to
routinely discuss and
prioritize agency-wide
safety hazards and their
associated risks and feel
confident they are
directing precious

organizational resources
in the right directions
Category 3: Meet the
new regulatory
requirements

Benefit Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Summary - Safety and Security lT Project

To be determined
during system
design

Metro is in

compliance with
new federal

Within 2 years of
system
implementation
(Q2,202L)

Within 2 years of
system
implementation

Currently, Metro cannot report on safety
and risk management efforts to comply with
new federal requirements (anticipated to be

ssed in late 20 re irements Q2 202r
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
i
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i
1,. To ach,ieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prio,r to its beginning

2. To update pro.iected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project a,pproval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are requi,red to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Tim Flanagan, Division Director, Business Operations, Metro Transit

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business o:perations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usi,ng the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or tech,no'logy project staffmay

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Jon Bez

CraiB Simmons

Alex Rampley

Diane Sutherland

Logistics Mana

Transit Supervi

lT PM lllMetro

ger/Metro

sor/Metro

siness Lead

dget Support

a

.B'

.Bu
,Bu dget Support

lT PM ll/Metro Budget Support

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be u,pdated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Tra nsportation/Tra nsit

TDC COMFORT STAT MGMT SYS

11341,L0

201.9-2020

King Cou,nty Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. on of Proiect Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete this
BAP form once thei€ is a shared understanding of the projbct and whbf value it will bring to tlie County. More
com:plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To i,mprove th,is process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Revised By Description
:

Stage Date

Please ase conceptual review,

b udget proce ss, fu nd ing
releose, onnuol report, project

i m p le mentotio n, or p roje ct
completion.

2Ot9-2O Budget Process

Spring 2019 BAP Report

Who did the document
upddte's?

A

How long did
it take?

How long did it
""'take to
complete or

revise the form
at this stoge?

.25 hour

.25 hour

Date this
'''tlocument

was updated

brief summory of whot chonged in
the doCUmEnL lf this is on initial

draft, please indicote new. lf
nothing has chonged, indicate

"review only".

New

New

High level Edits and Review

2019-20 Budget Process 5/4lIB

2OI9-2O Budget Process

Jon Bez,

Diane Sutherland
ho

ho

2

EJ

u rS

t-\U1BL/6l Craig Simmons/
Alex Rampley

Paula Adams6ls /tB
lLe Diane Sutherland : Review Only

Clearly identify the primary category {select only one) a,nd secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estirnated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from mo,re than one category, please select only on,e that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s), For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading older technology.
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

of services p rovided to the pu blic
2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
upgrading older technolo gv

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvt ces

CATEGORY #1 : External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

i,

public. :

servtce,

Exornple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol

ond stote databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the deloy in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll complaints ond ollow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedu,le othletic

fietds over the tnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduting to occur at any time, rother

thon the current limited hours ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions

will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary,

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary table for Cotegory #7:

OutcomelBenefit

Example: Residents are able

to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.

: Exomple: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction 45%
(to be determined through a

survey)

:

:# days it takes to issue
ilicenses

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

95%

5 business

days
I

I

l business

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 12/31/201.8

day
By 09/30/2018

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvernents to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors willbe

obte to check on average of L0 sites per doy compored with the overdge of 6 currently checked. This willollow

the ogency to hondte the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more stoff.
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7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Currently Metro staff use manual process to identify and manage required comfort station locations
and schedule timed breaks for bus operators. Gaps currently exist in comfort station availabilityand
a lack of automation make identifying gaps time difficult and time consuming. Metro has set
standards around this issue in the Comfort Station Policy, Achieving and maintaining policy
compliance is the key goal of this project. Upgrades to HASTUS (scheduling and operations
software) and Metro Geographic lnformation System (GlS) will provide integrated tools for Transit
staff to effectively plan and schedule transit service including timing for use of comfort stations. The
system will allow creation, modification and tracking of comfort station location and operating
hours. The system will allow generation of reports to allow staff to monitor and assess performance
overtime.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
The project will introduce reporting to measure the percentage of trips that include appropriate
comfort station identification.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
The baseline has not been quantified. As service changes are made severaltimes a year, gapschange
faster than current manual processes can identify and quantify them. The baseline will be measured
against the service plan for the period prior to implementation, after the reporting has been created.

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The target is to ensure that 90% or more of scheduled trips with layover time have comfort stations
identified.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The Baseline will be achieved within two years of project implementation

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

Outcome/Benefit
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Bv al!2022lnitial measures
to be established
at system
implementation

90% of each week's
scheduled trips
followed by a
scheduled layover
have restroom access

Achieve and maintain
Metro Operator
Restroom policy
compliance

Percentage of each

week's scheduled trips
followed by a scheduled
layover, and have

restroom access
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CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect will upgrade Peoplesoft from g.A,,tu.9,.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendar support
for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 ond that creates a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County witt
not receive tox ond regulotory updates and wi.ll likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Example: This proiect will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which wilt otlow King County to complt/
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of t'nvestigation, Criminol Justice tnformotion Services (CJIS)
Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvonced outhentication (AA) must be in
p I o ce i n o rd e r to occess,,sensit i v e CJ I S i nfo r m ot i o n.

1'. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the averdge Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. If the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit MetricsfMeasure Baseline When willthe target be
achieved/rneasured?
ay oa/tii,/tzois

Target

Example: Reduced # of system outages per 5 outages
system outages .month

No outages

iarie onv *4: Reduced cost to pibduce service (externil or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings wil,l be used by your organizatio,n. This catego,ry also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to preduce servics-. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble softwore is approved, we
will outomate three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Based
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge often
days to less thon ane. This will ollow us to toke advontage of prompt payment d:iscounts for over 515 mittion of
annuol purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annuolsavings of obout 5SOO,OOO. This witt resu,ltin
savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendorthat uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to
moke this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of 51"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
surnmary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
i. Whst is the current baseline?
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4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Annual savi of producing X

Easeline Target

s568,ooo 000

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/3012019

Actual

r 2-day processing

time
t 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
d iscou nts

r $200,000savings

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels, Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir dn emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014.The

onticipoted benefit wos to main.toin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foited physically, the cost ta the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of

$500K - $l mitlion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency

rodio system wilt benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of notexperiencing

cotastrophic foilures due ta lock of mointenonce.

Example: This project to outomate occounts poyable softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time overoge. The overoge time was reduced from L0 days to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day torget.

Additionatty, on$ 2a% of purchoses received o prompt pdyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthon

anticipated. We did not meet the target because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment

tha n origi n ally estim ate d.

Example:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 1"0 days to
>3" allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment d,iscounts.

o Processing time
(in days),

. Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

. Annual savings

Baseline

r 10-day
processing time

o 10%of
purchases are
receiving
discount

. S100,000 savings

Target

r 1-day processing

time
c 30%ofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 5400,000 savings

Metrics

Sprins 2019 BAP Report:This is a new project that was approved in the 2019-2020 biennial budget

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells.
For assistance in conrpleting this forrl, please contact your PSB analyst.

To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning- To update projected benefits-of the p:ioject as it moves thrbugh stages of iifcijelCt approval, implementation, and
post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

, To ensure that benefits are achieved

1".

2.

3.

4.

Project Number

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Timothy Flanagan

Kenneth Johnson

Tra nsportation/Tra n sit

TDC EL SIGN IN FOR OPRTORS

1134108

Project Timeframe

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Timothy Flanagan

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to th,is project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the ben,efits of the project. KCIT business, analysts or technology project staff.may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

Name Title / Agency

Managing Director, Transit

Project Role

Alex Rampley

Craig Simmons

Scott Peterson

, Base Superintendent, Transit

lT PM ll, Transit

Supervisor, Transit SDO

, lT PM ll, Transit

Sponsor

Business Owner

Budget Support

BAP Support

2019 Review

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that pSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table
4, When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAPI?
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text, Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage Date Description How long did
it take?

Pleqse use canceptual review,

b u dg et process, fu nd ing
release, annual report, project

i m p I e m e ntatio n, o r project
completion.

Who did the document
updates?

Dote this
document

wos

updated

A brief summory of what changed in How long did it
the document. lf this is an initial toke to

droft, pleose indicqte new. lf complete or
nothing has changed, indicote revise the form

"review only",

tialdraft
at this stage?

: t hour2OI9-2O Budget Process s/1.1/LB Alex Rampley New, lni

2OI9-2O Budget Process 6/4/18 Craig Simmons

Scott Peterson

l- hour

Spring 201-9 BAP Report 2/61Ls

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or u,pgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

c) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is theprimary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

tothe primary benefit(s). Formost projects, the primarytype benefitwillbe Category#2 improvinginternal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading o'ldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

I

Revisions and updates

Review only
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' Category #2: lnternal service benefits: I m proving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
u pgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days
insteod o-f the four days curr"ently required. This is largely due to the ability the new to check notional
ond state datdboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in
obtaining o license and this time reduction is elpetf\d to el'iminate almost oll co;rii:i:lii'ints"dnd olto,w staff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents witt be obte to schedule athtetic
fields over the lnternet ond moke payments by credit cord. This witt otlow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather
than the current limited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservoti.ons. ln-person ond phone reservotions
will stitl be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
How willyou mectsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
What is the current baseline for this measure?
What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Summary table for Category #7:

i;

:'

t,

7.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

Outcome/Benefit

Example: Residents are sble
to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

Metrics/Measure

% of custonter satisfaction
(to be determined through a

. survey)

ll days it tskes to issue
licenses

Baseline Target

5 business

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31/201s5%945%

By 09/30/2018

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Exomple: lf this proiect to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors wiltbe
oble to check on averoge of 1-0 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This wiltattow
the ogency to ha.ndle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next i yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt
be able to reduce the durotion of technology autoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the

1" business

day
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wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote lTstondardizotion.
This project will make the current monogement of user occounts, applications, and devices easier for lT
administrators ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on

to opplicotions such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Autlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of
procedures and security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Met Target

ixamptte: lncredsed site # sites inspected per
day per inspector

By 12/31/2018
efficiency

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory cornpliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendorsupport

for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 and that creates a large risk for the County. Wi.thout vendor support the County will
not receive tox an.d regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complyi.ng with tox and regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project wiil implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureau of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformotionServices
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvanced outhentication (AA)

must be in place in order to access sensitive CJlSinformotion.

L. Describe why you dre proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the crverdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
ln fall 20L7 Metro entered into a settlement agreement with the U.S. Department of Labor to rectify
deficient practices, in part around accurately tracking Transit operator time. Achieving and

maintaining regulatory and policy compliance is the key goal of this project. The interim system for
tracking operator time is a pen-and-paper system that does not leverage technology to make the
process simple and efficient. This project will implement an Electronic Sign ln/Out system for transit
operators that will automate this manual process while addressing the DOL's concerns about the
current system and process for recording operator time. a

2. If the primsry redson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
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ln 2OI7, the DOL reviewed the time keeping and payroll practices for coach operators and found that
Metro Transit was not adequately- or consistently - recording certain tasks such as Unscheduled
Overtime, Chief Visit Pay, Working Off the Clock, and Pre-Trip tasks. The DOL asked Metro Transit to
remedy this and implement a system that ensures accurate time and task tracking for operators. lf
Metro Transit does not automate and standardize this time keeping process, the DOL will return to
assess our progress and will almost certainly issue additionalfindings and penalties against Transit.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

OutcomelBenefit Metrics/Measure ne When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 06/30/20I"e

Baseli Target

Fxample: Reduced

systent aulag,es

Automated sign-in / oui
process will resolvc DOL

concerns about
adequate time/task
tracking for Operators

# of system

outaqes pe1 month
Transit operators
will no longer need

to manually record
time.

5 outages

':

L00% of
o pe rato rs

currently use

the manual
system

No outages

An automated sign

in/out system

available at all

transit operator
work locations.

1./1./2

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that wi,ll reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoida,nce
Cost avoidance is those costs that the Cou,nty wou,ld need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payoble software is opproved, we
will automote three tasks thot are currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten
doys to less than one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5 million of
onnual purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnualsovings of about 5i00,000. This witt resultin
savings i.n deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest versian which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
make this upgrade due to regulotory reosons, sa this represents o cost ovoidance of $L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1". Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
Transit advertised and filled four special duty administrative support positions to enterthe data that
will be collected via the new technology solution, in order to gain compliance with the Department
of Labor settlement. Upon completion of this project, those admin positions will no longer be
required, and the staff will be able to return to their normalfunctions.

2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been ochieved)
Metro Transit will avoid the costs when special duty administrative support staff are released totheir
normal function/position at completion of the project.
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Whot is the current baseline?
Four special duty administrative support specialists to support payroll data entry

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

No special duty administrative support specialists required to support payroll dataentry

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Completion of project, December 201-9

Benefit Metrics/Measure , Baseline Target

S3s,aoo

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/30/2019
By l2l31.l2o1.e

Exampte: Annual savings

Reduction of staff required to
support manual entry of actual
sign in/sign out of transit
ope rators

Metrics

Cost of producing X

4 special duty staff
with benefits

S3oo,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified a,bove. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfulty completed in April 201-4. The

anticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years- This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be eno,rmous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOOk - 51M per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency radio

system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not experiencing cotostrophic

foilures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This project to outomate accounts poyoble softwore was implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The averoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 7 doy target. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did

not meet the torget because the.re were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt poyment than origi'nally
estimated.

Exomple:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 1"0 days to
<1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

o Annual savings . 5100,000 savings r $400,000 savings

o Processing time
{in days),

. % of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

processing time
c TA%of

purchases are
receiving
discount

processrng

time
c 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. 2-day processing

time
t 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. S200,000savings
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rT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
'

I ,:
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells. 

l

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1, To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning .

, 2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

: post-project closure

. 3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Grantley Martelly, KCM Safety and Security Manager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project RoleName

Robert Pascoe

Paula Adams

Title / Agency

Contract Sec Coord i nator

lT Project Manager

Overall Project Owner

Subject Matter Expert

Charles Gatlin (external)

Mario Nunez (external)

i Contract Security Acct Mgr Execution of device utilization

FE Operations Mgr Day-to-Day monitoring

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated asthe project evolves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are requ:ired to update this document at the following times oractions:
'J". To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptua,l review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests, lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Tra n sportation/Tra nsit

TDC FARE ENFORC ENHANCMTS

1t34106

2019-2020

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the pro-jegj and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require mo,re extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of ievisii5ii:

Stage Date

Pleose use conceptual review, Date this
budget process, funding document

relEaSd, oiinuol report, project ivai ipdated
i,mplementation, or project ..,

completion.

20L9-20 Budget Process , osl0el1,B
: oslog/n
',06/13/LB

Spring 2019 BAP Report ' 02/071r9

BAP Revision History Table

Revised By

Who d.id the document
updotes?

Description

A brief summory of what changed in
'. the document. tf this is on initia!

draft, pteaib'i'iiiditote new. tf
nothing has ohonged, indicate

"review only".

20L9 
-20 

Budget Process

20L9-20 Budget Process

Robert Pascoe

Paula Adams

Craig Simmons

Alex Rampley Review only

ew, initialdraft 2 hours

New, initial draft 3 hours

Revised per Transit TTOC l- hour

How long did it
take to

comfiii'iti o,r

revise the form
at this stoge?

25 hour

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving interna,l operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primOry type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reaso:n for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit{s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
u pgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services
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CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes irnproved quality of service,

such as faster respons€ times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check nationol

and stote databases more efficientty. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the deloy in

obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost allcamplaints ond ollowstoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents witt be oble to sched.ule othletic

fietds over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rather

thon the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions

will still be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

6. Summary table for Cotegory #7:

By 0e/30/20i"8Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtoin o license

# days it takes to issue

licenses

5 business

doys

L business

doy

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Exomple: lf this project to ocquire hond-hetd devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors willbe
able to check an averoge of 70 sites per doy compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This willollow

the agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years witltout odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems mansgement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill

be oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consofidation project is port of on overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotion.

This project witl moke the current manogement of user occounts, applications, and devices easier for lT
odministrotors ot Public Health beca,use the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of
procedu,res ond security models rother than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Metrics/MeasureOutcome/Benefit

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined through a
survey)

45o/o 95% 8y 1.2/31/2018Example: Residents ore able

to schedu'le athletic fields
over the Internet and ntake
pctvments by credit cord.
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1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This proposal combines two technology concepts in order to modernize fare enforcement tools and
deliver dramatic business process efficiencies: 1)Automated data push to and storage in a third-party
vendor's cloud environment, thereby saving 4 hours of monual data input per officer per week; and
2) Modernized fare enforcement hardware will replace end of life and fragile handheld devices used
by fare enforcement officers (FEOs) with lightweight Android devices and software facilitating an
automated data-push to the cloud each night,

lmplementation of new devices and software will reduce customer interaction times and automate
data collection for Fare Enforcement Officers (FEOs). Reduced interaction times with riders allows for
an increase in the number of riders contacted/better productivity from the FEOs. FEOs also currently
spend 4 hours per week performing manual entry of information collected in the field. By automating
the process with newer more effective tools, the FEOs will gain efficiencies allowing them to conduct
more inspections and nearly eliminate manual data entry. This maximized time spent in the field (on
routes).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hss been achieved?)
A. Manual Data Entry by FEOs will be eliminated.
B, Repair costs for end of life and fragile Portable Fare Transaction Devices (PFTPs) willbe

eliminated.
C. New equipment will streamline FEO contact with the public and allow for increased numbers of

fare scans each day.
D. Fare Enforcement Officers will have a smaller technology profile (reduce number of devices FEOs

carry).

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
A. Manual Data Entry: FEOs currently spend at least four (4) hours each week performing manual

data entry in FEO offices.
B. Repair Costs: Today, Transit spends between 54,000 and 55,000 each year on PFTP repaircosts.
C. Rider Contacts: Today, each FEO touches approximately 400 riders each day.
D. Required Equipment: Currently, FEOs must carry four (4) separate devices.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
A. Manual Data Entry: Should be nearly eliminated.
B. Equipment Repair Costs: Equipment repair costs are expected to decrease by at least 80%.
C. Rider Contacts: Each FEO should touch 500 riders each day.
D, Required Equipment: The amount of equipment that FEOs are required to carry will decrease by

75%.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Benefits should be achieved nearly immediately after go-live

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/
Benefit
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At project completionAverage 4 hours
per week

Practice is nearly
eliminated (there could

be special cases)

ManualData
Entry

Amount of time FEOs

spend performing manual

data input each year.

a
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$4-5K annually

Rider
Contact

How many riders do we
contact to ensure their
fares are paid?

Average 400 per

day
500 per day At project Completion

Equipment
Carried

How much cquipmcnt do
Fa re Enforcement Office rs

have to carry?

4 pieces of
ha rdwa re

1" Android device At project Completion 1:

How much Transit spends
Repair Costs S1,000 or less annually At project completion

or upgrading old
ance. lf the project

benefits in the appropriate

on hardware re air costs?

jects that

5

5.0,

u. s.

(cJls)

must be in place in

Ability to expand the
Fare Enforcement
program as new
routes are added

Manual Data Entry

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or repldce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the dverage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
This project will replace the Portable Fare Transaction Processors (PFTPs) which have been in use since
2010. The PFTPs have reached end of life and are out of warranty, resulting in increased maintenance
expenses and steady repair costs. ln addition, they are heavy, bulky and limited in function to the
point that the Fare Enforcement Program cannot modernize business processes or achieve cost
efficiencies while they are in use. The PFTP devices are no longer manufactured.

The automated data push and cloud storage portion of the project willdramatically modernize existing
business processes by eliminating manual data input; thereby giving FEOs more time in the field and
the ability to contact more riders in a single day.

If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
N/A

2. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline When the target
will be achieved

Availa bility of replacement
PFTPs

PFTPs are no

longer
manufactured

Android devices
available for purchase

on demand

Practice is nearly
eliminated (there
could be special

cases)

Amount of time FEOs

spend performing manual
data input each year.

Average 4

hours per week

At project
completion

At project
completion
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Repair Costs

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a cou:nty service (external or internal).

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by you,r organization. This category also includes cost avoida,nce

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost tp producslervice. tf this project to insto!t occounts payobte softwore is opproved, we

will outomate three tosks that ore currently done manuolly by agency and central purchosing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge often
days to less thon one. This will oUow us to toke odvantoge of prompt payment discounts for over 575 million of
annual purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnualsovings of about 5300,000. This will resultin

savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SooS product, we will ovoid the needto

upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to

make this upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of 5L0A,0A0.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you messure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this messure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/30/201eExomple: Annual savings Cost of producing X S35,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4. The

onticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an add'itional 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5500k - 51M per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies on the emergency rodio

system witl benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing catastrophic

failures due to lack of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project to dutomote accounts poyoble softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing

time averoge. The overoge time was reduced from 1-0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 7 doy torget. Additionolly,

How much Transit spends
on hardware repair costs?

A, F., ,, ,51,000 or less At project 
is4-5K annuallvvr Jr\ sr annually completion i

s568,000

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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iscount

a 1-day processing

timeprocessr

discounts

only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did
torget becouse the purchases that qualified for prompt payment thon originolly

n 2019 BAP Re rt:This project is new. lt was approved in the 20L9-202O biennial budget.
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

level or higher

Business Owner: Rob Gannon, General Manager, King County MetroTransit

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this pro.iect and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title I AgencY

Dan Root . HASTUS Business Lead/Transit

Diane Sutherland lT Project Manager ll

Alex Rampley

Craig Simmons

lT Project Manager ll CIP Support

Su pervisor, Transit SDO CIP Support

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Project Role

Sponsor

Budget Support

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Tra nsportati on/Tra nsit

TDC HASTUS UPGR FROM V201"4

1,1"34r04

2019-2021,

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None'").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it shou,ld take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may requi,re more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision H

Revised By

Who did the document
u.pdates?

Stage

Ptesse use conceptual review,
budget process, funding

release, annual report, project
i m pl e me ntati o n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Date

wgs

Description How long did
it take?

Example: 2017-L8 3'd
O nt nib u s bu d get proce ss

Exa m ple : 2019-20 B u ct g e t
Process

2019-20 Budget Process

07/01/13 Jock Sntith

Jack Sntith

s12/LB Diane Sutherland

Alex Rampley

Craig Simmons

Paula Adams

A brief summary af what changed in' the document. lf this is on initiol
droft, please indicate new. lf

nothing has changed, indicote
"review only".

Nev/, initialdraft

Chaitged the metrics we wilJ
nleasure

Date
document

updated

, 2.5 hours

How lonq did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

2 hours

2 hours

t hour

5 hour

5 hour

25 hour

L/01/1

2019-20 Budget Process 1B

2OI9-2O Budget Process

2OL9-2O Budget Process

1B

/18

High level Edits and Review

High level Edits and Review

Review OnlySpring 2019 BAP Report 217/re

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) a,nd secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
c) Reduced cost to prod:uce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is theprimary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

servtces

CATEGORY #1: External seruice benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is opproved, licenses witl be issued in two business days

instead af the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check notional

and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the deldy i.n

obtoining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints ond allow staff
resaurces to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic

fields over the lnternet ond make poyments by credit csrd. This will allow scheduling ta occur ot ony time, rather
than the current limited hours qvqiloble for in-person or phone reservations. l.n-person ond phone reservotions

will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summory toble for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 12/j1/2018otr01Exomple: Residents are able

to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet snd make
payments by credit cord.

Example: Reduced tinte for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfoction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

1 business By 09/j0/20L8
day

/ tr01

5 business

days

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.
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Exomple: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witlbe
oble to check on averoge of 10 sites per doy compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This witlatlow
the ogency to handle the 20% incresse in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the,.iufgtion of technology autages during major incidents by 3.9%,,We also wit! reduce the
wait time for custamers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will altow us to redirect on existing
"';iosition to other prioritie:i.' 

*-

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overall effort to promote tTstondardization.
This proiect will make the current monogement of user occounts, applications, ond devices eosier for tT
administrators ot Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign-on
to opplications such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by having a single setof
procedures .and ycurity models plhgf thon the multiple ones'lhg:.t" 11owexlst.

The above examples are sumrnaries.,Please respond to each question listed below rather than-provide a
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

Outcome/Benefit : Metrics/Measure aseline Target When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

Example : !ncreased site
inspector efficiency

# sites inspected per 6 sites/day per 1O sites/doy By12/31"/2018
per tnspector , inspector

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendorsupport
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County wil!
not receive tax and regulotary updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of tnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2A13, odvanced authenticotion (AA)
must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the averdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The mission critical HASTUS system, used dailyfortransit service scheduling and operations, was last
upgraded from version 2006 to version 2014 afler a lengthy upgrade project. A more frequent
upgrade cycle is recommended to help avoid the complexities and delays experienced in the previous
upgrade. ln addition, a substantial number of system improvements have been made by the HASTUS
vendor, GIRO, each year since the 2014 version was released. Upgrading to a more recent HASTUS
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version will provide additional functionality and improved system performance that will benefit both

our operations and scheduling groups within Transit.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or desuibe how likely it is to occur.

Upgrading the mission critical HASTUS system at an optimal frequency will help mitigate the risks of

aninherentlycomplexsystemupgradeandincreasethelikelihoodof success. Theupdatesandsystem

changes will tend to be smaller, easier to adapt, test and validate. This also allows business owners

and support staff to leverage the potential benefits of new functionality and options with the upgrade.

An upgraded, modern HASTUS implementation benefits Transit internal operations providing business

continuity and more effective tools for scheduling efficient transit service and managing daily transit

base operations and staffing.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Cotegory #3

Outcome/Benefit cs/Measure Baseline When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/s0/20L9# of system outctges per 5 outages No outages

month
HASTUS in use by Transit HASTUS fully r0/rl202t
Scheduling and Operat tons o perational

staff

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a cou,nty service {external orinternal}.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf tltis project to instdll occounts poyoble softwore is approved, we

will outomote three tosks that are currently done monually by ogency qnd centrol purchasing employees. Bosed

on exper'rence of other users of the sofiwa.re, this will reduce processing time from the current average often

doys to less than one. This witt atlow us to take odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over $lS m'illion of
annual purchases. These discou.nts average 2%, yielding annuol savings of obout 5300,000. This will resultin

sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SaoS product, we will ovoid the needto

upg,rade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to

make this upgrode due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary,

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How willyou medsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
i. Whot is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measureT (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Target

Example: Reduced

system outoges
Maintain technical
investment by upgrading
older technology for
continued operations

U pgraded

HASTUS fully
operatio na I
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6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Example: Annuol savings Cosl of producing X

Baseline Target

000

When will the ta,rget be
achieved/measured?
By 06/30/2A1ess68,

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qua,litative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why

Example: This'project, to repoir an emergency rodio toildi,"'wos ibccessfully com:p:tete'd in April 2014. The'
anticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additiono! 5 yeors. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers fa,iled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOO* - Slu per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. user ogencies on the emergency rodio
system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in place thot will be ossured of not experiencing catostrophic
failures due to lack of maintenonce.

Exomple: This proiect to automote occounts poyable software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time,.,auerqge. The overage tim,e,...was reduced from,lQ,,to 2 doys, not quite reachin,g the L day torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt payment thon originolly
estimqted.

Example:

Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
<1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

. %o of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

'. o \O%oof

purchases are

receiving
discou,nt

t 3oo/o of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o 2-day processin,g

time
t 20% of purchases

are rece,iving
prompt payment
discounts

o $200,000 savings

Metrics Baseline

r Processing time . 10-d;t o 1-day processing

{in days), processing time time

Actual

r $100,000savings r $400,000savings

Spring 2019 BAP Re port:This is a new project that was approved in the 2OI9-2O20 biennial budget

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Tra n sportation/Tra nsit

TDC ONLINE REDUCD FARE REG

IL341.01,

201.9-2020

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regula,rly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department directo,r

level or higher,

Matt Hansen

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in cornpleting this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name

Mark Konecny

Matt Hansen

Title / Agency

_, i PPM lll, DoT-ccs

Manager, DOT-CCS

Laurie Elder Supervisor, DOC - CCS Technical support, integration to NG Orca

Kathy Kelly B&F Officer lll, DOT-CCS Advisor

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles,

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Project Role

Lead Project Manager

Sponsor
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type'lNone")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it wi,ll bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage Date Description How long
it take?

Pleqse use conceptual review,
b u d get proce ss, fu n d i ng

releose, onnuqJ report, project
i m ple me ntotio n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Example: 2017-78 3n1

A nt ni bus budget process

Exam ple : 20L9-20 Bu dg et
Pracess

2OI9-2O Budget Process

20I9-2O Budget Process

Spring 2019 BAP Report

07/01/13 .Jock Smith

Who did the document
updates?

Jsck Smith

Mark Konecny

A brief summory of what changed in
the document. tf this is an initial

draft, please indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicote

"review only".

New, initialdroft

Chonged the ntetrics we will
nleasure

New, initial draft

New, revise draft

Review Only

Date this
document

was
updoted

u"/a1/13

: s/n/1.8

How long did it
toke to

comptete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

'--.i

6/6/rB Craig Simmons

2/7/re Alex Rampley

.5 hours

.25 hours

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of se,rvices provided to the public
z) Internal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or red,ucing risk of system failures
c) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects wil'l have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). Fol most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing er u:pgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

uantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

operatio nc!uding the quality or quantitY of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or

upgrading older te
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

services

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The ORCA card (One Regional Card for All) is a contactless, stored-value smart card system for public

transit in the Puget Sound region. The ORCA card is used for payment on King County Metro, King

County Water Taxi, Community Transit, Pierce Transit, Everett Transit, Kitsap Transit, Washington

State Ferry, Sound Transit and the Seattle Streetcar. ln 20L7 there were over 97 million boardings on

all agencies of which 20 million used reduced fare cards.

The system has five passengertypes:
o Full fare Adult card - available online, by mail, by phone, at ticket vending machines and at

Retail Outlets
o Reduced fare: Youth card - available by mail or in-person at Customer Service Center

o Reduced fare: Senior card - available by mail or in-person at Customer Service Center

o Reduced fare: Disabled card - only available in-person

o Reduced fare: Lift-low-income card - only available in-person.

The ORCA system does not currently support an online application process for reduced fare cards,

The current in-person requirement places an unfair burden on some of the most vulnerable people in

our county, the disabled and low-income. Providing an online application would substantially

increase accessibility & registrations while following King County's Equity and SocialJustice (ESJ)goals

and supports Metro's goals for excellent customer service. This project will reduce barriers for senior,
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disabled and low-income people who are currently required to apply in-person. The change would
also allow customers to apply on their own time, after work, evening or on weekends.
The costs to the customers include the time it takes, the number of buses, transfers between buses
or the cost of a Lyft/Uber ride or the cost of an Access ride. The cost to the customer also includes
the loss of income as they may need to take off work to come in-person. King County Metro currently
issues 72% of the Regional Reduced Fare Permits (RRFP) in the ORCA system, which is, on average
between 25,000 -27 ,ooo per year. The low-income customers would have similar benefits as the RRFp
customer while expanding the service area by making the application process available throughout
King County, basically in any home.

2. How will you mectsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
A measurable outcome will be an increase in the low-income ORCA Lift & RRFP registrations processed
online. There will also be a reduction of in-person customers in our CustomerServiceCenter.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
The current baseline for this project is zero online applications as the ability to apply for a reduced
fare product/card does not exist in the ORCA card system. The baseline for ORCA Lift registration is
currently at an average of 1-,500 per month and the RRFP baseline average is2,000.

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement wittthis project ochieve?)
We would target an increase in the first year following implementation of IO% of registrations for
ORCA Lift and 25% of the RRFP registrations will use the online option.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The benefit to each customer would be immediate with the savings of their travel time, parking cost
and lost wages. Not providing an online application is contrary to King County's goals for Equity &
Social Justice. Online registrations will be measured and reported over the year following
implementation.

6. Summory table for Category #7:

rget be

Exompte: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and moke
payments by credit ca,rd.

Exa m pte : Red uced ti m e for
castomers to obtoin a license

Customers apply for LIFT

registration online
Customers apply for RRFP

registration online

% of customer satisfoction
(to be determined through o

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

% of customers who apply
online

% of customers who apply
online

4s% 9s% By 12/31/20L8

5 business L business By 09/30/2018

0% One year following
projegt completion
One year following0%

t0%

2s%
p roject completion

CATEGORY f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Target
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Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check on overoge of 10 sites per doy compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

dgency to handle the 2A% increase in worklood projected in the next j years without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is im,plemented we will
be oble to reduce the duration of technalogy outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overall effort to promote lT standardizotion.

This project will make the current monagement of user eccounts, opplications, and devices easier for tT
administrotors st Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on

to opplicotions such as Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving a si.ngle set of
procedures ond security models rather thsn the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary,

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3, What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measureT (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 12/31/201,8,# sites inspected per

Baseline Target

Example: lncreased site
inspector efficiency

6 sites/day per
inspector

10 sites/day
per inspectorday per inspector

CATEGORY #3: Projects that rnaintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will u.pgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 201,5 ond that creotes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox and regulotory updotes ond wi[t likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project will imple.ment an Advonced Authenticstion solution which will ollow King County to
camply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services

(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvonced authentication (AA)

must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJIS information.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include oge of
existing technology and the sverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. If the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Outcome/Benefit MetricsfMeasure
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Exomple: Reduced

system outsges
# of systent outoges per ,5 outoges
manth

No outages BV A6/30/2019

CATEGORY #4 cost to prod uce seivile (bxieinal or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for tlrose projects that will red'uce the"'costs to deliver a county service (external orinternal): '"" "

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install dccounts payable softwore is appro.ved, we
will outom.ote three tasks thot ore currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchosing employees. Bssed
on €xperience of other users of th:e Softwore, this will reduce processiiQ timi"frbm the cuiient average of ten
days to less thon one. This will ol'low-us to toke advantage of prompt poyment discounts lor over $L5 miltion of
annual purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5SOO,OOO. This witt resultin
savings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaoS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-tife at the end of next year. We were required to
make this upgrade due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of 5L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current boseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/2019Example: Annual savings Cost af producing X

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
q,uantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
onticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

If one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the caunty would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOOT< - SllW per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser ogencies on the emergency radio

Baselin
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port: This is a new project that was approved in the 2OL9-2O2O biennial budget.Sprins 2019 BAP Re
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
l

. 
to complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells. i

For assistance in completing tlris form, please contact your PSB arralyst.

1. To achieve a clear u,nderstandi:ng and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update p'ibjected benefits cif the project as it moVeb thiough stages of project approval, implembntation, and 1

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name Tra nsportation/Tran sit

Project Title Transit Business lntelligence Resource Data (TBIRD)

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy d,epartment director
level or higher.

John Resha, Assistant General Manager, MTD

The development of the BAP should include significa'nt involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider i:nvolving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business ana,lysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and docu,mentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project

Project Timeframe

Name

John Resha

Alex Rampley

Craig Simmons

Andrew Brick

Cecilia Florescu

rr29801,

September 2OI7 - December 2020

Title / Agency

Assistant General Manager, MTD

lT Project Manager ll, MTD

Project Role

Sponsor

Budget Support

Su pervisor, Transit SDO

Strategy & Planning Analyst

lT Project Manager ll, MTD

BAP Support

Business Owner

2019 Review

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initialproject request during "Gate2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no fu,rther benefits are expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the co,urse of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no cha,nges, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. In general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision Histo Table

Stage Date

Please use conceptual review, Date this
budget process, funding document

release, onnuol report, project was updated
i m p le me ntotio n, o r p roject

completion.

Revised By

Who did the document
updates?

Description
it take?

A brief summary of whot chonged in How long did it
the docu,ment. lf this is an initial take to

droft, please indicate new. If complete or
nothing has changed, indicote revise the form

"review only". at this stage?

2O\9-2O Budget Process 7 Alex Rampley
Revise, convert from BAP

v.2.0 (on file)

Spring 201-9 BAP Report 2/06/201s Cecilia Florescu Review only

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies} of benefits your project will
provide.

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external}

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the p,rimary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public

018ol2l3
j

i1
I

1r

hour

hou r

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
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; Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
, upgrading oldertechnology
, Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
:services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upg.rode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check nationol

ond state databoses more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtoining o license ond tltis time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost all complaints ond allaw stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project ta accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic

fields over the lnternet ond make payments by credit cord. This wilt ollow scheduling to occur at any time, rather
thon the current limited hours ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations

witt stitl be ovoitoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3, What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Metrics/MeasureOutcome/Benefit

Exomple: Residents are oble
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and ntake
poyments by credit card.

Exomple: Reduced time for
customers to obtoin a license

Baseline Target

4s%

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By L2/3L/201B

By 09/3012018

% of customer satisfoction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# doys it takes to issue
'' 
licenses

5 business 1 business

daydays

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors willbe
able to check an overage of 70 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the agency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems management toolfor the Service Center is implemented wewill
be oble to reduce the duration of technotogy outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.
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Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT standordizotion.
This project will make the current monagement of user accounts, applications, and devices easier for lT
administrators ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on
to applicotions such os Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o single set of
procedures and security models rather than the multipte ones thst now exist.

,"rplna to eacr, qr.l iln'i:irtlo u"i"* ,ather than provide a

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The Transit Business lntelligence Resource Data (TBIRD) project is implementing a new, scalable,
enterprise-class reporting platform that will not only replace multiple limited-function legacy
reporting tools but significantly advance Transit's analysis capabilities to include data mining, data
discovery, business intelligence and data visualization tools, and geo-spatialanalysis and presentation.
Current legacy tools and processes do not support any kind of data mining, data discovery, business
intelligence, data visualization and geo-spatial analysis. lt is possible to create maps and charts, but
the process is very labor-intensive and thus inherently limiting in terms of issues that can be explored
and decisions that can be supported with data-driven analysis.

TBIRD will take a phased approach to combining data from disparate datasets and provide more
flexible and effective analysis tools, enabling Transit to better answer pressing questions about the
service it provides. With the results of TBIRD, Transit foresees using standard business intelligence
tools, as well as continuous process improvements, to increase efficiencies and accountability in its
bus services and operations.

The overall effort to provision the new data warehouse will take multiple biennia. The current scope
for this project includes development of the scalable data warehouse and connection of multiple
existing data systems. As this technology and body of work are new to both Metro Transit and King
County lnformation Technology, it is unknown how quickly each system can be connected to the data
warehouse, as multiple steps and processes are required, [Update 2.6.2019] A$+e++he initial--During
thedeveloptletrtphase(rutlningfrornAugtlst201BtoJa*+*a+yMarch7_019),@
depby€"€l+t-4#+1.t--b+-pe-se+b.!e.--the project teanr has determirred four (4) additional phases of this
project. Using the Agile project model, tlre clerrelopment tearl will be processirrg and incorporatirrg
MTI) data-soL,rces into the {tz-*r* <}ata-warell*ust.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achievedT)
We will know when the benefits are achieved when:
a. Staff has timelv access to better data (e.e., ridershio and on-time ne rformance) in support of

data-based decision makins and servtce nlannr ng- We will measure this benefit by surveying
Metro staff and staff in council member officers to determine how satisfied they are with the
information that is coming from the system and their ability to analyze and make data-based
decisions. We will also measure and compare the time it takes to evaluate system-wide changes
as well as individual changes before and after the system is in place. Some examples of data
analysis that cannot be performed in a timely way with current tools are listed in 3.a.

The current tools available to planners and others-typically, Excel and Access-are very limited
in capability and performance for working with large datasets, resulting in a fundamental problem
of data access. Although Transit has a substantial amount of historical data stored in different
systems, the data are not optimized for quick extraction, compilation and analysis. Using Office
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tools, the extraction process for a single analytical query can take anywhere from 2-8 hours,

followed by several additional hours of processing time to combine multiple sources and then run

the queries. For questions involving longer spans of time or more data, the planner must run

multiple queries just to extract the data in smaller chunks, and then perform additional manual

steps to combine, organize and run the actual analysis. With these tools, the analyticalquestions
cantakeseveral hourstorun,duetothesizeofthedatasets. Thesetechnicalconstraintslimitthe
depth, quality, and quantity of analysis that staff can perform in support of strategic planning

scenarios and decisions.

Large analytical efforts, such as analyzing the impacts of potential revisions to the Service

Guidelines, or the development of major network restructuring require a substantial investment

of time and effort because of the manual effort required and limited capabilities of the tools. These

technical constraints limit staff ability to run multiple "what if" scenarios to fully develop or explore

results. More time is required to run regular performance reports, respond to ad hoc counciland

executive questions, and prepare supporting analyses for requested reports and documents.

The TBIRD project will implement a modern reporting platform in the "business intelligence" (Bl)

category of enterprise-class products. The solution will include capabilities that eliminate or

significantly improve on the issues above. An enterprise Bl platform typically includes the

following:
o Automated data extract and load processes to gather data from the source systems, so the

latest available data is regularly loaded for reporting purposes;

o Automated, rule-based filters that scrub incoming data from source systems, so that data

quality is ensured, and the reporting system will provide consistent, reliable results;
o Data organization that is optimized for reporting and analysis, with added indexes and links

for commonly used analysis, which eliminates repetitive manual steps for combining data

from different sources;
o Advanced analytical tools such as visualization, specialized charting beyond standard Office

capabilities, geo-spatial analysis and presentation tools.

The practical benefit of TBIRD's capabilities is that the analyst can sit down and immediately run

queries to support the analytical questions that have been posed, rather than spending time on

the preliminary mechanics of retrieving, combining, and organizing the data. ln addition the
platform will support many concurrent users. The advanced analytical tools also support a wider

diversity of analysis questions (exploration) and will provide the results in higher quality

presentations to decision-makers. The expected benefit is that staff will be able to produce

standard performance measure reports in less time, and will be able to more productively use

their time performing additional research and analysis that cannot be donetoday.

Trrncit r:n rnmnlrr rrrrrra ft r lrr with 2009 Tranci+ Darfarmanro Ar rdif Ridership and performance

data will be incorporated in the new database

As context for this benefit, it would be helpful to revisit some of the findings in the 2009

Performance Audit. ln summary, Finding F1 identified some issues with Transit data sources and

reporting capabilities.
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The audit report focused on the following areas of data reporting: boardings, linked trips,
passenger load, on-time performance and runningtime, The report looked at two systemswhich
are new or replacing legacy systems: One Regional Card for All (ORCA) and On-Board
System/Com m u n ication Center System (OBS/CCS).

The report noted that in the current, early ORCA implementation, Service Development staff has
two options for receiving ORCA reports: ad hoc queries and ORCA's standard ridership reports.
The ad hoc reports can cover any element required by Service Development but there are not
currently any reports developed specifically for their use. The auditors observed that Transit states
that they are continuing to research the quality and value of the ORCA data and determine the
best methods to make the information available to service developmentstaff.

The report also noted that the new OBS/CCS system will ensure that the new APC data and AVL
systems will be integrated on-board the buses and create a single integrated data stream.
However, the auditors raised the concern that although Transit notes that they intend to use the
OBS/CCS system to the maximum extent possible, they have not yet developed detailed plansfor
integrating these new sources of data with their existing data processing tools or data streams.
The auditors stated that integration of data will provide additional useful ridership data from
multiple sources to Transit's service development staff and will reduce manual effort involved in
summarizing and integrating data from multiple sources for users. They noted that Transit has
begun some integration planning; however, Transit should develop a detailed implementation
plan for integrating new OBS/CCS data into their new data streams and data processing tools.

The 2009 audit overlapped with early days of full ORCA system operations and system integration
and testing phases of the OBS/CCS project. The focus at that time was ensuring that production
systems were operational and that basic performance reporting needs could be met. Fully
integrating the data from these two systems was not within the scope of either project. TBIRD
was originally proposed in 2014 for the 2015-16cycle.

As proposed, TBlRDwill integratethese and otherdata sources, and provide significant new data
mining, trend analysis and analytical capabilities. The modern business intelligence platform and
tools will address and even exceed these recommendations from the audit.

3. What is the current boseline for this medsure?
a. Timelv access to better data (e.s., ridership and on-time nerformancel in support of data-based

decision making and service planning. Baseline is to be determined by survey of staff, review of
customer feedback and survey of councilmembers to determine the current satisfaction with the
tools that are provided, the data that is provided, confidence in the data and the responsive of the
data to customer and councilmember communication, The project will take a sample of typical
analytical reports or investigative queries, and run before and after comparisons in order to
develop a comparison. As noted in Question 2a, the expected benefit is that staff will be able to
produce standard performance measure reports in less time, and will be able to more productively
use their time performing additional research and analysis that cannot be done today.

The following analysis cannot be currently performed:
i. An analysis of passenger by street segment with geographical display.
ii, An analysis of fare and ridership profile on a trip.
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ill A geographical analysis of traveltime variability for a particular route and time period

b. Complv more fullv with 2009 Transit Performance Audit. Baseline is that not all ridership and

performance data is collected in legacy systems. TBIRD will integrate these data sources and others

into a modern business intelligence platform. See additional information above under 2.b'

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

a. Timelv access to better data (e.9., riders hip and on-time performance ) in suoport of data-based

decision making and service planning. Target for user satisfaction with the data will be set as part

of the planning phases of this project. Target for timely access to data is that the data will be

available to users 24 hours after the data is available in the collecting systems and staff perform

timely analyses such as:

i. An analysis of passenger by street segment with geographical display.

ii. An analysis of fare and ridership profile on a trip.
iii. A geographical analysis of traveltime variability for a particular route and time period.

b. Complv more fullv with 2009 Transit Performance Audit. Target is that ridership and performance

data is collected in new database. See additional description above under2.b

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

a. Timelv to better data (e.e. ridership and on-time performancel in support of data-

based decision makins and service olannin g. Within three months of inclusion of each data set,

on a rolling basis. This will allow time for data mapping and validation, as well as delivering

production reports and analyses. The project will break development/implementation into a

series of six month phases, with multiple data sets connected during each phase.

b fnmnlrr more fullrr ruif h ?OllQ Transit rnea Ar rdit End of 2019. The initial phasewill

implement data warehousing for systems used to track ridership and on time performance.

Benefits are expected to be realized within 1 year of completion of the initialdata

implementation, which allows time for training, building experience with the new tools, and

delivering production reports and analyses.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Metrics/Measure Baseline :Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?

Timely access to data

Compliance with
2009 Transit
Performance Audit

# of days after initial
collection that data

becomes available

Availability of data in

near real time to
' analyze transit metrics

90 - 120 days 1 business day By 8/Ll20I9
(first phase)

Bv 81112020Manual
re po rti ng,

limited scope

Access to data for
appropriate staff
on demand

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate

categories.
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Exomple: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond thot creates o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox ond regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in camplying with tax and regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advanced Authentication solution whiclt will ollow King Countyto
comply witlt U. S. Department of Justice,,,-, Federal Bureou,oJ lnvestigation, CrigtinolJustice lnfof-motionServices.....
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September j0, 2013, advonced outhenticotion (AA)
must be ii place in order to occess sCniitirze CJtsinformoiion.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technotogy.

2. If the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probabitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit MetricsfMeasure Baseline- ,, Target

Example: Reduced # it' system outoges per
system outsges month

5 outages No outages

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

, By 06130/2019

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings witl be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avo,idance
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payoble software is opproved, we
will automate three tasks that ore currently done manuolly by a.gency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processi.ng time from the current overage of ten
doys to less than one. This will allow us ta take odvontoge of prompt payment discounts for over $lS mittion of
annuql purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,000, This will resultin
savings in deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SoaS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrade due to regulotory reesons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of $1"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tr investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whst is the target for this meosure? (How much savings witt this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochievedT
6. Summory Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Example: Annualsavingls Cost oJ prortucing X

Baseline Target When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 06/30/2019
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified a:bove. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014. The

onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odd.itionat 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of tltese towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county wo.uld be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOAft - Slwt per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser agencies on the emergency radio

system witt benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic

foilures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This project to automate occounts payoble software wos implemented and did improve the pracessing

time average. The overoge time wos reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 doy target. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot qualified for prompt poyment than originolly

estim.ated.

Example:

Metrics

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
<1- allowing us to take

10-day

advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

. S100,000savings r $400,000savings

Sprins 2019 BAP Re port:This is an ongoing project. The project started in2017 and is inthe
implementation phase

:a

a

a

Processing time

{in days),

% of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

Annual savings

processing
o lA%"of

purchases are
receiving
discount

are recervrng
prompt payment
discounts

are receiving
prompt payment
discou nts

o $200,000 savings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title

Metro Transit Department ef Transpertatien (DOT)/

Data lnfrastructure Replacement Project

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy
department director or higher.

EBS_ Project Numbe_r 11,t2007

Business Owner Name and Title: l(evin Desmend &ob Gannon, Transit General Manager

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business a,nalysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAp below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Amy Spangler lT Project Manager ll, DOT Transit
Division

Project Manager

Dan Overgaard Project Sponsor

Bill Bryant

Systems Development and
Operations Supervisor, DOT

Transit Division

Service Development Managing
Director

Project Sponsor (since retirement of previous
sponsor Dan Overgaard)

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Sectlon 3. Who is involved in developing the BAp?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 5)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst,

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. io upOaie projected Uenetits of the piojeci as it *ouer throlgh stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closuie
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are requlred to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revision table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

y the business owners5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined b
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that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatory compliance

4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may requi,re more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Description
How long did

it take?Date Revised ByStage

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summary of whot
chonged in the documenL lf
this is an initial draft, pleose

indicote new. lf notlting hos

chonged, i n d icate " rev i ew
onlY"'

Converted plan from Benefit
Realization Plan into Benefit
Achievement Plan format

2 hours

Date this
document

wos

updated

t2/6/13 Amy Spangler

Please use conceptual
review, b ud get p rocess,

fu n d i ng re leose, a n n uol
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

2013 Annual Report

Amy Spangler Revised per feedback t hour2013 Annual Report 3/1,]'1201,4

Amy Spangler L hour

25 hour

3/6/2ors

2/s/20t6 Amy Spangler

Review Only

Review Only

t hour2/t7120L7 Amy Spangler
Update Section 6 (add

measures to Category 2)

25 hour2/6/2ote Amy Spangler Updated Project Sponsor

2014 Annual Report

2015 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Proiect Benefits
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

f Category#1: External servicebenefits: lmprovingthequalityorquantityofservicesprovidedtothe
pu blic

XtCategory #2 (secondary): lnternal service benetits: lmproving internal operations, includingthe
quality or quantity of internalservices

X Category #3 (primary): Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology,
reducing risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f 1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or-quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better a,ccess to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business doys
insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to ctteck national
and state databases mare efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll complaints ond ollow staff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witl be oble to schedule sthtetic fields
over the lnternet and moke payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rother than
the current timited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservations will stitt
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witt be
oble to check an overage of 10 sites per day compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This witl ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three years without odding more stoff.

Exomple: If this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30 percent. We qtso wilt reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect anexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port af an overall effort to promote lT standardizotion. This
proiect will make the current management of user occounts, opplicotions, and devices easier for tT odministrotors
ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of procedures and
security models rother than the multiple ones that now exist.
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Please to each question listedThe above examples are summaries.
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Update of W-|TOI7:
The Data lnfrast re Renlacement Proiect is exoected to enable t ransit staff to

E deliver data to operations svstem such as On-Board Svstems, so that buses are consistentlv
orovided with current schedule data in time to ooerate on that schedule

combine the creati o nf tr:nsit sche d ll les with bus sto n information red uci n o the

inrnncicto ncies in the schedule infnrmaf inn +het rra d e vered durin d ata rod uction

which leads to delavs in data p rod uction a nd p u blicationeusteme+s-see-
q reduce the amount of programs req uired to translate the data into different forms in the

data infrastructure

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

lJpdate ot AZl2OIT:
These benefits can be measured in the followinswavs

Reduction in the combination of niehtlv pro ns iobs and followinp-dav data oroduction

cvcles reouired to o uce schedule data. Once schedule data is published from the source

svstem. there will no lonper be a need for data oroduction in the svstem in which u serq mao

n the overn ht m hat mana sto informatio
and the followins data oroduction time req U red to assisn stoos within service routins
Reduction in the meas urable number of instances when inconsistenci ES between schedule

and ston data has cau Transit to reoublish schedule data and oerform the fo llowine multi-

dav data nroduction steos of revising utinp and stoo assisnment to service

Two in-house develooed software orograms will he retired throush this oroiect. Theworl<

will be ne rfo rmed i vondnr softv\ra re n ro gre ms current lv em nlnvpd b Tran cif

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
tJ r;clate oi 02 i?01'/ :

The data oroduction process is documented. includins the duration of ea sterr within the overall

orocess. within lT and Transit d ata nroduction docu mentation

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

lJ rr dair of A2/20117

tn a stn e iteration executi n the data roduction

Transit staff investig ation time. time to re-run overnisht processes and fix data inconsistencies. The

ro ect ex ll multi-d d ata rod u cti will ired

n reduce the numb les si ifica ntl throu h software
I mented b the

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
tjl;,:littt-: o1'O') /201.7

The benefit will be achieved at the tim oftware is fullv implemented in production

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savi,ngs, please note those benefits in
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Example: This proiect will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 ta 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 20i.5 and thst creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt
not receive tox ond regulotory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

(cJts)

tn

CounKing ty to cornply

beust

the appropriate categories.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology ond the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
King CountyTransit has a set of databases that store criticalfixed route bus service, scheduleand
geographic data needed by many transit vendor applications including ORCA, On-board Systems/
Control Center Systems (OBS/CCS) and various customer information systems. The transit "data
infrastructu re" consists of

o this set of databases
o programs that populate the data into the databases from transit source applications
. programs that translate the data into different forms as necessary for use
. programs that retrieve data from the databases and send it to transit applications that rely

on the data

The current data infrastructure was developed over 30 years ago. The data stored in thedatabases
is of a different format than newer transit vendor applications require. As a result, adding new
transit vendor applications has placed an ever-increasing strain on this method of supplyingdata.
There are more and more data translations that need to occur, leading to delays in deliveringthe
data. ln addition, errors are introduced when extensive processing is required to create and
translate this data.

The errors and delays in processing data have impacted both fare collection and bus operations-
including radio operations. Customer related information systems such as bus stop signage andtrip
planning require extensive data manipulation to work properly. Though there are no industry
standards on average life cycle replacement timeframe, the current transit infrastructure is not
sustainable. Transit needs a new foundation of data and data delivery methods upon which to
operate current and future technology.

The Data lnfrastructure Replacement Project is expected to enable transit staff to
I deliver data to operations system such as On-Board Systems, so that buses are consistently

provided with current schedule data in timeto operate on that schedule
o combine the creation of transit schedules with bus stop information, reducing the

inconsistencies in the schedule information that customers see,
I reduce the amount of programs required to translate the data into different forms in the

data infrastructure.

As part of this project, Transit is developing an "enterprise architecture model", a set of information
that captures the business processes, data, applications, and hardware currently in place tosupport
transit. This will help the project understand the pieces of the current data infrastructure and all of
the transit systems to which it is connected. This model will help project planning and analysisfor
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the data infrastructure replacement, and help transit and lT maintain transit systems and prioritize

future transit projects. The project is employing a federally-funded "standard" Enterprise

Architecture model, called Transit Enterprise Architecture and Planning framework (TEAP), from

which to customize a model for King County Transit.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The impacts to fare collection, operations, and customer information from the outdated data

infrastructure already occur today. For example, after the completed transition to the new On-

Board Systems in201.2, there were repeated occurrences during bi-weekly schedule adjustmentsof
buses not being provided with the current schedule data in time to operate on that schedule. This

led to problems such as some customer information being inaccurate, or bus operators needing

assistance in system sign-on processes. This and other impacts to transit systems have been handled

through extra efforts on the part of transit and lT staff to mitigate the impacts and fix the problems.

These effortstake staff awayfrom their regular responsibilities. The intention with a newdata

infrastructure is to alleviate these impacts that occur today, and allow transit and lT to focus their
efforts back on their primary responsibilities.

deportment expenditures far those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Movinq to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis

upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost ovoidonce of $1,00,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including anymonetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Metric Description
Processing Tine
annuol sovings,
ond percentoge

of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

c 10 days processing

time
o 10 percent of

purchases are
receiving discount

: Savings of
5rco,ooo

c 1 dqy processing

time
. 30 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
payment discaunts

c $400,00A savings

t 2 day processing

time
. 20 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
payment discounts

o $200,000 sovings

Example: This project, to repoir dn emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
onticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years.This
project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levets.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost ta the county would be enormous, generolly in the neigttborhood
of S5O0K - 5l Million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser agencies onthe
efttergency rodi'a-system will benefit by hovfng lrtfrastructure systerns in place thdt wiil be assuted of not
experiencing cstostraphic failures due to lack, of,nointenance.

Example: This project to automate accounts poyobte softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The overdge time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 doy torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases that quatified for prompt pqyment thon originatly
estimoted.

Reduce cost to deliver
servtce. lhts proJect

re d uce d processi n g ti me

from the current overdge
of 70 days to <7 day
ollowing us to toke
advantoge of prompt

t discounts.

The project started in2OI2 and is in the implementation phase. The baseline
completion date was December 2017 but the current estimated end date is July 2019

Sorine 2019 BAP Re port
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Tra nsportation/Tra nsit

Transit Signal Priority System Replacement

1124427

Q4 2022

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

level or higher.

Diane Carlson - Assistant Division Director, Transit

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Diane Carlson

Jill Krecklow

Assistant Division Director, Transit

Finance Manager, Transit

Project Sponsor

Finance Manager

John Toone

Owen Kehoe

Scott Niskanen

, Transit ITS Manager

, Transit Engineer lV

lT Project Manager ll, Transit SDO

ITS Subject Matter Expert

Business Subject Matter Expert

Project Manager

The BAp is intended to be an iterative, evolving docu,ment that will be updated asthe project evolves,as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate2" phase of conceptualreview.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles'

3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "ReviewOnly" in the revisiontable

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported'
5. Up to o,ne year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project, List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Co:mpletion of the BAP, depends on the projeotis cornplexity. ln. general, it should take a few hor.lr.s to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
com:plex and costly projects may req:uirs more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description , How long did
it take?--

P lea se u se'can,cep.tu a I review,
budget p roce ss, Ju ndi ng

releose, annuol report, project
i m p le me ntotio n, o r p roject

completion.

Who did the document
updotes? the document. If this is on initiol

droft, pleose indicote new. lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review only".

A brief summary of what cha,nged in How long d,id it

20L9-202A Budget
Process

Spring 201-9 BAP Report

Scott Niskanen

Scott Niskanen

Moved content into the
version 3 BAP template

Review only

tqke to
complete or

revise the form
ot this stage?

l- Hour

10 min

document
wos

updated

7/2s/rB

216lre

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving interna,l operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system fa,ilures
+) Reduced cost to prod,uce services {internal or external}

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify seco,ndary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
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i"i"iorv #2: lnternal service u"n"iiii' tmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal se

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check notionol

ond stote dotabases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the deloy in

obtaining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints ond allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: tf this project to dccept on-line reservotians is approved, residents will be able to schedule othletic

fields over the lnternet and make payments by credit cord. This wilt allow scheduling to occur qt ony time, rather
than the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations

will still be avoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this messure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

rvtces

Outcome/Benefit

Example: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payfttents by credit card.

Example: Reduced tinte for
custoners to obtain G license

9s%

When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By L2/3L/2018% of customer satisfaction

(to be deterntined through a

survey)

# days it tskes to issue

licenses

L business By 09/30/2018
day

45%

5 business

days

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check on overage of 1-0 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the ogency to handle the 2a% increose in workload projected in the next i yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: tf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outdges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
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woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to ather priorities

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The Transit Signal Priority (TSP) project will replace current equipment with a new system to improve
performance, reliability, and support new functionality. Additionally, the new system will reduce the
complexity and cost of deployment to intersection.

Current TSP equipment is owned and operated by King County in cooperation with regional transit
agencies. TSP expansion requires King County to procure additional equipment and negotiate with
each jurisdiction for installation. The proposed approach will be a software based system so
deployment to new intersections will be a configuration change in the software. This approach will
allow King County and jurisdictions to expand TSP rapidly without incurring significant cost.
Performance and reliability improvements are achieved through leveraging more accurate data from
coaches. Location data is retrieved from on board systems to request traffic signal changes vs a derived
location approach used currently. Derived locations are less accurate and can lead to requests
hindering performance. For example, a request to extend a green signal made too early would not
benefit the coach and could lead to arrival at a red light, the opposite of what the system is intended
to achieve,

2. How will you mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
Reducing King County owned and operated equipment will be realized upon the decommission of
existing equipment. Service benefits to TSP are measured by comparing TSP intersections with TSP

turned on vs turned off. The new system will analyze these criteria:
o Cost of deployment to new intersections
o ln-servicetraveltime
o Layover/recovery time through reducing run-time variability
o Schedule Reliability
o Number of requests successfully sent to transit agencies
r Number of requests fulfilled by transit agencies

3, What is the current baseline for this measure?
Baselines were collected for the current TSP system as part of the deployment of TSP on several
corridors, Current baselines:

r $60K or more - Cost of deployment to new intersections
o 2%-1,0% - ln-service travel time improvement
o 2%-t0% - Layover/recovery time through reducing run-time variability
o 2%-L0% - Schedule Reliability
t B0% - Number of requests successfully sent to transit agencies
o 55%-60% - Number of requested fulfilled by transit agencies
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4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

Targets for these measures will be updated once the RFP selection process is. The new system will
either meet or exceed the existing equipment baselines.

r Decommissioning of current equipment at roadside cabinets where possible

o +5%o - ln-service travel time improvement
o +5%o - Layover/recovery time through reducing run-timevariability
. +sVo - Schedule Reliability
o 90% - Number of requests successfully sent to transit agencies

o 7O% - Number of requested fulfilled by transit agencies

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Q42022

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Target
be

ln-service travel time
improvement
Layover/recovery time
through red ucing run-time
variabili
Schedule Reliability

Number of requests
successfully sent to transit
agencres

Number of requested
fulfitled by tran-9.1t ag9

Route traveltime w/out
TSP

+5%

improvement

:

:

:

Layover/recovery time
w/out TSP

Schedule reliability w/out
TSP

Current system sends

requests with 80%

efficien

+5%

lmprovement

+5%

im rovement
9O% of
requests sent

70% system
fulfillment

cy

# of requests
fulfilled

Current system fulfills 1.2/31./2022

55%-60% of sent requests

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology snd the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Legacy equipment is approaching end-of-life and a new solution is needed for TSP.Average

replacement cycle is 8 years.

nctes

Travel time on
route
Layover/recovery
time between
routes
Schedule Reliability

# of Requests

successfully sent

12/31./2022

1.2131./2022

12/31./2022

12/31/2022
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2. If the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcomey'Benefit Metrics/Measure - - -"----Baseline-" -- --Target When willthe target be
achieved/measured?,,,,,,,,

By 06/i0/2019Exomple: Reduced

system outages
# of system outoges per
month

outages No outaqes

CATEGORY#4: Reduced cost !g produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).
Please describe how the cost lavings will be used by your organization. This category Slso iniiiides cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occaunts payoble software is approved,we
will automote three tasks that are currently done monuolly by ogency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
days to less than one. This will ollow us to take advantage of prompt payment discounts for over $15 ntillionof
annuol purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annuol sqvings of obout 5300,000. This will result in
sovi.ngs in deportment expenditures for thase items qualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were req,uired to
moke this upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $J-00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you messure the cost reduction or cost svoidonce? (How willyou know if the benefithas

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/30/2019Example: Annuolsovings Cost of prodtrcing X Sss,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

lineBase

Ssos,ooo
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Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2A14.The

onticipo.ted benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an qdditionol 5 years. This project

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSAO* - SUvt per tawer, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency radio

system wilt benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not experiencing catastrophic

failures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: This project ta dutomote occounts payable softwore was implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overage time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 doy torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt pdyment thon originolly
estimoted.

Example:

Baseline

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
<1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Sprine

r Processing time
(in days),

. lo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

r Annual savings

r 1"0-day

processing time
o 10%of

purchases are

receiving
discount

. S100,000 savings

r 1-day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt paymen,t

discounts
r $400,000savings

t 2-day processing

time
o 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

. S200,000savings

2019 BAP Reoort: The project is in Planning Phase. The project was reset in May2018
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King County Department/Agency Name

Project Title

Depa rtment of Transportation/ Tra nsit Division

Vanpool lnformation System Modernization

EBS Project Number

Rob Gannon, Transit General Manager

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Transit Rideshare Operations Chief/DOTKaren Martin

Jill Krecklow Finance Manager, Transit

Project Business Lead

Stakeholder

Alex Rampley Transit Supervisor -Systems Ops, Metro
Transit Department

Sponsor

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be started, updated and completed?

S€ction 2. Business OwnerAccountability

I

i

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1.. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To-updJte projected benefiti of ttre projeCt as it moves through stagei oi pioieit approval, implementation,

-a,nd post-project closure- -' "

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

1"123913

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving d,ocument that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are fina,lly achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are ach,ieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type none)
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it wil,l bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Stage Date

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of whot
changed in the document. lf
this is on initiol droft, pleose

indicote new. lf nothing has

changed, indicate "review
only".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

Please use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding

release, onnuol report, project
i m ple me ntation, or proje ct

completion.

Catherine Boon Draft for review t hourlnitial PRB Funding Release

Review and edits for
su bmitta I

lnitial PRB Funding Release

lnitial PRB Funding Release

Dote this
document

wos
updoted

511,4/L4

5121,/1,4

6/23/1"4

Karen Martin

Catherine Boon Revisions following review

t hour

20 min

2014 Annual Report 2/rB/20t4 Catherine Boon Review only 25 hour

Review only - no changes 25 hour2015 Annual Report Randy Boshart

Kath leen

McMurray

Randy Boshart

Updated Business Owner
an-d Category 3 sections.

Review only - change to
sponsor title only. This
project has just been

restarted (it was on hold)

25 hour

25 hour

.50 hour

1./31./201.6

4141201,6

2/17 /2017

6123/2Or7 Jill Krecklow

Update based on council
staff direction to provide
dates for benefit
achievement and status.

t hour

2015 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

2017 Annual Report
(Final BAP)

2/28/201"8 Randy Boshart
Update for completed
project

Review Only (final BAP)Alex RampleySpring 2019 BAP Report 2/7l2o1s 25 hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fou,rcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, includ,ing the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulato ry complia nce

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each categorv is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

E Category#J-: External servicebenefits: lmprovingthequalityorquantityofservicesprovidedtothe
public

[J Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

X Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days
insteod of the four d.oys currently required. This is torgely due to the abitity of the new software to check notianal
and stote dotaboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comptain obout the deloy in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost atl comploints ond altow staff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to dccept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make poyments by uedit cord. This will allow scheduling to accur at any time, rather thon
the current limited hours ovoilabte for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person ond phone reservotions wilt stitl
be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and deve[op custom saftwore is opproved, inspectors will be
able to check an averoge of 70 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
agency to hsndle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also witl reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to red.irect an existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overoll effort ta promote tT standordization. This
project will make the current manogement of user occounts, applications, ond devices eosier for lT administrators
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on to applications
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s.uch os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. O'ur success will be measured by hoving o single set of procedu'res ond
security models rother than the muttiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology, Please include age of
existing technology and the dverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Metro Transit's Vanpool Program is the oldest and largest publicly operated program in the United
States with nearly 1800 vehicles supporting over L300 vanpool groups and over 10,000participants.
Staff in Transit's Rideshare Operations group use a suite of information system tools to manage all

aspects of the Vanpool Program including setting up and managing vanpoolgroups, trackingvehicle
mileage and scheduling maintenance, and collecting monthly payment from each vanpoolgroup.
Based on recent experience, Rideshare Operations projects that the Vanpool Program will growby
t5%by the end of 2016. Pending euts ef+egular transit serviee ean be expeeted te generate even

This projectwill movetwo primarytools used by Rideshare Operations staff from an obsoleteclient-
server architecture to a modern browser-based architecture. The legacy systems are the original
Vanpool lnformation System (VlS), a contractor-developed desktop application custom built for
Metro in 1995 using Visual Basic 6 (VB6) and an in-house developed desktop application known as

Vanshare, implemented in 2004 using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Microsoft stopped

supporting VB6 in 2008.

The VIS application is well past its useful life, risky to modify, difficult to maintain and 3rd party

software is no longer supported. The Vanshare application was introduced 10 years ago to augment
VIS and work around some of its technical constraints. lt is highly integrated with VIS and combining
the two will result in reduced duplicate entry of data.

The project is included in the Transit lnformation Systems Preservation budget which funds
replacements and upgrades of systems that face failure due to their age and changes in business

req uirements.
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This project is aligned with Goal 6 of King County Metro's Strategic Plan, Financial Stewardship,
specificallythe strategyto "provide and maintain capital assetsto support efficient and effective
service delivery." ln addition, this project supports King County's StrategicTechnology Planobjective
of Technology Modernization of Applications to "enable business solutions that are flexible, timely
and dcpcndablc by pro actively evolving modern application technologies and processes."

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The legacy systems have been fairly stable and the risk of them failing is estimated to be between 25
and 40%.lf either application fails, it could take weeks to fix the problem during which time there
would be a significant customer and financial impact. The real risk is that as time goes onthese
applications will not be able to support the business in a practicalway. For example, the applications
will not be able to be moved into a Windows B environment and the SQL Server database will not be
able to be kept current because the applications won't support the new version.

[Update 6/Ti2Ai7: Vvhiie thi:, projeci was on hoicj as oi i2l3il?-016, KC|T resources became
available in early 2A17, and the project is currerrtiy underway. KCIT resources are goingto behigher
than origirrally provicled arrd a fr-rnding release from PRts is being requested in Jr"rly ?O1,7. Theproject
will receive enrergent contingency furrds frorn the l'ransit capital program to pay the additionalcost
of KCi-i resources. inforrnation on the use of emergerrt cor-rtirrgency funcis wili be provicied tothe
council per standard process. Assurning appropriatiorr and funding release are approved withr:ut
delay, project implementation is projected alAOJZOI'I.)

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) forrn. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided d,ue to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts poyoble software is opproved, we wilt
automdte three tasks thot ore currently done monuolty by agency ond centrat purchosi.ng emplayees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overdge of ten days to
less than one. This will otlow us to toke advontoge of prompt payment discounts for over $1"5,0A0,A00 of annual
purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout S3O0,0OO. This will result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SoaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so thrs represents s cost avoidonce of$100,A00.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair dn emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014. The

anticipoted benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years.This

project is currently functianing at 99.999% up-time and will repart annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neigltborhood
of S5o0K - $l uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic fuilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote occounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time overage. The overage time was reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 7 day torget. Additionally,
onty 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originally
estimoted.

Exomple:

Spring 201-9 BAP Report: This project updated and combined the Vanpool and Vanshare applications

from outdated software that that could not be efficiently and safely maintained. These applicationsare
used to operate the largest vanpool and Vanshare program in the United States supporting over1300
vehicles and 14,000 riders across King County. These applications were updated and combined into a

single application using a modern software platform (C#.net)that will be supportable usingmodern
software tools that are in use and maintainable by King County resources. The expected benefits have

been achieved, This is the final BAP.

Target
Separate Vanpool
application using Visual
Basic 6 and Vanshare
application using an in-
house developed
application in use.

Vanpool and

Vanshare application
combined and in use

using C#.net MVC

a pplication

Vanpool and

Va nsha re

a pplication
combined and in
use using C#.net
MVC application

VIS application and

Va nsha re a pplication
modernized to
browser based

application.

Vanpool and

Va nsha re

a pplications
operationa I
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update proiected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approvai, implementation,

and post-project closu,re

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department of Transportation, TransitKing County Department/Agency Name

Project Title M5 Yard Manager - Dispatch Replacement

Busi,ness Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Ach,ievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy depariment director or higher.

Number 1.125054Pro

The development of the BAP should include significant invo,lvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Kevin Desmend Rob Gannon, General Manager

Name Title / Agency Project Role

R€fldyl/lind€rs
Chris Parrott

Jill Krecklow

Vehicle Maintenance Manager, Transit Vehicle
Maintenance

Finance Manager, Transit

Project Sponsor

Finance Manager

Scott Peterson lT PM ll, Transit Project Manager

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Sectlon 2. Buslness Own€rAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fillin the whitecells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies{the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptua,l review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB com,piles.
3. To supportfunding release req,uests. lf there are no changes, indicate "reviewonly" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form o,nce there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Stage Date

Please use conceptual
review, budget process,

fu nd i ng rele ase, a n n u ol
report, project

implementotion, or
proiect completi.on.

Dote this
document

was
updoted

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summary of what changed
in the document. lf this is on initial

draft, pleose indicate new.lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review only"-

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

Conceptual review 06l04/t4 Yan Zhang New, initial draft 5 hours

Conceptual review 07101,11,4
Kathleen
McMurray

Update 5 hours

2 hoursConceptual Review t0/02/L4 J. Krecklow Update

Update 5 hour2014 Annual Report 02/rB/Ls

25 hour201-5 Annual Report 01,/29/16

Catherine Boon

Diane
Sutherland

Review only

5 hour

Update Business Owner,
Sponsor, Section 3-1. This
project is currently On Hold due
to resource constraints. lt will
restart February 2017.

Revise per council staff direction
to include timeline for benefit
ach ievement (QO/YY) format.

Review only

25 hour

25 hours

201-6 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

021L7117

06123/17

216/Le

Alex Rampley

Jill Krecklow

Scott Peterson

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2j lnterna,l service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology,

tegory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCut.goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

l--lcut.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Cat-gggqy #t: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days
instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check nationol
and state dstoboses more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in
obtoining a license o.nd this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all comploints and allow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athtetic fietds
over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother thon
the current limited haurs ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likelv to be achieved?

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors willbe
able to check an average of 10 sites per day compared with the qveroge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the
ogency to hdndle the 20% increqse in worklood projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more staff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote tT standardization.This
project will moke the current manogement of user occounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrotors
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplications
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such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by hovi'ng a set of proceduresand

models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

to each question listed below rather than provideexamples are summaries. Please respondabove
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The petential fer autemated yard mapping ef eeaehes weuld preduee eperatienal benefits as eeaeh

leeatien weuld be l<newn witheut any need fer manual traeleing, Csrrently yehi€l+le€atien is

identified and entered inte a dispateh system that prevides leeatien infermatien teeperaters
leeleing te leave the base in their assigned eeaeh and vehiele maintenanee staff bringing eeaehes in

fer seheduled maintenanee, The benefiFweuld b+time savings lil<ely in the ferm ef redueed

evertime,

2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Many faeters influenee evertime paid te Transit eperaters and VM staff, Quiel< leeatien ef vehieles

eliminates the need te seuree parl<ing lanes ferthe right bus and lane pesitien, Capturingsavings

frem eperaters weuld be diffieult te aehieve, Within VM befere and after time studies eeuld be

dene te identifythe arneunt ef tirne savings frem the use ef autemated vehiele leeatien,

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

The eurrentrbaseline has net yet been established but will be eaptured as part ef theprejeet
planning, Cest benefit ef the time savings againstfuture eperating eests ef the identified system

wi{l-be-eva{ueted.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

the appropriate categories.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
Vehicle dispatch software is used by Transit Vehicle Maintenance to locate coaches forpull-out,
maintenance, fueling and servicing. The dispatch software currently in use is over 18 yearsold,

outdated and no longer supported by the vendor. The current dispatch software, built on Power-
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Builder, is at the end of its life cyc le. 2/17 /17: PowerBuilder was discon tinued bv its orieinal vendor
in 2011. Subseauentlv i-2015) PowerBuilder was sold to a new vendor a d resurrected. The effort
reouired now to p u rchase the software and train KCIT staff to allow updates to the legacv svstem
would not b e cost effective. and would still leave A oros ram that is outdated and lacl<s vendor
gupport,Power Builder was diseentinued in 201 1 and suppert ended in 2012, Therefere, ne seftware
uPdates are available and the applieatien is rret able te eperate witlr rrewer eperaIirrt sysLernssueh

2. If the primory redson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The risk is currently occurring. While KCIT has been able to keep the system operating on current
operating environments, there is risk that this may not be possible with future operating systems, lf
the system fails, we woLtld be required to revert to manualyard mapping requiring staff thatwould
continually identify coach location and provide information to Operations so that operators can be
informed of location of their assigned coach. Failure to adequately identify locations, can resultin
buses being blocked in lanes and unable to leave the base at the intended time resulting in latetrips.

IUpdate 6123/20171: Solutions to replace this aging software are unclerway. Estimated conrpletiorr
date assurnirrg replacement is still an option is 4O/2018.

IUpdaie 2/61'20i9]: Project is on hoici as the project evaiuatcs tirc option of updating theexistirrg
venclorto meet requirenrents, as tlre originally propo..;ed solr"rtioir v,rill rroi nreetl-rarrsits
requirernents.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce cosfs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. What is the current baselineT
4, What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Category ff4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistentwith the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the Cou:nty would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts payable software is opproved, we wilt
outomste three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency and central purchasing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average of 10 doys to
less than one. This will al.low us to toke odvontoge of prompt payment discaunts for over $J.5,000,000 of annuol
purchoses. These discounts overdge 2%, yielding annual savings of about SgaO,OO0. This will result in savingsin
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce". Moving to this new vendor that uses o SoaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life qt the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so th,3 represents a cost ovoidonce of 5100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were ach,ieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2a14. The

onticipoted benefit was to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - Sl Uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system wiltbenefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ptoce that will be assured of not

experiencing catastrophic foilures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This project to outomate qccounts poyohle software was implemented and did improve the processing

time averoge. The averoge time wss reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day target. Additionolly,

onty 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt pdyment thon originolty

estimated.

ActualBaseline TargetMetric Description Metrics
o 70 days

processing time
o L0% of purchases

ore receiving
discount

o Savings of
Si.oo,aoo

o 1 day processing

time
t 30% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. $400,000 savings

c 2 doy processing

time
e 20% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. 5200,000 sovings

Reduce cost to deliver

service. This project
reduced processing ti me

from the current
overage of ten doys to
less thon one ollowing
us to toke odvantoge of
prompt payment
discounts.

Processing time
annual sovings,

and percentage
of purchoses

receiving
prompt
payment
discounts

Sprine 2019 BAP Report: Project on hold while additional analysis is performed. No change to anticipated
project benefits, but achievement of benefits will be delayed. Project benefits achievement plan willbe
updated in next round of reporting.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells.
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

To;ihiete a clear understand:ing and focus on the benefits of a

as it niUV'bS through stages of plojddt a pproval, implementation, and

nd achieving benefits

Name DOT/Transit

Vehicle Telematics for Transit Coaches

L1.29799 (Updated 2/t7 /17)

Rob Ga n non, lnte+i,m-Genera I Manager

ensu

ess

the the o ma
to this

to help may
he

Kathleen McMurray S u p rV isor, Transit Systems Development &
ions (SDO)

Subject Matter Expert
op e rat

Dan Overgaard Manager, Transit SDO Stakeholder

Larry Schwerzler

Cindy Sattler

FAlll, Transit Vehicle Maintenance (VM) Stakeholder

FAIV, Transit VM

Finance Manager, Transit Enterprise
Operations

Sta keho ld er

Jill Krecklow Ch air, Transit Technology
Oversight

Project Manager (Update
2/L7l17)

Scott Peterson Project Manager, Transit Systems
Development & Operations (SDO)

lT PM ll, TransitScott Peterson Project Manager

Chris Parrott Div Dir-MT Vehicle Maint, Metro Transit
Department

Project Sponsor

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document onli,ne. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this

BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below.::..n.::*e of revision:

Revision HistorY Table

Stage Date Revised By Description

A brief summory of whot
chonged in the document. lf
this is on initial draft, please

indicote new. lf nothing hos

changed, indicate "review only"

New Project Sponsor and a

Project Manager assigned

Benefit is being achieved

r l'lOW.

How long
did it take?

How tong did
it tqke to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

4 hours

.5 hours

25 hours

Pleose use conceptual review,
b u d get p rocess, fu n d i ng

releese, onnuol report, project
im ple m e ntot io n, o r proje ct

completion.

Who did the document
updates?

Scott Peterson

Scott Peterson

Date this
document

wos
updated

Conceptual review 07 /07 /L6

2017-18 Budget Process

2OI7 -1,8 Cou n cil Review to/1.1,/L6

201-6 Annual Report 2/17 /L7

Spring 2019 BAP Report ' 2/611'g

L L6o/06

Kathleen McMurray New, initial draft

Revised throughout in .

Kathleen McMurray : response to Council staff ' 4 hours

Jill Krecklow

feedback

Revised to further reflect
council staff feedback

t hour

ldentifu the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the benefit achievement plan?
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1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category isdescribed below. Most projectswillhave bepefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benetitl jl a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading o,ldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

XCttugoty #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

fnnnrrr +12' NI-i^+^i^i^^ ^^..,;^^ l^.,^l^ 1.,, -^^l^^:-- ^-..---^l:^^ ^ll^.- r^^l^.^^l----rE6vr y rJ. rvtoiltLoililrr5 rEr vrLc rcvcr5 uy rtrptdLilrB ut uP6t duiltB, utugt tcLlilluluB,y

l-lC.t"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Categorv #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses wilt be issued in two business days
instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new s.oftware to check notional
ond stote databoses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently compla.in about the detay in
obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost otl comptaints on.d ottow stoff resau,rces
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witt be able to schedule othtetic fietds
over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother than
the current limited hours ovailoble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservations wilt stitt
be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achievedT

Catesorv #2: I nternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Exomple: lf this proiect to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors witlbe
oble to check an dverage of 1"0 sites per day compored with the average of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems mqnogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wiltbe
able to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce ttte wait time
for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing position to
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other priorities

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Tlris r:roiect iLrst started and is in the olanriirrri i':hasc. f{-1-fy1.-va1f{r;l<l-4ele+l+a.iies-{sr*T+*l+s{t4o"a'J+es

pr.oia.et*is-app,e.ve4rl/letro will procure and install a vehicle telematics system fleet-wide. This system

will provide the agency with more accurate mileage and telematics data to allow for more efficient

and effective vehicle maintenance. The Vehicle Telematics system will automatically provide

diagnostic error codes and operational data from systems such as the engine, transmission, and

brakes for all buses. Currently, this information is retrieved manually at the vehicle. The new

automated data provision will ensure vehicle maintenance occurs when necessary asoperational
performance is actively tracked, and reduces the risk of providing more maintenance than necessary

or missing required maintenance.

ln the future, the data generated from the telematics system could be combined with GPS,ridership,

and othertransit data, to support operations-related decision making. As an example, Transitcould
match a route with a vehicle that gets better mileage at the speeds the route requires.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

a. I ncreased accuracv of vehicle mi ase and fuel consumotion data - Transit Vehicle Maintenance

(VM) currently lacks a precise method of trackingvehicle mileage, and must rely upon planned(or

scheduled) miles to estimate mileage for a coach. Scheduled miles are determined by the route

and scheduled trips to which a coach is assigned. This information is then loaded into M5,the
system of record for fleet management. When there are known schedule deviations, such as re-

routes or special events, staff must estimate the mileage difference based on historicalknowledge

and enter it manually. Unknown schedule and route deviations, such accident diversions, arenot
accounted for in mileage calculations.

Fuel consumption is derived, in part, from vehicle mileage, As the accuracy of mileage data

increases, so willthe accuracy of fuel consumption data, Fuel consumption data, in turn, is usedto

measu re energy efficiency.

We will know that this benefit has been achieved when fuel efficiency can be automatically
derived based upon actual vehicle mileage.

Percentase of coaches that missed schedu led maintenance that is based on milease -Current ly,

maintenance is performed on a set schedule. With the availability of accurate mileage data,VM

can perform maintenance on each vehicle only needed or precisely when the warranty service is

required (for example, the 6,000 mile service requirement).

We will knowthatthis benefit has been achieved when required preventative maintenanceis

b
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performed per warranty requirements.

c. Percentase of oumo lockout o rrences durine coach fueline - ln today's fueling process,
personnel manually enter the vehicle identification number. For safety (fuel spills) and security
(fueltheft), the system is very unforgiving of data entry errors, After 3 unsuccessful attemptsto
log into the system, the fuel pump is locked for all subsequent uses until unlocked by someone
remotely. This causes delays in coaches being fueled. This problem is often identified at nightand
requires after hours support.

Under the new system, the vehicle identity, engine condition, mileage and required fuel
amount/type will automatically be transmitted to M5 when the coach is brought to the fuel bay.

We will know that this benefit has been achieved when fuel pump lockouts due to manualdata
entry at the point of coach fueling have been eliminated.

d Time (h ou rs ) sne nt on troubleshootins of mechanical and svstem operations - VM needs a

method to efficiently retrieve diagnostic error codes and other operational data from major
vehicle systems, such as the engine, transmission, brakes, and other related systems. Currently
these codes must be manually retrieved from each individual coach by plugging a laptop into the
onboard diagnostics unit. The vehicle telematics system would allow for automated fleet-wide
collection and analysis of these fault codes. This is a reactive process based upon driverfeedback.
The new system will automatically provide this information, removing the driver and the Transit
Control Center from the process.

We will know that this benefit has been fully achieved when diagnostic codes are used todevelop
work orders, thereby identifying the work that needs to be done on a coach and reducingtime
previously spent on diagnostics ortroubleshooting.

3. What is the current haseline for this medsure?

a. lncreased accuracv of vehicle mil eage and fuel consumption data - The baseline for this measure
is that coach mileage derived based upon planned bus schedule and manual adjustments is

inaccurate. Based upon pilot project results, Transit estimates scheduled miles underreports
actual miles by approximately tO%. This will be validated as the project proceeds.

b Percentase of coaches that misse d scheduled maintenance that is based on milease - The
baseline for this measure is that maintenance is performed on a set schedule without respectto
actual mileage. Assuming a IO% under reporting of actual miles, we hypothesize the accuracyof
untimely maintenance is 10% as well. This will be validated as the project proceeds.

c. Percentase um n lockorrt o urrences durins coach frrelins - The baseline for this measure isof n

that duringthe fueling process, fuel pump lockouts dueto data entry errors occurapproximately
two times a week.

d. Time (hours) snent on troubleshootine of mechanica I and svstem operations -The baseline is for
this benefit will be hours spent troubleshooting mechanical and system operations that can be
identified with the data from the system. The baseline measure will be quantified as the project
proceeds.
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4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

a. lncreased accur of vehicle milease and fuel consum ion data - The target for this measure isnt

that coach mileage is based upon actual mileage from the vehicle resulting in no under reporting

of actual miles.

Percentase of coaches th at missed scheduled maintenance that is hased on mileape - Th e ta rget

for this measure is that maintenance will occur based on actual, rather than estimated mileage.

The number of coaches exceedingtheir mileage limits will be identified and can be prioritizedfor

maintenance,

c. Percentase of pump lockouts ( occurrences) durine coach fueline - The target for this measure is

automated entry of the vehicle identity, mileage and other data during the fueling process that
will result in zero occurrences per week due to manual error'

d. Time (hours) soent on troubleshootine of mechanical and svstem ooerations --The ta rget for this

measure will be a reduction in the time currently spent troubleshooting and diagnosing a coach.

A specific target will be determined as the projeci moves forward and specific data elements are

identified and training is developed.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

a. lncreased accurac v of vehicle mileaee and fuel co nsumotion data - This benefit will begin to be

seen immediately upon implementation, butwill not befully realized until installation iscomplete

across the fleet. lnstallation is currently planned for completion Q3 20L8.

b Redrrced oercentase of coaches th at missed scheduled maintenance that is based on milease -
This benefit will begin to be seen immediately upon implementation, but will not be fully realized

until installation is complete across the fleet. lnstallation is currently planned for completionQ3

201"8.

c. Reduced occurrences of pump lockouts durine coach fueline - This benefit will begin to beseen

immediately upon implementation, but will not be fully realized until installation is complete

across the fleet. lnstallation is currently planned for completion Q3 2OtB.

d. Time (hours) soent on troubleshootin of mechanica and svstem operations - The timin g of this

benefit will be dependent upon completion of training by mechanics on how to use and trustthe
data that is provided on the work orders. Data will begin to be available at system

implementation, but if there are labor issues, full realization could take a contractcycle.

Categorv #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in i:mprovements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upg,rade PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgro.de is necessary becouse vendorsupport

for 9.0 witt be ending in 201-5 and that creotes a large risk for the County, Without vendor support the County will

not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

b
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Example: This proiect will implement an Advonced Authentication solution which will atlow King County to comply
with U. S. Deportment of lustice - Federol Bureau of tnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)
Security Policy Version 5,0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvanced outhentication (AA) must be in
ploce in order to access sensitive CJIS informotion.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technolagy. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the risk
or describe how likely it is to occur.

Cateeorv #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describc how the cost savings will be used by your organization;This category
also includes cost avoidance. Co-st avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, hasthe
capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instal'l occounts poyoble softwore is approved, we witl
automdte three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency and central purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten days to
less thon one. Tltis will ollow us to take advontage of prompt payment discounts for over $L5,000,0A0 of annu.al
purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnusl sovings of about $300,000. This witt result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidsnce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of$L00,000.

The above examples ot€ su:lnrn?ries. Please respond to each question listed betow rather than provide
a summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been ochieved)
Whot is the current baseline?
What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include
both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.
Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in Aprit 2014. The
onticipoted benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSAAX - $l miilion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser ogencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not experiencing
catastrophic foilures due to lock of main.tenance.
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Spring 2019 BAP Report:The project started in2QL7 and is in lmplementation Phase. See next pagefor

the summary metrics. 
i
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Summary - Vehicle Telematics lT Project

This benefit will begin to be seen
immediately upon implementation,
but will not be fully realized until
installation is complete across the
fleet. lnstallation is currently
planned for completion Q3 20L8.

This benefit will begin to be seen
immediately upon implementation,
but will not be fully realized until
installation is complete across the
fleet. lnstallation is currently
planned for completion Q3 2018.

This benefit will begin to be seen
immediately upon implementation,
but will not be fully realized until
installation is complete across the
fleet. lnstallation is currently
planned for completion Q3 2018.

The timing of this benefit will be

dependent upon completion of
training by mechanics on how to
use and trust the data that is
provided on the work orders. Data
will begin to be available at system
implementation, but if there are

labor issues, full realization could
take a contract cvcle.

No under reporting
of actual miles.

To be determined

Zero occurrences per

week due to manual
error.

Coach mileage derived based upon
planned bus schedule and manual
adjustments is inaccurate. Based

upon pilot project results, Transit
estimates scheduled miles under
reports actual miles by
approximately IO%. This will be

validated as the project proceeds.

Maintenance is performed on a set
schedule without respect to actual
mileage. Assuming a I0% under
reporting of actual miles, we
hypothesize the accuracy of untimely
maintenance is !0% as well. This will
be validated as the project proceeds.

Approximately two fuel pump
lockouts per week (due to manual
data entry errors)

The baseline measure will be

quantified as the project proceeds

1) lncreased accuracy
of vehicle mileage
and fuel
consumption data

2) Percentage of
coaches that missed

their scheduled
maintenance that is

based on mileage

3) Percentage of pump

lockout occurrences
during coach fueling

4)Time (hours)spent
on troubleshooting
of mechanical and
system operations

Category 2: Transit
will have more
accurate mileage and

telematics data to
allow for more
efficient and effective
vehicle maintenance.

Benefit Metrics Baseline Target Actual

To be determined as

the project moves
forward and specific
data elements are
identified and
training is

developed.
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1.. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name KCIT

800 MHz Trunked Radio System Sprint/Nextel RebandingProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan tBAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

347382 10413r3Project Number

Business Owner Name and Title: Bob Potts, Regional Services Manager

The development of the BAP shou,ld include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentatio,n. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project RoleName Title / Agency

Tony Minor Manager/KCIT Technical O&M

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined o,r scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are requ,ired to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revision table

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then a,nnually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)
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Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it
take?

Pleose use conceptual review,
budget process, funding
re lea se, d,n f, uo I re port,

project impleme ntotion, or
project completian.

Date this
document
was updoted

Wha did the
document
updates?

A brief summary of whot changed in the
document. lf this is on initialdraft,
please indicote new. lf nothing hos

C,ll A,n g q d, i ll.dic ate " rev ie w o n ly".,

2013 Annual Report 3/4/2AL4 i uai ehung New, lnitial

Amount of
time to

complete/
update the

form

L hour

2014 Annual Report 3/r2l20rs Hai Phung

201-5 Annual Report 2/23/2016 Hai Phung

No Changes Required

No Changes Required

N/A

N/A

2016 Annual Report
(ongoing project)

2/6/2017 Tony Minor Section 6 Update 25 hour

2018 Annual Report 2/14/20L8 Tony Minor Sections2,6&TUpdated 5 hour

2019 Project Com pletion 1./e/20Le Tony Minor Final BAP. Sections 2 & 7 Update 5 hour

2019 BAP Report 2/6/20Le George Vida Final BAP. Review of Section 7 5 Hour

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lm,proving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or extern,al)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechno logy

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understa,nding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

' Revision-l,listory Table

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

[C.tugoty #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

egory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XC.t.goty #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lCrt"goty #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this projectto upgrade our licensing softwore is approved,licenses wiltbe issued in two business doys

insteod of the four d.oys currently required. Tltis is largely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol

and stote dotaboses more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comploints ond all.ow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be abte to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet a.nd make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rother thon

the current limited haurs availobte for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still

be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hand-hetd devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors witt be

obte to check on averoge of L0 sites per doy compored with the dverage of 6 currentty checked. This witt allow the

agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Exomple: tf this project to implement a systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overolt effort ta promote lT stondardizotion. Tltis

project will make the current monogement of user occounts, opplicati.ons, and devices eosier for lT administrators

ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on to applicotions

such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by h'aving a single set of procedures and

security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
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result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefitsin
the appropriate categories.

Exomple: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 201"5 ond thot creates o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitl
not receive tax and regulatory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.

This proiect will implement on Advonced Authentication solution which-will.oLlow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminol Justice !nformotion Services (CJtS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2A13, odvanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in
place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1,. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the averoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This project is to comply with Federal Communications Commission's mandate in reconfiguringthe
800 MHz band that being used by King County Police, Fire and PublicWorks agencies. ltinvolves
replacing radio units that cannot be complied with the mandate, reprogramming all radios and the
infrastructure equipment. The risk is if the work is not done, King County will be out of compliance
of FCC regulations and iose the licenses to use the 800 MHz radio frequencies.

2, If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
This project is to mitigate the risk of losing the FCC 800 MHz licenses by completing the userradios
replacement and reprogra m m ing and infrastructure equi pment reprogram m ing.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. If this project to instolt occounts payoble softwore is approved, we will
automote three tasks that ore currently done manuolty by ogency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosedon
experience of other users of the softwore, this witt reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will ollow us to toke advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $15,000,000 of onnual
purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding qnnuat savings of about 5300,000. This witl result in savings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost,lvoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaoS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-tife at the end of n.ext yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost avoidance of$100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir dn emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014.The

anticipoted benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neigttborhood

af 5500K - $l Uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies anthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic foilures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to automote occounts poyoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 doy torget. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originolty

estimoted.

Exomple:

c 10 doys
processing time

c L0% of purchases

are receiving

discount
. Sovings of

Sl"oo,ooo

Update as of Feb 2017:

The project is on track to complete in Q2, 20\7, and achieve its target benefit of risk reduction upon

completion.

Update as of Feb 20LB:

Project completion was delayed by final implementation equipment replacement activities involving

Sprint/Nextel. These activities are nearing completion. Project completion is scheduled for Q3 of 201B.

l..lpdate as of Jan ?019:
Tlre project is corll:lete. Ihis is the final BAIr. Berrefits have been fully realizeci. l(ing County is in

crsmpiianc,: vritir FecJeral C.arnr*t.ut !r;a11on.s C*rnrni:;si*;.:'s iicensir-:g regul*lic* for tire 8Oil lVll'lz raciis bancl

used by l(ing Courity Police, irire and [rtrblic Worl<s agencies.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d u ce d processi ng ti m e

from the current averoge

of ten days to less than

one allowing us to toke
odvantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time

annual savings,
ond percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

. 1" doy processing

time
o 3o% of purchoses

ore receiving prompt
poyment discounts

c $400,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
t 20% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt payment

discounts
. 5200,000 savings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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3'. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginn
2. To update projected benefits of the projeci as it moves through stages of proleit ,pprouu

arrd post.project closu,re "

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

tng

l, implementation,

Department/Agency Name

Project Title Countywide Telephony System Replacement/U n ified Com m u n ications

KCIT

P_roject Number L1.Lrg62

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atth€
deputy department director or

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Christine Chou KCIT Finance Officer

Trever Esl<e K€I+ n+ejee++++ee+e+

B+ll-K-ehee KEIT

Zita Pryor KCIT

re
Service Owner

Ashley Boyd KCIT Director of Operations

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achlevement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owncr Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

anya Hannah, Chief lnformation Officer

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

t. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "review o nly" in the revision ta ble
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?

Date Revised By DescriptionStage

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

farm at this
stoge?

Date this
document
wos updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summory of what
chonged in the document. lf this
is an initiol droft, pleose indicote

new. lf nothing hos changed,
indicate "review anly".

Please use conceptual review,

budget process, funding
releose, o n n uo I re port,

p roje ct im p le me ntati o n, o r
project completion.

2 hours3/4/2014 Christine Chou New, initial draftBudget Process

3/20/zors Zita Pryor
No Changes, benefits still on

target
201-4 Annual Report

1,129/2016 Zita Pryor Benefits Changes

Zita Pryor
Update BAP - 2016 survey
information

1,123/20t7

1,11,6/201,8 Tita Pryor
Final - Updated BAP -2017
survey information

201-5 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report
(ongoing project)

Project Completion

Final review (final BAP)1,/31,/2019 George Vida 0.5 hrs2019 BAP Report

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

tegory #l-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe

Pu b lic

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

XC.t"gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

f-lCrt"gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
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quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notional
dnd stote dotabases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain about the detay in
obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll comploints ond otlow stoff resources
to be direcled"'to'other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule athtetic fietds
over the lnternet and moke pdyments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur ot any time, ratherthon
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations wi.lt stitl
be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
mmary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposcd lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. lrVhen is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This proiect will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2075 ond thot creates o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulatory issues.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this proiect to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors witl be
able to check an overoge of L0 sites per day com.pared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This wilt allow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three years without odding more staff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce thewoit
time for custome,rs on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will attow us to redirect anexisti.n,g
position to other priorities.

Exa.mple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lT standordizotion. This
proiect will moke the current m.anogement of user occounts, opplications, and devices easier for tT odministrotors
ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on to opplications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of procedu,res ond
security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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L. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the averdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This project is to replace the functionality of the existing County voice PBX technology that is 20

years old. Average life cycle of this type of technology should be 5 years.

2. tf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The current PBX system is out of vendor support/maintenance. Countywide voice outage will

significantly interrupt County business operations; which is likely to occur due to lack of
maintenance.

Example: This project witt implement an Advonced Authenticotion solution which will allow King County to comply

with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigatian, Criminul Justice lnformation Services (CllS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvonced authentication (AA) must be in

place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please descri,be how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but wil.l be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce servicq. lf this project to instoll accounts payable softwore is approved, wewill
outomote three tosks that ore currently done manually by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Based on

experience of other users of the softwore, tltis will reduce processing time from the current average of ten doys to

less thon one. This will qttow us to take advantage of prompt payment discounts for over 5lS miilion of annual
purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annual savings of obout 5500,000. This will result in sovings in

depa.rtment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SasS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis

upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of 5700,000,

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

The Unified Communication (UC) project is expected to not only replace the oldertechnologyto a

newer more robust technology, but also provide more functionality at much less cost. The savings

from this newer technology will enable the County to payback the investment. The standard video

conferencing solution that is a key component of UC/Lync is a technology that did not exist inthe
County before 2011- when Lync was rolled out to county employees. To purchase and implement and

maintain a standalone video conferencing solution for the County would cost the County millions in
project and on-going maintenance cost that is included in the cost of Lync licenses under the

M icrosoft Enterprise Agreem ent.

ln addition, the on-going efficiency savings to staff are realized every time a video meetingoccurs

and staff do not have to travelto an external location to attend a meeting. Savings are alsorealized

with lnstant Messaging and Presence and the integration of voice mailto emailthat provide an

overall more efficient integrated communication experience for county employees and external

customers that will utilize Lync to engage with county services such as video hearings and customer
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service inquiries. This purchase cost avoidance and the value of the efficient integrated
communication were not included in the updated CBA. The cost avoidance was removed fromthe
original CBA.

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)
The 2015-20L6 rates will reflect savings from current status quo voice charges that will be usedto
repaythe bond that is due annually until 2019. Starting in2020, agencies will see a significantdrop
in their rates.

3. Whot is the current bsseline?
Current baseline is the 2015 PSQ Countywide voice charges: 56,680,037 (excluding agencyspecific
needs)

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)
Tangible benefits (excluding cost avoidance):This project will produce $SAASz sM annualsavings
that will be used for bond repayment until 2019.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
Annual tangible savings of $3+l-$Z 5M will start in 2€4G2017 have been achieysfl. ufr€{q€€trf'le+i€n
e++n+p+eieeE

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neigttborhood
of $5A0K - Sl tWittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thdt witt be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lack of ma,intenonce.

Example: This project to automote accounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time average. The overage time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day target, Additionally,
only 20% of pu.rchoses received d prompt payment d,iscount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipoted. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt poyment thon originally
estimoted.

are
benefits levels.

b coe whenT nefitsbe have ievedach noor furthmpleted been For achexpected
id fiedenti whether werebenefits ievedachaboveyou explai Pleasergetat

Metric Desoiption Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service, This project
red u ced processi n g tim e

from the current overoge
of L0 days ta <1 day
allowing us to toke
advontage of prompt
payment discaunts.

Processing time
annuol sovings,
ond % of
purchoses

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

o L0 doys processing

time
o 10% of pu,rchoses

are receiving
discount

. Savings of
s100,000

. 1 doy processing

time
o 3o% of purchases ore

receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000 sovings

. 2 day processing

time
o 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $200,000 sovings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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2015 Survey Results: Below are the survey results for the Unified Communications (UC)/Lyncservice

rollout in 2015. The line in the chart isto distinguish between the results reported in June 2015 andthe

results for the remainder of the year. The ongoing survey demonstrates that customer satisfaction for

the UC/Lync service has continued to grow as the service and deployment process matured with 100%

satisfaction for all of departments except for DPD. The DPD deployment had a special requirementfor

call screening that required implementing a third party solution adding complexity to their deployment

and the service. We have met with the customer to document the issues and created a remediation

plan. The customer is very happy with the process and steps to resolve the issues.
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2016 Survey Results: The UC/Skype for Business survey was sent to users on October 31. The survey was

active for one week and consisted of L6 questions. There are over 1"0,000 Skype for Businessaccounts

with 995 responses to the survey from 20 different departments and over 15 different work locations.

82.7 % of the respondents categorized themselves as being an average user working Monday-Fridayat

a desk and to.tL% work from home frequently.

Overall, majority of the respondents are satisfied with the service. With Skype for Business phone

service having a74.79% satisfaction rating. Compared to the satisfaction rating in 201.4 of 61.69% that is

a t310% increase in satisfaction. Previous experience shows that people respond to surveys whenthey

are experiencing issues, problems, or unhappy with service. With only 995 responses to the survey, this

indicates the service is meeting expectations for majority of the users,

Satisfied Customers using Skype For Business Seruices
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2017 Survey Results: The UC/Skype for Business survey was sent to users on Novemb er 21-,2017. The
surveywas activeforseveralweeks and consisted of 16 questions. There are over Ll,OO0Skypefor
Business accounts with 650 responses to the survey from 20 different departments and over 15
different work locations.94.7% of the responses used Skype for Business with 82.35% of the
respondents categorized themselves as being an average user working Monday-Friday at a deskand
L0.29% work from home frequently.

Again, this year, the overall satisfaction rating increasing slightly. The 2Ot7 satisfaction rating is77.72%,
compared to74.79% in 20L6 and61".69%inZOL4.Thatis a2.93% increasefrom last yearand16%o
increase f rom 201.4. As stated in 2016, people tend to respond to surveys when they are experiencing
issues, problems, or unhappy with service.ln 2017 the number of people responding decreased by
34.6%, indicating the service is meeting expectations for majority of the users.

Satisfied Customers using Skype For Business Services
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March 2019 Update (Final BAP)

The project successfully replaced the County's 20-year-old phone system, which had been out ofvendor
support, The new system provides more functionality at a much lower cost. This project resulted in

$Z.SVt annual savings (excluding cost avoidance), which was used to pay back the bond that had been

issued to fund this investment. The 2017 survey showed a user satisfaction rating of 78% and a nearly

tOO% rate of successful online meetings (5 issues or less) in a 90-day period. The projectfully metthe
target benefits
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete thisdocumentfully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.
For assistance in conrpleting this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected b;ehbfits of the project as it moves throug'h itifies of project appioval, iniplementation, afib

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name KCrT/E911

Project Title

Project Number

E911 Call reporting Upgrade

Project Timeframe

1133687

January z)tg -August 2019

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or manager.nent
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Ben Breier

Laura Pitarys

E-911 Program Manager, KCIT/E-911

Finance Manager, KCIT/E-911

SME

EMS

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BApl?

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Tanya Hannah / gob Potts

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Marlys Davis Project M anager, KCIT/E-91 1 EM

:

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that wi,ll be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required,

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessa ry and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of t
this BAP form o
complex and co

record the time

he BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete
nce there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

stly projects may req:uire more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage

Please use conceptuol review, budget
process, funding release, annual

re po rt, proje ct im ple me ntotio n, o r
project completion.

Date Revised By Description How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

3 hours

document updates?

2OI9-2O Budget process s/21./LB Ben Breier New, initialdraft

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Dote this
document

was
updated

Who d,id the A brief summary of what changed in

the document. lf this is on initiol
droft, please indicate new. lf

nothing has chonged, indicote
"review only".

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public

, Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
, operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvices

CATEGORY #1: External senrice benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times a,nd better access to services for the public.

X

X

Exampte: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
insteod of the foii ddtlii"tiriently require:d. This is lorgely due to the obitity of tni"-'iiew softwore to cheik nationol
and state dotabases more efficiently. Abou.t one-quarter of our custamers currently comploin obout the deloy in
obtaining o license ond tttis time reduction is expected to eliminate almost oll comploints ond atlow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be oble to schedule athtetic
fields over the tnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This wilt otlow scheduling ta occur at ony time, rother
than the current limited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservotions. !n-person and phone reservations
will stitl be avoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s)

How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)

Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary table for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Baseline When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/3t/201.8

2.

3.

4.

5.

Metrics/Measure Target

Example: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.
Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfactio n 45%
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue By o9/3o/2o1.8
licenses

N/A

5 business

days

N/A N/A
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CAT #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

obte to check an overage of 10 sites per day compored with the average of 6 currently checked. This willollow

the ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more stoff.

Exomple: tf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will

be oble to reduce the duration of technology outdges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the

wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotion.

This project will make the current monagement of user eccounts, applications, and devices easier for lT
odministrators ot Public Heotth because the end user experience wil'l also be improved by hoving o single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Aur success will be measured by having o single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

ln addition to the traditional voice call, new technologies such as text and video are emerging as

acceptable methods for contacting 9-1-1; the proposed call management system will allowthe
Countyto collect data on, and derive subsequent reports on attemptsto contact 9-L-1 usingthese

new technologies which the current system cannot do. As a cloud-based application, E9-1--1" willhave

greater access to the call data, this new accessibility will enable the E-gLL Office to make moredata-

driven decisions and ability to report text to glL statistics. ln addition, there is often confusion today

amongst the PSAP community as to how to report call counts, call transfers, time to answer in the

proper manner. This new cloud-based application will allow the County to create a single report

template that can then be shared amongst allthe users for more consistent reportingFurthermore,

the current call reporting system takes an employee approximately 16-20 hours per month to run

and correlate the required call statistics and produce the reports. The proposed system should allow

that time to decrease to approximately 4-6 hours per month by allowing technical staff to automate

and schedule the required the reports.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

Continuity in call management reporting to meet monthly state reporting requirements, abilityto
report text to 911 statistics, and consistent call reports for PSAPs with less staff time requiredto
produce the reports will indicate that the benefits have been achieved.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

The current baseline is just consistently meeting the state monthly reporting requirement

4, What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

The project completion will ensure that the Program Office is able to continue to meet the state

requirements without interruption and provide additional and consistent reports for PSAPs in amore

streamlined fashion.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

The benefit is anticipated to be achieved atthe completion of the project around 8/31/201'9
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6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline

Example: lncreased
site inspector
efficiency

, Text to 9-I-I "call"
statistics

ll sites inspected per
day per inspector

6 sites/day per

inspector

Target

10 sites/day per
inspector

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31./2018

Create a report that Cannot report
counts text "calls" to today
9-1.-1.

,Be able to
generate report

By 8/31./2ots

Consistent call reports

nthly staff

Must manipulate call
data via Excel

Hours to produce

re ports

,12 Excel

spreadsheets to
normalize data

No Excel

spreadsheets to
normalize data

Bv 8/31./201.9

18 hrs/month 6 hrs/month Bv 8/31/2019

#3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This proiect wilt upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 dnd thot creotes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywit!
not receive tox ond regulatory updotes and will likely result in errors in comptying with tax and regulotory issues.

Exomple: This proiect will implement an Advsnced Authenticotion sol.ution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice tnformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 90, 20L3, odvonced outhenticdtion (AA)
must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJlsinformation.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology ond the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The current call reporting system has been in use since 2008, is out of date, and hard to use, Further,
the system will be out of support after 201"9. The County is required under state statue to provide
monthly call answering statistics that provide information on the number of calls, answer time, and
type of call (wireline vs, wireless). This proposed upgrade and modernization will allow the Countyto
continue being compliant with the state statute.

2. lf the primory resson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Without an upgrade, the system will be out of vendor support and the County may be at risk ofthe
state statue violation due to inability to report

i. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
achieved/measured?

Exomple: Reduced

system outages
# of system outages per
month

By 06/30/20195 outages No outages
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' Continue to meet State
, reporting requirements

Monthly callstatistic
report

100% On-
time Monthly

100% On-time
Monthly

Bv 8/31.1201.9

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/201.9

:

i

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoida,nce is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced co\t to prodtlce service. lf this project to install occounts poyable softwore is opproved,we
will automote three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchosing employees. Bosed

on experience of ather users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
doys to less thon one. This will allow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discou.nts for over $lS millionof
onnuol purchoses. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnuol sovings of about 5300,A00. This will resultin
sovings in deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to
moke this upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents d cost avoidance of $L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
ti.^ii'Jr'tr,ue 

why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

What is the current baseline for this meosure?

What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary toble for Cotegory #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

Example: Annualsavings Cost of producing X 000568s 00053s,

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair a.n emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 201-4. The

anticipoted benefit was to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors. This project

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, a,nd

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Tanya Hannah / gob Potts

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations orma,nagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who wi,ll be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business ana,lysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Ben Breier

Laura Pitarys

lT Services Supervisor, KCIT / EgLI

Finance Manager, KCIT / E911

i Technical Lead

Finance Lead

Tom Ahlborn Project Manager, KCIT Project Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:
1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

1_133686

August 2OtB - July 2O2O (24 months)

KC|T / E-91L

E911 Map Modernization

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Page 1 of 6
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive a,nalysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By

Please use conceptual review, bu.d9e.t.,.,.,,,,,,,,Date this,,,,,,,. Wha did the

Description

A brief summory of whot chonged in

the dacumenL lf this is an initial
droft, pleose indicste new. lf

nothing hos changed, indicate
"review only".

process, funding releose, snnuol
re po rt, p roje ct i m p le me ntotion, o r

project completion.

Budget Process

(2OL7-1,8 3'd Omnibus)

Spring 2019 BAP Report

document
wos

document updotes?

New; initial draft

Review

How long did
it take? -

How long d.id it ,

toke to
complete or

rettise the forrn
at this stoge?

15 min

updoted

3/16h8

3/2019

Laura Pitarys

Kate Davis

rSUho

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving interna,l operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or externa[]

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
tothe primary benefit(s). Formost projects, the primarytype benefitwill be Category#2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal
X

operations, including the q uality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

I services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes im,proved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwa.re is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check notionol

ond stote databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the deloy in

obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all complaints ond ollow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be able to schedule othletic

fields over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will allow schedu,ling to occur at ony time, rother
than the current limited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations

will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are sum,maries. Please respond to each q,uestion listed below rather than provide a

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How witl you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3, Whot is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this messure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

6. Summary toble for Category #7:

X

OutcomefBenefit

Exomple: Residents ore able

to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet ond moke
poyments by credit card.

Exomple: Reduced time for
customers to abtoin a license

Metrics/Measure

% of customer sotisfoction
(to be determined through o

survey)

# doys it tokes to issue

licenses

Baseline

45%

Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 12/31/201895%

5 business 1 business By 09/30/20L8
doys day

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors willbe

able to check an overoge of 70 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the agency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.
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Example: lf this project to implement o systems mdndgement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overoll effort to promote lTsto.ndardization.
This project wilt make the current rnonogement of user occounts, opplications, ond devices eosier for lT
administrotors at Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having o single sign-on
to opplications such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of
procedures and security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
- The new application will allow access to newer tools that allow for increased map accuracy,
- The current map update process is manual and time consuming. The new technology willallow

for an automated process which will save significant time and staff resources.
- The current publication process is entirely manual with staff travelto each of the 12 public safety

answering points (PSAPs) located throughout King County. With the new technology, the
publication process can be automated from a centralized location, saving staff travel &
processing time.

2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
- Map accuracy can be measured by comparing the map data to the Master Street AddressGuide

(MSAG).

- GIS staff reported time to update maps.
- Tech staff reported time to publish maps.

3, What is the current boseline for this measure?
- Map accuracy is currently measured through a reporting against the MSAG
- GIS staff reported time to update maps.
- Tech staff reported time to publish maps.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
See below.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Within the project completion timeline (2020)

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline ' Target

lmprove map accuracy

Faster generation of
monthly map updates
Publish maps to PSAPs

in more timely manner

lncreased map accuracy %

Reduce time to generate
map updates
Reduce time to publish
maps to PSAPs

-90% map

accu racy

1-0 days

> 3 weeks

98% map

, accuracy

3 days

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
Bv L2/31./20I9

Bv 06/0L12019

By 06/30/2020
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CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. Tltis upgrade is necessary becouse vendorsupport

for 9.0 witt be ending in 2015 and that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tax and regu,latory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Example: Tltis project wilt imptement on Advonced Authentication solution which will a,llow King Countyto
comply with LJ. S. Deportment af Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, CriminolJustice lnformotionServices
(CJtS)Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2013, advanced authenticotion (AA)

must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CJ\S informotion.

1-. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Pleose include oge of
existing technology ond the dveroge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
The system has been in continuous use since 2002 with minor periodic software upgrades.The
lifecycle for similar 9l-l technology is typically 7-10 years, The software is no longer supported and

the company that provided the application is no longer in existence.

2. If the primory reqson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The 911 Program Office is required by state statute to provide accurate maps and map data. lf the
system is not updated, the Program Office will be out of compliance and no longer able to provide

accurate map data for 911 call routing and response agency identification.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target : When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Minimize risk BV 06/30/201,9

seline

Reduced risk ofnon-
compliance
Reduced time of system
o utage

No current measure for
non-compliance
Latest outages have lasted

approx. 5 days

ays

N/A

sd <1 day By 06/30/2020

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts payable softwore is approved, we

will outomate three tosks that are currently done monuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often
doys to less than one. This will allow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 575 million of
onnual purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annual sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in

savings in deportment expenditures for those items qual'ifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SoaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of 5L0A,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.
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1-. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidsnce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline the target be

measured?
: Annual Cost of producing X 5568,000

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefi'ts. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 201,4. The

onticipated benefit was to mointoin current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOOX - $l m,iilion per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be ossured of not experiencing
cotostropttic faitures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This project to outomate accounts payoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The averoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L doy ta,rget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchoses received a prompt psyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment than originally
estimated.

Example:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current average
of 10 days to <1al,lowing
us to take advantage of
prompt payment
discounts.

Metrics Baseline
o Processing time (in o 10-day processing

, days), time
' t lo of purchases c lOYo of purchases

ActualTarget
r 1-day processing

time
c 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

r 9400,000 savings

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

are receiving
discount

r $100,000 savings

r 2-day processing

time
t 2O%oofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

r $200,000 savingsr Annual savings

Update 3/8/1.9: Pro ject ongoing. Project team identified. System requirements gathered and completed
and written into RFP. RFP due to release no later than 3131"h 9. Project is on track and anticipated to
complete in the timeframe identified.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

fo complete this document fully, please read all of the colorecl sections ancl fill in the whitecells.
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear u,nd,erstanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2- To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountabi'lity for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Ben Breier Program Manager Lead and oversight.

Finance and budgeting.

Review and oversight.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated asthe project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this documen,t at the following times oractions:
L. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revision table
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion a,nd then annually until it is determined by the busi,ness owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Laura Pitarys

Bob Potts

Finance Manager

Regional Services Manager

Project Number

Project Timeframe

L133685

' 8/2org - 9/2020 (Phase t); 1,0/2020 - 3/2022 (Phase ll)

King County Department/ Agency Name KCrr/E-911

E911 Pltfrm Mdrnztn PlanProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensu,ring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Tanya Hannah / gob Potts

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

Page 1 of 8
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the projeit-5nd wh5t Vlillie it will biin$ to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive a,nalysis. To imp,rove this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

P'lease use conceptuol review, budgel 6ioie this

funding releose, annual ' "--document

re port, p roject i mpl e me ntotio n, o r was
project comptetion. updated

Stage

Budget process

(2017-1"8 3'd Omnibus)

Spring 2019 BAP Report

Date Revised By

Who did the
document updotes?

Ben Breier /
Laura Pitarys

Kate Davis Review

Description How long did
it take?

,, ,i;doilildi !,,r,,.

A brief summary of whot chonged in How long did it
the docuirent. ll Lltis is an init'ial -"--^' '-toke'fo

draft, please indicote new. lf
nothing hos chonged, indicote

"review only".

New, initialdraft

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

3 hours

15 min

4l3l1B

3/20L9

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly d:istinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify seconda,ry categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
tothe primarybenefit{s). For most projects, the primarytype benefitwill be Category#2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving thequality
or quantity of services provided to the public
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
erations includin the quality or qua ntity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
upgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

services

2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)?
3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure?
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary table for Category #1:

i outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline

X

Fewer busy signals

lncreased wireless
location accuracy

# of busy signals per call

lmproved confidence
factor in the location of
wireless caller

No more than l" in

100 calls

Average location
estimate of >500 feet

I

Target

No more than 1

in 200 calls

Average location
accuracy of
<250 feet

When the target
will be achieved

Bv 1.2131"12021.

Bv 6/30/2021

X

X

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits; lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: If this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four days currently required. This is targety due to the abitity of the new softwore to check national
ond stote do.tobases more efficiently. Abou.t one-quarter of our customers currently comploin about the deloy in

obtaining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost oll comploints and ollow stoff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Exomple: If this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witl be able to schedule athletic

fields over the tnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother
than the current l.imited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln person and phone reservotions

will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

The overall project will consist of a Planning Phase (Phase 1) and lmplementation Phase (Phase 2).While
this BAP covers the benefits of the plan in its entirety, the appropriation request for 2019/2020includes
only a funding request for Phase 1.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s)
ln conjunction with the newWashington State EmergencyServices Network (ESlNet ll), theproposed
single platform architecture will allow for more efficient call routing to the public safetyanswering
points (PSAPs) located throughout King County, resulting in fewer busy signals received by callers.

With more lhan70% of all calls to 9-1-1 being made on Wireless devices, the accuracy of the caller's

location is of paramount importance. With the proposed single platform architecture, King County

will be able to implement emerging services that provide enhanced wireless call location accuracy,

resulting in more accurate routing of first-responders.
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CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors willbe
oble to check on overoge of 1-0 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the oig'eiiy to handle the 20% intreiioiie"ii w'diktooA projected in the next 3 yeors withouii oddiig'more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewill
be able to reduce the duration of technology autoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will red.uce the
wait time for customers on hold wi.th the Service Center. These improvements will a|low us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidatian project is part of on overalleffort to promote tTstondordizotion.
This proiect will moke the current mandgement of user"accounts,'opptlicotions;'ond devices easier fortT
administrotors at Public He,alth becouse the end user exp,eripnee wil! a.lsp be improved by ho,ving a single sign"-on
to opplications suclt as Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our su.ccess will be measured by having a single set of
procedures and security models rother than the multiple ones thot nowexist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

The overall project will consist of a Planning Phase (Phase 1) and lmplementation Phase (Phase 2).While
this BAP covers the benefits of the plan in its entirety, the appropriation request for 2019/2020includes
only a funding request for Phase L.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s)
During the Phase 1- planning portion, the E-91-1will contract with a specialty 9-L-1 consultingfirm
that will work with the PO and PSAPs to gather specific functional requirements and overallsystem
design for development and release of an RFP for the selection of the single platform vendor.The
contracted firm will also facilitate the selection process and assist with the contract negotiation. lt is
the goalthat this phase of the project will culminate in a contract between King County and the
selected single-platform provider in Q3 of 2020.

The King County regional E-911system currently uses a decentralized architecture with equipment
located at each of the 12 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs)that directly interconnects themto
the statewide Emergency Services Network (ESlnet). The State of Washington is replacingthe
current statewide ESlnet with a network that will require new security and interfaces to allowthe
PSAPs to interface with the next generation ESlnet (ESlnet ll). To address these issues, we evaluated
the overall architecture of the regional E 911system and developed a new strategyto respondto
regional system objectives and evolving future conditions.

ln the Single Platform Architecture, the core elements of the gll telephone system infrastructure
are moved from each individual PSAP to a multi-node host platform. The State's ESlnet lldelivers
calls to this shared system platform, and the PSAPs are then networked to theplatform.

The Single Platform Architecture provides a host of benefits to the County

Increased NG911 Readiness (to be meosured)
Emerging capabilities of NG911 would need to be implemented only once across the platform as

opposed to the 12 system implementationstoday
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Integrated and lnteroperable Systems

An integrated and interoperable across organizations and functions allows forthe seamlessdelivery
of 9lL services

Security and Resiliency
Emerging NGglL technologies shift the traditional paradigm of 911 services by exposing the system

to threat actors to a much greater extent than traditional glL networks. By focusing on only asingle
platform, county resources can be better focused to ensure a safe, secure and reliablesystem.

Optimized Operations (to be meosured)
By providing a single, centralized platform, King County resources can be better focused on

providing services that meet or exceed current industry standard in terms of location accuracyand
the most efficient routing of 9-L-L calls.

Accessible and Equitable Service
lncreasing equitable access to the gLL services for all communities and individuals served, with
specific focus on lessening obstacles faced by groups with unique needs; the single platformwill
allow the County to more quickly offer emerging NG911 service liketext-to-911.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? see summary table below
3. What is the current baseline for this meosure? see summary table below
4. What is the torget for this meosure? see summary table below
5. When is the benefit likely to be schieved? see summary table below
6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2:

the

Example : lncreased site

v
lncreased NG91-1

Readiness

Optimized Operations

# sites inspected per
day per inspector
Deployment time of
new technology

Deployment of new
system configurations

1"0 sites/doy By 12/31/2018
er

6-9 months per

technology
Bv 3/3I/2022

9-12 months per 3-6 months per Bv 6/30/2021
co ratio n co ratio n

Example: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of tnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformationServices
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2073, advonced authentication (AA)

must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CllS informotion.

18 months for
each new
technology
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L Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
the existing technology and the overcrge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The overall project will consist of a Planning Phase (Phase 1) and lmplementation Phase (Phase 2).

While this BAP covers the benefits of the plan in its entirety, the appropriation request for2Otg-2O2O
includes only a funding request for Phase 1.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction, please estimate the probability of the risk or
describe how likely it is to occur.
The current system has proven to be problematic when interfacing with the provided statewide
emergency services network (ESlNet), as the State completes the deployment and cutover to a new
ESlnet ll call routing and transport to the PSAPs a new NENA i3 call delivery mechanism will be used
to bring the 911- callto the PSAP. While it is the goal to accept this NENA i3 call delivery, if thecurrent
telephony system is not able to support elements of ESlnet ll, these lP-based calls willthen be
converted to legacy CAMA intcrfaccs on thc cxisting gLl tclcphonc systems at each of the PSAPs.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit

Example: Reduced

system outsges

Ability to accept StP cali

: delivery

MetricsfMeasure Baseline

No

Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
# of system out1ges per

'month
Yes/No - delivery of SIP 9-
1-L calls

Na outages By 06/30/201e

Yes : ev n/Eutg

tageou5

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble software is opproved, we
will automote three tosks that ore currently done m.onually by agency ond centrol purchasing employees. Based
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge often
days to less tha,n one. This will ollow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $L5 mitt,ion of
onnual purchases. These discounts average 2%, yielding annuol sovings of about 5300,000. This witl resultin
savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt pay.ment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor tltat useso SaoS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of 5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

The overall project will consist of a Planning Phase (Phase 1) and lmplementation Phase (Phase 2). While
this BAP covers the benefits of the plan in its entirety, the appropriation request for 2019-2020includes
only a funding request for Phase 1-.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
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The current distributed system architecture model requires King County to purchase, support and

maintain 13 complete 9-1-L call handling systems (i.e., t2 PSAPs plus the Test PSAP). With the single

platform model, King County's expenditure shifts to a host-remote architecture with only two or
three sets of backroom server hardware and no required server or supporting hardware at eachof
the remote (PSAP) locations. When implemented at other agencies across the country, this
architecture has produced a significant decrease in non-recurring expense.

The single platform solution has resulted in reduced support and maintenance costs as well at other
similar implementations across the country. The model does require new expenditures in wide area

networks that are not currently fully realized in the current system architecture.

2. How will you mecrsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has
been achieved)
lmplementing the platform architecture will be a multi-phase process with key decision milestones

as each phase concludes. A more detailed analysis and planning phase will be necessary. Thiswill
involve updating cost estimates, developing detailed requirements, and evaluating staffing needs

and issuing a request for proposal. Once the proposals have been received and fully reviewed,the
true cost analysis can be completed.

Phase L of the project provides forthe detailed planning, requirements gathering, developmentand
release of a request for proposals, evaluation of the proposals, selection of the winning proposal

and negotiation with the selected vendor. Phase 2 of the project moves into the detailed system
design and implementation of the selected proposal.

5. What is the current boseline?

6. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

7. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no fu,rther benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir dn emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2a74.The
anticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuol.ly for the next 5 yeors an up-time levels.

lf one o:f these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
5500K - 5l miltion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser agencies on the emergency

rodio system wilt benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that wilt be assured of not experiencing

catastrophic failures due to tock of maintenqnce.

Example: This project to outomote occounts payable softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time overoge. The averoge time was reduced from 1-0 days to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1- day torget.
Additionally, only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
onticipated. We did not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases thot quolified for prompt payment

th o n origi no lly e sti m ote d.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Update 3/8/19: Project ongoing. External QA vendor and beginning oversite. Project team assigned. RFP

written and getting ready for release. RFP planned for release by 3l3t/t9. Project is slightly behind
schedule, however it is still antici ated to com lete within the indicated timeframe.
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Department/Agency Name
KCIT/E-911 Program Office

Project Title E-911- System Security

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners a:re required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Lr27690Project Number

The development of the BAP should include significant i:nvolvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Aaron Barak, Chief Technology Officer

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Deb Flewelling E-9L1 Program Manager E-911 Program Manager

Tom Ahlborn Project Manager/KCIT Project Manager

Laura Pitarys

Steve Lagreid

E-911 Finance Manager

E-91,L PSAP Eq uip ment Ad m i n istrator lnstallation in PSAPs

Finances

Beth Wigley E-911 PSAP Equipment Administrator lnstallation in PSAPs, Retrieve and Review

Security Logs

PSAP E-911 lT Staff lT System Specialists Project Team, Contact at each PSAP

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project a,pproval, i,mplementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update th,is document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually u,ntil it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. In genera,l, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form onie theie is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will biing to the bouniy. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

DateStage Description

Revision History Table

Revised By
How long

did it take?
Please use conceptual

revi ew, b u d get p roce ss,

fu nd i ng retease, annuo l
report, project

i m ple me ntation, o r p roje ct
completion.

Dote this
document

was
updoted

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary af what chonged in the
document. lf this is an initial draft,
please indicote new. tf nothing hos

chonged, indicate "review only".

Project i mplementation L0/1,1,11,5 Marlys Davis New, initial draft

2016 Annual Report 06/13117
Updated Section 3 (Project team)
and Category l"

Tom Ahlborn

2 hours

30 Min

Annual Report ogl0Bl17 Tom Ahlborn
Updated description of project
benefits

30 Min

2019 UAP Report
(Cancelled Projeci)

5/1 / l',r8 13ryarr l(arol E-911 has shifted business
prac"iice and is addressing
network/cyber security on an

ongoing arrd project by project
basis as opposed io the altproar:l^r

of this stanclerlone prolect.

l0 Mirr

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descri:ptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategori,es:

1") External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the projectdoes
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

How lopO di!,
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stoge?

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic
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Ic
ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, Iicenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod ot' the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check notional

ond state datsbases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtoining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all comploints ond allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf tltis project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at dny time, rather than

the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phone reservotions will still

be avoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hond-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

able to check an overage of 10 sites per day compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

agency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three yeors without adding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of on overall effort to promote lT stondordizotion. This

project will make the current manogement of user accounts, opplications, and devices easier for lT odministrotors

at Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplicotions

such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single set of proceduresand

security models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor support
for 9.0 will be eiding in 2015 oia tnat creotes a torge riik for thie""toi,niy."wi{ioui vendor support the Cointywill
not receive tax and regulatory'updotes ond will likely result in errors in ca'mptying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advanced A,uthentication solution which will allow King County to comply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJ|S)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2073, advanced outhentication (AA) must be in
ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include ageof
existing technology and the sversge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
The current system needs to be upgraded to support future technology advancements, as wellas,
assessing the security risk associated with the newtechnology.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probabitity ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Due to the current call delivery methodology, i.e., cama trunk conversion, the probability of risk is

low; however, moving into the NG911 platform and more exposure to the lnternet, the risk level
increases. To obtain a baseline, a security assessment should be completed prior to moving to a new
platform.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA)
form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also incl,udes cost
avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to
pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payable softwore is approved, we wf ll
dutomote three tasks thot ore currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten days to
less than one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt payment discounts for over 51"5,000,000 of annual
purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annual savings of obout 5300,000. This will result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so tltis represents o cost avoidonce of $100,A00.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For eachof

the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 years. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999/o up-time ond will repart onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicol'ly, the cost to the county would be enarmous, generally in the neigltborhood

of 5500K - 5l tAitlion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catastropltic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to automate occounts poyoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The overage time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 doy target. Additionolly,

onty 20% of purchases received a prom,pt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did

not meet the target because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt payment thon originally

estimated.

Example:

TargetMetrics Baseline
o 1 day processing

time
c 30 percent of

purchases are
receiving prom,pt
payment discoun'ts

. 5400,000savings

t 2 doy processing

time
c 20 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

: $200,000 sovings

Actual
Processing Time

onnual savings,

ond percentage
of purchoses

receiving prampt
poyment
discounts

t 10 days processing

time
t 10 percent of

purchases are

receiving discount
. Sovings of

Stoo,ooo

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current averoge
of ten doys to less than
one ollowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Metric D ron

Uodate of March 201,

Tlris is the final BAP. The project was c;rncellcd. [-1]11 has shifted business practice and isaddressing

networl</cybe r security on a11 orrgoirrg ancl lrrojeci. Liy-project basis, as opposed to the a1:;:roach of this

stanclalone projecl..

g
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L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. fo upOate projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,implementation,

and pijst-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name
Desartment ef Exee

Management/KCIT/E-91-1 Program Office

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAp)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Text-to-9l- l"

1,1"27689

Project Title

Project Number

The development of the BAP should include significant i:nvolvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Aaron Barak, Chief Technology Officer

Name Project Role

Kathy Lombardo E-911- Program Manager/E-911 Program Office E-911 Program Manager
Deb Flewelling E-9L1 Program Manager/E-911- Program Office E-911 Program Manager
Kayreen Lum E-911 Program Manager lll/E-g1.L Program Office

Tom Ahlborn
i

,r Steve Lagreid

Project Manager/ KCIT PMO

E-911 PSAP Network Administrator

Training, Public Education,
Statistics

lnstallation in PSAPs

Project Manager

Beth Wigley E-911 PSAP Network Administrator lnstallation in PSAPs

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evo,lving docum,ent that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the fo,llowing times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review,
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou'rs to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To i:mprove this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision HistoryTable

Description
How long

did it take?
Stage Date Revised By

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of what changed in
the document. lf this is an initial

droft, please indicote new. lf nothing
has chonged, indicate "review only".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

Pleose use conceptual
review, budget process,

funding releose, annuol
report, project

im ple me ntation, or proje ct
completion.

Dote this
document

wos
updated

oe/oL/$ Marlys DavisProject i m plem entation

Tom Ahlborn2016 Annual Report 06/13/17

2/rl20te Ben Breier

Updated Section 3 (Project team)
and Category 1

Updated Category #L

New, initial draft 2 hours

30 Min

30 MinProject completion

Final review2019 BAP Report 2/r/201e George Vida

45 min3/B/2ote Ben Breier Updated sections 6 andT2019 BAP Report
(Completed Project)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system fail'ures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, th,ere is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XCrt"gory #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

tegory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

tegory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new softwore to check notionol
ond stote dotdbqses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our cutstomeis cllirrently comploin aboui the dd:ioy ii
obtoining a ilcense and this time reduction is expected to elintinote'olmost all comploints and allow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athtetic fietds
over the tnternet ond moke payments by credit cord. This witl ottow scheduting to occur ot ony time, rother tha.n
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservations. In-person ond phone reservations witt stilt
be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lnterim text-to-91i- will provide individuais who are deaf, hard of hearing, or have speech disabilities
with direct access to 911. ln addition, people who are in a domestic violence or another situation in
which they must silently contact 91-1 will be able to do so. Suicidal persons have also demonstrated
that they are willing to text but not call 91L. ln disaster situations or low cell coverage situations,
texts will often get through when voice calls cannot.

2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hss been achieved?)
Maintain statistics for texts to 9l-l-, track the quantity of emergency texts to 911. Tracking an
appropriate text, i,e., an emergency where the caller is unable to speak vs. a realtext, i.e., stillan
emergency, but should have called. Texting will also be tracked for non-emergencytype
interactions, testing and training, as well as, percentage of abandoned texts, percentage of
unreadable texts and system uptime,

3. Whst is the current baseline for this meosure?
The PSAPs currently have no capability of receiving text-to-9Ll-, so the baseline is 0; however,we
know in 2015, there were 3030 bounce back texts for all of King County.

4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
There is no target. The number of texts received will correspond to the need for emergencyresponse
from the public.

As text to 9-.1.-1 is rroL irt piace tr-rclay, tltci'e i:, rroi;r spccriic larget iderrliiieo for the nurrber of texts
received in a given tilne perir-rcl, rror is i,lrcre a iargei for ;i sltecif ic rrurliber or perceniage af "v;slirj"
texts itt that sattre time period. The E-911 Progranr will coniirrually n-roniiortext to 9-1-1 statisticsio
determine the usage of the systern anci engii-rc.er public eclur:al-ion efforts slrouirJ tire usage rloc{el
differ sigrrificantly fronr plan.

To effectir.rely iracl< tlre success of the senrice irr tlir: shori ir:rrr, ilrc F-!111 Prograrl targeis aloial
systerrr upttme for iext to 9-1-1 or 99.999% (corisistciit v,'ith otlrer uptime measures in iheg-1-1
comnrLrnily).

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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lmmediately upon completion of the project December 2017. PSAPs who have implemented text-to-
gLL have begun to receive emergency texts within the first few days.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hqnd-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

able to check on average of 70 sites per day compored with the overoge af 6 currently checked. This will atlow the

agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years withou.t odding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce thewoit
time for customers on h,old with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consotidation project is part of an overalt effort to promote tT stondardization. This

project will moke the current monogement of user acco:tnts, opplicotions, ond devices eosier for lT administrotors

at Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be im,proved by hoving o single sign-on to opplicatfons

such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlaok. Our success will be measured by having a single set of procedures ond

security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

Category f4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that malntain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.a tu 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 2075 ond thot creates a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tax and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulatory issues.

Example: This project will imptement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with lJ. S. Deportment of Justice - Federa! Bureau of lnvestigotion, Criminal J'ustice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.A, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective Septemher 30, 207i, odvonced outhentication (AA) must be in

ploce in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
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Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payoble software is approved, we wilt
automote three tasks thot are currently done monuolly by ogency ond central purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten days to
less than one. This will allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,000,000 of onnuol
purchases. These discounts average 2%, yielding annuol sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that,.uses o SaaS product, we will svoid the nee.d to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to reg'ulatory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonce af 5100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. Whot is the current boseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project aehieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any moneta,ry
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair dn emergency radio tower, was successfully completed i.n Aprit 2074. The
anticipoted benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 yeors. This
proiect is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report onn.ually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicotty, the cost to the county wauld be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of $500K - $l utiljon per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This proiect to outamate accounts payable softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing
time average. The average time was reduced from L0 doys to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day torget.
Additionolly, only 20% of purchoses received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
onticipoted. We did not meet the torget because there were fewer purchases thdt quafified for prompt poyment
tho n origi n a lly esti mote d.

Metrics Baseline TargetMetric Description
Reduce cost to detiver
service. This project
red uced processing time

from the current
dveroge of ten doys to
less than one ollowing
us to toke advantdge of
prompt pdyment
discounts.

Processing Time

annuol savings,
ond percentoge
of purchoses

receiving
prompt
payment
discounts

o 1-0 doys
processing time

. 10 percent of
purchases are
receiving discount

. Savings of
Si.oo,ooo

. 1 doy processing

time
o 30 percent of

purchoses are
receiving prompt
payment discounts

. 5400,000 savings

o 2 doy processing

time
c 20 percent of

purchases are
receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

o $200,000 sovings

Actual

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Update of March 2019:
This is a final BAP. While the E-91L Program will continue to monitor the effectiveness of the text to9-l--
1 service over the long term, the anticipated benefits to the County have been fully met and the project

is closed out,

The project was fully implemented, and the public advised December 20,2OL9. Since the launch date,

the County has received a number of valid texts. Further, the service was a valuable resource duringthe

9-L-l- voice call interruption December 27-28,20L9. The E-911 Program Office has received excellent

positive feedback from the deaf and hard of hearing community on the availability of the service. Up

time for the system as a whole has been IO0% since the launch.

The E-911 Program Office is actively monitoringtext activityto deternrinethe levelof useand

appropriateness of the service, To date we have received 607 texts which is above theanticipated
number.
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

Section 1. What are the of the Beneflt Achlevement Plan
1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

r and post-project clospre
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

To com plete this document fully, please read a ll of the colored sections a nd fill in the wh ite cells. For assista nce in
completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst,

King County Department/Agency Name
Project Title
Project Number

King County lnformation Technology Department

Enhance Wireless Connectivity - Phase 1-

, L124574

Business"Owners-are responsible fura'chieving project benefits-and"ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Business owner Name and Title: layne Pendergast i€€FAaron Barak,
Director of lT Operations

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency project Role
Bil]-K+hee ehief lnfermatien Offieer, Ke lT Has left l(ing County
Jayrc€+€+1d€+€as+

+st+n-S+er+h

Lori Dicknelte
Be'h*ad€hl++n++deh

Aaron Barak

, l(Cl

Network Services Manager, KCIT

Operations Director
lT Project Manager lll, KCIT

Has lell. Kirrg County

Has left l(ing County
Business Owner
Has left l(ing County
Project Sponsor

Project Manager

:

T:
:

Lloyd Jordan

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) a,re required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, simply indicate "review only" in the revision

table.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be andu

Section 2. Business Owner

Section 3. Who is involved in develo the Benefit Achievement Plan?
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ect BenefitsSection 6. Descri on of

the benefit achievementSection 5. How I will it take to ?

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAp form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History

Revised By

Table

Description

A brief summary of whot chonged

in the document. lf this is on initidl
draft, please indicote new. lf
nothing has changed, indicote
"review only".

New, initial draft

Stage

Please use conceptual review,

budget process, funding release,

annuol report, project
i m pl e m e ntatio n, o r p roje ct
completion.

Conceptual review

Conceptual review
Project Plannin
Project lm p lem entation

Project lm plementation

rt
Project Completion
20L9 BAP Report

Date
How long

did it take?
How long did
it toke to
complete or
revise the form
ot this stoge?

Dote

was

document
Who did the
document
updates?

o/ts Aaron Barack

John Storch,s/2e/r4 
Lori Dickneite

6128/14 , Lori Dickneite Updated final document.
Review

: l- hours

211,0/L6

1.o113/L

6

2/6117

Review

Review

BAP Updat
Final BAP

Lloyd Jordan

Lloyd Jordan

Lloyd Jordan

2l20/18 Lloyd Jordan

216/L9 : George Vida Review of the final BAP

e

L.5 hours

.5 hours
1.0 hours

.5 hours

.5 hours
5 hours
5 hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services
3) Ma,intaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the projectdoes

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe

Public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or

quantity of internal services

XCrt.gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lCrtugory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

€ategory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public'

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.
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Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days
instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check notionol
ond state dotoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our custamers currently complain obout the deloy in
obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost al! comp,loints and ollow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

-Exdmple: lf this'pioject to occept on-line reservotions'is opproved, residenti""witlbe abte to scltedule athteticfields
over the lnternet and rnake poyments''by credit cord. This'witl ollow schedulinE to occur at any time, rotlter thop- -
the current limited haurs availoble for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person ond phone reservotions witl stilt
be avqilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary,

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know il the benefit hos been achieved?)
3. Whot is the current baseline for this nteasureT
4, Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this proiect to acqu.ire hond-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors wilt be
able to check an averoge of 1O sites per doy compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This witl allow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30 percent. We also will reducethe

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote tT standordization. This
proiect will moke the current management of user accounts, opplications, and devices easier for lT odministrators
ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be improved by hovinq a single sign-on to applications
such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures and
security models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s). How willyou
measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
This investment will expand wireless experience for users in the county's facilities and will doublethe
number of users from the current capacity with increased capabilities. The upgrade willsupport
video, audio, and file downloads. Security access will also increase by leveraging virtual network logic
to improve administration of access, security, and logical partitioning of public and business
environment.

Current wireless environment (about 1M€€-MB per user) allows average user abilityto do onlyemail,
chat, phone text, but not large downloads, video, and most audio

2. Whst is the current baseline for this measure?
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. tO-25 users per wireless access point at 1M€€rMB per user. Allow only for email, chat,phone

text, but not large downloads, video, and most audio

e Lync is not available via wireless
r Connection/response time for email is about 3-5 seconds

3. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

o 50 users per wireless access point at 10 M€€rMB per user. 10 M€€-MB will support video, audio,

and file downloads
. Lync will be available for conference calls or general communications throughout the building

r Average connection/response time for Email and Web access will be about 2-4 seconds. Thisis

also depending on end user's device and other non-wireless factors such as email serverload

4. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Benefit will be achieved upon deployment and installation of equipment throughout the project. The

project has an estimated end date of L2l3Ll20I6

As part of Project Management lnstitute (PMl)framework, the project went through an analysis

phase, encompassing a detailed review of the requirements based on the wireless architectural

design. From the analysis, it was determined that the existing funding would be insufficient to

complete the stated deliverables. This was brought before the PRB and the project has been placed

on hold until further discussion.

Updated 2/6/2017
After discussion the scope of the project was reduced and the implementation phase commenced in

June 2016; project estimated to be completed on 3131.120t7. There will be 7 sites included inthis
project: King County Courthouse and six District Court sites (Auburn, Bellevue, Burien, lssaquah,

Redmond, Shoreline)

updated 2 /2ol).o1.8
fheT sites inclucJecl irr this project: l(ing County Courthor-tse ancl six District Court sites (Aubr,rrn,

Bellevue, Burierr, lssaclualr, Redmond, Shoreline) were contpleted in 201'7. The project ispreparing

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 20L5 ond that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox and regulatory updates ond witt tikely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.

Example: This project witt implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply

with LJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigotion, Criminol Justice tnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2073, odvonced outhentication (AA) must be in

order to access sensitive CJIS

J.. Describe why you qre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overcrge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

The current wireless access points system serving King County high occupancy were installed inyears
nger supported byvendor2OO7/201.012011' and h ave passed end of life. Some equipment is no lo
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The current system provides an average of 1 MB per user for up to 1950 concurrent users in a high
user density building (eg. Chinook), Any additional users reduce the wireless speed/bandwith for
everyone. The wireless industry rapidly upgrading the standard in response to demand in
consumers' mobility and vast growing mobile devices that require more and more bandwith to keep
up with consumers'demand of high speed connections. The latest industry standard that willbe
available 4thquarter 201.5, provides a potential up to 100 MB per user. Average life of equipnrent
replacement would be five years, but business demands for higher speed over time may dictate a

shorter replacement cycle.

2, If the primary redson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The current wireless system is more than five year old and must be replaced. Not upgradingthe
system will lead to degradation of wireless performance as more Lrsers (King Cournty employees and
visitorsto County'sfacilities) deploytheir mobile devices and depend on them. Not providingan
optimum wireless performance will contradict the County's mobility strategy and discourage usersto
use their wireless device. New upcoming applications such as case management system will rely
L^....:1..^.^---:.--l---r t a .neavlly ol'i wli'eless inii'astructure for usage in the courts environment.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {exte,rnal or internal}. The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to prQduce service. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble software is approved, we will
sutomote three tosks that are currently done monuolty by ogency ond centrot purchasing emptoyees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overdge of ten days to
less thon one. This will allow us to take advontage of prompt poyment discounts for over 575,000,000 of onnua!
purch'oses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annual sovings of about SSOO,OAO. This will result in sovings in
depo'rtment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SasS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of$100,000.
The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings witl this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the benefits
you identified obove, exploin whether benefits were achieved ot target levels. Pleose include both quontitative
meosures ond quolitative descriptions of benefits, including ony monetary benefits. lJse the meosuresidentified
above. lf not achieved, exploin why.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa
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Target ActualMetric Description Metrics Baseline

Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual

lncrease wireless
capacity in the
building

Number of users per

wireless access point
and available
bandwidth per user

10-25 users per

wireless access

point at l- MB/user

50 users/wireless
access point at 10

MB/user

As targeteci

Enhance users

experience with
wireless

Users ability of
performing tasks with
wireless

Allow only email,
chat, phone text

Support video,
audio and file
downloads

As ta r 51eti:d

Expand experience
to communicate
via wireless

Ability to use

Lync/Skype via wireless
No ability Able to use

Lync/skype via

wireless

As 1:r lgetr:d

Example: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014.The

anticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels at 99,999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels,

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of 5500K - Sl fvtittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in place thot will be assured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to outomdte occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1" doy target. Additionolly,

onty 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did

not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment thon originolly

estimated.

Example:

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current average
often doysto lessthsn
one allowing us to toke
advantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Frocessing Time

onn,ual sovings,
ond percentoge
of purchoses

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

1.0 days
processing time
70 percent of
purchases ore
receiving
discount
Savings of
Sloo,ooo

1 day processing

time
30 percent of
purchases are
receiving prompt
payment
discounts

$4oo,ooo sovings

2 doy processing

time
20 percent of
purchoses ore
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

$200,000 savings

aa

LJP dateci 7l)-0/201"8
-l-he / sites includecl in tlris project: l(ing County Courtlrouse aird six District Court sites (Auburtr,

Bellevue, Burien, lssaquah, Redmond, Shoreline)were completed irr 2,0i17 with tlre followingnretrics

irr ailcliiion in tlre above, the enhanced r,vireless now allows Disirict Court to utilize tlteir;:pplir-atiorrs
that rcclLrirc a robLtst wire le:;s cr-rtttrectiotrs to pe rform effectivcly.

fJpdated 0:111512019: Project is cornpletecl and all ltenefii targets achicved.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

1

2

To achieve a clear,under:standing and focus,-on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and
post-project closure
To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name King County lnformation Tech nology Department

3

4

Project Title

Project Number

Enhanced Wireless Connectivity - Phase 2

Ir32334

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Project Timeframe ' January 2018-December 2019

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Aaron Barak - Chief Technology Officer

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations orma nagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project Role

Aaron Barak Project Sponsor

Business OwnerLori Dickneite Network Services Manager, KCIT

Amy Hitchcock lT Project Manager lll Project Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving documentthatwillbe updated asthe project evolves,as
information is refined or sco,pe changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:
1. To support initial project request during "Gal.e 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. Tosupportfundingreleaserequests. lftherearenochanges,indicate"ReviewOnly"intherevisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Title / Agency

r Chief Technology Officer
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared u,nderstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. M,ore

complex and costly projects may req'uire more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision

BAP Revision History Table

Date Revised By

Dote this Who did the
documentwas documentupdates?

updated 
,

1,L12/2017 Lori Dickneite

6l23l2or7 Lori Dickneite New, initialdraft

Description

A brief summary of whot chonged in

the document. lf this is on initial
droft, pleose indicote new. lf

nothing has changed, indicate
"review anly".

Modified/Added benefits a nd

measurements

Scope change resulting in a

budget increase request

Funding release submitted to

How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

2 hours

t hour

Stage

Pleose use conceptuol review,

budget process, funding releose,

onnuol report, project
i m ple m e ntatio n, o r project

completion.

Budget Process

(20L7 2"d Omnibus)

Budget Process

(20L7 2"d Omnibus)

Budget Process

(2oLB 3'd Omnibus)
4lrBl2olg Lloyd Jordan t hour

Funding release 2l1.4lrs Amy Hitchcock
initiate jail facilities effort

5 hour

2019 BAP Report 2l1.4lLs George Vida Updated Sections 6 and 7. 5 Hour

Clearly identify the primary category {select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits; lmproving internal operations, including the quality or qua,ntity of internalservices

:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is descri,bed below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarV

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or
quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal

erations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

Exomple: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys
instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new software to check notianol
ond state datobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our custorners currently complain obout the delay in
obtoining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate almost all complaints ond atlow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be able to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will ollow schedut.ing to occur at any time, rother
than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phonereservotions
will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3, What is the current boseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be schieved?
6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the tirget be
achieved/measured?

Exomple: Residents ore oble
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
poyments by credit card.

Exomple: Reduced time for
customers to obtoin o license

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined throu.glt o
survey)

# doys it takes to issue

licenses

By 12/31/2018

1 business By 0e/30/20185 business

doys

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors wilt be
able to check on averoge of L0 sites per day compored with the overage of 6 currently checked. This witt allow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase i,n workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff.
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Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will

be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by j0%. We olso will reduce the

woit time for customers on hotd with the Service irntrr. These improvements wilt otlow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consotidotion project is port of on overalt effon tu promote tTstandardization.

This project witt make the current monagement of user eccounts, applicotions, ond devices eosier for lT
administrotors at Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by havin.g a single sign-on

to applications such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success witJ be meosured by h.oving o single setof

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This investment will continue the investment made with the Business Empowerment and User

Mobility (BEUM) project and the Enhanced Wireless Connectivity project (Phase 1) to expand and

improve the wireless experience for users in the county's facilities. This phase of the projectwill
increase user capacity in three locations, doubling the number of users that can connect to the

wireless network and provide the same user experience as a wired connection, The upgradewill

support video, audio, and file downloads. Security access will also increase by leveragingvirtual
network logic to improve administration of access, security, and logical partitioning of public and

business environment.

The current wireless environment in these locations (Chinook, King Street Center, and

Administration Buildings), depending on saturation (# of connections) only allows average user

abilityto do only email, chat, and phone text. The environment does not perform under load and

users are unable to move large files, stream video, or perform any voice calls.

ln addition, the King CountyJail, Maleng Regionaliustice Center, Detention facility on the l0thand

12il'floors of the King County Courthouse and the Hiawatha community work program facility have

been requested to be added to Phase 2to meetthe requirements and needs of the newJail

Management System implementation. ln addition, the enhanced wireless will enable other staff in

the jail building to conduct their work anywhere in the building when serving clients face to face,for
example:

r Jail Health - ability to pull up and update medical and medication information
e DPD - ability to review & pull up documents/show video for discovery during client interview

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

We will monitor increase gf wireless use and wireless connections performance.

3. Whst is the current baseline for this measure?
r Maximum of 10 users per wireless access point at approximately 1MB per user which onlyallow

for email, chat, and phone text, but not processing large files (download/upload), video, and

most audio
. Skype for Business performance is not supported via existing wireless

o Connection/loading time for email is about 3-5 seconds

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)
o 50 users per wireless access point at approximately 10MB per user. 10MB will supportstreaming

video, Skype for Business voice calls, and file downloads.
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Skype for Business performance will be equivalent to a wired connection for conference callsor
general communications throughout the building
Average connection/response time for email and web access will be about 2-4 seconds. Thisis
also depending on end user's device and other non-wireless factors such as email serverload

5. When is the beneflt llkely to be schieved?
Benefit will be achieved at the completion of each facility. lt is estimated that each facility willtake
approximately 2 months for full deployment with the project completion Quarter 3 of 20j_8. With
the requested addition to scope the project will be extended for completion to December 3L,2019

6. Summory Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Target Target will be achieved
'' 

/measured by...

a

a

Example:lttcressed
site inspector
efficiency
lncrease number of
users per facility

Effective use of
skype for business

and jail management
system, and other
applications in the

ildi

n

wireless accessibility
, and performance

, Faster email
:connection

# sites

day per inspector

Number of users per
facility before
performa nce issues

occur due to load

Level of
performance

lncrease in customer
satisfaction with the
accessibility of
wireless access and

rforma nce

Time to load email

per
inspector

Chinook: 780
Admin:540
King Street: 420

Weak or no

connection
under wireless

P re-su rvey
results (will be

conducted prior
to project start)

L0 siteslduy"p'er
inspector

Chinook: 1560

Admin: 1100

King Street: 840

Equiva lent
performance as wired
co n nectio n

Chinook: 50% increase

Admin: 80% increase

King Street: 80%

i ncrease

By4#r/2s18

s6#a/2415
1.2/31./2ote

e#s/z01s
1.2/31./2019

1.2/31_/201.9

s6pa/2s1+^
L2/31/201.e

3 to 5 second 2 to 4 second

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older technology,
reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories,

Example: This proiect wilt upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond thot creates o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt
not receive tox ond regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which will allow King Countyto
comply witlt U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminal Justice l.nformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September j0, 20L3, advonced authenticotion (AA)
must be in place in arder to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Pleose include oge of
existing technology and the oversge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
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The current wireless access points system serving King County locations were installed in years

2OO7/2010/2OtL and have passed hardware end of life and the abilityto meet business needs.Some

equipment is no longer supported by vendor, The current system provides an average of 1-MB per

user for up to 10 concurrent user's connections to 1 access point which only allows emails, chats,

and texts. ln a high user density building (e.g., Chinook), maximum users before performance

impacts is up to l-950 concurrent users. Any additional users above the identified concurrent

connections reduce the wireless speed/bandwidth for everyone. The wireless industry rapidly

upgrading the standard in response to demand in consumers' mobility and vast growing mobile

devices that require more and more bandwidth to keep up with consumers' demand of high speed

connections. The wireless standard that is being deployed as part of this project provides apotential

up 50 concurrent users per access point and up to 10 MB per user allowing for skype, file downloads,

etc. Average life of equipment replacement would be five years, but business demands for higher

speed over time may dictate a shorter replacement cycle

tf the primsry recrson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The current wireless system is the Chinook, Admin, and King Street buildings and King CountyJail,

Maleng RegionalJustice Center, Detention facility on the LOthand l2thfloors of the King County

Courthouse and the Hiawatha community work program facility are more than five years old and

must be replaced. Not upgrading the system will lead to inconsistent user experience between

buildings with enhanced wireless and buildings without, along with poor wireless performance for

users. Not providing an optimum wireless performance will contradictthe County's mobilitystrategy

and discourage users to use their wireless device. Business practices and applications/technologies
promote the use of wireless, such as case management system that relies heavily on wireless

i nfrastructu re

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target will be achieved
red by...

Example: Reduced

system outages
lncreased and

enhanced wireless

access at County
facilities

# of system By 06/3a/201s
outoges per month

1.2/31/2019Facilities with
enhanced wireless

8 Sites:
- Courthouse
&

- 7 District
Court sites

ll sites deployed:
- Courthouse,
- 7 District Court sites,

- King Street,
- Admin,
- Chinook
- KC Jail

- Detention facility KCCH

- Regional Justice Center
- Hiawatha community

work program facility

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoida

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-be nefit analysis (CBA) form

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe

avoided due to the project.
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Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payable software is approved, wewitl
outamqte three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency and central purchosing employees. Bqsedon
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current dveroge of ten doys
to /ess than one. This will ollow us to toke advontage of prompt payment discounts for over $15 million of annual
purchoses. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annuol sovings of obout 53A0,000. This witt result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt'payment discounts.

Example: Cost AvdiiConie. Moving td this new vendor that usei d SooS product, we will ovoid th,e needto
u'pgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reesons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $1"00,000.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithos

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4 lAlhnt i< tho tnrnot far thi< monctrro) f lJnr^, mrrrh cnttiaac ,"ilt +hi. ntaiaa+ ^-ht^,,^l. v. l. tvYr rsYtttvr JYttt LtttJ yt vl9uL vwrtt9vcf

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
achieved/measured?

By 1"2/31/201eExa mple: An n ual sovi ngs Cost of producing X Ses,ooa

To be when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the benefits
you identified above, explain whether benefits Were achieved at tai$et levels. Please include bcithquantitative
measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measu,res identified
above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successf ully completed in Aprit 2014. The
onticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report onnuatly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
$SOO\< - $t miilion per tawer, depending on the construction techniques qnd size. IJser agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place thot will be assured of notexperiencing
cotostrophic fo|lures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to automote accounts poyable software wos implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The overoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the L day target. Additionalty,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt payment than originoily
estimated.

Actual

5568,a00

Example:

Baseline Target
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Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced p,rocessing

time from the current
average of L0 days to
<l-

of

lncrease number of
users per facility

Effective use of
skype for business

and jail management
system, and other
applications in the
enhanced buildings

Customer
Satisfaction in

wireless accessibility
and performance

Faster email
connection

lncreased and

enhanced wireless
access at County
fa cilities

o Processing time r 1-day processing

time
c 3AYo of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

Equivalent performance
as wired connection
By o6pa/4$
1.2/31/20t9

Chinook: 50% increase
Admin:80% increase
King Street: 80% increase
By 12/31/201.9

2 to 4 second
Bv sgpe/A$
t2/31/201.s
lL sites deployed (by

12/3r/2ors):
- Courthouse,
- 7 District Court sites,
- King Street,
- Admin,
- Chinook
- KC Jail

- Detention facility KCCH

- Regional Justice Center
- Hiawatha community

work program facility

o 2-day processing

time
2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
d,bcounts

To be reported upon
project completion

To be reported upon
project completion

To be reported upon
project completion

To be reported upon
project completion

a

,000 savings o $200,000savings

To be reported upon
project completion

Number of users per
facility before
performance issues

occur due to load

Level of
performance

lncrease in customer
satisfaction with the
accessibility of
wireless access and

rmance

Time to load email

Facilities with
enhanced wireless

Weak or no

connection
under wireless

Pre-su rvey
results (will be

conducted prior
to project start)

3 to 5 second

8 Sites:
- Courthouse &
- 7 DistrictCourt
sites

celvrng
scount

ln progress, new conrpletiorr date is December 31,,2019 (6 months delay frorn the originalscope).

Project is on tracl< to achieve full benefits with a 6 rnonth delay. Scope clrange in 2018 to acld to Phase ll

the following buildirrgs: the l(ing County Jail, Maleng RegionalJustice Center, Detetrtion facility ott the
LOth and 12th floors of the King County Courthouse and the Hiawatha community work program facility

in order to meet the requirements and needs of the trew Jail Management System. ltr additiori, the
enhanced wireless will enable other staff in the jail building to conduct their worl< anywhere in the

building when serving clients face to face.

Undate of 031L51201"9

Chinook:780
Admin:540
King Street: 420

Chinook: 1560
Admin: LL00
King Street: 840

By egpo/$$
1.2/31./201.s
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

1, To achieve a clear understanding and focus on lhe benefits of a pr.ejeqt prior" to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

a nd post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department/Agency Name
Project Title
Project Number

KCIT

Exchange io Office 365
'tI) 7266

Adoption Phase I (Pilot)

Owners are re3B0hsible for achieViiiii projett benefits and ensuri'ng thiii Bene?lt AChievementPlan
(BAP) is regularly updated and com,pleted when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are requ,ired to be at
the deputy department director or higher,

Tanya Hannah BilJ-Keh€e, King County Chief lnformation Officer

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or
ma,nagement staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be
using the technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project
staff may assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contri,bute to the benefit
achievement plan below:

Name Title / Agency ect
Temujin Baker Service Owner
Mol Gordon BA Assi ed to Business Case Writing
Bob Johnson PMO project manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are req,uired to update this document at the following times or actions:
1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the ann,ual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material sco,pe change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additiona,l reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
thoseupdates. Makesurethatyouuploadtheupdatedversiontolnnotas. Theintentisforthissingle
document to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section
5. {lf there are no changes, type none)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, u d and com 7

Section 5. How will it take to the BAP?
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Section 6. Descri on of ect Benefits

More complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage

Pleose use conceptuol review,
b ud g et p roce ss, fu nd i ng

release, annual report, project
i m pl e m e nto tio n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Conceptual
Review/Business Case

Conceptual
Review/Business Case

Conceptual
Review/Businegs,Case

Conceptual
Review/Business Case

2019 BAP Report

2019 BAP Re port

4/1,/2ors Molly Gordon

4/e/201s Molly Gordon

7/1/2ots Molly Gordon

7/31,/z}rs Temujin Baker

Description

A brief summory of whot chonged
in the document. lf this is on initial

droft, pleose indicate new. lf
nathing has changed, indicote

"review anly"

New, initial draft

Made updates based on

recommendations of Service

Owner (Temujin Baker)

Validate data with new dates

Validation and review of data

Date Revised By
How long

did it take?
How long did

it take to
complete or

revise the form
at this stoge?

t hour

30 minutes

30 minutes

l- hour

30 minutes

t hour
.5 hour

Date fhis
document
wos updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

Annual Reporti t6
Council staff review of
annual BAP

Annual BAP Report

6l20/2016

6/22/201.6

Annual BAP Report 2/7 /20L7

2/L3/2OLB
03lrolzoLe

Temujin Baker

Jenny

Giambattista
Temujin Baker

Temujin Baker,

Bob Johnson

Temujin Baker

Geo Vida

Annual BAP Reporting
Annual BAP Report

Added category 2 and metrics
per Council staff review

Update

Final BAP; results reporting
Review of the final BAP

I hour

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External servi:ce benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ategory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to
the public

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

XCut"gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business
days instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore tocheck
nationol ond state databoses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comptoin about
the delay in obtaining o license ond tltis time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll comploints and allow
staff resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic
fields over the lnternet ond moke payments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot anytime,
rather than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person ond phone
reservotions will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please resp911"d to each question listed below ratherthan
de a summa

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
a t t^--- ---:ll - ,- Ll I a!, / la /t t .tt , .t ,r tz. nuw wilt yuu tneusute Lne oeneltL(s/! (HUw wilt you Know tJtne DeneJtt nas oeenacnteveo/)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
q,uantity of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develap custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will
be able to check an averoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. Thiswill
allow the ogency to hondle the 2A% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yrs without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement toot for the Service Center is implemented we will
be sble to reduce the durotion of technology autoges during mojor incidents by 3a%. We olso will reducethe
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an
existing position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of a.n overoll effort to promote lTstandardizotion.
This proiect wilt make the current monagement of user occounts, opplications, and devices eosier for tT
administrotors at Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign-
on to opplicotions such as Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Aur su.ccess will be measured by having o single setof
procedures ond security models rather than the muttipte ones thdt now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than
provide a summary.
f-ipdate el?-Ui1G,'i.17 li,'|, '*rie:i'J.17-1/:18: Added benefits and measures for internal operations

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
We're just moving employee email from on-premise servers to a cloud service. lt is expected to be
a seamless experience for the user. Larger mailboxes will enable employees to focus more on
doing their jobs than managing email. Net having te rnaintain eestly infrastrueture (servers and

ene plaee files

iffi-
Clor.rcl arciriterir-ii"c l:uilcl:; irrio ii an expectation of 9s9.9% uptinre. \A/iren courri-ywicjr,: eirrailsare
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2

engineering & operations time for more valure-added worl<. Beirrg able to search in one placefiles
(SharePoint and OneDrive) and emailfor public disclosure requests reduces time forcollection.

How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
We will survey users and report on a summary of user experience in the 2 initial agencies (KC|Tand

Superior Court)with the new solution including at least:

1) overall satisfaction by user with the migration of their email
2l overall satisfaction by user of the new cloud solution as compared to on-premise exchange

3 irnf revement in-rna.naging e rnailE and respending te publie dise lesure requests
4 lncrease size of mailbox and easy access to the PST (saved emails)files
5 system uptime versus on-premise solution
6 lT staff tirne.te Rlaintain e trsud.solutio.n*vs slr pnernise Eslution

Update of 02/07 /2O17:
Measures 3 and 6 relate to future phases, when all emails are moved to the Cloud

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
1) User satisfaction on the migration n/a; will conduct survey after migration
2) Usersatisfactionforcloud:Wedon'thaveacurrentbaselinefortheon-premise,butwilluse

the survey questions to measure this, Survey questions to be sent shortly. 2017-02-A7

3) E mail management: We will pell PlOs and ethers invelved in-gathering data (inveEtigatiens)te

ien-

4) System uptime: We will calculate total downtime for on-premise solution from all planned and

unplanned downtime activities. We will monitor and verify any downtime of the cloud solution
through the Microsoft Office 365 Administrator Portal combined with user experience. There

was 1.25 hours of downtime for on-premise email in 2016. There was.75 hours of downtime
for on-premise email in 2OI7.

5) Current on premise email storage is 2GB/mail box. PST email only can be accessed renrotely
via VPN

6) lTstafftimetemaintain; queryeperatiensstaff entimetesupperten premiseselutien,

Update of 02/23/2o1.s:
Survey results were sent to Council for revietv in 2017. They were approved

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

1) We expect thal95% of users are satisfied with the migration of their email.

2) We expect that 95% of users are neutral, satisfied or report improvement with their emailnow
in the cloud.

3) We expeet that 9596 ef applieable.users (eg, llOs) repert imprevement in respending te publie

d{s€lssu{s€qr*€€+s
4) We expect to have 9939% uptime (availability)
5) Emails storage will increase to at least 1050 GB per rrrailbox and no VPN needed when working

remotely

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6 months to l year after the project is completed due to time needed for users'familiarization

erationaltransition eriod for staff
current levels by

with the new available features and o

or
her
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will result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those
benefits in the appropriate categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necesso,ry becausevendor
support for 9.0 witt be ending in 20L5 and that creotes o large risk for the County. Without vendorsupport
the County will not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond will tikely resutt in errors in complying withtax
ond regulatory issues.

L. Describe why you crre proposing to upgrode or reploce existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the averdge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
King Ceunt-y eurrently eperates emailthreugh en premises servers and ad hee leeallieense
pu+eha*e+despite having an existing effiee 365 Enterprise agreement-that weuld allew err+ailte
be eperated in the seeure G eleud, The eeunty's eurrent email/preduetivity app praetiees,
develeped twe deeades agei eentribute te several eper+tienaleha{lenges, sueh as:

ises-ser+e+s

With Shareleint already sueeessfurly eperating in the G eleud, King Ceunty is new pesitiened te
fully utilize its existing strategie investment, Witheut any extra eapitaleests, funding the migratien
te elecd based email will reduee infrastrsetcre eests; maximi*e lT enterprise investments,leverage

Migrating te the G eleud allew+King Ceunty te inerease its eperatiens in the enhaneed
envirenrnent that is eernpliant with gevernment regslatery req$irements lil(e eJlS and HllfA,

l-,1 pdated AZ / 3,2 / 2OL6:

We are currently running Exchange 2010 which is e ight six-years old software and no longer in
Mainstream Support by Microsoft. We are in what's called Extended Support which means if they
find any bugs with the software, they won't fix them. Only critical security issues.

Also, the server hardware entered is-appFea€h+€€-end of life on 1,011,/2016. We are currently
lcveraging a 3''r party support vendor to proiricle hardware support. lf we simply upgrade what we
have then we will need to purchase servers, training, and services to come up with anarchitectural
design (as Exchange 2016 is vastly different than 2010), install Exchange 2016, and then help us

migrateto Exchange 20L6. We leveragethe cloud or a new, costly infrastructure foron-premise
Exchange. Either way, we will have to migrate the County off of our old system. Our proposal isto
the cloud.

King County currently operates email through on-premises servers and ad-hoc local license
purchases, despite having an existing Office 365 Enterprise agreement that would allow emailto
be operated in the secure G-cloud. The county's current email/productivity app practices,
developed two decades ago, contribute to several operational challenges, such as:
g Costly maintenance, support, and back-up of on-premises servers
g Costly, ad-hoc staff time associated with manual software updates and upgrades
g Continual hardware and software upgrades
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With SharePoint already successfully operating in the G-cloud, t<ing County is now positionedto

fully utilize its existing strategic investment. Funding the migration to cloud-based emailwill
reduce infrastructure costs, maximize lT enterprise investments, leverage modern industry-

standard technology, and increase mobility.

Costs to run and support Exchange on-premise for the next 10 years are S8.+ million. Coststo

migrate email and run it in the cloud forthe next 1-0 years are $2.0million,

2. If the primory reason for the project is risk reduction, pleose estimate the probability of the risk
or describe how likely it is to occur.

N/A. The primary reasons for migrating emailto the G-cloud are to contain and decreaseoperating

costs, to maximize existing lT investments, to increase the utilization of the secure G-cloud

environment, and to increase mobility.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or interna[ or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization.This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to
pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to prodyce service. tf this project to instott accounts payable software is opproved,

we will automate tltree tosks that are currently done manuolty by agency ond centrol purchasing employees.

Based on experience of other users of the sofiwore, this witl reduce processing time from the current overage

of ten days to less thon one. This will ollow us to toke odvontoge of prompt pdyment discounts for over515
mittion of annual purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding onnuat so'vings of about 53A0,000. fhis
will result in savings in deportment expenditares for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SoaS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required

ta make this upgrode due to regutotory reasons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than

prov_ide a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos s.uccessfully completed in April 2AL4.The

onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditional 5 years.Tltis
project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will repart annually for the next 5 years on up-time levels

lf one of these towers foiled pltysically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of $500K - $l Uittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target

emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project to automate occounts payable softwore was implemented and did improve the processing
time averoge. The overage time wos reduced from L0 to 2 days, nat quite reoclting the 1 day torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discaunt resulting in less cost swings thon onticipoted. We did

estimated.

Example:

Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ced processi ng ti m e

Processing Time

onnuol sovings,
and /o of
purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

t 10 doys processing

time
. 1,9%,t, pf py fph,q;es ..

ore receiving
atscount

t Sovings of
51oo,ooo

c 7 day processing time
. i0% of purchases are

receiving prompt
payment discounts

t $400,0o0sovings

. 2 dqy processing

time
a

iiom the current overage are receiving
of ten days to less thsn*"
one allowing us to toke
odvantage of prompt
payment discounts.

0slIsl20'19 Update:
The pilot project is complete. The project partially achieved tlre targei berrefits. Overall, Llserswere
satisfiecl with the migration ancj with the new Exchange Orrlirre senrice.'The lessons learned fronrtlre
piloi ir-ifr.rrntecj'tiie second pirase of the projeci, whicir is; currcni-i1i rincierway. The foiiowirrgrepreserrts
results frorr Office365 deploynrent at Superior Court (SC).

Survev Results from 201-7 Proviso Response Report: We conducted two surveys. The first was
immediately after users were migrated and focused on the migration process itself. The second was
focused on satisfaction with the new Exchange Online service after 3 months of use. A majorityof
respondents in both surveys reported a positive experience with the migration itself and with the new
Exchange Online service.

The post-migration survey covered satisfaction with four areas:the overall migration process,access
to files, downtime and availability. KCIT was migrated first, and lessons learned in that migration were
applied priorto beginningthe Superior Court migration, and the results of those process
improvements are visible in the survey, with Superior Court employees reporting highersatisfaction
on each of our four metrics. The results are shown below:

ent
discounts

t $200,000sovings

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual (L.,lpdate of 0212018)
User satisfaction
with the
migration

Survey
Res u lts

N/A 95% of users are

satisfied with the
mrgratron of their
email

82% of SC users satisfied with
the migration process;

9)% ol SC users satistied with
access to archived email.

Users satisfied
with the new
Cloud Solution

Survey
Results

On Premise 95% of users are

neutral, satisfied or
report improvement
with their email now
in the cloud

ln aggregate (across multiple
survey questions), 80% of SC

users were satisfied with the
solution overall

lncreased emails
ca pacity

Mailbox
Size

2GB
need VPN

1OO GB;

No VPN

1OO GB

VPN only for PST files
Anytime access to
emails

Availability
of emails

1.25 hrs

unplan ned

downtime in 2016

No unplanned
downtime

0.75 hours of downtime for
on-premise email in 2017.
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement plan (BAp)?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project dp:prov?1, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name KCIT

Project Title -

Project Numb6'i

Project Timefrarne

ce 365 Phase ll
'"1 tr32332

January 2018-March 2019

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or ma,nagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technologrT to help identifv the benefits of the project, KCIT husiness analysts or technnlngy project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Temujin Baker I nfrastructu re Engineering
Manager/KCIT

Project Owner

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined o,r scope cha,nges, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "6ate 2" phase of conceptual review.
7. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Aaron Barak, Chief Technology Officer

regularly
u,ired at depa

usrnessB rsOwne rea sible achifor evt be ensuand n BAP s atedrespon ng pro nefits andject ng upd
com nwhe nefitsbe achieved.are Bus ne ners be me ntpleted Ow directoputy
leve or highe

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision H

Stage Date Revised By Description How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

Please use conceptual review,
budget proce ss, fu ndi ng

release, snnual report, project
i m ple m e ntati o n, o r p roject

completion.

Dote this

document was

updated

Who did the
document updotes?

A brief summory of whot changed in

the document. lf this is on initial
draft, pleose indicote new. lf

nothing hos chonged, indicate
"review only".

Budget process

(2017 2nd Omnibus)

Budget process

(20L7 2nd Omnibus)

7 /1012OL7 Temujin Baker New, initial draft l- hour

7lrLl20L7 Temujin Baker U pdates l- hour

Budget process

(20L7 2nd Omnibus)

Project Completion

1,1,/312017

z/thorc

Temujin Baker Minor updates .5 hour

Minor updates .5 hour

2019 BAP Report 2lrl2ote Review .5 Hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None")

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: l,mproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgradi,ng older technology or reducing risk of system failures

+) Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit{s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
u pgrading older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvices

CATEGOBY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses wilt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the abitity of the new software to check nationol

resources to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athtetic
fields over the tnternet and make payments by credit card. This will attow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather
than the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservations
will still be ovoilable.

The above examples are sum,maries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement witt this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary table for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

4s% 9s%

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31./2018Exomple: Residents are able

to schedule athletic fields
over the Internet and make
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue
licenses

5 business ' 1 business BV O9/30/2OJ.8
da

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: I mproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this proiect to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom soltware is opproved, inspectors witt be
able to check on overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This wiltattow
the ogency to handle the 20% increase in warklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the duration of technology outdges during major incidents by 30%. We qlso will reduce the
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waft time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overall effart to promote lTstondordizotion.
This project will moke the current monagement of user accounts, opplications, and devices eosier for lT
odministrators ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on

to opplicotions such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving a sing.le setof
procedures and security models rdther thon the multiple ones thst now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1, Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochievedT)

3, Whot is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 12/31./201.8Example: lncreased site

inspector efficiency
# sites inspected per 6 sites/day per 10 sites/day
day per inspector inspector per inspector

i

:

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tox ond regulotory updotes and will Iikely result in errors in comptying with tax and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will allow King Countyto
comply with LJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformation Services

(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2013, advanced authentication (AA)

must be in ploce in order ta occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the averdge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
King County currently still operates emailthrough on-premises servers and local licensepurchases,

despite having an existing Office 365 Enterprise agreement that would allow emailto be operatedin
the secure G-cloud. The county's current email/productivity app practices, developed twodecades
ago, contribute to a number of operational challenges, such as:

o Limited and scattered email storage
r Costly maintenance, support, monitoring, and back-up of on-premises servers

r Manual software updates and upgrades
r Lack of access to collaboration, integration and security innovations
r Due to limited email storage, most employees us PST files which are files that store email in on-

premise Outlook. These files are scattered across workstations, servers, and otherunknown
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a

areas. This poses business risk from being unable to discover data during investigations and
public disclosure requests.
Current software is 8 years old with extremely limited support. Hardware is over 5 years old and
past warranty. We already experienced a major outage recently due to failing hardware. We
have to replace the old system with either another on-premise system or migrate it to thecloud

We are proposing to migrate the email system to the cloud to follow the County'stechnology
strategy directions and to avoid a large expense in replacingthe on-premise system. ln addition,the
Exchange Online offers 100G8 of storage per user (compared to 4GB per user with currenton-
premises servers). Also, every user can receive a second mailbox, with no space restrictions
(unlimited size), as a storage location for older email eliminating the need for having many,separate
PSTfiles. All emails and PSTfiles will be stored in the cloud, enabling robust search features,
increased mobility, and easy access. Currently, remote users must use a private networkconnection
(VPN) to access the PST files.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The current on-premise email system is past end of life and has started to fail. We already
experienced a major failure earlier this year when multiple redundant systems failed at once and an
entire Exchange server became unrecoverable. We had to enact our disaster recovery processesto
restore service. The aging hardware means multiple components can fail at the same time. ltwas
very challengingto recoverthat one server and bringthe system back up and we are not certainwe
would be able to do the same in the future if similar situation occurs. The current system is

extremely brittle and will cause dramatic business disruption if we have another or possiblytwo
servers fail at the same time.

efit 'Target

Prevent major email
outages

Eliminate scheduled
maintenance, minor
upgrades, and
operational support of

# of major system
outages which put the
business at risk
Hours per month
performing regular
operations and

maintenance

3 major
outages per
yea r

l-08 hours
per month

No outages

4 hours per month

6/30/4#
rol3rl2arg

s6/3s/4#
rcBrlzarc

More convenient
mobile and remote
access

Way to connect to
email

lncrease emailstorage Storage Size per User 4GB 1OOGB 6140/,€1#-
rol3r/2018

VPN, OWA Direct access via

browser; not
needing VPN to
access all email

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will red,uce the costs to deliv.er a county service (external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit ana,lysis (CBA) form.

W
rol3rl2ol\
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Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts poyoble softwore is opproved,we
will automote three tosks that are currently done manuolly by agency and central purchosing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
doys to less than one. This will atlow us to toke advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 515 millionof
onnual purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnuol sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in

savings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the needto

upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to

make this upgrode due to regulotory reesons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of $L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

By migrating email to the Microsoft SaaS offering in Office 365, we will avoid the need to upgrade

the existing system to the newest version. The current environment is using an B-year-oldsoftware
running on hardware that is past warranty. lf we do not migrate the rest of the Countyto Office365,
it will require significant costs to purchase hardware and consulting services to migrate the County

to the latest version of the on-premise Exchange Server. This is a cost which requires repeating

approximately every 4-5 years. We have to migrate one way or another. We recommend proceeding

with the migration for the rest of the County to Exchange Online.

2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas
been achieved)
o The decommissioning of the on-premise mailbox Exchange Servers hardware, theirassociated

storage, and backups.

o Not having to engage with 3'd party consulting for major upgrades every 4-5 years.

e Reduction in Exchange Server licensing costs during Microsoft Enterprise Agreement renewals.

3. What is the current baseline?
Operational spend of 5500K per year.

4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much savings willthis project achieve)

Operational spend of SZZ( per year.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
lmmediately following the complete migration of the County to Exchange Online and the
decommissioning of all associated hardware, storage, backups, and licensing for the on-premise

mailbox Exchange servers.

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

outcome/Benefit ruetriii/rueasu re Target When will the target be
: achieved/measured?

Szzt<. e12019

Baseline

ss, Yearly maintenance reduction Yearly maintenance cost 00K
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Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The
anticipated benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicotly, the cosf to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neigltborhood of
SSOOX - $l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser agencies on the emergency

benefit by lt'uvln'g infrastructure syste'iiis'fh ploce thot will be ossured of "iiArcXPeiieicing

d ue to,lack, af ma i ntenonce.

Example: Th.is proiect to automote occounts poyoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The overoge tirfie was reduced from 70 days to 2 days, not quite reaching ttte 7 day target.
Additionatly, anly 2A% of purchases received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthon
anticipoted. We did not rneet the target because there were fewer purch.oses thot qualified for prompt payment
th an ori ginal ly esti m ated.

Exomple:

Baseline

o 10-day
processing time

Actual

ngay-d2

o 1Oo/o of t 30% of purchases
purchases are are receiving
receiving prompt
d isco u nt d isco u nts

. 5100,000 savings r $400,000 savings . $200,000savings

Update af 0317512019:

Pi-ojeci was cc,rlltletecl Ot-Loirt:r :i-i , 20iB.'l'lr'-l rjc.ii;ber rr, 1, )AIt9 rr:prst'i,irrg date is to rleasure resultsfor
one full year of oprr-'ral.ion. -l-he prr.-jecl. i:; r::<1:r:r-ir..ci ir; l'ully rrrcet tlic targetberreiits.

time
2O% of purchases

are receiving
pr6mpt paym€h:t
discounts
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

KCIT-IT Operations and Business SolutionsKing County Department/Agency Name

lP Fax ServiceProject Title

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are req,uired to be atthe

1,1.24575Project Number

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

deputy department director or higher.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who witl be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Aaron Barak, Director of lT Operations

Title / Agency Project RoleName

KCITMolly Cherkin lT Business Analyst

UC Service OwnerTita Pryor KCIT

Ashley Boyd KCIT Director of Operations

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are final,ly achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support fund ing release req,uests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision table.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any cha,nges in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a sha.red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

30 minutes

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved

DescriptionDateStage

Revision History Table

Revised By
How long

did it take?
Please use conceptuol

review, budget process,

fu n di n g re leose, a n n uol
report, project

implementation, or
p.Jgject

Date this
document

wos
updated

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summory of whot changed
in the document. lf this is an initiol

droft, please indicote new. lf
nothing has chonged, indicote

"review only".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
sto9e7,,,,,,.,,,,,

Business Case 5l28/L4 New, initial draft

R.AD Annrrrl Qannrlrrrqur rrLPvr L
a l1n/1tr.

Molly Cherkin

and Trever Esko

7i+^ D..,^-LrLo r r yut

2015 Annual Report 2/Ls/1,6 Zita Pryor

No Changes; project has not
sta rted

No Changes; project is ready for
deployment in conjunction with
the final phase of the Ue projeet

30 minutes

2016 Annual Report 02/7 /17 Zita Pryor Update of Section 6 l-5 minutes

Project Completion 0t/29/1,8 Zita Pryor Final update 30 minutes

2019 BAP Report 02101,/L9 George Vida Review of the final BAP 5 Hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l l,nternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primary type of benefit for the project. For most pro.jects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertech nology

tegory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

tegory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

XCtt.gory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

l-lC.t.gory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: tf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

instead of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol

ond state datobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin about the deldy in

obtaining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote almost all complain.ts ond ollow stoff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project ta occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the tnternet and moke poyments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot any time, rotherthan
the current Iimited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations will stil'l

be ovailable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-hetd devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage of L0 sites per doy compored with the sveroge of 6 currently checked. Tttis will allow the

ogency to hqndle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wilt be

able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will red.uce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT stondardizotion. This

project will moke the current management of user occounts, applicotions, ond devices easier for lT administrqtors

st Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on to applicotions

such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures and

security models rother thun the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older

technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.
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Exomple: This project wilt upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendor support
for 9,0 wilt be ending in 2075 and thot creotes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt
not receive tox ond regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in comptying with tax ond regulatory issues.

Caunty to comply

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology, Pleose include age of
existing technology and the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
As a result of many changes to communication technology in King County, residents and the County
government now have multiple methods for sharing documents. These changes include:
. E-mail, which was the first system to support sharing of digital documents independent of faxing
r Court eFililng, which requires parties to upload digital documents to the court instead of faxing

pa per
o Secure FTP, which provides secured infrastructure for uploading and emailing criticaldocuments

including medical records
r lntegrated Document Exchange (lDX), which enables law enforcement to submit digitalcriminal

case files to the PAO without faxing documents
o Unified Communications initiative, which has replaced the majority of analog communication

systems throughout the County

One major component that was not included in the scope of the UC project is fax machine service.
Fax machines require that some component of land-line based telephony service remain in every
building, on every floor, and often in many locations on a floorthroughout the County. Countywide,
there will be 1,470 fax lines remaining in the County at the conclusion of the UC project.

Machine-based faxing is an outdated technology originally invcnted in 1843. Almost all
organizations have chosen to replace fax machines overthe past 25 years. Modern technology
enables online (lP) fax services, which both transmit and receive documents in a digital format. This
will reduce the risk of having confidential hard copy documents exposed to unauthorized access.
lnbound documents are routed to a recipient's workstation, where they can be saved, archived,
andf or printed. Outbound documents can be sent digitally from a workstation, or scanned and sent
from a printer/scanner. Adopting such technology would enhance user operations and capabilities,
enable a more mobile workforce, reduce environmental impact, and allowthe Countyto reducethe
fax telephony infrastructure, hardware and associated maintenance costs. The average life-cycle
replacement for fax machines is 5-7 years.

Update of Feb 2017: Current list shows 804 fax lines with 1L % converted. Many of the departments
are still determining next steps from the business perspective.

Jlfdatg_qlf*e.U.Z9j.&: The project was completed in October 2AIT.There were 840 phonenumbers
to be revierryed for the project. The final status for these 840 lines is asfollonrs:
a '293 lirres urere corrverted to lP Fax

* 344lincs we re disconnected
a 35 nurlbers did not support fax services
o 168 lines renrained as onsite fax service

tJprciate of Mar 2019
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*' To clate, 345 lines havc been converted to lP Fax

e Currently, gT PO1-5 lines renraitt as dedicated fax lirres

a Some agerrcies still use Analog;tlrone lirres for faxing.

2. tf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
NA

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary

benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

onticipated benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years.This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood

of SSA1K - 5l fWiltion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the

emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systerns in ploce that will be assured of not

experiencing cotastrophic failures due to lock of mointenonce.

Example: This project to automote accounts poyoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing

time average. The average time wos reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 7 day torget. Additionally,

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. If this project to instolt occounts poyobte softwore is approved, wewill
qutomote three tosks thot are currently done manually by agency ond central purchasing employees. Basedon

experience of other users of the softwa're, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten doys to

less than one. This witl ottow us to take advantoge of prompt pdyment discounts for over 575,000,000 of annual

purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5j00,A00. This will result in savings in

department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to tltis new vendor thot uses o SaaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis

upgrode due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of57A0,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resutting in less cost swin,gs than anticipoted. We did
nat meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimoted.

Uodate of Feb 2OI7:
The project is on track. KCIT has selected a managed service, OpenText, which works via Outlook, asthe
lT solution for the countywide fax system. KCIT is finalizing the inventory of agencies'fax needs and
talking with customers about the associated costs. The target project completion is June 2017.

Update Feb 2018
The project budget was $120,000. The project came in under budget at Stt7,7!7. Project results
includ e:

o 293lines (36% of the total lines reviewed in this project)were converted to lP Fax
c 344lines (42% of the reviewed lines)were disconnected, saving an average of 56,880 a month
o 35 numbers did not support fax services
r 168 lines (2t% of the reviewed lines) remained as onsite fax service

,20'19
This istlre final BAP for a cotttpleted lrroject, Compleied irr Or-i-r:ber 2O'l'1,lhe project gtartially metthe
targe't benefits (replacing old tecirnology and reclr-icirrg tlre risl< of e>lpo:;irrg cori[iderrtial hard copy
docunrentsto unalttltorized access). Overali, tire CoLrnly has r:onvitilr:d 3u,15 liite.s to lP Fax. Currerrtiy, gT

POTS lines renrain as dedicated fax lines. -Sonre agencies siili Lrse Analog phone lines forfaxing.

Undate of March 15
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, im,plementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

KCIT

January 2018 to June 2018

LT3233L

lT Cybersecu rity En hancement

B,usiness Owners are responsible for achieving pro.iect benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are req,uired to be at the deputy department d,irector

level or higher.

Aaron Barak, Chief Technology Officer and Selena Tonti Ralph Jehnsen, Chief lnformation Securityand

Privaey Officer

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who w'ill be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

nah++elnse*
Selerra Tonti

Aaron Barak

Lori Dickneite

Ch ief lnformation Secu rity Officer/KCIT

Ch ief Tech nology Officer/KCIT

Network Manager/KCIT

ponsor

: Co-Sponsor

lmplementation and O&M

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits a,re finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "GaIe 2" phase of co'nceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.

s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln gen,eral, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. M,ore
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

Pleose use conceptuol review,
t process, funding release,

annuat report, project
i m p le m e ntotion, o r p roje ct

completion.

Budget process

(2017 2nd Omnibus)

Budget process
(2OI7 2nd Omnibus)

BAP Revision History Table

Revised ByDate

Date this
do:cum'ent wos

updated

Who did the A
d o c u tn e n l.'u pd u:le s ?,

:

:

brief summary
th'e document.

Description

of what changed in
If this is-an lnltlal

How long did
it

How long did it
tuke"'tu ^-"-'1

complete or
revise the fo.rm
ot this stoge?

5 hours

2 hour

2 Hours

.5 Hours

draft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing has changed, indicate

"review only".

2I

7-2-17 Ralph Johnson

Ralph Johnson

CherylAnn
G u nderso n

George Vida

lnitialdraft

Completion

Updated information in Red

Review

7-I4-L7

t9/s2019 BAP Report 120
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Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies} of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) Internal service benefits: lmproving internal opera,tions, including the quality or quantity of inte,rnalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgradi,ng older technology or reducing risk of system failures
a) Reduced cost to prod,uce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primar.v type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
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: Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvi ces

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ahility of the new software to check notional
and stote databases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin oboutthe deloyin
obtoining a l.icense ond this time reduction is expected to etiminote almost al! complaints and ollow staff
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is approved, residen,ts will be oble to schedute athletic

fields over the tnternet and make payments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rather
than the current timited hours ovailable for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond ph.one reservotions
will still be availoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

6. Summary table for Cotegory #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target , When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 12/31"/201.8

tr

l

, Exomple: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields

, over the lnternet and make
, payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

45%

5 business Bv o9/30/201.8

9s%

sbusines1

dayaysd

CATEGORY f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

able to check an overoge of 70 sites per day compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This willallow
the agency to hondle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years witttout odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wi,ll

be able to reduce the duration of technology outoges during mojor incidents by j0%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These impravements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.
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Exomple: The

os Lync, o single

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The ability of this system to monitor traffic traversing the internal King County network that will
result in more rapid identification, containment and remediation of compromised information
systems and assets. The benefits focus on prevention and minimization of impact of compromised
systems.

Update o{ 2/512019:
IDPS is one layer of an in depth architecture of a layered strategy. IDPS gives King County the ability
to intervetre in real-time with intrusion events and threats. Additionally we have gained increased
visibility into traffic traversing tlre l(ing Cour.rty Networl< arrd decrease the time it takes to identify
and contain securitythreats. An additional benefit is tlre abilityto detect attacl<s arid otlrer
unwanted or regulated activity which is only significant to King County. The ability to integrate with
and protect other enterprise security controls by preventing attacks from reachingthesesecurity
controls will reduce the worl<load on these systems and allow thenr to operate effectively.

* Reducing impactful security incidents. While l(ing County staff may not notice an intervention
the IDPS ensures that there are less disruptions to King County irrternal systerns and a reduced
number of security incidents.

n Reputation-manageei protection. The IDPS subscribes to a reputation-based list of l<nown
malicious sites and dotlains, which it uses to proactively protect King County data.

Example: Phislring or Malw;rre attempts: lf a staff nrember clicl<s on a linl< in a phishing email or a

nralware ad for a site tltat is on the IDPS blacklist of l<nown malicious sites, traffic would be
blocked and the staff member would see a security message.

Zero Day threat protection. The IDPS offers zero-day threat protection, it r-nitigates bruteforce
password attempts, and provides protection against availability threats, such as DDoS and DoS

attem pts.

a

I

Example: lf arr attacl<er aiternpts to gairr access to a King County account throLrgh brute force
(e.g., repeated login atterrrpt.s), the IDPS can recognize the unusual patterns, and blockaccess

lnfrastructure Protection and Dynamic threat response. The IDPS carr be fit-re-turred torecognize
and respond to particular threats, allowirrg l(ing County to react to identify threats to
govern m ent.

Logging. The IDPS records network activity when it takes action that aid in forensic investigation
and remediation after blocking the irritial irrcident.

Securlty Zones. The IDPS segments networl< traffic to contain and interdict, the IDPS can become
a"jail" for lrostile traffic such as a Virus, Trojan, Worms, or Blended attacks,

B

e
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2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
There is currently no baseline to determine the time it takes to identify, contain and remediatefrom
malicious activity so measurement is difficult. However possible metrics include:
o Time to notifv technical staff: This feature will provide KCIT technical support staff enhanced

notification of compromised systems.

Time to identifv compromised svstems: The automated alerts will assist in identi fying anda

locating those systems that are compromised. Currently various tools may provide information
about a compromised system, however, locating the system is often a manual process. The new

features will provide assistance in physically locating compromised systems.

a Time to respond: Usi ng the items mentioned in the two previous bullets, the technicalsupport
will be able to respond quicker and reduce potential impacts from compromises

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?

There is no identified baseline

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)

Undetermined since no baseline exists

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Shortly after project completion (end of 2018)

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2

Result

More rapid
identification,
containment and

remediation of
compromised
information
systems and

a ssets

Time to notify

Time to identify
the affected
system/s

Notification of compromised
systems time is anticipated as

5 minutes or less. lnitialtarget
would be response to this
timeframe in 60% of
com promises, increasing to
95% by final target date.

Achieved. IDPS does Real-

Tirne identification and
interd!ction of compromised
systems.

1.2/31./2018

N/A ldentification of compromised
systems time is anticipated as

5 minutes or less. lnitialtarget
would be response to this
timeframe in 60% of
compromises, increasing to
95% bV final target date

Achieved. IDPS does Real-

Time identification and
interdictian of compromised

1.2/31./201.8

,systems,
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Time to respond rN/A

3. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Aenefit Metrics/Measure

30 minutes or less. lnitial
target would be response to
this timeframe in 60% of
com promises, increasing to
95% bV final target date

Target

l(Cl'I is stiil rr;*rkilrg tl:rough
the logistics of operaii*rtai
resp()nse tearils

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. !f the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

ixa mii pii ii llii s i: i oie ci w i t t upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory becouse vendar support
for 9:9-wtll be endi'n.:g"in 2015 and that crcdtes-u larye^rlsk for the County. Without vendor support th'e C'bl'iity'Will
not receive tox and regulatory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying wi.th tax ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advanced Authentication solution which will altow t(ing Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice l.nformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvanced au,thenticotion (AA)
must be in ploce in order to occess sensitive CllS informotion.

1. Describe why you qre proposing to upgrsde or reploce existing technology, Please include ageof
existing technology and the avercrge life cycle repldcement for this type of technology.

2. If the primory recrson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

+213+/2s+8
O(t/?'01?O19

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By o6/30/2019

.

-.]

il

Example: Reduced

system outages
# of system outages per
month

5 outages No outages

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to pfoduce service. lf this project to instoll occounts poyoble software is opproved,we
will automote three tosks that are currently done monuolly by ogency snd central purchosing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overoge of ten
days to less than one. This will ollow us to toke odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over $15 millionof
annual purchases. These discounts average 2%, yielding annuolsavings of about 5300,000. This will resultin
sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.
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Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to
moke this upgrade due to regulotory reasons, so this represents a cost avoidance of 5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7, Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How willyou know if the benefithas
been achieved)

3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #4:

OutcomelBenefit Metrics/Measure Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/2o1.9Exa mpl e: An n ua I savings Cost of producing X 5568,000 S35,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative rneasures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, expla.in why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The

anticipated benefit was to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years. This project

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeo.rs on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physica,lly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neigltborhood of
5SO0X - 5l milfion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency

radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not experiencing

cotastrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to automate occounts poyable software was implemented and did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time was reduced from 70 days to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day torget.
Additionally, only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
anticipoted. We did not meet the target because there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt payment

tha n orig i na lly estimated.

Exomple:

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project

, reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Metrics

Proce
(in days),

. Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

r Annual savings

processing time
o IO%of

time
c 30% of purcha,ses

, Actual

o 2-day processing

time
. 2O%of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment

discounts
'. 

$200,000savings

purchases are are receiving
receiving prompt payment
discount discounts

. S100,000 savings o $400,000 savings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summ
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l..J pdate of 03 / 1,5 I 2019 :

This is not a firral BAP. KCIT will report on this completed project again next time. l(ClT is stillworl<ing
through the logistics of operational response tearrs tlrat would resltond to the compromised systern.
This is the only target not achieved to date.

Time to notify Notification of compromised
systems time is anticipated as

5 minutes or less. lnitialtarget
would be response to this
timeframe in 60% of
compromises, increasing to
95% by final target date.

Target &

N/A 12/31./2Or8

ems

Achieved. IDPS does Real-

Time identification and
i nterciiction of compromiseci

ldentification of com promised

systems time is anticipated as

5 minutes or less. lnitial target
would be response to this
timeframe in 60% of
compromises, increasing to
95% by final target date

Achieved. IDPS does Real-

Time identification and
interdiction of compromised
systems.

N/A 12/31./201.8

More rapid
identification,
containment and

remediation of
compromised
information
systems and

a ssets

Time to identify
the affected
system/s

Time to respond N/A 30 minutes or less. lnitial
target would be response to
this timeframe in 60% of
compromises, increasing to
95% bV final target date

l(ClT is still working through
the logistics of operatiorral
response teams

+z/3+/'€1+
a6/30l2O1s
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King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

Project 1L34308, Award 1,19045, Org C78101, Task l"-6

2019-2020 Biennium

KCrT/DEL

KC,gov Web Presence

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits a,nd ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
levelor higher.

Tanya Hannah, CIO

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Pam Shales DCE Service Manager Business Owner

Stephen Heard I KCIT Engineering

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gale2" phase of conceptualreview.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

thoseupdates. Makesurethatyouuploadtheupdatedversiontolnnotas. Theintentisforthissingledocument
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 5. Description of Project Benefits

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Compl,etion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. l,n general, it should take a few hours to cornplete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly pro.iects may require more extensive analysis. To im,prove this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description

Date this Who did the

it take?

A brief summary of what chonged in How long did it
the document. If this is an ini.tial ' take to

draft, pleose indicdt'e^iiiib"u):'tf^^- complete or
nothing hos cha,nged'y"indioo'te^^^ revise the form

docu me-y;1,!?.!, *r.lr, pdates?

updo.ted,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

"review only".

20L9-2O Budget Conceptua I

Review
) /1\119 Dem (heloc

2019-20 Budget Request

Pleqse use conceptuql review, budget
process, funding release, annuol

re pb rt, PiAje: tt-im ile me ntotio n, o r
, praject,carnp,letian,

2019 BAP Report

wos

thisot stage ?

6lt3lrB

2lslrs

Pam Shales

Pam Shales

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
s) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
q) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarV type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv
Whi'le most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or u:pgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
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Category #i: lnternal service benefits: lmproving lnt"tnif
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
u pgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvi ces

X

n
CATEGORY #1: External seruice benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrode our licensin,g softwore is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business doys

instead of the four days currently required. This is lorgely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol

und state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtaining a [icense and this time reduction is expected to elimi.note almost all comploints and allow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to accept an-line reservotions is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic

fields over the tnternet on.d moke poyments by credit csrd. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot qny time, rother
thon the current limited hours ovoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phonereservotions

witt stitt be ovaitable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The upgrade to the WCMS platform will help us improve and enforce ADA compliance, and ensure

that the website is accessible for all. We will introduce new structures that will prevent staff from
creating content that does not comply with ADA standards, and reduce pages that have mixed

content and HTML code.

2. How willyou messure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

We will experience a reduction in compliance errors as well as a reduction of pages that have a

mixture of content and HTML code.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

The current baseline of Web Content Accessibility Guidelines issues on Kingcounty.gov estimates

over Bl-,000 problems across 20,000 pages.

4. Whot is the target for this measureT (How much improvement willthis projectochieve?)

This measurement is literally a movingtarget, since content is being updated daily.This
improvement to the platform should easily reduce these issues by 50%.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
At project completion.

6. Summory table for Cotegory #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 1.2131./2020Reduction of pages lssuesPeople with disabilities will be able to

consume and navigate KC.gov with
access to more content and improved

lssues:

40,000with issues found +81,500
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than is available today
Most content in KC.gov will be in
compliance with ADA requirements.
The remaining 5k pages refer to
content that is displayed in the
website, but is generated from other
so u rces.

,of the issues

,Significant
, reduction of pages

.with ADA
,compliance issues.

+20,000

Pages:

+20,000

' 
Pages

5,000
Pages

5,000
Bv 1.2/31./2020

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this pt'oject to ocquire hsnd-held devices ond"deve'lop"cus'tam software is ap,prove'd, inspectors wilt be
able to check an g,y,g[oge of 1a sites F,pr day compored with th,e.a,ue.rage of 6 currently checke.rl. This wittollow , ,,,,,,,.

the ogency to handte the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement a systems mo,nogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the duration of technoloqy outages during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect a.n existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overall effort to promote tTstondordizotion.
This proiect will make the current management of user accaunts, applicotions, and devices easier for tT
administrators at Public Health becouse the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on
to applications suclt os Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Aur success will be measured by having o single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lf this project is approved, we will spend less time on O & M and break-fix work, and be ableto
continue to implement updates that allow for repeatability of code use, increase the cadence of
refreshing site content, and improve the site experience for visitors.

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
We will see a reduction in hours for routine break-fix work; users will spend less time on thesite,
willviewfewer pages, and will relyon searching less (theywillfind their information more easily,so
will spend less time looking for it).

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
Staff is spending 90% of their time working on break-fix efforts. Site analytics show a strong
dependence on using search.

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
Staff will spend the majority of their time on new enhancements and clean-up of content, rather
than break-fix work. Use of search will decrease. Number of pages willdecrease.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
This will be ongoing, as behavior changes and content is refactored across the site
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OutcomelBenefit easure

ced time on break-fix Staff hours per q

, Reduced numberofweb 
i
# pages published

Baseline 'Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
30-50 hours 1-5 hours per Bv 1.2/31./2020ua rter

, per qua{er
:20,000+

rqua rte r

15,000
10,000

Bv 1.2/3I/2019
Bv 1.2/31./2020

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in

improvements to externalor internalservices or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft t'rom 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 witl be ending in 2O15 and thot creates a large risk for the County. Witltout vendor support the Countywill

not receive tox and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotion solution which will allow King Countyto

comply with U. S. Depsrtment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformation Services

(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2013, advanced outhenticotion (AA)

must be in place in order to access sensitive CJIS information.

Describe why you crre proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology ond the dveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

This project will upgrade our Web Content Management System (WCMS), Sitecore, from 7.5 to 9,0.,

and refresh the product infrastructure to be in alignment with current web architecture. The existing

platform has not been upgraded for 3 years. The current support ended 3L December2017. Weare

also planning on infrastructure modernization.

2. tf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline

KC.gov is on a vendor-supported ,n/a No

latform

Target

Yes

Repair process, O hours/year
, runs 4 times a ;

year, 20 hours
each time (i.e., .

80 hours/year) ,

When will the target be

achieved/measured?

:BY1 2131./2020

Bv 1-2/31./2020The need for repetitive break-fix
processes that need to be run

during non-business hours to

Time spent on

maintena nce

required due to
ke

eli
ep the platform running is rmisaligned

minated. ,technology

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance,

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.
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Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts poyable softwore is approved,we
will automote three tasks that are currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge often
days to less thon one. This will allow us to toke advantoge of prompt payment discounts for over $tS mittionof
onnual purchases. These d'iscounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual savings of obout 5300,00A. This witt result in
sovings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we wilt ovoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrode due to regulotory reqsons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of $1"00,000.

The above examples are sumrnaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithas

been ochieved)
3, Whot is the current boseline?
4. Whst is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure 'Baseline Target , When willthe target be
achieved/measured?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you iO:bntlfied above, exbiiin whetner beneiits were achieved at target levels. pieise include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rod.io tower, was successfully compteted in Aprit 20L4. The
anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 yeors.. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up,time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SS0O( - Sl million per tower, dependi.ng on the construction techniques and size. IJser agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not experiencing
cotostrophic failures due to lack of mointenance.

Example: This pro;iect to automote occounts poyoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The averoge time wos reduced from 1-0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1" day torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting rn less cost swings than onticipoted. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment thon originally
estimoted.

Baseline Actual

Exomple:
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ate of 19: This is a new roject that is startin in Q2 of 2019U 15
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

t. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project a,pproval, im,plementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

KCIT

Network Security Planning

Project Number 1,1"34402

January 2019 - June 201-9Project Timeframe

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Aaron Barak, Chief Technology Officer

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identificatio,n a,nd documentation, List the staff who contribute to the Br\P below:

Name TitlelAgency"-"*
Aaron Barak CTO/KCrr Business Owner

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as
information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the follow.ing times or a,ctions:

1-. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "ReviewOnly" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
thoseupdates. Makesurethatyouuploadtheupdatedversiontolnnotas, Theintentisforthissingledocument
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there

are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it wi,ll bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analys,is. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History T

Description How long didStage Date Revised By
it take?

Please use conceptual review,

bu dget process, fu nd ing
releose, qnnuol report, project

i m p I e m e ntotio n, o r p roject
completion.

2OI9-202O Budget

2OI9-202O Budget

2019 Annual Report

docu.ment
wos

updated

6/2L/tB Aaron Barak

Who did the document
updotes?

I Aaron Barak

A brief summary of whot changed in

the document. lf this is an initiol
droft, pleose indicote new. lf

nothing has changed, indicate
"review only".

Original Draft

Additionaledits

Minor edits

Dote this How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stage?

2 hours

7l23hg

2l1.lre

l" hour

t hourTemujin Baker

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

a) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

a) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

, Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

X
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Category #3: Maintaining ,"rui." levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvices

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: I mproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two busi.ness days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol
ond state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the detay in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to elimino.te olmost oll comploints ond altow stoff
resouites tci be directed to other cuiiidmd| siirvices,

Exomple: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents witl be able to schedule othletic
fiel.ds over the lnternet ond moke poyments by credit cord. This witt ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother
thon the curre'nt limited haurs availoble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions
will stitt be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The network segmentation will provide enhanced security segmenting sensitive information and
compliance to HIPAA, CJIS, and PCI regulatory statutes. The compliance will instill public trust in King
County knowing that the County considers cybersecurity measures and protecting sensitive
information as a high priority.

2. How will you messure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
Audit result on King County compliance with HIPAA, CJIS, and PCI regulatory statutes with network
segmentation

3, What is the current baseline for this measure?
Lack of network segmentation is a current 2018 audit finding on both our PCI and HlPAAexternal
audits requiring a corrective action plan (CAP). Currently no plans

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
A published clean audit on King County compliance with HIPAA, CJIS, and PCI regulatorystatutes
with network segmentation as a finaltarget measure. For this planning phase, the target is to have
ART approved full design that identify technical requirements for network segmentation

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
June 2019 for approved solutions design

6. Summary toble for Category #7:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

Example: Residents ore sble % of customer
sotisfaction (to be

When will the target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31/2018

, to schedule othletic fields

45% 95%
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over the Internet ond moke
payments by credit card.
Example: Reduced tinte for
customers to obtsin a license

: Full Design identifying
requirements (planning

deterntined through
a survey)
# days it takes to
issue licenses

Approved ART

Design

5 business

days

Una pproved

1 business day

No audit
material
weakness's
related to
network
segmentation

droveApp

phase)

Clean Audit on HIPPA, CJIS,

PCI (after project
implementation) finding on
network segmentation.

Audit Result Material
weakness for
lack of
network
segmentation

CATEGORY f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check on overage of 1"0 sites per doy compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willstlow
the ogency to hondle the 20% increase in workl.oad projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the duration of tech,nology outdges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvemen.ts will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overoll effort to promote lTstandardizotion.

This project witt make the current monogement of user occounts, opplicotions, ond devices eosier for lT
odministrotors ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on

to opplications such as Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single setof
procedures and security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above exarnples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The initial planning of network segmentation will provide full design to support the network
segmentation. The core product for network segmentation is Cisco ACl. Network segmentation is

criticalto obtain compliance with HIPAA, CJIS, and PCI regulatory statutes. The two primarybenefits

that segmenting our internal network provides is 1.) Regulatory Compliance, and 2.) Reduction of
riskforthe countyfrom bad actors (internal & external)on our internal countynetwork.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

Lack of network segmentation is a current 201-8 audit finding on both our PCI and HlPAAexternal

audits requiring a corrective action plan (CAP). We will measure the effort in two ways, 1-.)

Successful Architecture Review gate sign off for the solution design of the segmentation, and 2.)

Successful implementation of the design confirmed by external auditor's acceptance of our

corrective action plan. Afull design approved bythe Architecture ReviewTeam (ART)will bethe
target for this initial phase.

3. What is the current baseline for this messure?
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Our current baseline is our network is flat and fully routable internally. No plan or design isavailable
for network segmentation.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
Final target measure is that we have an internally segmented network that meets our regulatory
compliance commitments. For this planning phase, the target is to have ART approved full design
that identify technical requirements for network segmentation.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
June 2019 for approved solutions design

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Basellflu-* When Will ttiE target be
achieved/measured?

OutcomefBenefit MetricslMe'asure

Exa m ple : I ncre ase d site
inspector efficiency

Full Design identifying
requirements
Regulatory compliance
is met (after next
project
implementation)

# sites inspected per dcty
per inspector

Approved ART Design

6 sites/day per
inspector

Unapproved

LA siks/day
per inspector

Approved

By L2/3U2a18

TBD depending on
future funding and next
project start date

196/t/20

Segmented network to
meet regulatory
compliance (after next

: project implementation)

Flat network Segmented
network

4

i

i

Example: This proiect will upgrade PeapleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 and that creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitl
not receive tox and regulatory updotes and will likely resutt in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advonced Authentication solution which will aUow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services
(CJIS)Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, advonced authentication (AA)
must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJtS information.

1-. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrode or repldce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the qveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. If the primcrry reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
: achieved/measured?

Example: Reduced

system outages
# of system outoges per
month

5 outoge No outages , By 06/30/2019

I
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CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts poyoble softwore is approved,we
will outomote three tasks that are currently done monually by agency and central purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
doys to less thon one. Tltis will ollow us to toke odvontage of prompt payment discounts for over 5L5 millionof
onnua! purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual savings of obout 5300,000. This will result in

sovings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaoS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to

make th,is upgrade due to regulotory redsons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $L00,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you medsure the cost reduction or cost avoidsnce? (How will you know if the benefithos
been ochieved)

3. Whot is the current baseline?

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved? 2019

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
By 06/i0/201"9Example: Annual savings Cost of producing X 5s69,aoo 53s,ooo

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including a,ny monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 20L4.The

onticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-tf me and will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOO\< - SIU per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User agencies on the emergency radio
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system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in place that will be ossured of not experiencing cotostrophic
failures due to lock of mointenonce.

Update of 03/15/2O1,9:
The project is orrgoing and on time. Project is on track to aclrieve full berrpfits with noclelarTs
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

KCITKing County Department/Agency Name

PSERN (Puget Sound Emergency Radio Network) ProjectProject Title

1,1,26875EBS Project Number

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits a,nd ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are requi,red to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Business Owner Name and Title: BillKehee-Tanya Hannah, CIO

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Project Role

Technical lnput (O&M)Manager/KCITTony Minor

Technical lnput (O&M)Electronic Communications Specialist /KCITSean Douglas

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles'
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessa'ry a.nd date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, type none)
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Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Pleose use canceptual review,

budget process, funding releese,
annuol report, project

i m ple m e ntation, or project
cornpletion.

Dote this
documen

t wos
updoted

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summory of what
changed in the document. lf
this is on initiol droft, please
indicate new. If nothing hos
eho n Eed, i n dicate "review-'

onlY".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

-'"form ot"this

sfoge?

201-5 Annual Reporting 2/12/1,6

2016 Annual Reporting r/23/t7 BAP Update - No changes

N/ANew, initialHai Phung

Hai Phung

201-B Annual Reporting t/2s/Le Hai Phung BAP Update

201-9 BAP Report 2/0t/Le George Vida : Review 5 Hour

ldentify the category{ies} of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits, The benefits of lT investments generally fit into thc following four,catcgor,ics:
1) ExJelnq! ggrvice benefits: lmprpving the quality or quantity of services provided to the publiE
2l lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrad,ing older technology, reducing risk of system fail,ures, or

providing regulatory complia nce
4) Reduced cost to prod,uce services {internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

n Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

n Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

! Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses wilt be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four days currently required. Th.is is largely due to the ability of the new software to check notional

and state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently complain obout the deloy in

obtoining o license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll complaints and allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: tf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule othletic fields
over the tnternet ond make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rotherthan
the current limited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still

be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1". Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The criteria for the system design calls for a more stringent level of radio signal throughout the radio

service areas. Because of this the system vendor has been asked to design a network that will

increase the amount of signal present in any given location within the service area. The service area

is also defined in a new and enhanced manner which also equates to a greater probability thatsignal

will be present at locations within the service areas. Ratherthan having a single large areaof
coverage, the county was divided into 43 separate areas (39 Cities, 3 major highways in the

mountains, plus a large portion of unincorporated county)with each of these areas havingspecified

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity

of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors witl be

oble to check an averoge of 1-A sites per doy compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

dgency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years witltout adding more staff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overoll effort to promote lT stondardization. This

project witl moke the current monogement of user occounts, opplicotions, and devices eosier for lT administrators

ot Public Heolth because the end user experience wil'l also be improved by having o single sign-an to opplications

such as Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by having a single set of proceduresand

security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
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coverage requirements. lrr-building radio coverage will also be enlranced for the [Jowntown Seattie
Downtown Bellevr-re and 5outh Lal<e Washington llerrton areas (update of Jan 2019).

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
Extensive coverage testing will be completed over several months after all infrastructure operational
and functionaltesting is complete and before users are placed on the system. Duringthistesting
teams of testers will conduct several types of tests in "test tiles" that are 1/L0th of one mile by
I/t}tn of one mile square.

Each test tile accessible by automobile or boat will be tested by measuring the radio signalstrength
(for informational purposes only), by measuringthe data accuracy (called a Bit error rate, orBER
test) and lastly in a subjective "can you hear me now" test (known as a delivered audio quality, or
DAQ test).

For each accessible test tile, both the BER and DAQtests must both pass to pass the tile.97% of all
tiles must pass the testing to be considered a pass. This compares today with approximately 94%
coverage of the countywhere there is a single coverage area is specified. With a single coveragearea
coverage holes can be very large and yet still meet the standards. By splitting the county into43
coverage areas, this will ensure not only increased coverage but that thee coverage holes are much
smaller. Forthe Downtown Seattle, Downtown Bellevue and South Lake Washington Renton areas,
radio signai strength wiil be tested to ensure that additionai radio signal strength is available(above
on street signal)for providing irr-building rarlio coverage (update of lan 2019).

3. What is the current boseline for this messure?
The current baseline is94% coverage.

4. Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
97% Coverage of the Primary Bounded Coverage area, which is the area of the county west of a line
at 1250' above sea level. Also, the 3 highways heading to the east (US-2, l-90, and SR-410) willhave
95% coverage requirements.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
The benefit will be achieved when the infrastructure is completely built, all radio sites have been
proven to be operating according to specifications, system optimization has been completed and
testing has been satisfactorily completed, lhe current project end date is May 2023 (update of
March 2019).

Example: This proiect witt upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendor support
for 9.0 witt be ending in 2A15 ond that crestes o lorge risk for the Caunty. Without vendor support the Countywitt
not receive tax ond regulotory updotes ond witt likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

Example: This proiect will imptement an Advonced Authentication solution which wilt allow King County to comply
with Ll. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of tnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services(CllS)
Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 201-3, qdvanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in
place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.
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L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include ogeof
existing technology ond the overcrge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The current emergency radio system (ERS) contains electronic components that are eighteen (18)

years old. Typicallyemergency radio systems have a life cycle of approximatelytwenty (20)years.

The likelihood and frequency of component failures is increasing as the system ages and Motorola
no longer sells or supports some of the system's critical components and plans to discontinuethe
sale and repair of all components in phases over the next few years. Components are stillavailable
on the secondary market; however, reliance upon the secondary market equipment is riskybecause

the needed version of a critical component may not be available and the condition and service

history of the components is unknown. ln addition, certain geographic areas within the service

region require improved radio coverage to meet the needs of a growing population within King

Countyto include boundary limitsthat were not considered when the initial ERS was builteighteen
years ago. At this time, radio sites cannot be added to expand coverage because Motorola no longer

sells the necessary new equipment.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Radio System technology is extremelycomplicated. There are layers of operability, failure modesand

redundancy that are purposely built into the system to ensure that it will meet end userneeds.

Today, when something breaks, it often does so without indication to the end users because of the
requirements for 99.999% reliability.

Single components in the radio system fail nearly every day, This could mean that one radiochannel

in one location is no longer available, but22 other channels are available. lt could also mean that a

device called a "system controller" fails, but a redundant device takes over operations for thefailed
component. Again, these could go unnoticed by end users in nearly all "normal'Lrse scenariostoday,

What is clear is that as time advances, the risk of failures increase due to system componentage.
Simultaneously, the ability to repair parts and get new parts is decreasing.

The ability of the Countyto get parts on any secondary market is fraught with problems such as

incompatibility, parts unavailability, and lack of functionality of the parts with our system. lt is
therefore probable that at some point after the secession of parts support from the vendor, the
system will begin to suffer failures that will decrease capacity, reliability andf or coverage if
something is not done to address this. lt is not a sudden "event" that will occur on a certain date, but
rather is likely to be a gradual chain of events that will impact the radio system over a period of time.

By implementing a new more reliable system with new components, the potential for the risk of
equipment and software failures, service outages and system interruptions will be reduced.The

need for replacement parts will no longer be a concern and the risk of using secondary parts willbe
eliminated.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost te produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payable software is approved, wewill
outomote three tasks thot are currently done monuolly by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosedon
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experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will allow us ta take odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over SIS mi|ion of annuol
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about $300,000. This will result in sovings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulotory ressons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of5700,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. Whot is the current boseline?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For eachof
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 201"4. The
anticipoted benefit wds to ma'intain current service levets at 99.999% u.p time for an additionol five years.This
project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond will report annuotly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers fdited phys.icotly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of $SOOX - 5l mifiion per tower depending on the construction techniques o.nd size. lJser agencies on the
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be assured of not
experiencing catastrophic failures due to lock of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomote occounts poyable software wos implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The averoge time wos reduced from LA b 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1- day torget. Additionally,
only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the torget because there were fewer purchoses tltst quolified for prompt poyment thon originolly
estimated.

Metric Description Metrics Baseli'ne Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d u ced proce ss ing tim e

from the current averoge
of 10 doys to <1 day
allowing us to toke
odvo,ntoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing time
annuol savings,

ond % of
purchoses

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

. 10 days
processing time

e 1a% of purchases

are receiving
discount

. Savings of
s100,000

. 1 day processing

time
c 3O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

c $40A,000 sovings

. 2 doy processing

time
r 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt p1yment
discounts

t $200,000 sovings

tJtldale ol Jattttar\' 2(l'"):

Section 7. BenefiL Achievement Summary
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The project is in Phase lV (lmplementation). Due to delay in getting the site leases executed, radio site

development has been behind schedule in getting radio sites ready for system equipment deployment.
The PSERN Joint Board has approved for the project to re-baseline the project schedule in Q1.2018 to
reflectthe delay, ln2017, the projectteam and Motorola completed Phase lll (final system design), and

conducted and completed Backhaul System factory acceptance test. ln 201-8, the project conducted and

completed Land Mobile Radio (LMR) System factory acceptance test. The project has begun deploying
Bacl<haul and LMR system equipment at radio sites that are ready. PSERN Joint Board added in-building
coverage to the project scope for Downtown Seattle, Downtown Bellevue and South Lake Washington

Renton areas. The additional scope of work will not impact the project's end date. The project is
scheduled to transition all dispatch centers to new PSERN core in October 201,9.
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:. IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
i

; To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells. :

1'. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project 3:pprovaf implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

KCIT/Radio

KCIT Radio lnfrastructure Risk Reduction

L1,3371.1

Q2 2018 to Q12022

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
levelor higher.

Bob Potts, Regional Services Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after pro:iect completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

mber

Proiect Timefrime

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Project RoleTitle / AgencyName

Technical O&M

Technical O&M

Tony Minor

Rich Richardson

Manager/KCIT

Supervisor/KCIT
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Proiect Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no changes, ty.pe "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it shou,ld take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and w,hat val,ue it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To im:prove this process in the future,please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

BAP

Please use conceptual review,
budget process, funding releose,

annuol report, project
i m ple m e ntqti o n, o r p roject

completion.

2OI7-1,8 3'd Omnibus
Budget Process

201-9 BAP Report

2019 BAP Report

Dote this Who did the
document was document updotes?

Tony Minor New, initialdraft

Description

A brief summary of what chonged
the docu,ment. lf this is on initiol

draft, please indicate new. tf
nathing has cha.nged, indicate

"review only".

Minor edits/review

Updated project timeframe in

Date

upd.ated

3/1.sl18

4/26/2018

r/el2o1s

Zlata Kauzlaric

Tony Minor

How long did
it take?

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
at this stoge?

2 hours

1- hour

OU2l

section l-

6l2019 George Vida Review. Updated Section 7. 5h

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

z) lnte,rnalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading o,lder technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs, secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below

descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition

to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improvinginternal

operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.
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Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,

Exompte: tf t'hii biojA:ct to upgrode"6il'i'licdiiiiing software is opproveii,' lii:eiiijes witl be issued in two builiieiii aiaiis
insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgety due to the obitity of the new software to clteck notionol
ond state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the detay in
obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll comploints and ottow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: tf this project to occept on-line reservations is a,pproved, residents will be oble to schedule othtetic
fields over the tnternet and moke poyments by credit cord. This witt otlow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother
than the current limited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person and phonereservotions
will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s)

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

What is the current boseline for this measure?

What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

5. Summary table for Category #7

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline When will the target be

achieved/measured?
By 12/31./20L8

3

4

5

Target

95%Example: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the l,nternet and make

% of customer satisfaction

{to be determined through a

45%

5 business

days

payments by credit card
Exomple: Reduced time

survey)

for # days it takes to issue L business By OghA/2018
daycustomers to obtain a license ,licenses
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CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: tf this project to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is opproved, inspectors will be

oble to check on overage of 10 sites per doy compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This wiltollow
the ogency to hondle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Cansolidotion project is port of on overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotion.
This project will make the current monogement of user occounts, applicotions, ond devices easier for lT
odministrators at Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving o single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

Whot is the current boseline for this meosure?

Whst is the target for this measureT (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

3.

4.

5.

5. Summory Toble for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target

6 sites/day per 1"0 sites/day
per inspector

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
Bv t2/31./201-8Exomple: lncreased site

inspector efficiency
# sites inspected per
day per inspector r

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. If the project will result in

improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 ta 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support

for 9.A will be ending in 201-5 ond that creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox dnd regulotory updotes ond will Iikely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement an Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King Countyto
comply with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services
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(CJIS)Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 3A, 2073, odvonced outhenticotion (AA)
must be in place in order to access sensiti.ve AIS informotion.

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include ogeof
existing technology ond the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This project is intended to reduce component and system failure of the King County 800 MHz
Emergency Radio Communication System (KCERCS) infrastructure by replacing or sparing
components at risk. The objective is to maintain current radio service availability and reliability until
the Radio System is replaced by Puget Sound Emergency Radio Network (PSERN). KCERCS was built,
and put into operation over a four year period from L993 lo 1997. Many of the system components
are no longer supported by the vendor. Historically KCERCS, a Motorola system, and similar public
safety, Land Mobile Radio (LMR) communication systems are typically vendor supported for
approximately 20 years. During this 20 year lifecycle, it is common for several upgrades to be
needed to due to advances bythe vendor. There is usually a period of time, approximately 1-0+

years whetr developed systetrts alrd contporrents are sold, and then a 5 to 7 year support period after
the final sales. KCERC is more than 20 years old, and several key system components are no longer
supported by the vendor. Component sparing and replacement is needed to reduce failure risk.

2. lf the primcrry reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probahility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The components at risk are experiencing failures and due to system design redundancy and
equipment spares, (most sourced from secondary markets, like Ebay and system owners who've
upgraded their systems) repairs have been successful, Some risks due to the lack of vendorsupport
for KCERCS sub-systems and equipment have been realized and others are approaching. Vendor
Motorola has defined the risk to many key system components to be medium (yellow) and high
(red).

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Metrics/'Measure n will the

Mitigate allequipment
categorized as "no
longer supported"
(black), "high" (red) and
"medium" (orange)

support risks

24 Device

category as

black, red &
orange

Zero Device categories
as black, red & orange
(Except 6809 which will
move from the black to
orange category and

remain there)

Bv 06/30/201.9

sovings in department expen.ditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Red uced

degradations and

outages to
KCERCS
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3

4

5

6

Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we will avoid the needto

upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrade due to regulotory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of 51.00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How willyou medsure the cost reduction or cost uvoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)

Whot is the current baseline?

What is the target for this meosure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)

When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Summory Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When wi ll the target be

achieved/measured?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the

benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2A74. The

anticipoted benefit wos to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years. This proiect

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-ti.me and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOOX - 5l mittion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergencY

rodio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in place thot wil'l be ossured of notexperiencing

cotdstrophic failures due to lack of mointendnce.

Example: This project to automote accounts payable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overage time wos reduced from 70 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L day target. Additionally,

onty 20% of purchases received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipsted. We did

not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt payment than originally

estimated.

Example:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Actual

, Outcome/Benefit

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

Target
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Update as of 03/L5 /2019:
This is an ongoing project. The project is on track to achieve its target benefits. The project started in Q2
20L8, no significant purchases were made in 2018.
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L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identi'fying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

KCITKing County Department/Agency Name

Systems ManagementProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director or

1,1.22188EBS Project Number

higher.

Business Owner Name and Title: Aaron Barak (1,1L0/L7), KCIT Director of Operations

+aVne+enae+Sas+, iee+

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the technology

to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may assist inbenefit

identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project RoleTitle / AgencyName

Problem Management Process Owner@
Engineering & Architecture Manager

Beb-Mie+ell+

Temujin Baker (I2l L9 / 1.6)

lT Service Center ManagerlT Serviee eenter
KCIT Customer Support Services

Manager

Kr+s+a-Bau+ls+a

Tern-MeBreem
Keola Ohum ukini (12lt9lLG)

,t,;
'ra1

., -i

:;j
.:::.1

:.:.::.;i

Kristin Colburn

Lori Dickneite

Development of ITSM strategy and

implementation of processes

Major lncident Process Owner

Change Management Process Owner

ITSM Strategy and Process Manager

KCIT Network Manager

KCIT Production Operations ManagerDiana Chisml
lncident & Request Process OwnerKCIT Customer Support Services

Manager
Ashley Boyd

:.:--l
:::=a.,

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as information

is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the business owners

of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

t. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that
anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits areexpected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date those
updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document to show
the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there are no
changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

providing regulatory compliance

Date How long did
it take?

Date this
document

wos
updated

7/22113 Marivic Kokorowski

How long did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

3 hours

Update to new BAP V2 10124/13 Jayne Pendergast

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this
BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may requi're more extensive analysis, To improve this process in the future, please

Conceptual Review

stagerecord the time ent on this in the table below at each of revision

bleaT

Stage

New, initial draft

Update for new format

Revised By Description

Who did the
document updotes?

Please use conceptual
revi ew, b u d get process,

funding release, onnuol
repart, project

implementation, or
project completion.

A brief summory of what chonged
in the document. lf this is an initial

draft, please indicote new. lf
nothing has changed, indicote

"review only".

t hour

Christine Chou l- hour1O/2elT3

2/13/L4 Jayne Pendergast 5 hour

Update to new BAP V3

2013 Annual Report

2014 Annual report 3/e/rs Kristin Colburn

Update for 2lL4/1,4 reporting

Changes to Category 2 Benefits
1.a, 1,b,1d, 2 and 5. Section 7.

Update baseline

2 hours

2015 Annual report 2/L2116 Kristin Colburn

Change in Business Owner;
Strikeout name of Project Point
of Contact who is no longerwith
KCIT; benefit will be measured in

April, one year after
implementation.

l- hour

2016 Annual Report 2/1/17 Ashley Boyd Final BAP for a completed project 15 hours

Ashley Boyd2017 Annual Report

2019 BAP Report

2/Bl]'B

2lBlle George Vida

Final BAP for a completed project

Final BAP for a completed project

20 hours

5 Hours

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does not

have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please identify

the primary type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category#2

improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

I Category#1: External servicebenefits: lmprovingthequalityorquantityofservicesprovidedtothe

Pu blic
X Category#2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, includingthe quality or quantityof

internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

r Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrsde our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currentty required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check nqtional ond

state databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in obtaining

o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost all comploints and allow staff resources to be

directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the tnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rother thon the

current tim.ited hours ovoilabte for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservations will stillbe

ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

4.

5.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations,

Example: tf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be able

to check an averoge of 10 sites per doy compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. Tltis will allow the agency

to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three years without odding more stoff.
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This project is to implement lnformation Technology lnfrastructure Library (lTlL) recommended industry
best practices and its supporting tools, the following benefits relate lo increased quality of service:

Update -3/9/2AI5: Reduced number of high-impact technology outoges. lmplementation of best
practices for problem management and change management and the tools that support these practices
will allow for more proactive solutions to prevent technology outages rather than reactively dealing
with these major incidents after they have affected business operations. The improved change
management process supports a more disciplined approach to assessing risk associated with making
changes, resulting in higher volumes of successful changes. lmplementing the problem management
tool in LANDESK will enable higher visibility into the types of recurring issues that require long-term
solutions and provide information to help reducethe duration and frequencyof service outages.ln
addition, a shared best practice vocabulary will result in more meaningful conversations and more
accurate reporting associated with "incidents", "problems" and "changes" across agencies andsupport
groups.

visi bilit./ ef teehnslegy

andrnere eensistent preblem management to prevent more rnajer eutages, Meanwhile, the preblem
€*sse*by.*bs sse ef v*ries.s definitienselLma;er inddent" aersss ageneies and ssppert gr€r+ps and
ineensisteney ef repsrting preeess will be ressl'aed by fsllewing best business praetl€€s and eernmen
terminelegy that will rest*lt in a rnere aeeurate eeunts and eenrparisen,

Update *319/201,5:

The application of lTlL best practices and improved tools will result in quicker ond more effective
response and resolution of incidents reloted to unplanned technology outages. The addition of the
problem management module in LANDESK supports the separation of incident records from problem
records, which is impossible today, enabling us to identify and invest in the permanent resolution of
issues that are chronic and continue to interrupt business operations. Adopting and implementing
standard and consistent problem management practices will reduce the frequency and duration of
service outages. Currently, the overoge time it takes to resolve a mojor incident is 3.4 hours. By apptying
new problem and incident manogement techniques, we expect to reduce this by 30% in the shortterm.
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Redueed meantirne te reselutisn (MTR) ef teehnelegy eutages dur,ing majer ineidents * Applying lTlt
best praetiees and enhaneing existing teels will allew fer mere visibility ef teehnelegy; allewingfer
quiel<er respense and reselution ef majer ineidents, The treblem Management-teel in tanDesl< willallevr
fer ineidents and preblems te be separated inte greupsi whieh is net dene teday, Better ineident

erganizatien aleng with best praetiees will enable better and rnere eensistent preblem rnanagernent te
reselve issses mere quielrly and prevent mere rnajer eutages, At this timei the average MTR te fixa
maie+-ineiaent is aUeut a,l

Better customer satisfaction through reduced hold time with the Service Center.lmplementingstandards
and improving le+DeskLANDESK will ensure better visibility on the status of incidents and problems

and accessibility for both Service Center agents and customers. This resolves a problem of high number
of calls related to same incidents, creating long hold times for customers. Because there is no standard
process for responding to incidents or problems, there are customers that are left on hold for long
periods of time while Service Center agents attempt to respond to similar calls. This can create a

backlog of customers on hold. We are anticipating that by putting out a system that actually willidentify
the incident early and communicate that, we will prevent or decrease the calls that will be made dueto
that incident.

The goal is to reduce the number of calls during major incidents by 30% ofter implementotion,

Update *3/91201,5:

Reduction in change-reloted incidents. By providing change management process automation in

LANDESK and applyingchange management best practices, incidents related to authorized changeswill
be reduced. There will be a single focal point for changes to supported services, minimizingthe
probability of conflicting changes and potential disruption. Standard methods and procedures will be

used for efficient and prompt handling of all changes in order to minimize the impact of change-related

incidents on business continuity, service quality and re-work. The impact and information related to
these types of incidents will now be tracked, measured and analyzed for improvement. An improvement
goal will be determined after a reliable baseline is identified.

Redueed issues related te seheduled ehanges By implementing the Change Managernent teel ln

ehan€es, By implementing the €hange Management teel; we ean begin t+ael<ing and meniteringthese

reselved and prevented, After implenrentatien ef the €hange Management teeli we ean ereatea
baseline and eeunt the nurnber ef ehange related issues reperted, The geal weuld be deterrnined after
the baseline is identified,

Each of the above benefits can provide avoidance of employee time spent waiting fortechnology
outages to be resolved.

Update - L/I7 /2017
Major lncident Management process was implemented in 2016 with the purpose to ensure a

standardized method and procedure is used for efficient and prompt response to major incidents. This

lTlL practice tracks a major incident from start to completion, kicking off the Problem Management to
focus on root cause and managing the problem to minimize re-occurrence. ln 20L6,after
implementation, the data collected is used as a baseline to establish aggressive targets for 2Ot7. As part
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of the process, a SharePoint site was created that outlinesthe process, roles & responsibilities,and
tracks Major lncidents by month.

lncident Management and Request Management disciplines were both implemented in 2016that
included the following activities:

- Process owner assigned - Ashley Boyd
- Standardized reporting across all KCIT groups created
- Deep dive sessions conducted with Level 1 support for improvement discoveries
- lncident and Request ticket handling best practices developed
- Tier Board metrics and targets defined
- Best practices training program developed and began rollout

Several improvements have been completed for Change Management functions in 20L6,including
L) Change Advisory Board (CAB) rotating facilitator role
2) CAB meeting standard agenda
3) Enhanced moratorium process

4) Change Governance - steering committee
5) Onboarding BSS, Separate Elects, GlS, FMD, etc.
6) Change manager participation in CAB

7) Added new processes - linking Major lncidents to Change; reviewing Emergencychanges;
reviewing backed out changes

8) Recorded Sessions for FAQs

9) Documentation on Sharepoint site
10/ Changes must be approved prior to CAB meeting
11/ Tracking CAB attendance
L2)Preliminary metrics to show change counts

By improving visibility and communication of our change management processes and applyingchange
management best practices, incidents related to authorized changes are reduced. With a singlefocal
point for changes to supported services, we minimize the probability of conflicting changes and
potential disruption. Standard methods and procedures are used for efficient and prompt handling of all
changes in orderto minimize the impact of change-related incidents on business continuity, service
quality and re-work. The impact and information related to these types of incidents is tracked, measured
and analyzed for improvement.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
Update -3/91201.5:

1. Reduced number of technology outages resulting in major service interruptions
2. Redueed nurnber ef rnajer ineidents eausing teeh+relegy eutagesi
3. Reduced time to restore service during a major incident
4. Reduced number of Customer calls during major incidents
5. Tracked and reduced number of issues related to scheduled changes

Update - 1,/1,0/2017

Maior lncident Man aqement
1) Reduced number of technology outages resulting in major service interruptions
z/
3) Redueed time te rester+serviee during a majer ineident
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4) Reduced number of Customer calls during major incidents

5) Tracked and reduced number of major incidents related to scheduled changes

6) Reduced time to communicate Major lncident to lT Support staff and the business

7) lmproved communication during Major lncidents

lncident & Request Management
1) lncidents and Requests completed within theirstated targets, based upon assigned priority
2) Ticket handling according to best practices, accurate updates to status and completion.

Change Management
1) Reduce the number of Major lncidents caused by changes

2) Reduce the number of changes introduced into production without an RFC (request for change)

3) lmprove communication of Changes (CAB meetings, change management process

improvements)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
Update -3/9l2OL5:
We will use current Metrics as captured in +he{anDesklANDESK (our incident ticket trackingsystem)

and manually from 2013. We also have a Root Cause Analysis process that we do after every major
incident that we manually capture as a metric. We will use this as a baseline to see a decreased #of
major incidents and amount of time to resolution.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis proiect achieve?)

Update 2/L/17:

Ma or lncident Mana
1.. Major lncidents reduced by 3O%, currently at 4*88 (21t6l major incidents per year

2. Redcee the meantlme te reselve majer ineidents by 3096reurrentaverage is 3,4 hesrs

3. Reduce the time to report/communicate Major lncidents to < t hour 9O% of the time
4. Reduce number of customer calls during major incidents by 30%, currently at 5,013 per year

5. We will start measuring, tracking issues, and setting improvement target related toscheduled
changes after the implementation of the project that will enable this effort.

Chanee Management
o Reduce the number of Major lncidents caused by changes to <1-0o/o, currently >4O%.

lncident & Request Management
o Tickets meeting their defined targets by type & priority based upon impact and urgency, 95% of the

time:

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Update - 3/9/2015:

Pt = 1- Business Day

P2=2 Business Days

P3=3BusinessDays
P4=5 Business Days

P5 = l-0 Business Days or Negotiated

P'J. = 2 Clock Hours

P2=4ClockHours
P3=8BusinessHours
P4=3 Business Days

P5 = 5 Business Days or Negotiated
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We expect to start seeing some benefits in the middle of 2A{*&2O15 once we have the training andsome
processes in place for Major lncident Redr*e+ien-resolution. The metrics will really show the results after
a process has been in place for a year (midBB/30 ?0+52016).

Note:Timelines for benefit realization have been changed, When the BAP was written the projectwas
expectedtostartatthebeginningof 2OL4, butdidn'tkick-off untilApril of 2Ot4.lnaddition,the
implementation of the toolto enable the improved processes will not be complete untilApril of thisyear
(2015). Due to these changes the described benefits will not be reported until 20L6.

Update -211,/17:
Benefits are being realized at different levels dependingon the length of time an lTlL process hasbeen
in place, along with varying activity levels within each process. Benefits will continue, incrementally
over time as process continue to mature and addition lTlL processes are activated. More details on
current state are below.

Maior lncident Management
o Documented process that clearly identifies roles and responsibilities and established the KCIT

Customer Support Services group as the responsible party for the communication. This is a benefit
as the KCIT CSS group is the intake for incidents & requests for KCIT and are able to see patternsand
identify impact.

r We have reduced the amount of time to call a Major lncident to <L hour, the target is 30 minutes.
o We have improved communication by utilizing templated emails and focusing on non-technical

explanations for our customers, and ensuring they are updated on a regular basis until the incident
is resolved.

o We track all Major lncidents in SharePoint and we are able to report valuable metric, such as totalof
Major lncidents due to a change.

Change Management
r With maturing Problem Management processto help identify Major lncidents related to Change,we

will be able to accurately measure and set targets.
o Change Management process improvements, including greater attention to testing, improved

communication and documentation, will reduce the number of Major lncidents related to change.

ent & Re uest Man
o Best practices training completes LQ17
o lncidents and Requests meeting their targets 95% of the time - 2018

order to access sensitive CJIS information
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L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of existing

technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. tf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the risk

or describe how likely it is to occur.

To be cornpleted when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both

quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Usethe

measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014. The anticipoted

benefit wss to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This proiect is currently

functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annually for the next 5 years on up-timelevels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
5SO0K - 5l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies on the emergency

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or

internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBAIform. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. Thiscategory

also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, hasthe

capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instdll occounts payoble software is opproved, we will
outomate three tosks tllot ore currently done manuolly by agency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to less

than one. This witt allow us to take advantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,000,000 of annual
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in savingsin

deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Exomple: Cost AvOilqnce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade the

system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to moke this upgrode

due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of$100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

surnmary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has been

achieved)

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)

3. What is the current baseline?

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not experiencing
catostrophic foilures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: Tltis project to automote occounts payoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing time
overoge. The average time wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1" doy target. Additionally, only 20%
of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipoted. We did not meetthe
torget becouse there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prom.pt poyment than originolly estimated.

Update of Feb 20L7:
This is the final BAP. The system and br"rsiness process has been implernented and the project wasclosed.
l(ClT is tracl<ing the performance as part of tier 3 board and applying continuous improvement practice to
+t-;- ^-^^^--LrilJ [ir uLc)).

Update * 3/B/L9:
ln the Spring 2OI7 BAP Report, KCIT subrrritted this BAP as final. ln the course of the Council review, KCIT
atrd tlTe Courrcil agreed that this project rreeds to re!lort again. l(Cl'f woLrld like to submit thls tlAP asfinal.
This project has itrcreased visibility of major incidents this project partiallrT met the target benefits mainly
because. the set targets r,vere overly ambitious. l(Cl'l-has since re-baselined the targets for incidentand
request mattagement comlrletiotr. Tlre lrew re-bas eli**d largets are now thc basis cf l(ClT's se rvlce level
agreements with departments/agerrcies.

Update -2/8/18:
Ticl<ets meetin their definedta optc hrr fvno and nrinritrr based u on rm nact and urpp n cv Q5ol^ of thp timpo n

Customer Support Services team structure changes in March 2OI-/ are showing improvements in many
areas late 2017. Data below represents all l(ClT areas.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d u ce d p roce ssi ng ti m e

from the current overoge
of tcn days to lcss than^^^^^'
one allowing
advontage af prompt
pqyment discounts.

Processing Time

annuol savings,
and percentage

of purchases

^receiving prompt

,,,,P.9Yry9nt
discounts

t 70 days processing

time
t 10 percent of

purchoses are
^tecYiving rliscourtl

,,.Sq,ui,ngs,,,pf S 100,000

. 1 doy processing time
c 30 percent of

purchases ore
receiving prompt
puyrnent discounts -^'

. $400,000 sauings^.

t 2 day processing

time
t 20 percent of

purchases are
re'rcivifig prompt

,,p,a"y,m e nt d i sco u nt s

. 5200,000 savings

%of KCIT lncidents Resolved That Met Tlre Resolution Tarset {p1-P4} in 2017
tD{P/o

9{y,/,

BO%

70%

6#4

50%

4096

'2016

1C%

v/.
MEr-17 Apt-L7 llay-17 Jun-17 Jui-17

:::.: P? - 4 houE or kss ,: : :: P3 - 1 business day' or }es
sep 17 Oct-17 ilov-17
P4 - 3 business days or less

Oe r- 17

-* T at EEI

lan-17 Feb-17
:. P1 - Z hour: or ie:s

tuE-L7
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% of KCIT *equests Fulfilled That Met Tire Resolution Target tP1-P4) inTOI7

90%

80".6

7At6

68%

str/,

4gt6

30);

2tro

101(

ss
Jun-17 Jul17 Au::17

i:,:ri::: P3- Medium {3day5J

Sep-17 O.t-17
P4 - tolv {5 da}.sJ

iloF17 Dec-17

- 

!:.EAt
Jan-17 Feb-17

:: . PL - Crilicalil day)
Itiar-l7 Apr-17 l'lay-17

r:::::, p2 - High {2 daTs}

Maior lncidents reduced bv 30% 203.6 h ad BB maior incidents

For2OIT we actually increased by3I%. This is dueto more groups (somefrom outside l(ClT) beingbrought

onto the Major lncident process and general increase in visibility and reporting of these events than was

done in the past. This is not necessarily a bad thing as visibilityto all major events is of primary

importance. We expect this to continue to increase a bit as a few remaining groups on brought intothis
process, butthen downward trends will startto be seen later in 20l"Bonward.

Redu ce the time to reoort/communicate Maior lncidents to < l- hour 90% of the time

For 2017, April through December, we met this objective 4I% of the time. Work continues on methodsto
speed up determination from arr EarlyWarningto actual Major lncident designation. lmportantly, l(ClThas

a higher visibility and understanding of major incidents, which was part of this improvement effort.

Major lncident Communication Process Compliance
16

14

12

1A

8

$

4

2

0

EryE}A?$sa 6-.,"4

F# YffiIs H,t$

1.n
i
i

's
I

it:s.tx
l:.Iffi!._x I
[*fl
9 ,4:ffi An ffi : alFffi

i. ':1

i ',
', 3t.,

9"ffi
t-!ffi
Y.ffi,'tH
9.ffi

!t

Lslts
r, :tx

lrjtt::A

L:&

;3.
!1!.

:3 FB, [€e.'i{S } IfX
* s/A v ::B

J:nurry Febru:ry tilirch Aprll ilay Junr July Augull srptambrr Octobrr |lov.mb.r0.ctmb.r

s iieel eslablishsd 1 Hour req? ' {No} ,i: M€et estsbllehed 'l Hour req? . {Ye*}

Rcdrrcc tltc ittrrttll,:r c,i l\1,:l,rt ltit. irlcnt:; c:ruscd brt chanse.'-s lo <1AYo,20116 was >40%

Malor incidents r.aurr:d lty 6lr;,11.'sq io tl-re environntent clecreaserl Io 3tl%'in ?017. Wlrile not<10%'

originally tarpleied, ii. is clefirrii.ely tre rrdirrg irr the right direction.
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Fercentage M*isr lnridentscaured by Change
I Fna/Iiv I

* i*,
r U'r

4iulb

fi-q:t

{:1.-}:b

lv?!

ihla/L55r\t-! I ,g r,4 r{ f,.{ -t.:AJ"JE:$SE;
*rtuh\Lh
r{ E-! ${ +{ {-{ y,{ I

!,i";!iL1
:r?lf!'c,6;
' {d ry'} r;} Ei {}

6{+i 56.X

Fercentage fV{ajor Incidents caused by Change

- 24%
- 72%

4S%

ufln ma or incid
While this was reported previouslyto be 5,013 calls during Mls per year for 20L6, ticket data was pulled
again and reviewed for parent/child ticket associationsthat are used during major incident events, andthe
data does not support the 5,013 calls previously stated. The ticket data for the past three years showsthe
following callvolumes associated with a Mlevent:

Year Calls o/" C.ha se from orevious vear
339

258

II

Summarv Table:

201_5

201"6

2017

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
LltS/L7: Reduce

technology outages
causing major
incidents.

Number of
incidents
per year

L/17/I7: Total
Major lncidents for
2016 = 88

319/15: 42 major
incidents per year

LlL7l17: Target
reset to 26

t/17/L7: With the
implementation of the Major
lncident process, we have an
accurate baseline of 201,6 major
incidents. With this data and the
implementation of the Problem
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3/e/ts:29
major incidents
per year

Management process, we expect
to see a decrease in Major
lncidents in 2017 by at least

30%.

The Problem Management
process was not implemented as

planned, due to conflicting
priorities and organizational
changes. This process was key to
reducing technology outages. lt
is planned for implementation
this year (2016).

2/2Bl1B: For 2O17 we actually
lncreased by 3I% due to more
groups (incl non KCIT)

participating in the Major
lncident process and

improvements in reporting these
events. This is not necessarily a
bad thing as visibility to all major
events is of primary importance.
Clarified roles and improved
communication resulted in
meeting the communication
target of < t hour 90% of the
time
@

@
ipaprevemen+

2l28l18:
For 2O17, April through
December, we met this objective
4L% of the time. Work
continues on methods to speed

up determination from an Early

Warning to actual Major lncident
designation.

Meantime
+€F+€s€.lve

+Ax+R)-a
m+ie#
ineielen+

Reduce the
time to
communica
te Major
lncident to
lT Support
staff and

the
business

4 hours
3J+€+rs

< l" hour
2,4 heurs

1lt7 /17:Redad
time te restere
se+viee+u+in€-a

maie+ineiAen+

Every incident is

different and the
effort to restore
service is

unpredictable due
to the type of
failure. Accurate
measurement is in

the notification
process. Reduce

the time to notify
users of Major
lncidents
Redueed+ipae+e
restere serviee
esring+maie+
ineiden+

3,509 calls per
year

2/28h8:
Revised 30%

Still working to validate the
number of calls during major
incidents.

Reduce number of
customer calls

during major
incidents

Number of
calls during
major
incidents
per year

5,013 calls peryear

2/28/18: Call

reports reviewed
again and
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corrected starting
number for 201-5 is

339 calls.

reduction target
is 237 .

2l2\l1"S: Calls during Major
lncidents decreased to Tl calls
(72%reduction in 20L7 as

compared to 2016).
Ability to track
issues related to
planned changes

nvaitagit+tV

ef metries
Major
lncidents
caused by

scheduled
change

NIA
88 Mls - 34

associated with
scheduled change -
38o/o

nepe++ing

y€€++f+er
preje€+

imptemen+e+ien
Reduce the
Major lncidents
caused by

scheduled
changes by 30%
(to <10%)?

With the maturity of Change,
Major lncident and Problem
Management, we are able to
provide a metric for Major
lncidents related to scheduled
changes. Our goal is to work
with Problem Management to
identify and resolve root cause
and reduce our percentage of
Major lncidents caused by
scheduled changes.

2128/t8: Major lncidents caused
by changes to the environment
decreased to 34% of all Mls in
2Ar7.
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1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus o,n the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closu,re

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Prosecuting AttorneyDepartment/Agency Name

Prosecutor Case Management Project - PROSECUTORbyKaTpeI (PbK)Project Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are ach,ieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

Project Number 1,rtr94r

deputy department director or higher.

Dan Satterberg, King County Prosecuting Attorney

Project RoleTitle / Agency

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will supPort. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAP below:

Name

Karpel Program Manager - KCPAO Project ManagerKassie Tadsen

SponsorAssistant Chief - Criminal Division - PAOErin Ehlert

Sponsor

Spenser-F i n a n ce M a n a ge r

Program Manager

Mark Buening

Mike Fisher

Daniel Clark Assistant Chief - Criminal Division - PAO

Karpel Program Manager - KCPAO

Finance Manager - PAO

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

L To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision ta ble

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the whitecells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

Page 1 of B
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each sta,ge of revision:

Revision H istory Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
P l e ase ui se cc)'ii CE'pt u o l rev i ew )"' 

"'

bud gct pr"ocess; fu n d ing
releose, annuol report, project

im ple me ntoti on, or project
comptetion.

^ Date this
^"'doeume'nt

was
updated

Who did the
documen't*
updates?

A brief simimoliy of"what
' chonged in the'dacurnent: 'lf

this is on initial draft, please
indicate new. lf nothing has

cho nge d, i nd icate " review
only".

Haw ioig did
it take ta

complete or
revise the

form at tltis
stage?

Annual report 1/30/14 M. Buening lnitial draft 2 hours

3,/30/1,4 K. Tadsen
Added additional supporting
information

2 hours

3/L4/14 K. Tadsen Rev 2 2 hours

3/1,Blt4 K. Tadsen Rev 2 t hour

201-4 Annual report and
benefits measurement

3/18/rs
K. Tadsen, A.

Sulrurrers, D.

Clark, E. Ehlert
Rev 3 4 hours

2015 Annual Report 3/0e/16 M. Fisher Rev l- t hour

02.03.L7 M. Fisher2016 Annual Report

2016 Annual Report 02.1,O.L7 M.Fisher

Rev 1

Rev 1.1

t hour

t hour
201-6 Annual Report -
additional requests

03.09.17 M.Fisher Rev 1.2 l-5 min

20!7 Annual Report - BAP

update for closed project
02.26.18 M.Fisher t hour

Spring 2019 BAP Report
(Project Completion)

2/7 /201e Denise Cody

Review and updates

Review only for project
closure - FINAL BAP

1 Hour

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the cou:rse of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2 lnternal service benefits: lm:proving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3 Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4 Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Page 2 of B
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

ategory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

egory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new softwore to check nationol

and state dotabases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminote almast all complaints ond allow stoff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic fields
over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at o.ny time, rather than

the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions will still

be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1.. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project ta acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors willbe
able to check an overage of 1-0 sites per day compared with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

dgency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outoges during mojor incidents by 30 percent. We olso will reducethe

woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lT stondardization.This
project will moke the current management of user occounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrators
at Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving o singte sign-on to applicotions
such os Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Aur success will be meosured by having o single set of procedures ond

security models rother than the multiple ones that nowexist.

Page 3 of B
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The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question l,isted below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
PROSECUTORbyKaTpeI (PbK) will allow the PAO to do justice with significantly more and better
information. PbK replaced the PROMIS system and multiple side systems and paper files with an
integrated system for case tracking and management, workload management, event management,
calendar generation, victim and investigative services, and case document generation andstorage.

PbK has the capabilityto provide a wide variety of historical person data to assist with risk
assessment and provide criminal case data. The integration of allthe data and electronic documents
in one system instead of multiple systems gives the Deputy Prosecutors much greater ability to view
the case data "holistically" and will allow them to prioritize the cases on which to spend their limited
time and resources,

The added information will assist in nearly every decision the prosecutor makes. For example: By

identifying the most prolific offenders it will help prioritize which cases to address sooner. Byhaving
more information aboutthe background of witnesses and victims, a prosecutor is better ableto
make charging decisions, and potentially decide which cases should not be filed at all. Knowing
when a defendant is arrested for a new charge, it will assist in negotiating his pendingcases
potentially avoid the filing of new charges.

By having all person and case data in one system will greatly improve the office's ability to manage
cases after filing. Maintaining a central location for officer unavailability will assist in ensuringthat
witnesses are subpoenaed for days they can actual appear in court.

Maintaining contact information in one location will help locate and contact witnesses. Storing
certified copies of criminal history will reduce the number of times paralegals need to reorder
documents from agencies around the country.

The Sexually Violent Predator Unit and lnvoluntary Treatment Unit will be able to see thecriminal
cases for their respondents, which will better inform their commitment cases. The DV Unit willbe
able to see protection order case history for both defendants and victims, and know about
escalation of violence.

By having more accurate and comprehensive information all in one system earlier in the prosecution
process, it will be possible to identify and move forward with cases with merit.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
The PAO will survey the deputing prosecuting attorneys to determine if they believe that the new
case management system has allowed them to prioritize cases better, and has resulted in better,
more informed decisions in their work and management of their cases.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
Since the PROMIS system was around for nearly 40 years, including in the survey a simple
comparison between the two systems should be fairly straightforward to assess if employeesbelieve
that PbK has resulted in a more informed system to achieve justresults.

Page 4 of B
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4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect achieve?)

An overall satisfaction rating of 70% would be asuccess'

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
The benefit will be achieved over several years as more complete case data is entered, including

documents, and as we are able to bring the District Court and Juvenile Units onto the system.

7. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

The previous case management system was the 35-year-old PROMIS system running on amainframe

platform, which was several generations of technology behind current systems. The PROMIS system

had long passed the end of its useful life; and the decision to phase out the County's mainframe

systems necessitated the replacement of the legacysystem.

The PAO's needs long ago surpassed the capabilities of the PROMIS system, which resulted in a

proliferation of proprietary side systems and workarounds to manage critical business processes.

The PAO handles nearly 10,000 felony referrals annually.

With the increasing complexity of cases, the violent and more significant property crimes arrivewith
an average exceeding 150 pages. These files may include multiple witnesses; documentation of
physical evidence processing, and frequently electronic media such as footage from surveillance

cameras or recordings of 911 calls.

The result is that felony cases now consist of twice as much documentation and evidentiaryand

forensic issues as the same volume of cases just a few years ago. The current staff of the PAO,

especially since reduced by severe budget cuts from 2009 to 20Lt, could not handle this volumeof

documentation with the existing staffing levels and the old PROMlStechnology.

The legacy system did not provide the capability for integrated document storage orthe
maintenance of critical data for record keeping and statistical analysis. lmportant data was stored in

a number of different repositories including numerous paper case files which resulted in a disjointed

and unconnected system which made it difficult and labor intensive to track and report statistical

information with any consistency (many statistical reports were tracked and compiled manuallywith

great effort).

Most case-related documents were generated on paper with no way to tie them back to other

information kept in the mainframe system. This necessitated the storage and maintenance of large

number of paper files.
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ln addition, several key PAO employees that are the most knowledgeable PROMIS users are
approaching retirement age. lmplementing a new system on which more people can become
proficient mitigates this risk. The PAO can use a modern case management system as a state-of-the-
art tool to attract and retain talented staff.

The maintenance of the PROMIS system was dependent on a shrinking pool of technical staff with
the skills to support'BOs-era technology. The new PbK system takes advantage of several newup-to
date technologies:

o Microsoft SQL Server database along with the robust SQL Server Reporting Servicesfor
reporting and statistical analysis;

o Microsoft Word for document generation and Microsoft SharePoint for a document
repository;

r Adobe Acrobat for electronic discovery;
r Web services for interface development; and
o A web-based architecture to make all of these capabilities accessible to the PAO, as well asto

its criminal justice partners.

L. lf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The probability of these risks occurring was LOO%. KCIT has a current project for movingthe
mainframe applicationsto another platform, and KCIT and PAO employees that knowPROMlS
continue to approach retirement age.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed tT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much savings wilt this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts payabte software is opproved, we wilt
outomote three tasks thot ore currently done manuolly by ogency and central purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current overdge of ten days to
less thon one. This will allow us to toke advontage of prompt poyment discounts for aver 515,000,000 of annuo!
purchoses. These discou.nts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of obout 5300,000. This witl result in sovings in
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vend,or thot uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to moketh.is
upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of 5i.00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits, Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

onticipoted benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors.This

project is currently fu.nctioning ot 99.999% up-time ond witt report annually for the next 5 yeors on up^time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of S5O0K - St fViilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. IJser ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing catastrophic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Exomple: This project to dutomote occounts poyable software wos implemented ond did improve the processi.ng

time averog.e. The overoge time was reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the L day target. Additionolly,

only 20% of purchoses received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did

not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt payment than originally
estimated.

Example
Metrics Baseline Target Actual

Processing Time
onnuol sovings,
and percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

c 10 days processing

time
c 70% of purchases

are receiving
discount

. Savings of
sL0o,aoo

t 7 day processing

time
t 30% of purchases ore

receiving prompt
payment discounts

t $400,000 sovings

. 2 dqy processing

time
. 20% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt payment
discou,nts

. S2ao,0o0 savings

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current overqge
of 10 days to <1 doy
ollowing us to take
odvontage of prompt
payment discounts.

Update Feb 2019- This is a final BAP. The project fully met the targeted benefits.

This projectto implement a modern case management system forthe PAO was implemented forthe
felony criminal division, Sexually Violent Predator Unit, lnvoluntary Treatment Unit, Appellate Unit, and

three small units in the District Court Unit (DV Court, Mental Health Court, and RegionalVeterans

Court). We went live with the system in June 2013 with basic case processing and have continuedto
streamline our processes and implement newfeatures and functions. The District Court Unitwas
deployed in Q4 2015 but we have not yet implemented the Juvenile unit.

Our measure is the users' opinion on whether the system provides the benefit of allowing the PAO todo
justice with more and better information. We conducted our first survey in 1Q201-5. Based on L00

responses to six questions (with onlytwo questions skipped once each), we have easily exceededour
target of a70% approval rating with an overall score of 86%.

We will be conducting another survey in 3Q2016 to measure the District Court division, and an

additional survey will be conducted when the Juvenile division is deployed on PbK.

Update:
e The Juvenile Division of the PAO went live on PbK in December of 2017, and there hasn'tbeen

enough time to gather meaningfulsurvey results. However, the benefitsto the office have

already been felt due to the following:

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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o lncreased awareness of past cases

o lntegration between juvenile and adult criminal history
o Easier inter-office communication on current and past cases
o Ability for staff to integrate from Juvenile to Adult (or Adult to Juvenile) case work

without learning a new case management system

l12.2ot7l District Court survey results are below

2015 Annual Report data:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
(reported O2l20L7l

Allow the PAO to do
justice with
significantly more and
better information,
Greater ability to view
case data holistically
and better
prioritization of cases.

lmprovement in the
office's ability to
manage cases after
filing.

Satisfaction rating by
users of the system:
1. More information to
perform duties
2. More information
about criminal cases.

3. More information
about defendants.
4. More information
about witnesses.
5. More ability to
organize information.
6. Access to information
more quickly

t.70% agreement
2.70% agreement
3.70% agreement
4.7O% agreement
5.70% agreement
6.70% agreement

Strongly agree or
agree:
1.94.4%
2.94.4%
3.94.4%
4.94.7%
5.94.7%
6.89.4%

Metrics Baseline Target Actual
(reported 03120L61

Metric Description

Allow the PAO to do
justice with
significantly more and
better information.
Greater ability to view
case data holistically
and better
prioritization of cases.

lmprovement in the
office's ability to
manage cases after
filing.

Satisfaction rating by
users of the system:
1. More information to
perform duties
2. More information
about criminal cases.

3, More information
about defendants.
4. More information
about witnesses.
5. More ability to
organize information.
6. Access to information
more quickly

1,.70% agreement
2.70% agreement
3.70% agreement
4.70% agreement
5.70% agreement
6.70% agreement

Strongly agree or
agree:
1.89%
2.91%
3.93%
4.89%
s.73%
6.83%
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L To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, Criminal DivisionKing County Department/Agency Name

lntegrated Document Exchange Project (lDX)Project Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the

deputy department director or higher.

1111938Project Number

Erin Ehlert and Daniel Clark, Assistant Chief Criminal Deputies

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project RoleTitle / AgencyName

SponsorAssistant Chief - Criminal Division - PAODaniel Clark

Erin Ehlert

Department Finance Director

SponsorAssistant Chief - Criminal Division - PAO

Finance Director - PAOMark Buening

Project ManagerKassie Tadsen

Project ManagerLatasha Battle

Program Manager

Karpel Program Manager - KCPAO

lT Project Manager - KCIT

Karpel Program Manager -KCPAOMike Fisher

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles'

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a material scope change is identified a,nd reported'

5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Date

Revision HistoryTable

Revised By

Please use conceptual review,
bu dget p rocess, fu nd i n g

re I e a s e ; 
"d' ii'i'U'a I re port, p roj e ct

i m p I e m e ntati o n, o r p r ojeet^^*.

completion.

Stage

Date this
document

updoted
was

Who did the
document
Ap4ot"t,

Annual report 1,^28-1,4 Dan Clark

A brief summary of whot
chonged in the document. lf

^ fhi'i"is a n i nitiol d raft,- p'le'i:s,e

' indicote new. lf ttothing h'us

cho n ge d, i n dicate " review
only".

New, lnitial Draft

Description
How long

did it take?

How long did
it toke to

comii|iiite or
revise the

form at this
stage?

3 hours

Annual report 3/1,9/1,4 Kassie Tadsen Revisions for council 3 hours

3l20lt4 Kassie Tadsen Revisions for councilAnnual report

An nual report 31L311"5 Latasha Battle Review, no changes

4 hours

t hour
Annual report 3.9.16 Mike Fisher Review and minor updates I hour

Annual report updates 3.29.1,6 Mike Fisher
Updates requested by Elly

Slakie
l- hour

02.o3.17 t hour

03,09.1_7

20L6 annual report - BAP

update for an ongoing
project

2016 Annual report -
additional requests

2017 Annual report - BAP

update for closed project 02.26.18

Review and minor udpatesMike Fisher

Mike Fisher Additional updates

Mike Fisher Review and updates

l-5 min

t hour

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include na,rrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

2/7l2ote Denise Cody l- hour

2

3

4 Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

2017 -201.8 (2019) Project
Cancelled

Review Only Projeclin 2O17

FINAL BAP

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAp?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the prirnarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
category #2 improving internal operations or category #3 replacing or upgradin g oldertechnology
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Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

! Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the

Pu blic

X Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

E Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology

I Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category f2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors willbe
able to check on averoge of 1"0 sites per doy compared with the overage of 6 currently checked. This will allow the

agency to ha,ndle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three yeors without adding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outages during mojor incidents by 30 percent. We olso witl reducethe
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overall effort to promote lT stondardization.This
project will moke the current monagement of user accounts, opplications, and devices eosier for lT administra.tors

ut Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplicotions
such os Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be measured by having o single set of procedures ond

security models rother than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to seruices for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

instead of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check notionol
and stote dotobases more efficiently. Abou.t one-quorter of our customers currently comploin obout the detoy in

obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all comploints qnd allow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept online reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make poyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at any time, rather than

the current timited hours availabte for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person ond phone reservations will stitt

be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The IDX project was created to integrate with the new PAO Case Management System launched in
June 2013 entitled PROSECUTORbyKaTpeI (PbK). Currently, law enforcement must bringoriginal
hard copy paper cases to our office for processing. The data associated with these cases must be
entered by PAO staff, and the documents must be scanned and uploaded into PbK. Large files such
as audio and video are submitted on DVD or CD, and these disks must be copied by PAO staff to
provide discovery to defense.

The IDX project will create a unified, integrated system called eLODI for the 40 law enforcement
agencies in King Countyto submit criminalcase data and documents and digitalevidence
electronically into PbK. There are two of components to the IDX project: eLodi and eEvidence.

With eLODl, Law Enforcement agencies will submit data concerning the identification of a suspect
and a crime, including victims and witnesses, in a consistent and uniform way, and will be able to
upload voluminous police reports, photographs and other digital evidence electronically. PAOstaff
will be able to transfer this electronic information directly into PbK without having to manuallytype
the data or scan the documents.

eEvidence will allowthe police agencies and the PAO to upload and store large files, includingaudio
and video, which can then be made available as electronic discoveryto defense. Each of these
automated functions will replace labor-intensive processes that currently draw upon the scarce
resources of the PAO. ln addition, because of the safeguards built into lDX, these functionswill
result in more consistent data entry, quicker outcomes, and improved quality of work.

A. Allowing police to remain on patrol in their respective jurisdictions is an enormous benefitin
terms of productivity and public safety.

B. Each of these automated functions will replace labor-intensive data entry and scanningthat
currently draw upon the scarce resources of the PAO. Up to five temporary staff have been hired
(depending on work volume) using the PbK project budget to manually scan and upload initial
case documents, and 6 staff have been assigned to discovery and backfilled to follow-up
materials into PbK, as there are simply no resources available to accomplish this significant
workload. With the automation of much of this work, the PAO will not need to permanently
budget for these staffing levels.

C. With current staffing levels and even with the addition of temporary help, we have a lag
between the time the case is received and the time it is entered into the system and ready fora
prosecutor to work, resulting in a backlog of several days' worth to several weeks' worth of
cases. With eLODI we will be able to eliminate the lag time and backlog, and Deputy
Prosecutors will be able identify the most prolific reoffenders sooner and turn their attention to
filing charges against them before they commit more crimes that could result additional victims
and in longer (and more expensive) sentences for offenders. By getting cases loaded intothe
system and assigned to prosecutors sooner, the high costs of recidivism borne by victims,law
enforcement, defense counsel, courts and incarceration can be mitigated.

D. Like most modern case management systems, PbK is designed for the front-loading of data. Due
to the siloed and sequential nature of our former systems (PROMIS and side systems), the PAO is
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not staffed to handle the volume of data entry at the beginning of our process. Currently,

witness data is entered into the PbK system by word processing staff after a filing decision has

been made. Victim information is fleshed out by the Victim Assistance Unit, also after filing. This

means that prosecutors are making filing decisions without the benefit of knowing much about
the background of the people involved in the case. For example, a prosecutor maythinktwice
about filing charges in a case that rests entirely on a witness who has significant convictionsfor
Perjury and Making False Statements. Under the new IDX system, the witnesses' names willbe
submitted by law enforcement up front, allowing a prosecutor to check witness history at the
time of the filing decision and perhaps avoid filing a charge at all.

E. Reduce time spent on follow-up discovery by receiving post-referral materials electronically
instead of having to scan, and storing/transferring large files electronically instead of retaining
disks that must be circulated around the office and be copied for discovery to defense. ln recent

months, our office had to move two paralegals and four LAS staff from theirtrial-preparation
functions just to upload and process these materials.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

There are a number of different metrics that can be employed to measure the benefits of lDX. Some

of the most important benefits, however, are less quantifiable than others.

A. Electronic submission of case data, documents and evidence to the PAO will result in thesavings

of hundreds of hours each yearwhen 40 police agencies and 5000+ police officers are nolonger
required to print out their cases on paper, drive to the PAO offices in Seattle or Kent and

physically submit their cases or follow-up work in person. Allowing police to remain on patrol in

their respective jurisdictions is an enormous benefit in terms of both public safety and

productivity. We will conduct a survey of police agencies to determine how their adoption of the
system has impacted them.

B. The temporary staff are spending approximately 800-1000 person hours a month scanningand

loading documents into PbK, and could cost the PAO up to 5500,000 untiltheeLODl/eEvidence
system is in place. The IDX project essentially moves this work to the originators of the
information, law enforcement, who will be doing the initial data entry and uploading of digital

evidence at the time of electronic submission. Now law enforcement will be doing all of this
from their desks at their own offices in a fraction of the time it took to print out hard copiesof
reports and evidence, burn disks, print photos, etc., and drive to our office to hand-deliverthem
The measure for this benefit is whether we are still reliant upon temporary workers and word
processingto manually enterwitness information and case documents into the system, orare
able to accommodate this task within our existing sustainable resources.

C. We can measure the average time between two key case events (case receipt and assignmentto
a prosecutor). This will let us determine how much sooner prosecutors are able to receiveand

work on new cases, that is, the reduction in lag time, especially for prolific offenders,thereby
reducing the impact of recidivism.

D. Under the new IDX system, the witnesses' name will be submitted by law enforcement upfront,
allowing a prosecutor to have that information at the time of the filing decision and perhaps

avoid filing a charge at all. A decision to not file a charge and keep a suspect from enteringthe
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criminaljustice system is obviously hugely impactfulto the suspect, but also significantlysaves
resources for everyone in the system: public defense, courts, jail, etc. We will survey the deputy
prosecuting attorneys for their assessment of the quality and quantity of victim and witness
information available to them to make filing decisions and prioritize repeat offenders before and
after the implementation of eLODl.

E. lf post-filing follow-up materials were uploaded, categorized and processed by lDX, then the 6
employees currently assigned solely to discovery could return to their trial-assistancefunctions

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
A. Currently, we receive approximately 7,000-8,000 cases annually that are physically broughtinto

our office in paper format which must be entered and scanned manually into PbK. We can
assume that it takes an officer a minimum of t-2 hours to print and assemble the hardcopy
report, burn any disks, and bringthe case into our office. This could be much higherformore
complex cases.

B. We have 9 temporary funded positions who have been hired to do data entry and upload
documents into PbK.

Update:
C. We will develop a report in PbK to monitor the lag time between case intake and assignment to a

DPA. This report will compare traditional LODI cases to eLODI cases. Historical numbersto
follow. This report has not been developed yet, but will be before final BAP submission. The
historical data is in the source system so it is just a matter of developing the SSRS report.
Update:

o This data provcd harder to quantify than originally thought and we were not ableto
gather this data. There are many factors that go in to the time between case submission
and case assignment that aren't related to the case management system.

Update:
D. We will need to do the survey to get a baseline for this. A baseline survey was not done, butthe

report discussed in item C will be used instead.
[02.].71 Survev results to date are as follows:
Ouestion: Does elODl make vour iob easier?

t
a

81.82% sav eLODI makes their iob easier
18.L8o/n sav elODl does ot make their iob easier

Question: How satisfied are vou with eLODI?
o 9.O9% are verv diss atisified with eLODI
r 9.09% are somewhat dissatisfied _with eLODI
r 18.18% are neutral on their satisfaction with eLODI
c 54.55% are somewhat satisfied with eLODI
r 9.09% are verv satisified with eLODI

With IDX we hope that 100% of the potential witnesses will be uploaded into PBK prior to a charging
decision. This will result in a much better informed chargingdecision.

D.E. Currently we have 6 reassigned employees working on discovery
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4, Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

A. We will be doing acceptance testing with police in 2Q-3Q2014 and should have more

information at that point for this target.
Update:

a. The project has received feedback from police agencies and we are currently in the
requirements gathering stage for enhancements to the e-LODI application. This feedback
has been gathered from comments made to staff since the deployment of eLODI*
Update:

r KCIT required us to close this project before any additional updates were done.
Based on the positive feedback we received during our 2016 BAP update survey
we determined the updates were not necessary at this time.

B. The goal is to be able to complete the work with regular employees without for extra temporary
staff.

C. The target will be that the case is received into PbK from eLODI and assigned to a prosecutor

within 2 days of receipt.

L). We would like to see an improvement of 0oln in oroseclrtorq' ooinion of the oualitv and

ouantitv of victim and witness information thev have to mal<e filine decisions

We weuld lil<e +e see an imprevement ef 3096 i{+ prese€utors' epinien.ef the quality and quentity
isiens,

l-r f-- 2017 Uodate: For ohase 2 we would lil<e to see a nt mn rovement in the Law Enforce ment

survev results, taking the Verv Satisfied catesorv lo over 20"/o

ts.F.This numbql s

electronicallv. 2017 Uodate: N ot srrre what this is referrins to.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
IDX should be completed and implemented bythe end of 20L4. Within 6 months after IDX is fully
implemented and working properly we hope to see less demand for our temporary staff and can

minimizethoseextraresources. Aspoliceadopttheuseofthesystem,thebenefitswill increase

over 2015.

U pdate:
While we have seen some adoption of eLODI by the police agencies, the full benefit of IDX is still

under review and the PAO and IDX project team have identified a number of areas for improving the
system. Once this second phase is implemented the surveys and measures discussed abvove will be

taken so the full impact of the system can be measured.

l02.t7l Survev results are detailed above.

Phase 2 of the proiect should be complete bv Jun e 2017. final benefit renortins will be included in
the 201-7 report.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project witl
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.
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Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSaft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory becouse vendor support
for 9.A will be ending in 20L5 ond thot creotes a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox and regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advo,nced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply
with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvonced authenticotion (AA) must be in
ploce in orderto occess sensitive CJlsinformation.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2074. The

onticipoted benefit wos to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 years.This
proiect is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of 5500K - $l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser ogencies on the

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category f4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
THiS ;et'Agory ii for those projeits tlrat'"will reduce the costs to deliver a county
internal}: The-information provided'here"should be consistent with the information in'the'CoSUberiefit
analysis {CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts poyoble software is opproved, we will
outomate three tosks that are currently done manuolly by agency and centrol purchasing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will ollaw us to take advontage of prompt poyment discounts for over $15,000,000 of annuol
purchases. These discounts dveroge 2%, yielding annual sovings of about $300,000. This will result in sovingsin
department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Exomple: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the"'systetn to the newest versi'on"'wh'ich go:€|-'End:of-life at the end of next yeor. We we're re(i:Utited to mokethis
upgrode due to reg'ulatory reosons, so this re.presents a cost avoido,nce of 51,0A,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

service externa or

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3, Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Baseline ActualMetric Description Metrics Target
o 10 doys

processing time
. L0% of purchoses

are receiving
discount

o Sovings of
Si.oo,ooo

. 1 doy processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000 savings

t 2 day processing

tine
. 20% ofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

t $200,000 savings

Reduce cost to deliver
servtce. lnls pro|ect
reduced processing time

from the current overoge
often daysto lessthon
one allowing us to toke
odvantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
annual sovings,
ond percentage
of purchases

receivinE prompt
poyment
discounts

emergency radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lack of maintenance.

Exomple: This project to outomote occounts poyoble software wos implemented and did improve the processing

time averoge. The overdge time wos reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 7 doy target. Additionotly,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swi,ngs thon onticipated, We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases thot quotified for prompt payment thon originolly
estimated.

Update February 20L9: This is a final BAP. This project has been completed and met the target benefits.

The IDX project has achieved many of the benefits originally expected. While usage was initially
somewhat low compared to original expectations, new requests for access continue to be submitted on

an almost daily basis and we are seeing more cases submitted to our office through the systemeach
month.

This project has also been successful from a law enforcement perspective with over BL% of survey
respondents indicating that the system has made their jobs easier.
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
l

'o 
comprete 

J:li::il:l' l'.Y;?i[1;J:;l ?J,il,'l;::i";1,:::u]: i!3 :liliie 
wh te ce''s

1. To achieve a clear understanding a:nd focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

King County Prosecuting Attorney's Office

Project Number 1133959

Project Timeframe Jan - Dec 2019

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Leesa Manion, Chief of Staff, PAO

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

PAO Data Modernization

Name Title / Agency

: Chief of Staff - PAO

Project Role

Sponsor

Department Finance Director

Leesa Manion

Jo Anne Fox nance Director - PAO.Fi

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Denise Cody Director of lT - PAO lT System Sponsor

I o Be L)etr:riniirr,:rJ lT Project Manager-KCIT Project Manager

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving documentthatwillbe updated asthe project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptua,l review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release req'uests. lf there are no changes, ind,icate "Review O,nly" in the revision table
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determ,ined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired.
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Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is forthis single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

PIeose use conceptuol review,
budget proce ss, fu nd ing

release, annual report, project
i m ple me ntotio n, o r p roject

completion.

Spring 2019 BAP Report
(Project lnitiation)

BAP Revision History Table

Revised By

Who did the
document updotes?

Description

: A brief summary of whot cltanged in

the document. lf this is an initiol
draft, pleose indicote new. If

nothing has chonged, indicate
"review only",

Do.te this
document was

updo,ted

New, initialdraft

Review Only No changes

made. New project.

How long did
it take?

How long did it
take to

complete ar
: revise the form

at this stoge?

3 hours

t hour

20L9-20 budget process os/1.8/201.8 Denise Cody

02lOGl2OI9 , Denise Cody

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
si Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each ca,tegory is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary

While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary

reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality

or quantity of services provided to the public

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operatio includ ing the quality or quantity of jnternal servicesn X

T
X

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacingor
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

X

CATEGORY fl: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project ta upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days

ond state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comptain obout the deloy in
ctbtaining o license and this time id'd'i:ttioiii is'e'*pected to eliminate almost all complaiiits-ahd ollow stafi
resources to be directed to other customerservices.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is ap'proved, residents will be oble to schedule othletic
fields over the tnternet ond moke payments by credit cord. This wilt ollow scheduting to occur ot ony time, rother
thon the current limited hours availoble for in-person or phone reservotions. In-person and phone reservations
will still be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
9O% of the data is related to the diversion programs for the PAO. These programs were created to:
t. lmprove public safety though fostering trusting relationship with our communities.
2. Deploying diversion programs supported by a data modernization project (criminal reform) -can

lead to decreased cost when it comes lowering the number of cases going to trial and further
improving public safety.

The project will allow improved tracking of recidivism and will contribute to better policydecisions
related to these programs.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
To measure whether the project leads to improved recidivism and prevention by way of established
diversion programs tracking, the number of programs that track recidivism rates will be counted.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?

Currently L5% of programs track recidivism and diversion programsoutcomes.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
The target is 35% of programs will measure recidivism by L213012O20.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
A full year after completion and deployment of effort, the goal is to be operational by the end of
year 2019 then benefit likely achieved by end of year 2020.

6. Summary toble for Category #7:
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outcome/B"n"iit

Gain understanding of how
community outreach with
the partnership of the PAO

impacts the measure of the
reduction recidivism rates

Metrics/Measure

Number of programs for
which rate of recidivism can

be measured.

neBasel

i

Target

3s%

When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
12/30/20201,s%

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lm
internal services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your operations.

Example: tf this project to ocquire hond-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors wittbe

oble to check an overage of 10 sites per day compared with the average of 6 currently checked. This willotlow
the agency to hondle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more stoff.

Exomple: tf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented wewitl
be obte to reduce the duration of tech,nology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the

wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing

position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of on overall effort to promote ITstondordizotion.

This project will moke the current management of user eccounts, applicotions, ond devices eosier for lT
odministrators at Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on

to opplications such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving o single set of
procedures and security models rather thon the multiple ones thot now exist,

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

The following benefits are achievable:
r Streamlined data entry and data management
r Modern reporting environment, with richer data analytics, shared dashboards, complex

searching and improved performance tracking
o Use of audit trails for data updates; ability to limit access by roles and division
o Reduction of duplicate data and improved data sharing
r GIS lntegration and use of map-based reports/dashboards
r lntroduction of remote access: data entry "in the field" with tablets, mobile devices

ln addition, there is indirect benefitto county residents who are served by PAO processes. This data

supports a variety of functions - tracking defendants, witnesses and appellants, public disclosure,

and tracking "shotsfired" - among many other processes. PAO's abilityto improve decision-making

and analytics in support of public safety is another project benefit.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

The benefit will be measured by:

L. Timing of report availability
2. Ability to audit data
3. Ability to access data remotely

proving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
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4. Decreased risk of invalid data, measured via survey as%oof programs where data in system is

valid and complete
5. lncreased ability to track internal initiatives, measured via survey as Yo of initiatives where

managers and policy-makers can use the system to track key initiative measures (outputs and
outcomes)

3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
1. Current time from request to report is 30 days
2. There is currently no ability to audit data
3. Currently 35% of data is at risk of being invalid
4. Currently no data is available on mobile devices
5. Currently only 25% of initiatives can be tracked

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
1.. Reports will be available within 2 weeks of request
2. Capability will be in place to audit all data
3. All data will be available on mobile devices
4. 15% of data will be at risk of being invalid
5. 50% of initiatives will be tracked

6. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
A full year after completion and deployment of effort the goal is to be operational by the end of year
2019 then benefit likely achieved by end of year2020,

7. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Baseline:

:

l

:

l

I

Reports available
for rapid decision
making
lmproved data
auditing capacity

Greater data
accessibi I

Reduce the
probability of
invalid data

lmproved
performance
management and

resource planning

Time measured from Report
Request and Report Availability

Ability to track who accessed what
and when
Ability to access specific data from
remote locations

Probability of invalid data:
measured as a %o of data reported

s valid and complete
Ability / capacity to measure and
track internal initiatives and
related resources: measured by %
of programs where managers
report they can track key initiative
measures

From 30 days To 2 weeks

too%

rco%

15% invalid

l

I

i

By 12/30/2020

1_2/31./2020o%

0%

35% invalid

1.2/31./2020

By 1.2/30/2020

1"2/31./2020

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failu'res, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
i'mprovements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

25% (currently
able to track
some internal
initiatives,
albeit limited)

5O% (presumes

additional process

changes to
performance
management and

resource planning)
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Exornple: This project witl upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor support

for 9.0 witt be ending in 2015 and thot creotes o large risk for the County. Withaut vendor support the County will
not receive tax ond regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which will ollow King Countyto

comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice ^ Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services

(CJ{S) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 201.3, odvonced outhentication (AA)

must be in ploce in order to access sensitive CJ\Sinformation.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the sverdge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

PAO currently houses 30%of its data in legacy Microsoft 201-0Access databasesthis has resulted in:

Duplication of data, Poortechnical architecture and low level security, The result is a drain on lT

resources and increase storage cost. The age of the databases varies from 10 to 5 years ago, every

time that Microsoft office upgrade then all respective databases have to been modified to be

compatible with that Office version. Reducing staff time will give staff the availability to work on

more innovative technologies for the agency.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The probability of risk for corruption of data is al45%o, therefore there is a risk of not havingthe

correct or most valid information for decision making purposes, lnconsistencies with the use of the

Microsoft Databases has had a negative impact on the completeness of the data i.e., Jail Calls. Due

to poortechnical design downloading audio calls can take long periods of time. As a resultthishas
led to a degradation of the completeness of data and the creation of duplicate of sidesystems.

3. Summory Toble for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit

Reduced lT staff time to
maintain/upgrade/develop systems

Metrics/Measure

ainten
'% staff hours on mr

,/development tasks

Baseline Target

20 to 40 2 to 4 hrs ' 1,213I/2020
hrs a week ek

When the target
will be achieved

ance

CATEGORY t4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).

Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts payable software is approved, we

will automate three tasks thot are currently done monually by agency ond central purchasing employees. Bosed

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten

days to less than one. This will atlow us to take advantoge of prompt payment discounts for over $lS million of
annuol purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding annuol sovings of about 5300,00A. Tltis will result in

savings in department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaaS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to

make this upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of 51.00,a00,
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The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a
summ

L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
Modernization of the PAO data will lead to decrease in storage cost L0% to25% because any audio or
video files associated with and access database can be moved to cloud storage thereforedecreasing
the cost of storage with the KCIT infrastructure and any respective cost. Currently we utilize 567,600
annually in consultant cost to maintain the database;this cost will be eliminated once solution has
been deployed.

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefit hos
been ochieved)
This can be measured by baseliningthe current storage consumption and costto date. Then
preforming a cross analysis of the decrease once the project has become operational. We will
measure the consultant cost, wlrich will be $0 after implementation.

3. Whot is the current boseline?
The PAO currently has 34 TB of storage and has consumed l-B TB with a balance of 16. PAO spends
$67,600 annually on maintenance (consultant cost).

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
The target will be 1.O %to 25% savings.

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be qchieved?

A full year after completion and deployment of effort the goal is to be operational by the end of year
2019 then benefit likely achieved by end of year 2020.

6. Summory Table for Benefit Category #4:

Reduction in annual
storages cost

Metrics/
Measure
Cost of storage
used

Baseline

175,883
($54,000 @ 53,000 perTB)

Target

L0% - 25% decrease
(s5,400-$13,500

red ucti

When the target
will pe gc-hievgd

Bv t2/30/2o20

Decrease Consultant
Cost/Ma inte na nce

Service No

Longer Needed
67,600.00 (Annual) 0 By 1.2/30/2020

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This proiect, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, wos successfutly compteted in Aprit 2014. The
onticipated benefit was to maintoin current service levels qt 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and witl report a,n,nuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

If one of these towers failed physicotly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOO\< - $lfW per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. tlser ogencies on the emergency radio

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the whitecells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understa,nding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identify'ing and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name
Public Health - Seattle and King County
Emergency Medical Services Division

Project Title eCBD/CAD lnterface at Valley Communications

Project Number 377216 (legacy); 1,L1,3977 (new)

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

fication and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:assist in benefit identi

Name

t+n+a+t+Uey

W
Erik Friedrichsen
(Updated 0212019)

Manaser. Commun itv Programs,
EMS Division, PHSKC

Proiect Manager

Michele Plorde Division Manaser , EMS Division,
PHSKC

Proiect Sponsor

Cleo Subido EMD Program Administrator, EMS

Division, PHSKC

Assist Project Manager, manage content,
user interface, testing and communication
with com center.

Dan Anderson lT Project Manager

Julie Buckingham

lT Project Manager, PH lT

EMD Ql Program Manager, EMS

Division, PHSKC

Ql Manager, product testing

Lindsev Hersert EMD TCPR Ql Proeram Manaser,
S Division. PHSKCFM

Ql subiect matter expert, product testine

Earlene Smith
(Updated 0212019)

Ql subiect matter exoert, product testinsram Manaser. EMS

Division PHSKC

sFMD OI Pro

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Beneflt Achievement Plan (BApl?

Section 2. Buslness OwnerAccountability

Sectlon 3. Who ls lnvolved ln developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?
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The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefitsarefinallyachieved. Department and agencies(the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:
1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release req uests. lf the re are no cha nges, ind icate "review only" in the revision ta ble

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additionalreporting isrequired,

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no cha,nges, type none)

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal
services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may req,uire more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Description
How long

did it take?Stage Date Revised By

Date this
document

wos
updated

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

Pleose use conceptual
review, budget process,

fu n di ng re I ease, an n uol
report, project

implementation, or
project completion.

2/14/L4 3 hours

Who did the
document
updates?

Linda Culley

Linda Culley

A brief summary of whot chonged in
the document. lf this is an initiol

droft, please indicate new. lf nothing
has chonged, indicote "review only".

One name correction in Section 3

New, initial draft

10 minutes

Conceptual review

2015 Annual BAP 3/rclrs
2016 Annual BAP

2015 Benefits Review

2/t2lL6

6l16/1.6 Changed Director name

No changes 5 minutes

l-0 minutes

10 minutes2016 Annual Report 21Lsl17

Linda Culley

Linda Culley

Cleo Subido

r11.6/19

Review document, update project
staff names and roles, update
anticipated start qua rter.

Updated contacts, reviewed and

updated document
2 hours

2019 BAP Review and

update

Erik

Friedrichsen

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XC.t"goty #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

tegory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology
tegory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for proiects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business days
instead of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the obility of the new software to check nationol
and state datoboses more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin about the delay in
obtoining o license ond th.is time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints ond ollow stoff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond make payments by credit card. This wilt ollow scheduling to occur at any time, rother than
the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. !n-person and phone reservations witl stitl
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1.. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
An electronic Criteria Based Dispatch (eCBD) application that successfully interfaces with the
communication center CAD system will benefit our customers, i.e. the 9-1-1 communication centers,
dispatchers, and King County residents who call 9-1-L during medical emergencies.

This interfaced application will improve internal and external accessto county records, servicesand
resources. lt will integrate existing systems, enhance system reliability and improve thequality,
accuracy and transparency of data that is used to make decisions about revisions to theemergency
medical triage system.

The goal of the CBD Guidelines isto implement methodsto manage costly, existing EMS resources
more effectively and efficiently. Enhanced technology will enable data collection on Emergency
Medical Dispatch (EMD) call processing, improving the ability of the EMS Division to perform
efficient EMD ease-Ql_review. (Updated 0212019)

A. Benefits to dispatchers include
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1) lncreased functionality of their primary callprocessing tool during medical emergencies. This

increased functionality will produce process benefits including but not limited to:
a. lncrease instances of appropriate resource deployment as a result of inadequate triage.
b. lncreased opportunity for provision of medical pre-arrival instructions (PAl).

B. Benefits to Communication Center Supervisors and EMS Division staff include:
1) Ability to collect accurate and timely documentation for the purposes of qualityimprovement
to evaluate g-t-L- call handlingtechniques;
2) Ability to identify calls by specific call type and employee for Quality lmprovement (Ql) review,

C. Benefits to EMS Administrators include:
L) Access to aggregate data and reports for purposes of quality improvement review, trend
identification, training needs analysis and EMS levy performance standard compliance review.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
A. EMD Ql performance outcomes:

1) Correctly Rule Out Cardiac Arrest
2l Appropriate Level of Response (LOR) Chosen

3) Applicable PAI Provided
4) Assigned Correct lnitial Dispatch Code (lDC)

B. Access to call data based upon chief complaint or employee in order to perform Ql reviews

C. Access to performance and trending reports.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
A. The baseline for ltem 2.A.,2013 performance outcomes:

1) Correctly Rule Out Cardiac Arrest: 62% of reviewed calls U ed0 1_9

2) Appropriate Level of Response (LOR) Chosen: 78% (of reviewed calls) (Updated 0212019)

3) Pre-Arrivals Given When Needed: 83% (of reviewed calls) (Updated 0212019)

4) Assigned Correct IDC:74% of reviewed calls U ated 20L9

B. The baseline for ltem 2.B., prior to project implementation is zero eCBD call records could be

accessed.

C. The baseline for ltem 2.C., prior to project implementation is zero performance ortrending
reports can be accessed.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

A. The target for measure 2.A., is
1) Correctly Rule Out Cardiac Arrest across a wider number of calls and to identifv trends or

areas to correct (via training or other development)
a):a+1.+SX
g|+ea+:*egC

2l Appropriate Level of Response (LOR) Chosen across a wider number of calls and to
identifv trends or areas to correct (via training or other development)
a)+ea++.+-++C

Al+ea++Se%

3) Pre-Arrival lnstructions Given When Needed across a wider number of calls andto
or areas to co traini ot r
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alVea+-t++Sg
U)-+ea++-Se%

4) Assigned Correct IDC across a wider number of calls and to identifv trends or areas to
correct (via trainins other development)
a)+ea+-t.+ga
g-)--Vea+++gga

U dated 20L9
B. The target for measure 2.8., Within one year of implementation, 95% of 9-1-L calls under EMDQI
review will have an eCBD call record available.
C. Thetargetformeasure2.C.,isnineperformanceortrendingreportsavailabletoEMSstaff.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The benefit is expected to be achieved within 6 months to 3 years of project implementation. There
are different target milestones for each benefit,

16 - The interface ro e nical u rades to the Monitors
Val lev Com. As a rpsrrlt nf this torhniral rrno rad A the eCBD Software must also be u nsraded as thp
software was not coded to wo rk with the monitors to be used bv Vallev Com. The eCBD Software is

now l-0 vears old and has onlv had one uosrade duri ns that time. An eCBD Modernization proiect
has besrr n to brin p this software uo to current standards nrior to devel ooins the interface with
Tiburon CAD. The eCBD Modernization Proiect is expected to take 6-9 months and the inte rface

ro ect is ex r 2017

2/1s/17 -The interface roiect is still beins evaluated for the most efficien t solution to the chanees
in technolosv as well as how these chanses will affect the customers of King Countv EMS in the use
f f rito n r Rrcod l.)icnrtrh Tha ol/. R D Modernization Pro ect is exnortod tn f rlzo A-O mnnthc rnrlfha

intorfrro nrniari ic avn ected to be started in (\) n r n,2. nl)n'1-7

1/L6l19 uodate - The eCBD Modernization Proiect has been tarseted for completion bv 2020, with
the bulk of the work completed in 2019 exceot for the actual im plementation at Vallev Com that will
take nlace in )O)O ( dela d due to Vallev Com's focus on PSERN oroiect for 2019). The EMS Division

staff will continue centers on im ement
lans at each loc U dated communication with CAD

for deve tn the interfa n

: tnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality
services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to your

Example: tf this project to ocquire hond-hetd devices ond develop custom software is
oble to check un overdge of 10 sites per day compored with the a.veroge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without adding more staff.

Example: tf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witt be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outoges during major incidents by 30 percent. We atso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of an overoll effort to promote lT stondordizotion.This
proiect will make the current manogement of user accounts, applications, and devices eosier for lT administrotors

Category #2 or quanti
of internal

a p p rove d, i ns pe ctors w ill be
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ot Public Health becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to applications
such as Lync, ShorePoint, and autlook. Our success will be meosured by having a single set of procedures ond
security models rother thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries, Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

What is the current baseline for this meosure?
3. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

4. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendorsupport

for 9.0 will be e.nding in 201"5 ond thot teotes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tox and regulotory updotes and will tikety result in errors in comptying with tax and regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advonced Authenticotian solution which will allow King County to comply
with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminol Justice lnformotion Services (CttS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, odvonced authentication (AA) must be in
place in orderto dccess sensitive Alsinformotion.

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primary reason forthe project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to prodlce service. lf this project to install dccounts poyable softwore is opproved, we will
outornate three tasks that are currently done manuolly by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Based on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten days to
less than one. This will ollow us to toke odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 515,000,0A0 of annuol
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnuol savings of about 5300,000. This will result in sovings in

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidancg. Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SaoS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode

the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrade due to regulatory reosans, so this represents o cost ovoidonce of $1-00,00A.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 201-4. The

anticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels o,t 99.999% up time far,an odditional 5 yeors.This. , ,

proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999/o up-time and will report annuolly fo1tfie next 5 yeors on up-time lq1lels,

lf one of these towers faited physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of $500K - Sl lWillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. IJser ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot witl be assured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce,

Example: This proiect to outomote accounts poyoble software was implemented ond did improve the processing
time overoge. The overage time was reduced from L0 days to 2 days, not quite reoching the L day torget.
Additionolly, only 20% of purchoses received o prompt pdyment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
anticipated. We did not meet the tdrget becouse there were fewer purchoses that quolified for prompt payment
th a n ori gi nal ly e sti mated.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cast to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current average
of L0 days to <1 doy
allowing us to take
odvantoge of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
annuol sovings,
and percentoge
of pu,rchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

t L0 days processing

time
o 1"0 percent of

pu:rchoses ore
receiving discount

c Savings of $100,000

. 1 day processing

time
. 30 percent of

purchoses are
receiving prompt
poyment discoun.ts

o $400,0A0 savings

. 2 doy processing

time
. 20 percent of

purchoses ore
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

o $200,000 savings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has
been achieved)

3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
5, When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Uodatet/1,6/L9: This is an ongoing project. The eCBD Modernization Project has been targetedfor
completion by 2020, with the bulk of the work completed in 2019 except for the actual implementation
at Valley Com that will take place in 2020 (delayed due to Valley Com's focus on PSERN project for
2019). The EMS Division and KCIT staff will continue to work with Valley Com and other dispatch centers
on implementation plans at each location of the eCBD software. Updated communication withCAD
vendors showthat no major changes are expected for developingthe interface and this work can be
conti n ued.
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i IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3) 
i

, 'o 
compreteJ:::::il:l'l'.,1;?L1i;fi;l 

?J,il,'l;:::"J::,:::[:1ili:ililthe 
white cerrs 

'

L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementatio,n, and 
I

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits 

.

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

busin,ess owners of project benefits) are required to update th,is docur.nent at the following times or a'ctions:

1. To support initial project request during "Gale 2" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3, To supportfunding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually u,ntil it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

DPH / Environmental Health

Envision Connect System

King County Department/ Agency Name

1L34305

2019-2020

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Cyndi Schaeffer

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification a,nd documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency Proiect Role

lT Pro ect Mana r lll

Finance/lT Manager /DPER

Sr. Business Analyst/ EH

r Functional Analyst/ EHFeben Asfaw

Amy Hitchcock

Deputy D_irector / PH-EH

EH Operations Functional Analyst

lT Proiect Manager

EH Project Manager

, of lnformation Technologv

WDylanOrr
Warren Cheney

Ruth Harbaugh

Project Sponsor

County Business Partner

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?
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Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Please update the document on,line. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type "None").

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it wi,ll bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may req,uire more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Table

2OI9-2O Budget Process

Annual Report

Revised By

Who did

Amv Hitchcock

Stage Date
--'--"*"

P,le a s e u se c o n c e pt u a l. re u,i e w,.,,-,.D.a t e t h i s

budget process, funding document
release, onnual report, project : was

implementation, or project , updqted
completion

2019-20 Budget Process slBlrB
s/24/rB2orc-zA Budget Process

updotes?

Ruth Harbaugh New, initial draft

Ruth Harbaugh Revised draft to clarify scope

I Ruth Harbaugh Revised draft per PSB feedback

Status update

7/23/LB

2/4/rs

Description How long
did-it take?

A brief summory of whot chonged,in,. l-low long did
the document. lf this is an initial it tqke to

droft, please indicote new. lf nothing complete or
has changed, indicate "review anly". revise the

form at this
stage?

, 3 hours

2 hours

l- hour

t hour

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
r) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that isthe primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public
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Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quatity or quanti-ty of internat service
Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
u pgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

se rvices

summary!

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
lf this project to evaluate and upgrade Environmental Heath's work management system is

approved, customers seeking permits with King County will experience enhanced online services

across EH programs and benefits of improved workflows between DPER's building permittingand
EH's onsite and plumbing permitting processes.

EHS and DPER currently have limited workflow coordination between the departments. Though

there are process improvement efforts to share statuses more readily between EH and DPER,

customers still have to navigate separate agency platforms, log-ins and payments to obtain permits.

With an enhanced platform, both DPER and EH seek to offer more coordinated and standardized
publicservice offerings such as: a unified public portal, participation in regional permittingforall
services, and enhanced customer service with clear online workflows between combination
building/plumbing permits. With the County's new Point and Pay system, EH and DPER can also seek

to offer a fully integrated payment option.

Furthermore, in the absence of County online payment options and the option for a customerfacing
portal with Envision Connect, EH invested in an online portal side system in 20L0. This portalallows

customers to purchase and renew permits online, file complaints and view permit status. Though

this portal offers many efficiencies for the business and customer, the platform is not intuitive and

many customer inquiries or change requests require EH or the vendor to troubleshoot and resolve

their issues on the backend, This leads to frequent customer requests for help which both takes a

significant amount of staff time to resolve and is a frustrating experience forthecustomer.

2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)

s
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l- -A more streamlined process for customers to obtain permits between DPER and EH including
reduced processed steps, reduced number of separate log-ins, an integrated payment option, etc.

2- lmproved online customer satisfaction with our customer facing portal using a CSATscoring
methodology.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
L- EH and DPER are currently undergoingscopingfor interagency process improvement as partof
the Local Services lnitiative. This effort will establish baseline measures for our currentinteragency
process and improvements from an operational alignment and lT perspective. Some examplesof
metrics that would indicate improvement include: number of touch points, number of separate log
ins, number of customer help requests, and reduction in manual processes.

2- EH will build an online CSAT customer satisfaction nreasure to establish a current state by
9/t/20I8.@willusetheinformationtoseekasolutionthataddressespoints
of customer frustration including the non-intuitive interface and lack of customer available
modification options. Upon implementation, we will begin tracking customer satisfaction by
February Lst2020 U dated 0 19

4. Whot is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The target for the measures will be established pes+-e++by June 30th, 2019 duringthe
implementation phase. (Updated 02120L9)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Benefits will begin being realized post implementation and be measurable and consistent by
December 3]-st,2020

6. Summary table for Cotegory #7:

Baseline Target When willthe
target be
achieved/
measured?

Customers will
have an integrated
experience
between DPER and

EH applications
(goal includes
integrated online
payment options
with County Point
and Pay process

per vendor
availability)
Customer
experience with
county services

will be more in line

Steps for permit
issuance and
payment between
EH and DPER,

number of user log-

ins, etc,

lmproved quality of
online service
offe ri ngs:

To be

esta blished
during the
requirements
phase working
with the
vendor

Post

implementation
L2/31./2020

Post

implementation
12131./2020

To be established

bv e/3s/41-s7l1tl 2ols .

(Updated 03/2019)

'To be

1

1

esta blished
during the

August 2Ol-8 customer survev
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with other
customer service
experiences they
have in the
ma rketplace

r Customer

a

satisfaction (CSAT)

survey results

Number and type
of complaints in

relation to the
online portal

o How easv or difficult is it to
use the EH Web
Po rta l? Averase Score: 3.4

. How well does our portal

meet vour needs? Average

score: 3.3
o How would vou rate vour

overall satisfaction with the
web portal? Averase score

3.5
. On a scale of 1-5, how likely

are vou to recommend our
portal to others? Average
score: 3.5

Number and tvpe of complaints

baseline to be established bv

7 /r/201.9.

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvernents to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage of 10 sites per day com'pored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This willollow
the agency to handle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outqges during mojor incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing
position to ather priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is part of an overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotian.
This project will make the current monagement of user accounts, applications, and devices easier for lT
adm.inistrotors at Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by having a single sign-on

to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond auilaok, aur success will be meosured by having a single setof
procedures and security models rather than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
A challenge with our current Envision system is how our field inspection data requires a manual

synchronization with the Envision system. Our business requires that inspectors are able to record

their field inspection data onto our work management software reliably. Though there is awireless

functionality with Envision Connect, due to the nature of inspections often being performed in

remote places, inside buildings, in crawl spaces, basements or industrial refrigerators, mobileor
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wireless connectivity is not guaranteed. Envision Connect wireless doesn't have the abilitytohold
and send data if the wireless connection is lost, the data is just lost.

To adequate for this low failure tolerance, the Envision Connect Remote (ECR) field tool was
developed to record inspection data on tablets in the field offline. This tool holds the information
locally and requires a manual data synchronization process with the Envision Connect system thaton
average takes 15 minutes at the beginning and end of the work day and can at times take longer (45

minutes+). lf the post-inspection sync is not completed the same or following day, it can negatively
affect our restaurant scoring quality assurance, i.e. how our restaurant scores are calculated and
creates lags in the customer's ability to see their inspection status. We have instituted business
processes to ensure data is synched timely, however a better system will allow us to be less
dependent on manual processes and free up inspector time, A desired functionality for ourfuture
system is to hold data locally and automatically sync once a connection is re-gained.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
Staff time dedicated to manually syncing between field inspection reports and the software
database will no longer be required.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
On average it takes food program staff 30 minutes to sync every day that they perform inspections
To have the up-to-date data needed to calculate accurate restaurant inspection scores, staff
currently spend on average l-5 minutes to sync their tablet with the database software before and
after their field inspections.

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
Remove the requirement to manually sync inspection data with the software. This will result in
approximately 30 minutes staff time saved daily.

5. When is the benefit likely to be uchieved?
Post implementation

6. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #2

Baseline Target target

Time for restaurant
inspection
synchronization will
be eliminated.

Amount of time spent dedicated
to manual synchronization
between inspection reports and

the database

0 minutes/ By t2/31./2020Average of
30 minutes/
day

dav

categories.

Exomple: This project witt upgrode PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 and thot creates o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywitt
not receive tox ond regulatory u.pdotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regul.otory issues.
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Example: inis prile'ct wilt iiptemi:nt an advotnii:i,d Authenticotion solution which witt ottow King Countyto
tnfarmation Service

outhenticotion (AA)

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or reploce existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology ond the averoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
Environmental Health has used the Envision system since 1998. Typical ERP operating life cycles

range from five to ten years. At twenty years, Envision is reaching the end of its useful life as

business, customer and technological requirements evolve. When Envision was recentlypurchased
by Accela, rather than enhancing Envision, Accela determined to invest their development into
building a new Environmental Health software module which will offer a more comprehensive
solution than Envision. As KCIT and industry has shifted away from supporting on-prem solutions

and towards SaaS solutions, there is also a risk is that the vendor will sunset the application.

Since Envision is no longer supported for upgrades or new functionality, we are limited in ourability
to improve our service offerings or system processes despite the high costs EH pays to sustainthe
system. EH's current 15 month Envision contract costs $439,000with an additional$437,000for
system maintenance, includingtwo dedicated KCIT resources to manage the system's updates,
program customizations, requests and maintenance. To improve our services, EH has and will
continue to make investments in side-systems that meet customer and business expectations, such

as processing permits and payments online with the EH customer web portal.

2. If the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probobility of the

risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Accela has a pattern of purchasing smaller software companies, integrating their customers and then
phasing out the purchased application within a few years. The vendor indicated this will also occur

with the purchase of Decade, the creator of Envision Connect. lt is in King County's best interestto
act ahead of this risk and upgrade to the new software before Envision Connect is no longer

su p ported.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Basel,ine When willthe target
be
achieved/measured?
Will be established
bV 6/30/2019 and
included as part of
the analysis and

requirements phase

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal).
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Software will be

supported and

improved by the
vendor with
functionality to meet
the evolving needs of
our business and

customers

Ability to add

new capabilities
and evolve with
business needs
on the platform

Our Envision platform
will remain as-is, so

new functionality has

to be generated
through side systems
like our web portal, and

Envision Connect
Remote (ECR).

: Target

,A single platform

i system that offers
. live syncing (and

iability to hold and

I send data), and an

I integrated

] customer facing

]we-b-portal.
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
Nowthat Envision is owned byAccela, DPER and Environmental Health are both owned bythesame
vendor but on separate sole source contracts. ln anticipation of the abilityto negotiatetogether,
DPER and Public Health limited their usual 5 yearcontractsto 15 month contractsthrough
December 2018. We are seeking to use Environmental Health and DPER's combined leveraging
power with Accela to realize efficiencies in how the county contracts withAccela.

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithos
been achieved)
Environmental Health and DPER will be on a single contract with Accela. We anticipate that some
costs that are now paid separately by both agencies may be shared which will reduce the overallcost
burden for King County. The benefit will be determined as part of the vendor negotiation process in

Q1-Q2 20L9.

3. Whot is the current baseline?
Environmental Health paid $35t,200 and DPER paid 5279,605 for their respective 2018annual
Accela contracts.

4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
The target will be established when both agencies jointly negotiate with the vendor in Q1-Q22019

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
The cost reduction will be realized after negotiating a joint contract that will begin in202O

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

Outcome/Benefit r MetricslMeasure Target

Reduction in overall cost
burden that Environmental
Health and DPER pay currently
on separate Accela contracts.

nty TBD BY 12/31./2020

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were ach,ieved at target levels. Please include both

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

Baseline

S630,805
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quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures

identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair efi €ffi€rQ€ncl radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 201-4. The

onticipated benefit was to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 yeors. This project

is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
$SOOX - StU per tower, depending on the canstruction techniques and size. User ogencies on the emergency rodio
system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not experiencing catostophic

failu.res due to lock of mointendnce.

Example: This project to automate occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overage time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L doy tsrget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt poyment thon originally
estimated.

Example:

Baseline Target

o 10-day o 1-day processing
processing time time

c To%of o 30% of purchases
purchases are are receiving
receiving prompt payment
discount discounts

. S100,000 savings o $400,000 savings

r 2-day

'o 5200,000savings
payment discounts.

service. This project
reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to

: <1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt

(in days),
. % of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

time
o 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt pa,yment

discounts

This is an ongoing proiect. Progress to date includes:

Customer survev was con ducted and resoonses evaluated
Fnr ritrr lmnert Review was com n leted h., December 2018 taroai de a dline

Business Analvsis A roach is comolete
Preliminarv reouest for information from vendo rs was conducted. Vendor resDonses have been

a

a

a

a

received and evaluated
a with res nses that close

for on-site demos.
o Cr rrront rro ndor reviewed and res onde dtnro r riromonic rnrl ic rlorralnninc r rlof rilorl nr rnton

(Updaled 03/?Qrs)
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

3-. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are ach,ieved

Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Public Health -Seattle & King County, Environmental Health Division

Food Safety Rating System - Online search tool enhancements

Project Number N/A

Project Timeframe QT2017-

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

nd b Mazen ated

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name

Dee Dhlamini

Becky Elias

Diep Nguyen

Kathryn Gish

Deputy Director, Environmental
Health Deputy Director

Business owner

Food & Facilities Section Manager,
Environmental Health

Service Delivery Manager, KCIT-PH

Project Manager, KCIT

Business owner

Service delivery management over the project

PM on the project

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Drew Pounds Performance, Strategy and Budget , Strategy and metric review

The BAP is intended to bean iterative, evolvingdocumentthatwillbe updated asthe project evolves,as
information is refined or scope cha,nges, and when benefits are fina,lly achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial pro,iect request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no cha,nges, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
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Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits a:re expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln ge,neral, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description How long did
it take?

Pleose use conceptuol review,
budget process, funding release,

onnuaI report, project
i m pl e me ntatio n, o r p roject

completion.

Omnibus funding request

Spring 201-9 BAP report

Who did the

document updotes?

Becky Elias

Eyob Mazengia

A brief summary of whot chonged in

the document. lf this is an initial
draft, pleose indicate new. lf

nothing hos changed, indicate
"review enly".

New, initialdraft

Update

Date this
' document

was updoted

' Lo/2O117

' oz/oo/tg

How long did it
toke to

comptete or
revise the form, at this stage?

2.5 hours

3 hours

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
r) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
g) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondary.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit wil,l be Category #2 improvinginternal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of servlces provided to the ublic
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
radi oldertechnology

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
se rvices

the qu provided to

such as faster'res'ponsotimes
improved qu

Exa m pl e : tf thi s proje tt-id- ip|g roi d'e ued in tw:o
instead ofthe four
ond state datoboses

nse and

Example: lf this project

fields
than
will still be ovoiloble

The above

7 Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
iurisdictions across the country and around the world are experimenting with the most efficient,
credible and fair method of collecting and reporting inspection results. Our efforts to do so will
indicate industry best practices, for both the rating system itseli and how the results of the rating
system are made available and accessible to the public. They are available through public-facing
signs at each business; text for more information directions on the sign with information available in
eight languages, through an online-search tool, and a mobile enabled search tool. While the broader
program aims to make information accessible and easyto understand to inform dining decisionsand
possibly motivate food business owners and operators to improve their food safety practices, this
BAP focuses on the online-search tool,

ln 2016, KCIT and the Food Program led a focus group with stakeholder about what they wanted to
see out of an online search tool. The upgraded search tool and enhancements included in thisfinal
stage are based on direct feedback from stakeholders participating in the focus groupsession.

Specific search tool enhancements include:
- A map enabled search tool.
- Users can search by restaurant name, city or zip code.
- Users can filter by ratingtype.
- The tool provides a count of how many results appear with each unique search.
- The search tool is mobile enabled to be easily viewed/used from mobile devices.
- Each business has a unique ULR fortracking a business performance history.

U
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The feed of the food safety rating system to Yelp will enable Yelp to have a rating and inspection

history displayed for each food business on the Yelp website. This will enable a Yelp customerto
see food safety rating information in the same page where they are reviewing overall business

reviews. This will be added public health information available to consumers to assist in their
dining decisions.

The metrics in the BAP are specificto the expansion of the search tool. For broader context, in

addition to the metrics in this BAP, the program is conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the

Food Safety Rating System as a whole. This evaluation includes a stakeholder process developed in

partnership with Stanford University. As part of these joint efforts, the program will be examining

food safety practices in businesses, hospitalization data, consumer and business perceptions of the

rating system, and gathering community feedback and suggestions for ways to improve the rating

system and general program operations. As part of ongoing continuous improvement monitoring

the program will leverage the monthly stakeholder meeting to solicit customer feedback on search

toolfunctionality etc...The evaluation will be conducted through 20L8, and the program has anMOU

with Stanford to continue to monitor the data impacts through 2020.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

Number of restaurant grades online; number of website visits. Number of businesses' food safety

ratings on Yelp.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

Atbaseline,therewere@5,130businesseswithratingsonthesearchtool'Thisis
-55% of the total number of businesses eligible to receive ratings. Additional restaurants will be

nverted to the new r
K€lT is werl<ing te generate the repert ef number ef visits te the webpage - page visit analyties are

net eurrently built in; and KCIT is werlcing te eapture the infermatien,

@
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

The target is to have L)O% of eligible businesses with a rating by the end of aelegl 2019. Relevant

rating data will be on Yelp There are currentlv 8,313 businesse with ratinss on the search tool.This

is -95% of the total numbe r of businesses elieible to receive ratinss.

Uoon request, KCIT will send EH basic analvtics, like how manv people visited that oase. EH willneed
to send their request to webteam@kingco .sov askins for an automated monthlv analvtics

)/)reoort to be emailed to them. (Uoda d0 019

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

The benefitof 1-00% of eligible businesses with a rating posted on Yelp is likelyto be achieved bythe

end of th+3dquarter ef 2018' Re

We are currentlv testing match rates with Yelp database and preparins d mentation for to eo Live

on Yelp bv the end QL of 2019. ( U odated 02 / 2019)

6. Summary table for Category #7:

the target
will be achieved

melBenefit Measure
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lnform residents' decision
making by providing online a

single metric of food safety
performance on public health
search page

I nform residents' decision
making by providing online a

single metric of food safety
performance on public health
search page

lnform residents' decision
making by providing online a
single metric of food safety

Exa mple: lncreased site
inspector efficiency

i# of businesses

:with food safety
ratings

# of visits to the
search tool and

average amount
of time spent on

the tool
# of businesses

with food safety
ratings on Yelp

5,130

Originalsearch
tool averaged -200
views per day, with
an average of 30

seconds per view
Zero

0

Average of -200
views per day
with an average
of 45 seconds
per view
L00% of relevant
busi nesses

s/31+20+8
3/3r/201.s
(Updated 0212019)

:

,83

Monitored
quarterly starting
in 2018

3/3+/2s1s
3/31/301.s
(Updated 0212019)

pe rformance on

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services, Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hand-held devices ond develop custom software is opproved, inspectors witt be
oble ta check an overoge of 10 sites per day compared with the dveroge of 6 currently checked. This witlotlow
the agency to hondle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we wi.tl
be oble to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote tTstandardizotion.
This proiect will make the current mondgement of user occounts, opplicotions, ond devices eosier for tT
odministrqtors at Public Health because the end user experience will also be improved by having o single sign-on
to opplicotions such os Lync, SharePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o singte setof
procedures ond security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are sumrnaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achievedT
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

# sites inspected per

day per inspector

Baseline Target

6 sites/day per 10 sites/day

When willthe target be
achieved/measured?
By 12/31./7o1.s

inspector per inspector

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project witl result in
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improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 201-5 ond thot credtes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Coun,tywill

not receive tax and regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authenticotion solution which will allow King Countyto

compty with u. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services

(CJIS)Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,2073, advanced authenticotion (AA)

must be in place in order to occess sensitive CJtsinformotion.

1. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the aversge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primory redson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimote the probability ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summory Table for Benefit Category #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

achieved/measured?
5 outages No outages BV 06/30/2019Example: Reduced

system outages

# of system outages per

month

CATEGORY#4: Reduced costto produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance

This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the informatio,n in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance

Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install accounts payable softwore is opproved,we

will automate three tasks that are currently done manuolly by agency ond central purchasing employees. Eased

on experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current average often
days to less than one. This wilt otlow us to toke odvantoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $tS millionof
onnual purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yielding onnual sovings of about 5300,000. This will result in

savings in deportment expendftu.res for those items qualifuing for prampt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SaoS product, we will avoid the needto
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to

moke this upgrade due to regulatory reosans, so this represents a cost ovoidonce of 51.00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea

summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How willyou know if the benefithas
been achieved)

3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this meosureT (How much savings will this proiect achieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:
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Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When will the target be
achieved/measured?
Bv o6/30/2019Example: Annual savings Cost of producing X

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 yeors. This project

tf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
$SOOrc - $l miilian per tower, dependin.g on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies on the emergency
rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce thot wiltbe ossured of notexperiencing
catastrophic failures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This proiect to outomate sccounts payable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing
time average. The averqge time wos reduced from 10 doys to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day target.
Additionolly, only 20% of purchoses received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swingsthan
anticipated. We did not meet the target because there were fewer purchases thot qualified for prompt poyment
th a n ori gi n ol ly esti m ated.

Example:

processing time time

5s ,000 Sgs ,000

reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>L allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment disco,unts.

. %o of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

. !O%oof

purchases are
receiving
discount

o 3O% of purchases

are receiving
prom,pt payment
discounts

time
o 2O% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

o $200,000savingsr $100,000savings r $400,000savings

Updated 02/2019: This is an ongoing project. Key milestones achievedin20tT-2018 include a go-livefor
the new website search in 2017 and completion of the Yelp data feed development and automation in
2018. The Yelp integration is currently undergoing testing with an anticipated go-live in early2019.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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lT Pro ect Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

1,. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Tocompletethisdocumentfully,pleasereada{lof thecoloredsectionsandfillinthewhitecel'ls.Forassistance in

com this form, lease contact PSB analyst.

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
the Count y. More

Department/Agency Name Public Health / Jail Health Services

Project Title Jail Health Services Electronic Medication Administration Project

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits a,nd ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

Ltr6742Number

de rtment director or her

Business Owner Name and Title: Danotra McBride, De

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Director, Jail Health Services

Proiect RoleName Title I Agency
Hariinder Sandhu Pharmacist / JHS Process Owner

Pharmacist / JHS Process OwnerBella Charurat
Process OwnerSean Dumas; N ursing Supervisor/J HS

FA III FunctionalAnalystShawna Harris

Proiect ManagerTBD TBD

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1.. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners that

anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none

Section 1. What are the oses of the Benefit Achievement Plan BAP ?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccou

Section 3. Who is involved in devel the Benefit Achievement Plan?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be sta u andcom

Section 5. How I will it take to com the benefit achievement

i

lan?

this BAP form once there is a shared understa of the project and what value it will bringto
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Revision History Table

Stage Date
Revised

By
Desciption

How long
did it take?

Pleose use

conceptuol review,
budget pracess,

funding releose,

annuol report,
project

implementation, or
project completion.

Dste this
document

was
updoted

Who did the
document
updates?

A brief summary of what changed in the document. If
this is on initiot draft, pleose indicote new. lf nothing

has cho.nged, indicote "review onty".

Haw long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Funding Release 12/Os/2Ot
3

J udy
MacCully

Migrated data from approved project materials
to the New Benefits Achievement Plan Version
2

Project
lmplementation

12lB/20L
3

J udy
MacCully

5-day Medication Management Kaizen Event
that occurred November 4th - NovemberBth,
20L3.

L/7 /2019 Marietess
Koslosky

General document review and formatting, and
changes listed below:
Section 2. Updated Business Owner
Accountability. Previously Judy MacCully was
listed; Danotra McBride now listed.
Section 3.

(1) Replaced previous listing "Payshan Lee" to
"Bella Charurat".

(2) Rcplaccd prcvious listing "Patricl< l(uritz" to
"Shawna Harris".

(3) Replaced previous listing "Danotra
McBride" to "TBD" for Project Manager
role.

(4) Removed photo and text pertaining to a

Lean Kaizen Event which took place in
2013.

Section 5. Category 2.

Update to Question 5. When is the benefit
likely to be achieved? Previous statement:
"Currently JHS plans to Go-Live in April 20L4".
Updated statement: "Currently JHS plans to
Go-Live by 2019 year end."

Spring 2019 BAP

Report

Section 6. Descri on of ect Benefits

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,please
record the time ent on this in the table below at each sta of revision:

2 hours

t hour

t hour

ldentify the category{ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internal

services

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewi,ng the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

tegory#1: External service benefits: lmprovingthe quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

XC.t"gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Each category is described below, Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a , there is no need to provide information for that

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new software to check national
and state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the delay in

obtaining a license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost oll camploints and ollow staff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Example: lf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athtetic fields
over the lnternet and make payments by credit cord. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rather than

the current limited hours available for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still
be available.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summa
L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices and develop custom softwore is opproved, inspectors will be

able to check an averoge of 10 sites per day compared wi.th the average of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

agency to hondle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next three yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf tltis project to implement a systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30 percent. We also will reducethe
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollaw us to redirect onexisting
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overall effort to promote lT standordization. This

project will mske the current monogement of user accounts, opplicotions, snd devices eosier for lT odministrotors
experience will ol2o be improved by hoving o single sygn-on to applicotionsat Public Heslth because the end user
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L. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Once the eMAR system is implemented, the JHS medication adnrirristration process will include
technology enabled, streamlined steps for the preparation, administration, and documentation of
medications. Removing the non-valued added steps willthen allow a reallocation of the staff timeto
activities that add value to our patients. Clinicians and administrative staff will have more timely and
improved access to the medication records along with improved accuracy and readability of
medication administration data, ln November 2013 JHS held a 5-day medication Kazien Eventwhich
served as a way of creating a foundation for an improved future state for medication management
and the integration of the eMartechnologyto meet customer (our patient) needs. Theexpectation
going into the event was "Ts irnpr*w*" tha *ver;!! prccess r:f:'icienc'r'rv!l!-i higl;e l- i'irst ;:;ss qual!t.y,
with a rnore consistent, reliable, and connected procluction systei'r tlial i"csrrits in a 5CI%reductittir
i n a r-l nrin istratir-re no n-rra I ue added *etiv6tias-"

2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
There are four areas where JHS expects to see measurable and demonstrated improvement. They
include: a reduction in PharmacyTechnician staff timeto print and organize paper Medication
Administration Records; a

reduction in Administrative Specialist ll staff time to scan and perform quality assurance on scanned
paper MAR; a reduction in nursing hours preparing for medication pass including time spent by
nurses to review paper MARs for errors and patient refusals, comparing paper MARs with patient
lists, and flagging MARs for narcotics; and, a reduction in the time it takes medical and psychiatric
providers to retrieve paper MARs and adjust scanned images in order to review scanned MARs.

A draft measurement plan was a deliverable from the Kaizen Event, The collection of the dataand
reporting on the measurement plan is the responsibility of the process owners:the site Pharmacy
Supervisors and site Nursing Supervisors. The process owners are finalizingthe measurementplan
and this BAP will be updated as the information is available during the project implementation
phases.

3. Whot is the current baseline for this meosure?
The following are the baseline measures collected at the development of the business case:
o Pharmacy Technician staff spend approximately 521 hours/year to print and organize paper

MARs;

r Administrative Specialist ll staff spend 935 hours/year to scan and perform quality assurance on
scanned paper MARs;

r Nurses dedicate approximately 2,600 hours/year to review paper MARs in preparation forthe
med pass;

r Medical and Psychiatric Providers spend about 380 hours peryear retrieving and adjusting
images of MARs for their clinical review.

r The process walks taken as a part of the Kaizen Event recorded an overall process timefrom
ProviderOrderto Med Administration of 323 min with a total of 42 steps. Of those 1L stepsor
26Yowere value added.
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4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
The target forthe printing and organizing of the paper MAR (Pharm Tech) and the scanning of the
paper MAR into the EHR (Administrative Staff) is zero.

The Nurse time should be reduced by B0% as they move to a more efficient method for med pass

preparation. Provider (both Medical and Psychiatric)time initiallywill be reduced by50% sincethey
will have to access the Medication Administration application to look up and review the record.

Eventually the time will be further reduced when the history of medication administration is moved

into the EHR and becomes part of the patient's medical record.

The expectation from the Kaizen event was that there would be a 50% reduction in non-valueadded

and administrative tasks in the medication management process.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
Within 30 days of implementation JHS will realize the above benefits. Currently JHS plans to Go-Live

by the end of Quarter 2 2O2O.

Category f4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that witl reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings wiJl be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Redu,ced cost to..produce service. lf this project to instoll accounts payable softwore is approved, we will
automote three tosks that ore currently done monuolly by ogency ond central purchosing employees. Bosedon

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current qverage of ten doys to
less than one. This witt ottow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over $15,000,000 of onnuol
purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annuol savings of about 5300,000. Tltis will result in savings in

deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.A tu 9.2. This upgrade is necessory becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tax and regulotory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulatory issues.

Example: This project will implement an Advanced Authenticotion solution whictt will ollow King County to comply
with lJ. S. Department of J,ustice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Secu.rity Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2A13, odvonced outhenticotion (aa) must be in

place in order to occess sensitive CJIS informotion.

1-. Describe why you are proposing to upgrode or replace existing technology. Plesse include ageof
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the primdry reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
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Exomple: Cost Avoidance. Moving to tltis new vendor that uses a SaaS product, we will avoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to mokethis
upgrode due to regulotory reosons, so this represents a cast ovoidonce of 51"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
asu

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has
been achieved)
What is the current baseline?
What is the target for this meosure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
When is the cost reduction lik to be ochieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits vou iilentified above, explain whethei bbnefits weie achieved at target leveli. pieise
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descri:ptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074.The
onticipoted benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors. This
proiect is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of 5500K - $7 Million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User agencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrostructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing cotastrophic foilures due to lock of maintenance.

1

2

3

4

5

Example: This project to outomate accounts poyoble softwore was implemented and did improve the processing
time overage. The overoge time wos reduced from 1,0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 day torget, Additionotiy,
only 20% of purchases received d prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchoses that qualified for prompt poyment than originally
estimoted.

Metrics Baseline TargetMetric Description
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
re d u ced p roce ssi ng tl m e

from the current average
of ten days to less thon
one allowing us to tqke
advontage of prompt
poyment discounts.

Processing Time
onnual savings,
and percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

10 days processing

time
70 percent of
purchases are
receiving discount
Sovings of
Si.oo,ooo

a

a

a

1 doy processing

time
30 percent of
purchoses ore
receiving prompt
poyment discounts

$400,000 savings

a

a

a

2 doy processing

time
2O percent of
purchases ore
receiving prompt
payment discounts

$200,000 savings

Actual

Status as of |Ll 07 /2O19:
Following a briefingwith the CIO and PRB, project management has transitioned from the PH HlTteam
to JHS and the scope of the project will be for Public Health to procure an eMAR-only solution. ThePH
HIT Team will separately continue to explore other options for future consideration. JHS is working on
appointing a project team including the hiring of a new resource to serve as Project Manager. JHS plans
to Go-Live by the end of Quarter 22020, and anticipates the start of benefit realization within 30 daysof
implementation.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Sum
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Department of Public Health - Emergency Medical Services Division,

Com mu n ity Programs Section
Department/Agency
Name

Project Title
Regional Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) and Telecommunicator-CPR
(T-CPR) Quality lmprovement (Ql) Application Replacement (EMDQI)

II23B57 KCIT-DPH EMS EMD AND T-CPR QI APPLICATION REPLACEMENT

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Project Number

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Michele Plorde, EMS Division Director

Community Programs Section Manager,
EMS Division

Program Manager/Project Contact

Project SponsorDirector, EMS DivisionMichele Plorde

Erik Friedrichsen

Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD)

Quality lmprovement (Ql) Program/
Project Manager, EMS Division

EMD Training and Ql Oversight

EMD Ql Manager

EM D Program Administrator

Julie Buckingham

Cleo Subido

lT Project Manager - KCIT lT Project ManagerDan Anderson

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,
and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are req,uired to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, indJcate "review on ly" in the revision ta ble

4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.
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Stage

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity, ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and w,hat value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

DescriptionDate

Revision History Table

Revised By
How long

did it take?
Pleose use conceptuol review,

b u d s e t p r o c e ii,^ i ii'it;|dil'iiiis

re le ase, s nn uol re po rt,
p roject i m p le me ntotio n, o r

project completion.

A brief sum,m'?tt gl y"mt
changed in the document. lf this
is an initiol droft, please indicote

new. lf nothing has chonged,
i ndicate "review only".

Checkpoint #2 : PRB/KCIT

2015-201.6 b u d get p i"ocess

Date this
documen

t wos
updated

s/3ol14 New, initialdraft 4 hours

BAP Update 2lL0lts

Who did the
dioti,ment updates?

Julie Buckingham-
Lofi n k/
Tracie Jacinto

Linda Culley/Dan
Anderson

Draft update 30 min

BAP Update 211.1/L6 Linda Culley
Significant draft rewrite due
to changes in scope after
cancellation of RFP

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include na,rrative descri:ptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

BAP Benefits Review 6/17 h.6 Linda Culley 10 min

Close-out 3lBlrB Erik Friedrichsen 90 min

Project Cancelled L/31.lre Erik Friedrichsen 5 min

2

3

4 Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external}

Changed Business Owner,
otherwise review only.

Updated file to indicate the
project is cancelled

Edited to include information
related to closing out project.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

How long did
it toke to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

90 minutes

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)
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ategory #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

ategory #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ategory #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Ic

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Although this project is primary aligned with Category #2 benefits, this project will enable a regional

solution for emergency medical dispatch quality improvement oversight that will directly benefit our

constituents through the following two benefits that will stem from improved telecommunicator
performance:

Reduced number of emergency medical calls involving incorrect instructions given by

telecommunicators (81): Telecommunicators that receive and respond to 9-1-L calls involving

emergency medical situations may deal with a stroke patient or someone that may require CPR, Our

telecommunicators act as our first line of defense to instruct the caller to perform life-saving

techniques over the phone.

Reduced number of emergency medical calls involving incorrect resources dispatched to incidents

(82): Another important aspect of the telecommunicator's role is to dispatch the correct medical

resources to the scene of the medical incident. lf a telecommunicator dispatches the incorrect

medical resources to the scene, a person's life could be at risk. Telecommunicators maydispatch

advanced life support resources or basic life support resources, which have varying levels orabilities
to respond to and treat emergency medical situations. With the tough economic conditions that King

County faces, dispatching the correct resources the first time, without error is criticalto avoid any

unnecessary expenses.

2. How willyou medsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

As part of the EMS Division's ongoing quality improvement program, we will continue to track and

the number of emergency medical calls involving incorrect instructions given bytelecommunicators

Additionally, we will continue to track the number of emergency medical calls which involve

inappropriate resources to be dispatched to the scene. The benefits of this project will beachieved
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by observing a downward trend and reduction in incidents which involve incorrect instructions
provided by telecommunicators or inappropriate resources being dispatched to the scene.

3, What is the current baseline for this meosure?
ln 20L3, EMS'Ql staff identified23T emergency medical calls which involved incorrectinstructions
given bytelecommunicators. This represents 9% of total calls reviewed for EMD Ql purposes. Asof
May 2014, telecommunicators are meeting performance standards goal set forth by the EMS
Division.

ln 2013, 451- emergency medical calls involved inappropriate resources being dispatched. This
represents L8% of total calls reviewed for EMD Ql purposes.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The EMS Division anticipates that 85% of all telecommunicators calls reviewed for Ql purposes will
involve the correct instructions provided to telecommunicators and the appropriate resources to be
dispatched to respond to the emergency medical incident.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Thesebenefitswill likelytobeachievedbytheend of 20l,6afterthisprojectisfullyimplemented,
following the go-live of the solution at each dispatch agency.

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this proiect to acquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witt be
able to check an averdge of 1,0 sites per doy compored with the average of 6 currently checked. This witt ollow the
agency to hondle the 20% increase in workload projected in the next 3 years witltout adding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement a systems msndgement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl be
oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the wait
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overoll effort to promote IT standardizotion. This
proiect will moke the current monsgement of user occounts, o,ppticotians, and devices easier for tT odministrators
ot Public Health because the end user experience will olso be improved by hovin.g o single sign-on to upplicotions
such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o single set of proceduressnd
security models rather than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
The EMS Division conducted a formal RFP procurement process in 2015 to identify and implement a

best-fit, third-party commercial-off-the-shelf solution to optimally meet the business needs related
to EMD quality improvement of both the County and our partner, regional dispatch agencies -Valley
Communications Center (Valley Com) in Kent; North East King County Regional Public Safety
Communication Agency (NORCOM) in Bellevue; Port of Seattle; and Enumclaw.

The scope of this RFP was scaled back in Q2 of 2015, after learning that the glL Communications
Centers could not agree to a RegionalVoice Recording system that would create a singlerepository
of 9-1--1- recordings (accessible near real-time after a call is completed)for reasons of potential
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security breach to their secure networks. The revised RFP continued to seek a vendor that could

offer a quality improvement and feedback module, including the ability to provide playbackcalls,

annotate calls, generate interaction analytics, and perform quality assurance, coaching, and

performance reporting functionality. The RFP also leveraged third-party implementation services

and 24/7 ongoing support and maintenance. Only one vendor submitted a proposal in responseto
the RFP. After thorough review, the project team determined this vendor was not qualified to
provide the desired level of functionality and the cost of licensing for the software was too high and

over budget. The RFP was withdrawn from procurement.

The EMS Division is currently preparing a scope of work to meet the desired Ql functionality usingan

internal product similar to the EMS Division Cardiac Case Review linked to the EMS Online platform.

We will continue to work collaboratively with our partners to develop a standardized approach to
emergency medical dispatch quality improvement. The following internal service benefits are

expected:

Dispatchers will have easy and timely access to the annotated call and feedback via an existing EMS

Online Platform (B1)

lncreased employee productivity to perform EMD Ql reviews due to the reduction in EMD Ql staff
time and effort to manually copV, rename and send files to agencies, annotate calls using an internal
process rather than OTS software, and have a single point of data entry. (B2)

Reduced time to provide Ql feedback to telecommunicators and dispatch agencies (83)

Dispatch agency supervisors will have easy and timely access to annotated audio feedback and

reports and all agencies will have audit tracking capabilities to view if dispatcher viewed feedback,

audio and annotation (84)

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the henefit has been achieved?)

We propose the following measures for each benefit listed above, followed by a brief description of
indicators of success that the benefit has been achieved:

Dispatchers will have easy and timely access to the annotated call and feedback via an existing EMS

Online Platform (81): This will be measured by using the audit tracking tool and evaluating the
percentage of Ql reviews retrieved and reviewed by dispatchers and supervisors. We will also

survey dispatchers and supervisors to determine ease of use and satisfaction with retrieving EMDQI

feedback via EMS Online and satisfaction with the annotated audio recording process.

lncreased employee productivityto perform EMD Ql reviews due to the reduction in EMD Qlstaff
time and effort to look for and identify audio recordings, manually copy, rename and send filesto
agencies, annotate calls using an internal process rather than OTS software, and have a single point

of data entry. (82): As each call is reviewed, the Ql staff member utilizes a Microsoft Access database

to enter approximately 50 to 60 data elements which is stored in a SQL database. EMD Ql reports
are then generated from SQL by logging in to the PH Portal Reports section. The reduction in timeto
identify audio recordings, manually copy, rename and sent files and reports to agencies will result in

significant gains in employee productivity in performing more Qlreviews.

Reduced time to provide Ql feedback to telecommunicators and dispatch agencies (83): After
gainingaccessto call recordings, EMD Ql staff must perform its Ql reviewsto provide feedbackand
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to recommend training targeted to correct deficiencies in telecommunicator performance or
dispatch agency systems. Currently, it takes anywhere between four- (4) to six (6) weeks to provide
Ql feedback to the telecommunicator due to the limitations of the current system to efficiently
generate reports by dispatch agency and individual telecommunicator. We expect to reduce this
time to 2 weeks or less.

Dispatch agency supervisors will have easy and timely access to annotated audio feedback and
reports and all agencies will have audit tracking capabilities to view if dispatcher viewed feedback,
audio and annotation (84): The EMS Online platform provides a familiar and user friendly front end
for agency staff to retrieve their Ql feedback. The annotated process will allow call receivers to see
Ql feedback tied specifically to their audio recordings. ln addition, supervisors will no longer need to
enter their Voice Recording system and look for and retrieve audio recordings.

3. What is the current boseline for this measure?
Dispatchers will have easy and timely access to the annotated call and feedback via an existing EMS
Online Platform (81): Dispatchers do not currently have direct access to annotated callfeedbackand
reports. The current Ql review does not include audio annotation and reports are emailed to
supervisors who must then review the report with the dispatcher. The average baseline for the
number of audio's and reports presented to dispatchers is approximately45%.

lncreased employee productivity to perform EMD Ql reviews due to the reduction in EMD el staff
time and effort to manuallv copy, rename and send files to agencies, annotate calls using an internal
process rather than OTS software, and have a single point of data entry. (82): Ql reviews are
performed on a daily basis. The process to identify which calls to review once all audio call files are
downloaded takes approximately two (2)to three (3) business days each month. lf the newprocess
is implemented, there would be a decrease in the amount of time used to identify which callsto
review because the Ql reviewers would be able to identify calls taken in the current eCBD Software
Tool. Currently, EMD Ql staff performs approximately 2,400 call reviews annually.

Reduced time to provide Ql feedback to telecommunicators and dispatch agencies (83): Once a call
is reviewed forQl purposes, ittakes approximatelyfourto sixweeks afterthe call is receivedto
provide feedback to individualtelecommunicators due to inefficiencies in the current processwhich
require EMS EMD Ql staff to have to generate individualfeedback reports and mail it to the dispatch
agencies to be disseminated and reviewed by the telecommunicator.

Dispatch agency supervisors will have easy and timely access to annotated audio feedback and
reports and all agencies will have audit tracking capabilities to view if dispatcher viewed feedback,
audio and annotation (84): Supervisors currently must retrieve the audio on their own if theydesire
to review the audio and the el report simultaneously with the dispatcher. EMS el reviewers do not
have tracking and audit capabilities. Baseline is zero.

4. Whot is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
Dispatchers will have easy and timely access to the annotated call and feedback via an existingEMS
Online Platform (B1): The target is75% of calls reviewed by dispatcher in Year L,85% in Year 2 and
95%in Year 3.

lncreased employee productivity to perform EMD Ql reviews due to the reduction in EMD Qlstaff
time and effort to manually copy, rename and send files to agencies, annotate calls using an internal
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process rather than OTS software, and have a single point of data entry. (82) : We anticipatethat
EMD Ql staff will save approximatelytwo (2)tothree (3) business days each month acrosstwo EMS

staff members that perform Ql to not have to manually identify audio files from our regional
dispatch agencies' audio recording systems. The target for this measure is to perform 300-400 more
EMD Ql call reviews annually afterthis project is implemented at each of the dispatch agencies.

Reduced time to provide Ql feedback to telecommunicators and dispatch agencies (83): We

anticipate that EMD Ql call review feedback will be provided back to the telecommunicatorwithin
one week of completion of the report. Monthly reports for the dispatch agency will maintain the
current schedule and will be delivered approximately one week after the close of each month.

Dispatch agency supervisors will have easy and timely access to annotated audio feedback and

reports and all agencies will have audit tracking capabilities to view if dispatcher viewed feedback,
audio and annotation (84): 100% access of the report bysupervisors

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
We anticipate that all benefits will be achieved immediately after the solution is implemented and

utilized by each dispatch agency. EMS will monitor and track the benefits achieved as a result ofthis
project over the course of one year after go-live at each dispatch agency.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels

result in improvements to external or internal services

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2.

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30,

(cJts)

either

h

olderreplacing or upgrading
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or p liance. lf the project will

note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

vendor support
be ending in 2a15 and that creotes a lorge riskfor 9.0 will

not receive tox ond regulotory updotes ond will likely result

King County to comply
t of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestigation,with U. S.

must be in
ploce in order to access sensitive CJIS information.

1-. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include ogeof
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
The current technologies being used do not fully align with King County's technology standards as a

Microsoft Access database is still being used to enter data elements. Additionally, the reports that
are currently available do not fully meet the business'needs. The current EMD Ql solution (Microsoft
Access, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services reports) had recently been

upgraded to address short-term business needs, however, it does not provide a regional EMDQI

solution that may be utilized by other non-King County dispatch agencies (Valley Com, NORCOM,

Port of Seattle, Enumclaw). The average life cycle replacement for the new technology is

approximately four to five years prior to a major system upgrade.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
Not applicable.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
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analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced costto produce service. lf tttis project to install occounts poyoble software is approved, we will
automate three tosks that are currently done monuolly by ogency and central purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current overdge of ten doys to
less thon one. This will ollow us to toke odvontoge of prompt payment discounts for over $L5,000,000 of onnual
purchoses. These discounts averdge 2%, yielding onnuol sovings of about 5300,00A. This will result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents o cost ovoidance of $fiA,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repair on emergency radio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014.The
onticipated benefit wos to mointoin current service levets ot 99.999% up time for an additionol 5 yeors. This
project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond wilt report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of 55A0K - $l Uiilion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be assured of not
experiencing catostrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Example: This project to outomate accounts payable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing
time average. The overoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reoching the L doy target. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than anticipated. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt payment than originally
estimoted.

Exomple:

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. Haw willyau itteasure tiie cost recluction or cost avoidance? (How will you know ii the benefit has

been ochieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?

Metric Description Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red u ced p rocessing ti me

from the current overoge
of ten days to less than
one allowing us to take
odvontoge of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time
onnual sovings,
ond percentage
of purchoses

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

Metrics
. 10 doys processing

time
o 10% of purchases

ore receiving
d.iscount

. Sovings of
Si.oo,ooo

. 1 doy processing

time
o i0%ofpurchasesore

receiving prompt
payment discounts

o $400,000 savings

. 2 doy processing

time
. 20% ofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

c $200,000 sovings

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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Originally the project was to streamline the data collection aspect of performing quality-improvement
(Ql) on EMS calls in King County, with a design that allowed upload of audio and annotation of the calls

The calls undergoing Qlwould then be uploaded to a secure site that allowed the dispatch centersto
listen to the call, see the annotation, and even participate in the Ql effort.

For this project, $Z3t< was expended during the course of the efforts. These charges are for lT staff time
to create the RFP and re-scope this project. There was only one response back to the RFP that did not
meet the business requirements or budget. After the RFP, a re-scope was completed with the decision
to build the program internally. Atthistimethe dispatch centers, based on updated call centersoftware
and organizational restructuring, decided to perform some elements of Ql internally. With the rescope

and delaysto build a program internally, individual call centers decidingto handle portions of Ql

internally, this project no longer meets King County needs. Therefore, the project has been cancelled.

3 / 8 / 20L8 Proiect Close-Out

t/3t/2ot9 Proiect Cancelled, Final BAP
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its begi
To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,

To

To

idfor ach nefitsaccounta bi:lity andentifying revrng be
th beat are achievedre nefits

a nd post-project closure
mentation,

King County Department/Agency Name Department of Public Health

Project Title PH-H lT lmprovement Project

Lrt3974
Executive Summary
The HIT project will allow PH and its staff more timely access to patient records and to improve the quality,
safety and efficiency of assistance provided to clients, to help more deeply engage patients and families in
their health care, while protecting privacy and security of private health information as directed by federal
law and reducing health disparities across the community. This will all be accomplished withinthe
Meaningful Use standard as set out in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act which will provide
approximately $4,3M in revenue ever the next 6 years 4,lM in revenue ever the next 4 years ?.2M in

revenue overthe life of the program (Updated 021201-9). Details are provided below. For more information
on Meaningful Use Standard see https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-
G u ida nce/Legislation/E H Rlncentive P rogra ms/index. htm l?re6;pss1=/eh rincentive progra ms.

This project will plan, purchase and implement a federally qualified electronic health record (EHR)that will
meet the entire Public Health Department's varied health requirements. The legacy system that the Public
Health Department uses to register and schedule patients and to billfor patient services will lose vendor
support at the end of 201,4. An extension is being negotiated for 201"5. No upgrades are available and as a

result, Public Health must replace the system and views this as an important opportunity to achievea
consistent, efficient and unified system for the entireagency.

Public Health plans its new system to include an integrated EHR including Jail Health Servicesintegrated
practice management system (PMS), electronic dental systems, with a robust and scalable system that will
interoperate successfully with business requirements for Public Health and meet the federal standards, This
project is expected to span multipleyears,

Project Success and Benefits
Success of this project can be measured bythe realization of benefits as outlined in section 6 inthis
document. ln addition, the project has established a Vision and Goals to guide the success of the project
They are:

Vision
Public Health will develop and maintain state of the art tools and systems to; protect the public's health,
promote healthy communities and provide an integrated, high quality, efficient public health and clinical
se rvices.

Goa ls/Obiectives

Better information to provide care for the patient
More efficient care

O

a

Sectlon 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?
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. Engaging the patient in their care

. Providers will have more time to engage their patients and prioritize health care and whole patient care

r Better care across systems through integrated health information
r More timely access to information
o Assurance of adequate privacy and security protections and accountability of access to safeguarded

Protected Healthcare lnformation as required by Federal Law

o Benefit: Meet Federal Meaningful Use Criteria which will also allow for Public Health to receive
Medicaid lncentive Dollars

Ali nment to Business Strate
The PH-HlT project is strategically aligned with the broader vision and goals of the County through the Public

Health Operational Master Plan (PHOMP) and the King County Strategic Plan.

r Develop and maintain state of the art tools and systems to; protect the public's health, promote
healthy communities and provide reliable, high quality public health services.

. Adhere to sound operational practices and systems including assuring the transparency, cost

effectiveness, and accountability of its activities, services and outcomes.
o Raise capability to match modern public health practice needs with the organizational attribute

domains of workforce quality, obtain information for decision making, basic systems and infrastructure
. Rapidly and accurately assess key infections and environmental health threats and response efforts

through selected enhancements in: (1)Collection and analysis of electronicallytransmitted data (2)

Methods for measuring the health of vulnerable populations (3) Capability to monitor the health care

delivery system.
. lmprove the capability of Public Health to fulfill its functions through selective enhancement of key

system elements including, modernizing key business tools and administrative systems to improve
business efficiency.

ularly updated
nefits NSUTI this nefit AchievementBusine are ngfor

OwnersBusiness ui tored atbeachievedts a reqwhencomndreg

deputy department director or higher.

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or rndoagem€ilt
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Michael Gedeon, Chief Administrative Officer

Name

Project ManagerKristi Korolak HSA II

Michael Gedeon Chief Administrative Officer Project Sponsor

tisa-H++han€n-D i e p N guye n lT Service Delivery Manager Steering Committee Member

@ien Steering Comm ittee MemberDavid-Bibr*

Denna Allis (02l2OLg)

Division Director, Prevention Steering Committee MemberDennis Worsham
(o2/20rs)

Meffett
cu+g€s+(O2 120L9)

D€tq+a++[re€+€lr

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?
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Maureen Petersen

Vaeant

E€#€$€-H€+sh

Finanee & Administrative Serviees
*qa*ag€+-Hs

€FO

gHe+-efN{+sins

The BAP is intended to be an ite rative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department a,nd agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the co,urse of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

2/7 /14

811"11.4

90 minutesMinor updates for clarification
purposes. Added targets achieved
to-date.

Bill+ehee ehief lnfermatien Offieer

+uAy+qaee++V

Ben Sanders Bette Pine

TJ Cosgrove

Cristin Burris Jason Ortiz

Division Director, CHS

W

Steering Committee Member

HIT Project

Steering Committee Member

Division Director, iHS

PPM IV

Stage

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

fu nding releose, o n n ual
report. project

i m p I e m e ntatio n, o r proje ct
completion.

Budget Process

Funding Release Request

Jeff Boudreau
Cristin Burris

Cristin Burris
Wendy Seese

New, initialdraft

Minor updates

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it shouJd take a few hoursto complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what val,ue it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

30 minutes

Date Description

Revision History Table

Revised By
How long

did it take?
Dote this

document
w0s

updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form a't this
stoge?

A brief summary of whot chonged in the
document. lf this is an initial draft, please

indicote new. lf nothing hos changed,
indicate "review only".

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

20L4 Annual update 3/L2/1.s Cristin Burris
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2/1r/L6 Cristin Burris Minor updates for clarification
purposes. Added targets achieved
to-date.

90 minutes2015 Annual update

90 minutes2016 Annual update o2/t7lL7 Jason Ortiz Minor updates

Spring 2019 BAP Report o2l06lLe Jason Ortiz Minor updates 60 minutes

below,ary
ntify

be After bthe enefitnefit of lesyour reviewing categorproject?
m sto theide projects,

#3 orCat rep acrng upgrad ing

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

O Crt"gory #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public

tr Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

I Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

n Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a summary.

Public Health will knowthat it has achieved benefits through reviewing reports and data todemonstrate
meeting the Meaningful Use Standard outlined in the American Recovery and ReinvestmentAct.
Benefits will begin at the time that the first clinic go-live can meet Meaningful Use criteria and

continues as each clinic is rolled-out and meets criteria.

B-1 Benefit: Better information to provide care for the patient through intesrated health information.
1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit?

r When providers can find the right information or critical information better, they make better
and more personalized treatment decisions.

o Electronic health records provide access to information that otherwise can be "buried" or
misfiled in thick paper charts.

r Prescriptions and prescription refills with pharmacies will be managed through the provider
using e-prescribing technology, reducing errors and waiting times.

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits
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a Care provided by other participating organizations is accessible through records share
technology, so patients'providers can quickly get "up to date" not matterwhere the patientlast
received care.

2. How willyou medsure the benefit?
Patients seen by a @provider will have :

o At least one problem identified or indication that no problems are known on the problem list.
r At least one medication allergy identified or indication that no allergies are known onthe

allergy list.
o Height, weight and blood pressure recorded.
o Smoking status recorded.

Patients seen by a provider who have medication or lab orders willhave:
. ordered using

Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE).

o Prescriptions transmitted electronically to identified pharmacy.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
The use of paper records means that baseline data for any of these activities is difficult to know,
except for those activities that do not occur in the absence of CPOE (electronic medication orders,
electronic transmission of medication orders to identified pharmacy).

4. Whot is the target for this measure?
Patientsseenbya@providerwillhavealloftheabovethatareageand
developmentally appropriate for each visit they access care at a site using the electronic health
record. Our target is to achieve 8O% of the above for each provider clinic visit once all sites have
implemented the electronic health record. These targets exceed the federalmandates.
* A medical health care nrovider is defined as an indeoendent health care orovider (MD. Nurse
Practition er. Ph vstcian Assistant inP rimarrr Carp Familv Plannins. STD Clinic. TB Control orosram o) r
Jail Health Services

B-2 Benefit: More efficient care.
7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit?

. Results and information on tests, treatments and procedures that were provided at other Public
Health Sites or external providers are more readily available and will not need to be repeated.

o Patients won't have to repeat the same history over and over, since the electronic health record
allows for quick review and update

2. How willyou meosure the benefit?
Patients seen by a provider who have clinical lab tests ordered will have their results either in a
positive/negative or numerical format incorporated in the EHR as structured data.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
0%

4. What is the torget for this meqsure?
Our target is to achieve 80% of the above for each provider clinic visit once all sites have
implemented the electronic health record. These targets exceed the federalmandates.
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B-3 Benefit: Ensasins the oatient in theircare.
1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit?

r At the end of every visit, patients will be offered a printed visit summary, as well as health

education and a list of necessary follow-up items.

r Patients will be able to access their record electronically through a patient portal.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit?
Patients seen by a medie+l-health care* rovider will have clinical summaries provided afteroffice
visits and/or access to their patient portal.

Patient soecific education reso rurces are orovided to oatients

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?
o%

4. What is the target for this measure?

For patients seen bv a med.ieathealth care* rovider our target is to achieve B0% of the above for
each provider clinic visit once allsites have implemented the electronic health record. Thesetargets

exceed the federal mandates.
* A medical health care orovider is defined as an independent health c re orovider (MD. Nurse

Practitioner, Phvsician Assistant) in Primarv Care, Familv Plannine, STD Clinic. TB Control prosram or

Jail Health Services

B-4 Benefit: Providers will have more time to ensase their patients and p rioritize health care and

whole patient care.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit?
o When providers don't have to wait for paper records to be found and spend time "digging"

through paper records to find key information, they can spend more time examining and

counseling their patients
o Electronic health records provide summary screens so that o// aspects of a patient's care can be

considered, including the psychological and social factors affecting health and wellness.

2. How willyou meosure the benefit?
Patient and provider surveys post implementation

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
No current baseline

4. What is the target for this measure?
Patients and providers will rate their level of satisfaction with time spent in encounterspost

implementation at "satisfied" or higher 5O%of thetime

Category #2: lnternal service benefits:
of internal services. Be sure to explain

Please respond to each question listed below rather

internal operations, including
of such improvements to your

the quality or quantity
operations.

nglmprovi
va.lUethe

than provide a summary.

B-5 Benefit: More time lv nrovider access information.
L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Avai lability of complete patient records/health information outcomes for oatient

care and for clinical decision making
that leads to better
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2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
Records available to provider for patient visit at another
providers.

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
99%

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
Benefits will begin at first clinic go-live (December 20L3) and continue through the roll-out of each
clinic location.

ion or with other

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
66%

1. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include oge of
existing technology and the overoge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
All Certified electronic health records (EHR) must comply with Meaningful Use requirements, which
include protecting electronic health information created or maintained bythe Certified EHRthrough
the implementation of appropriate technical capabilities. The EHR will be able to provide timely
reports on worktorce access to Protected Health Records to meet HIPAA requirements.

2. If the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probobility ofthe
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

uired bv FederalLawsafesuarded P rotected Healthcare lnformation as reo

-6 Benefit: Assurance of a secun rotections and accou

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
PublicHealthwillbeeligibletoreceiveapproximately
Vearsg.2 million over th if additional funds by implementing a

Certified Electronic Health Record and usingthe system in a meaningfulway as out lined inthe
Meaningful Use Standards criteria. lf Public Health does not implement the system we will not
receive the funds.

Medicaid lncentive Dollars.
which will also allow for Public Health to receiveB-7 Benefit: Meet Federal Meanineful Use Criteria
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2, How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos
been achieved)
Receipt of payment.

3. What is the current baseline?
N/A. PHSKC is not currently meeting Meaningful Use criteria

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project ochieve)

Revenue is projected to be 2 million over the lifeof
the am 0 19

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
Benefits will begin at the time that the first clinic go-live can meet Meaningful Use Criteria and

continues as each clinic is rolled-out and meets criteria for five years.

Baseline Target ActualMetric Description Metrics
10 days processing

time
70% of purchoses

are receiving

discount
Savings of
5L00,000

a

a

. L day processing

time
. 30% of purchoses

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

o $400,000 savings

. 2 dqy processing

time
c 20% of purchoses

are receiving
prompt paymen.t

discounts
t $200,000 savings

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing

tine from the current
overoge of 10 doys to
<7 day allowing us to
toke odvantoge of
prompt psyment
discoun.ts.

Processing Time

annual sovings, and
percentage of
purchoses receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qua1itative descriptions of benefits, i:ncluding any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repair o,n emergency radio tower, wos successfutly completed in April 2074. The

onticipated benefit was to mointain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 years. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report o,nnuatly for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of 5500K - 5l tWittion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies on the

emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place thot wilt be assured of not
experiencing catostrophic failu.res due to lack of maintenance.

Example: This project to automate accaunts payoble softwore wos implemented and did improve the processing

time overage. The averoge time was reduced from 10 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1 day target. Additionally,
only 20% of purchases received o prompt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipated. We did
not meet the target because there were fewer purchoses thot quolified far prompt payment than oriqinolly
estimoted.

This is not a final BAP.(02/2019\

Category 1 Benefits (Primary)

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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1. At least one problem or
no known problem on
problem list

2, At least one medication
allergy or no know
allergies on allergy list

3. Vitals: Height, weighl
and BP recorded

4. Smoking status
recorded

Unknown B0% of provider
clinic visits

For visits at live
clinics in 4th Quarter
20].4:
1,. Problem list =

83%

2. Med Allergy =

9B%

3, Vitals = 83%

Note: Measures 1-4 for 81- are no longer part of the Meaningful Use progro.m and
OCHIN no longer trocks/reports on them. Goal achieved 4th Quarter 201-4.

5. Medication and lab

orders through CPOE

6. Electronic prescribing
(E-Rx)

o% For visits at live

clinics in 4uQ+a+te+

2_Q_1s6:

1. CPOE = 99
re+w%

2. E-Rx = 9284-86%

B-1 Better
information to
provider care for
the patient through
integrated health
information

Note: OCHIN no longer tracks these measures at an organizational level they are
reported by eligible providers for the MU progrdm, 2016 is the most recent
org a n izati on o I n u m be rs. (02 /20L9 )

B-2 More efficient
ca re

Patients seen by a

provider who have clinical
lab tests ordered will have
their results either in a
positive/negative or
numericalformat
incorporated in the EHR

as structured data,

0% 80% of the
patients for
each provider
clinic visit

To be measured once
all sites have

implemented the
electronic health
record

L. Provide electronic
access to patient portal

2. Patient specific
educational resources

o% 80% or above For visits at live

clinics in 4sQua+te+

?t15.6i
1. Patient Portal

= 66,47%
2. Ed resources

= 7L74Yo

B-3 Engaging the
patient in their care

Note: OCHIN no longer tracks these meosures ot on organizational level they are
reported by eligible providers for the MU program, 2016 is the most recent

anizational numbers. 0L9

B-5 More timely For all oatients that
have been seen since

providers

Category 3 Benefit (secondary)

99%

n

on Eoic, 99% of the

66%

time the record is

Records available to
provider for patient visitsprovider access to

information at another King Countv
location or with other

the clinic went live

8-6 Assurance of
adequate privacy

and security

n/a n/a n/a
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protections and

accountability of
access to
safeguarded
Protected
Healthcare
lnformation as

required by Federal

Law

B-7 Meet Federal

Meaningful Use

Criteria which will
also allow for Public
Health to receive
Medicaid lncentive
dollars

Receipt of payment N/A 4,3 millien
ever 6
y€€{€-H
millien ever 6
yea++ll
million over
the life of the
program

20L9

@
reeeived as ef Feb 10;

2016, Anether

$++sog+s+endins
app+eval-

Sz.ooo.ooo.oo has

been received
(o2/20rel.
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l-: To achieve"a clear understarrdirtg and focus orr tlre benefits of"a project prior to its"beginning
2^ To update" projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency
Name

Department of Public Health - Seattle & King County (PHSKC), Jail

Health Services (JHS) Division

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

DPH KCIT JHS Digital X-Ray

1.1,rL943

Project Title

Project Number

Michael Gedeon, Chief Administrative Officer, Public Health

The development of the BAP should i,nclude significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Name

Project ManagerThomas Thompson

Casey Cassidy

Business Operations Manager, Jail Health Services
Division

lT Manager, King County lnformation Technology
Department (KCIT-PH)-Public Health

lT Project Manager

Tracie Jacinto lT Business Analyst, KCIT-PH lT Business Analyst

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolvi,ng docu,ment that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are requi,red to update this document at the following times or actions:

L. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding re,lease requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable
4. When a material scope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after pro.iect completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is co,mplete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hou,rs to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive ana,lysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

DescriptionDateStage Revised By

Revision History Table

How long
did it take?

Please use conceptuol review,

budget process, funding releose,

annuol report, project
i m pleme ntatio n, or project

completion.

Date this
document

was
updated

Who did the
document
updotes?

A brief summary of what
chonged in the document. lf this
is an initio! droft, pleose indicate

new. lf nothing has changed,
indicate "review only".

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

form ot this
stoge?

Example: Conceptual review 7 /1,/13 Jack Smith New, initial draft 2 hours

Example: Funding release 11,/t/t3 Jack Smith
Changed the metrics we will
measure

2 hours

l- hourTracie Jacinto

Brandi

De Fazio

New, initial draft

Status update 10 minutes

Project i m plementation

2015 Annual update

2016 annual report - BAP

update for an ongoing project

L/7 /201.4

2/1.6/L6

2/2/17
Brandi
DeFazio

Status update l-0 minutes

2016 Annual Report revised

update for Council
B/1./17

Michael
Gedeon

Revised update for Council
201-6 Annual Report review

5 minutes

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2l lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one ortwo categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

1,/7 /1,9 Status update 10 minutes
Laura

H utch i nson
2018 annual report - BAP

update for an ongoing project

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

ategory #l-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

ategory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
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V
quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be able
to check on overoge of 1"0 sites per day compared with the dveroge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the ogency to
handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next j yeors without adding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement o systems manogement toal for the Service Center is implemented we will be able
to reduce the durotion of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We a.lso will reduce the wait time for
customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing position to other
priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of on overall effort to promote lT standordizotion. This
project will moke the current monogement of user accounts, applications, ond devices eosier for lT administrotors at
Public Heoltlt becouse the end user experience will olso be i,rnproved by hoving a single sign-on to opplications such as
Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Aur success will be meosured by having a single set af procedures ond security models
rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1", Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2, How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intendbU tor projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the pu:blic.

Example: lf this project to upgrade our licensing software is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business days
insteod of the four days currently required. This is lorgely d.ue to the ability ot' the new softwore to check national ond
stote dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the deloy in obtoining o
license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all complaints ond allow staff resources to be directed to
othe r custo me r se rvice s.

Example: tf this project to occe,pt on-line reservotions is a'pproved, residents will be a,ble to schedule othletic fields over"'."

limited hours ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. In-person and phone reservations will still be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
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result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessory becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 ond thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor sup.port the Countywill
not receive tax and regulotory updotes and witl tikely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

L. Descrihe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include age of
existing technology and the crverage Iife cycle replacement for this type of technology.
This project will replace outdated ,Z5-year old computed radiology (CR) x-ray equipment at both the
King County Correctional Facility (KCCF) and Maleng Regional Justice Center (MRJC) with digitalx-ray
equipment. The 25+ years of productive use for this x-ray equipment, far exceeded the expected life

of this type of technology. JHS will implement a modern digitalx-ray system that will be result incost
savings for JHS and will not rely on environmentally hazardous chemical-based film processingthat
can be operated by King CountyJHS nursing staff versus contracted radiology staff. The averagelife
cycle replacement for digital x-ray technology is approximately 20 to 25 years.

Digital x-ray equipment will allow JHS to perform follow-up orthopedic X-rays in-house at King

County's correctionalfacilities where the patient is currently being housed. Thus, this project
reduces the inherent security risks and costs associated with securely transporting inmates in-and-

out of the facility to a non-secured environment. This improves JHS clinical systems infrastructure
and transforms a common business practice, patient X-rays, to a more streamlined andefficient
process and allows for images to be stored with the patient's other clinical information in the
Electronic Health Record.

2. lf the primary reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
This project will allow King County to meet regulatory compliance to provide healthcare to inmates.
This project will also reduce the risk of inmate escape incidents and the risk of injury to DAJD

corrections officers during the transport process from the County's correctionalfacilities to the
hospital. Per the Department of Juvenile and Adult Detention:

Transporting inmates is among the most dangerous, but necessary assignment for a corrections
officer. While a majority of prisoner transports are accomplished without incident, prisoners have

escaped killing or injuring an officer, injured themselves or been killed, harmed, or killed innocent
citizens. On average there were 309 escapes reported annually in the United States.
. 84% of the incidents, the prisoner escaped from the back seat of the caged vehicle.
. L2% of the prisoners were injured and 3Yowere killed.
. t2% of the officers were injured and less than 1% of the officers were killed as a result ofthe

incident.

The transport process represents some inmate's last and best chance forescape

Additionally, a prisoner injured during a transport may claim a Fourth Amendment right violationfor
the misuse of restraints, excessive use of force, and a failure to provide medical care.Additional
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Category #4: Reduced cost to ppdgge service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).
The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA}
form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost
avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to
pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. tf this project to instoll occounts payabte softwore is opproved, we will
three tasks that are currenlily d:d;:ie-mbhio'lli bi,y agdncy ond central purchasing employees.
of other users of the softwore;'th'is"wi'll"reduce-processing tinte front the current averoge of ten

less thon one. This will ollow us to toke odvantage of prompt pdyment discounts for over $75 mi[lion of onnuol
purchases. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding o,a,fluol savings of about 5300,000. This will result in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifyin.g for prompt poyment discaunts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor that uses a SaoS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrode
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to makethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasonsr so this represents a cost ovoid,ance of 5L00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

automote on

examples include: an estate of a deceased prisoner may file a lawsuit against the department forthe
wrongful death of a prisoner during transport; or a lawsuit may be filed by a citizen who was harmed
or killed due to a prisoner escape during transport. Some federal courts have held that the
transporting department is liable for a prisoner's behavior during an escape from a transport oran
injury incurred during the transport process.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
Acquiring digital x-ray equipment at both sites will improve internal operations by enhancing
business processes which will reduce or eliminate the followingcosts:
o Cost to purchase chemicals and x-ray film: -55,000 per year
o Cost to transport inmates from correctionalfacilities to hospitals for follow-up x-rays:-$ZO,SOO

to transport approximately 155 inmates; which includes up to three hours of Court Detail
transport time, transport preparation, transport, and return

2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefithas
been ochieved)
JHS will monitorthe supplies and professional services expenses associated with providingx-raysto
patients. A benefit will be achieved if JHS incurs little to no costs associated with the two itemslisted
above

3. Whot is the current baseline?
r Cost to purchase chemicals and x-ray film: -55,000 per year
r Transport inmates from correctional facilities to hospitals for follow-up x-rays: -520,500 peryear

to transport approximately 155 inmates; which includes up to three hours of Court Detail
transport time, transport preparation, transport, and return

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
JHS targets that it will avoid incurring the following costs
r Cost to purchase chemicals and x-ray film: -$5,000 per year

Transport inmates from correctional facilities to hospitals for follow-up x-rays: -S20,500 peryear
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5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
JHS anticipates that these benefits will be achieved by Q+ 2014, immediately after the project is
completed and the digital x-ray equipment is being fully utilized at both correctionalfacilities.

Update 211"6/16:This project has been put on hold pending implementation of the Epic electronic
health record, currently scheduled for May of 2Ol,6.lmplementation planning for Digital X-Raywill
begin again as resources become available starting in Q3 of 201,6.

Update 2/2/17: lm plementation planning is underway, including discussions with Harborview
Medical Center for an image storage solution.

Update 8/L/I7: Roughly, the implementation timing should be 2018 but could be the end of 2017.

[p-dA!S t/JA9: Request was made to extend funding through 5/3t/19. Bids have been received and

are being negotiated. Procurement process will begin once negotiations are complete.

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: This project, to repoir on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2074. The

anticipated benefit wos to maintain current service levels st 99.999% up time for on additional 5 yeors. This

project is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time ond will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed pltysicolly, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood
of $500K - 5l million per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency rodio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in ploce that will be ossured of not
experiencing catostrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project ta automote occounts payable software wos implemented ond did improve the processing

time averoge. The overa.ge ti.me wos reduced from L0 to 2 doys, not quite reoching the 1 day torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment than originally
estimated.

Exomple:

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target Actual
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time

from the current average
of ten doys to less thon
one allowing us to toke

odvontoge of prornpt
povment discounts.

Processing time,

onnual savings,
and percentage
of purchases

receiving prompt
pIyment
discounts

o 70 days processing

time
o 10% af purchases

are receiving
discount

e Sqvings of
5100,000

t 1 day processing

time
. 3a% of purchases ore

receiving prompt
paymen.t discounts

. 5400,000 sav|ngs

c 2 dsy processing

tine
o 20% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payffient
discaunts

o $200,000 savings

p_..p".dpfS ?/!B_119*: Request was made to extend funding through 5/3I/19. Bids have been received and

procurement is being initiated. The project is on track to achieve risk reduction benefits, however itnow
appears unlikely that the cost reduction benefits will be achieved due to updated costs of equipment
and equipment maintenance in the years since the project was originallyconceived.

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

and post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Department of Public Health - Medical Examiner's _Office
MEO Case Management System Upgrade
L132329

Jan ua 1 1n.1a _

Business Owners are responsi:ble for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher

Dennis Worsham, Director Prevention Division, DPH

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title / Agency
Richard Harruff

King County Department/Agency Na me
Project Title
EBS Project lriumber
Project Timeframe

Louise Davis

Anthony Stewart

James Sosik JR

Jessica Mahowald
Diep Nguyen

Tesia Forbes

Chtef Medical Examiner, KCMEO

Chief Administrator, KCM EO

Deputy Chief Administrator, KCMEO

Lead Medicolegal Death lnvestigator,
KCMEO

Lead Forensic Autopsy Technician, KCMEO

PH Service Delivery Manager, KCIT

Budget & Policy Administrator, Prevention
Division

Accounting Manager, Prevention Division

Project Role
Business Representative

Business Representative
Business Representative
Business Representative

Business Representative

KCIT Rep resentative
Proposal Development/PSB liaison

Amy Harris (in Tesia's

leave absence)
Proposal Updates/PSB liaison

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as
information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times oractions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To su'pport funding release req uests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "review only" in the revisio n ta ble.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the business owners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be dated and

Section 3. Who is involved in d the BAP?

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountabil

Page 1 of 7
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Section 6. Descri Benefitsof

ete the BAP?Section 5. How will it take to

Once ihe project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, ty none

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete

this BAP form once there is a sha,red understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage

Revision HistoryTable

Revised By Description

Pleqse use conceptual
review, budget process,

fu nd i ng releose, onnua I

report, project
i m p I e m e ntatio n, or p roje ct

completion.

Budget Process

Budget Process 171207 /24

Date

Date this
document

was
updated

7/rl/2or)

Who did the

document updotes?

Tanya Hannah

Louise Davis

Tesia Forbes

Amy Harris for
Tesia Forbes

Amy Harris/Louise
Davis/Tony
Stewart

A brief summary of what changed in
the document. lf this is an initiql

draft, pleose indicate new. lf nothing
hos chonged, indicate "review only".

i New, initial draft

, Review with updates to sections
2,3, &5

i Review & update doc with Diep

and Louise

Update BAP and CBA

Review and update BAP with
Louise

How long
did it take?
How long did

it tqke to
complete or

revise the

form atthis
stage?

2 hours

2 hours

l- hour

Budget Process

P rocess

7 /2412017 Tesia Forbes

t hour

urho0.5

rsUho2

B/B/2or7

B/L6/20L7
1

l
I

'i

i

i

i

l

l

i

Budget Process

Budget Process Review and update BAP

Sprins 2019 BAP Report !/28lrs Loui wandu date the BAP 0.5 hour

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated

benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:

1-) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices

3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or
providing regulatory compliance

4) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does

not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information forthatcategory.

What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarvtype of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

t7o/30/201

Page 2 of 7
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E Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

n Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

E Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing risk of
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

tr Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrode oi|i iicensing softwaie ii oiili'pii::oved, liceinses wit! be issied in two business doyi
insteod of the four days currently req'u,irecl. I/ls is lorgely d.ae td"the'ability of the new software"ta check notional"'
and 5ss7s dotobases more efficiently. About one-quarter of our customers currently comploin obout the detoy in
obtaining o license and this time reduction is expected to eliminate olmost all comploints and allow staff resources
to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents will be oble to schedule athtetic fields
over the lnternet and make payments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur at ony time, rother than
the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phone reservotions wilt stitl
be ovailoble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
An upgraded, cloud-based case management system will be more reliable and require less re-work
which will free up investigator time to provide more/higher quality service to residents. Additionally,
lnvestigators will be able to enter and access data in the field, which will also improve customer
service.

2. How willyou medsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been ochieved?)
The upgraded case management system will reduce the amount of time it takes to process requests
from residents, attorneys, State agencies, insurance companies and other customers for reports,
data, and information regarding cases. The benefit will be measured by recordingthe currentlength
of time it takes to process requests, and comparing this to the processing time within the new
system.

3. What is the current boseline for this meqsure?
Current baseline is anywhere from one day to two weeks

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The target is a response within 48 hours for allrequests.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The benefit will be likely be achieved within six months of full implementation (Q2.20i.9)

ate l-9: The erefore im lementation willlike
U we are co ntra there hbe achieved in
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been a lot of neeotiation over such thin es as definitions of an outaee, iiabii . and the unioueness of
r within Public Health. lnitiall Verti WA

reouirements for HIPPA and brrsiness associates

A cause of some delav in the contract signing has also been the slow reveal of versions, features,

r

manuals. and reports on the nart of VertiO. For examole. we based our initial peo ana is on thlvs e

older test version of the CME software we we orovided. onlv to learn later that manv of our
been addressed in two subse uent version o

required customization could n easilv be confieured bv the user

Some delav has been caused bv the fact that VertiO is a small companv with a backloe of several

n

customers ahead of u

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: tf this project to acquire hond-held devices ond develop custoffi softwore is approved, inspectors willbe
obte to check an overoge of i.0 sites per duy compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollow the

ogency to handle the 2A%o increase in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monagement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existi.ng

position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of an overoll effort to promote lT standardizotion.This
project will moke the current monogement of user occounts, applicotions, and devices eosier for lT odministrotors

ot Public Heolth becouse the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on to opplications

such os Lync, SharePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving a single set of procedures and

security models rather thon the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a summary.
7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this proiect ochieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgradingolder
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in

the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary becouse vendorsupport

for 9.0 wil'l be ending in 201-5 and thot creates o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will
not receive tax ond regulotory updates ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement an Advanced Authenticatian solution which will allow Kin.g County to comply

with lJ. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureou of lnvestiga.tion, Criminal Justice lnformotion Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2073, advanced outhenticotion (AA) must be in

ploce in order to access sensitive CllSinformotion.

7. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of

Page 4 o'f 7
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existing technology and the sverdge Iife cycle replocement for this type of technology.
This business case addresses the upgrade of the case management system forthe KingCounty
Medical Examiner Office (MEO). Currently, the MEO uses a third party case management system
known as VertiQ/VAST. This system was originally implemented in 2OO4, and at that time an outside
developer was employed to customize the system. ln 2013 an upgrade to the original system
occurred, but the original customization was not compatible with the new version. The vendoris
unable to recognize and support the currentversion.

ln its current state, the system is capable of determining statuses and managing other case
information. However, the system is basic, outdated, full of defects, and lacks many keycomponents
needed to support a productive and efficient workflow. ln addition, MEO staff memberstrack
statuses of open cases by adding/removing relevant information to a physical whiteboard. This
manual method, which is extremely time consuming, susceptible to inaccuracies, and inefficient, has
become a major pain-point for the MEO, as the whiteboard often requires multiple updates
throughout the day. An upgraded case management system would provide for an electronic
whiteboard integrated with the system, updated just in time and viewable from anywhere inthe
field.

The MEO is an essentialservice and must have a system that can address any declared emergency
within King County and the City of Seattle. ln the event of a mass fatality where traumatic injury is

the mechanism (e.9. plane crash or bomb detonation), it is imperative that KCMEO be able toquickly
identify and link cases so that dismembered remains can be reunited.

KCMEO supports and coordinates the process of organ and tissue donation, Just one death can help
or save between L50 and 300lives. Through July 31, 2017 KCMEO has been involved in the donation
and transplantation nf 316 organs, T50tissure grafts, and 88 corneas, These activities directlyaffect
the quality of life for many thousands of people; an upgraded case management system will increase
the likelihood that this activity is continued and that more potential donors are identified and
harvested before the narrow window of opportunity passes.

ln 2016 King County had over L4,000 deaths, of which 2,500 were jurisdictional cases to KCMEO.
Regardless of jurisdiction, the circumstances of every death in King County are reviewed bythe
KCMEO Disposition Authorization Program. This program allows for the detection of accidental
deaths, homicides, suicides and suspicious deaths before burial or cremation takes place, essentially
keeping our communities safer and less violent. As King County continues to grow, the number of
deaths is expected to increase. An upgrade to the case management system would provide formore
efficient handling and tracking of these cases as well as accurate and up-to-date information sothat
staff remain aware of norms, practices and requirements when handling the individual remains.
Also, as a reminder, the MEO handles individuals that fall within the ESJ aspect.

2. lf the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probahitity of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
The MEO experiences issues daily with the current, heavily customized VertiQ/VAST system. The
impact of these issues would be significant in a mass fatality situation, when the immediate needfor
accessto accurate information exponentially increases. This project will reduce riskto an essential
service by addressing known issues with the current system such as:

a Physical whiteboard used to track case data- Case information is individuall looked up in
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a

a

a

VertiQ, manually added to the whiteboard, and manually updated multiple times per daywhich
is inefficient and creates a risk of inaccurate data.

lnability to set auto-refresh intervals- When the application window is open and case

information is added by another user, inaccurate information may be viewed if thesystem
doesn't automatically refresh as these changes are made.

Limited search and filter capabilities- Search functions are limited to specific dates, namesor
case reference numbers; without this information users must tediously review date rangesto
locate the record. Similarly, case list cannot be filtered, resulting in users forced to view one list
containing all cases.

Lack of capacity for user customized/created reports and automated reporting- Report
templates with designated categorizations must go through KCIT. Users are unable to set ad hoc
preferences based on desired criteria, resulting in users beingforced to query/view data that is

not needed. Additionally, users cannot email reports from the system.

System window within the application will not fit to frame- Users must increase theiractual
PC's zoom settings so that they can see case details in bigger fonts.

Malfunction of cursor within the program- When typing case information, cursorrandomly
'Jumps" to different lines, fields, etc. Unless closely paying attention, users maytype into
incorrect areas of the record.

3. Target Project Completion:
December 31,,201"8

Update 1/28/i-9:The proiect is delaved, tarset proiect completion is June 302019.
Category f4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
inter.nal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in thecost-benefit
analysis (CBA) form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This

category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,

has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reducecdostto produce seruicelf. this project to instoll occou.nts poyoble software is approved, we will
automote three tasks thot ore currently done manually by agency and centrol purchasing employees. Based on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to less

thsn one. This will ollow us ta toke odvonto.ge of prompt payment discounts for over $L5,000,000 of annual purchases

These discounts average 2%, yielding annual savings of obout $3A0,000. This will result in sovings in department
expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt poyment discounts.

Example: CoAstvoidonce.Moving to this new vendor thot uses o SaaS prod.uct, we witl ovoid the need to upgrade the

system to the newest versian which goes end-of-life at the end of next year. We were required to moke this upgrode

due to regulotory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidance of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
summary.

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

How will you measure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How willyou know if the benefithas
been achieved)

a

a

a

1_

2
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Baseline

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summa

i. Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this project ochieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please
include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 2014. The onticipoted
benefit wos to maintoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for on additionol 5 yeors. This project is curren.tly

functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed phyLipolly, tf g gpsr tu the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhop|,,gf 
,

5500K - $l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser agencies on the emergencyradio

failures due to lock of mointendnce.

Exomple: This project to automate occounts poyable softwore was implemented and did improve the processing time
averoge. The overage time was reduced from 1"0 to 2 doys, not q.uite reoching the 1 doy target. Additionolly, only 2O% of
purchoses received a prompt payment d'iscount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did not meet the
torget because there were fewer purchoses thot qualified for prompt payment thon originally estimated.

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red,uce d p rocessi ng ti me

from the current
averoge often daysto
less thon one ollowing
us to take odvantoge of
prompt payment
discounts.

Processing Time

onnuol savings,
and percentoge
of purchases-

receiving
prompt
payment
discounts

o 1"0 doys
processing time

c 10% of purchoses

ure receiving
discount

t Sovings of
Si.oo,oao

. 1 doy processing

time
o 30% of purchases

ore receiving
prompt poyment
discounts

. 5400,000 sovings

c 2 day processing

time
. 20% of purchases

are receivirtg-
prompt pdyment
discounts

. 5200,000 savings

Update L/28/I9: This is an ongoing project. See section 6 for a status update and progress todate,

rEiln[ilr
The existing case management system : Time it takes to respond to Anywhere Response
produces inherent errors due to residents' requests for from one within 48
customization. An upgraded case reports or other information. day to two hours for all :

management system will reduce the amount weeks requests
of time it takes to edit data entry. The time (Q2.20j.9)

il[i,YJ[:i;:5il::lln'?:i:: ::ili' :

lnvestigators will be able to enter andaccess Time it takes to enter a case. 1-2 hours 30-60
data in the field, which will also improve minutes
customer service.

Reduction in reported system errors/issues, # of issues on the SharePoint TBD by end Reduction of
bugs, and outages to KCIT site, as well as the length of , of 2017 75% of the

time the issues listed have system issues

, remained unresolved. (a2.20L9)
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IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst

L. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation, and

post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits

4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Carol Gillespie, Manager, King County RegionalAF|S

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it wi,ll support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or tech,nology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Name Title I Agency Project Role

Carol Gillespie

Patty Klopp

Boyd Baumgartner

Ryan Han

Regional AFIS Manager / KCRA

PPM rV / KCRA

Business Owner

Project Manager

Latent Print Examiner / KCRA Subject Matter Expert

Subject Matter ExpertSenior Systems Engineer / KCRA

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are requ,ired to update this document at the following times or actions:

1". To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of co,nceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "Review Only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Project Title

Project Number

Project Timeframe

King County Regional AFIS Program (KCRA)

12 months (201-9)

King County Department/ Agency Name

AFIS Replacement

1"133726

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?
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Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may requ,ire more extensive analysis. To i,mprove this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

BAP Revision History Table

Date

Please use conceptual review, budget Dote this Who did the
p rc ce s s, f u ndi ng r e l e a s e ; u n n u ul --**'da'a wyt ent ^- dav u'm'e n'I"u p tl ute s

A brief summary of what chonged in
?"-^ tlle docume'nt:"'tf this.is an initial

draft, pleose indicate new. lf
nothing hos changed, indicate

"review only".

, initial draft

re po rt, p roject i m ple me ntotion, o r
project completion.

Conceptual review 1/24/1,8 Patty Klopp

wos

updated

Revised By Description How long did
it take?

How tong
take to'

comptete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

3 hours
:

.a
:5

lT lnvestment Process sl24l18

Spring 2019 BAP Report 1/1.L/1s

Patty Klopp

Patty Palmer

Modified measures

Review only

hours

minutes

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category {-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or red'ucing risk of system failures
+) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the prir1rarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the seconda
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please se,lect only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
or quantity of services provided to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, including the quality or quantity of internal services
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Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgradi ng older technology
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

5 business

days

X

L business

day

CATEGORY #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.
This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf this project to upgrode our licensing software is opproved, licenses witt be issued in two business days

instesd of the four days currently required. This is largely due to the ability of the new softwore to check national
ond state databoses more efficiently. About ane-quarter of our customers currently comptain obout the delay in
obtoining a license and this time reduction is expected to etiminote olmost all complaints and attow staff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to occept on-line reservations is opproved, residents will be able to schedule athletic

fields over the Internet and make pdyments by credit card. This will allow scheduling to occur at ony time, rather
than the current limited hours avoilable for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person ond phonereservations
will still be available.

The above examples are surnmaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
6. Summory toble for Category #7:

Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
45% 9s% By 12/31,/2AB

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure

Exomple: Residents are able
to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and make
payments by credit card.

Example: Reduced time for
customers to obtain a license

% of customer satisfaction
(to be determined through a

survey)

# days it takes to issue

licenses

Bv oe/30/201.8

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: I mproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocquire hand-held devices and develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble ta check sn overoge of 10 sites per doy compored with the overage of 6 currently checked. Tltis willallow
the agency to handle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to irnplement a systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we witl
be oble to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by j0%. We olso will reduce the
wait time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Exomple: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of an overall effort to promote lTstondardizotion.
This project will moke the current mandgement of user occounts, opplicotions, and devices eosier for lT
odministrators at Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving o single sign-on
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to applicotions such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o single set of
procedures ond security models rother than the muttiple ones thot now exist.

The above exam,ples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed betow rather than provide a

summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Because the MorphoBlS AFIS cloud environment includes built-in redundancy and a disasterrecovery
component, manual tape backups will no longer be necessary. This means there will not be

a need for a file tape backup system, weeklytripsto the Sabey datacenter, and no offsite storageof
the backup tapes (currently through lron Mountain). This will free up time for staff to perform
overdue server operating system upgrades and also to work with KCSO personnel to consolidate a

primary service currently being handled separately by KCSO and AFIS.

2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
a) Discontinue lron Mountain offsite storage
b) Track specific server operating system upgrades that staff do not have time to complete today
c) Consolidation of two separate agency (KCSO and AFIS) WSUS Windows updates servers into one

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
a) Weekly pickups / returns by lron Mountain
b) Zero server operating system upgrades
c) Zero consolidation of services within KCSO and AFIS

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project ochieve?)
a) No service from lron Mountain for offsite storage / no cost
b) One server upgraded per month
c) Consolidation of one primary service

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
a) Upon return of remaining tapes stored at both Seattle and Spokane lron Mountain facilities
b) lmplementation plus one month
c) One year

Baseline the target
achieved

Redundant data
backup / No offsite
storage cost or process

lncreased staff time
for other work

lncreased staff time
for other work

CATEGORY #3: Projects that

Consolidate duplicate
services between
KCSO and AFIS

Consolidate 1- primary
service (WSUS Windows
update server)

lmplementation
+ one (1) month

lmplementation
+ one (1) month

lmplementation
+ one (1) year

No service contract for l- service visit per 0 service visits
tape storage week

I ncreased availability
to perform server
operating system

0 Upgrades 1" Upgrade per month

pgrades

result intechnology, reducing the ris

No consolidation
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improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in the appropriate
categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 will be ending in 20L5 ond thot credtes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tax ond regutatory updotes ond will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulatory issues.

Exomple: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which will allow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigation, Criminol Justice lnformation Services
(CJIS) Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, qdvanced outhentication (AA)

must be in place in order to access sensitive CJIS informotion.

L Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
The existingAF|S platform is L0years old and cannot be updated to keep pace with currentmatching
technology or security requirements. The matching technology is already old and while examiners
have the ability to search other systems consisting of more current technology, the amount of time
and effort in completing a case takes longer. Havingthe most current matchingtechnology inthe
local system will allow for more identifications in a more timely manner. lmplementing the cloud
based SaaS MorphoBlS solution will include regular accuracy and technology upgrades to keep pace

with the advanced matching algorithms.

Maintaining the existing system would prove to be more costly due to incompatibilities with
operating system upgrades, hardware failures, outdated interfaces, and compliance with the current
Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJIS) Security Policy. The MorphoBlS solution includes built-in
redundancy which will reduce downtime for maintenance windows. lt also includes a disaster
recovery component which would be cost prohibitive for any on-premise AFIS. The average lifecycle
of an on-premise AFIS without any refresh is seven (7)years.

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Table for Benefit Cotegory #3:

Outcome/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The

information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to instoll occounts payable software is approved,we
will outomate three tasks that ore currently done monually by agency and central purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the softwore, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten
doys to less thon one. This will ollow us to take odvantage of prompt payment discounts for over $75 millionof
annual purchases. These discounts overage 2%, yielding annual savings of about 5300,000. This will result in
savings in department expend.itures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.
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Example: Cost Avoidance. Moving to this new vendor that uses o SooS product, we will avoid the need to
upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to
moke this upgrode due to regulatory reosons, so this represents a cost avoidonce of $100,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidonce? (How will you know if the benefithos

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be schieved?
6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

OutcomelBenefi't ,Metrics/Measure Baseline Target".- When"will the targct bc
red?

Example: Annual savings Cost of producing X

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the measures
identified a,bove. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 20L4.The
onticipoted benefit wos to mointoin current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditional 5 years. This project
is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and witl report annuotty for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physicolly, the cost to the county would be enormaus, generolly in the neigltborhood of
5500K - 5l million per tower, depending on the construction techniques ond size. lJser agencies on the emergency
radio system will benefit by having infrastructure systems in place that willbe assured of notexperiencing
cotastrophic foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Exomple: This project to outomate accounts poyoble softwore was implemented and did improve the processing
time average. The aversge time wos red,uced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reaching the 1" doy target. Additionally,
only 2a% of purchases received o prampt poyment discount resulting in less cost swings thon anticipated. We did
not meet the torget becouse there were fewer purchases that quolified for prompt poyment tho.n originolly
estimoted.

Example:

000 ,0005Sg

achieved/measu
By 06/30/201.9

Metric Description

Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
red uced processing time
from the current average
of 1"0 days to >1 allowing
us to take advantage of
prompt payment
d isco u nts.

Metrics
r Processing time

(in days),
. Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

o Annual savings

Baseline

o 10-day
p,rocessing time

t too/oof
p,urchases are

receiving
discount

o $100,000 savings

Target

e 1-day processing

time
.30%ofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discou nts

. $400,000savings

Actual

c 2-day processing

time
o 2O%ofpurchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

, . $200,000 savings

1./1,1.11"9: The Project is in the Planning Phase and System Specification Documentation is currentlybeing
worked on with the vendor.
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1,. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

a nd post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

To complete this document fully, please read all of the colored sections and fill in the white cells. For assistance in

completing th,is form, please contact your PSB analyst

Name l(!ng County Sheriff's Office

Title The Scheduling Project (ATLAS)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe

1111956NumberEBS

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

nt director or erde

Business Owner Name and Title: Chief PattiCole-Tindall

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management

staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the

technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology pro,iect staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Project RoleName
P+sjeet-UnanagesM 'l+-P+oje"e+nAa$agsr

Title / ncv

lT ManagerLynda l(amrath lT JVlan agei /r(cso
Fu nctiona I Ana lyst/KCSO Supports system for all of KCSOLauren Main

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves,as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Departm,ent and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.

2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.

4. When a materia'l scope change is identified and reported,
5. Up to one yea:r after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text, Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument

to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there

are no cha none)

of the Benefit Achievement PlanSection 1. What are the ?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountabil

Section 3. Who is involved in deve the BAP?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be sta and ?

Section 5. How I will it take to lete the benefit achievement lan?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 2)

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hoursto complete

this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County, More

complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

ent on this in the table below at each sta of revisionrecord the time sp

Revision History Table
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Stage

Pleose ase conceptual review,
budget process, funding releose,

annual report, project
i m pl e m e ntoti o n, or proje ct

Date Revised By Description

A brief summory of what chonged
in the document. lf this is on initial

droft, please indicate new. lf
nothing has chonged, indicate

"review

How long
did it take?

Dote this
document

wos
updated

Who did the

document
updotes?

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the form
at this staqe?

lnitial - conversion of existing
documentation into new
format.

Feb 1"L,

2014.
Janielee Amina
Osborne

Collecting and coalescing
pre-existi ng docu mentation
for the project into the new
BAP format.

l- hour

Edited - based on
'notes/comments' in

document on SharePoint

Mar 24,
2014

Janielee Amina
Osborne

Re-formatted to conform to
requested standards.

l- hour

Feb 5,

2015
Janielee Amina
Osborne

Reviewed to ensure
continued accuracy.

%hourReviewed

R.erriewed
May 26,
2016

Janielee Amina
Osborne

Reviewed and edited to
ensure continued accuracy

1/^ ,, ^, ,.

Added Metric Matrix
Jun 1-4,

201.6

i lanielee Amina , nOOeA metric matrix to
i Osborne i demonstrate results.

I/, hours

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of
estimated benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lm,proving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
2) lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing o,r upgrading older technology, reducing risk of system failures, or

provid,ing regulatory com plia nce
4| Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the

t/o hour

1,/30/t9 Lynda Kamrath L5 min

on Se 1.5,20L7

ide information for thatcao does not have benefits in a cate there is no need to

Spring 2019 BAP Report

Janielee Amina
Osborne

Sep 19,

2017

Simplified, more applicable
items listed in the metric
table, Accepted changes
from prior version.

Project completed and
closed in 2018

Revised, edited as requested
based on discussion with
Chief P Cole-Tindall, L

Kamrath, and J Giambattista

is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit willbe
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

What

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

n Category #L: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu blic

E C"t"gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

Section 6. Descri of Benefits
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E Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology, reducing riskof
system failures, or providing regulatory compliance

n Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Per the oriqinal Grant write up bv Joe Lewis for ORI:WA\GS]}:
7. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).

Thegoal of thisrequestisthatfirstlevel supervisorsspendthe majorityof theirtimeinthefield
providing direct oversight to line level enrployees. Additionally, the Sheriff desires to have available

the tools necessary to effectively manage the scheduling of personnel from all Sections, To this end

tlrc Sheriff s Office has identified a software product tlrat is believed to have the capability of
rocesses cr:rrenl.ly dorre man uall It is

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: tf this project to upgrade our licensing softwore is approved, licenses witt be issued in two business days

insteod of the four doys currently required. This is lorgely due to the ability of the new softwore to check nationol
and stote databases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin o.bout the deloy in

obtoining a license and this time red.uction is expected to eliminate olmost all comploints and allow stoff resources

to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: lf this project to accept on-line reservotions is opproved, residents will be oble to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet ond moke payments by credit cord. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time, rother than

the current limited hours ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still
be ovoiloble.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a Summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit hos been achieved?)

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage of L0 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the
agency to handte the 20% increose in workload projected in the next three yeors without odding more stoff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems manogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during rnojor incidents by 30 percent. We also will reducethe
wait time for customers on hald with the Service Center. These improvements will allow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is part of on overoll effort to promote lT standordizotion. This

project will make the current manogement of user occaunts, opplications, and devices easier for lT odministrotors
ot Public Heolth because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplicotions
such as Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by hoving o single set of procedures and
security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each q,uestion listed below rather than provide

a summary.

aut ing arrd reporting tasks and p
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believed tlrat irlpler-nenting this software program will free up significant first level supervisorand
lnanagertime that can be spent directing and overseeingthe work of the Sheriff's Office;
conseqLtently, enhancing community policing efforts and reducing risl< to l(ing County and its'
employees. ln addition to the above, Superior arrd District courts, prosecutors and publicdefenders
will be able ta rnal<e lnquiries as to arr en,ployee's availability in scheduling activities such as

interviews and trials. This program also provides rapid identification and autonrated contactto
specialty groLlps arrd available team rrembers, such as hostage negotiators or bomb technicians,for
emergency events.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been achieved?)
lmplementation will accomplish two major measurable goals. lt will allowforthe accuratecollection
and reporting of employee worl< and leave information that will allowthe Sheriff to makethoughtful
poIicy, supported by data. Additionally, it will free first-level supervisors and managers fromthe
tedious time consuming tasks of schedLrling and result in better oversight of employees in thefield.

3, Whst is the current baseline for this measure?
tri..+ l^.,^l .,,^^..,i-^.^ -^J *^.^^^^-^ ^^^^.J ^^:^^-.J:^^+^ ^*^..^+ ^f +:*^ f:ll:^^ ^L^^^ .^-^.,:-J^I ilJl tsver JUPEr vrJUr) crru rrldlrd6crJ JPcrru drr ilturuiltdLc dilruuilL ut Llliltr ililil18 du5cilLcs Luptuvluc

minimum shift coverage. Patrol sergeants can spend 30%to 4O%of an eight-hor,rr slriftcovering
short-notice vacancies for the current day and tryirrg to fill planned shortages on future days.

4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
Each user group (Comm Center, SeaTac, Metro, Patrol units, etc.)will have their own specific
nreasurements and benefits based orr their realized time savings.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
nnrn in 2015 with lar er berrefits realizr:d in?016

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regu
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Example: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessory because vendor support
for 9.0 will be ending in 2015 and that creotes a lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tax and regulotory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax ond regulotory issues.

Exomple: This proiect will implement an Advonced Authentication solution which will ollow King County to citmply
with U. S. Department of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigation, Criminal Justice lnformation Services (CJIS)

Security Policy Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Eft'ective September 30, 201i, advanced authenticotion (AA) must be in
place in order to access sensitive CJlsinformotion.

either rep lacing or upgrading older
latory compliance. lf the project will

L. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the overage life cycle replacement for this type of technology.

2. lf the prima ry reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service {external or internal} or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit
analysis {CBA} form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This
category also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay,
has the capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.
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Example: Reduced cost to produce service. lf this project to install occounts poyoble software is approved, we will
autamate three tasks that ore currently done manually by agency ond central purchosing employees. Bosed on

experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current overage of ten days to
less than one. This will ollow us to tuke odvontage of prompt payment discounts for over $75,000,000 of annuol
purchoses. These discounts averoge 2%, yielding onnual savings of about 53A0,000. This will result in savings in
department expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidance to this new vendor that uses a SooS product, we will ovoid the need to upgrade
the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life at the end of next yeor. We were required to mokethis
upgrode due to regulotory reasons, so this represents d cost ovoidonce of5L00,000,

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a sum

Actual - to date

Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidonce? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
Whot is the current baseline?
What is the torget for this measure? (How much sovings will this project achieve)
When is the cost reduction to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please

include both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary
benefits. Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Example: Th,is project, to repair an emergency radio tower, wos successfully completed in April 20L4. The

onticipated benefit wos to maintain current servlce levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 yeors.This
project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generally in the neighborhood
of 5500K - $l Uillion per tower depending on the construction techniques and size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in ploce thot will be ossured of not
experiencing ca.tostrophic foilures due to lock of mointenance.

Example: This project to outomote accounts poyoble software was implemented and did improve the processing

time dverage. The averoge time wos reduced from 1-0 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 doy torget. Additionolly,
only 20% of purchoses received a prompt pdyment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did
nat meet the torget beca,use there were fewer purchases that qualified for prompt poyment than originolly
estimoted.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Metric Description Metrics Baseline Target
Reduce cost to deliver
service. This project
reduced processing time
from the current average
of ten days to less than one
allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

Processing Time

annual savings,

and percentage

of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts

r 10 days processing

time
r 10 percent of

purchases are
receiving discount

r Savings of $100,000

r 1 day processing

time
r 30 percent of

purchases are
receiving prompt
payment discounts

. 5400,000savings

. 2 day processing

time
. 20 percent of

purchases are
receiving prompt
payment discounts

. $200,000 savings

Actual

l)rrilirie :ilril?O'i9: Project closed. This is a final BAP. The project fully met the target berrefits (datesof
completiorr for eaclr benefit were irrcluded above). Sunrr"nary metrics:

Metric Description Baseline Target

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summ
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Eliminate a paper absence slip
(triplicate leave request form)
for every employee on every
absence request,
Eliminate summary
attendance spreadsheets by
u nits/shifts,
Eliminate printed paper
versions of lRlS Overtime
submissions.

No baseline was
established.

1,116 employees
with variable
amounts of leave
and overtime.

Electronic submission of
overtime and leave
requests, no summaries
required as electronic
reports can be created.

M
@
evertime ferms,

Completed: 10O% of KCSO Live in

ATLAS

Phased Go Live Completed April2014
throueh Oct 2016

Eliminate various scheduling
tools in multiple units (Excel

Spreadsheets, Big Board, etc.)

No baseline was
established.

Eliminate Big Board as a

scheduling tool for all of
the Unincorporated
Precincts ( 166+ officers),
Eliminate Excel

Spreadsheet schedules in
20 units. Qompleted: All units are using ATLAS

Phased Go Live Completed April 2014
throush Oct 2016

Allows for the accurate
collection and reporting of
employee work and leave
information that will allow the
Sheriff to make thoughtful
policy, supported by data.

New Management reports and
tools for budget monitoring
and overtime monitoring.

Did not exist or
were manually
created via

spreadsheets and
data extracts from
IRIS.

Usable and meaningful
reports built for Leave,

Overtime, and
Management (plus

reports for HR & Payroll)

This data is used by key
decision makers and
oversight bodies.

Data and patterns can be

used for making policies,

bargaining and audits.

Completed as phased Go Live

occurred starting April 2014 throueh
Oct 2016:
HR Reports,
Payroll Reports,
Management Reports:
o Leave Report
. Comp Time Summary Report
r Scheduled Leave Hours by

Employee,
o OT Audit by Project/Task,
r Overtime by Cost Center (Project)
o Overtime by Employee,
o Overtime by Location,
o Overtime Detail,
r Overtime % by Employee.
o Added reports as

needed/requested bv business
units, command staff or auditors

A+AIS Aut€ Feed data te

@rn
p+-ie+-te-ATLAS Auto Feed data
to PeopleSoft (manuallv tvped
in prior to ATLAS)

84 hours per pay
period, 168 hours
per month,

Less than 10 hours per
pay period re-typing or
manually entering time
from ATLAS to Peoplesoft

Completed: Oct20!6 KCSO Payroll
data auto feed to PeopleSoft

completed. Timing of payroll cadence
still requires a considerable manual
entry period. Once KCSO Payroll
migrates to biweekly, this manual
effort will be minimized.

Free up first-level supervisors
and managers from tedious
time consuming tasks of
scheduling and result in better
oversight of employees in the
field.

Reduced emails and phone
calls for Sergeants to fill
overtime shifts (post

implementation using
Targeted Overtime tool).

No baseline was
established.

For every overtime shift
available, Captains andl or
Sergeants send emails to
all eligible
Sergea nts/Deputies
generating hundreds - if
not thousands - of emails.
Goal is to reduce email
use to just emergency
overtime, not to be used

for planned overtime.

Completed: The Targeted Overtime
module of ATLAS is in q;9the-fi*attes+

?0*7.M
enee-+*l{ll.adeB+e*
Mav,2O!7

W
additienal result inferr'ratien,
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King County Department/Agency Name King County Sheriff's Office

Project Title RMS Replacement

Business Owners are res,ponsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan {BAP)
is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy
department director or higher.

37721,4Project Number

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staffmay
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staffwho contribute to the BAPbelow:

Patti Cole-Tindall, Chief of Technical Services Division

Titl / Agency Project Role

+uAy+qeOe+me++ Team member

Team memberLynda Kamrath lT Manager / KCSO

911- Communications Center Supervisor Business Operations StaffGlen Connolly

King County lT Project ManagerDonna Frisk

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the BAP?

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated and completed?

lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version2)
To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells.

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1,. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,

a nd post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Departrnent and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1,. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.

3, To support fund,ing release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting isrequired.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
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Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete this
BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it wil1 bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Revision History Table

Stage Date Revised By Description
How long

did it take?
Please use conceptuol

- -review; "budget process,

,,,,,,,,fa nd ing,te I,e ose, o n n uo I

report, project
implementation, or
project completion.

Date this
docurnent

wos

updated

Who did the
" -d'oc u m e nt,u p'date s?

A brief summary of whot changed in
-- the document. lf this is on initial
,draft, pleose indicote new. lf nathing..,

hss cha,nged, indicate "revfew only".

How long did
' 'it toke to
complete or
revise the

form at this
stage?

Conceptual review 2/|L|1.4 Judy McDermott
Review existing project
documents and compile into BAP

3 hours

Annual Report 2/L0/Is Judy McDermott Review Only 10 min

Annual Report s/2311.6 Judy McDermott Review Only 10 min

Annual Report 6lB/L6 Judy McDermott Update Benefit Summary 2 hours

Annual Report LlL2ltT Judy McDermott
Update BAP with new project
information

3 hours

Update for Council
Proviso questions

e/1.3/L7 PattiCole-Tindall Update BAP 30 minutes

Update based on
meeting with Council

Staff
1.LlB/L7 Lynda Kamrath Update BAP

15 minutes

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of estimated
benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following fourcategories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public

lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project does
not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for thatcategory.

Spring BAP 2019 Report Lynda Kamrath Update BAP 1"5 minutes1,130/Le

2

3

4 Reduced cost to produce services {internal or external)

What is the pri,mary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please
identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be
Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Category #l-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the
pu blic

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type none)
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ry #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or
quantity of internal services

ry #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

ry #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services
Icrt"go

Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includes improved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Exomple: lf tttis project to upgrode our licensing softwore is approved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

insteod of the four days currently required. This is largety due to the abitity of the new softwore to check notional
and state dotobases more efficiently. About one-quorter of our customers currently complain about the delay in

obtaining a license ond this time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost oll comploints and allow stoff
resources to be directed to other custamer services.

Example: lf this project to accept on-line reservotians is approved, residents will be able to schedule athletic fields
over the lnternet and moke poyments by credit card. This will ollow scheduling to occur ot ony time. rather thon
the current limited hours avoiloble for in-person or phone reservations. ln-person ond phone reservotions will still
be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you measure the benefit(s)? (How will you know if the benefit has been ochieved?)

3. Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf th.is project to acquire hond-held devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

oble to check an overage ot' fi sites/day compored with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will ollowthe
ogency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 yeors without odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement d systerns management tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be

oble to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the woit
time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of on overoll effort to promote lT standordizotion. This

project will make the current mondgement of user accounts, applicotions, and devices easier for lT odministrotors
ot Public Healtlt because the end user experience will olso be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplicotions
such os Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be measured by hoving o single set of procedures and

security models rother thon the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1-. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
KCSO is on 2 RMS systems. The current >20 yr old in-house built legacy system, lRlS, has

unsupported technology that is failing and is past the end of its life cycle. The Total Enforcement (TE)

system is built on newertechnology and is currently managing all of KCSO's property (evidence)that
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was migrated from TESS (older decommissioned property management system). KCSO is lookingto
replace the two RMS systems with Mark 43's government cloud based software Cobalt in2OI7.
However, it is necessary to continue to maintain both lRlS and TE until the new RMS is fully deployed
and the pilot is proven successful. Mark 43's Cobalt will address Officer Safety concerns and
potential liability issues KCSO has with the current RMS's and will provide KCSO with newfeatures
(i.e. interfaces to regional and King County systems, provides address validation, manages evidence,
etc.) that will assist the Officer in solving crimes and improve service to the public. KCSO will also be
compliant with Federal Government National lncident Based Reporting System (NIBRS)reporting.

a Set the entire Allthe RMS datil#l

ime

Benefit 1. All the RMS data will be available through on system via Mark43 and easily accessible by
KCSO staff

Benefit 2. Benefit 3: Ability to report NIBRS (hence, compliance with FederalGovernment
requirement)

Benefit 3. Benefit 4 iReduced amount of officers' time spent on writing reports
Benefit 4. Benefit 5:Reduced amount of time it takes the Comm. Center call takers to write a 9LL

call report
Benefit 5. Can query multiple systems (such as NCIC and other regional/local) frorn one place within

the RMS to allow for data to pull directly in without retyping

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know iI the benefit hos been achieved?)
See summary table below

3. Whot is the current boseline for this measure?
See summary table below

4. Whot is the target for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)

@
i@
+h€-en+i+e++s+€{#

1. Allthe RMS data will be

available through one system via

Mark43 and easily accessible by
KCSO staff

Itumge+e++ea++e+
ffi
e++iee+s+nen+eingf+e-
in€i@
€a+s

@
@
@
easily-a€€€ssibl#d-a+e
using-i+

After data is migrated from
lRIS/TE, survey KCSO staff
that they are actually finding
the data easily
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Error rate (%) when
reporting NIBRS

Currently, not
able to report
NIBRS

Average 30

min/report

81,939 reports
written in2Ot6,
70% or 57,358
by officers
Average 30

min/report

81,939 reports
written in201-6,
30% or 24,581
by 911Comm.
Center

No longer need

to run Seal<ing

or DOL separate
from the RMS

2. Ability to report NIBRS (hence,

compliance with Federal

Government re utremen

3. Reduced amount of officers'
time spent on writing reports

4. Reduced amount of time for the
9l-1 Comm. Center call takers to
write a 911 call report

Amount of time spent by

officers (on average) on

writing reports (information
will be tracked by the new
system)

Amount of time it takes the
Comm. Center call takers to
write a 911 call report

Dee+e$-95%-e{-all
@
t€€€essdire€t+y
1009/" Migration to be

cont etecl in 2019

4/o errOr rale

<20 min/report

<20 min /report

5 Can query multiple systems
(such as NCIC and other
regional/local) from one place

within the RMS to allow for
data to pull directly in without
retyping

Ability to irrterface with WSP

ciirectly irr the RMS instead
of using separate systenls

Survey to be sent out
asking if expected
results were nret

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
A. Pen,qln.g 201.9 gon.dcm: All data available irr orre system via migration of lRlS l tU to Mark43;

currently testing round 3 of 5)

B. COMpLETE - NIBRS reportirrg is certified as of Septernber 2018 (after l-.5 montlrs of data was

input) fter full implementatien ef Mar[< 43's €ebalt is eemplete (i'e'' Ql 2019)

C. Survey results were: 100 can do it in less than 20 mitr's /200 can do it in greater than 20 min;

expected learnirrg curve with rrew system, additional NIBRS data collected; artother survey will go

out rlid-201-9 to re-assess; overall users have found Mark43 to be easier to use and intuitive than

TE

D. Sanre results as # 3 {combined}
E. Perrdirre 2019 completion: DalaMaxx interface with WSP sclreduled for mid-2019

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopteSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary becouse vendor support

for 9.0 wi,ll be ending in 2A75 ond th,ot creqtes o large risk for the County. Without vendor support the County wit,l

not receive tax ond regulatory updates ond wilt tikety result in errors in complying with tox and reg.ulotory issues.

Exomple: This project will imptement on Advonced Authentication solution which witl attow King County to
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lnformotion Services

outhenticotion (AA)

L. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include age of
existing technology and the average life cycle replocement for this type of technology.
This project is meant to consolidate and replace three systems.

o TESS (Property / Evidence Management System) - decommissioned in 20L4
o lRlS (lncident Reporting and lnvestigation System) - For criminal activity
o TE (Total Enforcement) - For criminal activity and evidence management

Past State
The legacy Records Management System (RMS), lRlS, was built in 1997 and TESS, evidencetracking
system, were not designed forthe demands and capabilities of current and evolving environmentor
for high performance, security and scalability in a heavy multi-user environment. Audit logs are not
available in these legacy systems and deputies spend too much time writing case reports vs. patrol
community policing. This situation causes a significant patrol productivity impact and limits
participation in county and regional integration projects, such as ACCESS, DOL, Seaking, LinX, BARS.

lRlS/TESS are past their end of life, very fragile, and the system platform is no longersupported.
Therefore, King County Sheriff's Office (KCSO) will be implementing a Commercial Off the Shelf
(COTS) system to replace the fragile lRIS/TESS systems.

Recent State
KCSO has been working to implement a new RMS (TE) for the past several years. Property
Management Unit (PMU)went live with TE July 201,4 and TESS was decommissioned. 250 {3O%of
KCSO) professional staff went live in October20L5, ClDwent live March 2016 and
Kenmore/Shoreline were trained in April, As soon as TE was piloted to patrol and detectives, it
became clear that police work was being compromised due to the length of time it took to writing
case reports and TE was not a viable solution for patrol pA% of KCSO). On May 31st, 2016 Sheriff
Urquhart made the decision to suspend TE for officers.

lncident/case reports and property are being entered in the legacy lRlS RMS by officers. The datain
lRlS is populatingTE via daily periodic migration, allowing PMU to manage property/evidence. Atthis
time TE is the repository for all KCSO RMS/Property data. However, TE is not a viable RMS option for
officers to use for their incident/case reports due to the length of time spent writing reports vs being
on patrolfor community policing. The addition of the federal NIBRS process to TE caused theofficers
writing of reports to be four times greater than normal and the system required several clicks to
"Apply / Save" or data would be lost. ln addition, the screens did not have a logical flow and officers
were havingto click around to enterthe report data, causing confusion andfrustration.

Future Stote
Since TE is not a viable replacement solution for patrol, KCSO's selected option is a Sole-source lyear
Subscription Pilot with Mark 43 that resides in the AWS Gov-Cloud.

Historical incident/report data from TE will either be migrated to Cobalt or housed in a Data
Warehouse. Once I(CSO is fully deployed on Cobalt, lRlS will be decommissioned.

2. lf the primory reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.
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Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (externalor
internal). The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit

analysis (CBA)form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. Th,iscategory

also includes cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, hasthe

capacity and intent to pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost to pLoduce serulcg. lf ttris project to instoll occounts payable softwore is opproved,we

will automote three tosks tltat are currently done manuolly by agency and centrol purchasing employees. Based

on experience of other users of the software, th,is will reduce processing time from the current overage often
days to less than one. This witl atlow us to take advantage of prompt poyment discounts for over 5L5 millionof
annual purchoses. These discounts dveroge 2%, yietding annualsovings of about $300,000. This will resultin
savings in deportment expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt payment discounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving ta this new vendor thot uses a SaaS product, we wi'll avoid the needto

upgrade the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next year. We were required to

make this upgrade due to regulotory reasons, so th'is represents o cost avaidance of 5L00,000.

The above examples are summaries, Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide

a SU,m:mary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you measure the cost reduction or cost ovoidance? (How will you know if the benefit has

been achieved)
3. What is the current baseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much sovings will this proiect ochieve)

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include

both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits.

Use the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explain why.

Exomple: This project, to repair on emergency rodio tower, was successfully completed in April 201-4.The

anticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on additional 5 yeors. This

project is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time and will report onnually for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood

of 5500K - 5l million per tower depending on the construction techniques ond size. User ogencies onthe
emergency radio system will benefit by hoving infrastructure systems in place that will be assured of not
experiencing cotostrophic foilures due to lack of maintenonce.

Exomple: This project to automote occounts payable software was implemented ond did improve the processing

time average. The overoge time was reduced from 70 to 2 doys, not quite reaching the 1 day target. Additionolly,

onty 20% of purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipoted. We did

not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchoses thot quolified for prompt payment thon originally

estimated.

o 10 days processing r 2 day processing1 day processingoReduce cost to deliver Processing time,

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary
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3-18-2019 Status

TE

COMPLETE - NIBRS reoo rtine certified Sent 2018

s / 2AO in > 20 min's: L00 can write their renorts in < 20 min'
nd intuitive than TEOverall- rrsers have found Mark43 to be easier to use a

mid-2019 to re-assess

ilable in Mark43 (will

lnitial Survev resul

Another survev will so
PENDING - Full miprati on to be comnleted in 2019 for all data to be
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lT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (version 2)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fillin the white cells

For assistance in completing this form, please contact your PSB analyst.

1. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning

2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval, implementation,
and post-project closure

3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/Agency Name King County Sheriff's Office

Wireless CAD ProjectProject Title

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)

is regularly updated and completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be atthe
deputy department director or higher.

Project Number 377196 (original) 11.16728 (new)

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Chief Patti Cole-Tindall

Name Title / Agency Project Role

Project ManagerJeffery Flohr Captain / KCSO

Tech Serv Manager / KCSO Technical inputJohn Higashi

Yuvnesh Pillay CAD Administrator / KCSO

Mike Dunne Sr. LAN Admin / KCSO

Technical expert, User interface, testing

User i nterface, testing

,'., Lynda Kamrath CRU Manager / I<CSO Resource Coordinator

Gary Tripp KCIT

Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAPI?

Section 3. Who is involved in developing the Benefit Achievement Plan?

Section 4. When should the Benefit Achievement Plan be started, updated and completed?

Section 2. Business Owner Accountability

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

1. To support initial project request during "gate two" phase of conceptual review,

2, For the annual Benefits report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release requests. lf there are no changes, indicate "review only" in the revisiontable.
4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
5. Up to one year after project completion a,nd then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.

Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date

those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type none)
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Revised By

Who did the
document
updotes?

n^+ D..+^^Ll:TdL DUL.)LIIII

How long did
it take to

complete or
revise the

,,, f"o,rm at this
stage?

4 L^...-^
-L I tUUt 5

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
complex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please
record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Date

11o /1tLl Jl tJ D-^:^^+ I t^.J^+^r r UJgLL uFrudtc

Stage Description

Revision History Table

n ^^,,^l Dnnnv*nr il luot t\gyut I

Annual Report

How long
did it take?

Dote this
document
was updated

Please use conceptuol
review, budget process,

funding release, onnual
report, project

ln p l:,n S f.,!g ri o n,..o r p ro i e ct
completion.

A brief summory of what changed in the
document. lf this is sn initisl draft, pleose

indicate new. lf nothing has changed,
indicate "review anly".

s/r9l1.6 Pat Butschli Project Update 30 min

2l17 /L7

s/2612Or7

Jessica

Su lliva n

Jessica

Su lliva n

Janielee
Amina
Osborne

@
Spring 2019 Biennial
Update (final BAP)

Annual Report

Add metrics

Annual Report

ro/L8/2017

02/24/24+
311.1.1Is

John Higashi

Lynda

Kamrath

The project is currently on hold
pending additional functional testing.
There are currently interface issues

between the GPS devices and CAD.

We are working with the vendor,
TriTech, as well as KCSO CRU to
diagnose issues and identify next
ste ps.

Revised, edited as requested based

on discussion with Chief P Cole-

Tindall, L Kamrath, and J Giambattista
on Sep 15,2OI7. Currently pursuing

an integrated solution with the
county AVL for NRV project.

lncorporated metrics based on call
times in Sammamish.

iis

diselesed, Anether eeneern i" hew te

was stated as semetime in 2019, eAD
i@
Updates to Section 7

2 hours

t hour

15 min

30 min

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?

Section 6. Description of Project Benefits

ldentify the category(ies) of benefits your project will provide and include narrative descriptions of
estimated benefits. The benefits of lT investments generally fit into the following four categories:
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
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What is the primary benefit of your project? After reviewing the benefit categories below, please

identify the primarv type of benefit for the project. For most projects, the primary type benefit will be

Category #2 improving internal operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Primary project benefit? (Check only one)

XC.t.gory #1-: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
pu b lic

XCut.gory #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the qualityor
quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading oldertechnology

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce services

Category fil: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided tothe
public. This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public. This includesimproved
quality of service, such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

2l lnternal service benefits: lrnproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
3) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
4l Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

Each category is described below. Most projects will have benefits in one or two categories. lf the project
does not have benefits in a category, there is no need to provide information for that category.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit hos been achieved?)
3. What is the current baseline for this meosure?
4. What is the target for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

The Mobile CAD project has provided important CriminalJustice lnformation to Deputies on demand in

the Field. This allows individual Deputiesto make inquires quicklyto help investigations. This isan
improvement overthe previous method of conductingthese checks over a radio or drivingto alocation
that had these services available. lnvestigations are more accurate, completed in less time and allow
detained individuals to be processed much faster.

The final stage of this project is adding a GPS component that will allow the agency to track patrol
vehicles in the field. This will improve call coordination and response and allow us to send the closest

deputy to the call. This was previously done by sending a deputy assigned to a district. This should
improve response times to calls for service. The last-phase ef the prejeet is the GtS installatien and it is

@
Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity
of internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Example: lf this project to ocguire hond-held devices and develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check on overage of 10 sites per day compared with the averoge of 6 currently checked. This will allow the
ogency to handle the 20% increase in worklood projected in the next three yeors witltout odding more staff.

Example: lf this project to implement o systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will be oble
to reduce the durotion of technology outdges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the woit timefor
customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing position to other
priorities.
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Example: The Active Directory Consolidotion project is port of on overoll effort to promote lT standardizotion. This
project will moke the current management of user sccounts, opplications, ond devices easier for lT odministrotors at
Public Heolth because the end user experience will also be improved by hoving a single sign-on to opplicotions such as
Lync, ShorePoint, ond Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single set of procedures ond security models
rother than the multiple ones that now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

L. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
4. Whst is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?

(Previous completed phases of this project) Due to the success of earlier phases of this projectdeputies
have the ability to run license plates and names remotely through a laptop computer in their police car.
ln addition, deputies have access to the CAD system reducingthe need for communication to occurover
hrrcrr redin franrronrioc Thic nnrtinn af +ha nrniort hrc hoon c,,r.occf,rllrr imnlomonforl rnrl hrcvJLvil u,,y,,,'P,s,,.s,

improved the capabilities and safety of deputies working in the field. This allows deputies to workfaster
and increases productivity and safety.

(The current and final phase of this project)The final phase of the Mobile CAD project is addingthe
capability to GPS locate deputies working in our communities. This will allow a dispatcher to instantly
know what unit is the closest to any request for service. This should modestly improve responsetimes
and safety for both the community and our deputies. We can compare unit response time both before
and after the implementation of the GPS component of this project to measure the impact of the GPS

implementation. Response times are currently measured in minutes and seconds based on callpriority.
Since these response times are already very quick we anticipate a modest lowering of these response
times, perhaps 10%faster. This benefit should be achieved following rollout and implementation ofthe
GPS system.

ln addition to anticipated improvements in efficiency GPS will allow us to know where patrol deputies
are located while on duty. This will allow us to send help to a deputy who is unable to communicate
over the radio. At present we have no way of locating a deputy if they cannot advise us of their location
over the air.

The project is currently awaiting the outcome of contract negotiations with the King County Police
Officer Guild. This contract is currently in the final stages and awaiting King County Councilapproval.
lnitialtesting on equipment to accomplish the GPS location has begun.

Category #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will
result in improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in
the appropriate categories.

Exomple: This project will upgrode PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrode is necessary because vendor support for 9.0
will be ending in 201.5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the County will not receive
tax and regulatory updotes and will likely result in errors in complying with tax and regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement an Advonced Authenticotion solution which will ollow King County to comply with
U. S. Deportment of Justice - Federal Bureau of lnvestigotion, CriminslJustice lnformotion Services (CJIS) Security Policy
Version 5.0, Section 5.6.2.2. Effective September 30, 20L3, odvanced outhen.ticotion (AA) must be in ploce in order to
o ccess se nsitive CJ lS i nformation.
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1-. Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Pleose include ogeof
existing technology and the average life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Officer Safety - in the event of an officer incident (like injury, ambush, or collision etc.) wherethe
deputy is unable to communicate, the vehicle can be located to send help. Location based

dispatching allows KCSO to see where the closest car is to an incident for better dispatching
decisions, increasing efficiency and reducing response time.

2. If the primary reason for the project is risk reduction project, please estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

Category #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or cost avoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal).
The information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA)

form. Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost
avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to
pay, but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: R?duced cost to produce sq,rvice. lf this project to instoll occounts payoble softwore is opproved, we will
automote three tasks thot ore currently done manual'ly by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosedon

experience of other users of the software, th.is will reduce processing time from the current dveroge of ten days to less

thon one. Tltis will sllow us to tske odvontoge of prompt poyment discounts for over $15,000,000 of annuol purchases.

These discounts overoge 2%, yielding annuol savings of obout 5300,000. This will result in savings indepartment
expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving ta this new vendor thot uses a SooS product, we wilt avoid the need to upgrade the
system to the newest version which goes end-of-tife ot the end of next yeor. We were required to make this upgrode
due to regulotory reosons, so this represents a cost ovoidance of5L00,000,

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than provide
a summary.

1. Describe why you expect the proposed IT investment to reduce costs?

2. How will you meosure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How will you know if the benefithos
been achieved)

3. What is the current boseline?
4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of
the benefits you identified a,bove, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include
both quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use

the measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Exomple: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, wos successfully completed in April 2014. The anticipated
benefit wos to mointain current service levels ot 99.999% up time for on odditional 5 yeors. This project is currently

functioning dt 99.999% up-time and will report onnuolly for the next 5 yedrs on up-time levels.

lf one of these towers failed physically, the cost to the county would be enormous, generolly in the neighborhood of
SSOOt< - 5l million per tower depending on the canstruction techniques ond size. User agencies on the emergency radio
system will benefit by having infrostructure systems in ploce thqt will be ossured of not experiencing cotastrophic

foilures due to lack of mointenonce.

Example: This project to dutomate occounts payoble softwore was implemented and did improve the processing time
averoge. The average time wos reduced from L0 to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 doy torget. Additionally, only 20% of
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purchases received o prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings thon onticipated. We did not meet the
torget becouse there were fewer purchoses thot qualified for prompt payment thon originolly estimated.

t 7 doy processing time
o 30 percent of

purchoses ore
receivi,ng prompt
poyment discounts

. 5400,000 savings

Processing Time
onnual sovings,
and percentoge
of purchases

receiving prompt
poyment
discounts

t L0 daysprocessing
time

c L0 percent of
pu:rchoses ore
receiving discount

. Savings of

processing time from the
current averoge often
days to less thon one

MetricsMetric Description
This project reduced

Baseline Actual
c 2 doy processing

time
t 2O percent of

allowing us to take
odvantoge of prompt
poyment discounts.

Note: Locotion bosed
dispotching ollows KCSO to
see where the closest car is
to an incident for better
d ispotchi ng decisio ns,

i ncreo si ng efficie ncy o nd
reducing response time.

The number of vehicles thot
are equipped with the new
AVL solution.

Wireless CAD

implementation on oll County
owned loptops assigned to
Co m m i ssio ned pe rso n ne I

allowing the ability to run
license plates ond nomes
remotely through a loptop
co r in their car,

Dispatch to orrivol
time overages via
Jim Hilmor's group.

Contract City

Unincorporoted:

Percent of County
owned loptops
ossigned to
Commissioned
personnel with
applicotion
instolled ond
troining provided.

oa 3.13 11.I4 1.4.?_1

155 1.12 6.81 7.92
)11 2.5r 8.26 10.77

1,089 9.22 a 1 -- 2I.99
4 98.1 4.26 98.36

4.45 0 4.45

1.13 3.17 4.3

3-1"1-1-9: This project was Canceled by the PRB in 2018. This is a final BAP. Tlre Courrtywide AVLProject
is expected to accomplish some cf the same tlrings as Wireless CAD. No further benefits are expected
frorn the Wireless CAD project.

We are beginning te see the benefits ef the GPS in the leeatiens where-the installatien has tal<er plaee,
Knewing where vehieles ar+leeated allews fer a greater+bility te eeerdinate ineident respense, We

.

Based on previous solution, changes in metric for new solution

Reduce call response times. o lp-preg+es+BASELINE: Averaqe Response Tinte by
Sector bctsed on Sector: 0 (Satnmamish)

For: 06/0 1/2017'08/3 L/20L7
a All tirnes in ntinutes, by Priority

0

1"

2

3

4

X

1.

5

6

o 0-novehicles
currently hove AVL

. 0% of72i

t Potrol minus non-King
County Fleet vehicles,
estimate at 550.

o 100% of 72i c 100%
of 723

Metric Description Actual
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King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

King County Superior Court-Court Operations

Court Recording

i January 2019- December 2019

1,r34042Project Number

Project Timeframe

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuri'ng this BAP is regularly updated and

completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director

Linda Ridge, Deputy CAO-K|ng County Superior Court

level or higher

Section 2. Business OwnerAccountability

Section 4. When should the BAP be started, updated, and completed?

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations ormanagement
staff related to this project and the services it wiJl support. Consider involving staff who will be usingthe
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may

assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAPbelow:

Title / Rgency

Court Ops Director/Sc

Name

Rachael DelVillar

Andy Hill

Project Role

lT Director/SC

Danielle Anderson Division Manager/DjA

Shuyi Hu Technology Manger/DJA

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined orscope ch,anges, a,nd when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies (the

business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:
1,. To support initial project request during "GaIe 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.

3. To support funding release requests. lf there a re no cha nges, indicate "Review Only" in the revision ta ble

4. When a materialscope change is identified and reported.
s. Up to one year after project completion and then annually until it is determined by the businessowners

that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required.

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is for this single document
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. (lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared understandi:ng of the project and what value it will bring to the County. More
com,plex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future, please

record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

Stage How long did
it take?

How long did it
+^b^ r^

complete or ,,

revise the form
ot this stage?

Conceptual review 3/22/LB Andy Hill New, initialdraft

Pleose use conceptual review,
budget process, funding releose,

annual report, project
i m ple me ntotio n, o r p roje ct

completion.

Creation of BAP

Update to BAP

Spring 2019 BAP Report

s/2slLB Andy Hill Preparation for 2nd stage

: nothing has changed, indicote
, 'review anly".

Updated to reflect comments
and feedback

New Project. No Updates

.l

2 hours i

I

, 2 hours

6/2sl2OLB

2/B/201-e

Andy Hill

Andy Hill

t hour

5 minutes

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.

1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternal service benefits: lmproving interna,l operations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
g) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
q) Reduced cost to prod,uce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primary type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv
While most pro.iects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s). For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations o'r Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
uanti of services provided to the pub lic

Category #2: Internal service benefits: lmproving internal
operations, inctuding the quality or quantity of internal services

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older techno
Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce

services

CATEGORY f1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public.

This category is intended for projects that directly benefit the public, This includes improved quality of service,
such as faster response times and better access to services for the public.

Example: lf this project to upgrode our licensing softwore is opproved, licenses will be issued in two business doys

instead of the four days currently required. This is torgely due to the ability of ttte new softwore to check national
and stote datobases more efficientty. About one-quorter of our customers currently comploin qbaut the delay in
obtoining o license and tllis time reduction is expected to eliminote olmost all comptaints and ottow stoff
resources to be directed to other customer services.

Exomple: tf this project to accept on-line reservations is approved, residents witl be able to schedule athletic

fietds over the lnternet ond make payments by credit cord. This witt ottow scheduling to occur ot any time, rother
thon the current limited hours ovoiloble for in-person or phone reservotions. ln-person and phonereservoti.ons

will still be ovoilable.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
tr".^Il!ir,oe 

why you expect the proposed IT investment to produce the benefit(s).
2. How willyou mecrsure the benefit(s)? (How willyou know if the benefit has been achieved?)
3, Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
4. What is the torget for this meosure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary toble for Category #7:

MetricsfMeasure Baseline Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
internal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf tttis project to ocquire hond-held devices ond develop custom softwore is approved, inspectors witl be

able to check an averoge of 10 sites per day compored with the overoge of 6 curently checked. This willollow
the agency to handle the 20% increose in workload projected in the next 3 years without adding more staff.

Example: lf this project ta implement o systems monogement tool far the Service Center is implemented we wi.ll

be able to reduce the duration of technology outages during major incidents by 30%. We olso will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements wi.ll ollow us to redirect an existing
position to other priorities.

Outcome/Benefit
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7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Running this critical business function on aging equipment with outdated software creates
numerous calls to the Superior Court lT Help Desk. Each call represents an interruption tocourt
proceedings, some minor, but some quite major. This could include important testimony not being
captured and havingto repeat it afterthe recording issue has been resolved. Because the PCs areso
old, Clerks must come into the courtroom early to allow time for the machines to start up.

Superior Court staff are very familiar with the technology and pose few technical challenges. With
upgraded equipment and improved software functions (e.g., realtime monitoring and improved
digital signals) support questions will be reduced as will interruptions during court proceedings.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know iI the benefit has been achieved?)
Superior Court's help desk logs allthe service requests regardingthe court recordingtechnologyin
the courtroom. By upgrading the hardware and software, many tickets will be eliminated.

3, Whot is the current baseline for this measure?
Superior Court's help desk averages 29 tickets a month relating to court recording

4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement willthis project ochieve?)
This project should reduce the number of tickets from an average of 29 a month to 20.

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
The implementation is anticipated to take all of 2019. These benefits won't be realized until all70
Courtrooms are upgraded. A year of data from that time will demonstrate an accurate reflection of
the reductions of tickets and increased productivity.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #2:

easure When will the target be
achieved/measured?

Continued audio court
recordings without service
interru ptions.

Reduced service calls

regarding court
record in

29 Help Desk

Tickets

/month

20 Help Desk

Tickets /month
By 1.2/31./2020 (1year
after full
implementation)

CATEGORY #3: Projects t
technology, reducing the
improvements to external or internal services or

Exomple: This project wilt upgrode PeopteSoft from 9.0 to g.2. This upgrade is necessory becouse vendor support
for 9.0 will be end,ing in 201-5 and that creotes o lorge risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywilt
not receive tox ond regulatory updates ond will likely result in errors in comptying with tox ond regulatory issues.
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1". Describe why you ore proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ogeof
existing technology and the dveroge life cycle replacement for this type of technology.
Superior Court is responsible for capturingthe recordings of court proceedings and hastransitioned
to using technology to accomplish this. Superior Court still retains 8 Court Reporters to manually

capture the official court record for a few hearing types (e.g. Capital Cases). Making sure there is a

clear and accurate official record of court proceedings is necessary to ensure the equitable
application of justice to the public and criticalto any appeal process that mayoccur.

The current court recording technology is running on purchased PCs that are over 6 years old using

the Windows 7 operating system. The court recording software is severalversions old and willnot
run on the latest Windows operating system. Microsoft will end support for Windows 7 inJanuary

of 2020.

To ensure the critical function of capturing the recordings of court proceedings, this equipment and

software must be upgraded before support ends for Windows 7. This project proposes the leasingof
workstations through KCIT and purchasing software maintenance that will allow Superior Court to
always have the latest version of the vendor's software running on current hardware,

lf there is a catastrophic failure to the court recording system, Superior Court could only operate 8

hearings at a time with the current number of Court Reporters. The 53 Judges and B Commissioners

work load is such that the work would need to be prioritized causing significant delays in court
proceedings. This would also compromise a defendant's right to a speedytrial as defined in Statelaw
due to the excessive back log would create.

2. If the primory reoson for the project is risk reduction project, pleose estimate the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

The primary reason forthis project is to avoid any potential risks with running a criticalbusiness
function on aging hardware running outdated software. The failure of aging hardware can continue
to be mitigated with the amount of courtroom delays increasing. The operatingsystems on theold
PCs runningthe Court Recording software will be out of support in January 2020. The current
recording software will not run on Windows 10, so that must be upgraded from the versioninstalled
(5.7.2) to the current version (6.0). lf the court recording system is not replaced beforeJanuary
2020, there will be no wayto patch the operating systems on the courtroom PCs creatingsecurity
issues to the King County network. The likelihood of hardware failures will continue to increase as

they age, but the security risk is the greatest risk to be mitigated by this project. Based on the
current number of attacks to the King County network, it would be too dangerous to have 70 un-

patchable, unsecure PCs on the King County network. The likelihood would be very high that King

County would be susceptible to a larger lT security attack.

Outcom e/Benefit Metrics/Measure Baseline When will the target be 
', achieved/measured? ,

Target
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, Continued audio court
recordings without
service interruptions.
lmproved Courtroom

' experience with fewer
' interruptions to court
. proceedings and shorter

periods of downtime due
: to court recording
: technology.

Reduced service calls
regarding court recording

Survey Clerks to determine
satisfaction with court
recording technology
including the frequency of
courtroom delays and
length of time of court
delays due to the court
recording technology.

, 29 Help Desk
Itickets

t/month
Survey to be

sent out prior
to
implementati
on to
determine
base line.

20 Help Desk

Tickets

/month
lmproved 

.

survey results .

with both the .

frequency of :

delays and 
.

length of time ,

of court :

delays due to 
.

the court .

:recording ;

+^^L^^l^-.,reLl il ruruBy
.

By t2/31./202o
(1 year after full
implementation)
Bv 7 /1./2020
(6 months after full
implementation)

il

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service (external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit a,nalysis {CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost avoidance.
Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay, but willbe
avoided due to the project.

Exomple: Reduced cost,to p.loduce service. lf this project to install occaunts poyoble software is approved,we
will outomote three tasks thot dre currently done monually by ogency and centrol purchasing employees. Bosed
on experience of other users of the software, this wilt reduce processing time from the current averoge often
days to less thon one. This will ollow us to tdke odvantage of prompt poyment discounts for over $lS mittionof
annuol purchases. These discounts overoge 2%, yietding onnuol sovings of obout 5300,000. This witl result in
sovings in department expenditures for those items qualifying for prompt poymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost Avoidonce. Moving to this new vendor thqt uses a SaoS product, we will svoid the need to
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-tife ot the end of next year. We were required to
make this upgrode due to regulatory reasons, so this represents a cost svaidance of 5100,000.

The above exarnples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1, Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
2. How willyou mectsure the cost reduction or cost avoidance? (How willyou know if the benefithas

been achieved)
3. Whot is the current baseline?
4. Whot is the torget for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
5. When is the cost reduction likely to be ochieved?
6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #4:

Metrics/Measure Baseline Target When willthe target be

Example: Annual savings Cost of producing X

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/2019

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

5568,000 S35,ooo
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To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each of the
benefits you identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Use the rneasures

identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: The project, to repair on emergency radio tower, wos successfully compteted in April 2014.The

onticipoted benefit wos to mdintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for on odditionol 5 yeors. This project

is currently functioning ot 99.999% up-time ond witt report onnuatty for the next 5 years on up-time levels.

tf one of these towers foiled physically, the cost to the county w.ould be enormous, generally in the neighborhood of
SSOOX - Sl mill.ion per tower, depending on the construction techniques and size. lJser ogencies on the emergency

rodio system will benefit by hoving infrostructu.re systems in ploce thot witl be ossured of not experiencing

cotostrophic foilures due to lock of maintenance.

Example: This project to automote accounts payoble softwore was implemented ond did improve the processing

time overage. The overoge time was reduced from 7O to 2 days, not quite reoching the 1 doy target. Add.itionolly,

only 20%o of purchases received a prompt payment discount resulting in less cost swings than onticipoted. We did
not meet the target becouse there were fewer purchases thot quatified for prompt payment thon originolly
estimqted.

Exomple:

Metric

Reduce

Servtce

reduced processing

time from the current
average of 10 days to
>1 allowing us to take
advantage of prompt
payment discounts.

t Yo of purchases

receiving prompt
payment
discounts, and

r Annual savings

r 10-day
processing time

c \OToof
purchases are
receiving
discount

. S100,000 savings

r 1-day processing

time
o 30% of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
d,iscounts

r $400,000savings

o 2-day processing

time
o 2OYo of purchases

are receiving
prompt payment
discounts

r $200,000savings

Update 2/121L9: This is a new projectthat will be starting in Q2 of 20L9
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Section 1. What are the purposes of the Benefit Achievement Plan (BAP)?

IT Project Benefits Achievement Plan (Version 3)

To complete this document fully, please read allof the colored sections and fill in the white cells
For assistance in conrpleting this form, please contact yoLrr PSB analyst.

t. To achieve a clear understanding and focus on the benefits of a project prior to its beginning
2. To update projected benefits of the project as it moves through stages of project approval,implementation,

a nd post-project closure
3. To establish accountability for identifying and achieving benefits
4. To ensure that benefits are achieved

King County Department/ Agency Name

Project Title

Titte /

King County Superior Court - Court Operations

SC New Jury Management System

Project Number 1.r34041

Project Timeframe january 2019 - October 2019

Business Owners are responsible for achieving project benefits and ensuring this BAP is regularly updated and
completed when benefits are achieved. Business Owners are required to be at the deputy department director
level or higher.

Linda Ridge, Deputy CAO - King County Superior Court

The development of the BAP should include significant involvement from the business operations or management
staff related to this project and the services it will support. Consider involving staff who will be using the
technology to help identify the benefits of the project. KCIT business analysts or technology project staff may
assist in benefit identification and documentation. List the staff who contribute to the BAP below:

Agency

Andy Hill lT Director/SC lT Budget/l mplementation Project Manager

Rachael DelVillar Court Ops Director/SC Project Manager Operations

Jury SME Project ManagerGreg Wheeler

Doug Buckmeier

Jury Supervisor ll/SC

Web/Application Developer Ju ry System lmplementation/Conversion Lead

lrene Szczerba Jury -Title/SC Jury SME/Testing Lead

The BAP is intended to be an iterative, evolving document that will be updated as the project evolves, as

information is refined or scope changes, and when benefits are finally achieved. Department and agencies {the
business owners of project benefits) are required to update this document at the following times or actions:

L To support initial project request during "Gate 2" phase of conceptual review.
2. For the Annual Benefits Report that PSB compiles.
3. To support funding release req uests. lf there are no cha nges, ind icate "Review Only" in the revision ta ble

? YffJ;Ji::1*::f;::i:ilJ[1il[:1,'i*T:1"ffi, unti, it is determined by the businessowners
that anticipated benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected.
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Once the project is complete and benefits are achieved and reported, no additional reporting is required

Please update the document online. Do not delete your previous text. Update the text as necessary and date
those updates. Make sure that you upload the updated version to lnnotas. The intent is forthis singledocument
to show the history of benefits over the course of the project. List any changes in the table in section 5. {lf there
are no changes, type "None")

Completion of the BAP depends on the project's complexity. ln general, it should take a few hours to complete
this BAP form once there is a shared und,erstanding of the project and what value it will bring to the County.
Mo,re co,mplex and costly projects may require more extensive analysis. To improve this process in the future,
please record the time spent on this in the table below at each stage of revision:

I

.

:

BAP Revision History Table

Stage

Please use conceptuol review,
b u d get pro cess, fu nd i ng

release, annuql report, project
i m p le me ntati on, o r p roje ct

completion.

Conceptual review

Creation of BAP

Date Revised By Description

A brief summary of whot chonged in
the document. lf this is an initioldroft,

pteose indicote new. lf nothing hos

changed, indicate "review only".

Preparation of 2nd stage

Preparation to begin
implementation stage; Equity
lmpact Review completed &
preparing the RFP

Date this
document

wos

updated

03l2OrB

s/1,s/1,8

Who did the
document updates?

Rachael DelVillar i New, initial draft

How long did
it take?

How tong did it
toke to

complete or
revise the form
ot this stage?

3 hours

10 minutes

Rachael DelVillar

Rachael DelVillarSpring 2019 BAP Report 2/6/re

Clearly identify the primary category (select only one) and secondary category (-ies) of benefits your project will
provide.
1) External service benefits: lmproving the quality or quantity of services provided to the public
z) lnternalservice benefits: lmproving internaloperations, including the quality or quantity of internalservices
:) Maintaining service levels by replacing or upgrading older technology or reducing risk of system failures
q) Reduced cost to produce services (internal or external)

lnclude narrative descriptions of estimated benefits.

Primary vs. secondary category of benefits: Each category is described below. After reviewing the below
descriptions, please clearly distinguish the primarv type of benefit that is driving the project from the secondarv.
While most projects will have benefits from more than one category, please select only one that is the primary
reason for the project. ldentify secondary categories if the agency intends to measure those benefits in addition
to the primary benefit(s), For most projects, the primary type benefit will be Category #2 improving internal
operations or Category #3 replacing or upgrading oldertechnology.

Section 5. How long will it take to complete the BAP?
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Category #1: External service benefits: lmproving the quality
uant of services ded to the public

Category #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal
erations, includi

Category #3: Maintaining service levels by replacing or
upgrading older technolo gv

Category #4: Reduced cost or cost avoidance to produce
services

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
This project to replace the existing jury management system will allow Superior Court to utilize best
practice methodology for our jury services. Newer jury management system technology will allow
for better and more frequent communication with our jurors. The availability of mobile device
options such as a jury app, text notifications, system generated reminders by email or text, and
other communications for a variety of reasons would provide better access for our jurors andtimely
customer service. This will also address the growing expectation by our jurors to have access to
technology which is self-driven and provides straightforward and uncomplicated processes.
lmproving our juror usage will result in a more positive experience for our citizens. Better
communication allows for increased control of the juror "call off"l system which helps to prevent
unnecessarily bringing in jurors who will not be needed by the court.

Equity and socialjustice issues are also impacted by moving to a system that is more accessible to all
membersofthecommunity. Thecurrentsystemdoesnotlenditself readilytoasmartphone
version so a home computer with internet access is customary for ease in responding to a summons.
Although public computers such as those at the library may be an option, this creates an extra

r "Call off" is the process of notifying jurors prior to their service reporting time that they are no longer needed and are
excused from service.
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burden for those who do not have access to the internet other than what is available on their smart
phone.

ln addition, with very limited staffing it is important that we find every available efficiencyfor
handling our check-in process. lmprovements to our online check-in system and mobile optionswill
help to streamline the in-person reporting process and thereby provide better customer serviceto
our jurors. The use of kiosks would also increase the speed in which we are able to check-in our
jurors and help to avoid long check-in lines. An efficient customer focused check-in process assists in

making sure all orientation processes have been consistently followed in a timely manner sothat
jurors are comfortable with the process and ready for deployment to the various courtrooms which
require their service.

A new system would also eliminate the current manner in which the source list updating takesplace
which is inefficient and problematic for our customers. The annual updating of our juror source list
resultsinaweeklongdisruptiontoourjuroronlineportal. Thistypeofdisruptionofservicedoes
not appear to be common among the other available jury management systems. The opportunityto
upgrade to a newer and more sophisticated system would permit the court to explore emerging
innovations in jury management to address our changing community and perhaps address social
justice concerns pertaining to jury trials in King County Superior Court and District Court.

2. How will you meosure the benefit(s)? (How will you know iI the benefit has been achieved?)
We will use a variety of statistics to measure the benefits of a new jury management system. We
will look at any changes to our yield (percentage of jurors who appear relative to the number
summonsed) and changes to the "call off" numbers and savings (excusing jurors prior to theirarrival
at court).

We can also look at whether there has been an increase in access to the online jury portal which we
expect will result given the additional options available to our jurors. Use of online services bythose
who prefer this method of contact allows court staff to focus more of their time on those customers
who may not have access orthe comfort levelto use online services. This is an opportunity,
consistent with King County objectives, to provide elevated customer service through technologyto
the majority of our jurors while also allowing for elevated in-person customer service for those who
need it most.

With functionality to email and text jurors, specifically targeting those groups who appeared, we
have the ability to survey our jurors as to their experience with the online system, mobileoptions,
kiosks and check-in process in general. This would be very valuable in measuring the benefits ofthe
new system.

Superior Court cannot function without adequate juror resources and delays in securing the
appropriate number of jurors can result in delays of justice for those awaiting trial, lnnovative
features such as the use of surveys and kiosks may also provide new opportunities to collect helpful
information about our jurors on a voluntary basis and their ideas on how to improve ourprocess.

3. What is the current boseline for this meosure?
Given the current systems limited ability to produce reliable reports, some of our baseline
measurements are being established by the side systems which are currently being utilized to
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determine our yield and "call off" savings. Superior Court lT has also run other reports available
from the back side of the system which established our baseline for the number of jurors who
currently access the system for check-in in advance of appearing. ln addition, the improvementsto
the source list update should be apparent if we are no longer required to take the juror access

offline for the customary one week period.

Current baseline for juror online usage: 60%2
Current baseline for juror yield:29%3
Current baseline for days portal offline: 5 work days

We are currently unable to electronically solicit input from our jurors

4. What is the torget for this measure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
The target for this measure will be positive changes in our juror yield, failure to appear and "calloff"
numbers. We also anticipate that we will see an increase in online usage by our jurors and eliminate
the need to take our jury portal offline duringthe source list updatingprocess.

Target for online response: 90%
Target for juror yield:40%
Target for days portal offline: 0 work days

Target for juror response rate inquires through survey/kiosk:SO%a

5. When is the benefit likely to be achieved?
It is anticipated that we will see measurable benefits in the 6-12 months followingimplementation
of the new jury management system. Jurors are able to defer service up to 12 months so thistime
will be required to determine what impactthe new system has had on the identified benefits.

6. Summary table for Category #7:

outcome/Benefit Target target be
measured?

Baseline

lncrease online usage by
jurors through various
modes to confirm jury
service

lmproved juror yield through
frequent and efficient
modes of communication

lncrease % of jurors

usage of the online
check-in system

lncreased % of juror
yield

60% 90% By 1.0/3t/2O20

29% 40% By to/31./2020

with jurors

Reduce or eliminate the
time period the system is

unavailable to jurors due to
annual source list updating

Number of days the
online portal is
unavailable to our jurors

5 days 0 days By 1.0/31./2020

2 60% of those summonsed currently respond online.
3 29yoas a factor of summons sent. Significanl%oare excused due to physical frailty, medical necessity, elder or childcare
responsibilities and undue financial hardship. Additional % are not statutorily qualified to serve and despite our best
efforts, a sizeable portion of summons sent areundeliverable.
a 50% survey response rate of those that report for jury service.
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Create efficient methods to
solicit feedback to increase
juror satisfaction

Survey response rate of
jurors who report for
se rvice.

,No
,baseline
.available

BY 1"0/31.12020so%

CATEGORY #2: lnternal service benefits: lmproving internal operations, including the quality or quantity of
i,nternal services. Be sure to explain the value of such improvements to youroperations.

Exomple: lf this project to acquire hond-held devices ond develop custom software is approved, inspectors will be

able to check an averdge of L0 sites per doy compored with the overoge of 6 currently checked. This willollow
the ogency to handle the 20% increose in worklood projected in the next 3 years without odding more stoff.

Exomple: lf this project to implement a systems monogement tool for the Service Center is implemented we will
be able to reduce the durotion of technology outoges during major incidents by 30%. We also will reduce the
woit time for customers on hold with the Service Center. These improvements will ollow us to redirect on existing
position to other priorities.

Example: The Active Directory Consolidation project is port of on overoll effort to promote lTstandordizotion.
This project will moke the current manogement of user accounts, applicotions, ond devices eosier for lT
odministrators at Public Health because the end user experience will olso be improved by having a single sign-on
to applicotions such as Lync, ShorePoint, and Outlook. Our success will be meosured by having o single setof
procedures and security models rother than the multiple ones thot now exist.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

7. Describe why you expect the proposed lT investment to produce the benefit(s).
Ready, reliable and usable statistics will allow for better forecasting of juror needs, allow for more
accurate "calloff" and save on juror expenses. A new jury management system will allowforbetter
customer service and overall department management of this critical system for the court. TheJury
Department manages large volumes of people with very limited staff. Beside the check-in process,

staff are responsible for orientation of jurors, communication with the courtrooms, creation of pools

and directing people to the various courtrooms. They also handle a high volume of phone calls and

emails from our juror candidates. lmproving our communication options with jurors is important to
providing excellent customer service but also allows for more efficient management of this
necessary court expense.

Similarly, proper forecasting tools benefits court management by increasing our ability to prevent an

overcall of jurors. Our experience has been that those who have the opportunity to be assigned to a
jury panel and participate in the process, even if they are not selected for a jury, leave with a

positive opinion of the process and are likely to share this with their family and community.

Additional communication options such as text would allow us to send program reminders at

different intervals prior to their service date. Once we have done what is possible to remove
barriers to communication by providing those methods which are expected and widely available in

other business and government settings, the court could then explore options for addressingjurors
who failto appear for service. Addressing this group of summonsed jurors is also best practice.

ln April of this year, General Rule 37 - Jury Selection, went into effect. The rule states "Thepurpose
ofthisruleistoeliminatetheunfairexclusionof potentialjurorsbasedonraceorethnicity." This

rule was created followingthe recommendations of a workgroup which was composed of various
judicial officers, attorneys, both prosecution and defense, and legal organizations from acrossthe
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state. The assigned task was to review a proposed rule change pertaining to jury selection and the
use of peremptory challenges. The rule permits a party, or the court on its own objection, to object
to any preemptory challenge to raise the issue of improper bias. The court has begun discussionson
the implementation of this important new rule. One element of consideration isthat itwilllikely
require courts to temporarily remove jurors from the courtroom while argument on these types of
jury selection objections occur. With limited jury room capacity, the availability of text messaging
could be an important toolto help manage and direct these various groups of people.

Finally, our jury source list, which is comprised of approximately 2 million names, is updated
annually. During this time our online customer portal is taken offline for 5 days. This results in an
increase in phone calls and email that jury staff must handle and proves frustrating for our jurors. ln
addition, the Superior Court lT department must dedicate extensive lT staff resources to oversee
this process. Our initial inquires of other jury management systems have been consistent in
reporting that source list updating can be handled over the weekends and portal downtime is
minimal to nonexistent. lmprovements to this necessary annual process would be very beneficialto
the court and our jurors.

2. How will you medsure the benefit(s)? (How will you know iI the benefit has heen achieved?)
Although some of these benefits do not have a current baseline, some measurement will be possible
and anecdotal information can also prove valuable.

ln addition, the new communication tools will assist in the management of large groups ofjurors
which could exceed our jury room capacity in Seattle and Kent. We can utilize the number of
reporting jurors in comparison to room capacity to measure this area of improvement.

lmprovements to the source list update can be done by comparing the number of days the juror
portalis unavailable and by any reduction in hours required bythe SC lT department in facilitating
the annual source list update.

3. What is the current baseline for this measure?
lmprovements in the number of jurors our current facilities can manage does not have a current
baseline, however, once in place we should be able to monitor the number of groups of jurors we
are able to manage on a given day as compared to the current capacity of each of our jurorassembly
rooms. The source list update timeframes will be easily measurable by the number hours/daysthe
system is down and the number of lT support hours that a required to implement the update.

Current baseline for facility capacity: KCCH 265 & MRJC 165

Current baseline for source list update: 5 work days & 110 lT staff hours

4. Whot is the torget for this medsure? (How much improvement will this project achieve?)
As we do not have a baseline for the expected improvements in the number of jurors our current
facilities can manage, once a new system is in place we should be able to monitor the number of
groups of jurors we are able to manage on a given day as compared to the current capacity of each
of our juror assembly rooms. The target for the source list update timeframes will be the
elimination of juror portal down time and a significant reduction in Superior Court lT staff hoursto
manage the annual source list update.
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Target for ability to handle larger groups of jurors: t0-1.5% abovecapacity
Target for source list update: 0 days of portal offline &60% reduction in lT staff hours.

5. When is the benefit likely to be ochieved?
It is anticipated that we will see measurable benefits in the 6-l-2 months followingimplementation
of the new jury management system. Jurors are able to defer service up to L2 months so thistime
will be required to determine what impact the new system has had on the identified benefits.
Additionally, the source list update only occurs annually.

6. Summary Toble for Benefit Category #2:

outcome/Bun"iii Metrics/Measure Target When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Reporting jurors vs.

Baseline

lncreased capacity to
manage large groups of
jurors

Reduce SC lT staff time
required for annual source
list update and time web
portal is unavailable to jurors

Exampte: Reduced

system outages

capacity of each jury
assembly room

# of days the online
portal is unavailable
to our jurors & SC lT

hours for source list
update

CATEGORY #3: Projects that maintain service at current levels by either replacing or upgrading older
technology, reducing the risk of system failures, or providing regulatory compliance. lf the project will result in
improvements to external or internal services or cost savings, please note those benefits in theappropriate
categories.

Example: This project will upgrade PeopleSoft from 9.0 to 9.2. This upgrade is necessary because vendor support

for 9.a will be ending in 201-5 and thot creates a large risk for the County. Without vendor support the Countywill
not receive tax and regulatory updates and will likely result in errors in complying with tox ond regulotory issues.

Example: This project will implement on Advanced Authentication solution which wifl allow King Countyto
comply with U. S. Department of Justice - Federol Bureou of lnvestigotion, Criminal Justice lnformation Services
(CllS) Security Policy Version 5.0,Section 5,6.2.2. Effective September 30, 2013, advonced authenticotion (AA)

must be in place in order to access sensitive CJIS informotion.

1.. Describe why you are proposing to upgrade or replace existing technology. Please include ageof
existing technology and the crverage life cycle replocement for this type of technology.

2. If the primory redson for the project is risk reduction project, please estimote the probability of the
risk or describe how likely it is to occur.

3. Summary Toble for Benefit Cotegory #3:

, OutcomelBenefit Metrics/Measure When will the target be

achieved/measured?
Bv 06/30/2019

26s KCCH

165 MRJC

5 business day
offline and

Ll-0 hours of
SC lT staff
time

10-L5% of
I ncrease

0 days portal
offline and

required SC lT

hours reduced
by 60%

Bv 10/31/2020

Bv 1o/31./2020

Easelin rgetTa

No outages# of system outages per
month

CATEGORY #4: Reduced cost to produce service (external or internal) or costavoidance
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This category is for those projects that will reduce the costs to deliver a county service {external or internal). The
information provided here should be consistent with the information in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) form.
Please describe how the cost savings will be used by your organization. This category also includes cost
avoidance. Cost avoidance is those costs that the County would need to pay, has the capacity and intent to pay,

but will be avoided due to the project.

Example: Reduced cost ta produce service. lf this proiect to install occounts payoble softwore is approved, we will
automote three tasks thot are currently done monually by ogency ond centrol purchosing employees. Based on
experience of other users of the software, this will reduce processing time from the current averoge of ten doys to
less thqn one. Th,is will ollow us to take advantoge of prompt payment discounts for over StS miilion of annuol
purchases. These discounts overqge 2%, yielding annuol savings of about 5300,0A0. This will resutt in savings in
deportment expenditures for those items quolifying for prompt paymentdiscounts.

Example: Cost.Avoidance._Moving to this new vendor thot uses a SoaS product, we will ovoid the needto
upgrode the system to the newest version which goes end-of-life ot the end of next yeor. We were required to
make this upgrade due to regulatory reosons, so this represents o cost avoidonce of 51"00,000.

The above examples are summaries. Please respond to each question listed below rather than providea
summary.

1". Describe why you expeet the proposed lT investment to reduce costs?
A new jury management system will provide the type of communication tools necessary to make
further improvements to our court's ability to "call off" jurors, thereby only having the necessary
number of jurors report for the day. Although a number of trials may be scheduled to start on a
particular week, it is not uncommon forthem to be continued, settled or dismissed with veryshort
notice which means the court is paying for jurors that they will not be able to use that day, More
flexibility to contact and "call off" jurors will result in greater juror expense savings,

ln addition to the benefits of improved technology to "call off" jurors, better jury management
system report functions and capabilities will also allow for more accurate forecasting of upcoming
juror needs. Summons are sent in batches six weeks prior to the week of service. An increased
ability to analyze the changing trends with our yield (those that appear for service), which will likely
occur with the use of text and email reminders, will allow for ongoing and timely adjustments tothe
number of summons sent. The ability to make these ongoing analysis and adjustment should result
in a reduction in our expenses related to the sending of summons.

2. How willyou measure the cost reduction or cost avoidsnce? (How will you know if the benefithos
been achieved)
We will use a variety of statistics to measure the benefits of a new jury management system.
lnstantaneous messaging optionswill have a positive impact on "call off" savings byexcusing
unneeded jurors prior to arrival. This type of flexibility of operations equates to actual savings in
juror payments for the court.

The ability to forecast juror needs with routine and easily available reports will allow jury staff to
fine tune the number of summons sent to achieve the sufficient number of jurors. Withthe
realization of the previously listed external benefits, fine-tuned adjustments will be needed and a

reduction in summons mailing expenses is expected.The2017 mailing expenses will serve asour
baseline.

Overcall results in increased juror expense forthe court and creates an unnecessary burden forour
jurors by requiringthem to appearwithoutthe benefit of an actual opportunityto be a part of the
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judicial process. Summonsing the appropriate number of jurors also prevents the unnecessary
planning and arrangements that jurors must make in advance of their report date only to be called

off.

3. What is the current boseline?
Given the current systems limited abilityto produce reliable reports, our baseline measurementsare
being established by the side systems which are currently being utilized to determine our yield and
"call off" savings. Current baseline measurements for improvements to our forecasting will be made

through savings on the number of summons sent

Current baseline for call off savings: S72,000s
Current baseline for forecasting juror needs (summons mailing expense): 526,700

4. What is the target for this measure? (How much savings will this project achieve)
The target for this measure will be increased savings through increases to our "call off" numbers and

a decrease in our mailing expenses for summons through improved forecasting of juror needs.

Target for call off savings: S100,000
Target for forecasting juror needs (summons mailing expense): 20% reduction

5. When is the cost reduction likely to be achieved?
It is anticipated that we will see measurable benefits in the 6-12 months followingimplementation
of the new jury management system.

6. Summary Table for Benefit Category #4:

; outcome/Be nefit Target When willthe target be

ach

lncrease "call off" savings

through better forecasting
re and tools
lmprove ability to forecast juror
needs

lncreased "call
off" savings

Summons mailings
nses

Sloo,ooo Bv 10/31./2020

S21,360
20% reduction

By 1o/3L/2020

To be completed when benefits have been achieved or no further benefits are expected. For each ofthe
benefits yo,u identified above, explain whether benefits were achieved at target levels. Please include both
quantitative measures and qualitative descriptions of benefits, including any monetary benefits. Usethe
measures identified above. lf not achieved, explainwhy.

Example: This project, to repoir an emergency rodio tower, wos successfulty completed in Aprit 2074. The

onticipated benefit was to maintain current service levels at 99.999% up time for an odditionol 5 years. This project
is currently functioning at 99.999% up-time and will report annuolly for the next 5 yeors on up-time levels.

Baseline

572,ooo

526,7oo

Section 7. Benefit Achievement Summary

s 572,000 call off savings in 2017
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new thatpro;iect
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